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FOREWORD 

This essay is not an attempt to prove any preconceived 

view of St. Paul’s plenary claim to be regarded as the author 

of the Epistle to the Hebrews. The Decree given by the 

Biblical Commission on the twenty-fourth of June, 1914, 

stands indeed at the head of the work, because it represents 

the mind of the Roman and universal Church with regard 

to an historical question which is closely connected with the 

dignity of one of her sacred books. It was, of course, my 

firm conviction from the beginning that the authoritative 

response of the Commission is a faithful interpretation of a 

genuine tradition concerning our Epistle’s author and the 

mode of its composition. But, while adhering to the tradi- 

tion of Pauline authorship, I was entirely disposed and, to a 

considerable extent, even predisposed to use the wide liberty 

allowed by the Papal Commission. I was by no means 

inclined to regard the Epistle as Pauline to the last jot and 
tittle. I had, however, to reopen the question. Strictly 

speaking, the study undertaken in view of this essay was not 

an exhaustive discussion of the problem of the authorship 

of Hebrews. My main purpose was simply to examine the 

peculiarities which characterize its author’s use of the Old 

Testament. It was felt, however, that a mere statistical 

exposition of the facts of Old Testament citation, argument 

and allusion would be an incomplete task, unless it were 

made to enter into the critical discussion of St. Paul’s claim 

to be regarded as the author of the Epistle. Hence it seemed 

necessary to make a careful examination of the critical prob- 

lem as a whole. Three years ago, when the special work 

for this essay was begun, the writer, if asked to declare his 

mind on the authorship of Hebrews, would have answered, 
in substantial agreement with Origen: ‘‘ The thoughts are the 
Apostle’s but the literary expression and composition belong 
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to some one else.”” That was really the impression which I 

had derived from repeated readings of Hebrews and from 

an exegetical treatment of it, twice repeated, for seminarists. 

- One is very much inclined to trust an impression which seems 

so strong as to demand an adequate objective cause. The 

reader of this sublime writing and of the Paulines is certainly 

faced with very palpable contrasts, such as are calculated to 

produce an impression, which may indeed be somewhat 

vague in detail and difficult to analyse but can be very deeply 

felt. The lucid order and calm flow of Hebrews are very 

unlike the tremendous contortions of St. Paul’s dialectic 

and the torrents and cascades of his over-burdened senten- 

ces; the learned vocabulary is, it would seem, redolent of the 
schools of rhetoric rather than of the Diaspora of Tarsus 

in Cilicia; the balanced periods and stylistic ornaments do 

not bear the stamp of the great Apostle’s rough strength. 

The perception of these facts and other similar ones easily 

passes into a feeling tantamount to conviction that the 

artist responsible for the splendidly logical arrangement 

and the placid elegance of this writing cannot be the man 

who has revealed his literary character so fully in nine letters 

to Churches and four to special friends. 

Such was my state of mind in November 1935. I spent 

eight months on a comparative study of Hebrews and the 

Paulines, before the definite plan of this essay was drafted 

and submitted for general approval to the Biblical Institute. 

Those eight months considerably modified my view that the 

Epistle to the Hebrews was only Pauline in its inner sub- 

stance. Diligent study revealed an enormous number of 

real contacts between this writing and the Corpus Paulinum. 

The theological factors of Hebrews showed themselves in a 

new relation of identity and development to the Pauline theo- 

logy. The whole composition of the Epistle stood out un- 

mistakably as the work of the same great mind to whom the 
theological factors and the Pauline conceptions belonged. 

Hebrews could possibly be the elaboration of St. Paul’s 
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thoughts by a man of genius, but the tradition attributing. 

it to St. Paul must, in view of the marvellous unity of the 

| writing, exclude the hypothesis that we have here a work 

§ which is St. Paul’s in its several joints but not in the joinings 

which have made it the stupendous unity which it is. In 

other words it is not a skilfully carpentered compilation of 

Pauline thoughts set in elegant language and logically joined 

together by a collaborator. It would seem, therefore, that the 

measure in which we may attribute the form of the Epistle 

to some one besides St. Paul must be very considerably 

reduced, for at least the logical arrangement of its parts can- 

not belong to a secondary agent. Such a view of substan- 

tially integral Pauline authorship appears to be the sane 

interpretation of the facts. As a matter of history, Origen’s 

| theory of a skilful “‘ scholiographer ” was for some thirteen 

: centuries practically abandoned in the Church. Before the 

rise of Humanism and Protestantism the ‘“ vetus et vulgata 

opinio ’’ was the theory of an Aramaic original elegantly 

written by St. Paul and well translated into Greek. This 

theory was, no doubt, erroneous, but it is an index of the 

mind of a long line of Greek and Latin writers with regard 

to the form of our Epistle. Theodoretus and St. John Da- 

mascene and St. Thomas Aquinas knew perfectly well that 

_ there was no other Scripture “quae sic ordinate procederet 

-in.ordine verborum et sententiarum;’’ yet they chose to 

explain the fact by supposing, with Clement of Alexandria, 

that St. Paul wrote an “ ornate ”’ letter in his own native (?) 

Aramaic and that the “ ornate” style of the Apostle was 

translated into Greek by another hand. This supposition 

did not, in principle, go beyond the admission of a skilful 

amanuensis. It left no room for a ‘ scholiographer.” 

Personal investigation of the facts and first-hand informa- 

tion on the views of others have been the programme of this 

little book. Only works that were actually read or consulted 

are listed in the Bibliography. If there are a few references 

to other authors in the text or notes, it is to be understood 
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that the information was taken second-hand from some 

reliable writer, whose name is generally indicated. The Bi- 

bliography is indeed comparatively small, but I was not able 
to pursue reading any further. The literature of the subject 

is very vast and the time at my disposal compelled me to 
dispense with very frequent visits even to the splendidly 

furnished Library of the Pontifical Biblical Institute. The 

generosity of his Grace, the Archbishop of Sydney, allowed 

me to acquire the most important books, and the Library 

of Santa Maria in Campo Santo, with its Patrologies and 

good collection of Reviews, as well as the Vatican Library 

near by, gave Me easy access to many others. There is 

much which I regret not having had time to read. My 

first-hand acquaintance with Philo, for instance, was con- 
fined to a diligent reading of the ‘‘ Allegories of the Holy 

Laws ” and rapid surveys of other books. I had, therefore, 

mostly to content myself with a brief critical examination 

of the Philonic parallels cited by Carpzov.and others. [I 

had even less opportunity of investigating the parallels of rab- 

binical literature. Strack-Billerbeck, Bonsirven, Lagrange, 

Moore, Aicher and materials gathered during a few weeks’ 

work in the Library of the Biblical Seminar at Innsbruck 
were my chief sources. 

However, as ‘“ less books ’’ often means ‘‘ more thinking ”’ 

this lack of opportunity to push investigation into wider 

fields may be a blessing in disguise. Truth is attained by 

personal study and long reflexion rather than by wide read- 

ing and the heaping up of materials for erudite footnotes. 

Undigested masses of erudition are calculated to bring bewil- 

derment rather than enlightenment. Now, whatever judg- 

ment may be passed on this essay, it claims to be the fruit 

of many hours of studious reflexion and unending efforts 

to get better and better acquainted with the sacred pages 

that reveal not only the sublime intelligence and the almost 

divine heart but also. the real stylistic splendours of ‘* Paul, 

Apostle of Jesus Christ and Doctor of the Gentiles in faith 
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and truth.? It was written within a hundred yards of the 

sarcophagus which holds the mortal remains of St. John 

Chrysostom, with many a prayer to him who so richly de- 

serves to be called the heavenly Patron and unsurpassed 

Prince of Pauline studies. 

Great trouble has been taken to secure accuracy in stat- 

istical data, but it can hardly be hoped that numbers are 

always right to the unit. I endeavoured to extract a full 

Pauline Lexicon from Moulton and Geden’s Concordance, 

noting the relevant facts with regard to each word, but it 

will not cause surprise, if eyes of flesh have sometimes failed 

in a search for hapaxlegomena etc., which involved an. itiner- 

ary through 2,066 dense columns of Greek. Enough trouble 

has been taken in each case to secure confidence that any 

such ‘“‘ lapsus oculorum vel memoriae ’’ does not affect the 

value of the relative arguments. This is also true of the 

registers of biblical citations, references, allusions and re- 

miniscences made in view of this work. All parallels of the 

| Epistles and the Old Testament were personally investigated. 

and all such important variants were noted as seemed to 

have any bearing on the question whether the Greek Old 

Testament of the Author of Hebrews belonged to the type 

of text represented by the Codex Alexandrinus or to that 

represented by the Codex Vaticanus. 

Circumstances required that each chapter of the work 

should be given to the printers, as soon as it was. ready. 

One result of this necessity has been a technical fault in the 

superscription of the left-hand pages throughout half of the 

book. My intention was to give the work a title in accord- 
ance with my main purpose, namely, the examination of Old 
Testament usage in the Epistle to the Hebrews. It happened, 

however, that the proportional length of the chapters was 

not as I had anticipated. The examination of the literary 

form gave far greater results in view of the critical problem 

than the examination of Old Testament usage. Conse- 
quently, the title had to be changed at the last moment into 
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one which assigns only a subordinate place to the subject of 

the last four chapters. 

Readers will be indulgent in regard to some typographical 

errors which, though regrettable, are never serious enough to 

mislead any one who is likely to read the book. I particularly 

regret that, by some strange oversight, Dr. Moffatt’s name 

is mostly spelled with a single final consonant. The accen- 

tuation and division of Greek words occasionally leaves 

something to be desired. Even the division of English words 

is sometimes faulty. These are shortcomings for which I 

am myself mainly responsible. 

More serious are some mistakes in statements of fact to 

which my attention was drawn too late. In Nos. XIV and 

XVIT of Appendix II the authority of Dittmar and Lagarde 

misled me into assuming two Genesiac readings as Lucianean, 

which Rahlfs has shown not to be Lucianean. Again, the 

new Benedictine edition of Exodus shows that on page 342 

the reading: vigintt tria milia (Exodus 32. 28) should not 

have been attributed to the Vulgate simply, but to the Cle- 

mentine Vulgate. 

The essay has been accepted by the Pontifical Biblical 

Institute for the degree of Doctor of Sacred Scripture... 

This foreword should close with a word of thanks. To 

the venerable Archbishop of.Sydney my gratitude is part- 

icularly due; also to the Institutions whose libraries I used; 

to the Professors of the Pontifical Biblical Institute, past 

and present, particularly, to the Rector, Father Bea, to 

Fathers Vitti, Zerwick and Vaccari; to the Vatican Polyglot 

Press, and to the good friends of Campo Santo Teutonico, 

who helped me with proof-reading. 

Collegio Teutonico, Rome. 
Octave of the Immaculate Conception, 1938. 
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THE PROBLEM OF THE AUTHORSHIP OF “ HEBREWS ” 

This essay deals with several elements of the intrinsic evidence 
for or against the Pauline origin of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Its 

purpose is to examine the Epistle’s theological factors, literary form, 

and: particularly its use of the Old Testament, with a view to an 
appreciation of their relation to the theology, style and Scriptural 
usage that characterize the Paulines. Such a treatise should open 
with a general presentation of the critical problem as a whole. This 
introductory chapter is, therefore, an endeavour to present a syn- 

thesis of the principal facts bearing on the origin, character and 

destination of a writing which shines as a particularly brilliant star 
in the literary firmament of the New Testament. 

Decree of Biblical Commission | 

The first duty of a Catholic, who seeks the truth in a biblical 
| matter is to turn his eyes towards the divinely appointed guardian 

and expositor of the Scriptures, the Church, into whose hands the 
Holy Ghost delivered the Sacred Writings through the hands of 
the Apostles. The facts of the literary history of inspired books 

| fall under the verdict of the Church in so far as these facts are con- 
‘nected with the canonicity of the writings in question or belong to 

the truths of revelation. The canonicity of Hebrews or any other 
book of the Bible is a matter in whichithe Church alone is finally 
and decisively competent. Whether she took the Epistle to the 
Hebrews into her canon, because she regarded it as a writing of 

| St. Paul, is a question which it may not be possible to decide on 
_ the evidence of ecclesiastical documents. But the impressive fact 
Stands before us that, through the Papal Biblical Commission, she 
has officially declared the arguments drawn from various pheno- 
mena in the history of the Epistle to be no sufficient justification of 
hesitancy with regard to its Pauline origin. It is true that doubts 
occasioned by heretical abuse of Hebrews darkened, for a time, 
some western minds as to its inspired and Pauline character, but 
the Commission has taken its stand by the perpetual and constant 

unanimity of the Eastern Fathers to which the full consent of the 
West has been given since the fourth century. Pontiffs, Councils, 
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and especially the Scriptural Session of Trent as well as the perpetual . 

use of the universal Church have not only proclaimed the dogma- 

tic truth of the Epistle’s inspiration, but insisted on affixing St. Paul’s i 

name to it. (Pont. Comm. de Re Biblica, Resp. XIII, 24 Jun. 1914 
de auctore et modo compositionis epistolae ad Hebraeos. Enchir. Bibl. 

429). Moreover, the Commission has taken a decisive stand against 
the arrows shot at the Paulinity of the Letter in the name of higher 
criticism. The absence of the Apostle’s name as well as the absence 

of the customary Pauline exordium and salutation from the begin- 
ning of the Letter, the purity of its Greek, the elegance and perfec- 

tion of its diction and style, its method of citing and using the Old 

Testament and the other various differences which seem to separate 

it from the authentic Paulines—all those facts do not, in the eyes 

of the Commission, bear any real degree of negative weight against 
the really strong agreement of Hebrews with the Pauline writings 
in doctrine and language. The Pauline stamp is discernible in its 

sentences; its admonitions and exhortations have a Pauline sound; 
even the phraseology and vocabulary are like those of the Apostle 

of the Gentiles (ibid. 430). The Commission did not, however, ex- 

clude all discussion as to the extent in which another mind than | 

that of St. Paul may have contributed to give Hebrews its peculiar | 

beauty of form (ibid. 431). : 

With this decision as ‘‘a lamp to our feet,” we may face the 

facts regarding the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

Need of external testimony 

There is, of course, no certain means of knowing who wrote our 

Epistle except the testimony of witnesses. Since the origin of a 
book is a fact of human history, history has to be our informant. 

Sane scholarship can never give first place in questions of literary 
paternity to indications gathered from the literary product itself. 
Even when one is perfectly sure of the objectivity of certain char- 
acteristics, it is rarely possible to say that they came and could 

have come only from the brain of such and such an author, or that 
they could not possibly have come from the admittedly versatile 

genius of another certain well-known artist. On the positive and 
negative side argument of this kind must necessarily be weak. And 
the weakness will be all the greater owing to the danger of the sup- 

posed characteristics being mere imaginary preconceptions. The 
rigour of scientific observation is more sadly damaged by the imag- 
ination in the higher critical field. than in any other. Therefore, 
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the sane method is to find and discuss whatever historical testimony 

is available. Internal indications can then be interrogated and 

estimated at their proper value. 

Earliest traces 

With regard to Hebrews we know, on indubitable historical evid- 

ence, that it existed and contributed some of its thoughts to a 

Roman document of the nineties of the first century. That Clement, 
Bishop of Rome, had its phrases in his memory and actually borrowed 
some of its words in his Epistle to the Corinthian community, there 

_ can be no reasonable doubt. The evident borrowings from chapter 1 
of Hebrews, which are found in chapter 36 of Clement to the Corin- 
thians, would alone be sufficient proof of dependence, not to speak 

of many striking echoes of the language of Hebrews existing in other 

parts of the Clementine. ! | 
No such evident traces of Hebrews are to be found in the earliest 

Christian writings of the East, but St. Polycarp’s designation of 
Christ as ‘“‘ The Eternal Priest ” 2 is probably an echo of our Epistle. 

7 The title ‘‘ Apostle” given to Christ by St. Justin ® is also pecu- 
liarly reminiscent of Hebrews (3.1). Nevertheless, although small 

+ scraps of evidence can be found that the Letter existed and was 

, already regarded as a sacred writing throughout East and West 
in. the years covered by the reigns of the first three Adoptionist Em- 
perors (98-161 A. D.), there is no voice to tell us that St. Paul wrote 

it. In addition to that silence, is the disconcerting fact that Rome 

seems at an early date, to have forgotten the Epistle. The middle 

second century canon of the Muratorian Fragment‘ not only nega- 
tively excludes Hebrews from canonical honours but also formally 

excludes it from the Pauline catalogue, by declaring that Paul wrote 
non nist nominatim septem ecclesiis, which are named in the order: 
Corinthians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Galatians, Thessa- 

lonians, Romans. As the second century was passing into the third, 
the Epistle to the Hebrews was little used in the West and appar- 
ently it did not enjoy the fame of St. Paul’s great name. According 
to information preserved from Stephanus Gobarus, a sixth century 

* Chapters 1X-XII are apparently modelled on Hebrews, XI. ‘here are 
unmistakable contacts in the sections dealing with Noe and Rahab. Patres Aposto- 
lict, ed. Funk, pp. 72-77. 

- Ad Philippenses, 12. 

3 2 Apol. 12, 63. 
4 48-64 Enech. Bibdl., 4. 
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Tritheist, by Photius in the ninth,1 Hippolytus of Rome and his | 
master, Irenaeus of Lyons, said that the letter to the Hebrews was not | 
Paul’s. Photius had also read a book of Hippolytus ? in which the © 
same denial was made. Certainly our Epistle is strangely absent | 
or almost absent from the great work of Irenaeus (Contra Haereses), | 
although Eusebius attests that in a book entitled Dispuiationes | 
Variae the disciple of Polycarp mentioned Hebrews and Wisdom 
and cited some sayings from them. The most we can say of these 
two great writers reaching from the second into the third century, 

is that they knew Hebrews but do not seem to have attached apostolic 
authority to it. Just at the same time, under Pope Zephyrinus 
(199-217) the Roman Presbyter Caius counted only Thirteen Pauline 
Letters to Seven Churches, not numbering Hebrews with the rest. + 

Contemporaneously, also, in Latin Africa, so very much a spiritual 

colony of the Roman Church, Tertullian, already a bitter rigorist. 
and enthusiastic Montanist, in that very work, in which he cries 
out against the peremptory edict of forgiveness given by one who 
styled himself Pontifex Maximus and Episcopus episcoporum, cites 
Hebrews 6. 4-8, introducing the source of his citation as “‘ Barnabae 
titulus ad Hebraeos’’ and describing it as a document which was 

““ utique receptior apud ecclesias... Ulo apocrypho Pastore moecho- 

rum.” > He regarded the letter as neither Pauline nor Scripture 
and his junior contemporary Cyprian not only never cites it but. 
even implicitly excludes it from the Corpus Paulinum by the state- 
ment that the Apostle ‘“‘ wrote to seven churches.” ® : 

Light from the East 

These representative testimonies from three great churches of the 

West show that Hebrews was enveloped in some strange obscurity. 
Obviously the only reason why one of the most marvellous pieces of 
first century Christian literature was so much in the shade: through- 
out the Occident, for about two centuries after Clement, is to be 

sought in the fact that people were not clearly conscious that it was 

either sacred or Pauline. In the East, however, we have a different 

state of things. Before the end of the second century the voice 

Puorius, Bibliotheca, Cod. 232. P. G., CITI, 1104. 

Ibid. Cod. 121; P. G., CIII, 404. 

H. E., V, 26; P. G., KX, 509. 
Eusesius, H. H., V1, 20; P. G., XX, 572, 573; JEROME, De viris illustribus, 

59; P. L., XXIII, 669. . . 
5 De pudicitia, 20; P. Z., TI, 1021. 

6 De exhort. mart., 11: P. i, IV, 668. 

me © WD 
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that subsequently prevailed throughout the universal Church is 

heard at Alexandria. That voice, it will be seen, testifies to a fact, 

not to a literary theory founded on critical conjecture. Clement, 

probably a native of Athens and a convert to Christianity, came, 

after travels in Southern Italy, Syria and Palestine, to Alexandria 
about the year 180. The Sicilian Greek, Pantaenus, was then head 

of the Catechetical school or Didaskaleion of Alexandria. He was 

the most venerable of a group of Ancients or Presbyters. Clement, 
then in the flower of life, became his disciple and about twenty years 
Jater his successor. His writings, belonging probably to the first 
decade of the third century, included a sketch-commentary on the 
Old and New Testaments, entitled. Hypotyposes. In that work, 
Eusebius tells us, Clement said that the Epistle to the Hebrews is 
Paul’s but, being destined for Hebrews, was originally written in 
Hebrew. Luke translated it with devoted care and set it before 

the Greeks. Hence in the translation of that Epistle one finds the 

same literary colour as in the Acts. Eusebius narrates all this state- 

ment of Clement on Hebrews in oratio obliqua. He also says that 
Clement discussed the omission of the usual epistolary address and 

in this connection appealed to the statement of a “‘ blessed presby- 
ter.” Here Eusebius cites Clement’s own words as follows: ‘“ Now, 

as the blessed presbyter used to say: Since the Lord, being the Apostle 
of the Almighty, was sent to the Hebrews, through modesty, Paul, in- 
asmuch as he had been sent to the Gentiles, does not style himself 
Apostle of the Hebrews, both becausefof the honour due to the Lord 
and because it was by way of supererogation that he wrote also to the 
Hebrews, whereas he was the herald and apostle of the Gentiles.” 1 

From the fact that Eusebius immediately introduces a testimony 
of Alexander of Jerusalem taken from a letter to Origen, in which 

the Bishop speaks of his intimate friendship with the “ blessed ”’ 
Pantaenus and the “ venerable ’’ Clement, it seems that the yaxépios 
apeoButepos, who tackled the difficulty arising from the {absence of 

1 Evsesios, H. #., VI, 14 (citing from the Hypotyposes of Clement of Ale- 
xandria): tiv mpds ‘ EBpaious 68 éxiorodnv MMavdov pév eival pyow, yeypapOa dé EBpaiors 
EBpaixg [pwvR> Novuxav 88 gidotinws attiv peOepunvedcavta éxdodvar tots “EAAnaw . 

O0ev Tov attov Xp@ra évpicxecOar kata tTHv éppnvetav Tavtys Te THS émtoroARs Kat THY 
Ipd&ewv’ ph mpoyeypdpOa 8& td ‘ Maidos dwéotodos’ eixétws* "EBpdiots yap, pnoiv, 
emaoréAdwy, mpddAmpw eitnddow Kar’ abrod Kal ixorredovow abtév, cuveras mavy ove év 
apy dnéotpedev airods TO dvopa Oédis. efra vmoBas émidéyer’ «”Hbyn d8, ds 6 pakapios 

édeye tpeoBirepos, érel 6 Kiptos dmdaToXOS Ov TOU TavtoKpaTopos dreaTaAy Tpos EBpai- 
Ous, did metpidtyta 6 Ilatdos, ws dv eis ta EOvn areotadpévos, ovK éyypamer éavrov 

. , > > ~ EBpaiwv dadactodov did Te Thy awpos Tov Kiptoy tijy, dia te TO €x Weptovcias Kat TOTS. 

"EBpaos émorédAewv, EOvev Kypuxa dvra Kai drdatodov». (P. G., XX, 549, 552). 
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Paul’s name from a Pauline Epistle, is no other than Pantaenus 
himself. Clement received Hebrews from Pantaenus as a Epistle of 

Paul. Since there is no evidence that Pantaenus held a Hebrew 

original, we can only conclude and, in fact, Clement’s own language 

suggests the conclusion, that Clement himself adopted the theory 

of a Hebrew original as an explanation of the Epistile’s style. The 

view of a Hebrew original did not have the force of a tradition at. 
Alexandria, for Clement’s pupil Origen abandoned it and adopted 

another theory. All the scholars of the Alexandrian School used 

Hebrews, without any reservation or qualification, as a Pauline 
Epistle. Origen’s testimony to its Paulinity joins that of Clement 
in certifying that the Letter was not “ paulinized’’ by academic 
verdict but handed down as Pauline. The great scholar supplements 

Clement’s evidence to the extent that he refers the belief in its Paul- 
inity not merely to one “ blessed presbyter’ but to a number of 

apyaio dvopes—Ancients, who “handed down” the Letter as a 
Letter of Paul the Apostle. It was in the strength of that “ tradi- 
tion’ that Origen constantly cited the Epistle as Paul’s and also 
declared, in his letter to Africanus, that he was ready to. prove his 
conviction by arguments.1 That this was the settled conviction of 

Origen, in spite of his critical judgment on the style of the Epistle, 

is a very solemn and impressive fact, which needs explanation and 
can find no adequate explanation except the prevailing force of tra- 

dition. From the lost Homilies of Origen on the Epistle to the He- 

brews Eusebius (H. H#., VI, 25) has preserved the remarks which 
the Alexandrian made on this writing. The elegance of the Epistle, 
he says, does not harmonise with the self-confessed inelegance of 

St. Paul’s speech (2 Cor. 11. 6: imperitus sermone), but, on the other 

hand, the thoughts are marvellous and second to no apostolic letter. 
In the face of these two facts, Origen delivers his personal judgment, 
namely, that the thoughts are Paul’s, the phraseology and compo- 

sition belong to another, who recorded the apostolic thoughts and 
as it were produced a scholarly reproduction of what his master said. 

As to the identity of that scholarly pupil and writer, only God knows 

the truth. According to the report that had reached him, Origen 
knew of two conjectures. Somesaid Clement of Rome was the writer, 

others said Luke. The capital sentence in Origen’s testimony is, 

however, as follows: ‘‘ If any church, therefore, holds this letter to 

be Paul’s, let it have full approval on that score, for it was not without 

1 P. G., XI, 65, 68. Verisimile est pressum aliquem usurum esse consilio 
eorum qui hance epistolam reiiciunt, ceu a Paulo non scriptam; adversum quem 

aliis seorsum argumentis nobis opus est, ut ilam Pauli esse demonstremus. 
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reason that the Ancients handed it down to us as a letter of Paul.” 

It is clear from these words that Origen’s adherence to the Pauline 

origin of the Epistle is not determined merely by its marvellous 

contents, but by a tradition of the Ancients, which he knew to be 

well-founded. Unanimously and constantly the eastern Fathers 

adhere to that ancient testimony. There is no need to cite names. 

Such a list would be representative not only of Alexandria but also 

of Palestine and Cyprus, of the Syrian Church—both Greek-speaking 

and Syriac-speaking—and of Cappadocia in Asia Minor. 

In the second half of the fourth century obscurity began to pass 
from the western mind also. How this happened it is difficult to 
say unless it be attributable to the pressure of the strong eastern 
tradition, which St. Augustine felt, when he wrote: 2 “ Ad Hebraeos 
quoque .Epistola, quanquam nonnullis incerta sit, tamen quoniam 

legi quosdam huic nostrae de Baptismo parvulorum sententiae 

contraria sentientes eam quibusdam opinionibus suis testem adhi- 
bere voluisse, magisque me movet auctoritas Heclesiarum orientalium, 

quae hanc etiam in canonicts habent, quanta pro nobis testimonia 

contineat advertendum est.’’ What the Saint says of the Oriental 

authority in regard to canonicity is equally truein regard to Paulinity. 

Tradition and Critical theories in the East | 

All that concerns us, in view of this essay, is the truth that an 

authoritative tradition exists declaring Hebrews to be a writing of 

1 Having cited Origen’s testimony regarding the four Gospels, the writings 
of St. Paul (in general only) and the Petrine and Johannine writings, Eusebius 

further cites the following words from Origen’s Homilies on Hebrews (H. E., VI, 25): 

«6 Xapaxrip tis AéEews this mpds ‘EBpatous éxvyeypappévns émiorodfs ovK éyer TO év 

Adyw idwwrixdv TOO arooTdAOV GporoyjcavrTos éavrov idtwrTHv eivat TE AY, TOVTéoTL TH 

ppacet, add’ éoriv 4 émiotoAn ouvOdoe: THs AéSews EAAnvixwtépa, Tas 6 EmtoTapeEevos Kpi- 

vey dpadoewy diahopas oporoyjou dv. wadw Te av Ott TA vorpata tHS émotoANs Bav- 

Bao éotw cal ov Sevtepa ta&v drocToNKGv Gpodoyoupévwv ypaupatwv, Kat rotro av 

cuudyoat eivar was 6 mpocéywv TH dvayveoe TH dtootoAuKH». Tovros pe’ érepa émi- 

péper Adyev' «éyw O& droatwépevos cio’ Gv Ott Ta pév vonpwata TOD dwootéAov éoriv, 

4 6& dpdats Kail 4 civOcots aropympovedcavtés Twos Ta awooTONKa Kal woTEp YOO 

Ypapicavtos twos ta elpnpévov Urb Tov OiWacKddov. ei Tis ov éxKAnoia eye: tTavtny TH 

émiatoAyy ws Mavdov, airy eddoxpetrw Kai éxi roir@* od yap eixf ot dpyato: dvdpes ws 

Natdhov abtiv rapadedéxacw.tis d& 6 ypdyras Thy émtrtohyv, Td pev dAnBés Ocds older, 

n 08 eis npas POdcaca ioropia tnd Twev pev NeysvTwv St KAuns 6 yevdpevos éricxo- 

ros ‘Pwpaiwy, éyparev tiv émtorodjy, urd tTwav dé Ste AouKds 6 ypadyras 16 ebayyéAcov 
Kal tas mpaEes» (P.G,, XX, 584, 585). 

~ 8 De peecatorum meritis, I, 50; P. L., XLIV, 137. 
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St. Paul. It does not seem, however, that any such authoritative 

tradition can be invoked in what concerns the mode of the Pauline 
authorship. Certainly Clement did not have historical testimony 
for a Hebrew original, such as we have in the case of St. Matthew’s 
Gospel; neither was the ioropia, which told Origen that some attri- 
buted the writing of the Letter to Clement, some to Luke, part of the 
authoritative Alexandrian tradition. It is a fact, however, that, in 

the case of this writing and this writing alone amongst the twenty- 
seven books of the New Testament, a distinction was made between 

the substance of the writing and its linguistic form, to the extent that 
the form was attributed unhesitatingly to another hand than that of 

Paul. We must take adequate notice of this fact. The following 
brief presentation of the attitude adopted by the leading commenta-. 

tors of East and West shows how widespread and persistent such 

a critico-literary distinction was. 

St. Ephraem the Syrian (¢ 373) mentions the opinion of those 
who attributed the ‘‘ Greek” of this Epistle to Clement of Rome,. 
but does not reveal his own mind on the question. + : 

Passing from Edessa to Antioch, we find that St. John Chry-. 
sostom affirms the Pauline authorship, without any qualification. 

1 Comm. in Hpp. D. Pauli, Armenian Version translated into Latin by Mechi- 

tarist Fathers, Venice 1893: “‘ In ipso huius Epistolae principio fluctuatio et quae- 

stio accidit nobis ad dignoscendum, curnam sicut in omnibus Epistolis suis, non 

scripsit nomen suum Paulus in hac Epistola? Porro sunt quidam dicentes prorsus 
hane Epistolam a Paulo non esse scriptam. Primum, quia in ista nomen suum 

minime exaravit, quemadmodum in reliquis sociis suis. Secundo, quia vel figura 

formae huius Epistolae nequaquam similis est sociis suis. Propter itaque formam 

constructionis, quae Clementinae similis est, Clementis est, aiunt, Epistola haec, 

non Pauli. Alii vero dicunt quod ipse Paulus scripsit, sed ob odium inimicitiae 

Iudaeorum, quam habebant in eum, abscondens occultavit nomen suum, ne forte 

nomen scriptum in Epistolae principio illos a lectione quoque arceret, illique pri- 

varentur magna utilitate, quae recondita erat in Epistola persuasionibus conferta. 

Hique tales dicunt, quod hebraice secripsit eam non graece; quoniam vero eam 

transtulit Clemens ex hebraico in graecum (idioma), per typum formae sermonum 

constructorum Clementis esse existimata fuerit, quum eius non esset...”’ (p. 200). 

The Syrian Doctor then explains the fact of a nameless Pauline letter to the 

Hebrews by a rather strange theory. The Apostles may have been still at Jeru- 

salem and shown the same sort of timidity in regard to Jewish weakness as St. Peter 

had shown at Antioch (Gal. 2.14). Paul, knowing his own superior power of per- 

suasion, wrote directly to the community, lest the letter being addressed to the 

Apostles, should. have the appearance of a rescript to an appeal from them. Con- 

tinuing he says: ‘“‘ Celat autem et abscondit nomen suum, primum ob humili- 

tatem suam, ut dixi; deinde ne seipsum Apostolum super Hebraeos nuncuparet, 

quoniam nec illi discipuli eius fuerant, nec ipse fuerat ad illos missus. Ne igitur 

eum irriderent... nomen suum praetermittit, atque ab Italia ad eos scribit.”’ (p. 230), 
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In his introduction to the thirty-four Homilies, which the Antiochene 

Presbyter Constantine published from posthumous notes, the exe- 

gete-preacher does not say a word about the style of the Letter, being 

altogether taken up with the questions of motive and destination 

and historical circumstances.1 He does not express any judgment 
on the mode of St. Paul’s authorship. That the School of Antioch 

was not, however, indifferent to the question of the mode appears 
from the Introductory Preface of Theodoret’s Commentary. The 

Bishop of Cyr remarks that certain people infected with the “‘ morbus 
Arianicus ” rejected the epistle as spurious. These ought, at least, 

to believe the Palestinian Eusebius, who held the Epistle to be Paul’s. 
Dogmatic prejudice, especially against the Prologue, was too much 

for them, but they advanced the pretext of the absence of the apost- _ 

olic title. Theodoret answers that the omission is due to the fact 
that the Apostle of the Gentiles was writing not to disciples but to 
Hebrews, and having summed up the arguments of the Epistle, he 

concludes: ‘‘ Scripsit autem eam lingua Hebraica. Ferunt autem Cle- 
| mentem eam interpretatum esse” (P. G., LX XIT, 674-678). 

The only other Oriental Commentator of distinction before the 

Photian schism is St. John Damascene. A note appended to his 
brief commentary mentions a Greek original and a translator, Luke 
or Clement: ‘‘ Epistolam ad Hebraeos Clemens edisserit... ut nempe 
cum Apostolus eam Hebraico idiomate scripsisset, in Graecum trans- 
lata sit, ut quidem nonnullis placet, a Luca evangelista; ut aliis vero 
ab eodem Clemente” (P. G., XCV, 997). 

Of the two medieval Byzantine pedisequi of Chrysostom, namely, 
Oecumenius and Theophylactus, the former touches the question, 
while the latter is silent about it. In the second of two short Intro- 

ductions, ? Oecumenius mentions two chief objections to Pauline 
authorship of the Epistle, namely absence of the Apostle’s name and 
its style. The latter objection he meets by saying: Manifesta est 
causa cur stylus fuerit immutatus. Nam ad Hebraeos scripta patria 

ipsorum lingua, postmodum versa dicitur, ut quidam sentiunt a 

Luca, ut plerisque autem videtur a Clemente: huius enim charac- 

terem etiam servat. 

1 P. G., LXIII, 11, 12. Cur igitur Iludaeis scribit, cum non sit eorum doctor? 
aut quonam ad eos.epistolam mittit? Mea opinione Ierosolymam et in Palaestinam. 

Sed quomodo scribit? Quemadmodum et baptizabat, non iussus baptizare; ait 

enim se non missum ad baptizandum (1 Cor. 1. 7): nec tamen vetitus erat, sed 

operis auctarium (é« wapépyou) fecit. 

° P. G., OXIX, 273. 
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Theophylactus like Chrysostom has nothing to say about the 
style of the Epistle. He is chiefly concerned with its destination: 

Hebraeis ex abundanti scribit hanc Epistolam. Nam magna eorum 

sollicitudine tangebatur, pro quibus anathema fieri optabat. Porro 

lis qui in Palaestina et Hierosolymis erant, scribit. + 

Latin Writers 

Amongst westerns, all through the middle ages, while the sixth 

century Latin version of Chrysostom made by Mutianus was a dom- 

inant influence in the exegesis of the epistle, some of the many relative 
sentences of St. Jerome seem to have determined the critical judg- 
ment of the time. It is noteworthy, however, that, although St. Je- 
rome, in the rather long passage on the subject, which he wrote in 

the article on St. Paul in his book De viris illustribus, 2 summed up 
the views of Tertullian, Origen and Clement of Alexandria, the theory 
of a Hebrew original was the one generally accepted by medieval 
writers. A few extracts from the biblical commentators of those 
centuries will suffice to show how persistently the theory of a trans- 

lator held the field. 
The first is the pseudo-Primasius, now believed to be the ninth 

century monk, Haymo of Auxerre. This author having recorded 
the various attributions of the Letter to Barnabas, Luke, Clement, 

continues: ‘‘ Cui ergo horum ascribenda est? Utique egregio praedica- 
tori; quippe quae ex lucido sensu, ex genere locutionis comprobatur 

illius esse, quamquam subtiliori atque apertiori stylo comprehensa. 

sit omnibus Epistolis; nam fertur Apostolus hance Hebraeis missam 
Hebraeo sermone conscripsisse; in qua ipse peritissimus extitit, cum 

reliquas graeco sermone scripserit. Post discessum vero apostoli 
Lucas evangelista Graeco sermone eam comprehendit; ex quo post- 

modum translata est in Latinam linguam, sicut et reliqua.’’ 

1P. G, CXXV, 185. 

2 Cap. V.— P. £., XXIII, 617: Epistola autem, quae fertur ad Hebraeos, non 

eius creditur propter styli sermonisque dissonantiam, sed vel Barnabae iuxta Ter- 

tullianum, vel Lucae Evangelistae iuxta quosdam, vel Clementis Romanae postea 

Ecclesiae Episcopi, quem aiunt ipsi adiunctum sententias Pauli proprio ordinasse 
et ornasse sermone. Vel certe quia Paulus scribebat ad Hebraeos, et propter invi- 

diam sui apud eos nominis titulum in principio salutationis amputaverit. Scripse- 

rat ut Hebraeus Hebraice, id est, suo eloquio disertissime ut ea quae eloquenter 

seripta fuerant in Hebraeo, eloquentius verterentur in Graecum, et hanc causam 

esse, quod a caeteris Pauli Epistolis discrepare videatur. 

* P. L., UXVIT, 686. 
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In the same century Rabanus Maurus writes: “‘ Hane ergo Episto- 

lam fertur Apostolus ad Hebraeos conscriptam Hebraica lingua mi- 

sisse, cuius sensus et ordinem retinens Lucas evangelista post excessum 

Pauli apostoli, Graeco sermone composuit.” } 

The self-same words derived from St. Jerome are transcribed by 

Walafrid Strabo, pupil of Rabanus, in the compilation, which came 

to bear the name of Glossa Ordinaria. 
In the tenth century, Atto of Vercelli introduces his commentary 

with the same view of the Epistle’s authorship: ‘‘ Hane epistolam fer- 

tur Apostolus ad Hebraeos conscriptam Hebraea lingua misisse. 

Cuius sensus et ordinem retinens Lucas evangelista, post excessum 
beati Apostoli Graeco sermone composuit.” 8 

Similarly, a century later, Herveus of Bourg-Dieu (Burgidolensis) 
opens his Introduction or Argumentum with the words: ‘‘ Paulus in 

Italia positus Hebraeo sermone scripsit hane epistolam...’?* The ad- 
mirable lucidity with which St. Thomas deals with the question just- 

ifies the following long citation: ‘‘ Sciendum est quod ante Synodum 
Nicaenam quidam dubitaverunt an ista epistola esset Pauli. Et quod 

non, probant duobus argumentis. Unum est quod non tenet hune 

modum quem in aliis epistolis. Non enim praemittit hic salutationem 

nec nomen suum. Aliud est quod non sapit stylum aliarum, imo habet 

elegantiorem, nec est aliqua scriptura quae sic ordinate procedat 

in ordine verborum et sententiis, sicut ista. Unde dicebant ipsam 

esse vel Lucae evangelistae, vel Barnabae, vel Clementis papae. Ipse 
enim scripsit Atheniensibus (!) quasi per omnia secundum stylum 
istum. Sed antiqui doctores, praecipue Dionysius et aliqui alii 

accipiunt verba huius epistolae pro testimoniis Pauli. Et Hiero- 
nymus illam inter epistolas Pauli recipit. Ad primum ergo dicendum 

est, quod triplex ratio fuit quare non posuit nomen suum. Una 
est, quia non erat Apostolus Iudaeorum, sed Gentium... Et ideo 

non fecit mentionem de apostolatu suo in principio huius epistolae, 

quia nolebat officium sui apostolatus insinuare, nisi ipsis Gentibus. 
Secunda, quia nomen suum Iudaeis erat odiosum, cum diceret legalia 
non debere servari, ut patet Act. XXII. Et ipsum tacuit, ne saluber- 
rima doctrina huius epistolae abiiceretur. Tertia quia Iudaeus erat... 
et domestici non bene sustinent excellentiam suorum... Ad argumen- 
tum secundum dicendum est, quod ideo est elegantior in stylo, quia, 
etsi sciebat omnem linguam... tamen melius sciebat Hebraeam, tam- 

1 P. L., CXX, 711. 

* P. L., CXIV, 643. 

° P. L., CXXIV, 727. 

4 P. L., CLXXXI, 1519. 
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quam sibi magis connaturalem, in qua seripsit epistolam istam. Et 
ideo magis ornate poterat loqui in idiomate suo, quam in aliquo 

alio... Lucas autem qui erat optimus prolocutor, istum ornatum 

transtulit de Hebraeo in Graecum.” 1 

Modern opinion 

The supposition of a Hebrew original, translated into Greek by 

an elegant hand, was in no sense a diminution of integral Pauline 
authorship. <A faithful translator, however able he may be, is little 

more than a secretary or amanuensis. One would not speak of him 
as a joint author. The ancient and medieval commentators just 
cited regarded every sentence and every limb and every joint of 
Hebrews as the creation of the apostolic heart and brain of St. Paul. 

It was not quite so with the theory of Origen. The Alexandrian 

critic introduced a secondary author who wrote the Epistle not from 

dictation but as a recorder and even as a ‘‘scholiographer ”’ of his |. 
master’s thoughts. In modern books such a secondary collaborator | 
has been given the name of concipient, redactor or extensor. Human- | 

ism marked a return to Origen’s view and, where it passed into the | 

current of the Protestant revolt, led to the denial of Pauline author- | 
ship altogether. In the Catholic camp two names must be men- | 

tioned. Cardinal Cajetan, a wonderful commentator on St. Thomas 
but, in some ways, a most unfortunate Scripturist, doubted not only 

the Paulinity but even the canonicity of Hebrews. Since, according 

to St. Jerome,—so Cajetan argued—the Letter was doubtfully 
Pauline, therefore, it was not clearly canonical. 2 He produced some 

internal arguments against the sacred dignity of the Epistle, which 

Cornely justly treats as futile, e. g. the creaturehood of the Son, which 

Cajetan supposes to be expressed in the Prologue, the invalidity of 

the Scriptural argument from 2 Samuel 7. 14 (Heb. 1. 5) as also from 
Psalm 8 (Heb. 2. 6-9), the denial of penance in chapters 6, 10 and 12, 

the placing of manna in the Ark as described in chapter 9, the argu- 

ment based on the word Ga@éyxyn in the same chapter. HErasmus 
to give him his due, was less radical. Though apparently inclined | 

to deny Pauline authorship, he practically stopped at the Position | of 

1 Comm. in S. Pauli Hpp., Turin Ed. Vol. II, p. 288. Nicholas de Lyra (ft 1340) : 

continues the same tradition in the late middle age. (Cfr. CORNELY, Introductio, | 

Vol. 3, p. 527). : 
2 Epistolae Pauli et aliorum apostolorum ad graecam veritatem castigatae, Ve- ; 

netiis, 1531. Cfr. CORNELY, Inétrod., Vol. 3, p. 528, and Vir, L’ambiente vero della | 

Lettera agli Ebrei, ‘‘ Miscellanea Biblica,’? Vol. 2, pp. 248, 249. 
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Origen, declaring himself ready to submit to the judgment of the 

Church in the matter. In his Adnotationes in Novum Testamentum 

he wrote: “ Ut a stilo Pauli, quod phrasim attinet, longe lateque 
discrepat, ita ad spiritum ac pectus Paulinum vehementer accedit... 

Restat iam argumentum illud, quo non aliud certius, stilus ipse et ora~- 

tionis character, qui nihil habet affinitatis cum phrasi Paulina.” Not 

so much the absence of the Apostle’s name or the doubts of St. Jerome 
as the characteristic style and diction of the Epistle militate against 

the thesis of Pauline authorship. Erasmus was not prepared to 

admit a translation, because he found the Letter different from the 

Paulines ‘“‘in omnibus notis.”’ 
Luther had an early edition of the Adnotationes in his hand, as he 

lectured on Hebrews at Wittenberg in the very year of his revolt 
(1517). In the recently published Glosses and Scholiae? of that © 
and the following year, the Wittenberg Professor quotes Brasmus 

several times but does not recede from the common view of plenary 

Pauline authorship. It was in 1522 that he seriously began to ask 

whether Luke or Apollos might not be the author.? In that year he 
finished his translation of the New Testament and it seems as if he 
then made up his mind that Apollos really wrote Hebrews, a view 
which he expresses many times in his writings.* Following Luther’s 

; inspiration, Melanchton, Osiander, the centuriators of Magdeburg, 

Calvin, Beza etc. attributed the Letter to one or other of St. Paul’s 

disciples. ‘The only stout defender of Paulinity in the Protestant 
camp in the century of the Protestant revolt was Matthias Flacius 

Illyricus (Clavis Scripturae Sacrae, 1567). On the Catholic side stand 
Estius (1542-1613) and St. Robert Bellarmine (1542-1621). The 
latter proved the Letter to be St. Paul’s in his treatise De verbo Dei, 

and in answer to the objection drawn from style he mentions the 
views of Origen and Clement, adding: ‘‘ Ex his duabus solutionibus, 
tametsi utraque probabilis est, tamen prior cum simplicior, tum 
etiam expeditior esse videtur.”5 He adopts the view of Origen 
but chooses none of the old conjectures as to the identity of the sec- 
ondary writer. Estius follows the same course as Bellarmine, but 

prefers Luke to Clement as redactor.* ‘The Louvain Doctor argues 

1 Adnotationes in N ovum Testamentum. Fifth Edition, Basel, 1535. Text 
cited by Vitti, ibidem. 

* Luther's Vorlesung tiber den Hebrdéerbrief, herausgegeben von loHANNES 
FICKER, Leipzig, 1929. 

° Fickrer, Hinleitung, XLI, op. cit. 
* BLEEK, Hinleitung, 4th ed. Berlin, 1886, p. 676. 

* De Verbo Dei, 1. 1, c. 17. 
° Proleg. in Hp. ad Heb. Vivés Edition, tom. 3. Paris, 1891. 
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very thoroughly against the supposition of a Hebrew original. He 
was not unaware, however, that the view of Clement of Alexandria 

was the vetus et vulgata opinio, which, in spite of the reappearance 

of Origen’s view continued to be held in the seventeenth and eigh- 
-teenth centuries by scholars such as Cornelius a Lapide and Natalis 
Alexander. Even in the nineteenth century Reithmayer, Valro- 

ger, Bacuez and Panek advocated the Clementine hypothesis. The 
German Protestant Biesenthal even went so far as attempting to 
restore the Aramaic original.1 The Origenian theory, however, be- 

gan to prevail amongst Catholics in the second half of the nineteenth 

century and has prevailed up to the present day, the redaction of the 

epistle being attributed to Clement of Rome by Bisping, Kaulen, 

Cornely, Fillion; to Luke by Huyghe; to Barnabas by Jacquier and 
Merk; to Apollos by Rohr; to Aristion by Chapman. Integral Pauline 
authorship has found advocates in Heigl and Vitti. 

Amongst Protestants the negation of Paulinity, begun by Luther 
and arrested for a century at least by Flacius, reconquered the field, 

so that, in the nineteenth century, the Epistle to the Hebrews was 

vindicated for Paul by only very few unusually conservative scho- 

lars. The vast majority have sought the author amongst the compa- 

nions of Paul or ended by attributing it to a great unknown. Thus 
Apollos is proposed by Bleek, de Wette, Liinemann, Hilgenfeld, 

Pfleiderer, Alford, Farrar, Davidson, and Reuss; Silas has had the 

favour of Boehme, Riehm, Godet, Wohlenberg; Philip the Deacon 

is the choice of Sir William Ramsay; Barnabas has been favoured by 
Keil, Zahn, Salmon, Renan, and quite recently by Bornhauser; the 

married couple Aquila and Priscilla were seriously put forward by 

Harnack, who discovered significant Wir-Stiicke and a certain femi- 

nine touch in the Epistle; the hypothesis of an Alexandrian Judeo- 
Christian has had the patronage of Von Soden, Holtzmann, Jiilicher, 

Westcott, Ménegoz. For others the author is just an enigmatic 
personality skilled in Rabbinic and Hellenic learning. ‘‘ Gewiss 
ist nur dass er mit allerlei Traditionen und Auslegungsregeln des rabbi- 
nischen wie des hellenischen Judentums bekannt war... In jedem 
Fall war er an Geistesschirfe, an Beredsamkeit, an heiligem Hifer 

fiir das Evangelium einem Paulus ebenbiirtig; dass sein Name uns 
nicht uberliefert ist, ist sehr zu bedauern.” 2 ‘ The author of [pds 
‘EBpaiovs cannot be identified with any figure known to us-in the 
primitive tradition. He left great prose to some little clan of early 

1 Das Trostschreiben. des Apostels Paulus an die Hebréaer kritisch wiederherge- 

stellt, Leipzig, 1878. See Mrecnineau, L’Epistola agli Ebrei, Rome, 1917, p. 224. 
2 WinpiscH H., Der Hebrderbrief, Tiibingen, 1931, p. 135. 
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Christians, but who they were and who he was, rd pév dAnOés Oeds 

ojdev. To us he is a voice.and no more. The theory which alone 

explains the conflicting traditions is that for a time the writing was 

| circulated aS an anonymous tract.’ } 

Summing up this meagre outline of a long history, attention may 
pe drawn to four points: 

1) A tradition asserts the Pauline authorship of Hebrews without 
any qualifications. 

2) Critical study of the singular characteristics of the Epistle 

resulted in Alexandria in two hypotheses. 

3) The hypothesis of an Aramaic original became the critical 

tradition of Hast and West down to the rise of Humanism, probably 
because it represented integral Pauline authorship. 

4) Since the beginning of the sixteenth century the second 

Alexandrian hypothesis of a redactor has tended to prevail amongst 

Catholics, while amongst liberal critics it has become the fashion 
to separate Hebrews entirely from the Corpus Paulinum. 

Case against Pauline Authorship 

Of course, those who reject St. Paul as author attach no historical 
value whatever to the voice, which Clement and Origen knew to be 

| current amongst the Ancients of Alexandria in the second half of the 
second century. ‘‘I am more convinced than ever,’’ writes Moffatt 

= in the Preface to his Commentary, ‘‘ that the criticism of this writing 
cannot hope to make any positive advance except from two negative 

conclusions. One is that the identity of the author and of his readers 
must be left in the mist where they already lay at the beginning of 

the second century when the guess-work, which is honoured as ‘ tra- 
dition’ began. The second is, that the situation which called forth 
this remarkable piece of primitive Christian thought had nothing 

to do with any movement in contemporary Judaism.’ In other 
words, the Epistle is an absolutely anonymous writing and it was 
not written to Hebrews at all. 

“Paulus kann der Verfasser nicht gewesen sein.”” This sentence 
of Hans Windisch is the general voice of liberal criticism. The 
voice comes, the critics say, from the Letter itself, which proclaims 
to anyone who can understand: “I am not of Paul.” The alleged 
internal protest of the Epistle against the supposed paternity of the 

* Morrart J., Epistle to the Hebrews. (“‘ International Critical Commentary ”’), 
Edinburgh, 1924. Introduction, XX. 

9 
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Apostle of the Gentiles, may be classified as historical, literary and 
doctrinal. <A generic exposition of the arguments may be given in a 
few words. 

. 1. Not only is Paul’s name absent from the head of the Letter 
but in the first piece of exhortation which the Letter contains, the 
author reveals himself as belonging to the sub-apostolic generation, 
numbering himself, by the use of the first plural personal pronoun, 
with those to whom the immediate hearers of the Lord had delivered 
the joospel. 

. The language of the Epistle is altogether above the Pauline 
standard, the vocabulary being fuller and distinguished by an. enor- 

mous number of hapaxlegomena and choice words, while the sentence- 
building is characterized by calm, artistic regularity. Periods are 
beautifully balanced and rounded; rhetorical flowers are scattered ; 
profusely over the pages; the transitions are skilfully managed; the 
arrangement is that of a rhetorical treatise-homily; exhortation is not. 
confined, in Pauline fashion, to the end of the writing but is interca- 
lated in the doctrinal exposition. The imagery also is different. <A 

ship missing the harbour, an anchor holding the soul fast, a two- 
edged sword that penetrates and divides the inmost faculties and | 
operations of the soul, the earth watered. by rain and producing use- 
ful or rank growth, the body as a veil—these images are all foreign 
to Pauline usage. The affective movement is that of a calm thinker, 
not of a fiery apostle. The absence of abruptness, sentence-smash- 

ing, interrogative transitions like: ‘‘ Know you not,” ‘‘ What, there- 
fore, shall we say?’ is strangely conspicuous. The rhythm has 
a Hellenic and rhetorical perfection such as sets Hebrews apart as a 

thing of special beauty. The colour of the whole is Levitical and, 
therefore, alien to the spirit of Paul. 

3. The doctrine also, though it has palpable contacts with that 
of St. Paul, has a different view-point. Tedéwors not diwKawoc’vy 
is the ideal of the author. It consists in access to God. Christ is 
the Saviour not so much by His death and resurrection as by His 
entry, through the blood of His sacrifice, into the Sanctuary of heaven. 

He is not so much the Redeemer and Reconciler as the sympathetic : 
High-Priest. The characteristically Pauline mystical Body does E 

not enter into the Theology of Hebrews. For St. Paul Mosaism is a § 
moral Code, which multiplied sin because of the weakness of human § 
flesh, while for the author of Hebrews Mosaism is a sacerdotal Code, : 
the weakness of which is inherent in its ritual institutions. In the 
Epistles the Law is regarded as a ‘' pedagogue unto Christ,’ in Hebrews & 
it is a type or figure of the perfect things to come. Neither has 
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faith, in Hebrews, the same connotation as in the Paulines. It is 

not the antithesis of the Law .and it stands in a more intellectual 

eategory than Pauline faith, which includes not only the note of intel- 

lectual conviction but also of voluntary surrender to the Gospel. 

sacred Scripture enjoys, in the conception of the author, such plenary 

inspiration that it is regarded simply and solely as the word of God. 

Not so with St. Paul. Moreover, in Hebrews Scripture is treated, 

above all, as a rich arsenal of types and in this point, it is alleged, the 

author’s mentality betrays his kinship with Philo, for his Weltan- 

schauung is dualistic, the sensible world being for him only an image 

of a super-sensible, spiritual, heavenly world. Even the moral code 

of the author seems different from that of Paul, inasmuch as the 

ideas of eschatological reward and punishment, expressed by Old 

Testament types, are dominant, and life is governed by the yearning 

for “ the lasting city, the immovable kingdom and the vision of God ” 

whom no one can see without holiness. 

Examination of Epistle 

These are some of the chief elements in the protest which Hebrews 

is supposed to make against its attribution to St. Paul. They must 

receive detailed consideration later. For the present, we shall con- 

‘tent ourselves with an examination of the Epistle as a whole, with 
the sole intention of getting a true view of its characteristics. Much: 
of the critical scholarship of the time ends in false views, because the: 
critics see an amazing number of trees. or, more often, of tiny plants 

and do not see the forest at all. The man who has counted all the 
hapaxlegomena, catalogued all the prepositions, marked all the tro- 

chees and iambi and anapaests, noted all the little patches that show 
Alexandrian colour, has really seen very little of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews. Hence the need of viewing the letter in the great sections 
that constitute the marvellous whole, and not merely in tiny detached 

particles — quodlibets which might be used to prove quidlibet. 

Place of Epistle 

Opening our modern edition of the New Testament, we find that. 

Hebrews occupies the leaves between Philemon and James, that is 
between the thirteenth Pauline and the first Catholic Epistle. Does 

this collocation separate it from the Corpus Paulinum? Manuscript 
evidence shows that it does not. In the oldest uncials (S A BC) it 
follows second Thessalonians and precedes the Pastorals. This is 
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also the position which it occupies in most:MSS of the Bohairic Ver- 
sion and in the commentary of St. Ephraem already mentioned. 
In the archetype or predecessors of Codex B, it stood between Gala- 
tians and Ephesians, as the series of sectional numbers on the margin 

of that Codex shows. In the Sahidic Version, it even preceded 
Galatians. The Syriac Versions, the later Greek MSS and the Latin 
MSS. assign Hebrews the order to which we are accustomed, namely, 

fourteenth place at the end of the Paulines.1 That it earlier found 
a place tenth after the nine Letters to the Seven Churches, or after 

the four great Epistles, or within these in the fourth place is a strong 

testimony of its ascription to St. Paul. Still more eloquent is the order 
of the Chester-Beatty papyrus Codex of the early third. century. 

Here Hebrews comes immediately after Romans. . 

Title 

While the position of the Letter, considered in its historical an- 

tecedents, speaks in favour of Paulinity, the title []pts ‘EBpaiovs 
gives us the traditional view of its destination. This title can scar- 
cely be regarded as a superscription affixed to the Letter by the 

author himself, but it is not likely that the Letter circulated in other 
communities than that to which it was addressed, without bearing 
some indication of its original destination. As the Letter was in 

circulation before the end -of the first century, it is probable that 
[pds “EBpcovs stood. at the head of it even then. The historically 
ascertained facts are that it figures in all the codices since the middle 
of the fourth century; it was the recognised title of the Letter at 
Alexandria shortly after the year 150; and the early third century 
papyrus copy of the Chester-Beatty collection has it. We can thus 
trace it back to within fifty years from Clement of Rome and,.as the 

Letter was familiar to him, the presumption is that he knew it as 

Epistola ad Hebraeos. 
The sense of the word, Hebrews can be conceived as linguistic or 

ethnic or local. The first of these amounts to Palestinian, for Ara- 
maic was not spoken as a common language outside of Palestine. In 
contradistinction to such Hebrews those who came from the Diaspora 
and spoke Greek were called Hellenists.?. In the ethnic sense all 
who belonged to the dwoexapvdAov (Acts 26, 7) were Hebrews, whe- 
rever they lived. Although St. Paul, a native of Tarsus, spoke 

1 Cir. WESTCOTT, Introduction, XXX. 

2 Acts, 6, 1. 
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Aramaic as well as Greek, it is not on account of language but because 

he belonged to “‘ the seed of Abraham and the tribe of Benjamin ”’ 

(Rom. 11, 1) that he asserted his Hebrew quality against the Hebrew 
doctors at Corinth, as also in the boast that he made against similar 
Judaizers in the Letter to the Philippians.1 In the local sense a 

Hebrew community in any centre, or the dispersed Hebrews of any 
region, or even of the whole Roman world could be called by this 
name. It applied, however, most naturally to the centre of Judaism, 
that is, to Jerusalem. It is thus coterminous and, in fact, narrower 
than the linguistic acceptation. ‘That the Letter was directed to a 
definite community and that the community was at Jerusalem, is 

# the traditional view because it is the obvious view and the one borne 
# out by the text itself. This is not the place to sum up the proofs 
| given so exhaustively by Heigl? and, in briefer form, by Catholic 
@ Introductory Manuals? and by Westcott,* but our analysis will 
| show why the first readers of the Epistle should be sought at Jeru- 

salem rather than at Alexandria or Rome. 5 
The author has, in the course of the Letter itself, given his writing 

a descriptive title which it is of the utmost importance to keep well 
in mind. In the brief personal section which concludes the Letter, 
he writes: [lapaxad@ Oé tyds, adeApoi, avéyeoGe Tov Adyou Tis Tapa- 
KAnoews” Kai yap Oia Bpayéwv éwéotetha vyiv ‘* T exhort you brethren 

# to suffer the word of exhortation: for I have written a letter to you 

# in a few words.” Hebrews is, therefore, in the mind of the writer, 
p a ‘Letter of Exhortation,’” the exhortation being, according to 
§ the full force of the Greek word, filled with helpful warning, en- 
= couragement and comfort. Now the noun zapdkAnois is, in the New 
_ Testament, confined to St. Luke and St. Paul and this Letter. Twice 
# we read it in the third Gospel and four times in the Acts, one of 
e the four examples being the etymological interpretation of the sec- 
: ond element in the name of Barnabas.® The third of the four is not 

# Without special interest. Paul and Barnabas entered the synagogue 
of Pisidian Antioch together. The invitation given them to. speak 
was conveyed in the words: avdpes ddeApot, ei tis éotw év wiv Adyos 

| TapakAjoews zpos Tov Aadv, Aéyete..? It was Paul and not Barnabas 

1 2 Cor., 11. 22; Philipp., 3. 5. 

* Heiser, Verfasser und Adresse u.s.w., pp. 157-230. 

3 CoRNELY, Introductio, III, 539-542. 

* Westcott, Introduction. 

> BORNHAUSER (Empfdnger und Verfasser u.s.w.) argues well for Jerusalem 
but limits the circle of addressees to convert priests. 

§ Acts, 4. 36. 

” Acts, 13. 15. 
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that delivered a ‘ word: of exhortation,”’ which, with the Pentecostal 
discourse of St. Peter and the defence of St. Stephen, shows some of 
the most striking New Testament parallels with Hebrews. In eight 

out of the thirteen Paulines the word zrapaxAyots occurs twenty times 
altogether, of which more than half belong to second Corinthians 
and almost a third to the exordium of that Epistle alone. In Romans 
it ig found three times (same as Hebrews), and in each of six other 

epistles once (1 Thess., 2 Thess., 1 Cor., Philipp., Philemon, 1 Tim.). 
The statistics of the verb are almost equally impressive. If we set 

apart the Synoptic Gospels, and three sentences of 1 Peter and one 

of Jude, the verb mapaxadéw is characteristic of St. Luke and 
St. Paul. After the Acts, where the verb figures four times in the 
Petrine section (1-12) and nineteen times in the Pauline (13-28), Paul 
himself being the subject in about a half-dozen instances, the episto- 
lary, in which the verb is used over fifty times, marks the Apostle of 

the Gentiles as a specialist in the Adyos mapaxAyoews. That is all 
that statistics can prove. They furnish some tiny indication that a 
Letter, which is professedly a word of exhortation and uses the 

extremely Pauline nown wzapdkAyois and the corresponding verb 

three and four times respectively, is not alien to the spirit of 

St. Paul. 

With regard to the distribution of exhortation throughout the 
Letter, if may be observed, in the first place, that the purpose of the 
writing made the maintenance of an exhortative thread necessary. 

Secondly, the method is not foreign to St. Paul. In the Paulines as 
well as in Hebrews, paraenetic sections find a place within the dog- 
matic body of the Letters. There is a word of exhortation in Romans 
5,1, and the section 6, 12-14 is openly exhortatory. First and 
second Corinthians are, in a sense, all exhortation, but special notice 
should be given to the fact that a charity sermon figures just in the 
middle of the latter epistle. Galatians, which is more of the dog- 
matic type of Romans and Hebrews, has an exhortation intercalated 
in chapter 4. 12-20, before the paraenetic section proper begins 
with chapter five. 

Neither the paraenetic purpose nor the paraenetico- dogmatic 
plan of Hebrews can, therefore, be declared un-Pauline. . The indica- 
tions rather point the other way. But, perhaps, the whole writing 
and all its parts clamour against ascription to St. Paul? Let us ex- 
amine it and see. 
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Analysis of Letter 

The Letter opens with a magnificent prologue which forecasts 

the whole argument and introduces the first section (1. 1-4); then 
comes the well-planned treatment of a great dogmatic theme in the 

- function not of intellectual instruction only but of the encourage- 
ment which the theme is calculated to inspire in the face of a crisis 

(1. 5-10, 18). The purely paraenetic section extends from 10. 19 to 

18. 17 and the Letter ends in a short personal epilogue (13. 18-25). 
Within what may be called the dogmatic part exhortation occupies 
the field in the sections 2, 1-4, 3.7-—4. 16, 5. 11-6. 20. The transitions 

from exposition to paraenesis and vice versa and even the remote 

preparation of these transitions are admirably managed. ‘‘ Non est 
aliqua scriptura quae sic ordinate procedat in ordine verborum et 

sententiis, sicut ista.”’>1 No greater contrast to the manner of 
Romans and Galatians and even of some other Paulines could well 

be imagined. It is, perhaps, in the matter of knitting arguments 
together logically and artistically rather than in vocabulary, or 
sentence-building that Hebrews is felt to be so different from the 
Paulines. Even when the Pauline waters flowed softly as they did 
to a certain extent in the epistles of the Captivity, they tended to 
become impetuous at a moment’s notice and to change their movement 
from that of a placid stream into the rush of a mountain torrent. 

Notice, for instance, the sudden burst against ‘‘ the dogs and the 

evil workers and the concision ’’ in the paternal letter to the Philip- 

pians, where the emotion does not subside till the end of the chapter. 
This is, however, only a small sample compared to the abrupt transi- 
tions of the early chapters of Romans and the epistle to the Galatians. 

The attention, which it undoubtedly deserves, will be given to this 
question of the ‘‘ joinings ’ of Hebrews, under the heading of style, 
but it must be noted here that very startling contrasts can occur 
within the field of a great man’s literary modes. Reading St. John’s 
Gospel one would think that this author could not possibly write 

two successive pages without using ody aS a connecting link; yet in 
St. John’s first epistle the particle does not appear even once. The 
Same sort of thing is found within the series of the thirteen Pauline 
epistles. The question rti/ ovv épovyev which so frequently occurs, 
as an argumentative transition, in the dogmatic portion of Romans 
—a half dozen times in six chapters—is not once again found in 

1 Sr. Tuomas, Prologus, op. cit. 
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the epistolary, not even in Galatians, where the argumentative manner 
issosimilar. Arguments from formal dissimilarity must be treated 
with the greatest caution. They are mostly of a purely negative 
kind and are very frequently used on the false supposition that an 
author, who has written a dozen works has thereby revealed the whole 
measure of his mind and the full potentiality of his style. 

- Prologue and opening chapter 

The Prologue is a case in point. We recognise in it the finest 
period in the New Testament. It is a long sentence knit together 
and balanced, such as no other sentence in any other book, not even 

excepting the Prologue of the third Gospel. It would seem possible 
to assert with unlimited confidence that St. Paul never produced so 
symmetrical a piece. If we compare the neat participial construction 

of this little composition of seventy-two words with the tremendous 

series of relative clauses that help the exordium-sentence of Ephesians 

to attain the stupendous length of 202 words, the difference of style 
will be very evident. Besides, four of the seventy-two words and 

one phrase are not found in the epistolary or elsewhere in the New 

Testament. 

It is probably true that the exquisite symmetry of this Prologue 
finds nothing to rival it in the writings of St. Paul, but we must not 
forget that the Apostle of the Gentiles has left gems of elegant expres- 
Sion as well as of majestic power. The eulogy of charity in 1 Cor. 13. 

is justly cited as a masterpiece of well-ordered composition and fine 
rhythm. On the whole, the calmer writing of St. Paul shows a 
marked tendency towards Hellenic symmetry. Greek was, after all, 
his mother tongue and his immense sympathy with the world of his 
apostolate must have had an influence on his style. St. Paul, in fact, 

had no one style. The manner of his expression not only followed 

the development of his marvellous apostolic genius but was very 
much determined by the category of ideas that he dealt with at the 
time and the state of calm or emotion in which he put his thoughts 
into words. There is, for instance, scarcely a single irregularity in 
the Letter to Philemon, and Philippians, written almost entirely in a 
tone of paternal calm, is almost equally regular. In the latter Epistle 
the Apostle has pieces of singular elegance as, for instance, the exor- 
dium and the beautiful Christological passage. Especially in the 
Christological text three great ideas have determined the fine literary 
structure of the piece. Similarly in the Prologue of Hebrews the rich- 
ness of the thoughts, which were combined apparently in a process 
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_of calm reflexion, would have determined the choice of form. Cer- 
tainly, the ideas are all found equivalently or at least basically in the 
earlier epistles, especially in those of the Captivity.1 Another 
important point is that St. Paul was accustomed to sum up his whole 
theme in an exordium and this has been admirably done in the Pro- 

logue of Hebrews. 
In the section which sets forth, in Scriptural texts, the superior- 

ity of Christ over the Angels (1. 5-14), five of the seven passages are 
not cited by St. Paul, but it is significant that the first and the last are 
cited, the other five being also Psalm texts. In the Acts and Episties 
St. Paul is found quoting no less than two dozen Psalms. Hebrews 
cites ten Psalms, three of which are also laid under contribution in the 

Paulines. The author therefore is associated with St. Paulin a gen- 
erous use of the Psalter and in the use of three identical Psalms. It 
may be added that the superiority of Christ over the Angels is set 
forth in a passage of Ephesians, where there is a very clear allusion 

to Psalm 109, the chief Scripture of the section we are considering and 

even of Hebrews as a whole. 

First Exhortation 

The first exhortation of our Epistle is introduced by ia todro. 
So common a connection would call for no notice but for the fact that 
it reminds one very specially of the Pauline epistles, where it is more 
frequent than in any other writings of the New Testament. Ii 
occurs some eighteen times, and stands in the two Thessalonians, 
Romans, Colossians, Ephesians and 1 Timothy, as here, near the be- 
ginning of the epistle. This fact is mentioned especially, because the 
modes of connection in Hebrews are rather different from those of 

St. Paul. . 
‘The exhortation here given to pay more attention to the word 

spoken by the Lord than to the word spoken by Angels approaches 
the structure of the Prologue, and its phraseology (apooéyew tois 
axovobciow; apynv NaBovioa dadeitoOa) is even said to be reminiscent 
of Alexandria; but the reference to Angels as promulgators of the 
Law and the reference to charismatic signs find striking parallels in 
Galatians 3 and 1 Corinthians 12. 

The great difficulty which this paragraph is supposed to raise 
against Pauline authorship is that the writer says that the word, 
‘‘ which. at first began to be spoken by the Lord, was confirmed unto 

1 Colossians, 1. 15-20. 
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us by them that heard him” (2. 3). St. Paul, it is argued, could not 

have classed. himself with those who heard the Gospel mediately and 
not immediately from the Lord. It must therefore be a disciple of 

the Apostles and not an Apostle that wrote these words. But the 
obvious answer is that the writer is speaking of Christ’s public preach- 
ing during the days of His earthly ministry. That preaching St. 

Paul had not heard. It was Christ’s personal mission to Israel, so 

that the Apostle of the Gentiles writing to Hebrews could very well 
put himself amongst those to whom it was confirmed by these disci- 

ples, who had been in the school of Christ from the beginning. It 

would be all the more natural for him to do soe, since he adopts the 
first plural of exhortation all through the epistle, unless he has reason 

for directly addressing his readers. Moreover, as this initial word of 
warning stands where a ‘ captatio gratiae ’’ is usually found in the 
epistles, the avoidance of a second plural, as seeming to embody a 
reproach, would be particularly advisable. On the contrary, the 

first plural seems to convey the impression of a Hebrew writing to 

Hebrews. The term owrypia, also, though not exclusively Pauline, 
is very characteristic of St. Paul. In speech and epistle he is known 
to have used the word twenty times whereas it is seldom found else- 
where except in St. Peter, who has it six times, and in the Béenedictus 
three times. It will be remembered that in the Pisidian sermon the 
Gospel was called 6 Adyos Tijs cwrnpias. 

Incarnation and Passion 

That the Incarnation and the Passion do not detract from but 
rather prove the superiority of the Lord over Angels is shown in an 
eminently Pauline way and in a way specially adapted to Hebrew 
readers (2. 5-18). The eighth Psalm, already become a locus Pau- 
linus for the universal Lordship of Christ (1 Cor. 15. 27), is adduced 
and the now glorified sufferer of Calvary is pointed out “ crowned 
with glory and honour ” in a way that recalls the “ superexaltation °’ 
of Philippians (2. 8-11). The becomingness of a suffering Saviour of 
mankind is traced to the association of the Sanctifier and the sanc- 

_ tified in the sonship of God, the solidarity of the Messiah’s brotherhood 
with humanity being made to rest on a Psalm-verse (21. 23) and a 
double citation from a part of Isaias, in which St. Paul had already 
found some words of a composite text. 1 

1 Isaias, 8. 17. Some words of 8, 14 being found combined with 28. 16 in 
. Rom., 9. 33. 
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If we exclude our Lord’s congratulation to Simon Peter (Matt. 16. 

17), the expression ‘‘ flesh and blood ”’ as an equivalent of “ human 
nature”? is found in St. Paul’s epistles only.1 It occurs here (2, 14) 
not in the more usual order of 1 Cor. 15. 50 and Gal. 1.16, but in the 
order aiva cai odp& found in the later epistle to the Ephesians 
(6. 12). Two other expressions are indicative of Jewish addressees, 

namely, the “‘ seed of Abraham ” and the “ sins of the people.’’ There 
seems to be no reason why Christ’s race should be mentioned here. 

Consequently, it can only be on account of the exelusively Jewish 

character of bis readers that the writer says: ov yap Oy7ov dayyéd\wv 
émnapBaveta, d\Aa otréppatos “ABpadu émAapBavera. Lower down 
the mission of Christ is described as being eis rd iAdoxeoOa tas 
auaptias tov Aaov. The term Aads consecrated by Septuagint usage 
denotes the Jewish people. Here then as in the words of the Angel 

to St. Joseph (Matt. 1. 21) the sins of the Jewish race are regarded as 

the privileged object of Christ’s propitiation. Clearly the writer would 
not, almost against the trend of his exposition, allow his thoughts to 

be turned to the primary connection of the Incarnation and the Pas- 

sion with the seed of Abraham and the Jewish people, if he did not 

have a purely Hebrew circle before his eyes. 

Comparison of Christ with Moses and the exhortation 

which follows 

It is also apparently in view of Jewish destinataries that in the 

next section (3. 1-6) Jesus is presented not only as a High-priest 

but as an Apostle. His apostolate to the House of Israel introduces 
the comparison between His dignity and that of Moses. The long 
exhortation from Psalm 94 is also more peculiarly adapted to Jewish 

than to Gentile readers nor is the warning against apostasizing from 

** the living God ” (3, 12) in any way indicative of converts from the 
worship of dead idols, Oeds Gév being an old Hebrew phrase which 
we find at least twice in the New Testament spoken in exclusively 
Jewish circumstances by such purely Jewish persons as Simon Peter 
(Matt. 16. 16) and Joseph Caiphas (ibid. 26. 63). If the phrase proves 
anything, it would rather be the hand of St. Paul, since it figures 
four times in our Epistle and is frequently used besides by St. Paul 

only. 2 

11 Cor., 15. 50; Gal., 1. 16; Eph., 6. 12. 
2 Seven times: Act., 14. 15; Romans (citing Osee), 2. 26; 2 Cor., 3. 13, 6. 

16: 1 Thess., 1. 9; 1 Tim., 3. 15, 4.10. Once in St. Peter (1 Petr., 1. 23) and 

twice in Apoc., 1. 12, 15. 7. 
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The typology of the passage before us is such as would be difficult 
of comprehension to any but Judeo-cbristians. It is not to the typal 
punishments which are mentioned 1 Cor. 10 as befalling the genera- 
tion of the exodus that this exhortation particularly draws the atten- 
tion of its readers, but to exclusion from the promised xatamavots. 
That rest, having its archetype in the sabbath of God, was missed 
by the generation that was first invited to enter upon it. Josue 
brought another generation into it, but the repose of Chanaan did 
not fulfil the divine promise. Hundreds of years later, in the days 
of David, a ‘‘ Today” was determined in regard to the antitypal 
sabbath rest of eternity. This sabbatism left for the people of God 
(t6 Aa@ Tov Ocov) is set before the readers of our epistle in its biblical 
forms — archetype, type, antitype — because the writer knew that 

it would thus have the meaning which he wished to convey for Pal- 

estinian Hebrews. Let it also be observed that the word émayyenia, 

equated with eiayyé\ov through the phrase xai yao éopev evnyyedic- 
yévol, figures here (4. 1) for the first time in this epistle and continues 
throughout as the special word for the Gospel promises. There is 

a remarkable parallel in the Pisidian discourse addressed by St. Paul 
to a Jewish audience. Having pointed out the fulfilment of the an- 
cient émayyeda in the advent, passion and resurrection of Jesus, the 
Apostle there said: Ka: jpets tyds evayyeAoueba tiv mpds Tovs Ta- 
Tépas émayyedav yevouévnv. (Acts 13. 32). Outside of this discourse 

and that delivered before Herod Agrippa (Acts 26. 6), the word occurs 
often in the epistles, namely, 21 times in this special sense (excluding 
Gal. 3.14, Eph. 1.13, and two doubtful passages of the Pastorals). 
The greatest number of examples is from the Jewish sections of 
Romans (8 times) and of Galatians (9 times). In Hebrews we read 
the word no less than thirteen times. That in itself is a very strong 
indication that the readers were Jews. The Pauline stamp is further- 
more discernible in chapters three and four by a certain emphasis 

which the Apostle had already manifested both in the Pisidian dis- 
course and in 1 Corinthians 10 in regard to the importance of Israel’s 
forty years in the desert. Moreover, Such phrases as xcAjoews éroupaviov 
uetoyxot (3.1), and Adyos tijs axons (4.2) seem to betray St.Paul. The 
same may be said of the interrogative style of 3, 16-18 and the inter- 
change of amoria — dzeibea and correlative verbs (3. 12, 18, 19; 
4. 6,11). Finally the metaphor of a sword, denoting the word of 
God, is found nowhere else in the New Testament except in Ephe- 
sians 6.17 and Hebrews 4. 12. 

The last three verses of chapter four (14-16) constitute a link- 
paragraph between what follows and the formal description of the 
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High-priest, whom the Prologue shows enthroned on high and whom 

chapter 2. 17, 18 presents in the garments of sufferings and sympathy. 
This short passage has atleast four contacts with St. Paul. Firstly, 
in. the New Testament duodoyia is a Pauline word. Secondly do@évea, 
in the wider and moral sense, is also purely Pauline. Thirdly the 

son of God made like to men but without sin is reminiscent of 
2 Corinthians 5.20. Fourthly, although the verbal expression is con- 
siderably different and altogether more liturgical, the invitation to 
“ approach with confidence the throne of grace” calls to mind the 
rpocaywyyy... eis thv Xdpw tdvtyv of Romans 5.2 and also Hphe- 
sians 2.18, 3.12. 

Sacerdotal Centre of Epistle 

With chapter five begins the sacerdotal centre of Hebrews. Since 
its subject is nowhere professedly treated in the New Testament, it 
is only to be expected that parallels with the Pauline epistolary will 
be fewer. The descriptive picture of a High-priest as a genuinely 
human representative of men with the authority of a divine call 

does not clearly echo anything which we read in St. Paul. Never- 
theless, the use of the second Psalm reinforced by Psalm 109 as well 
as the connection between the humiliation of Christ’s obedience and 
His glorified saviourship recall the preacher of Acts 13 and the writer 
of Philippians 2.7. It has also been frequently remarked that the 
image of the suppliant Christ of 5. 7 has affinities with the description 
of the Agony in Gethsemani from the pen of St. Paul’s disciple, 
Luke. 

The exceedingly solemn exhortation (5. 11, 6. 20) which introdu- 
ces Christ’s Melchisedechian priesthood and its characteristic ministry, 

opens with a complaint, which is remarkably similar to another 
word of complaint found in 1 Cor. 3.1-3. There St. Pauli declared 

that he could not speak the sublimer wisdom of the Gospel to the 
Corinthians because they were imperfect (cfr. 1 Cor. 2. 6)—carnal 
rather than spiritual. He had to treat them as babes in Christ and 
give them milk, as to people incapable of (solid) food. The author 
of Hebrews finds himself in the presence of an analogous situation. 
Those whom he addresses should have been ready to receive the expo- 
Sition of his great theme, but the expositor’s task was rendered part- 
icularly difficult by the dulness of their ears. The letter which he 
was sending to have read aloud in their assembly (cfr. Colossians 
4. 16) would, it seemed, meet a very unappreciative hearing. For, 
whereas the long space of time since their conversion (presumably 
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in Palestine) should have qualified them to be teachers, they needed. 

once more to be taught the elements of God’s message. The sim- 
ilarity of the two communities in backwardness calls forth almost 
identical language. St. Paul had complained that the Corinthians 
were not fit to receive the wisdom, which he was accustomed to speak 

among the perfect (1 Cor. 2.6) and had compared them to babes need- 

ing to be fed on milk. Almost in the same words our author says: 
‘‘ You are become such as have need of mili and not of solid food. 
For everyone that partakes of milk is unskilled in the word of justice: 
for he is a babe. But solid food belongs to them that are perfect.” 
The parallelism here is not merely confined to the three words: babe, 
milk, perfect but is a strikingly close parallelism of ideas, such as 
helps to confirm the tradition that St. Panl wrote our epistle, confirma- 
tion and not proof being all that occasional coincidences of imagery 
and phraseology can offer. 

The force of the parallel might seem to be completely neutralized 

by the concluding sentence: teAdiwv dé éotw 4 oTEped TpOdH, TOV Cia 
thy &€w ta aicOntypia yeyuuvacpéva éyovtwy mpds didKkpiow Kadod TE 
kaikaxod. The philosophical term é&ts is a hapaalegomenon in the New 
Testament; so also is the word dio@ytypiov — both being common to 
Hebrews and Philo — while apés diaxpiow Kadov te Kai xaxov is such 
a phrase as we should not expect from St. Paul: The objection, how- 

ever, loses its force when we consider that é&s occurs a half-dozen 
times in the LXX. It generally stands in the sense of bodily sta- 
ture or state or well-being, but is also used by the grandson of Ben 

Sirach (Prologue 10) of skill acquired by practice. The writer speaks 
of his grandfather as an ardent student of the sacred Books of the 
Hebrews kai év tévtos ixaviv €Ew weprmomoduevos.+ Of aia Ontnpiov 
we may remark that, although the term does not occur in the Letters 
of St. Paul, the Apostle alone uses the word aic6yco1s so common in 
the Septuagint. In Philippians 1. 9 it has the sense of moral judg- 
ment or discretion. The usage here is nearer to Jeremias 4. 19 
than to Stoic terminology; for the Prophet is considering the bit- 
terness of Jerusalem’s malice, when he declares the pain which afflicts 
Ta aoOytypia Tis Kapdlas (dvTot). Needless to Say, yeyuuvacpéva 
speaks for St. Paul. He alone of New Testament writers has spoken 
of “ exercising... unto piety” (1 Tim. 4.7). The final phrase mapds 
Oldkpioly Kadod te Kai kaxoi may easily be a reminiscence of the Old 
Testament, where we find such phrages as ywooKovres kadov Kal 3o- 
vnpov (Gen. 3. 5); ove ofdev onpepov cyabov cai kaxdv (Deut. 1. 39) awpiv 

1 Quintilian (Inst. Or., 10. 1), gives the definition: Firma quaedam. facilitas 
quae apud graecos é&s nominatur. 
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i yvava TO Tatdiov ayabov 4 Kaxcdv (Is. 7. 16). It is true that these 
antitheses are verbally different, but xcaddv is opposed to xaxdv in 
Rom. 7.21. This last is the only verbal! parallel in the New Testa- 
ment. There are other verbal parallels which might receive notice. 
For instance ta Adyia tov Ocot finds a better parallel in Romans 3. 2 
than in1 Peter 4.11. The term ta ororyeta, though found twice as 
a physical term in 2 Peter, is otherwise entirely Pauline. 

In the following paragraph (6, 1-3) the same observation holds 

for teAedtys, Geuédtos, vexpa épya, édvrep émitpémyn 6 Oeds. The first 
of these expressions is limited to this passage and Colossians 3. 14; 
the second is, in the figurative sense, peculiar to St. Luke’s Gospel 
(twice), the Pauline epistles (7 times) and Hebrews (twice). As the 

vision of the heavenly city in the Apocalypse does not come in for 
consideration, the use of Oeuédos in Hebrews carries with it some 
suggestion of St. Panl. Likewise the idea of ‘‘ dead works.” The 
nearest parallel is certainly the “ dead faith ’? of James 2.26, but the 

three instances of persons being spoken of by St. Paul as morally dead 
(vexpous Tots wapartopaow, Eph. 2. 1, 5; Col. 2. 13) come close to 
the expression by which Hebrews twice (6. 1, 9. 14) designates sin- 

ful deeds. The fourth expression admits verhal comparison only with 

1 Cor. 16. 7: AArilw yap ypedvov tiva éxmeivat mpds duds, éav 6 Kipwos 
emit pen. . 

In the vocabulary and imagery of the few lines on the impossi- 

bility of renewing apostates to penance (6. 4-8) we are also forced to 

recognise Pauline affinities. Outside of the Johannine writings 
and one passage of Luke, the verb gwridw figures four times in 

St. Paul and twicein Hebrews. Of the four Pauline passages, Ephe- 

Sians 1. 18 comes close to the special sense of the verb in Hebrews 

6.4 and 10.32. The same is true of the idea conveyed by dwticpds 

in 2 Cor. 4.4, 6. Though the noun péroyos is absent from the Pa- 
ulines, the corresponding verb is entirely peculiar to 1 Corinthians 
(5 times) and our epistle (3 times). Again dvacawiw is peculiar to this 

passage alone, but dvaxaivdw (2 Cor. 4. 16; Col. 3. 10), avaxawwors 
(Rom. 12. 2; Tit. 3.5), as well as the sister word avavedoua (Eph. 4. 23) 
are exclusively Pauline. Neither is it true to say that the agricul- 

tural image (6. 7, 8) is foreign to St. Panl. It rests on the combined 
thought of Genesis 1. 11 and 3. 17, and may well have come from 

St. Paul who wrote to the Corinthians: “Ego plantavi, Apollo ri- 

gavit, Deus autem incrementum dedit... Dei agricultura estis ” (2 Cor. 
3. 6, 9). The verb yewoyéw and the nouns yewpylov, yewpyds, all ' 
three in use in the Septuagint, are found respectively in Hebrews 

6.7; 1 Cor. 3.9 and 2 Tim. 2.6. Only the last of the three is found 
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elsewhere in the New Testament and once only (James 5. 7) outside 

of the Gospels. 
The consolation communicated in verses 9- 12 has much that is 

in the manner of St. Paul. Prescinding from the first plural, which 
is invariably kept throughout the epistle, till the singular number 

appears four times only, at the end (13. 19, 22a-b, 23), the particular 
form of zré0w (srerretoueOa) stands only here and in four passages 

of St. Paul.1 Secondly the triad charity, hope, faith is recognised 
to be peculiarly St. Paul’s.2 The word ymmtys is also peculiarly 
his. 3 

In the example of Abraham (13. 2) there is, it is true, hardly any- 
thing that is reminiscent of the heroism of the Patriarch as depicted 
in Romans 4. On the whole these eight verses seem to offer very 
few contacts with the epistolary. Nevertheless, the series of rela- 
tives which bind the long sentence 16-20 remind one of the exordium 
of Ephesians; the impossibility of God lying finds expression not only 
in Romans 3. 4 but also in the noteworthy phrase 6 dyevdys Oéos 
(Tit. 1. 2); finally the use of BeSawors and BéBaos has a Pauline 
ring. 4 

‘The heart of the Epistle to the Hebrews lies in the three and a 

half chapters, which run from 7.1¢010.18. Thesubject isso unique 
that parallels are necessarily few. Nowhere else in the epistolary 
are the supereminent dignity of the Melchisedechian Priest (7. 1-28), 
the decisively new character of his office (8. 1-13), the distinctive 
greatness of his ministry (9. 1-28), the all-sufficient efficacy of his 

one sacrifice (10. 1-18) made the object of a specifically sacerdotal 
treatise, in which every consideration is directed to a comparative 
estimate of the priestly mediators ot the two covenants. It is pos- 
sible, however, to detect that the author’s views are not remote 
from the fund of ideas contained in the Pauline epistles. The “‘ weak- 
ness and inutility ” of the law (7.18) is a thought familiar to St. Paul 
(Rom. 8. 3), and the Christ “ always living to make intercession ” 
figures also in his epistles (Rom. 8. 34). The tabernacle-worship 
is for our author ‘‘a shadow of the heavenly things” (9. 5) as the food- 
laws and festive legislation are for the Apostle (Col. 2.17). He also 
joins St. Paul (8-13) in the express distinction of the Old and New 
Testament (2 Cor. 3. 6-14). Again, the death of Christ “for the 

1 Rom., 8. 38, 15. 14; 2 Tim. 1. 5, 12. 
* 1 Cor., 13. 13; Col., 1. 4, 5; Eph., 1.15, 18; 1 Thess., 1.3. The triad figures 

again Heb., 10. 19-25. 
3 1 Cor., 4. 6, 11. 1; Eph., 5. 1 Thess., 1. 6, 2. 1. 
4 Cfr. Philipp., 1. 7; Rom., 4. 2 Cor., 1. 6. 
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redemption of the transgressions which were under the former testa- 

ment’ (9.5) is the same thought as that found in Romans 3. 25. 
Moreover, in 10. 1 the law as “‘ having a shadow of the good things 

to come ” (Col. 2. 17) falls short of the eixwv, a word which in such 
‘a context suggests a writer possessed of the Pauline vocabulary 
{Rom. 8. 29; 1 Cor. 11. 7, 15. 49; 2 Cor. 3. 18, 4. 14; Col. 1. 15, 3. 10). 
Finally, it is worth while noting that St. Paul is the only New Testa- 
ment writer who unites with the author of Hebrews (9. 26, 10. 10, 12) 
in calling Christ’s voluntary death a @voia and a mpoodopa. (Eiphe- 
Sians, 5. 2). 

Great Paraenetic Section 

The great paraenetic section of our Epistle which follows (10. 19, 

13.17) is firstly an exhortation to constancy in the faith (10.19, 12.13), 

namely, that faith which by the priestly mediation of Christ gains 
access to God (10. 19-25), the rejection of which entails perdition 
(10. 26-31), and whose beginnings in the community addressed were 
so promising (10. 32-39). Faith’s grand roll of glorious witnesses 
{11. 1-40) and the vision of Christ, Who inaugurated it and became 
its goal by suffering (12. 1-2), furnish abundant motive to persevere 
under every discipline (12. 3-13). Then, secondly, the virtues de- 
manded by the new citizenship and by the great final expectation are 
insisted upon, especially peace and holiness (12. 14-29). To these 

injunctions are added some final admonitions regarding social virtues, 
loyalty to superiors and to the new dispensation, obedience to whose 

Jeaders is a solemn duty (13. 1-17). 

OK 

In the first section (10. 19-25) the Pauline triad! of theological 
virtues occurs for the second time in this epistle (év mAypodopia 
TloTEws... KaTéYwpEv THY GuoAoylav THs édTiOos aki}... KaTAavoGpev GA- 
Ayjdous ‘eis tapo§vcpov ayarns). There is also a certain presumption 
of Paulinity in the phrase dé cuvedyocews trovypas. This is the 
fourth time out: of five that the word ovveidyors meets us in this 

letter. Elsewhere, in the New Testament, if we except three ins- 
tances in 1 Peter, the word seems to be the property of St. Paul 

(not excepting Acts 23. 1, 24. 16). This fact will have to be noted 

- 42 Cfr. 1 Thess., 1. 3, 5. 8; 1 Cor., 13. 13; Rom., 15. 1-13 (implicit); Col., 1. 4, 5; 
Eph., 1. 15-18; Heb., 6. 10-12, 10. 19-25. 

3 
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again later, for the most characteristic example occurs. in the con- 

clusion of the letter. 

At the end of the second part of this section (10. 26-31) there is 

another revealing sentence. Deuteronomy 32.35 is cited here and 

in Romans in identical form and it is remarkable that the citation 

reproduces neither the. words of the Hebrew text nor of the Septuagint. 

Next comes an. appeal to. the fervour ot the early days (10. 32-39), 

which begins and ends in Pauline fashion. The sufferings of those 

days made the converts a gazing-stock. On account of the reproach 

and tribulation, which fell upon them they were O6cearpiCopevor 
(10. 33). The image recalls 1 Cor. 4.9. There the Apostle, holding 
up to view the. sufferings, which were the lot of the apostolic 

ministers, said of himself and his companions 611 Odatpov éyevnOnyev 
TO KOGHG Kai ayyéhos Kai avOpwros. The Hebrews must persevere 

in that early bravery of faith and do the will of God patiently till 

they carry off the reward. 

Adhue enim modicum aliquantulum 

qui venturus est veniet et non tardabit 

Justus autem meus ex fide vivit (Gicera:); 
Quod si subtraxerit se, non placebit animae meae. 

This sentence of Habacuc (2. 4) had already served the author 

of the great faith epistles (Rom. 1.17, Gal. 3.11). We are justified 
in regarding it as a favourite locus Paulinus, whose presence here is 
no slight indication of the Pauline quality of our Epistle. 

The great Martyrology of the heroes of faith (chapter 11) is sub- 
stantially an array of names and facts entirely proper to this letter. 
But even here there are reminders of the Vessel of Election. The 
knowledge of the origin of the world, which rests on faith in the crea- 
tive word of God (11. 3), is set forth in the same intellectual termin 
ology as the rational knowledge of God’s existence and nature in- 

Romans 1. 20 (voduyev and vodupeva xaBopata) while the use of 
Brercpeva and BAerduevov in verse 3 recalls Romans 8. 24, 1 Cor. 
13. 12, and especially 2 Cor. 4.18. The declaration that “ without 
faith it is impossible to please ’’ God (11. 6) is substantially similar to 
Romans 10. 14: ‘‘ How shall they invoke him in whom they have not 
believed? ’” Noe is said to have become “ the heir of justice which 
is according to faith,” a form of expression which is very suggestive 
of St. Paul. (Cfr. Rom. 4.18, Gal. 3. 22, 29). 

The description of the faith of Abraham meets the Epistle to the 
Romans in at least two points. Our author refers to the innumer- 

able progeny sprung from one heroic believer, who was virtually a 
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corpse, when he believed in the fatherhood promised to him (ad évés. 
éyernOnoav Kai tTaita vevexpwpévov). Romans 4. 19 says likewise that. 
Abraham did not consider his own body already dead (16 éavrov 

cepa Hon vevexowpévov). This coincidence of expression is all the more. 
remarkable inasmuch as itisin no way derived from the Septuagint. 
Again, the same citation of Genesis 21. 12: In Isaac vocabitur tbt 
semen is found in Hebrews 11.18, and Romans 9. 7. Add to this 
that the following sentence 11.19, which based Abraham’s faith on 
the power of God to raise from the dead, conveys the selfsame 

idea aS Romans 4. 17. 
In view of the fact that St. Paul is the only one who has turned 

attention to the “reproach of Christ’? (Rom. 15. 3) in terms of 
Psalm 68. 10, the two references to this reproach in Hebrews 11. 26 
and 13. 13 are not without significance. | 

The paragraph. which exhort to perseverance under discipline 
in view of the example of Jesus (12. 1-13) employs the athletic ima- 
gery so familiar to St. Paul. The exhortation: ‘‘ Let us run with 
patience the race set before us ’? suggests no other writer known to 
us from the early Church, as it does the Apostle of the Gentiles. Not 

only is the word dywv entirely his, 1 but the idea of life as a race or 
contest is exceedingly characteristic of the Apostle and very frequent 

in his discourses and letters. ? 

The Pacem sequimini which opens the next portion (12. 14-29) 

reproduces the idea of Romans 14.19. Some lines further down, | 

Mount Sion, the heavenly Jerusalem {12. 22) corresponds to the 
“‘ Jerusalem above ” of Galatians 4. 26. Moreover, if we prescind 
from our Lord’s word reported in Luke 10. 20, and from the Apoca- 
lypse, the notion of a heavenly census-roll occurs only in our author’s 

ExKAYOlaA TPWTOTOKWY aTOYeypayuévwv év ovpavots and St. Paul’s refer- 
ence to fellow-workers, ‘“‘ whose names are in the book of life” 
(Philipp. 4. 3). The two ideas which constitute the description of 
Jesus aS Mediator of a New Testament also belong to the theological 
patrimony of St. Paul (Gal. 3. 19-20, 1 Tim. 2.5 [Luke 22. 20], 
1 Oor. 11. 25, 2 Cor. 3. 6,14). The fact that the literal expression 

O.aOyxn véa does not oceur in the Epistles is no objection to this pa- 
rallel, because the interchange of xawds and véos is quite in the manner 
of the Apostle, as appears from a comparison of Eph. 4. 24, and 

Col. 3. 10. 

1 Philipp., 1. 30; Col., 2. 1; 1 Thess., 2. 2; 1 Tim., 6. 12; 2 Tim., 4. 7. 

2 Acts, 13. 24, 20. 24: Rom., 15. 30; 1 Cor., 9. 24-27; Gal., 2. 2, 5. 7; Philipp., 2. 14, 
3. 12-14; Col., 1. 29; 1 Tim., 4.10; 2 Tim., 2. 5, 4. 7. 

7 
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The body proper of our Epistle ends here (12. 25-29) with a char- 

acteristic warning not to turn an ear of refusal to Him that speaks. » 
The paragraph is dominated by a borrowing from the prophet Ag- 
geus, but it ends in one of those short sentences or dicta into which — 

St. Paul was accustomed to crystallize the solemn conclusion of an 
admonition or some telling point in an argument. Heigl cites a 
few examples (0. ¢., p. 79), but scarcely any Pauline epistle is without 
those dicta. The following selection will show that the string on 
which these pearls hang binds Hebrews in the literary circle of the 
Paulines: ob yap éotw rpocwrodnmpia rapa te Oc@ (Rom. 2. 11); 

@v TO Kpiua évOuov éotw. (Rom. 3. 8); to yao TéAos éxetvwv Oavatos 
(Rom. 6. 21);6 yap vabs tot Ocot ayids éotw, oitwes éote vpeis 
(1 Cor. 3.17); wapadye yap tb cyqpa Tov Kéopov TovTOV (1 Cor. 3. 17); 
(1 Cor. 7. 31); wy 16 Téd\os éoTa Kata Ta épya avtév (2 Cor. 11. 15); 
ov yap Tavtwv 4 Tots (2 Thess. 3. 2); 7s TO TEXOsS Gis Kavow (Heb. 6. 8); 

PoBepov to éuwecetv eis Xetpas Oeot Gavtos. The paragraph we are 
just considering ends in another such dictum, a word of particularly 
solemn and terrifying brevity: cai yap 6 Oeds nuav Tip KaTavaAtoKov 
(12. 29). If the ten parallels here noted (seven from the epistolary 

and three from Hebrews) are read in their contexts, the force of this 
stylistic peculiarity as an indication of one and the same author 
will be found very strong. 

Appendix 

There is perhaps no part of our Epistle, which confirms the tradi- 
tional data as to who wrote it and to whom it was written, as does 
the appendix-chapter 13 with its epilogue (13. 18-25). 

The writer first recommends the five virtues of brotherly love, 
hospitality, corporal mercy, sexual purity and worldly detachment. 
The exhortations are delivered in short snappy sentences which are 
eminently reminiscent of Romans, 12, 9-21. The contents also are 
reminiscent of St. Paul. He shares the word @Aadedgdia with 
‘St. Peter only amongst N. T. writers,! but he is the only N. T. 
writer who puts it side by side with @ro£evia. 2 Although the 
use of “do not forget” with regard to a virtue is characteristic of 
Hebrews only (13. 2, 13. 16), the expression: “ Let brotherly love 
remain”? seems to echo St. Paul (1 Cor. 13. 13, 2 Cor. 9. 9). The 
special recommendation of hospitality motivated by the example 
of those who entertained angels unawares (Abraham, Lot), although 

1 Rom., 12. 10; 1 Thess., 4. 9; Heb., 13. 1; 1 Petr., 1, 22; 2 Petr., 1. 7. 
2 Rom., 12. 13; Heb., 13. 2. 
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it may be conceived as suiting any church, is nevertheless, more 
eminently in place, if the Church of Jerusalem is addressed. 

Thought for prisoners and a sympathy which makes the sym- 
-pathizer feel that he himself is a fellow-prisoner is, of course, a general 
‘Christian sentiment, but it cannot be denied that St. Paul would be a 
most likely man to speak of it here for the second time (Heb. 10. 
34, 13. 3). Writing to the Ephesians and to Philemon he gave 
himself the title of ‘“‘ prisoner”? as often as four times and outside 
of the Gospels and Hebrews the word déomos describes only St. Paul. 
He had once brought Christians into Jerusalem prisons. Consequent- 
ly, the words: ‘“‘ Remember them that are in bonds as bound with 
them ”? would come very naturally as a word of Paul ex-persecutor 

and recent ‘‘ prisoner of Jesus Christ’? to the community at Jerusa- 

lem. Perhaps the Apostle also reveals himself in the little anarth- 

rous phrase év oduatt which only occurs there (Heb. 13. 3b) and. 
2 Corinthians 12. 2, 3. . 

_ itis sufficiently clear from the text that the admonition regard- 
ing marriage was not occasioned by the presence of any false ascetic 
principles such as existed in the Corinthian community in the year 
56. It is not the honourableness of the marriage state for all but. 
the maintenance of the honour of its purity that the writer had in 

view. The admonition therefore neither points to any particularly 
licentious city nor does it exclude Jerusalem. The next sentence 
is Somewhat more positively indicative of the author. The close: 
association of the two vices of impurity and avarice seems a charac- 

teristic of St. Paul. At least four times in his Letters! the Apostle: 
places these vices side by side. Added to this real parallelism is 

the further fact of word-coincidence. The adjective apidpyupos 
oceurs only here and in 1 Timothy 3.3. While the adjective ®iAra- 
pyvpos is proper to Luke and Paul, ? the noun ®irapyupia is a hapax- 
legomenon of 1 Timothy 6.10. In the last-mentioned passage and 
in Philippians 4.11, 12, the same doctrine of autarkeia is conveyed 
as in the text before us: aPiAapyvpos 6 tTedTos apKOUpEevol Tots aa- 
povow.. Moreover, in the next sentence the verb @appéw reminds 
us of three passages in 2 Corinthians, where it occurs five times, not 
being found elsewhere in the New Testament. 

The introductory sentence of the next paragraph has a singularly 

Pauline sound. The Mementote at the head of it would of itself 

suffice to call up the discourse to the presbyters at Miletus (Acts 

1 1 Thess., 4. 3-6; 1 Cor., 6. 9-10; Eph., 4. 19; Col., 3. 5. 

3 Luke, 16. 14; 2 Tim., 3. 2. 
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20. 31, 35) as well as a particularly impressive sentence of Galatians 
(2. 10) and such appeals from the earliest and latest epistles of 

St. Paul as the following: Remember, brethren our labour... (1 Thess. 
2.9). Do you not remember that... I told you these things... (2 Thess. 

2.5). Therefore remember that once you the Gentiles... were without 

Christ... (Ephes. 2.11). Remember my bonds (Col. 4.18). Remember 

that Jesus Christ of the seed of David was raised from the dead 
(2 Tim. 2. 8). Elsewhere such appeals to memory rarely occur 

except on the lips of our Lord and in the apocalyptic letters to the 
Churches of Ephesus and Sardes.1 The noun prea, remembrance, 

which however does not occur in Hebrews, St. Paul has made peculi- 
arly hisown. We meet it seven times at the head of six Epistles. 

Reference has already been made to the Paulinity of the idea of 
imitation. The Hebrews are here exhorted to “remember their 
leaders and, contemplating the end of their life’s course, imitate their 
faith.°? This would be the third time that St. Paul wrote the verb 

imitate, while the noun imitator,? which we have already seen in He- 

brews 6. 12, figures five times in the Epistles, occurring nowhere 
else. The verb uwpetofa belongs to the vocabulary of the Paulines 
and 3 John only. The glorious ‘“ exit” attributed to the models 
of imitation further reminds us not only that 1 Corinthians 10. 13 
offers the only verbal parallel but also that we must seek the readers 

of our epistle in Jerusalem. We know of no such “ exits’? as seem 

to be indicated here in the earliest annals of any other Church. Ste- 
phen the Deacon, James the son of Zebedee and James the son of 

Alpheus could certainly be cited amongst rryovpevor whose ‘“ exits ”’ 
were models of faith. Those who confessed Jesus Christ ‘* yester- 
day’? unto blood would be splendidly appropriate examples for 

wavering Christians who needed to remember that Christ is also 

“today and the same for ever’ (13. 8). | 
Although the following nine verses (9-18) follow a line of thought 

which, on account of the nature of the subject, is considerably diffe- 
rent from anything in the Pauline Epistles, many points of similarity 
may be observed in ideas, vocabulary and diction. No less than six 
passages, namely, Romans 14. 21; 1 Corinthians 7. 1, 8, 26, 9. 15, 
and Galatians 4. 8 will show how easily St. Paul could have written 
that infinitival sentence beginning with kadév, while the infinitive 
phrase itself: BeBaotc@a tiv xapdiav suggests the same.? Likewise 

* Matt., 16. 9 (Mk., 8. 18); Luke, 17. 32; John., 15. 20, 16. 4; Apoe., 2. 5, 3. 3. 
* Add to these ovpyyntjs (Philipp. 3. 17). 
3 Cfr. Rom.., 15. 8; 1 Cor., 1. 6, 8; 2 Cor., 1. 21; Col.,2.7. Otherwise the verb is 

found only in this epistle (2. 13, 13. 9) and in the final verses of Mark (16. 20). 
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the metaphorical use of zepitaretv is a favourite Paulinism attested 
more than thirty times in the Epistles. 

In the seven sentences which follow there are several phrases 

which can be reasonably attributed to St. Paul on the basis of fa- 
yourite usage. Thus, the phrase: ®Payeiv ov éyovow é£ovoiay finds 
a series of three remarkable parallels in i Corinthians 9. 4-6.4 The 

clause iva dyidon ola Tov idiov divatros tov Aadv combines two ideas 
found in Ephesians 5.7 and 1. 7—a combination which is of no mean 

significance, if we consider that ‘sanctification’? and ‘“‘ Christ’s 

blood ” as a means of sanctification are more prominent in the Paul- 
ine writings than anywhere else. Christ’s reproach (Rom. 15. 2, 
Heb. 11. 26) is mentioned once more in 13. 13 and the follow- 

ing verse directs the readers thought to the future city which is 
also held up as. an object of contemplation in the letter to the 
Philippians (3. 20). To this latter writing we are furthermore in- 

debted for a suggestion that the same Paul who called the alms of 
the faithful (Philipp. 4.18) an dopjv eiwoias, Ouociav Oextyv évdpeotov 
t@ Oc@ also wrote the sentence: tijs dé évroias Kai Kowwvias pn émi- 
AavOavecOe* toavtas yap Ovoias evapeotetta 6 Oeds. 

Epilogue 

The Epilogue (13. 18-25) alone remains. Its first word is: ‘“ Pray 
for us,’’ which, without the addition of a xai, is an identical repro- 
duction of 1 Thessalonians 5. 25 and 2 Thessalonians 3.1. Else- 
where St. Paul recommends himself more than once to the prayers 
of those to whom he writes. 2 

Attention has already been drawn to the fact that the testimony 
of a good conscience had its chief preacher in the Apostle of the 
Gentiles. Appeal to his own good. conscience is so characteristic of 
him that we might almost regard the sentence: ‘‘ We trust we have 
a good conscience, in all things wishing to live well’’ as equivalent 
to a signature. With the exception of 1 Peter, as has been said, 
the word. ouvéidyors is St. Paul’s, the toll in the Acts and the Hp- 
istles being twenty-two, Hebrews adding another five. Appeal to 
his conscience was habitual with the Apostle as may be seen espe- 

cially from Acts 23.1, 24. 6, Romans 9.1, 2 Cor. 1.12, 2 Tim. 1. 3. 
A prosperous journey or a quick arrival as an object of prayer is 
moreover a sign of the great traveller-Apostle. 3 

1 See also 2 Thess., 3. 9. 

2 Rom., 15. 30-32; Eph., 6. 18-20; Coloss., 4. 3. 

3 1 Thess., 3. 11; Rom., 1. 10, 15. 32; 1 Cor., 16. 7; Philipp., 1. 26; Philemon, 22. 

J 
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The Apostolic Blessing, ending in a doxology, which is contained: 

in 13. 20-21 is best dealt with in the form of a table: 

6 Oeds tis eipyvns Rom. 15. 33, 16. 20; 1 Cor. 14. 33, 

16. 11. | 
Philipp. 4. 9; 1 Thess. 5. 235. 

2 Thess. 3. 16. 

6 avayayav ék vexpov Rom. 10. 7. 

Tov Tomeva Tav wpoBaTwv... Borrowing from Is. 63. 11 (LXX).. 

év aipate OwabyKkns daiwviov Zach. 9. 11 + Is. 55. 3 (aiwnov). 

tov Kupiov juev ‘Incoiv Actual combination only Paul, se-- 

ven times. 

Kataptioa vas Only Paul? Luke 6. 40 and 1 Pe-. 

ter 5. 10. 

év tavti ayad@ No exact parallel but the phrase- 

suggests Paul.. 

eis TO Trotjoa TO OéAnpa avtov See Eph. 6. 6 and for combina-. 

tion, of OéAnua ayabdbv évdpeo- 
tov Rom. 12. 2. The last of 

Tov év nuiv TO evapeoTor... these three words only in Paul 
eight times. 

oa ‘Incot Xpictob 6}. I. X. predominantly Pauline. 2 

The doxology, with which this paragraph concludes, is much. 
closer to the form of the eight Pauline doxologies than to any of the 
other seven doxologies of the New Testament. It is verbally the 
same as Gal. 1. 5 and, in combining ddEa alone (without xpdros or 
any other word) with the phrase eis rots di@vas Tév aiovev, it stands 
with two other of the Pauline doxologies (Rom. 11. 36, 2 Tim. 4. 8).* 

Something has already been said of the sentence: ‘‘ Rogo autem 
vos, fratres, ut sufferatis verbum solacii; etenim perpaucis vobis 
scripsi.’? At least two. thirds of it bear the seal of St. Paul. [la- 

paxare O& (obv) duds, ddeApoi simple as the phrase is, stands, with 
the force of six examples, * for nothing but Pauline authorship, not 

to mention a half-dozen more sentences in the epistolary which show 

1 Cfr. 1 Cor., 1. 10; 2 Cor., 13. 11; Gal., 6. 11; 1 Thess., 3. 10. 

2 Thessalonians 3 times, Galatians once, Corinthians 5 times, Romans 8, 

Ephesians, Philippians, Titus once each, the total being twenty. Elsewhere in 

N. T. only 4 examples. 

3 Rom., 12.1, 15.30; 1 Cor., 1.10, 16.15; 1 Thess., 4.10. Cfr. 1 Cor., 4. 16; 2 Cor... 

6. I, 10. 1; Eph., 4. 1; Philipp., 4. 2; Philemon. 10. 

* Rom., 16. 17; Philipp., 1. 27, 2. 26; 1 Thess., 2. 17, 3. 6, 10; 2 Tim., 1. 4. 
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substantial identity. Moreover, a word of apology, here couched 

in the form of a plea for indulgent reception, is familiar to us from 
Romans 15. 15 and 2 Corinthians 11. 1. Although the reference 
to the length of the letter finds its closest parallel in 1 Peter 5. 12, 
nevertheless, Paul alludes to his epistolographic manner not only in 

Romans 15. 15 but also in Galatians 6. 11 and 2 Thessalonians 

3.14. The verb émoré\Aew is not found in any of the Pauline Epi- 
stles but it occurs twice in the Acts of the Apostles (15. 20, 21. 25) 
with reference to the letter sent to the Syrian and Cilician commun- 

ities by the Council of Jerusalem. It shows that Hebrews is a letter 
and not a homily. 

The mention of Timothy’s release from captivity or departure 

on @ journey (a7oAeAvpevov) has no more likely author than St. Paui. 
The beloved disciple has the honour not only of having had two 
letters addressed to him but also of having been mentioned in every 
other letter which the Apostle wrote except Galatians, Ephesians 

and Titus. Since the year 58 he must have been well known to the 
members of the Church at Jerusalem. The use of the comparative 

adverb rayiov by St. Paul (1 Timothy 3. 14) is not, perhaps, worthy 
of any very particular note, but the phrase ‘‘ videbo vos ”’ is remin- 
iscent not only of Romans 1. 11 (éwim006 yap idetv iyas) but of 

- seven other passages in the Epistles. 1} 

The double concluding salutation is very characteristic of the 
Pauline letters. “AocmwdoaoOe... “Acmagovrat occurs as here in Ro- 
mans 16. 16, 2 Corinthians 13. 12, Philippians 4. 21, and with varia- 
tion of order or number (singular, plural) in 1 Corinthians 16. 19, 

16. 20, Colossians 4. 10-14, 2 Timothy 4.19, 21, Titus 3. 15. Se- 
ven instances of such combination of imperative and indicative do 

not lose their impressiveness, even in view of the fact that the same 
thing occurs once each in the first of Peter and the third of John. 

For another reason the two sentences are worthy of special notice. 

‘“‘Salutate omnes praepositos vestros et omnes sanctos’’ seems to 
indicate that the letter was not written to the whole community. 

Theodoretus remarks the fact and comments thus: ‘ Innuit his 
'verbis, eos qui his praesunt huiusmodi non egere doctrina. Quamo- 
brem non ad ipsos scripsit, sed ad eorum discipulos.”’ 2 Likewise 

St. Thomas takes “all the rulers ” to be the surviving Apostles and 

‘“‘all the saints” to be the other disciples ‘“Istis non seribit quia 
non intendebat scribere, nisi contra observantes legalia.”?? Born- 

1 Cor., 16. 7; Philipp., 1. 27, 2..26; 1 Thess., 2. 17, 3. 6, 10; 2 Tim., 1. 4. 

2 Interpretatio Ep. ad Heb., P.G., LX XXII, 786. 

3 0. ¢., p. 452. 
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hauser’s theory that the addressees of the Epistle were the convert 

priests mentioned in Acts 6. 7 has plausible arguments to recommend 
it.1 Certainly there are several passages which show that a part- 
icular section of formerly fervent and now wavering members are 
principally addressed (5. 12, 6. 10, 10. 25, 10. 33-34, 12. 4, 18. 9) 
The words AowdcaoOe mavtas Tovs nyoupévous. buGv Kai Tavtas Tous 
aylovs, would well suit such a section. Nevertheless, this kind 
of special destination due to particular circumstances does not 
exclude a general destination of the letter as a whole to the com- 
munity at Jerusalem. The first to the Thessalonians was certainly 
addressed to a Church (1:1); yet the Apostle writes: ‘“ Rogamus 
autem vos, fratres, ut noveritis eos qui laborant inter vos et praesuni 
vobis in Domino, et monent vos, ut habeatis illos abundantius in 
charitate propter opus eorum... Rogamus autem vos, fratres, cor- 

ripite inquietos... patientes estote ad omnes ”’ (1 Thess. 5. 12-14). A 

request to salute ‘ all the saints ’? (Rom. 16. 15) “‘ every saint ’’ (Phi- 
lipp. 4. 2) “ all the brethren ’’ (1 Thess. 6. 26) appears at the end 

of three letters undoubtedly addressed to communities. The letter 

to the Hebrews would naturally have been destined for reading in 
the Hebrew community, even though it was intended primarily for 
a section of that community. _ 

‘Ot dé tas ‘Iradias can scarcely be a group of Italians living 
outside of Italy. Its natural meaning is that “‘ those who are in 
Italy send greeting from Italy.”” As parallels we may cite ta é« tis 
oictas avtov (Matt. 24. 17), 6 awatnp 6 é€ ovpavod (Luke 11. 13) 
and tyv éx Aaodixetas (Col. 4. 16). The things to be brought out 
are 7m the house, the Father is in heaven, the Laodicean letter is 
in Laodicea. A perfect parallel is found in the Pseudo-Ignatian 
letter ad Heronem.2 ‘Aorafovra ce... kai wavtes of dd Pirie év 
Xpiote, 60ev kai éréoreika co. Our Epistle was, therefore, wzitten 
from Italy and most probably from Italy’s chief place, namely, Rome. 
This determination of the place of origin does not support any decisive 
verdict in favour Pauline authorship but at least it is in harmony 
with what we know of St. Paul’s whereabouts between the years 63 and 
65, within which triennium our Epistle must be dated. . Its last words: - 
4 Xapis ueta Tavtwv wusv are something like thirty-fold Pauline. 

* Empfanger und Verfasser des B. an die H., pp. 24 ff. 
° P. G., V, 917; Ep. ad Heron. n. 8. Deissmann (Licht vom Osten, 3rd. ed., 

p. 136) says of a phrase dwé Duai in the description of a man named Plenis found 
ona Theban Ostrakon: Das ist dasselbe awd das Heb. 13. 24 oft missverstanden 
worden ist; vgl. meine kleine Notiz im Hermes 33 (1898) S. 344. Wie auf dem 
Ostrakon die Leute in Phmau gemeint sind, so sind auch die of dwé tis ’Iradias 
der Hebraderepistel wohl die Leute in Italien. 
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Conclusion 

This rather tedious and often mathematical, but by no means 
microscopic, examination of Hebrews aS a whole, reveals a cumula- 
tive series of internal indications which support the tradition of its 

Paulinity. They are presented not aS independent but as confirma- 
tory proof that Paul the Apostle wrote the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
as a letter, in the ordinary sense of the word, to the Judeo-christian 

community of Jerusalem. Our contention is that there is solid ex- 
ternal historical evidence and strong positive internal evidence for the 

Pauline origin of the Epistle. Whether other considerations tend 
to weaken the traditional position or at least militate against the 
assumption of integral Pauline authorship will appear, as far as the 

limits of this essay permit, in the sequel. The examination of the 
Epistle as a whole, which has been here attempted, makes no pre- 

tence to be complete. In order to supplement its purely analytical 
view of the cumulative contacts between Hebrews and the Paulines, 

it will be necessary to offer a synthetic summary of the Rpistles 
theological contents and systematic discussion of its literary form. 
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THEOLOGY OF . HEBREWS ” 

The Epistle to the Hebrews and the thirteen Pauline Epistles, 

with which it is doctrinally compared in this chapter, were all occa- 

sional writings. Into any one of them the author could not put more 

than a fraction of bis theological thonght. The particular scope of 
the moment not only excluded a host of doctrinal matters but also 

limited, according to the view-point imposed upon the writer, the 

development of the things which he. decided to write. Thus the 

Eucharist did not find any place in Romans or Galatians because the 

concrete determination of the themes of these letters excluded it. 

Similarly the Eucharistic sacrifice of bread and wine, which Melchi- 
sedech’s sacrifice might well have brought before the mind of the 
author of Hebrews, is logically omitted as not belonging to the subject 

in hand. It is only an unskilful writer that will bring in things which 

do not belong to the present theme. Even when a certain idea does 
find its fitting place in two or more occasional writings, one aspect of 

it is likely to be emphasised here and another there. It is of the 
very essence of an occasional writing that the ideas should be adapted 

to the situation which called them forth. 
Remembrance of these two points, namely, the reasonable absence 

of a doctrine from a certain writing and the special aspect, proportion 

or colour which an idea is compelled to take in a particular context, 

is most essential to a comparative estimate of the Theology of Hebrews 

and the Paulines. In the Epistle to the Hebrews it is the Mediator- 

ship of Christ on its objective side which is the theme under consi- 
deration, a theme which the author treats in view of the adhesion of 
faith which the Hebrews should continue to give to Christ. Naturally 
this kind of theme will not allow such a development of the subjective 
side of redemption as we find, for instance, in the Epistle to the Ro- 
mans, which from the very beginning centres on the justifying effi- 

cacy of faith. With this divergence of view-point it is not surprising 
that such an important idea as that of faith itself, will appear in a 

different light, its voluntaristic side being naturally more in evidence 

when it stands in the scheme of human justification rather than in 
its relation to its proper object. Hebrews is really a unique Epistle 

because its central theme sets it apart from the thirteen letters which 

St. Paul wrote to seven Churches and to three individuals. St. Tho- 
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mas Aquinas saw this difference and described it well, when he wrote: 

*< Christi excellentia... est materia huius epistolae ad Hebraeos, quae ab 

aliis distinguitur, quia in quibusdam epistolis agitur de gratia novi 
testamenti quantum ad totum corpus mysticum Ecclesiae, et hoc in 
omnibus epistolis quas mittit Ecclesiis, in ea scilicet quae est ad Ro- 

manos, ad Corinthios ad Galatas, et usque ad primam ad Timotheum. 
In quibusdam vero quantum ad membra principalia, sicut in his quas 

mittit singularibus personis, scilicet ad Timotheum, ad Titum, et 
ad Philemonem. In ista vero commendat tpsam gratiam quantum 

ad caput, scilicet Christum.”’?1 We must keep that fact clearly in mind 
aS we proceed to institute a comparison between the theological 

content of this epistle and that of the Paulines. 
The theology of Hebrews may be summarized and compared with 

the Paulines under nine representative headings, namely: 1) God and 
the Angels, 2) Man, 3) the Preparation of Salvation, 4) the Person 
of the Saviour, 5) his Salvific work, 6) Subjective Salvation, 7) Faith, 
8) the Holy Spirit and the Church, 9) Eschatology. The exposition 

is based entirely on the relative texts, references to views of authors 

being mostly relegated to footnotes. . 

God and the Angels 

God is the creator and end of all things (2.10). He is the father 
of spirits (12. 9) who wished His own sabbath rest to be the eternal 

rest of His people (4. 3-10). For that purpose He decreed the adop- 
tion of many sons, whom He wished to bring into glory (2.10). The 
Father, the first person of the Blessed Trinity holds this proper title 
only in one passage of our Epistle, 2 but there can be no doubt that 
the teaching of the Epistle is trinitarian. In fact this mystery is 
implicitly stated not only in the frequent mention of the Son and 
the Holy Ghost but especially in the passage where God is said to 
have borne witness to the message first spoken by the Lord, vouch- 
safing signs and wonders and gifts of the Holy Spirit according to 
His own will (2.3, 4). The paternity of God towards a family of 
adoptive sons finds not only implicit expression in: passages which 
describe the fact of adoption, but it is also explicitly affirmed when 
our author speaks of the discipline, to which the Father of spirits 
subjects us in order than we may partake of His holiness (12. 5-10). 

1 QO. ¢. Prologus, p. 288. 
* According to the citation from 2 Sam. 7.14: “ Ego ero ili in patrem et ipse 

erit mihi in filium:’? God through the typal person of Salomon declares Himself 
the Father of the Messias. See Wzxsrcort, p. 21. 
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Apart from these points there is nothing in the Epistle’s teaching 

on God which is in any way peculiar to it. The severity of God is, 
indeed, strongly emphasised: “‘ Our God is a consuming fire” (12. 2$); 
but God is also the ‘‘ God of peace ”’ (13. 20), not :“‘unjust so as to 
forget the work and charity ’’ shown in the past (6.10). Neither the 

comparative silence on the divine paternity nor the appellation 

‘“‘ father of spirits ’’ separates our Epistle from the Paulines. The 

ordinary place for an express mention of God the Father in the Pan- 

lines is the opening address. It is missing in that place in none of 
the thirteen letters; but Hebrews has no address. There is no rule 

of frequency observable in the bodies of the letters. In such a long 
letter as Romans the natural paternity of God as Father of our Lord 

Jesus Christ appears in express terms only twice and His paternity 

of charity towards men only once. In the body of the Pastorals and 
Philemon the appellation is not found even once in either sense. Even 

in the way the Fatherhood of God towards Christians is represented 

there are differences within the Paulines. Jn the severe letter to the 

Galatians there is no such sweetness in the conception of God’s pater- 
nal relation to the redeemed as there is in Ephesians, which deserves 
to be called par excellence the Epistle of God’s Paternity. The Epistle 

to the Hebrews is not, indeed, a severe letter of reprimand but it is 
a word of warning full of the fear of the Lord. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that, while the “‘ grace of God”’ is not hidden, the ‘‘ Father 

of mercies’? does not come prominently to the front. 1 

The description of God as “ father of spirits ’’ does really seem 
somewhat surprising and remote from Pauline usage, but we must 
remember that it is a Septuagintal expression.* Here the use of the 
phrase is suggested by the contrast between the body subject to 
parental discipline and the soul which receives the divine discipline, 

1 With substantial truth, but perhaps with a slight suggestion of falsehood, 

MorFatt writes: “‘ While the author knows the primitive Christian idea of God’s 

fatherhood, it is not in such terms that he expresses his own conception of God... 

The author of mpés ‘EBpaiovs lays no stress upon the Fatherhood cf God for men; 

except in connexion with the discipline of suffering, he never alludes to the goodness 

of God as paternal even for Christians. ’? (Introduction, XX XV). Elsewhere, com- 

menting on 2. 10, we find a better statement of the truth: ‘‘ For the first time the 

writer calls Christians God’s sons. His confidence towards the Father is in sharp 

contrast to Philo’s touch of hesitation.” (Op. cit., p. 30). 

2 On the occasion of the rebellion of Core, Moses and Aaron fell on their 

faces before the Lord and prayed: Oceds Ocds tOv rvevudtwv Kat madons capKds K. T. dr. 

(Num. 16. 22). The same Moses uses this form of address once more, when told by 
the Lord to ascend Mount Nebo and meet his death (27.16). A similar but not ident- 

ieal expression: 6 r&v mvevnadtwv Kat wdons S£ovclas Suvdaryns oceurs in 2 Macc. 3. 24. 
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for “pater spirituum ”’ undoubtedly means, as St. Thomas briefly 
says: ‘ (pater) animarum nostrarum quae dicuntur spiritus. ’’ 

The Angelology of Hebrews may be stated in a few words. Angels 
are spiritual beings, by nature superior to men. Made to the likeness 
of winds and flames of fire, they serve God as messengers and min- 
isters (1.7). Thereis no mention of hierarchies amongst them. The 

author evidently did not wish to combat any objectionable cult of 

angels as in Colossians but to fix their place in the economy of human 
salvation.? From the day that angels proclaimed. the legislation of 
Sinai (2. 2), they exercised a dominant mediation in the Israelite Theo- 

eracy (2. 5) and always continue to be sent as ministering spirits to 

help those members of the human race who are to attain the inherit- 

ance of salvation (1. 14). They are, however, entirely inferior to the 
Son, whom they are called upon to adore (1.6). The Messianic King- 

dom is not under their control, since the Son Incarnate—the ideal 
Man of Psalm 8—is its sovereign Lord and administrator (2. 5-8). 

Angels do not stand amongst the creatures whom the Son became 

man to succour (2.16). Nevertheless, they belong to the city of 

the redeemed. The heavenly Jerusalem counts myriads of Angels, 

with whom the spirits of the just made perfect and the elect, whose 

names are written in heaven, form one great assembly (12. 22-24). 
Of apostate angels there is only one mention. The Prince of the 

‘empire of death, who is called 6 diaBodos (2. 14), is undoubtedly a 
rebel angel. The name “ Satan ’’ does not occur in Hebrews. 

The Epistles supply many more elements of a theology of Angels. 

St. Paul recognised at least seven hierarchies of angelic beings 
(1 Thess, 4.16, Eph. 1. 21, Col. 1.16, Rom. 8.38 ete.). He often refers 
to the rebel angel, whom he generally calls Satan — diaBodos occur- 
ring only in the Captivity letters and Pastorals—as the tempter and 
the artful enemy of man. He mentions elect angels and shows them 
accompanying Christ at His appearance. as judge. In all this there is 
no suggestion whatever of authors holding two different teachings 
regarding angels.? Wherever there is contact between the two 

1 0. ¢., p. 433. 

* Roger. o. c. Zur Hngellehre des Hebr., p. 17. 

3 WINDISCH’S Excursus, Der Eingelylaube im Hebr. combines tendentiousness 
‘with bad logic and bad exegesis. There is an unwarranted suggestion of unpa- 
ulinism in the statement: Offenbar kennt der Verfasser tuberaupt keine andere 
Auffassung von den Engeln, als die, dass sie Diener und Sendlinge sind; die pau- 
linisehe Vorstellung von den Opédvo, xupidrares, a@pya ist ihm sichtlich vdllig 
fremd, daher naturlich auch die Lehre von der Besiegung der Engel durch 
Christus. Seine Engellehre ist die orthodox-jiidische und philonische, nicht die 
gnostisch-apokalyptische. 0. ¢., p. 17). 
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Angelologies, there is entire agreement. In particular, the Angels’ 
part in the promulgation of the Old Law is mentioned in Galatians 
3. 19; Christ’s pre-eminence over the Angels is proclaimed in Ephesians 
1. 21 and Colossians 1. 16; the name cidBodos is quite as Pauline as 

Latavads, though it is not easy to assign a reason why the latter is 

always used in Thessalonians, Corinthians, Romans, the former only 
in Ephesians, while both are found in the Pastorals. In any case, 

the bad angel is only mentioned once in Hebrews and in calling him 
OiéBoros the author stands with the later letters of St. Paul, to which 
group Hebrews chronologically belongs. 

Man 

The chief points of the anthropology of our Epistle are as follows. 

Man is represented in a fallen state, a creature of mortal flesh and 
blood, whom the devil held in the slavery of fear, because he held 
the executioner’s sword over the neck of every single man all the days 

of his life (2.14, 15). It is assumed that sin and death go together. 
Death being the black doom of sinful man, he could not but fear it. 
It had no bright side. There is nothing more fundamental in view 
of the central teachings of the Epistle than the presupposition of 

human sinfulness. It was because of the weakness and misery into 

which the sad heritage of sin brought mankind that the priestly 
Liberator had to clothe himself in human passibility and experience 

all the infirmity of sinful flesh, apart from guilty weakness (2.17, 18; 
4.15; 5.8, 9). It was only thus that the compassionate quality 

of their High-priest could stand out before the eyes of those whom 
He was to deliver. That the sin which Christ came to destroy was 

hereditary in the human race is not expressly stated in Hebrews. 

Ié is, however, supposed that the weaknesses which Christ had to 

compassionate were radicated in human nature and, as they form 

part and. parcel of the death-penalty, they belonged to the empire 
over which the devil held power. 

It is true that ‘‘ the moral sense of flesh which is prominent in 

St. Paul, does not occur in the Epistle,” 1 but that is because the 

moral conflict.between odp& and zvetua does not belong to our author’s 
treatise. Westcott, however falls short of the truth when he says 
that in Hebrews, flesh ‘* represents what is characteristic of our earthly 
existence under the aspect of its weakness and transitoriness and 

1 Wesrcort, o. c. Additional Note on IV. 12. The origin and constitution 

of man, p. 117. . 

4 
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affinity with the material world.””"1 The whole argument of the 
Epistle shows that the fact of sin is conceived as being at the root 
of the human weakness which in its guiltless form even the Son of 

God voluntarily assumed. Written of Christ the phrase ‘“ in the days 

of his flesh ” certainly means nothing more than the period of His. 

mortality, but in the context of 5. 2, the ao@évera with which a Jewish 
High-priest was surrounded includes sin. In other words, it has a. 

moral meaning. Consequently the aiva cai cap§&, to which the Son 
of God condescended, is in its concrete, historical and universal 
reality a sin-infected nature. ? 

Taking, therefore, not isolated sentences but the whole conceptual 
back-ground of our Epistle, its anthropology does not stand apart 

from Paulinism. The mind of the author is not at variance with the 
doctrine of original sin proclaimed in Romans 5. 12-14 and the sinless- 
ness which sets the Saviour above all the children of men as “ segre- 

gatus a peccatoribus ”’? (Hebrews 7. 26)is the same solidarity of the 

sinless with the sinful that St. Paul states in 2 Corinthians 5. 21: 
“Eum qui non novit peccatum pro nobis peccatum fecit ut nos. 

efficeremur iustitia Dei in ilo.’’ Christ took the sinless bodily con- 
sequences of sin and was its victim even to the death-penalty. His. 
weakness ‘‘ wherefrom he was crucified ’? (2 Corinthians 13. 4) was 

only physical but the flesh and blood or ‘‘ blood and flesh ” (Ephe- 
sians, Hebrews) which He came to save was tainted with sin and 
carried the infirmity of sinfulness. 

One further remark must suffice on this subject of the anthropo- 
logy of Hebrews. Of the three elements copa, Wvyy and avebya, 
which St. Paul distinguishes in man, ? the last figures very little in 
the Epistle. From two phrases in which it occurs (12. 9, 23). — “ God 

the Father of spirits ’’ and “‘ the spirits of the just made perfect ’? — 
one can conclude that it means the soul considered as a principle 

of religious life, a signification which it frequently bears in the episto- 
lary.* The manifold signification of Wuyy is in no way peculiar. 
In this connection it is worth while to notice the parallel between 
exdaravnOjcoua imrép tév Wuyav dpev (2 Cor. 12.15) and durol yap 
ayputvoiaw trép tév Vvyév iuev (Heb. 13. 17). The “soul”? must. 

1 Thidem. 
® These is an implicit reference to the fall of our first parents in the passage 

which recognises the devil as the Prince of death. Cfr. Wisdom 2. 24; “ Invidia 
diaboli mors introivit in mundum.” 

3 In 1 Thess. 5. 28 all three are mentioned together. 
* Rom. 1. 9; 8. 16; 12. 11; 1 Cor. 5. 4; 6. 17; 7. 34; 14. 14, 15; Gal. 6. 18: 

Eph. 4. 23; Col. 2. 5 ete. 
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be gained or saved (10. 39) and hope is the anchor whereby it holds 
to the life behind the veil (6. 19). The term cépua needs no comment. 1 

The place assigned to the heart as the centre of moral life is not 
peculiar, apart altogether from the probability that the citation 
from Psalm 94, near the beginning of the letter, gave the term a certain 
predominance in the mind of the author. The word capdia occurs in 
every one of the Paulines except Titus and Philemon. ? 

Preparation of Salvation 

Windisch begins an Excursus on the “ history of salvation ”’ 
in Hebrews with the remark that ‘“‘ in this Epistle also the deliverance 

which came through Jesus Christ is the sequel of an historical prepa- 
ration, but the history is not the same here and in St. Paul. Adam 
and his fall and its consequences seem to have no significance for 
Hebrews. The history of salvation begins with Abraham, who receiv- 

ed the first great promise; whom the Priest-king Melchisedech, figure 
of the Son of God, meets; to whose seed the Son brings salvation. ’” 

Here we have an example of the abusive method of taking a. 
purely negative fact and investing it with a positive significance, 
which it has not. The following statement of our author’s concep- 
tion of the Hetlsgeschichte will be a sufficient answer to the fallacious. 
opening sentences of the Kiel Professor’s Excursus. 3 

Since the decree that there should be an adopted family of the 
sons of God taken from the earth (2.10) had to be put into historical! 

execution, salvation has a history. That history divides itself into 

two great stages, an earlier stage of preparation and a final stage 

of realization. Hebrews is par excellence the document which binds not 

the whole era of preparation but the Israelite period of it to the 
Christian present. ‘‘ Of old God spoke to the Jewish Fathers in the 
Prophets, in these last days he has spoken to us in one who is his 
Son” (1.1). No testimony of a salvific ordinance of God is referred 

1See Westcort, loc. cit., p. 117, where, however, the phrase “‘ gain our soul ”? 

is not very happily explained in terms of “‘ the education of experience inspired. 
by faith.”’ 

2 No Jess than 16 times in Romans as against 11 in Hebrews. 

8’ Excursus: Heilsgeschichte in Hebr: 1. Auch in Hebr. ist die Erlésung durch 

Jesus Christus heilgeschichtlich begriindet, doch in anderer Weise als bei Paulus. 

Adam, sein Siindenfall und dessen Nachwirkung, scheint fir Hebr ohne Bedeutung 
(vgl. zu 2, llund zu 11, 3 ff). Die Heilsgeschichte beginnt mit Abraham: er hat 

die erste grosse Verheissung gehabt 6, 13 i¥.; ihm ist der Priesterkénig Melchisedek 

begegnet, das Ebenbild des Sohnes Gottes 7, 1 ff.; seinem Samen bringt der Sohn 
das Heil. o. ¢., p. 115. 
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to in our epistle prior to the promise made to Abraham. The plan 

of the Epistle necessitated this, for it was with the Jewish covenant 
that the Christian economy had to be compared, chiefly in terms of 

mediation. God’s programme of salvation, as it was realized in a 
Liberator of the race of Abraham, on behalf of which he came (2. 16), 

is, as a detailed promise, only as old as Abraham. The main argu- 
ment of Hebrews, which is the superiority of Christ over the Angels, 
over Moses and over the Aaronic priesthood has therefore its starting 
point in the Abrahamic age when the érayyedia of blessing was made 

(6. 13, 14) and the blessing was given in figure by the Priest Melchise- 
dech to the children of Abraham (7,6). But it is untrue to say that 

for our author the divine salvation-programme has its historical 

beginning in the Chaldean Patriarch. Abel, Enoch and Noe were 
brought into friendship with God by the same faith as Abraham 
(11. 4-7). It is because a Hebrew community were the special desti- 

nataries of his Letter that the author makes Christ the Helper of the 

seed of Abraham and not of the human race as a whole. The Adam- 

Christ typology of Romans 5.14 and of 1 Corinthians 15.45 purposely 

found no place in our Letter. As in the discourse of St. Paul at 
Pisidian Antioch, salvation is considered as coming to the peopie 

to whom the prophecies and the Scriptures were given. ‘‘ The God 
of the people Israel chose the fathers.’’ Then came the formation 

of the people in Egypt, their exodus, the forty years in the desert, 
their occupation of the land of Canaan,! every point of which is 
touched by the author of Hebrews. For him four moments of the pro- 
phetic preparation were of supreme importance. In the age of 

Abraham the typal priest Melchisedech made his appearance. Under, 

Moses the Sinaitic legislation and its priesthood were established. 

With the election of David and the definite fixation of Messianic 

royalty in Judah new and wonderful prophetic lights began to be 

thrown on the future. Finally, at a time when the destruction of the 
metropolis of Judaism seemed to indicate that the old order was 

breaking up, Jeremias set before a broken and apparently rejected. 

Israel the vision of a New Covenant. It was God that pointed out 
the future in the whole series of prophetic words. and events and 
institutions (4.7; 7. 11; 8. 5; 9.8). In the Scriptures, especially, al- 
though it is untrue to say that the writer is entirely oblivious of their 
human authors, it is God or the Holy Ghost that speaks. The Scrip- 
ture becomes the very impersonation of God and even two strophes of 

a psalm fraught with solemn warning can, as it were, be conceived as 

1 Acts, 13. 17-20. 
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the all-seeing Judge before whom every human thought will have 
to appear for judgment. Through the whole an unchangeable 

counsel works—r6 dyueraberov tis BovAjs avtod (6. 17). The Gospel. 

therefore is the ézayyeiia given to the fathers.1 Mosaic worship: 

is a Shadow of the heavenly things of the future. So much is the 
standpoint palaeo-testamentary, that Judaism is the present age, 

Christianity ‘‘ the world to come” (2.5). The pedagogical function 
of the Law is not, indeed, declared in express terms but it is clearly 
shown that it could not form a people to perfection. It held only 

fleshly statutes, till a time of emendation should come (9. 10). 
This view of the divine perspectives is, of course, not at variance 

with Paulinism. For the Apostle of the Gentiles also, ‘“‘ Jesus Christ 
became minister of circumcision for the truth of God, to confirm the 
promises (made) to the fathers’? (Romans 15.9). Although the 
Apostle indicates the primal origin of human sin, he never once, unless 
we take account of a mere allusion in Romans 16. 20, refers to the 
primal proclamation of redemption in the proto-evangelium. It is 
the more definite form of the promise of blessing for the seed of Abra- 
ham that he regards as the Magna Charta of God’s design. Abraham 
is certainly very prominent in Hebrews, but he is also very prominent 

in Romans and Galatians.2 Furthermore, the community of spirit 

between Paul and our author in regard to the prophetic importance 

of the Davidie age is not only evident from the Pisidian discourse 

but also from the number of Psalm texts cited in the Epistles. That 

the priestly side of the Mosaic legislation is predominant in Hebrews 

and that the Jeremian oracle on the New Covenant is so solemnly 

and so fully cited are facts which the scope of the Epistle explains. 

The Person of Christ | 

Even a very brief exposé of the Epistle’s teaching on the person 
and attributes of the Son of God made man—the Christology of 
Hebrews as distinguished’ from its Soteriology—-should not leave 
untouched the interesting matter of the Saviour’s names and titles. > _ 

1 “Saint Luc, saint Paul et Pauteur de ’Epitre aux Hébreux sont les seuls 

& parler de la promesse au sens technique. Ils entendent par 14 ]’ensemble des 

perspectives gracieuses ouvertes au pére des croyants, pour lui et pour sa race.” 

Prat. Théologie de S. Paul ®°, II, p. 115. 
2 Hebr., 2. 16; 6. 13-20; 7. 1-10; 11. 8-19; Rom., 4. 1-25; 9. 7-9; 11. 1; 

Gal., 3. 6-18, 29; 4. 22-30. . 

3 See Westcorr Additional Note on 1. 4. The Divine Names in the Epistle 

0. C., pp. 33-35. 

a 
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The human name Jesus is the most frequent, occurring ten times. 

Except in one sentence (13.12), which embodies a simple historical 
statement, this name always occupies an emphatic position at the 

end of a clause. Jesus is the one who, though made little less than the 
Angels, is crowned with glory and honour (2.9). He is the Apostle 

and High-priest of our confession (3.1),1 the forerunner who has 
gone behind the veil on our behalf (6. 20), the sponsor of a better cov- 

enant (7.22). It isin the blood of Jesus that we have confidence as 

to the entrance opened for us into the Holy of holies (10.19). Jesus 

is the author and finisher of our faith (12.2), the Mediator of a New 
Testament (12.14), who to sanctify his people by his blood suffered 

outside the gate (13.12). Only in the last of the ten passages is 

this man, raised from the dead in the blood of an eternal testament, 
ealled Our Lord Jesus (15.20). . 

The same Saviour figures as ‘O Xpiords six times and as Xpiotés 
three times. Of the Christ we are become partakers (3.14). The 
Christ did not glorify himself to become a priest (5.5). Hlementary 
Christian doctrine is the word of the beginning of the Christ (6.1). 
He is the one whose blood is more efficacious than that of bulls and 
goats (9.14), who once offered himself and will appear hereafter to 

those who expect him unto salvation (9.28), whose reproach Moses 

esteemed greater than the treasures of Egypt (11.26). Of Christ it 
is said that he is pre-eminent over God’s servant Moses as a son over 
his own house (3. 6). Christ came as a High-priest of the good things 
to come (9.11) and did not enter a sanctuary made with hands 
(9. 24). . 

The anarthrous wds, apart from three scriptural citations 2 den- 
otes in four instances the quality of the Divine Mediator as Son. 
God spoke to us év wg (1.2). Christ is great as a son over his house 

(3.6). Although he was a son he learned obedience (5.8). The 
sworn oracle of God established as High-priest a son perfected for 
ever (7. 28). 8 

It is remarkable that 6 ws toi Oceov, the name which is the 
most outright affirmation of Christ’s Godhead stands twice in rela- 

tion to His priesthood and twice in relation to the sin of apostasy. 

‘We have a great High-priest who has passed into the heavens, Jesus 

1 The third occurrence of the name Jesus (4. 14) is detached from this list 

because of the remarkable combination of the name with the divine title Son 

of God. 

* Psalm 2.7; Hebr., 1.5 and 5. 5; 2 Sam., 7.14; Heb., 1. 5. 

% The single occurrence of 6 ids alone (1. 8) introduces a text from Psalm 44, 
as addressed to or spoken of the Son. 
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the Son of God (4. 14).1 Melchisedech, being assimilated to the Son 
of God by the negative signs of immortality noticeable in the narra- 
tive of Genesis, remains a priest perpetually (7. 3). It is the Son 

of God that apostates crucify (6.6) and trample under foot (10. 29). 

Besides the title our Lord prefixed once to the name of Jesus 

(13. 20), as already mentioned, 6 xvpios appears only twice as an 

epithet of the Saviour.? The (word of) salvation began to be spoken 

ia Tov Kuptov (2. 3) and out of Judah our Lord is sprung (7. 14). 
‘The compound name Jesus Christ we read only in three very 

solemn places. The abolition of the old sacrifices by the obedience 

of the Messias to the will of God, as proclaimed in Psalm 39, is 

rounded off by the statement: ‘‘in that will we have been sanc- 
tified by tne offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all”’ (10. 10). 
Similar solemnity accompanies the phrase: “‘ Jesus Christ yesterday 

and today ” (13.8), and also the prayer that God may ‘“‘ do in you 
what is pleasing in his eyes through Jesus Christ, to whom be glory 
for ever and ever” (13. 21). 

The descriptive titles of the Saviour, in the order in which they 

occur are: apynyos Tis cwtnpias (2. 10), amdaTtoAos Kai apytepeds Tis 
épodoytas nudv (3.1), iepevs péyas (10. 21), 6 THs Tiatews adpynyos Kai 
rerewtys (12.2) and 6 aomwny tév tpoBatwy 6 péyas (13. 20). Not a 
Single one of them appears in the Pauline Epistles. 

_ A comparison of the Messianic nomenclature in Hebrews and the 

Paulines certainly reveals some remarkable differences. Our author 

never uses the combination Christ Jesus which is so frequent with 

St. Paul that over a dozen examples can be cited from Romans alone. 

Also noteworthy is the relative infrequency of the name Jesus Christ 

(three examples as against seventeen in Romans).* But, however 
interesting these and other similar facts may be, they prove nothing 

with regard to authorship. St. Paul varied his use of the holy names. 
Thus, although the Saviour is named thirteen times in 2 Thessalonians, 

1 This phrase, of which note has been taken above, occurs only here; but finds 

a parallelin 2 Cor. 1.19: 6 tof Qeot ... ids Xpiotés ‘Incots. As Westcott remarks 

(i. ¢.), the phrase is ‘‘ a complete affirmation of the divine and human natures of 

our High-priest.” 

2 The word Kvpios occurs thirteen times besides but only as a general divine 
name, 

3 Westcott counts oven thirty for Romans (l. c.), but no codex nor critical 
edition justifies so high a total. A cursory but, I think, accurate totalisation has 

given me the following statistics for Codex B and the critical text represented by 

Moulton-Geden’s concordance. In codex B: Jesus 8, Christus 34, Jesus Christus 7 

Christus Jesus 18. The respective numbers for the critical edition WH. are 

4. 33, 17, 14. As Romans 16. 24 is missing in B, the totals differ by a unit. 

Ne 
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he is never once styled ‘“ Christ Jesus.’”? In Romans 1-5 “ Jesus 
Christ ’? predominates in the proportion of 11 to 3, while in the rest 
of the Epistle it is ‘‘ Christ Jesus ” that predominates in the propor- 

tion of 11 to 7. In nearly all his Epistles St. Paul is very lavish 
in his use of the sacred name Jesus but Colossians and Titus are 
an exception. Both read it a lesser number of times than the little 

note to Philemon. The difference in this respect between Colossians 

and the very slightly longer Letter to the Philippians is the very 
noticeable difference between five and twenty-two. Evidently the 
application of purely quantitative measures to things which, under 
certain logical and psychological conditions, largely depend on human 

freedom, is likely to lead nowhere. 
Passing from names to doctrine, it may be confidently said that 

there is no writing of the New Testament, outside of the Johannine 

cycle, that combines so firmly the truth of the godhead and manhood 

of Jesus the Christ, as the Epistle to the Hebrews does. It stands 
with Ephesians, Colossians and Philippians to form a sublime christ- 

ological tetralogy, which was in circulation in the Christian Church 
before the decisive event of the destruction of Jerusalem. + 

For our author Christ is the Son of God not by adoption but by 
nature. Formerly God spoke in human prophets, latterly He spoke 

in one who is His ownSon. That Son is a distinct divine Person, 
through Whom God (the Father) created the ages of time. The 
Son’s eternal relation to the Father is expressed in terms of light and 

image. The glory of the godhead is His as an effulgence of the eternal 
Light, namely of the godhead itself (lumen de lumine). He is the 

express image of the divine substance. These two metaphors taken 
together express likeness and consubstantiality. The Son is equal 

to God in the conservation of the world which was made by Him, 

for He “ carries everything by the word of His power.”’ (Prologue). 

It is the divine nature of the Son which essentially raises Him above 

the Angels, for, although it is the man Christ that the Epistle repre- 
sents aS superior to those spiritual beings, this is because the man- 
hood inherits by unity of person all that belongs to the name of Son. 
There can be no other explanation of the language of Hebrews. 'The 
Series of texts therefore, which scripturally state the supereminence 
of the Son, all proclaim His godhead. The “ begetting’’ which 

1 Father Vincent McNabb O. P. traces the progressive development of the 

Pauline Christology through the four Epistles in a very suggestive article of the 

Revue Biblique: Essai sur la Christologie de s. Paul. Année 42¢, n. 3. (Juillet 1933), 
pp. 320-327. A few very slight material errors in no way detract from the value 
of this article. 
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establishes the sonship proclaimed by the oracle of Psalm 2 must 

ultimately be eternal generation, whether ‘‘ today ” be the intermin- 
able present of eternity or some day in the fulness of time. By 

the law of its parallelism with Psalm 2 in our Epistle, the typolog- 

ical paternity and filiation which through the shadow of Salomon 
rests on Christ is also a homoousiac not an adoptive relation. The 
prototokos of Psalm 96 has, no doubt, a temporal birth wherein he is 

graced with primogeniture in regard to a line of many brothers, 

but that primogeniture rests on a dignity which entitles him to the 
adoration of the Angels. The royal lordship of the Son, which is 
contrasted with the creature-service of the Angels, is the sovereign 
lordship of God. Even on the supposition that the text cited from 
Psalm 44 does not contain a vocative by which the Messias is ad- 

dressed as God—an improbable and perhaps impossible supposi- 
tion—nevertheless the Messianic lordship is shown to rest on the 
right of creation by the identification of the Messias with Yahveh, 
whose name, Yahveh-Kupios, belongs equally to the Son (Ps. 101). 
It is true that Psalm 109 is used only to show the exaltation of the 
Messias to the right hand of God, but that exaltation, being such as 
no Angel could pretend to, is evidently a divine glory such as the 

first unquoted phrase of the Psalm indicates. ! 

The Son is also the Maker of the house in which Moses was a 

servant, because he is one with God Who created everything (3. 4). 

As Son he is not in the house as a servant but over it as Lord (3. 6). 

The term Son, therefore, spoken of Jesus, must be taken in its full 
physical and metaphysical sense, even when it is joined to predicates 
which are only human, such as priesthood (4.14), the learning of 

obedience (5. 8), being crucified at the hands of apostates (6. 6) and 

trodden under foot by them (10. 29). In a word, the glory which the 

man Christ possesses at the right hand of the throne of Majesty, is, 
to use a Johannine phrase, a glory which he had before the world 
was (Jn. 17. 5, 24). ? ; 

1 Cfr. Matt., 22. 41-46; Mk., 12. 35-37; Lk. 20. 41-44. 
2 The “pneumatic Christology’ which is the central thesis of Friedrich 

Biichsel’s Christologie des Hebrderbriefs (Beitrage zur Férderung christlicher Theo- 

logie, X XVII, 2) is downright Nestorianism and, in so far as it coalesces with the 

so-called Hypostasenchristologie, downright Arianism, if not Pantheism. The 

following extract contains the kernel of the whole book: *‘ Es wird vielleicht be- 

fremden, dass hier das Versténdnis von Heb. 1. 3 mit Hilfe des Geistgedankens 

gesucht wird. Man wird einwenden: hier liege keane pneumatische Christolog.e 

sondern eine Mittelwesen- Hypostasenchristologie vor, hier sei nicht der Inspira- 

tionsgedanke, sondern der Inkarnationsgedanke massgebend. Dem gegeniiber 

ist zu bemerken, im Neuen Testament sind Inspirations- und Inkarnationsgedanke, 
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The manhood of Christ, being the condition of his priesthood, is 
no less strongly emphasized. It is only as man that God could be 

said to establish him heir of the universe (1.2). As man he has 
come to possess a name above that of the Angels (1.4). Even as 
sovereign of the Messianic kingdom he is man, his human and Mes- 
sianic royalty over the world of the later age being predicted in a 
psalm which attributes to man an unlimited sovereignty over 
everything which God has made. The total actuality of that uni- 
versal empire has not yet been realized but the Man who has attain- 
ed the crown of glory and honour by suffering death represents the 

whole human race. His exaltation shows that by the grace of God 
he has tasted death on behalf of everyone (2. 5-9). 1 

Passible human nature in all the physical weakness denoted by 
‘“blood and flesh” was a necessity of his office. Since the many 
sons predestined for glory had, in the divine plan, to tread the way 
of painful obedience, the Son sent to be the author of their salva- 
tion must enter into solidarity with them. Thus humanity defeats 

its own defeat, for the Sanctifier and the sanctified are of one 
heavenly Father and.men now work out their destiny as sons in the 

unique Sonship of One whose sanctifying power they appropriate by a 

grasp of flesh. Therefore he descended. to them. He cannot of 

course, abandon his natural Sonship and become an adopted son, 

pneumatische Christologie und Hypostasenchristologie keine Gegensatze. Im 

Johannesevangelium ist der fleischgewordene Logos Empfainger des Geistes, und 

bei Paulus ist Jesus zwar der Schépfungsmittler, doch wird der Geistgedanke 

Rom. 1. 3f. auf ihn angewandt. So ist es auch im Hebrdaerbrief, auch hier ist 

Jesus der Schépfungsmittler, und zugleich handelt er durch ewigen Geist (9. 14). 

Es ist eine sehr unzulangliche Bewertung dieser Tatsachen, wenn man hier ein- 

fach das Nebeneinander zweier Betrachtungsweisen, einer A4lteren pneumatischen 

Christologie und einer jiingeren Hypostasenchristologie feststellt und den organi- 

schen Zusammenhang zwischen beiden Gedankenreihen Jeugnet. Das richtige 

Verstandnis ist, dass fiir die neutestamentlichen Formen der Hypostasenchristo- 

logie auch der Schépfungsmittler oder der Logos das, was er ist, nie anders als durch 
den Geist ist, dass seine Gottheit Gottes im Geist vermittelte Gegenwart in ihm 

ist... Der Sohn Gottes hat im Hebraerbrief, keine giéttliche Natur... Geistbesitz 

ist Wesensgemeinschatt und persénliche Gemeinschaft mit Gott zugleich(pp. 24-26). 

1 Heb., 2. 5-9: For not to angels did he subject the world to come, whereof 

we speak. For some one testified in a certain place saying: ‘‘ What is man thai 

thou art mindful of him: or the son of man that thou visitest him. Than didst 
make him little less than the angels; thou didst crown him with glory and honour; 

thou didst subject all things under his feet.’’ For in that he subjected all things 

to him, he left nothing unsubjected to him. But now we do not yet see all things 

subject to him. But him who was made a little less than the angels, namely, 

Jesus we see crowned with glory and honour that by the grace of God he might 
taste death for every man. 
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but he can become the brother of the adopted, in a common creature- 

hood, sharing their flesh and blood, their attitude of filial creature- 
confidence towards God, all the physical debt of their sins. It was 
precisely through death that he was to break the empire of the Prince 
of death. The devil had control over this dread penalty of the sin 
which he primally instigated. A victorious death there could not 
be until One who had the right of life and the power to merit resurrec- 

tion came and by the grace of God submitted to death on behalf of 

all mortals. With mortality the Deliverer took upon him the phy- 

sical pains and even the mental anguish of a mortal frame. (In this 
way, as a fellow-sufferer, the Saviour drew his brethren to him in 
the bonds of sympathy. Thus the Incarnation, or the assumption 

of true manhood by the Son of God gave the world the destroyer of 
death and a helper fitted with that experience of suffering, which 

goes to make a sympathetic and faithful priest. Without sin, he 

knew the painful experiences of sinful flesh. He sinlessly tasted all 

the trials of our poor hunianity. 
This is substantially the extraordinarily rich view of the Incarna- 

tion presented in 2.5-18. The rest of the Epistle adds little to it. 

The statement that ‘‘ he is capable of fellow-feeling with our weak- 
nesses, having been in all respects tempted like us, exclusive of sin ” 
{4.15)1 is practically a repetition of what has been said. His human- 

ity and his power to compassionate are further emphasised when 

we are told that ‘‘ in the days of his flesh he offered up prayers and 

supplications with a strong cry and tears to him who was able to 

save him from death and was heard for his reverence. Son though 
he was, he learned obedience from the things which he suffered, 
and being made perfect, he became the cause of eternal salvation to 

all them that obey him’”’ (5. 7-8). The pain and shame of the 

Cross are mentioned as well as the contradictions Christ bore from 
Sinners (12.2). Opprobrium was his lot (13.13 coll. 11. 26). He 

suffered (13.12), shed his blood (9,12) and was numbered amongst 

the dead (13. 20). Thence God raised him up in the blood of the 

New Testament (ibid.). He passed through the heavens (4. 14; 
6. 20; 7. 26; 9. 24) and sat down at the right hand of God (1. 3, 13; 

8. 1; 10. 13). | 

We learn further from the Epistle that Christ was of the seed of 

1 The Verb ovyraléw (4. 15) should be noticed. Although the adjective oup- 

xaOys occurs in 1 Peter 3. 8, the verb is entirely proper to Hebrews. It is used 

once of the fellow-feeling which Christ gained by suffering and once (10. 34) of the 

compassion which the Christians of Jerusalem had shown to members of their com- 
munity who were prisoners. 
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Abraham (2.16) and of the tribe of Judah (7.14). He preached not 

more than a generation before the Epistle was written (2.3). His 

crucifixion was a public spectacle (6, 6) which took place outside 
the gate of Jerusalem (13.12). There is possibly also a reference to 

his excommunication by the Synagogue (13. 13). 
It will be noticed from this sketch that Hebrews has some histor- 

ical details about Christ, which are nowhere mentioned in the Pau- 
line epistolary or discourses. They are few and are easily accounted 

for. As in other instances, when unexpected things from the earth- 

ly life of Jesus came into the ambit of St. Paul’s message as it is 
partially transmitted to us, so here also there is in every case a suffi- 
cient explanation. The moving tale of his own generous disinter- 
estedness during the Ephesian mission brought to Paul’s mind at 
Miletus the words of the Lord Jesus: ‘‘ It is better to give than to 
receive ’? (Acts 20.35). As he was beginning the polemic part of 
his second Hpistle to the Corinthians, ‘‘ the meekness and gentleness 
of the Christ ’’ (10. 1) presented itself before his mind. Similarly in 
Hebrews the prominence assumed by the priestly character of Christ 
also brought into special prominence the facts that he was tried in 

every human fashion (cata wavta xaO’ 6poidtnta 4. 15), that he learn- 

ed obedience in the school of painful experience (5. 8), that he be- 

came merciful (2.17) and compassionate (4. 15).1 These facts all 

belong to the sphere of “ blood and flesh ’’ in which Jesus commun- 

icated as sacerdotal Helper of his brethren. In the proper and 

scientific sense of the words, they involved no ethical development 
in Jesus. His will did not have to be trained to obedience, but his 
passible nature and through it his rational nature experienced all 
the difficulty of obedience.? There is question of experimental 

knowledge, not of increase of promptitude in the rational will of 

Christ. Advance to higher moral perfection is nowhere in our Epistle 
predicated of the Saviour. 

1 Of the facts of Christ’s life which are specially emphasised in Hebrews Biich- 
sel says rightly: “‘ Vergleicht man diese Tatsachen mit dersonstigen Ueberlieferung 

vom Leben Jesu, so fallen drei Stiicke sehr auf: dass Jesus in allem versucht ist 

abnlich wie die anderen Menschen, dass er den Gehorsam durch Leiden gelernt 

hat, dass er mitleidig und barmherzige worden ist.’? The language of the Epistle 

does not, however, endorse the proposition: Auf die ‘“‘ethische Entwicklung ”’ 

Jesu richtet der Hebraerbrief stark die Aufmerksamkeit (o. ¢., pp. 32, 38). 

® In a matter of such delicacy it is best to let St. Thomas Aquinas speak. 

Commenting on the words: “‘ Didicit ex iis quae passus est obedientiam’”’ (5. 8), he 
raises the objection: “ Addiscere est ignorantis,’? and answers: “‘ Dicendum est, 

quod duplex est scientia, sc. simplicis notitiae... et experientiae et secundum istam 

didicit obedientiam. Unde dicit: Didicit ex iis quae passus est, id est, expertus est. Et 
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That the teaching of Hebrews regarding the Person and two natu- 
res of Jesus is thoroughly consonant with Paulinism and the homo- 
geneous complement of the teaching of the Epistles may be shown 
even in a limited space. According to our author, Christ is the 

Son of God and very God; he is also truly man and as man spoke as 

a prophet, showed himself a priest and was exalted to the glory of 
divine kingship. He was a Judahite, the object of contradiction, 
was holy and sinless, was obedient to death, was crucified, suffered 

outside the gate, was raised from the dead, tock his place at the right 

hand of God, where he lives for ever to plead for those who approach 

God through him and whence he shall come to give salvation to them 
that await him. This summary designed at once to be sufficiently 

comprehensive and to eliminate repetitions, can be richly paralleled 

from the Pauline epistolary. , 
St. Paul calls Christ the Son of God in seven of the thirteen 

Epistles. The expression is absent only from 2 Thessalonians, Philip- 

pians, Philemon and the three Pastorals. In this respect as in so 
many others, Romans comes nearest to Hebrews, although in Christ- 
ological doctrine as a whole the letters of the captivity are much 
nearer to our Epistle, and contain passages, which are rightly described. 
as impregnated with the doctrine of the divine filiation of Christ. 1 
That the Son of God was very God for St. Paul, there can be no doubt 
whatever. It is not necessary to discuss texts from the earlier Epist- 

les.? The harmony of the Paulines with Hebrews on this point and 

the palpable steps of progress in richness of doctrinal expression 
appear best from a comparison of the captivity letters with our 
Epistle. Christ had already been called eixwv tov Oeot in 2 Cor. 4. 4. 
The thought is taken up once more in Colossians 1. 15, where he is 

described as eixwy toi Ocot toi dopdtov. In Philippians, which 

was probably written later than Colossians, the preexistent Saviour 

is conceived as év yoppy Ocot drdpywv, a state which implied entire 
equality with God (Philipp. 2. 6). In Hebrews neither the term 

loquitur Apostolus sic: Quia qui didicit aliquid, voluntarie accessit ad illud scien- 

dum. Christus autem voluntarie accepit infirmitatem nostram. Et ideo dicit quod 

didicit obedientiam, id est quam grave sit obedire”’ (op. cit. in h. 1.). There is no 

question therefore of Christ acquiring the virtue of obedience but of learning its 

difficulty experimentally. 

1 McN4BsB, 1. c., p. 326. The author’s statistics are slightly at fault in the case 

of Galatians and Hebrews. The actual numbers for the eight letters are 1 Thess. 1; 

Gal. 4; 1 Cor., 2; 2 Cor. 1; Romans 7; Ephes. 1; Col. 1; Hebrews 12, of which three 

occur in Scriptural citations (1, 5a, b, 5, 5). 

2 The godhead of Christ is affirmed expressly in Rom. 9. 5. 
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eixov, Which in 2 Cor. 4. 4 had been associated with the dda of 

Christ, nor the term popdy, which in the Greek language of St. Paul’s. 
time was closely akin to ovcia ov Uméortaots,+ occur, but a formula 
is found which covers and surpasses both, namely, amavyaopa tis 

dd€ys kat Xapaxrnp tis Uroatdcews (rob Ocod). This is the fullest 
metaphorical description of the consubstantial person of the Son 
in the Apostolic Epistles. Furthermore the creative role of the Son, 

as expressed in Hebrews 1. 2: “‘ per quem fecit et saecula,”’ has 

its Pauline antecedents. In 1 Cor. 8. 6 the Apostle confesses ‘‘ one 

Lord Jesus Christ through whom are all things and we through him.”’ 

Colossians richly enlarges this formula by affirming that the wpwro- 
tOKos* taoys kticews (1. 15) — the same to whom the adoration of 

the Angels is rendered in Hebrews 1. 6 — is of such, dignity or: &v 
aut@ éxticOn Ta wdvta év tots ovpavois Kal émi THs ys, Ta dpata Kai 
ta adpata, eite Opdvor cite KupioTytes eite dpyat eite EFovolta’ ta WavrTa 
or avrot kai eis a’tov éxtiotal. Kai duTés é€otw 1p TavTwV Kai Ta TavTa 
év dut@ ouvéaotyxev (Col. 11.6-17). As creator he is, of course, better 
than the Angels, a dignity which is acknowledged as his in the elev- 

ation ‘‘ above every principality and power and virtue and domin- 
ation ’? spoken of in Ephesians 1. 21. Here also, as in Philippians. 
2. 9,10, the supereminence of the name won by the Saviour is very 
emphatically expressed -— (supra) omne nomen quod nominatur non 

solum in hoc saeculo sed etiam in futuro. We are already in the 

region of the Incarnation.* This mystery is expressed by the author 

of Hebrews as a participation in ‘‘ blood and flesh. ’’ Similarly St. Paul 

tells the Romans that ‘‘ God sent his own Son in the likeness of sinful 
flesh *’ (8.3). Hebvews certainly regards the Incarnation as a descent. 

1 See Nisius, Zur Hrkldrung von Phil. 2. 5-11, Z. f.k. Th. 21 (1897), p. 302 and 

23 (1899), p. 81. Lightfoot discusses the lexical question in St. Pawl’s Hpistie 

to the Philippians in h.1. London, 1927, pp. 127 ff. 

2 Cfr. Rom., 8. 29. 

3 It is scarcely necessary to say that the Christology of Hebrews is no stereo- 

scopic blend of theological and humanistic elements — Judeo-Alexandrian theo- 

sophy and Greek idealism. It is only one who does not believe in the revelation 

of the mystery of the Incarnation that could write such a page of phantastic pseudo- 

science as Windisch’s note on the Christology of Hebrews: Sie beruht auf der Zu- 

sammenschau zweier Wesen: (1) des himmlischen Gottessohnes... und (2) eines 

Menschen der (etwa wie Herakles) auf Erden ein Werk verrichtet hat und zum 

Lohn dafiir tiber die Engel erhoben worden ist. Die Zusammenschau bedeutet 

also das Zusammenfliessen zweier Christologien, der Hypostasen- und der sog. 

Adoptions- oder Erhéhungschristologie (o. ¢., pp. 12,13). The author cites a 

parallel from the dreamland of late rabbinico-apocalyptic literature. The (myth- 

ical Patriarch Henoch blends into one figure with the super- -angelic being called. 
Metatron. 
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to human misery in order that he who descended might become a mer- 

eiful and faithful High priest (2. 14-18). The sacerdotal scope of 

the descent is dominant but it is the same descent which is set as 

a lesson of humility before the Philippians: ‘‘ he emptied hiniself 
taking the form of a servant being made in the likeness of men.” 

The phrase changes according to the context but the basic idea is the 
same. In Romans God made good the weakness of sinful flesh by 
sending His son in the likeness of sinful flesh on a mission concerning 
sin and passed the death-sentence on sin in the flesh (8.3); in Phi- 

lippians the model of humble condescension is a divine Person having 
the nature of God and divine equality by natural right, who, never- 

theless, emptied himself of his glory, and took the nature of a servant 

being made in the likeness of men; in Hebrews the phrase év éuotwpate 
is not used to express the point of condescension, but, if we seek 

ideas and not mere words, we find essentially the same thought: ‘‘ Inas- 

much, then, as the children communicated in blood and flesh, so he 

likewise partook of the same... (and as) he took on him the seed of 

Abraham...’ epeirev kata Tavta Tots ddedpois spowOyva. The idea 
of assimilation is in all three texts, being expressed in the first two 

by an adverbial phrase év d6uompat: and in the third by the verb 

opowbfvat. 
Another point that is well worth noting is that the redemptive 

purpose of the physical “‘ body of Christ ’’ is common to the Paulines 
and to Hebrews. The Romans are told: ‘‘ You have met death as 
regards the law through the body of Christ” (7.4); in Colossians, 
which is the epistle that represents the whole fulness of the godhead 

as dwelling in Christ ocwyaticés (2. 9), St. Paul tells the faithful that 
God ‘‘ reconciled them in the body of (Christ’s) flesh through death ”’ 
(1.22). The Hebrews too have been sanctified ‘“‘ by the offering of 
the body of Jesus Christ once for all’ (10. 10). 

According to the flesh Christ is a Judahite in Hebrews, that is 
from a non-priestly tribe, while St. Paul, interested only in the Mes- 

sianic pedigree of the Saviour, recalls three times over that he was 

of the seed of David.1 The Christ of St. Paul also met contradic- 

tion, 2 was holy and sinless? and became obedient unto death. 4 

The cross and the crucifixion of Jesus were undeniably at the very 
centre of the Christology of the Apostle, who told the Galatians 

Acts, 13. 23; Rom., 1.3; 2 Tim., 2. 8. 

1 Thess., 2.15; Rom., 15. 3. 

Rom., 1. 4; 2 Cor. 5. 21. 

Rom., 5. 19; 15. 3; Philipp., 2. 8. pO Mw 
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that he would not glory save in the cross! and decided to know 

nothing amongst the Corinthians except Jesus Christ and him cru- 

cified.2 The circumstance that Jesus suffered outside the gate 

belongs to Hebrews alone on account of its antitypal significance 
(13.12). In connection with this verse it has been remarked that 

St. Paul never once joined the verb ézafev to the name of Christ, * 

put the Epistles speak of the ra@yjpara of Christ (2 Cor. 1.5, 7; Philipp. 

3. 10) and ovurdoyev is the duty of Christians in union with their 

Saviour (Rom. 8. 17). 

The point with regard to the resurrection of Christ is that it is so 

much in St. Paul and so little in Hebrews. But the surprising thing 

really is that the resurrection of Christ figures as a separate fact in 

our Epistle at all. It appears, as it were, superabundantly, in the 

Epilogue, with much less reason, apparently, than there was for 

its mention once for all in the address ‘of Galatians. The entrance 

of Christ into the Holy of holies was the fact of Christ’s glorification 
that mattered for the author of Hebrews. It supposed the resurrec- 

tion just as the doctrine of the second coming supposed the resurrec- 

tion in 2 Thessalonians, where there is complete silence about this 

great fact, as there also is in 1 Timothy and Titus. On account of 
its soteriological significance, the resurrection was undoubtedly a 

supreme fact for St. Paul, but the living Christ can be the substra- 
tum of the Apostle’s theology without any express reference to the 

resurrection. Thus, notwithstanding its mention in the address, 

.. the resurrection does not enter at all into the argument of Galatians 

and it is almost strangely absent from the praise of ‘‘ the mystery 

of ‘piety ’? in Timothy 3. 16. 

Christ’s session at the right hand of the Father is quite as vital a 
reality for St. Paul as for our author. If, indeed, it is the supreme 
assurance of the value of Christ’s priesthood in our letter, it is also, 

together with the death and resurrection, the supreme guarantee of 
the hope of the elect in Romans 8. 33, 34: ‘‘ Quis accusabit adversus 

electos Dei? Deus qui iustificat. Quis est qui condemnet? Christus 
Tesus qui mortuus est, immo qui et resurrexit, qui est ad dexteram 

1 ]Cor., 1. 17, 18; Gal., 5. 11; 6.12, 14; Eph., 2. 16; Philipp., 2. 8; 3. 18; Col., 

1. 20; 2. 14. 

2-1 Cor., 1.13, 23; 2.2, 8; 2 Cor., 13. 4; Gal., 3.1 (5. 24; 6. 14). 

3 WESTCOTT, 0.c. p. 443: The use of the verb racyew of Christ is characteristic 

of this Epistle of 1 Peter and of the Acts. It is found again in 2, 18; 5.8; 9. 26; 

in 1 Peter, 2. 21, 23 (3.18): 4. 1; and in Acts, 1. 3; 8.18: 17.3. It does not occur 

in this connexion in the Epistles of St. Paul, though he speaks of the za@quara 

of Christ: 2 Cor., 1. 5, 7; Philipp., 3. 10. 
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Pei, qui etiam interpellat pro nobis.’’ Under another aspect, it is the 
guarantee of supernatural life for the faithful in Ephesians and Colos- 

sians. Here, the risen Christ exalted to heaven has the place which 

belongs to his headship in regard to the ecclesiastical body.1 With 

their Saviour enthroned as a distributor of life in heaven, the members 
of his body know “ what is the exceeding greatness of God’s power 

towards us who believe, according to the working of the power of 

his might, which he wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the 

dead and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places... 
and gave him to be head over all things to the church, which is his 

body, the fulness of him that fulfilleth all in all” (Eph. 1. 19-23). 
Our fellowship in his life is a resurrection accomplished and a sitting 

(by hope) in heaven {ibid. 2. 5-6). He is the head of the body, 

the church (Col. 1. 18) and, therefore, all the faithful, already become 

spiritual partners in his resurrection and endowed. with a life hidden 

with Christ in God, aspire upwards and “ seek those things which 
are above, where Christ sitteth at the right hand of God (ibid. 3. 1-3). 

Christ, therefore, seated at the right hand of the Father appears 
in the vesture of a forensic advocate to defend the elect against all 
accusations (Romans), as a distributor of life by capital influence 

(Ephesians, Colossians), aS a priestly intercessor (Hebrews). The 

fact is one and one only, different aspects of it coming into conside- 

ration in the justification context of Romans, in the mystico-social 

context of the Epistles of ‘* the great mystery, ’’ and in the sacerdotal 
context of Hebrews. 

The reality of the second coming of Christ is vouched for with 
equal directness, though not with equal wealth of detail in Hebrews 

and in all groups of the Paulines. Its presentation as a mapovota 

belongs to the two letters to Thessalonica and the resurrection chapter 
of Corinthians only.2 In six of the seven passages in question the 

aapovgta is the appearance of Christ not as a judge to punish but 
as a Saviour to gather his own to himself, the only exception being 

2 Thess. 2.8, where the appearance of Christ marks the destruction of 

Antichrist. The same salvific character of the second coming is 

to be seen in Romans 13, 11 (cfr. 8.18-25), in Philippians 3, 20, and. 

in 2 Timothy 4.8. In all these places an identical idea is conveyed as 

1 While considering headship, in reference to the three aspects noted by 

St. Thomas (S. T. 3, 8, 2), namely position above, superior endowment, and 

distribution of power (ordinem, perfectionem et virtutem) we should note that the 

third is the chief onefor St.Paul. ‘* Christ is the head of the church; and he is the 
Saviour of the body”? (Eph. 5, 23). 

2 1 Thess., 2.19; 3.138; 4. 15; 5. 23; 2 Thess., 2. 1, 8; 1 Cor., 15. 23. 

5 
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in Hebrews 9. 28, namely: ‘‘ Unto them that look for him (Christ) 
shall appear the second time unto salvation.” 1 

Finally, our author’s views of Christ’s prophetic office, of his 

priesthood and of his kingship do not fix a chasm between our Epistle 

and the Paulines. St. Paul’s references to the words of the Lord 
and his precepts 2 would alone be sufficient to show how well he knew 

that Christ delivered an authoritative message. In regard to priest- 
hood, although it is true that St. Paul never gives Christ the title of 
priest, he shows him offering himself in sacrifice through the shedding 
of expiatory blood, an act which only a priest was capable of: ‘‘ Tra- 

didit semetipsum pro nobis oblationem et hostiam Deo in odorem 

suavitatis’’? (Eph. 5.2).3 The conception of the royal lordship of 
Christ in our Epistle is singularly Pauline. This appears best perhaps. 
in the fact that the Apostle and the author of Hebrews found the 

fullest expression of the absolutely universal lordship of Christ in 
the eminence which Psalm 8 attributes to man.4 The verse: ‘‘ Thou 
hast placed all things under his feet,” is the prophetic voucher for 

Christ’s final triumph over death (1 Cor. 15.27) for the most absolute 
exaltation of his name (Eph. 1. 22) and for his sovereign control of 

the Messianic world (Heb. 2. 8-9). The place of Christ’s royalty 

‘‘ at the right hand of God ”’ “fewres nearly as often in the epistolary 

as in Hebrews. > 

Soteriology 

The Saviourship and salvific work of Christ are concentrated in 
the sacerdotal theme of our epistle. The essential redemptive work 

of offering sacrifice is here surrounded with a wealth of sacerdotal 

detail which is only very slightly paralleled in the Pauline epistles. 

It will be found, however, that the two soteriologies are not mutually 

exclusive, but rather fit into one system of thought. It is important 

1 Tt is difficult, therefore, to see what Moffatt means when he writes: ‘‘ (We 

have here) a parenthesis of central importance for the primitive religious escha- 

tology which formed part of the writer’s inheritance, however inconsistent with 

his deeper views of faith and fellowship.” (0. c., p. 133). 

2 1 Thess., 4. 15; 1 Cor., 7.10; 9.14; 11. 28; 14. 37° 

8 Cfr. Acts, 20. 28; Gal., 1. 4; 2. 20, 21; 1 Cor., 1., 13; 5. 7; 8. 11; 10. 15-21; 

11, 23-27; 15. 3; 2 Cor., 5.14, 15.21: Rom., 3. 24. 25; 4, 25; 5. 6-11; 8. 34; Eph., 1. 7; 

5. 25; Col., 1.22; 1 Tim., 2. 5, 6; Tit., 2. 14. oo 

4 1 Cor. 15. 27; Eph., 1, 22, Heb., 2. 6-9. 

5 Rom., 8. 34: quiest ad dexteram Dei. Eph., 1. 20: constituens ad dexteram 

suam in caelestibus. Col., 3. 15: Christus est in dextera Dei sedens. Heb., 1. 3, 13; 

8.1; 10.12; 12. 2. 
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not to lose sight of the tree by looking only at the branches. ‘“ Christ: 
was delivered up to death for our offences and rose again for our just- 
ification ’’ (Rom. 4. 25). This sentence of the Apostle is a compre- 
hensive statement of the soteriological facts, which may be further 
condensed into the two terms of reconciliation and salvation. The 

moment that Christ died he had finished his earthly work as saviour. 

The act of reconciliation was performed by the divine representative 

of humanity. God had now to make the merits of his Christ the 
- appropriable treasure of the race. The sacred manhood of the Savi- 
our which God raised up and set as a living fountain of grace on 
high was the boon which the passion won for us. By the obedience 

of his death Jesus deserved to be the living head of all obedient mortals 
gathered in corporate unity as members fitted to him. The grace 

of exaltation, comprising resurrection and ascension, made him 
what he now is. Glorification was his reward and also his effective 

installation, if we may use the term, as operative head and saviour 
of a body. He won grace on Calvary, he distributes it by way of 

vital communication from his throne in heaven. When there is 

question of two facts of such rich significance, it is not surprising 

that they admit of multiple explanation. Both the work of grace- 
winning and the modes and effects of its distribution may be consi- 

dered under manifold aspects. Thus one soteriology may spread 

out into many branches. } 

The word cwryp is not found in Hebrews, but it is likewise absent 
from the four great Pauline Epistles. In Ephesians and Philippians 

Christ receives this title, which in the Pastorals, in five examples 
out of nine, belongs to God. The owrtnpia which the Saviour brought, 

however, is so frequent both in the Paulines and in our Epistle as 
to claim recognition as a common characteristic notion.2 The way 

1 As an illustration of such ramifications one might refer to the two questions 

of the Summa Theologica on the effect of the Passion of Christ (3, 48 and 49). 

Saint Thomas asks 1) utrum passio Christi causaverit nostram salutem per modum 

meriti; 2) utrum per modum satisfactionis; 3) utrum per modum sacrificii; 4) utrum 

per modum redemptionis; 5) utrum esse Redemptorem sit proprium Christi; 

6) utrum causaverit effectum nostrae salutis per modum efficientiae. Having 

treated these five aspects of the Passion’s efficiency, he next consider the effects: 

1) utrum per passionem Christi simus liberati a peccato; 2) utrum per eam simus 

liberati a potestate diaboli; 3) utrum per eam simus liberati a reatu poenae; 

4) utrum per eam simus Deo reconciliati; 5) utrum per eam sit nobis aperta ianua 
caeli; 6) utrum per eam Christus adeptus sit exaltationem. 

2 1] Thess., 5. 8, 9; 2 Thess., 2. 13; Rom., 1. 16; 10. 1, 10; 11. 11; 13. 11; 

2 Cor,, 1. 6; 6.26, d; 7. 10; Eph., 1.13; Philipp., 1. 19, 28; 2. 12; Tim., 2.10; 3. 15; 

Heb., 1. 14; 2. 3, 10; 5.9; 6.9; 9.28. Cfr. 6 Adyos tis cwrnpias tavtns and the cita- 

tion from Isaias 49. 8 in the Pisidian discourse (Acts, 13. 26, 47). 
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in which that salvation is wrought, namely, the salvifiec work of Christ 
and its effects may be viewed in general or in the special modal char- 
acteristics of their sacerdotal side. Christ come to save the people 
from their sins. That was essentially the cwrypia (2. 9; 5.9) of which 
he is the author, but it also includes a final salvation at his second 

coming (9.28). He made a purgation of sins (1,3) and established a 

covenant whose special fruit is the remission of sin in the interior 

domain of conscience (8.12; 9.14; 10.18). Since Christ’s mission is 
chiefly concerned with sin,?! it strikes a destructive blow at the 
empire of him who has power over death (2.14). Consequently it 

also delivers the slaves of the devil’s tyranny (2.15). That the remis- 

sion of sin is no mere negative thing is apparent from the fact that 
the Saviour is also the sanctifier (2.11). In regard to the causal mode 

of salvation, Hebrews is almost silent on some points which the Pau- 
line Epistles bring into relief. The meritorious aspect of Christ’s 
work is merely insinuated in the presentation of his sacrifice as an 
act of obedience (5. 8; 10. 9). The idea of satisfaction does not 
seem to be present to the mind of the writer. Redemption, however, 

though somewhat in the background is explicitly affirmed in at least 

two places. Christ is said to have entered the holy place once for all 
having found an eternal Avtpwois (9. 12); and again, he is said to 

have died for the redemption (eis drodUtpwow) of those transgres- 
sions which were under the first covenant (9.15). It is the sacrificial 

character of the Saviour’s death which is professedly treated and 
that on the side of the priestly act rather than on the side of the 

victim’s suffering. Salvation is in the blood of Christ not merely 
shed but sprinkled by a Priest. It is not expressly asserted that the 

Priest merited his own exaltation. He is, nevertheless, represented 

as entering heaven in the power of his own blood (9.12). The infer- 
ence is that the blood of his sacrifice was the title by which the Priest 
took up the living ministry of a celestial sanctuary, as the Mediator 
of a new testament. His priesthood being in the power of an un- 
breakable life (7.16), it is in the glorified life of Christ that his blood 

has its value. It is an eternal dzodvtpwors. The resurrection, 
indeed, seems to have no particular significance in the soteriology of 
Hebrews, but that is because of the emphasis laid on the final goal 
of Christ’s priestly teAéwots. The last moment rather than the 

first moment of the Priest’s “ perfection ’’ is the one on which the 
gaze of the writer is fixed, but it is absurd to conceive him as regarding 

1 Heb., 9.26: Nunc autem semel in consummatione saeculorum, ad destitu- 

tionem peccati (eis d0érnow tijs auaptias) per hostiam suam apparuit. 
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Christ’s ascension into heaven as excluding the triumph over the 
tomb.! It is nowhere suggested that Christ passed from the cross 

to the heavenly sanctuary.? The writer has actually let us see that 

he did not conceive the resurrection as extraneous to the final conse- 
eration of the Mediator of the New Testament. In the epilogue he 
writes: ‘“ May the God of peace who brought back from the dead 

the great shepherd of the sheep, our Lord Jesus Christ, perfect you 

in every good work to do his will, working in you that which is well- 

pleasing in his sight through Jesus Christ; to whom be glory for ever 

and ever. Amen ’”’ (13.20, 21).% This is a passage of our Epistle 

where the idea of resurrection comes to the front, because, it seenis, 
the idea of reconciliation is insinuated. It is the God of peace who 

crowns the sacrifice of His Son with life, which he as shepherd must 
undoubtedly impart to his sheep. For our author, then, Christ rose 

from the dead in the blood of an eternal testament (13. 20) and he 

entered the heavenly sanctuary through his own blood (9.12). These 

are only two moments—the first and the last—wherein Christ took 

possession. of the dispensation of grace. 
In all this there is no positive and essential difference between 

our author and St. Paul. Both see the instrument of the restoration 

of friendship between God and man in the blood of Christ. For 

St. Paul Christ’s blood is an instrument of expiation, the blood of a. 
iiaotypiov (Rom. 3. 25), * and Hebrews likewise tells us that the work 

1 Moffat misconceives the author’s mind altogether when he writes: ‘‘ The 
idea of Jesus passing like the highpriest at once from the sacrifice into the inner 

sanctuary... has prevented him from making use of the resurrection... The hea- 

venly sphere of Jesus is so closely linked with his previous existence on earth, under 

the category of the sacrifice, that the author could not suggest an experience like 

the resurrection, which would not have tallied with this idea ’? (Commentary, 
XXXVIITI f.). - 

2 WINDISCH, o. c., p. 79. Hebr. lehrt eine Himmelfahrt vom Kreuze aus. 

‘“* Kaum berechtigt ” is the over-mild criticism of J. Schrenk in T. W.N.T., p. 274, 
note 48. ; 

’ A remark in connexion with this sentence suggests itself here, although, 

perhaps, it is slightly out of place. The phrase “eternal testament ’’ is found 

in the form of consecration of the chalice in the Roman and Ambrosian Liturgies. 

The adjective ‘‘ eternal ’’ seems to have come from the Epistle to the Hebrews. 
If, then, it were possible to determine the date of fixation of the Roman form, it 

might be possible to say that the Epistle to the Hebrews was then in honour at 

Rome. The same may be said with regard to the date at which the beginning of 

Hebrews came to be read in the Roman Liturgy of Christmas. See Daniel, Codex 
Liturgicus, I, p. 88; Liturgia Mozarabica, P. D., LXXXV, 551. 

4 Rom., 3. 25, ikaorypiov... év TE aivate adtot; 5. 1, dixawOdvres obv év TE 
- ~ awmate avrod. 
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of. Jesus was 76 iAdoxeoOa.tas dyuaptias tov. Aaov and. to purge 
away with his blood the sins of men (2.17; 1. 3; 9.14)... For St. Paul 

the blood of Christ is also an instrument of reconciliation! and He- 

brews likewise attributes to it the freedom of access by which we 
serve the living God (9.14) and set out faces confidently on the hea- 
venly Holy of holies (10. 19). For St. Paul the blood of Christ is the 
price of redemption? and Hebrews likewise associates an eternal 
redemption (9.12) and the redemption of Old Testament transgres- 

sions (9. 15) with the blood and death of Christ. St. Paul knows 
Christ’s blood to be the blood of a new covenant ® and our author 
likewise calls it the blood of an eternal covenant (13. 20, coll. 10-29). 

If St. Paul does not verbally connect sanctification. with Christ’s 

blood, he nevertheless, connects it with his death, for he says that 

‘¢ Christ laved the church and delivered himself for it that he might 
sanctify and cleanse it ’’ (Eph. 5. 25, 26). This list of coincidences 

of thought in a most central part of Christian soteriology is surely 
impressive. 

At the same time the soteriology of Hebrews is a signal addition 
to. the contents of the Pauline epistolary. Its teaching on the 

priesthood and priestly ministry of Christ is most characteristic, 

although this teaching is not built on another foundation than that 
laid by St. Paul. A very brief presentation of the subject is all 
that can find place here. 

The Incarnation set up Christ as the High-priest of a new era. 

His two natures supply everything that is required for such a dignity. 

To represent men he must be a man and to be an inspirer of confidence 

he must be a fellow-sufferer with his people (2. 14-18). God must 
call him to the dignity of priesthood. His divine sonship was itself 

such a call. Who could be such a representative of God as His 

son? Hence the oracle: “Thou art my son; this day have I begotten 
thee, ” 4 was a sacerdotal anointing; the type of sacerdotium being 
marked in the call delivered through another oracle: “ Thou art a 

priest for ever according to the order of Melchisedech ” (5. 4-6). 

1 Eph., 2. 13, éyevjOere éyyus év TO atari tod Xpiorod. Col., 1. 20, eionvorwoujaas 
Sia TOD aiwaros Too aravpot avrod. 

2 Eph., 1.7, év @ éyouev dwodvtpwaw dia Too aiuatos avTod. 

3 1 Cor., 11. 25 tofro 16 moripiov 4 Kawi Sabie éoriv ev TH Eu aluart. 

* Bien que le Fils soit Fils dés léternité, ces paroles ne lui sont adressées 

selon le Psalmiste, qu’au moment ot il prend la nature humaine. En se faisant 

homme, il est ipso facto consacré prétre, c’est-i-dire mediateur attitré du genre 

humain auprés de Dieu. Son Pére va lui confirmer par serment cette dignité: 

Le Seigneur I’a juré et il ne s’en répentira point: Tu es prétre pour I’éternité selon 
Pordre de Melchisédec (Prat, T. 8S. P., II, p. 449). 
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The characteristics of the Melchisedechian priesthood need not be 

dwelt upon here, for they offer no points of comparison with the 
doctrine of the Pauline epistolary. ‘They may all be summed up in 

the royalty of justice and peace signified by the name of Melchise- 
dech, the non-fleshly and timeless character of his personality denoted 
by the absence of birth and death notices from his description, and, 
lastly, his superiority as tither and blesser over Abraham and Levi. 
In a word, his Melchisedechian character marks Christ as a supreme 
and eternal High-priest. His qualities were such that he needed 

nothing but a priestly teAéwots, which was to consist in the crowning 
of his laborious work on behalf of humanity. Being holy, innocent, 
undefiled and separated from sinners he had to be made by God 

higher than the heavens, a son perfected for ever (7. 1-28). 
The representation of the sacerdotal work of Christ in terms of the 

liturgy of Expiation Day is entirely proper to Hebrews. The essen- 

tial act was, however, a sacrifice which brought him to the perfection 

of a supreme minister of salvation on the right hand of God in 

heaven.! The kernel of the matter is, therefore, that he was a 
priest who offered a sacrifice (8. 4-5) whereby he once for all opened 

the eternal sanctuary of God’s glory for himself and for. those on 

whose behalf he entered, ‘“‘ having found eternal redemption” (9. 12). 

His blood is efficacious to cleanse consciences (9,14) to redeem the 

sins of an old covenant and to give access to an eternal inheritance 

which is the hope held out by a new alliance sealed as a testamentary 
transaction in the life-blood of its testator (9. 15-17).2 According 

to the prophetic programme of Psalm 39, Christ has offered a homage 

of obedience to the will of God which has ousted the whole sacrificial 
system of the old dispensation (10. 4-10). ‘‘ Having offered one sacri- 
fice for sins for ever he sat down on the right hand of God, hence- 
forth awaiting the day when his enemies shall be set as the footstool 

of his feet (10. 12, 13). Since in this perfective oblation there is 

remission of sin, ‘‘ there is no more offering for sin’ (10. 18). 
Hence it appears that the teAewois of Christ is his attainment, 

by way of conquest, through his sacrifice, of the glory which was his 
by the natural right of sonship. He passed to the full possession 
of his glory through the broken veil of his flesh (10. 20). Death 

1 Que Vimmolation du Calvaire soit un sacrifice, ot. Jésus-Chrisé est & la fois 

prétre et victime, il suffit pour s’en convaincre de lireles quatre textes suivants, 

dont le premier énonce le fait, le second le mode, le troisiéme |’efficacité, le quatriéme 
la valeur infinie de ce sacrifice. (Heb. 7. 27; 9.14; 9. 28; 10. 12-14). Prat, o. c.I,p.453. 

2 On the meaning of diafyxn in 9. 16-17, see FONSECA, Arca dyxn — Foedus an 

Testamentum 4, Biblica 9 (1928). pp. 149-157. 
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opened the way of life everlasting for Christ’s morta! body and he 
became the living way to that same life for all those who ohey him 
(5. 9) and seek access to the throne of God by faith, hope and charity 

(10. 19-25). It was through his blood that he entered (13. 20). Those. 
who attach themselves to him draw near to him as the Mediator of a. 

New Testament (12. 24); they approach a blood of sprinkling which 
speaks better than Abel (ibid.); and in that blood they have confi- 

dence regarding the efficacy of the entrance-way provided for them 
into the heavenly sanctuary (10.19). From all this it is evident that 
capital importance belongs to the death of Christ and to his sacrificial 
blood, the liturgical description of the efficacy of his sacrifice in the 
imagery of the Expiation service being really entirely subordinate 

to the mystery of the Cross. It is no exaggeration to say that the 

author of Hebrews “‘ knows nothing but Jesus Christ and him eruc- 

ified > (1 Cor. 2.2). It is by enduring the Cross that Jesus Christ. 
became the author and finisher of our faith (12.2). To sanctify his. 

people by his own blood he suffered outside the gate (13.12). 
St. Paul says the same thing for Gentile Christians in a less Jewish 

way.! But, perhaps, it may be said, St. Paul and our author are 

irreconcilable in their respective manner of conceiving the heavenly 

ministry of Christ. According to the Apostle the glorified Christ. 
is the head of the church, the dpyy or originating power whence all 
supernatural life flows, zpwrotroxos from the dead, holder of primacy 
in the whole order of creation, which God has intended to be subser- 

vient to the economy of redemption (Col. 1.18). He ascended on 

high to give gifts to men and activate the organic life of the church 
so that it builds itself up in charity and grows to the full stature of 

Christliness (Eph. 4. 8-16). He sits at the right hand of God and 
pleads as an advocate against every condemnation which might. 

threaten his elect (Rom. 8.34). For Hebrews, on the contrary, Christ’s. 
ministry in heaven is liturgical. It seems to consist in the continua- 
tion of his sacrifice, which belongs to a heavenly not an earthly sphere. 

‘Tf he was on earth he should not be a priest, since there are priests. 
that offer gifts according to the law, who serve the example and sha- 
dow of heavenly things ” (8.4,5). It seems to follow from this text 

that Christ is in heaven:as a sacrificing priest ? and that the pleading’ 

11 Thess., 4. 14; Gal., 1. 14; 1 Cor., 15. 3; 2 Cor., 5.15, 21; Rom., 3. 24, 25; 
4, 25; 5. 6-10; Eph., 1.7; 2, 12-18; 5. 2; Col., 1. 22; 2.18, 14. In all these pas- 

sages she salvific value of the death of Christ is supposed or asserted. 

2 H. J. Hotrzmann (Lehrbuch der deutlichen Theologie II, p. 343), understands. 

our Epistle as teaching that Christ appeared before God with his own blood 

shed on the Cross “‘um daselbst sein hl. Selbstopfer immer wieder zugunsten der 
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which is attributed to him in 7. 25 is sacrificial activity. Hence the 

Christian life is a continual wpocépyeo@a in a liturgical sense, this 
word occurring seven times in our Epistle 1 and not once in the same 

sense in any of the Pauline letters. 
This seems very specious but in reality the idea that Christ offici- 

ates before the throne of God, by any sort of liturgical action or by any 
active pleading of his passion is nowhere to be found in the Epistle 
to the Hebrews. We are simply told that he has gone into heaven 
itself now to appear before the face of God on our behalf (9. 24) and 
that, because he remains for ever, he has an unchangeable (or ‘ un- 

transferable ’) priesthood, whence he is able to save in perpetuity all 

who come through him to God, always living to make intercession 
for them (7.24, 25). Christ, then, as Priest is Saviour for ever. He 
saves those who use his mediation sanctifying them sacerdotally; for 

his priesthood has wrought the work of salvation and he as priest 

now stands with the whole power of his blood in the presence of God. 
The blood of Calvary speaks for ever with a more powerful cry than 
the blood of Abel. But how does the blood speak in heaven and 

after what manner is it sprinkled? In regard to the first question, 

one might say that the blood speaks through the principal cicatrized 

wounds, from which it issued, but Hebrews nowhere insinuates such a 
thought. In regard to the second it is clear that any local sprinkling 
of blood within the heavenly tabernacle, is, even in a metaphorical 
sense, unthinkable. When our author says that “it is necessary... 

that the ézovpdva themselves be cleansed with better victims than 
these’? (namely, animal offerings), he does not suggest that the 
‘MImaterial rites of Expiation Day found some sort of counterpart in a 
ritual cleansing of heaven. The imagery of Christ’s passing behind 
the veil is only partly local. The veil through which he passed was 

not the blue expanse of the firmament but his own flesh (10. 20). That 

into which he passed through the broken veil of his mortality was 
the temple of his own immortality. The sacred body of Christ is 

‘“‘the tabernacle not made by hands, that is, not of this creation ” 2 

Seinigen geltend zu machen, worin eben sein himmlischer Priesterdienst 8,26 be- 

steht.’’ He cites in a note the words of Sabatier (La doctrine de V expiation, p. 27): 

“ C’est une sorte de messe idéale et divine, si nous osons ainsi parler, que Je grand- 

prétre selon l’ordre de Melchisédek accomplit pour les hommes devani Dieu. ”’ 
1 Heb., 4.16; 7.25; 10.1; 10. 22; 11. 6: 12. 18, 22. 

2 Here Hebrews seems to join St. John who alone has transmitted our Lord’s 

reference to his body as a vads: Solvite templum hoc et in tribus diebus excitabo 

illud... dicebat de templo corporis sui (In. 2. 20,21). Inthe Apocalypse, X XI, the 

new Jerusalem is the Bride of the Lamb. It has no temple for the Lord God 
Almighty is its temple and the Lamb. 
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(9.11). That-same body resurrected and seated on the throne of God 

in the place that belongs to it, is likewise ‘‘ the sanctuary and the per- 

fect tabernacle which the Lord pitched and not man” (8. 2).1. But 

Christ is not an isolated individual who attained the goal of divine 

glory for himself. He is a Mediator and a Representative. If then, 

his body is a holy tent, it is such inasmuch as its tent-covers extend 
and cover the whole sanctified humanity for whom he mediates an 

eternal covenant. Into that tent of glory finally localized in heaven ~ 

our High-priest. entered. Considering him as a priest, therefore, his 
blood must speak through the life which he has won on behalf of his 
brethren; and it must be sprinkled by the application of the cleansing 
waters of the same life to those who ‘“‘ become partners of Christ.’’ 

The imagery, then, is partly local, for Christ is undoubtedly said 
‘‘to- have penetrated the heavens” (4. 14); ‘* he sat down at the right 
hand of the throne of majesty in heaven” (8.1); if was not. into a 
sanctuary made with hands like the pattern of the true sanctuary that 

Christ entered but into heaven itself” (9.24). Notwithstanding this, 

the ideas of a holy place and a priest’s local motion to that holy place 

do not explain the language of Hebrews. The key to the whole wider 

meaning of this great liturgy, seems to be offered in 10.19 where the 

xataréracua is interpreted as 47 odp& aitov. By the sacrificial offer- 

ing of his body once for all (10. 10) Jesus passed through the veil 

of his flesh (10. 19) into his glory (essentially complete in the resurrec- 

tion 2 but brought to its final goal [teAewoi] in the ascension) 
and now appears before God on our behalf (9. 24), making interces- 

sion by the very fact that he is always living (7. 25), and desiring our 
salvation. ‘‘ Interpellat autem pro nobis ’’, says St. Thomas, ‘‘ primo 
humanitatem suam quam pro nobis assumpsit, repraesentando. 

Item sanctissimae animae suae desiderium guod de salute nostra 

habutt, exprimendo.’’? There is therefore no heavenly sacrifice of 

1 §t. Thomas comments on 8. 2 as follows: “ Est minister tabernaculi veri, ane? 
est vel eius ecclesia militans... vel triumphans.”’? That the saint does not primarily 

understand a supra-atmospheric locality by the ‘“‘ amplius et perfectius taberna- 

culum ” of 9.11 appears from the following two sentences: ‘“‘Non manufactum, id 

est, non huius creationis, quia non est manufactum sicut vetus; nec est huius 

creationis, id est, in bonis sensibilibus creatis. Vel per tabernaculum potest 

Christi corpus intelligi, in quo contra diabolum pugnavit”’ O. ¢., pp. 371, 384): 

2 The word of our Lord to the two disciples on the road to Emmaus reported 

by St. Paul’s disciple, Luke, is very close to the teaching of the Apostle and of our 

Epistle: <‘Nonne haec oportuit pati Christum et ita intrare in gloriam suam ” 

(24, 26). Note the word rafeiv and compare the whole sentence with Hebrews 9. 26. 

3 The Saint has some apposite remarks in art. 5 of Question 22 of the Summa 

Theologica. The Question is ‘“‘ de Sacerdotio Christi’? and the article mentioned 

asks: ‘“‘ Utrum sacerdotium Christi permaneat in aeternum.”? The answer given is: 
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Christ, but the living priest holds all the power of his sacrifice in his 

living humanity and the power of his blood is sprinkled not within 

any local. sanctuary in heaven or on earth, but over a social organism 

whose members thereby approach God (10. 22) and aspire after the 

society of the heavenly Jerusalem (12. 22-24). It seems that the 

Kxepadn-cGpa-exkAnoia conception of Christ’s salvific work can alone 
do justice to the thought which lies behind Hebrews and is expressed 

in a particularly liturgical way. . 

It is easy to see how near this exposition brings us to the epistles . 

of St. Paul. For the Apostle, Christ, in his resurrection, was consti- 
tuted the Son of God in power (Rom. 1. 4) and the first-born from the 

dead (Col. 1.18) became avetjua worototy (1 Cor. 15. 45). For the 
author of Hebrews Christ perfected by sufferings and obedience (2. 10; 

5.9), became the author and the cause of eternal salvation (ibid.). 

The word of a divine oath set up as priest a son perfected. for ever 

(7.28). By the same sacrifice by which he attained his own reAetwors 

he has, in virtue of a permanent power, perfected (teteAetwxev) in per- 

petuity those who are sanctified (10. 14). 1 

Thus, the soteriology of Hebrews has a very distinctly sacerdotal, 

liturgical and even Old Testament colour, but it is its imagery rather 

than its conceptual contents that seems to separate it from the essen- 

tially identical soteriology of the Pauline epistolary. 

Subjective Redemption 

Subjective soteriology, or the description of the mode in which 

men appropriate the fruits of Christ’s sacrifice, occupies a minor place 

in the Epistle to the Hebrews. It is the Saviour’s person and work 
and the excellence of the covenant which he founded that predomin- 

‘“*Dicendum quod in officio sacerdotis duo possunt considerari: primo quidem, 

ipsa oblatio sacrificri; secundo ipsa sacrificii consummatio, quae quidem consistit 

in hoe quod illi pro quibus sacrificium offertur, finem sacrificii consequuntur... 

Et haee quidem consummatio sacrificii Christi praefigurabatur in hoe ipso quod 

pontifex legalis semel in ‘anno cum sanguine hirci et vituli intrabat in sancta sanc- 

torum... cum tamen hircum et vitulum non immolaret in sanctis sanctorum, sed 

extra. Similiter Christus... in ipsum caelum intravit, et nobis viam paravit intrandi 

per virtutem, sanguinis sui, quem pro nobis in terra effudit.”” To asecond objection 

that the priesthood of Christ does not last for ever because his passion and death 

are not perpetual, he answers: ‘‘ Licet passio et mors Christi de caetero non sint 

iteranda, tamen virtus illius hostiae, semel oblatae, permanet in aeternum. ”’ 

1 See Virti, [1 Sacerdozio di Gest. Cristo (La Redenzione, Conferenze bibliche 

tenute nell’anno giubilare 1933, Rome, 1934), pp. 162, 163: “‘ Vorrei richiamare 

Vattenzione sul verbo rede:ody usato dall’apostolo, come fosse una perfezione termi- 
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ate. As we already heard St. Thomas say, “ Christ excellentia. 
est materia huins epistolae ad Hebraeos,’’ and in the demonstra- 

tion of the excellence of Christ it is rather the objective redemption. 
which counts. We can, however, gather the elements of a subjective 

soteriology from various sentences of the Epistle. But first a word 
must be said about the diafyxy of which Christ is the mediator and 

under which the salutary effects of his passion are realized. 
The idea of ciabyxy in Hebrews is a correlative of the Mediator- 

_ ship of Christ and therefore a most central notion in the theology 
of the whole Epistle. The frequency of the word indicates its import- 

anee, for it occurs seventeen times altogether, of which nuniber, 

however, five belong to a passage cited and partly re-cited from 

Jeremias and one to a citation from Exodus.! Six times diadyxy 
denotes the Sinaitic Covenant with which the New Covenant is com- 
pared, the word in this acceptation being once qualified by the or- 

dinal adjective ‘“‘first.”? Nine times the Christian covenant is denoted, 
the word diafyxn being twice qualified as “ better,’’ three times as 
“new ” {xawy, véa) and once as “ eternal.’? In three instances the 
context alone indicates its meaning. In the remaining two occurrences 
(9. 16,17) the word d:afyxy is used in argument as a general term 
and most probably bears the meaning of ‘ testament,’? which char- 
acter the New Covenant seems to possess in the mind of the author. 2 

The superiority of the New Covenant over the Old rests on various 

grounds. The fact that its sacerdotal Mediator was appointed not 
merely by an ordinary divine oracle but by a divine oath gives it a 

superior solemnity (7. 22) but to that superior solemnity a superior 

efficacy corresponds. The Levitical priesthood and the dispensation 

that was based upon it were incapable of bringing men to the goal of 

nale raggiunta dal Signore dopo la sua morte e con la sua risurrezione, e che non pud 

avere altro senso, che precisamente questo: la morte gli da la potenza di aiutarci, 

la risurrezione o la dimora in cielo lo rende quello che era sua meta, principio di 

vita soprannaturale. Il non aver potuto inquadrare siffattamenta l’idea, ha portato 

a paralogismi e logomachie, a base di contrasti immaginari, due che hanno volute 

disserire su tal soggetto.”? The writer refers to J. Kécun Der Begriff redeoiv 

im Hebréerbrief u. s. w. Leipzig, 1905 and E. Riceensacu, Der Begriff der 
tereiwors im Hebrderbrief. N.k. Z. 1923. 

1 Heb., 7.22; 8. 6; 9.4 b, e; 9.15 a, b; 9. 16, 17; 10. 29; 12. 24; 13. 20; Jeremias, 

31. 31-33; Heb., 8. 8, 9a, b, 10; 10.16; Exodus, 24. 8; Heb. 9. 20. 

2 Westcott defends the meaning ‘‘ covenant ’’ even in these two instances. 

(Additional Note on 9.16. The meaning of diaOycy in 9. 15 ff.). His arguments 

from the context are impressive, but he is obliged to give a very far-fetched. 

explanation of the two verses in question. For a full treatment of the question 

see Fonseca, art. cit., Biblica, 9 (1928), pp. 149-157. 
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God’s fina’l purpose (7.11, 18,19). Both were inherently weak and 
unavailing because the hope which God set to their efficacy was 
limited by the prospects of an earthly theocratic happiness, which 

‘was meant to be only an image of something better. It was not in 

the power of the old dispensation to cause a spiritual approach of the 

human soul to its Maker. That came with “ the introduction of a 
better hope through which we draw near to God” (7.19). The 

Law, of course, had a deeper prophetic meaning, but in itself it was 

a temporal regime and on its ceremonial side was concerned with the 

externals of human life only. Its moral precepts were certainly 

spiritual but there were no institutional means which could work of 

themselves on.the heart of man so as to make him obedient or in 

case of sin to restore him to internal rectitude. In theological lan- 

guage there was no opus operatum in Mosaism.1! Hebrews affirnis 

not only the inefficacy, of the Levitical priesthood (7.11) and of the 

legislation as a whole (7. 18,19) but especially of the legal sacrifices. 

The whole covenant was prefigurative and its liturgy was the service 

of a shadow-sanctuary.. The new liturgy of the Melchisedechian 
priest corresponds to the better covenant of which he is the Mediator, 
a covenant established on the basis of better promises (8.6). When 

God gave the covenant of Sinai, He knew that the Israelites would 
not and, in a sense, could not observe it. Their violation of it was 

to be the occasion of introducing a better dispensation, which 

should reach the inmost soul of man and have within it the provision 

of forces necessary to secure its observance. This is what the great 

Jeremian oracle (31. 31-34) affirmed. There was to be a new cov- 

enant in the future, different from the post-exodic one, because this 

had not been kept. It was not to be the same sort of external ordin- 

ance, because the predominant element in it was to be interior light 

and impulse so that, in regard to the knowledge of divine things, 
men should all be taught by God, and in regard to His law, they should 
have it written on their hearts. The great characteristic of the new 
regime was to be the forgiveness of sins (8. 8-12). Itis to be observed 

that our author interprets the Jeremian context rightly, when he 

makes the blame thrown upon Israel to fall on the law itself. In 

1 St. Thomas, 8. T., 12 28 103, 2, says: “‘ Ab immunditia vero mentis, quae est 

immunditia culpae, non habebant virtutem expiandi. Et hoc ideo, quia expiatio 

a peccatis nunquam fieri possit, nisi per Christum, qui tollit peccata mundi, ut di- 

citur Ioan. IJ. Et quia mysterium incarnationis et passionis Christi nondum erat 

realiter peractum:illae veteris legis caeremoniae non poterant in se continere realiter 

virtutem profluentem a Christo incarnato et passo; sicut continent sacramenta 

novae legis. Et ideo non poterant a peccato mundare; sicut Apostolus dicit, ad 

Hebr. X, quod impossibile est sanguine taurorum aut hircorum auferri peccata. ” 
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another point also he knew his Bible better than some modern scho- 

lars who have accused him of perverting its sense. He did not 
regard the Jeremian oracle as excluding a sacrifice of expiation, for 
he knew, no doubt, that in the group of prophecies, to which his cita- 

tion belongs, the Prophet had kept the institution of priesthood: 

kai weO0ow thy Yvynv rev iepéwv tiv Aevél, (T. M. adds deshen, pingue- 
dine).1 The inability of the sacrifices cf the Old Law to effect what 
God wanted, namely, the creation of a clean conscience in man, open- 

ed the way for the substitution of a really effective sacrifice. Hence 

the Messias coming into the world says through the mouth of David: 

‘* Hostiam et oblationem noluisti, 

corpus autem aptasti mihi; 

holocautomata pro peccato non tibi placuerunt, 

tune dixi: Ecce venio: 

in capite libri scriptum est de me, 

ut faciam, Deus, voluntatem tuam.’’ 2 

With this declaration of God’s repudiation of the former sacrifices 

and the Messiah’s offering of himself instead of them, we have the 
passing of an earlier order of things and the introduction of a new 
order, under which “‘ we stand sanctified by the offering of the body 
of Jesus Christ once for all ”’ (10. 10). 

This is the covenant based on the one sacrifice offered for the 

remission of sins (10.18). In the blood of this covenant the Christian 

has been sanctified (10.29). It is a new (12. 24) and an eternal cov- 

enant (13. 20). In accordance with the constant use of the word in 

the Bible, the new cia6yxy is not a pure act of donation, an uncon- 
ditional amnesty, or any such sort of unilateral transaction.? It 

1 Jerem. 31. 14. — Moffatt shows that he is ignorant or oblivious of this 

context, when he writes (0. c., p. 110): ‘‘ Our author, who sees the new diaOyxn 

fulfilled in Christianity, has his own views about how such a promise and pur- 

pose were attainable, for while the oracle ignores the sacrificial ritual altogether, he 

cannot conceive any pardon apart from sacrifice nor any diabycn apart from a 

basal sacrifice. ’? Windisch has the same error (0. ¢., p. 74): ‘‘ Wabrend Jer. 31 

die caw) diabyxn als ein kultfreies Gottesverhaltnis beschrieben wird (Gehorsam 

des gereinigten Herzens, freie Siindenvergebung), hat die christliche Deutung 

sie wieder in dem Bereich des Kultus einbezogen, indem sie Jer. 31 mit Ex. 24 

zusammenschloss.”’ 
2 Ps. 39. 1-9; Heb., 10. 5-7. 
3 See Fonsxca, Biblica, 9 (1928), p. 159. who rejects the definition of Behm 

(Der Begriff der AtacOyxn im Hebr., Leipzig, 1908,p. 106 f.) in so far as it seems 
to hold the new die6jxn to be an ordinance in which God does everything, making 

absolute promises and imposing no obligation of cooperation with His gifts. Still 

more objectionable is the definition of Lohmeyer (Diatheke, Leipzig, 1913) who 

makes the Sta0j«cy a gift which enables men to be conscious of the pardon of 

their sins and the possession of the Holy Spirit (p. 164). 
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imposes conditions, so that the salvation or inheritance which it 
conveys is received by the obedient (5. 9) and as a reward (10. 35). 

The bilateral character of the covenant gives us a preliminary 

insight into the nature of subjective redemption. The salvation, 
of which Christ is the cause for those who obey him, is certainly an 
interior purification of the conscience (9. 14) and a sanctification 

(10. 29) in which human obedience and human effort have a part. 

It is not a mere external remission of sins but such internal remission 
as involves an infusion of spiritual light and devotion to God’s law, 
according to the Prophet’s description of the new covenant. Those 

who are on the way of salvation have entered into the ranks of those 

sons, whom God wills to bring to glory (2. 10); in other words, they 
have received the adoption of sonship. This means that they are 

not only partakers of a heavenly vocation (3.1) but have become 

partakers of Christ (3.14) and of the Holy Spirit (6.4). Those who 
have tasted the heavenly gift (6.4) have a bold confidence and even 

the security of a hope that boasts (4.6). Their advance towards 

the possession of their inheritance is a life of faith, hope and charity 
(6. 9-12; 10.19-25). This triad of theological virtues is mentioned 

twice over and, in general, it is clear that supernatural virtue is requir- 

ed of those who are reminded how good it is ‘* that the heart be estab- 
lished with grace, not meats ” (13. 9), and who must pursue “ holi- 
ness without which no man shall see the Lord” (12.14). The life 
which is contemplated is clearly the effect of grace. Those who 
totally fall away from it ‘‘ outrage the spirit of grace’ (10. 29); who- 

ever neglects this salvation (2. 3) is said “to fail of the grace of God”’ 
(12.15), while all are exhorted with the words: ‘“‘ Wherefore, we receiv- 
ing a kingdom which cannot be moved, let us have grace, whereby 

we may serve God acceptably (evapéatws) with reverence and godly 

fear ’? (12.28). Actual grace is also mentioned where the writer says: 

‘¢ Let us approach with confidence to the throne of grace that we may 

receive mercy and find grace for seasonable aid” (4. 16). . 
A life whose primary factor is a gratuitous gift of God cannot owe 

its origin to anything short of divine power. The change of a sinner 
into a friend of God must be a supernatural process. This process, 
which the verb duatow covers in the Pauline epistles, is only very 

slightly touched upon by the author of Hebrews.1 The verb orcad, 

1 See PeRRELLA, De tustificatione secundum epistulam ad Hebraeos, = Bi- 

blica, 14 (1933), pp. 1-21; 150-169. The author finds the five following theses in 

our Epistle: 1) Lex vim non habuit ad hominem moraliter ‘ consummandum ,’ 

seu ad eius conscientiam mundandam a peccatis; 2) fides, e contra efficit ut 

quis Deo placeat, ad eum accedat iustitiamque acquirat; 3) buics ‘ consummatio- 
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does not occur, neither does dixaiwois. The noun diuaioovvy occurs six 
times and the adjective dias three times. Friendship with God is 
expressed. in two other ways, namely, by the verbs mpocépyeoOa and 

evapiotetv. Under these four words we may group the texts which 

tell us something of the way in which a person passes into the state of 

friendship with his Creator. 

Of the six dOmawocivy texts only one can be referred to inchoa- 

tive justice. In chapter XI we read that ‘‘ By faith (aiote:) Noe 

having received a divine oracle as to things not yet seen feared and 
prepared an ark for the saving of his house; by which (faith) he con- 

demned the world and became the heir of justice which is according 
to faith” (11.7). Even though it be said that Noe was .a just man 
before he received the order to build the ark, nevertheless, the text 
shows that his justice began in faith. It was through his faith 
that he condemned by a judgment of simple example the sinful 

and faithless world and became possessor of the justice of faith. ! 
The example of Noe is here used in the same way as that of Abraham 
in Romans 4.3.2 As the text there quoted referred to the whole 
faith of Abraham, so also here, because Noe’s faith was the founda- 

tion. of his justice and it was not so much by one act of faith as by a 
life based on faith that he condemned the world. 

Under the word dikatos we have a text which completely estab- 

lishes the identity of view existing between Hebrews on the one 
hand and Galatians and Romans on the other with regard to the basis 
of justice. St. Paul shows the Galatians that ‘‘in the law no one is 
justified before God’’ by appealing to sine sentence of Habacuce: 

“* Justus ex fide vivit ’ (Gal. 3.11; Heb. 2.4). The same text is the 
foundation-stone of the thesis prepounded in Romans 1.17. In our 

nis ’ causa meritoria fuit mors piacularis Christi cuius fructus efficax, universalis, 

perpetuus. In baptismo confertur; consummationis denique sequela duplex est: 

in terra vita christiane acta usque ad extremum, in eaelo gloria aeterna ’ 

(p. 169). 
1 St. Thomas Aquinas says: ‘* Ex hoc quod propter fidem praedictam fecit, 

damnavit mundum, id est, mundanos damnabiles ostendit. Revelatio autem sibi 

de fabricanda arca, responsum fuit desiderio eius et iustitiae, quae est per fidem.” 

(Comm. in h. 1.). 

2 On St. Paul’s use of the words : t Genesis 15, 6: *‘ Credidit Abraham Deo et 

reputatum est illi ad iustitiam, ’”? Cornely observes: “‘Non de solo fidei actu, quiGen. 

15. 5-6 commemoratur, sed de tota fide, qua inde a prima sua vocatione (Gen. 12.1) 

patriarcha semper intellectum voluntatemque auctoritati Dei revelantis, promit- 

tentis, praecipientis se subiiciebat, Paulum cogitasse censemus, ut eam initium et 

fundamentum, et radicem totius iustitiae Abrahae fuisse insinuaret ’’ (Comm. in Ep. 

ad Rom.,p. 214). 
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Epistle the text figures in an exhortative context. Habacuc is em- 

ployed to convey a solemn warning against withdrawal from a rela- 
tion to God, in which faith means life and the final salvation of the 

soul (10. 38): 

“ Tustus autem meus ex fide vivit (vivet); 

quod si subtraxerit se, 

non placebit animae meae.”’ 

To these words of the Prophet the writer adds: ‘‘ Nos autem non 

sumus subtractionis filii in perditionem, sed fidei in acquisitionem 

animae.’? Obviously, if faith is that without which the whole edifice 
of salvation will collapse, it must be the foundation of the whoie 
Christian life. If its renunciation involves perdition, surely the 
whole advance eis wepiromow Wvyfs was founded on faith from 

the beginning. ‘‘ We (genuine Christians) are children of faith.” 1 
It was by faith that we became children. 

One text more will suffice to show that both mpocépyeoOa and 
évapeotetvy in their inchoative sense also suppose faith. In the 

Septuagint translation of Genesis Henoch’s friendship with God 
was expressed in the words: dvypéotncev dé “Evay te Ocw.? Our 
author quotes these words as giving the reason why he attributed 
the translation of Henoch to faith (11.5). He was translated because 

he pleased God. ‘‘ Now without faith it is impossible to please ”’ 

(11. 6). Therefore, according to the author of Hebrews, a life which 
is pleasing to God cannot possibly have any other root than faith. 

Faith, he further shows, is the first necessity of a movement of the 
soul to God: Credere enim oportet accedentem ad Deum (tov mpoc- 
epyopevov TH Ge) quia est, et inquirentibus se remunerator sit”? (ibid.). 
Placere and accedere ad Deum (as one’s supreme good or last end) 

are practically synonymous, but the latter notion supposes belief 

in God existing and remunerating those that seek Him—‘ ut credatur 
Deum esse, et providentiam habere circa hominum salutem.” There- 
fore, friendship supposing nearness, and nearness supposing approach, 

1 An example of the shallow exegesis and bad logic that are so often 

employed to fix a chasm between our Epistle and the Paulines may be seen in 

the few words of comment which Windisch gives to this citation from Habacuc 

{o. ¢., p. 98): Miors ist hier die Glaubenszuversicht, die auch im Leiden ausharrt 

6, 12; 11, 13 u. 6., also nicht wie bei Rm. 1. 17; 3. 28 als Gegensatz zu den 

Werken gefasst vgl. 36; von einer Beeinflussung durch Rm. kann keine Rede 
sein. ”’ 

2 Gen., 5. 22: The Hebrew text is rendered in its literal anthropomorphic 
form by St. Jerome: “ Et ambulavit Henoch cum Deo.” 

6 
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there is no friendship without faith.1 Faith must be the beginning 

of all amicable: conversation with God. 2 

It seems unnecessary to parallel this exposition with a soteriol- 

ogical anthology from the Pauline epistles. Nothing but a mere sur- 
face view of the objective realities can lead to the denial of the pro- 
found unity of conception that exists between the two soteriologies. 

Before leaving the subject, however, it seems well to draw special 
attention.to the facts that the idea of teXewwors was not foreign to 
the mind of St. Paul, as may be seen from Philippians 3. 12; 3 that the 
new cabyxyn had already sketched itself in his mind according to the 
sacerdotal,* testamentary > and interior ® character which it has 
in Hebrews; that, if rpocépyeoOa is not one of the terms used by him 
to denote the rectified state of the human soul towards God, never- 
theless, a very similar term occurs three times in his epistles;? that. 

the notion of pleasing God is common only to Hebrews, St. Paul and 

St. John. § 

What has been said does not exhaust all. possible comparison 

but it is sufficient to show that the soteriology of Hebrews does not. 
stand, like Soracte, in splendid isolation. 

1 St. Thomas points out the syllogism in the argument. In its simplest form 

it is as follows: ‘‘ Major: Henoch placuit Deo (probatur auctoritate Scripturae) — 

Minor: sine fide impossibile est placere Deo (probatur quia placere est accedere, 

sed sine fine non acceditur etc.). Ergo Henoch sine fide Deo placere non potuit. 

Proinde fide translatus est.” 

2 The Council of Trent (Sess. VI, cap. 8; D. B. 801) used this text in defining 

the Catholic doctrine of justification: ‘‘ Per fidem ideo iustificari (dicimur), quia 

fides est humanae salutis initium, fundamentum et radix omnis iustificatio- 

nis, sine qua impossibile est placere Deo et ad filiorum eius consortium perve- 

hire. ”? : 

Philipp. 3, 12. Ovy dre 7dn EXaBov Wf yon TerTeAdwpar... 
me 6 

Gal. 3. 17-22, where diafjxn probably means a “testament.” 

2 Cor., 3, where the letter written on tablets (which are) hearts of flesh 

(3.3), the new covenant not of the letter but of the spirit (3. 6), and its formal 

distinction from the old covenant (3. 14) are thoughts which come very close to 

Hebrews 8. 7-138. 
7 Rom. 5. 2: “ Iustificati ergo ex fide pacem habeamus ad Deum per Dominum 

nostrum Iesum Christum, per quem et habemus accessum per fidem in gratiam istam 

oO a 

in qua stamus.’’ Eph. 2.18: “*‘ quoniam per ipsum habemus accessum ambo in uno. 

Spiritu ad Patrem.’? Ibid. 3. 12: ‘“‘ In quo habemus fiduciam et accesswm in con- 

fidentia per fidem eius.*? In each case the Greek word for accessus is apoo- 

aywyn. 

8 evapeoréew 11.5, 6 (active), 13. 6 (passive);—evapeotos (to God) Rom. 12. 2; 

14. 8; 2 Cor., 5. 9; Eph., 5. 10; Philipp. 4. 8; Col. 3. 20 (év Kupi), Heb. 12. 21; 

— evapectas Heb. 12.28, — dpeords John, 8. 29; 1 John, 3. 22. 

In the history of the Institution of the Holy Eucharist 1 Cor., 11. 25, 
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The idea of Faith 

The notion of faith is one that has suffered very badly at the hands 

of commentators imbued with Lutheran ideas. Already holding a 
false conception of faith in general and of Pauline faith in particular, 
they easily conclude that the notion of faith in Hebrews is more Jewish 
or Philonic than Pauline.1 The wrong impression comes, as usual, 
from over-emphasis of negative points and more particularly from 
not distinguishing the coloration which an idea may contract from a 
writer’s point of view. It must be remembered that in the Pauline 
epistles faith chiefly figures as an instrument of justification, where- 
as in Hebrews it is rather the ground of hope. ‘The constituent 
notes of an idea are clearly distinct from the relations which the idea 

may bear to other ideas. It is easy to understand, for instance, that, 

if the object of faith is a promise, the virtue itself or its acts will, 
as it were, appear in the colours of hope. If again there is question 

of operative faith, it will seem to be obedience, self-surrender or devot- 
edness. Words do not stand in living speech in the same isolation 
as they do in a dictionary. It is with such necessary distinctions im 
mind that the investigation of the notion of faith in Hebrews should 
be undertaken. 

In the Pauline Epistles the verb movrevew in its primary sense: 
of ‘* believe,”’ is construed either with the dative of the person who: 
speaks and whose authority is the motive of belief or, secondly, with: 

a preposition (eis or ew’) governing the person or agency who pro- 

mises and has the power to do something for the believer, or, thirdly 
with an accusative clause containing the truth which is believed, 
Only the third of these constructions occurs in Hebrews (11. 6). In 
fact the verb miorevew occurs only twice altogether, in remarkable 

contrast to Thessalonians, Galatians, Romans and 1 Corinthians, 
but the contrast is not very remarkable if we compare with 2 Corinth- 

1 Thus H. J. Hotrzmann, Lehrbuch, II, pp. 345, 346, having noted the kin- 

ship (amounting to identity!) between faith as set forth in our Epistle and obe- 

dience, fidelity, hope; continues: ... “‘ Kraft des Glaubens bewegt sich der Mensch 

schon auf Erden in jenem Bereiche tibersinnlicher Wahrheit, in jenem zeitlichen 

wie 6rtlichen Jenseits, darin ftir den Autor ad Hebraeos allein wesenhaftes Sein, 

vor allem das ganze Christentum selbst zu finden ist. Daher die originelle. 

Vorstellung eines Ankers, der 6. 19 von Diesseits in das Jenseits reicht. Demge- 

mass heisst der Glaube mehr philonisch (Migr. Abrah. 9) als paulinisch, ‘ eine 
Zuversicht auf Gehofites, eine Ueberzeugung von Wirklichkeiten, die man nicht 

sieht.’ Von ihrem Dasein ist der Glaube so tiberzeugt (eigentlich ‘ wberfihrt,’ 
daher é\eyyos) dass er festen Fuss darauf fassen kann.” 
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ians and the later Pauline Epistles.1 The noun ziots is. there- 
fore, a better means of comparison, for its frequency in Hebrews ig 

quite up to the proportion of Romans (30 and 38 times respectively) 

and Galatians (22)—the two great Faith-Epistles. In the Paulines 
this word is construed with eis, émi, mpds, only the second of which 
occurs in Hebrews in the catechetic article, wiotis éni Oedv (6. 1). 
It is noteworthy that the Pauline phrases aiotis ‘Iycod, eis ’lycoiv, 

€v ‘Inoot; wiotts Xpiotod, eis Xpiordv are totally absent from our 

Hpistle.? However, with one possible exception (1 Thess. 1. 3) 
these phrases are equally absent from the Thessalonian Tetters. 

Practically the only conclusion, then, which we can draw from word- 
statistics is that. the term ‘ faith ’ is quite as prominent in Hebrews 
as in the Paulines. Let us see what our author means by it. 

It is preferable not to begin with the description of faith given 
in 11.1. That description offers difficulties of interpretation, which 
we shall be better able to meet, when we know something of the 
author’s mind. Now, if there is one thing that stands written more 
prominently than another in our Epistle, it is that God has spoken, 
and that the whole economy of salvation, as it has been preached 

by the Prophets and by Christ, is divine revelation. God has spoken 
(1.1; 12.25 ete.); His prophets, Christ himself, and the Apostles 
have brought God’s word to us (1.1, 2; 2.3). So it has become a 
‘¢ word of hearing ’’ Just as the message delivered to the Israelites in 
the desert (6 Adyos tys dkxo7js 4,2). The word of God, preached and 

heard, is the object of faith. This word is only profitable when be- 
lieved, as we may conclude from the example of the unbelieving gen- 
eration of the Exodus (3. 18 oi admeyoavtes). ‘“‘ For we have been 
evangelized as they were, but the word preached (6 Adyos tijs dkojs) 

did not profit them, not being mixed with faith in them that heard 
it” (4.2). 3 Those who receive the message of faith do so, not because 

1 The word is not found once in Colossians, only once in Philippians and 

2 Timothy (in the sense of ‘‘ trust,” however), only twice in Ephesians and Titus 

(once == entrust), and three times in 1 Timothy (once = entrust). 

2 Holtzmann’s comment on the fact is: ‘‘ Man glaubt nicht sowohl an die im 

Tode des Sohnes offenbar gewordene, Gnade Gottes, als vielmehr 6. 1 einfach an 
Gott selbst (wxioris évi Oeov), an seine Existenz und seine belohnende Gerechtigkeit 

11. 6, vgl. 6. 10, also wie auch zuvor schon im Judentum”’ (o.¢c. II, p. 346). The 

comment is as superficial as the merely philological data on which it rests. The 

author attaches importance to the absence of certain phrases and neglects the 

concrete reality of the whole Epistle. 

3 On the reading of 4. 2 see Westcott’s note pp. 112,113. The above transla- 

tion represents the reading py ovyKxexepacudvos Th wicte: Tots dxovcacw give by S, 

104, d, vg. syp. sa. Ef. Lef. Cyr. Alex. The reading ovyxexepacpévovs is that 
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the object of it is evident.1 They receive it as the word of God and 
as such it was rendered credible in the beginning by the witness. 
wherewith God accompanied its preaching, namely, ‘‘signs and wond- 

ers and various powers and distributions of the Holy Spirit accord- 

ing to his will’’ (2. 4). The object of faith is, therefore, God him- 
self, in so far as He reveals Himself, His counsels, His works. That 
in the Pauline Epistles it centres in Christ and is, therefore, called 
niotis “Incod (Rom. 3. 26, Gal. 3. 22 ete.) is undeniable, but that 
fides in Christum is absent from Hebrews? is as undeniably false. 
Apart from the fact that the whole letter builds up faith in Christ, 
the catechesis which the community is supposed to have received 

in the beginning is described as 6 tis apyyns tov Xpictod Adyos (6. 1). 
And could one possibly desire a more living watch-word of faith in 

Christ than the cry that bursts from the heart of the author at the end 

of the Epistle: ‘‘ Jesus Christus beri et hodie: ipse et in saecula? ”’ 
(18. 8). . . 

So far we can observe an absolute coincidence of thought between 

St. Paul and our author. St. Paul praised the Thessalonians ‘‘ because, 
when they had the word of God preached to them (zapadafovtes 
Adyov dxoys tap’ nuaGv tot Ocov), they received it not as the word 
of men, but as it is in truth, the word of God ” (1 Thess 2.13). Faith 
from hearing, and hearing from preaching sums up a sentence of 
Romans (10. 14) which leads to the conclusion: “‘ Ergo fides ex auditu, 
auditus autem per verbum Christi”? (10.17). The Gospel is 6 Adyos 

tis dAnGelas (Col. 1. 5) because it is 6 Adyos tov Oeot (1. 25) and 
the Apostle mentions his preaching of it ‘‘ in the power of signs and 

of A BCD Mops. Chrys. Theodt. Theophylet. Aug. It gives the sense: ‘‘ because 

they were not united by faith with those who (truly) heard.” In either reading 

unbelief is the reason why they did not profit. 

1 Tt is hard to know what Schlatter (Der Glaube im Neuen Testament, p. 525) 

means, when he writes: ‘“‘ Nicht als menschlicher Akt, sondern als ein vom Glau- 

bensobject selbst begriindetes Verhalten, nicht als ‘sich Gewissheit verschaffen ’ 

sondern als ‘ Gewissheit empfangen und darum haben’ ist das Glauben definiert. 

Ebenso beschreibt es das erste Wort als eine von den géttlichen Realitaéten ausge- 

hende Wirkung, die in das persénliche Leben des Menschen eingeht und dasselbe 

in Bewegung versetzt aber nicht im eigenem Wollen und Handeln des Menschen 

begonnen wird.’ He seems to suppose that the object of faith has some sort of 

supernatural evidence, because it is the object itself and not the authority of God 

revealing that produces faith. Needless to say, there is no such notion in the 

words of Heb. 11.1 which Schlatter examines under the heading: ‘‘ Die Merkmale 

des gliubigen Verhaltens’’ (pp. 523-526). 

2 HOLTzZMANN, Notel, p.346. “E. W. Mayer 8. 122 f. kenstatiert vélligen 

Ausfall der fides in Christum, und selbst Heig] G. 109 f. wagt eine solche nur ‘in- 

direkt ’ in Hbr. zu finden.”’ As far as Heigl is concerned, the note is unjust. 
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wonders, in the power of the spirit of God ” throughout a great cir- 
cuit reaching from Jerusalem to Illyricum (Roni. 15. 19), such signs and 
wonders as enabled him to say that in Corinth he had depended ‘on 
the showing of the spirit and power, so that your faith might not be 

in the wisdom of men but in the power of God” (1 Cor. 2. 4, 5). 
The function of faith is, however, to a certain notable extent, 

not the same in the earlier Epistles and in Hebrews, but this is merely 

a question of different relations giving rise to different formalities of 
conception.1 As we have seen, the function of faith as an instrument 
of first justification scarcely obtains any place in our Epistle and 
consequently the great Pauline antithesis Faith-Law is absent. Faith 

appears instead in relation to the good things brought by the new 

covenant. The author, stands as it were on the hills of Israel, and 
looks from the typological pages, which contain the revelation of the 
old covenant, out on the ‘* world to come ” (2. 5; 6. 5) and the ‘“‘ good 
things to come ”’ (9.11; 10.1) and “ the city to come ”’ (13.14). The 
Gospel for him is, therefore, a promise (émayyendta 4. 1; 6. 12-14; 8. 6; 
9.15; 10. 36; 11.39) and faith is defined in terms of hope. In fact, 
the confession (6uoAoyia) of the Christian religion which in Romans 

is concerned with the article “‘“Dominus Jesus” (10. 9) is in Hebrews 
@ duodAoyia THs éAmiOos (10. 23). Hope and its correlative moral 
virtue, patience, loom very large in this ‘“‘ word of exhortation ”’ to 
wavering Christians.”’2 (Christ’s) house we are, if we hold fast our 
confidence and the boast of our hope” (3.6). ‘ We desire each one 

of you to show the same diligence for the fulfilment (aAypodopiav) 
of your hope to the end” (6.11). God gave a sworn promise to 
Abraham, that we may have a doubly ‘“ strong encouragement, after 

having fled (from the world), to lay hold upon the hope set before us ”’ 

(6.18). Here hope is described as an anchor mooring us to the inner 

1 Heigl, after a comparison of the faith-passages of the the greater Paulines 

with our Epistle, concludes: “‘ Soweit daher eine Verschiedenheit zwischen den 

diesbeziiglichen Erérterungen obwaltet, wird sie mit Recht daraus erklart, dass 

der paulinische Glaubensbegriff in unserem Brief unter einen andern Gesichts- 

punkt gestellt und von einer andern Seite betrachtet werde, welche Betrachtungs- 

weise nur in der besondern Veranlassung und dem Zwecke des Briefes begriindet 

sei. Der Unterschied zwischen dem Lehrbegriffe des Hebrderbriefs und dem des 

Rémerbriefes ist nur ein formaler. Der Hebraerbrief stellt genau dasselbe von 

seiner objectiv-geschichtlichen Seite dar, wie im Rémerbrief von seiner subjectiv- 

psychologischen Seite aus behandelt ist’ (Verfasser wnd Adresse etc., p. 117). 
2 The close union of these two virtues is also a characteristic of St. Paul, who 

actually seems at times to substitute the moral virtue for the theological one. Se?, 

for instance, Rom., 8. 35: 15. 4; 1 Thess., 1. 3; 2 Thess., 1. 4; 2 Tim. 3. 10; 
Titus, 2, 2. 
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sanctuary occupied on our behalf by our highpriestly Forerunner. 

The typal unendingness of Melchisedech’s life signifies ‘‘ the intro- 
duction of a better hope by which we draw near to God” (7.18). 
‘* Let us hold the confession of our hope immovable ” (10. 23). In 
the final exhortatory pages patience is insisted upon again and again. 

The Hebrews are reminded that, in the beginning, they ‘‘ endured a 
great struggle of afflictions ’’ (10.32). They are asked to look upon 
Jesus ‘‘ who, for the joy that was set before him, endured the cross ”’ 
(12.2). ‘* For chastening endure’ (12.7). ‘‘ Patience is necessary 
for you, that having done the will of God you might obtain the pro- 

mise” (10.36). ‘‘ With patience let us run the race set before us ”’ 
{12.1). In familiar language, the admonition to “ hold on” is the 
undercurrent of Hebrews—«xpatépev tijs duodoyias (17. 14); in the oath- 
bound promise to Abraham we have a strong encouragement... xpa- 
THoa Ths wooKemévys éA7ioos.1 That bold and very Pauline state of 
mind called awappyoia is repeatedly recommended—if we keep the 

arappyota and the boast of our hope (3. 6); let us approach with 

tappyota to the throne of grace (4. 16); having mappyoiav eis tHv 
eigodov tev aylwv (10. 19); do not cast away your tappyota which 
has a great reward (10.35). 

It is no wonder, then, that the chapter (11), which contains a 
definition and an epic chronicle of faith, is dyed through and through 
with the colours of Messianic hope. It is more Jewish and more full 
of the future and the unseen than any correspondingly long piece 
that St. Paul ever wrote, but this is a matter of quantity and, to some 

extent, of quality, not of substantial reality. The Apostle likewise 

insists that ‘‘ by hope we were saved ’’ (Rom. 8. 20) and calls it the 

Christian’s ‘‘ helmet”? (1 Thess, 5. 8). The Gospel itself he says, 
furnishes a hope ‘‘ from which we must not be moved ”’ (Col. 1. 23) 

and “‘ Christ in us (is) the hope of glory ” (ibid. 1. 27).2 The object 
of hope is unseen and is patiently looked forward to: tH yap éArrice 

— é€oOnuev’ Aris O€ BAeTrouévn ovK éotw éAtis* 6 yao BAémet Tis, Ti Kai 
edmige; ef 0€ 6 od PrA€rropev éAtriGopev, Ot’ Uopovis daexdeyoueOa (Rom. 
8. 24, 25). Writing to the Corinthians of the eternal weight of glory 

which is to outbalance the light and momentary tribulations of this 
life, he says: ywy oKotduvtwv nuev ta BrAeroueva dAAA Ta pH BA€TO- 
peva’ ta yap BAewdpeva wpdcKatpa, Ta O€ py BA€Toueva cudvia (2 Cor. 
4.18); and speaking in the same context of the pilgrim journey 

1 Compare also the use of catéyw, Heb. 3. 6, 14; 10. 23. 

2 See further Rom. 4. 18; 5.2; Gal. 5.5; Eph., 1. 18; 2. 12; 4. 4; Colossians, 

1. 5; Titus, 2.13; 3. 7. 
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of life he says: Oia riotews yap wepitatobpev, od dia eidous (ibid. 
5. 4). 1 

We have quoted these texts in Greek, because they are like a 
pencil-drawing of the famous descriptive definition of faith in Heb- 

rews 11. 1. IIiotts in these texts is concerned with éAmdyeva 
and od PAewouéva and the definition reads: éorw o€ amiotis éATI- 
Couevov vardotacts, mwpayudtev édeyyos ov PAeTopévev. Faith and 
hope have a common object, namely, the unseen, but faith being 

an intellectual virtue has the unseen for object inasmuch as it 
becomes knowable; hope being a virtue of the will has the unseen 
for object inasmuch as it becomes attainable. The word éAm€dueva 
is, therefore, only partially synonymous with ov PAemdpueva, because 
it connotes absence rather than invisibility. The second is the 

wider of the two terms embracing not only the invisible things of the 
future but every mystery which God has revealed. The second part 
of the description seems to give us rather the intellectual view of 
faith, its object being regarded as an object of knowledge. The 

1 Su. Thomas Aquinas answers the objection that res speranda being the 
object of hope should not figure in a definition of faith by saying (S. 7. 2 2ae, 4, 

1 ad secundum): ‘‘ Dicendum quod cum fides pertineat ad intellectum, secundum 

quod imperatur a voluntate: oportet quod ordinetur sicut ad finem ad objectum 

ilarum virtutum quibus perficitur voluntas, inter quas est spes... Et ideo in defi- 

nitione fidei ponitur obiectum spei.”’ 

It is well worth while comparing the clearness of this statement. of Aquinas 

with the confusion of thought contained in the following sentences of Schlatter 

(o. c. p. 524): *‘ Der zweite Begriff ‘nicht Gesehenes ’ umfasst auch den ersten 

‘ Gehofites ®, erweitert aber das glaubende Verhalten auf alles, was von Gott 

her zu uns kommt, und beschreibt die eigentiimliche Lage vollstandiger, in der 

sich der Glaubende befindet. Weil Gehofftes vor ihm steht, kann er glauben; 

in der Hoffnung liegt die Erméglichung des Glaubens. Weil er nicht Sichtbares 

vor sich hat, muss er glauben; darin liegt die N6tigung zu einem Trauen, das mit 

kraftiger Anspannung des Willens den Wert und die Kraft der vorgehalienen 

Dinge, obgleich sie nicht sichtbar sind, dennoch bejaht.”?> Whatever may be the 

precise sense of the author, his words mean that hope comes before faith. It is 
an attempt to explain faith without placing 1ts motive in the authority of the God 

of truth reveating. 

2 As the question cannot be fully discussed here, we can only refer to the 

commentaries and the following literature: PRat, Théologie de S. Paul (20th ed.) 

I, 461-463, Vosts Studia Pautina (Rome, 1928), pp. 181-184; Matuts, The Pauline 

miorts-urooctacis according to Hebrews, 11. 1 (Washington, 1920); id. Biblica, 3 

(1922): Does substantia mean realization or foundation in Hebrews 11, 1? (a reply 

to a review of Father Murillo to which a counter-reply from the same is appended); 

M. Scuumpp, Der Glaubenbegriff des Hebrderbriefes und seine Deutung durch den 

heiligen Thomas von Aquin, Divus Thomas, 11 (1933), pp. 397-410; ScHLATTER, 

Der Glaube im N. T. (4th ed., Stuttgart, 1927), pp. 520-526 and Note 12, on umdoracis 

pp. 614-617. 
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unseen is unknown, but faith makes it known, as an argument makes 
a truth known. Hence it is an é\eyyos, a force which secures the 
adherence of the mind to truth which is outside the sphere of experi- 
ence and rational attainment. We may regard the interpretation 

of this member of the sentence as practically certain, because usage 

does not seem to admit the meaning of “ subjective conviction.”’ 
Faith is, therefore, the proof of things not seen. The first memiber 
presents much more difficulty but evidently it must be coordinated with 

the second. The object being éAm<oueva, that is, at once an object 
and an end, it would seem that this phrase touches more especially 
the will’s part in the virtue and acts of faith. ‘° Actus fidei est actus 

intellectus determinati ad unum ex imperio voluntatis’’ (St. Thomas, 

S. T. 2a 2ae, 4, 1). Of the possible meanings of vmootaots, there- 
fore, ‘‘ substance ’”’ in the sense of basis or substratum seems to be 
preferable. It is the obedience of the will that supports the habit 
of faith and gives the intellect that first groundwork of firm assent 
which is the initial apprehension of the object of hope as a reality. 

This is the view of St. Thomas Aquinas and, we believe, in ultimate 

analysis, the view of St. Chrysostom, Theodoretus, Theophylactus, 

the leading Greek commentators of our Epistle. The preceding 

context (10. 32-39) with the four words v7epevate (32), vopovy (36) 
viooTtetAnta (38), and vzroacroAy (39) seem to prepare us 'to recognise 

faith as that which gives standing to the objects of hope. 
Throughout the subsequent encomium of faith (11. 2-40) the ideas 

of faith as a vision of the unseen and as a force of persevering pilgrim 
progress towards the final hope seem to be maintained throughout, 

now one, now the other being in the foreground. In the great things 
which the heroes of the Hebrew records did and obtained and suf- 
fered faith shone out as the ground of the realities pursued and the 
certifier of unseen things. Belief in the providence by which God 
cares for those who seek Him and helps them forward to the consum- 
mation which is the reward of patient fidelity, always touches the 
unseen and supports the soul’s movement towards the desired reward, 

the érayyedia to the attainment of which those heroes of faith in 

various ways turned the course of their lives. 

Of this faith Jesus is “‘ the author and finisher ’’ (12. 2), the 

one who makes its beginning and its end.1 The full final revelation 
of God began to be preached by him (2.3) and the promise, which it 
holds out, he has fulfilled and fulfils, ‘‘ being himself brought to per- 

fection and having become for all those that obey him the cause of 

1 Heb. 12. 2, dpopavres eis tov tis wictews dpynyov Kal Tekewwtyv ‘Incotv. 
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eternal salvation ’’ (5.9). Such is the meaning of the phrase “ author 

and finisher,” for the writer himself equates dpyyyos tis owrtypias 
2. 10 with aitios tis cwrnpias (5. 9), and he has sufficiently indi- 
cated the meaning of reAewtys, by the frequent use of tededw and 
TeAewwots. Filial confidence towards God is attributed to Jesus in 
2.13 and here he is held up as a model of patient endurance (12. 2-4) 

but nowhere is it said or insinuated that he had faith. 1 

From what has been set forth it is sufficiently clear that the notion 

of faith in Hebrews differs in nothing from the Pauline notion except 
in such shades of colour and emphasis of aspect as are demanded by 

a new theme adapted to a special occasion. As examples of nuances 

of conception, in which our author and the Apostle are at one, two 

may be cited. The attribute of God’s power (credo in Deum... omni- 

potentem) is a favourite object of faith both in the Paulines and our 
Epistle. The Gospel is dvvauis Ocot for St. Paul? just as Christ is. 3 
Especially in the resurrection the power of God is. what gets promin- 

ence. ‘* To know him and the power of his resurrection ” was the 
constant endeavour of the Apostle.* Similarly, in both Romans 
and Hebrews, Abraham believes that God is ‘‘ powerful to do what he 
has promised,’ ‘‘ powerful even to raise from the dead.”’?® The 
second nuance is the kinship or quasi-equivalence of faith and obedi- 

ence. The Apostie’s mission was eis vraxonv riotews ® and he thanks 
God that the Romans ‘obeyed from their heart that form of 

doctrine to which they had been delivered.’’’ For the author of 

Hiebrews too dmotia is awébéia,® and “by fatth Abraham obeyed, 
when called to go out into a place which he was to receive for an 
inhertance.’’ ® 

1 Moffatt is altogether wrong, when he writes (o. c. XLIV): “ For faith Jesus 

is the inspiring example; he is the great Believer who has shown in his own life on 

earth the possibilities of faith. In order to understand what faith is, we must 

jook to Jesus above all, to see how faith begins and continues and ends.’’ Bousset 

( Theol. Literaturzeitung, 1915, p. 431), whose view Moffatt criticizes as incomprehen- 

sible, happens to be right in saying: ‘‘ man wird bei dem Jesus des Hebriaerbriefes 

so wenig bei den paulinischen noch im strengen Sinne von einem subjectiven 

nauben Jesu reden kénnen.” 

2 Rom., 1. 16; 1 Cor., 1. 18. 

3 1 Cor., 1, 24. 

* Philipp., 3 10. 
> Rom., 4. 21; Heb., 11. 19. 

§ Rom., 1. 5 ecll. 15. 18; 16. 19. 

7 Rom., 6. 17. 
8 Heb., 3. 18, 19; 4. 6, 11; 11. 31. 

® Heb., 11. 8. 
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‘The Holy Spirit and the Church 

What the Epistle to the Hebrews says about the Holy Spirit can 
be put in very few words. That the Spirit is the third Person of the 

Blessed Trinity can be lawfully inferred from 2. 3,4, where the (Gospel 
of) salvation appears as first preached by the Lord and subsequently 

by the Apostles, God bearing witness together with them by distri- 

butions of the Holy Spirit according to His will. The Spirit has | 

several descriptive epithets in the Epistle. He is above all ‘ the 
Holy Spirit’ (2.4; 3.7; 6.4; 9. 8; 10.15) but also the eternal Spirit 
(9.14). The attribute of eternity assures us that the Spirit is not 

any created gift but the divine Spirit Himself. He is furthermore 

called the Spirit of grace as being the Giver of grace, His personality 
being brought into very distinct prominence by the fact that apos- 
tates are declared guilty of insulting Him—rd avetua tis Xdprros 
évuBpioas (10. 29). 

Neither in St. Paul nor in Hebrews is there any certain assertion 

of the appropriation of the Incarnation to the Holy Spirit. The 
article ‘*‘ conceptus de Spiritu Sancto ” is probably not found in the 

Epistles. The seven pneumatological texts which we read in He- 
brews 1 attribute only four functions to the Spirit namely: 1) the 

inspiration of the Scriptures, 2) the sanctification of Christ’s soul, 
3) the giving of charismata and 4) the sanctification of the faithful. 

1) Twice words of David (Ps. 94) and of Jeremias (31. 33) are intro- 

duced with the formulae cafws Aéyer TO Tvetpa TO aytov: pwapTupEt Oé 
TO Trvejua TO ayov, and a third time the law of the Israelite sanc- 
tuary, as laid down in the Pentateuch, is interpreted as manifest- 
ing the will of the Holy Spirit totdro dyAobvtos tot avevuatos Tot 
Gyiov pyre trepavepoo ba thy Tév ayiwv 6d6v.? 2) Christ is said to have 
offered himself dia wvevuatos diwviov... duwpov TH Oe. * 3) The giving 
of charismata is the Holy Ghost’s work in the external confirmation 

1 Heb., 2. 4; 3. 7; 6. 4; 9. 8; 9. 14; 10. 15; 10. 29. 

2 Heb., 3. 7; 10, 15; 9, 8. . 
3 9, 14: aiwviov is the true reading represented by the great Codices S A B. 

It was later corrected in S into the more usual epithet ayiov represented by 

D, and the Vulgate. This text is cited in the Encyclical Divinum illud munus 

(May 9, 1897) as signifying not the divinity of Christ, as some moderns think, 

but the Holy Ghost: “‘ Divini autem Spiritus opera non solum conceptio Christi 

effecta est; sed eius quoque sanctificatio animae, quae unctio in sacris libris nomi- 

natur: atque adeo omnis eius actio praesente Spiritu peragebatur, praecipueque 

sacrificium sui: Per Spiritun Sanctum semetipsum obtulit immaculatwm Deo” 

(Heb., 9, 14). 
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of the preaching of the Gospel. 4) Finally, Christians, as they have be- 
come partners of Christ (3. 14), so have they also become partners of 
the Holy Spirit (6. 4) and those who fall away not only trample on 

the Son of God and reckon the blood of the covenant profane but also 

‘outrage the Spirit of grace” (10. 29). 

This brief pneumatology can be paralleled almost point by point 

from St. Paul. 1) The sacred Scripture is Gedavevotos (2 Tim. 3.16). 
The term suggests the Spirit as inspirer but there is a better parallel 

in the word which St. Paul spoke to the Jews at Rome: ‘‘ Bene Spiritus 
Sanctus locutus est per Isaiam prophetam ad patres nostros ”’? (Acts 
28.25). 2) Christ was shown to be the Son of God in power xara 
avetpa aywouvys (Rom.1.4). Some very authoritative interpreters 
of St. Paul regard the Spirit here mentioned as the Holy Spirit who 

sanctified the Saviour and glorified him.! Certainly the jthought 
of Christ acting under the impulse of the Holy Spirit cannot have been 
unfamiliar to St. Paul, since it is so prominent in the Gospel of Luke 
and the Acts.2. 3) The few words on the charismatic signs in our 
Epistle need only be compared with1 Cor.12.4-11. 4) The pneumatic 
character of Christian sanctification is, of course, written over the 

face of the whole eighth chapter of Romans and finds expression in 
every epistle except the short note to Philemon. Specially significant 

is the admonition to the Ephesians: ‘ Nolite contristare Spiritum 

Sanctum Dei,’? when placed side by side with the phrase: ‘* Spiritui 

Sancto contumeliam facere.’’ ° 

> 

1 See Prat, o. c., II, Note R. pp. 512f. For the exposition ‘‘ divine nature ”’ 

see CORNELY in locum. Comm.. pp. 40. 

2 Luke, 4. 1, 14, 18; 10. 21; Acts, 1. 2; 10. 38. 

3 Eph., 4. 30 and Hebr., 10. 29. 
Note: The exposition of the pneumatology of Hebrews given by FRIEDRICH 

Bicusex on his work: Der Geist Gottes im Neuen Testament (Giitersloh 1926), follows 

the same lines as his Christologie des Hebrderbriefs already mentioned, and conse- 

quently is a thorough perversion of the teachings of our author. The following 

resumé will show to what destructive conclusions Biichsel’s pneumatic Christology 
leads: The basic assertion is that Christ’s community of being with God means 

sumply possession of the Spirit (p. 465). The Spirit of God, as being the Holy Spirit, 

sanctified his death and, as being the Eternal Spirit, brought him through death 

to the heavenly sanctuary (p. 466). No ‘“‘gdéttliche Natur” or “ Grundkraft 

seines Wesens ” in Jesus survived death. His sacrifice was ‘ein Sterben seiner 

Person, in dem er ganz zugrunde ging ’’ (p. 467). The mortal and therefore merely 

human person of Christ passes, however, to eternal priesthood because he died 

through the spirit, in an act of self-surrender to the Spirit of God and through the 

Spirit was eternally perfected. ‘‘ Der Geist ihm Anteil an seiner Ewigkeit gibt *’ 

(p. 468) The author seems to say that Christ died as one who had in himself no 

immortality, neither the immortality of godhead nor the immortality of a human 
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At first sight it would seem that the Church is not very much in 
evidence in Hebrews. The older commentators and most moderns 

have given very slight attention to the ecclesiastical concept in our 
Epistle.1 It is an idea which the biblical theologian rather than the 
exegete is called upon to excavate from the hidden veins of this sin- 

gularly rich mine. When closely examined Hebrews reveals a very 

important ecclesiology. It is, perhaps, not quite just to call it the 
ecclesiological Epistle, as St. Matthew’s Gospel has been called the 
ecclesiological Gospel. This honour seems to belong to Ephesians, 
Colossians and the Pastorals. But the Church as a body of faithful 

socially bound together lies very close to our Epistle’s chief theme of 

the excellence of Christ and his covenant. This will appear from 

the following brief review of the relevant passages, which review 
will also reveal how Pauline the thoughts are. 

soul. He gave his mortality to the Spirit and the spirit gave him a share in his 

own eternity. ‘“‘ Es mag sein dass der Gedanke der unsterblichen Seele oder des 

Geistes, der in sich ewig ist, dem Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes bekannt und bedeut- 

sam ist. Sein Christusbild hat dieser Gedanke aber nicht gestaltet.’? Catholic 

theology, of course, holds that the Holy Spirit sanctified and actuated the immortal 

soul of the Son of God made man. 

1 3% is, however, untrue to say that our Catholic commentators have neglected 

this point. They found the Church even in passages which are generally under- 

stood in a very different sense by modern heterodox interpreters. Take, for 

instance, the érovpdvia, which are spoken of as purified by better sacrifices in 9. 23. 

Estius commenting on this verse, says: “‘ Chrysostomus et caeteri Graec1 quibus 

adstipulantur commentarii Primasio et Anselmo adscripti, item Haimo, Caietanus 

et alii Latinorum nonnulli caelestia intelligunt ecclesiam Christi militantem.”’ 

Estius himself does not follow them but adheres to the interpretation which St. 

Thomas judges the better one, taking éwovpaua to mean heaven itself. Cornelius 

a Lapide is, perhaps, the commentator who has brought the ecclesiology of 

Hebrews most abundantly tolight. His notes on 2. 5; 8. 2; 9.11; 9, 23; 12.22 and 

even his observations on the citations in the first chapter of Hebrews from 2 Sam. 

7,14, Ps. 44 and Ps. 101 give very considerable attention to the Church. Of mo- 

dern scholars the only ones that seem to have treated the ecclesiology of our Epistle 

ex professo are A. M. Vitti S. J. and B. F. Westcott. (Virri, Hpistola ad Hebraeos, 

Rome, 1934, pp. 193-202; Wxsrcort, 0. c., Additional Note on 11, 10: on the 
social imagery in the epistle, pp. 386-392). Westcott writes: “In this connection 

the teaching of the Epistle to the Hebrews is of the greatest moment. It offers 

a view of the organisation of the Gospel in most respects singularly compre- 

hensive; and it is not unlikely that the imminent overthrow of the Jewish state 

gave occasion for dwelling upon this aspect of the Gospel. There is however one 

striking omission. The Epistle is almost silent as to ecclesiastical organisation ”’ 

(p. 386). 
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From the very beginning of our Epistle the Christian dispensation 

is contrasted with the old theocracy, and there is not the slightest. 
insinuation that the old ecclesiastical regime gives way to some less 
compact organisation. On the contrary, Christ who first announced 
this (great) salvation has been set over “ the world to come ”’ as its 

sovereign administrator (2, 5 ff.). He came as the first-born of a 

family of brethren, whom he was to gather around him as an assem- 
bly—‘‘in medio ecclesiae laudabo te.’?1 The letter to the Hebrews. 

itself is an affirmation of this ecclesiasticism predicted by David and 
prefigured by Isaias standing in the midst of his two sons.? It is 

addressed to a community of brethren who are styled holy and are 
reminded that they are fellow-partners in a heavenly vocation. Their 
xAyots has been to follow the doctrine of a divine Apostle and to adhere 

to a divine High-priest.? There is no question of merely individual 
adhesion to Christ. The brethren profess a comimon dyuodoyia, to 
which they must hold under peril of salvation. At this point comes 
the first definite image of an ordered Society. Christ and his brethren 
(2.12) Christ and his people(2.17) might possibly be bound by merely 
internal bonds, but when we find Christ, an Apostle greater than 
Moses, placed over a House and are then told: ‘‘ His house we are, 
if we keep the confidence and the boast of our hope,’’4 we are face 

to face with an organic society. 
As a house is a body with a head, we have here not only the build- 

ing imagery so familiar to St. Paul® but also the substance of that 
corporate notion, which the Apostle expresses through the word copa. 
Consequently, we seem to hear in six verses of our Epistle (2, 1-6) no 

less than four echoes of the famous exhortation to ecclesiastical unity 

in Ephesians 4. 1-7. The house is ‘ tnum corpus, ’’ Christ placed 

over it is ‘‘ unus Dominus ” the dyodoyia is ‘Suna fides,’’ the hope 
and calling are ‘‘ una spes vocationis vestrae.’’ It is to be noted that 
Christ (the Apostle) placed as Son over his house (2.6) becomes in 

10, 21 “‘a great High-priest over the House of God.”’ 
The whole exhortatory web through which the dogmatic parts 

of Hebrews are woven insists on community spirit. The faithful 

1 Ps. 21-23: Heb., 2. 12. 

2 Tsaias, 8.18; Heb., 2. 13 

3 Heb. 3. 1. Cfr. 4. 14; 10. 23. 

4 Heb. 3. 6. 

5 oixos, 1 Tim. 3. 15 oixodopy, 1 Cor. 3. 9 (in passive sense); Eph., 4. 12-16 

(in active sense) * xaronrypiov Eph. 2. 22, vads, 1 Cor. 3. 16; 2 Cor., 6. 16; Eph., 

2: 21. oixodopéw, Rom. 15. 20; 1 Thess. 5. 11, éowKxodopéw 1 Cor. 3. 10-14; Eph., 

2. 20; Col., 2. 7. cuvorxodopéw, Eph., 2. 22. 
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must exhort each other every day 1 hecause they have all one aspira- 

*tion, namely that of entering into the divinely prepared xardzavois. 
They must act as a people of God for which such sabbatism is re- 

served.2 They should consider one another to stimulate charity and 
good works.? Apostasy from the living God and abandonment 
of the community are closely allied.4 When our author says: ‘‘ We 
are not (children) of withdrawal unto perdition, but of faith unto the 
saving of our soul,” > it seems that he contemplates withdrawal 
from the community as much as withdrawal from God. Commu- 
nion is most vital because the faithful are ‘“‘ sharers of Christ °’ (3.14), 
the common head and Pontiff of the House and people, and are “ shar- 

ers of the Holy Spirit ’’ (6. 4), undoubtedly a community Gift, as the 
distribution of charismata showed (2. 4; 6. 4-8). Where the owrypia 

promulgated by Christ was, there also were the gifts of the Spirit. 

As the old theocracy was a society with which God made a cov- 
enant, so also does the New Covenant suppose a Church. That is 
clearly indicated in the prophecy of Jeremias which our author quotes 

at such length. Covenant succeds covenant, and as the former was 

with the House of Israel, so the latter. ‘‘ I shall be their God and they 
shall be my people.”’® It seem’s moreover that we cannot arrive at 
any satisfactory understanding of the priestly ministry of Christ, as 

set forth in Hebrews, unless we understand ‘‘ the true tabernacle 
which God fixed and not man’ (8. 2) in the Christo-ecclesiastical 

sense, as the real body of Christ and its mystic extension. It is true 
that the Antiochene and Byzantine commentators, Chrysostom 

(Hom. 14, oxyvyv 0é évraiOa tov ovpavov Aéyet), Theodoretus (in h. 

l.: oxnvyv 6€ tov otvpavdv éxdAecev), Theophylactus (in h. L: péidwv 
oxyvy kat @\nOun 6 ovpavés) are unanimous in taking the taber- 

nacle to mean heaven, but St. Cyril of Alexandria stands for the 
Church,’ an interpretation which has the favour of St. Thomas 

Heb., 3. 13. 

Ibid., +. 9. 

Ibid., 10. 24. 

Ibid., 3. 12; 10. 25. 

Ibid., 10. 39. 

Jer., 31. 33: Heb., 8. 10. 

St. Cyril of Alexandria (De adoratione in spiritu et veritate, Book 9, P. G.. 

LXVIII, 590) interprets the tabernacle of which Christ is the minister in this way. 
Having noted the typal significance of Old Testament worship including the umty 

of sanctuary and the choice of a Levitical priesthood, he adds: ‘‘ In divinis Scripturis 

nos quoque sumus genus electum, regale sacerdotium gens sancta, populus acquisi- 

tionis appellati; qui etiam verius tabernaculum quod fixtt Deus et non homo, id est, 

Ecclesiam ingredimur.”” Speaking later in the same book (col. 631) of the surrender 

e 8 DD Mm 

10 & 
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Aquinas in his comment on 8.2, while in 9.11 the Angelic Doctor 
understands the “‘ amplius et perfectius tabernaculum ”’ first as the 
‘“* tabernaculum caelestis gloriae ’? and alternatively as the body of 
Christ. ‘Vel per tabernaculum potest Christi corpus intelligi... 

Quod est peramplius, quia in eo inhabitat omnis plenitudo divinitatis 

corporaliter. Item perfectius, quia vidimus gloriam eius, gloriam 
quasi unigeniti a Patre, plenum gratiae et veritatis. Item non manu- 
factum, quia non ex virilisemine. Abscissus est lapis de monte sine 
manibus.’”’ If this interpretation is the true one, as in reality it seems 
to be, because of the sense given to the sanctuary veil in 10. 20, the 

ecclesiological exposition of our Epistle is singularly at one with 

the mind of St. Paul, for whom Christ was the consecrated temple in 
which all the fulness of the Godhead dwells bodily (Col. 2.9) and the 

faithful were an extension of that temple ever growing ‘‘ to the mea- 

sure of the stature of the fulness of Christ’ (Eph. 4. 13). 

The Sinaitic covenant, then, consecrated a theocratic people to 

worship God as “ a kingdom and priests and a holy nation ’ 1 through 

the service of ‘“‘a worldly sanctuary.” * The new covenant, which 

occupied the mind of St. Paul? scarcely less than the author of He- 
brews, created a people cleansed from sins to worship the living God 4 

in a sanctuary where heavenly things find a better purgation than 

their earthly patterns, ° and the shadow of the good things to come 

has yielded place to the image of the realities.6 The Church mili- 

tant with its whole efficacious system of sacramental images seems 
to he indicated by the last phrase. 

Into the sacramental life of the Church the Epistle only allows us 

a passing glimpse. A knowledge of baptism’? and confirmation is. 
supposed in the reference to the elementary catechesis formerly receiv- 

of their Egyptian mirrors by the Israelite women to supply the bronze for the 

* brazen sea’? he recognises that by this event ‘‘ significabatur, veriore iam in 

tabernaculo manifesto, id est, Ecclesia, quod tabernaculum fixit Deus in non homo, 

ut beatus Paulus scribit, tempus iam esse profecto, ut, qui ad venerationem daemo- 

niorum gregis dicati erant, in sacra vasa mutentur, quae sint ad sancti baptismatis 

receptionem apta...”’ Iam indebted for the reference to these texts to Professor 

Vitti (Ep. ad Hebr. p. 199). ‘ 

i Exodus, 19. 6. Cfr. 1 Petr., 2. 9: Bacideov iepdrevya, éBvos ayov and 
Exodus 23, 22 (LXX). 

2 Heb., 9. 1, ayiov xoopmexdy. 

® Rom., 11. 27; 1 Cor., 11. 25: 2 Cor., 3. 6, 14; Gal., 4. 34. 

4 Heb., 9. 14. 

5 Tbid., 9. 2. 

8 ibid., 10. 1. 

On Christian baptism and its distinction from Jewish baptism and the 

baptism of John see PERRELLA, art. cit. Biblica, 14 (1933), pp. 157-162. 
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ed by the Hebrews (6. 1, 2) and the ‘‘ washing of the body with clean 

water’? can, in its context of faith and sprinkling of conscience, 
mean nothing but baptismal ablution (10. 22). Whether the Holy 
Hucharist receives any mention in our Epistle is a very controverted 
point. For St. Thomas, Estius and many others.the 9uc.actypiov, 
from which those who serve the tabernacle have no power to eat, is 
the altar of the cross erected outside the gate, in the place where 

victims for sin were totally burned, so that no part of their flesh was 
eaten in a sacrificial meal (13.10). The opposition, however, between 

eating from the Christian altar and the eating of Bowuata which, 

apparently, because they were sacrificial meats, could be regarded 

as rivals of grace fur the strengthening of the heart (13. 9), seems 

to furnish a stronger argument in favour of the Eucharist. Hence 
an ever-growing army of scholars take the Ovotactypiov to be the 
Eucharistic Altar. It is sufficient to mention the names of A. Lapide, 
Calmet, Maier, Bisping, Beelen, Huyghe, Panek, “ill, Sch&fer, Thal- 

hofer and Murillo. 1 
There is a reference to marriage in Hebrews but no indication of 

its sacramentality (13. 4). It is certainly noteworthy that three and 

probably four of the five sacraments mentioned by St. Paul should 
find their place also in our Epistle. 

The Church figures not only under the image of a house but also 
of a city. It is not insignificant that the Septuagint rendering of 

re‘éhii as woAtrnv avtoo adopted by our author in the long citation 
from Jeremias 31 (Heb. 8. 8-13) brought out the idea that the children 

of the New Covenant were members of a mods. The term mods 
itself is applied to the consummation of the Messianic promise no 
less than four times. Abraham knew that the land of Canaan was 

only to be a place of sojourn for him. ‘‘ He iooked for a eity that 
hath foundations whose builder and maker is God” (11. 10). The 

patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob recognised that they had no 
awatpts here, being only strangers and pilgrims upon the earth. They 

desired a better country, that is, a heavenly one. ‘‘ Wherefore 
God is not ashamed to be called their God: for he hath prepared 

for them a city.”’ (11.16). The Christian generation has come not to 

* Among more ancient authorities, who also advocate the same Eucharistic 

interpretation, stand Theophylactus, Primasius, Atto of Vercelli (as an alternative 

opinion), Sedulius Scotus, Herveius Burgidolensis, and the Glossa ordinaria. The 

names of Theodoretus and Oecumenius are also mentioned by Schafer, but Oecu- 

menius is at least doubtful and Theodoretus certainly does not support this view 

in his commentary. Cfr. Vincent Papousxis, D’idée du sacrifice de la Croix 

dans V Hpitre aux Hébreus,, Vilkaviskis, 1935, pp. 192-197. 

7 
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Mount Sinai but ‘“‘ to Mount Sion and to the city of the. living God, 
the heavenly Jerusalem ’’ (12.22). Lastly, those that are exhorted 
to go forth to Jesus outside the camp are also reminded that “ we 

‘have here no abiding city but seek that. which is to come ” (13. 14). 
From these texts it appears that the city is mainly. eschatological, 

but the Mount Sion and the heavenly Jerusalem of 12.22 also includes 
the church militant because there are gathered to it ‘“‘ an assembly 
of the first-born who are enrolled in heaven’’’ (12. 23). These first- 

born do not appear to be the same as ‘‘ the spirits of the just made 
perfect ’’ mentioned further on and they cannot be the angels. There- 

fore they are the church on earth or some élite portion of it.? 
The heavenly Jerusalem here mentioned is no other than the 

‘* Jerusalem above ”’ of St. Paul (Gal. 4. 26) and the city is the same which 
held the zroArrevpa év ovpavots of the Philippians (3. 20) and according 

to whose evangelical law the Apostle declared he had lived (aezroArrevpat, 
Acts 23.1) and exhorted the Philippians to live (aoArrévec e). 

Finally, the new salvation is realized in ‘* an unshakable kingdom ”’ 
(12. 28). The voice of God shook the earth at Sinai, but Aggeus pro- 

phesied a second shaking of the earth and the heavens to bring 
the desired of the nations. In that. shaking everything changeable 
passes, that the unchangeable may remain. Such is the kingdom 
which Christians receive, the same which St. Paul in at least six places 
equates with the Church of the present time? and eight times with 

the society of the blessed. ° 

Eschatology 

The mind of the author of Hebrews is very definitively turned 

towards the things to come. For him as for St. Paul the Messianic 

Age is the last age of the world.4 It is the better age, prepared by 

1 Amongst the commentators, Chrysostom reckons the first-born as mavras 

tous Xépovs tav miotév, Theodoretus: trois éxAextots xéxAnxev..;. Theophylactus: 

TOUS TiOTOUS ... TOUS Hyiaopevovs: Oecumenius: rots miorovs...-ToUs ayiovs: Cvrillus 

Alex. (0. c. 5 (P. G. LXVIII, 406) rots év miorer dedtxatwpévouvs; Primasins: eccle- 

siam primitivorum debemus accipere in Apostolis: 8. Thomas: primitivi sancti 

sunt Apostoli; Estius: omnes boni fideles sunt primogeniti in genere humano.. 

Tota igitur ecclesia Christi est ecclesia primogenitorum, videlicet, eorum quibus 

debentur primogenita quae vendidit Esau. (Cfr. 12. 16). 

2 1 Thess., 2. 12; Rom., 14. 17; 1 Cor., 4. 20; 15. 24 (?); Col, 1. 138; 4: 11. 

3 2 Thess., 1. 5; 1 Cor., 6. 9, 10; 15. 50; Gal., 5.21; Eph., 5. 5; 2 Tim., 4. 1,18. 

4 Heb. 1. 2 Novissime diebus istis (Deus) locutus est nobis in Filio (9. 26). 

Nune autem semel in consummatione saeculorum... apnaruit. Cfr. 1 Cor.. 10.11: 

scripta sunt ad correptionem nostram, in.quos fines saeculorum: devenerunt. 
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God, to which the ancient heroes of faith looked forward and which 

they had to await, in order to attain their goal together with us (11.40). 
Every day of the new era is a “:Today,’? which the Christian must 
employ in hastening towards his rest (4.11). This rest is the end of 

man and it consists in that same vision of God, which the Apostle 

held up so vividly before the Corinthians.’?! Without holiness no 

one shall see God ”’ (9. 28). Consequently, holiness is the business 

of. life. ? Salvation is, in some sense, possessed (6. 4, 5) but it is also 

expected (9.28). The presentation of eternal bliss under the image 

of a sabbatic land or state (4. 9) is peculiar to our Epistle. The same 

idea, however, is set forth in the second (or third) beatitude and, 
with still closer approximation to the language of Hebrews, it is found 
in the fourteenth chapter of the Apocalypse.4 It is a contribution 
from the typological stores of the Old Testament, and is absent from 

the Paulines. | 
The notion of the good tidings as an érayyeNa introduced a strong 

pilgrim conception into Hebrews. The writer goes back to the old 

tabernacle of Israel’s wanderings. To his conception of life as a 

pilgrimage the idea of the end as a “ city’ corresponds. Member- 

ship in the Christian community is already an approach to ‘ the city 
of the living God” (12.22). Towards that city ‘‘ whose architect 
and builder is God ” (11.10) the Patriarchs walked. The Christian 

generations also, who have left the camp of Judaism, are likewise 

conscious that they ‘‘ have not here an abiding city but seek the one 
to come ’’ (13. 14).5 Hence Christian life is summed up in the sent- 

ence: ‘‘ Wherefore we, receiving a kingdom which cannot be moved, 
let us have grace, whereby we may serve God acceptably with rever- 

ence and godly fear” (12. 28). 

The pilgrimage of faith ends with death (11.13). Death is followed 
by judgment, but the context, in which this statement appears 

(9. 27), does not allow us to determine whether the writer was think- 

ing ‘precisely of a particular judgment to follow immediately on 
departure hence. Judgment made by the searching light of God’s 

word (4. 12. 13) is a verdict which is eternally decisive (6.2). This 

kptta aiduov is. the last of the six elementary articles of faith (ibid.). 

1 1 Cor., 13. 12; 2 Cor., 5. 7. 

2 1 Thess., 4. 3, 7; 2 Thess., 2.18: Rom., 6. 22. 

3 Cfr. 1 Cor. 1. 7; Rom., 8. 23; Philipp. 3. 20. 

. * Apoc. 14.13. The nearest approach to this thought in the Paulines is the 

“*requies ”” (aveois) which the afflicted Thessalonians can expect at Chris.’s appear. 

ance (2: Thess., 1. 7). ; 

5 The Pauline parallels have been referred to in the preceding section. 
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In order of time it is preceded by the coming of Christ, who, however, 
does not figure in our Epistle as a Judge but as a Saviour (9. 28), 
though the word preached by him is the test by which judgment 
shall be made (2. 2,3). Judgment, in Hebrews, is attrihuted to God 
(10. 30; 12. 23), an ascription which is no departure from Paulinism, 1 

however much the Apostle insists on judgment of the world through 
Jesus Christ as a characteristic of his teaching. 2 

Before the article of “‘ eternal judgment,” in. the order likewise 
of time as well as of collocation, stands the ‘“‘ resurrection of the dead ”’ 
(6.2). With regard to the attitude of the Almighty towards men, 

the wrath of God is considerably stressed in the Epistle. That wrath 

excluded the rebel generation of the exodus from the land of promise 
(3. 11; 4. 3) and its terrors also await apostate Christians (4. 11; 6. 4-8; 

10. 28-31). The nature of the divine punishment is substantially 

determined: exclusion from God’s rest (4.11) and devouring fire 

(6.8; 10.27). Fire as an instrument of God’s vengeance is scarcely a 

metaphorical expression. Here as in the Paulines? it is obviously 

to be taken literally. For apostates ‘‘ no victim for sins remains but 

a certain fearful expectation of judgment and wrath of fire which 
shall devour the adversaries ” (10. 27). . 

The familiar Pauline designation of the judgment as ‘‘ the day ” 4 
is found also in our Epistle (10. 25). In the one passage, where the 

expression occurs, the Hebrews are exhorted, in a way similar to 

that of Romans 13.12, to live virtuously, the special virtue required 

here being fidelity to community life. With the substitution of the 

‘Lord ’’ for the “day,” a sentence of identical import stands in 
Philippians 4. 5: ‘‘ The Lord is nigh; have no anxiety etc.’’ When, 

however, our author writes: ‘“‘ Let us consider one another to pro- 
voke unto charity and good works: not forsaking our assembly, as is 
the custom of some, but exhorting one another: and so much the 
more as ye see the day drawing near ” (10. 24, 25), it is probable that 

the approaching end of the Jewish commonwealth is foremost in his 

thoughts. 

The accompaniments of Christ’s coming are also touched upon. 
In the words of Psalm 96, all the angels of God are invited to adore 
him (1.6). It is furthermore inferred from Aggeus 2.6 that a great 

1 Rom., 2.2; 3. 6; 1 Cor., 5. 13. 

2 2 Thess., 1. 7-10; Rom., 2. 16: 2 Tim., 4 1; 1. Cor., 4. 5. 

3 2 Thess., 1. 8; 1 Cor., 3. 13-15. 1 Thess., 1. 7-9 couples fire and loss of God. 

4 With or without additions: 1 Thess., 5.2, 4; 2 Thess., 1.10; 2, 2; Cor., 1. 8: 
3.13; 5. 5: 2 Cor., 1.14; Rom., 2. 51; 3. 12: Philipp., 1. 6, 10; 2. 16; 2 Tim,, 1. 12. 

18: 4. 8. 
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movement of heaven and earth shall usher in the last scene, a move- 
ment which marks a complete change of the visible universe to give 

place to an unchanging kingdom (12. 27). This change may have 
been partially verified in the foundation of a final economy of salva- 
tion in-the Church, but St. Chrysostom and the most authoritative 

commentators and the context itself bid us to consider here the final 
establishment of the kingdom of God. The same change is also 
contemplated in the citation from Psalm 101 in Hebrews 1. 10-12. 

The deliverance of creation from the slavery of corruption to pass 
to the freedom of the glory of the children of God (Rom. 8. 21) is not 

far removed from this thought. The final consummation shall, 

according to the writer, place all things under the feet of Christ (2. 6-8). 

Since he sat down at the right hand of God, he is waiting, till all his 
enemies become his footstool (10. 13), In the Paulines also the su- 

preme lordship of Christ is connected as here with the testimony of 

Psalms 8 and 109.1 The coherence of what we have set forth, in all 
points, with the Pauline eschatology is so evident that no serious 

attempt can be made to separate the eschatological thought of our 
Epistle from that of the Corpus Paulinum. ? 

1 See 1 Cor. 15. 24-28; Eph., 1. 20-22; Philipp., 3. 21. 

2 Even Windisch seems to have recognised this. His excursus FEschatologie 

im. Hebr. is a good summary of the facts. Apart from some points of expression 

and the view that our author regarded the time between the first and second 

coming as really very short, these is nothing that calls for specia! criticism in it. 

Particularly noteworthy is his concluding remark: ‘‘ Die ganze Betrachtung lehrt, 

dass in Hebr. keineswegs die Eschatologie spiritualistisch aufgelést ist, wie bel 

Philo.” (O. ¢., p. 87). 

Moffatt, on the contrary, reads into the Epistle a strange mixture of Alexan- 

drinism and what he is pleased to call “‘ primitive eschatology.” He thinks that 

there are certain survivals of primitive noticns which are out of place in the argu- 

ment of the Epistle. The ideology, for instance, of a older militant Messianism 

is’ kept, because it serves the author’s purpose of affirming the absolute significance 

of Christ’s work. By way of anticipation this note is considered by Moffatt to be 

sounded in the interpretation of the figure of Meichisedech. ‘* Later on,’ he says, 

‘it opens up into an intersting instance of (the writer’s) relation to the primitive 

eschatology. To his mind trained in the Alexandrian philosophy of religion, the 

present world of sense and time stands over against the world of reality, the former 

heing merely the shadow and copy of the latter. There is an archetypal order 

of things, eternal and divine, to which the mundane order but dimly corresponds, 

and only within this higher order, eternal and invisible, is access to God possible 

forman. On such a view as this, which ultimately goes back to Platonic idealism, 

and which had been worked out by Philo, the real world is the transcendent order 

of things, which is the pattern for the phenomenal universe, so that to attain God 

man must pass from the lower and outward world of the senses to the inner.”’ 

This higher world, the Presence of God is now attainable for the complete sacrifice 
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Conclusion 

Looking back over the ground covered by this.positive, objective 
and unadorned exposition, one cannot but be struck by the enormous 
amount of thought which is common to Hebrews and St. Paul. A 
further examination would reveal that there is no teaching in Hebrews 

which excludes the view-points of the Pauline Epistles. The ideas 
of our Epistle, it is true, wear a hieratic, liturgical and peculiarly 

Judeo-biblical colour, but that is. because the Epistle was written to 
Hebrews on a theme of special Hebrew import. The absence of some 

particular Pauline idea or of some particular Pauline emphasis from 

it is a merely negative thing and can furnish.no positive argument 
against Pauline authorship. It is on positive ground that the compa- 

rative argument must be worked out, and here the community of 
theological ideas is shown to be most extensive. Above all, in the 
domain of Christology, the evidences of one masterly mind striving 
after the best possible statement of ‘‘ the mystery of godliness ’? may 

be documented by a close comparison of the captivity group of letters 

with their greater successor, the letter to the Hebrews. This compa- 
rison exemplifies in a wonderful way how a good statement will yield 

place to a better one and, in new circumstances, a great and favour- 
ite idea may be dropped, because it does not belong to the present 

theme. In the latter connexion it is worth while observing that the 

‘* body of Christ, the Church ” so dominantly present in Ephesians 
and Colossians is as much absent from Philippians, their immediate 

contemporary, as it is from Hebrews, written some two years later. 

In regard to the other matter of Christological statement, a synoptic 
view of eight chief points will serve to show the fraternity of the 

four letters. 

We may distinguish the texts which refer to Christ 1) as. God, 

2) aS cosmic mediator in creation, 3) as holder of a primacy, 4) as 
God-man, 5) as man, 6) as Saviour, 7) as glorified, 8) as universal 

Lord. With the utmost brevity, avoiding detailed reference, the 

has been offered in the realm of the spirit. ‘*‘ The full bliss of the fellowship is 

still in the future, indeed; it is not to be realized finally till Jesus returns for his 

people... The primitive eschatology required and received this admission from 

the writer, though it is hardly consonant with his deeper thought. And this is 

why he quotes for example the old words about Jesus waiting in heaven till his. 

foes are crushed (10. 12-13). He is still near enough, to the primitive period to 

share the forward look... and unlike Philo, he does not allow his religious idealism 

to evaporate his eschatology.” (O. ¢., pp. XXXIII, XXXIV). 
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teaching: of the four Epistles on this point may be here set forth by. 
way of conclusion. 

1) In Ephesians Christ is just the Son of God, the Beloved, no 

attempt being made to give further expression to his metaphysical 

dignity.1 In Colossians he is ‘“‘the image of the unseen God, first- 

born. before every creature.’’? In Philippians he is the one ‘“‘ who 

being in the form of God thought it not robbery to be equal to God.” ® 
For Hebrews the denomination Son is fundamental, but this term here 
finds the most perfect declaration short of the Johannine Adyos in 

the double metaphor dmdvyac pa THs O6§ns Kai Xapactiip THs UTOGT- 
daews (tov Oeod). 4 

2) The creative réle of the Son receives no mention in Ephe- 

sians and Philippians, but in Colossians it is richly expressed against 

the danger of angelolatry. ‘Jn him were created all things in heaven 

and on earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones or domi- 

nations or principalities or powers, all things stand created through him 

and for him (and he is before all) and all things subsist in him.” > 
Hebrews with less verbal fulness, but more synthetically, describes 

the Son as him “ through whom (God) made the ages and who upholds 

all things by the word of his power.” ® 

3) Again, Ephesians and Philippians cannot be said to give 
any characteristic expression to the natural primacy of Christ. Both- 

Colossians and Hebrews, however, give him the title of apwtdroxos, 
in the sense of that divine primogeniture which involves priority of 
existence before all creatures.’ On account of its purpose, the letter 
to Colossae works out this idea more fully, the divine primacy being 

made the basis of a divine-human primacy whereby Christ is “ the 
head of the body, the church... being the beginning, first-born from 
the dead, tva yévyta év waow attos tpwtevwv. § 

4) Again, Ephesians and Philippians do not expressly mark 
the theandric character of Christ by any characteristic term, but 
Colossians says that it pleased God that ‘‘in him all fulness should 
dwell’? ® and further states that “in him dwells all the fulness of the 

1 Eph., 1. 6; 4.13. 
2 Col., 1.15. 

3 Philipp., 2. 6. 

* Heb., 1. 3 

5 Col., 1. 16-17. 

® Heb., 1. 3. 

7.Col., 1. 5; Heb., 1. 6. 
8 Col., 1. 18. 

§ Col., 1. 19. 
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godhead bodily ’’1 and (in another passage) that ‘“‘in him ‘are hidden 
all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.’?2 This idea ‘does not 
find place in Hebrews except, perhaps, in so far as it is included in the 
‘*‘ universal heirship ’’ of Christ, ‘‘ quem constituit haeredem univer- 
sorum, ’’ 3 since, in the context, this heirship belongs to the hyposta- 

tic union and not to Christ’s elevation to the right hand of God. 
5) The double abasement of the Son of God in his Incarnation 

and his Passion gets no special notice in the two Asiatic letters. But 
here there exists between Philippians and Hebrews a profound identity 

of thought, with variation of expression, such as we can scarcely 

conceive as not coming from one great mind, which like St. Paul’s 
had the power of varying the mode of expression according to 
the exigency of a new purpose.. The xévwots, the pop) SovAov, the 
opcwwpa avOpetrov, the oyjpa (avOperwov) of the famous Christolog- 
ical passage in Philippians (2. 7) are paralleled in our Epistle by 

the descent of the Son of God to a nature a little below the angels, 
to a sharing in flesh and blood, to a human confidence in God (2.9, 

13, 14), to the offering of prayers and supplications with a loud ‘ery 

in the days of his flesh (5. 7), to assimilation, in all things, to his breth- 

ren (2.17). The further abasement of the Passion is characterized by 

the same central note of obedience in the two Epistles. ‘‘ He humbled 

himself becoming obedient unto death, ’’ 4 and ‘‘ he learned obedience 
from the things which he suffered.’’ 5 

§) The saviourship of Christ in the Asiatic letters is especially 

concentrated in his headship with regard to the Church. This is 

more characteristically prominent in these letters than his redeeming 
death. Christ is ‘‘ the Saviour of his body” (Eph. 5. 23). For He- 
brews, on the other band, moving, as it does, in a ritual track,. the 
Saviour is the one ‘‘ who has made purgation of sins ’’ * and “ suffered 

to sanctify the people by his blood.”’* It is not surprising, therefore, 

that its dominantly sacerdotal conception of Christ’s work meets the 
Epistles of the Captivity in practically only one sentence of Ephe- 

sians, where the ideas of sacrificial offering, sanctification and purga- 

tion occur: 6 Xoiotos nyamnoev THY ExkAnCiav Kai éavTov TapédwKEv UTED 

autiis, iva avtyy ayidon Kabapioas TH AOVTP@ Tov VdaTos ev. pypate. ® 

1 Tibid., 2. 9. 

2 Tbid., 2. 3. 
3 Heb., 1. 2. 

+ Philipp., 2. 8. 

5 Heb., 3. §. 

6 Heb., 1. 3 

7 Ibid., 13. 12. 
8 Eph., 5. 26. 
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- 7) The: glorification of Christ occupies in. all four letters the place 
of importance. which:.St. Paul always gave it. The salvific virtue 
of ‘the working of God’s mighty power which he wrought in Christ, 
raising him from the dead and setting him at his own right hand 
in heavenly places ’’ 1 is paralleled in Colossians by. the attribution 
of the spiritual resurrection of baptismal regeneration to “‘ the faith 
of the operation of God who raised (Christ) from the dead ” ? and in 

Philippians ‘by a singularly emphatic mention of “the power of 
Christ’s resurrection,” > his session at the right hand of the Father 
not being expressly mentioned in this third letter. Hebrews has. both 

the resurrection and the session, but the emphasis passes from the 

first to the. second, which change of emphasis had, indeed, already 
occurred in the Asiatic letters, the headship of the Church being as 
closely connected with the heavenly glory of Christ, as is the priestly 
teAetwots Which is so central in Hebrews. Like the author of Philip- 
pians the author of Hebrews omitted the ideas of wAypwya and cua, 
because he was not pursuing the same ecclesiological theme as the 
Asiatic letters but otherwise the Christ ‘‘ in dextera Dei” is equally 
vital to all three writings. 4 

.8) Side by side with remarkable differences we can observe the 

no less remarkable basic harmony of Hebrews with the captivity 
Epistles. regarding the Lordship of Christ. ‘*‘ Ut sit in omnibus pri- 
matum tenens ”’ is the expression given to this truth by Colossians, ® 

the Baotreia tov wot having been mentioned a. few lines earlier. ® 
In Ephesians Christ’s kingdom is equally 7 SaciAeta tot Xpiotot Kai 
Oecod,* and this letter stands with Hebrews in. asserting very emp- 
hatically the superiority of the glorified Christ above the angels. ° 
The Epistle to the Philippians had marked the lordship of Christ as a 

conquest: ‘‘ Propterea Deus exaltavit illum” (2,9), and Hebrews 

also contemplates the Christ as attaining his glory by way of merit: 
‘* Videmus Iestim propter passionem mortis gloria et honore coro- 
natum ” (2. 9}. Philippians. alone emphasises the equivalence of the 
name Jesus with Yahveh-Kupios, so that ‘ Jesus’? has become a 
name of divine lordship and receives the honour of adoration. For 

1 Eph., 1. 19, 20. 

2 Col., 1. 12. 

Philipp., 3. 10. fe] 

+ Eph., 1. 2; 4. 8-10; Col., 3. 2: Heb., I. 3. 13; 8, 1; 10. 12: 12. 2. 

5 Col. 1. 18. 

S ibid., 1. 13. 

? Eph., 5. 5. 

8 Eph., 1. 21; Heb., J. 4-14. 
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the rest, Ephesians, Philippians, Hebrews connect the sovereignty 
of Christ with the noun dvoya and the verb jrordocev. Christ: has 
been raised. ‘‘ above every name that is named not only in this world 

but in that which is to come.’’1 God ‘ gave him the name which 
is above every name that in the name of Jesus every knee should 

bow.” 2 He “has become so much better than the angels as he 
hath by inheritance obtained a more excellent name than they.” ? 
And again God ‘‘ has put all things in subjection under (Christ’s) 
feet.”’* Christ has ‘‘ the operation whereby he is able even to subject 

all things to himself.” 5 Referring to the words of Psalm 8: ‘ Omnia 
subiecisti sub pedibus eius, ’? Hebrews asserts the same universality 
of Christ’s sovereignty. ‘‘ For in that (God) put all in subjection 
under him, he has left nothing not put in subjection under him.” 6 

Even this meagre summary of the common christological points of 
these letters is sufficient to justify the conclusions of Father McNabb: 
“ De tout ce qui précéde on pourra déduire avec quelle profondeur 
saint Paul a coneu tout A la fois la doctrine et expression verbale 
adéquate & la doctrine de la divinité de Jésus-Christ.... Plus importante 
sera la conclusion que, dans lépitre aux Hébreux, l’expression doctri- 

nale évoluée appelle et suggére cette plus grande plénitude qui fut 
le legs supréme du dernier des Apétres.”?? That any other mind 

than St. Paul’s thus carried christological statement on such harmoni- 
ously Pauline lines to the threshold of Johannine splendour seems 
a very puerile hypothesis. 

i Eph., 1. 2]. 

2 Philipp., 2. 9. 10. 

* Heb., 1. 4.. 

# Eph., 1. 22. 

5 Philipp., 3, 21. 

6 Heh., 2, 8. 

* Art. cit. Revue Biblique. Vol. 42, 3 (July 1933), p. 327. 



III 

LITERARY FORM OF “ HEBREWS ” 

. Having shown in the first. chapter that a cumulative series of 
contacts between Hebrews and the Pauline Epistolary supports the 
tradition of that writing’s Pauline origin, we proceeded in the second. 
chapter to show the theological relation of our Epistle to St. Paul’s 
thought..-The conclusion here was that Hebrews, especially in. its 
Christology, exhibits such a coherent development of Pauline con- 
ceptions as cannot be reasonably attributed to any other mind than 

that of the Apostle himself. We should also lawfully conclude that 

the doctrinal plan of a writing, in which these conceptions are woven 

into such a marvellous unity, cannot be the work of a secondary 

agent. Hence St. Paul must be the author of the thoughts and of 
the structural scheme according to which they are embodied in a 
‘‘ word of-exhortation:’’ In other words, Paul ‘‘ as a wise architect ” 

must have planned the wholestructure. Comparing the Epistle to 
a building we should say. that all the architectural lines and organic 
fitting of parts must be the fruit of his brain. At least in this sense 
the whole work must belong to Paul, whom tradition calls its author, 

whose other writings it echoes in so many ways and whose great ideas 

it embodies in such a wonderfully developed shape. Consequently, 

not only the matter but the basic form also is to be attributed to the 

Apostle. This, however, is not equivalent to asserting that the lit- 

erary execution of the work is totally due to him. Although a power- 
fully conceived masterpiece must have a proper form of its own, that 

form, in the accidentals that go to make literary beauty, need not be 

the making of the author himself. The literary vesture and finish 
may be due to an executive instrument who has the power of adorning. 

what his master wishes him.to write. Without destroying his master’s 
claim to authorship such a secondary agent may have a very consid- 
derable part in the bestowal of those graces which mark a writing as 
elegant. We must now see in what measure this supposition can be 

conceded in reference to our Epistle. 

No one would think of denying that Hebrews has a style which 
leaves an impression of particularly perfect Hellenic symmetry, order 
and polish such as we do not associate with the name of St. Paul. 
Origen was evidently not wrong in describing this letter as ‘‘ more 
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Greek ’’ than the Paulines. This same impression, as we have seen, 
has led modern critical scholars to distinguish the author from the 
Apostle. It will be worth while transcribing a few judgments of 

those critics. - 
Even a judicious. scholar like Westcott has strongly emphasised 

the unpaulinity of the style. ‘‘ The vocabulary ”’ he says, ‘is sin- 
gularly copious. It includes a large number of words which are not 

found in the apostolic writings, very many which occur in this book 
only among the Greek Scriptures, and some which are not quoted 
from any other independent source. Even when allowance is made 
for the. requirements of the peculiar topics with which the writer 

deals, the number of peculiar words is still remarkable. The style is 
even more characteristic of a practised scholar. It would be difficult 
to find anywhere passages more exact and pregnant than 1. 1-4; 

2. 14-18; 7. 26-28; 12. 18-24. The language, the order, the rhythm, 
the parenthetical involutions, all contribute to the total effect. The 

writing shows everywhere traces of effort and care. Detailed inquiry 

shows that these (differences in style between the Epistle and 
St. Paul’s writings) cannot be adequately explained by differences 
of subject or of circumstances. They characterise two men, and 
not only two moods or two discussions. The student will feel the 
subtle force of the contrast if he compares the Epistle to the Hebrews 

with the Epistle to the Ephesians, to which it has the closest affinity. 
But it is as difficult to represent the contrast by an enumeration of 
details as it is to analyse an effect. It must be felt for a right appre- 
ciation of its force.” 1 : 

' Similarly such a practised philologist as Thayer contrasts Hebrews 

with the Paulines in such terms as these: ‘‘ Very different is the stu- 
died rhetorical periodicity of the writer to the Hebrews. The nature 
of his theme indeed leads him to use many words and constructions 

found in the LX X; but the general air of his vocabulary no less than 

his style is literary. Reminiscences of classic phraseology meet us in 
-his ws é7ros eiveiv and éuabev ad’ av érabev. His varied use of par- 
ticles: Oymou, éavrep,; cabbomep, Katrep, Kairol, wetéwerta, tTé (TE yap) 
and the affectedly indefinite mov (2. 6, 4.°2) further attest his 

culture. So do the periphrastic phrases dpynv AapBavew (i. q. apye- 
oOa), weitpav AauBavev (yet cfr. brduvyow AapPavev, 2 Tim. 1. 5, 

AnOnv »X. 2 Petr. 1. 9 etc.) and such terms as aicOytnypiov, drdvyacpa, 
éy'yuos, éAeyyos, é&ts, eis Th Omvekés, wpdopatos, TpaynrAhw, yapaxtnp. 
Still he betrays conspicuously the later Greek fondness for sono- 

1 WestcorTtr, o.c., Introduction XLIV, XLVI, LXXVII. 
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rous words. One of the noteworthy grammatical peculiarities of 

the Epistle is its use of the perfect tense as nearly tantamount 

to the aorist (e. g. 11. 17, 28; note the coordination of the two 
in. the former passage) in accordance with the laxity of the late and 

less cultivated writers (cfr. e.g. Rev. 5. 7, 8. 5 ete.).°?1 

Moffat calls special attention to such points as the use of the 

perfect to secure literary variety and relieve a line of aorists, the 

purely aoristic use of this same tense, the sparing employment of the 
definite article, the frequency of mév... dé (in accordance with the 
author’s antithetical predilections), the remarkable avoidance of 

the preposition avy in spite of a fondness for verbs compounded with 

ovv. In the field of style (which the Scottish commentator charact- 
erises as Aé&is xateotpaypévy as distinguished from the more rapid 
and. conversational AéEis eipouévy) such special features are noted 
as. the following: Effective use of oratorical imperatives:. single, 

“ double or even triple dramatic questions; really skilful manipulation 

of transitions; artistic parentheses and asides; a noticeable love for 

- paroncemasia and assonance; employment of terms in two senses; 
addictedness to the gentle practice of alliteration; predilection for 

sonorous compounds; love of adjectives in a privative (which Aris- 

totle noted as a mark of the elevated style); fondness for nouns 
ending in is, for periphrases, for the infinitive preceded by a pre- 

_ position, for the particle re as a link between substantives, principal 

clauses and participial clauses. Other characteristic usages are the 
securing of emphasis by throwing a word to the beginning or the end 

of a clause; the incapsulation of several words between an adjective 

and its substantive; a more frequent employment of the genitive 

absolute. Add to these characteristics a rich crop of rhythmical 

cadences, an obvious endeavour to avoid harsh hiatus, an abundance 

of compound verbs, a vocabulary drawn from a wide range of reading, 

and we have a fairly formidable list of lexical, grammatical and styl- 

istic marks which apparently set Hebrews apart from the Paulines in 

the splendour of such codia kai brepoyn Adyou (1 Cor. 1. 17; -2. 1) 

as the great Apostle rather despised. ? 

The German critic Hermann von Soden went even further than 

Dr. Moffat. In Cheyne-Black’s Encyclopedia Biblica he wrote: ‘“‘ The 
author is the most cultured of all the primitive writers, with the pos- 

sible exception of Luke. He has a rich vocabulary at his command 

1 Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible. Art. Language of the N. V., Vol. II, 

p. 42. : ot 7 

2 Morrat, o. c., Introduction LVI- LXI. I have not cited the author textu- 

ally and the concluding words are entirely my own. 
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and. uses it with great skill. His Epistle is full of-rhetoric and: has 
the character of an urgent address: more than of a letter.:...1 

This scholar found that the structure.of the Epistle conformed-to the 

rules of Greek Rhetoric. Hence he distinguished in it -a mpootwov 

pos évvoiavy embodying a statement of the author’s -mpdéecis 
(1. 1-4. 13), a dujynots pds miPavétyta (4. 14-6. 20), an darddekts 
apos eGo (7. 1-10. 18) and an étAoyos, which deduces the practical 
conclusions and presses them home. 

This much may suffice as a preliminary array of philological 

testimony regarding the artistic composition, choice language and 

rhetorical apparatus of Hebrews. On the linguistic and stylistic side 
no appreciable influence of Rabbinism has been alleged, but it is fre- 
quently asserted ‘that the Epistle betrays the influence of the Hel- 
lenistic Judaism of Alexandria not only by reminiscences of the Book 
of Wisdom but also by certain evidences of acquaintance with the 

writings of Philo. In this regard Moffat writes: ‘‘ He was acquainted 
with the books of the Maccabees, Wisdom, Sirach and perhaps even 

Philo. This last affinity is strongly marked. The more he differs 

from Philo in his speculative interpretation of religion, the more 

I feel, after a prolonged study of Philo, that our author had prob- 

ably read some of his works; it is not easy to avoid the conclusion 
that his acquaintance with the Hellenistic Judaism of Alexandria 

included an acquaintance with Philo’s writings. However this may 
be, the terminology of the Wisdom literature was as familiar to this 

early Christian diddoKados as to the author of James.” ? 

Lastly, the well-controlled flow of affective movement * and the 

strongly perceivable hieratic or levitical colour of our Epistle are 

1 EBB, Vol. II, col. 2000. Ctr. the same author’s summary in Holtzmann’s 

Handecommentar, Vol. 3. EHinleitung IV, p. 6: Der Verfasser ist ein vielseitig und 

fein gebildeter Geist. Er verfiigt iiber einen reichhaltigen Wortschatz (140 Ha- 

paxleg.), in welchem sich eine grosse Anzahl der Bibelsprache fremder, dem Pro- 

fangriechisch angehériger Worte finden (z. B. vépos, vot, -yduos fir Ehe, éda6dv 

cies, KAivew, mpoopépecOai ti, daneben gewahlte Wortbildungen, Verba . auf 

ev, Subst. auf ots Composita wie aivatexyvola, prcOarodocia). -Die sprach- 

liche Diction ist gewandt blihend, sobald er es. fiir: angebracht halt (z. B. 1. 3), 

reich an feinen syntaxtischen Wendungen,. an. schéngebauten Perioden; er liebt 

Wortspiele (5. 8, 14: 8. 7f.; 9. 15f.; 10. 38f; 11. 37; 13. 14), tretfend durchgeftihrte 

Bilder (6. 7f.; 12. 1-3), scharf sich abhebende Gegensadtze; das Ganze ein Ikiinstle- 

rischés Erzeugnis schriftstellerischer Reflexion, tiberall von geschulter Rhetorik 

und reichlich angelegter Feile zeugend. (HTZM. 331, 297). Ja das Schreiben 

ist nach den Regeln der griech. Rhetorik aufgebaut. a : 

2 Thid. LXI, LXITI. 

- 3 ** The calculated force of the periods,”’ writes Westcott, “is sharply 4 distin- 

guished from the impetuous eloquence of St. Paul. The author-is never carried 
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urged as arguments against the paternity of the impetuous Paul, 
a. scion of the tribe of Benjamin, whom neither Rabbi Gamaliel’s 
training’ nor any subsequent formative discipline can be supposed 
to have turned intvu a specialist in levitical lore and language. 

With this brief review of the critico-philological arsenal before 

us, it would seem sufficiently exhaustive, to treat the question of 

our E\;pistle’s literary form under the ten headings of 1) Vocabulary, 

2) Grammar and Phraseology, 3) Periods, 4) Rhetorical Elegances, 
5) Imagery and metaphorical usage, 6) Composition and argumen- 

tative Method, 7) Affective movement, 8) Rhythm, 9) Colour, and 

10) External literary influences. These. divisions may conveniently 

be made to include all the available instruments of speech utilised 

by our author to encompass the end ‘“ ut veritas pateat, ut veritas 

placeat, ut veritas moveat.’’ It will be necessary to inquire conscien- 

tiously in each case to what extent the alleged peculiarities are real, 

and secondly whether the real lexical, grammatical and rhetorical 

facts are incompatible with integral Pauline authorship of our 

Epistle. 

Vocabulary 
he 

Briefly, the lexicon of the auctor ad Hebracos is said to be singularly 

copious, to include many very choice words and to manifest certain 

tastes or predilections of the author. It also shows a sense of nicety 

that is very rare in other books of the N. T. outside of the Lucan 

writings. 

About the first point, if we regard the actual number of words 

used, in relation to the size of the book in which they stand, Hebrews 

has a more copious vocabulary than any Pauline Epistle of equal or 

greater volume. There are only three Epistles which can compete 
with it in length of text, namely, Romans and the two Corinthian 

‘Epistles. Romans is longer than Hebrews in the proportion of about 
7 to 5; first Corinthians is longer than it in the slightly lower pro- 

portion of about 10 to 7; second Corinthians is shorter than it by a 

away by his thoughts.. He has seen and-measured all he wishes to convey to his 

readers before he begins to write. In writing he has. like an artist, simply to give 

life to the-model which he has already completely fashioned. This is true even of 

the noblest rhetorical passages, such as ch. XI. Each element, which seems at 

first sight to offer itself spontaneously, will be found to have been carefully adjusted 

to its place, and to offer in subtle details results of deep thought, so expressed 

as. to leave the simplicity and freshness of the whole perfectly unimpaired.”’ (Ibid. 

XLVI, XLVIT). 
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fourteenth (486 words).1 Nevertheless, while the vocabulary of 
Hebrews amounts to 990 words (excluding over thirty proper names), 2 
the Wortschatz of Romans is limited to about 950, that of first. Corin- 

thians to about 920, and that of second Corinthians to about 740.3 
Taking an average of these three Epistles, we see that the author of 
Hebrews, whose work is less than one fourth that of the author of 
Romans and Corinthians together, shows himself lexically richer by 

a proportional excess of some 240 words. 

-Is this a fair test of diversity of authorship? Statistics, as is 

well known, supply one very specious way of violating truth. ‘The 

argumentum ad quantitatem is often really as sophistic as the argu- 

mentum ad baculum and the argumentum ad verecundiam. It 

works by dazzling the imagination. To found a theory of diversity 

of authorship on extensiveness of vocabulary, it would be necessary 

to prove that St. Paul had a fairly meagre store of Greek. words and 

could probably not rise to the lexical abundance of Hebrews. Now, 

it is a notorious fact. that. St. Paul does not at all suffer, like such a 
writer as St. Mark, from lexical poverty. Of the 5000 words which 

constitute the dictionary of the New Testament nearly half have 

stood at the command of the writer of the thirteen Epistles. He has 

over 650 words in common with Hebrews and about the same number 

which are not found elsewhere in the New Testament. Taking it as 

proved that he wrote the Pastorals, we are placed before the fact 
that he there used over 170 words which neither he nor any writer. 

of the N. T. ever had occasion to employ.4* Really, the evidence 
which the Epistolary supplies of the volume of St. Paul’s vocabulary 

and of his power to use, as occasion demanded, new words,. will go 

a long way towards bridging the lexical chasm which is: supposed ‘to 

separate Hebrews from that: Epistolary. bai 

1 These estimates are based on the statisties given by Roller (Das Formular 
der paulinischen Briefe, p. 38). The actual number of words in each Epistle aré: 

Romans 7101, 1 Corinthians 6820, 2 Corinthians 4469, Hebrews 4955. I take 

the numbers to be correct not only because of the author’s amazing industry but. 

also because a calculation made on 2 page basis gave me nearly the same results. 

2 This calculation for the Epistle to the Hebrews I have made with great care 

and independently of the AeEiAdy:ov tis mpos ‘EBpaious émoroAys of the Greek scho-- 

lar J. G. Panagiotides (@coAoyia 9 [1931] 307-317; 10 [1932] 163-172). : His arti- 

cles, which I know of only through Professor Vitti, I have unfortunately not read. 

His total of 992 is practically the same as that given above. me 

8 Round numbers are given in order to cover the possibility of some over-- 

sight in. gathering the respective words from Moulton and. Geden’s Concordance. 
4 T assume throughout that the traditional authenticity of the thirteen Pan. 

lines and of the seven Catholic Epistles is a scientific certainty. - nel 
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The matter of hapaxlegomena is the most impressive form of the 
lexical objection. Happily the days of hapaxomania are coming 

to an end, but in the case of Hebrews the hapax method is not yet 

quite dead.1 It, therefore, seems worth while to examine it anew. 

The number of hapaxlegomena in Hebrews is generally set down as 

168. That figure seems to be 18 above the true count. Excluding 
the six or seven proper names which occur only in this Epistle, a 

very diligent search for hapaxlegomena conducted on two different 

methods revealed only 150. It is a high total, seeing that Romans 
is said to have only 113, 1 Corinthians 110, 2 Corinthians 99 etc. The 
three Pastorals together are alone found to outrival our Epistle in 
this respect. Though they cover only three fourths of the length of 
Hebrews and have sections and sentences which are almost doublets, 
yet their toll of hapaxlegomena is calculated at about 170. In the 

light of this fact, it is evident that, if the Pastorals are victoriously 

vindicated for St. Paul, as appears to be happening now, even in the 

critical camp, the hapax argument against Hebrews will have lost its 
force. Its strength should not in any case be estimated according to 
numbers. Merely quantitative methods belong to the counting- 

house rather than to the domain of literary criticism. 

When viewed in all its circumstances, the presence of 150 hapaxle- 
gomena in Hebrews is not by any means an extraordinary phenomenon. 
Twenty of them occur in citations from the Greek Septuagint.2 That 
leaves a remainder of 130, fully 76 of which are words that St. Paul 
might have read in his biblical parchments, seeing that in all prob- 

ability he was conversant with the whole Alexandrian Bible, including 
the Wisdom literature.* Thus we have a further reduction of our 

1 Thirty years ago Thayer issued a solemn caveat in these terms: ‘“‘ The 

monumental misjudgments committed by some who have made questions of 

authorship turn on vocabulary alone, will deter students from misusing the lists 
exhibiting the peculiarities of the several books ” (Preface to Greek-Einglish Lexicon 

of the N. T., Edinburgh, 1908). 

2 The words occurring in biblical citations are: atvects, dvapiOunros, .BonBes, 

doxacia, yvddos, evOitns, Deparwv, Ovéd\Xda, Oupatipiov, Katavadicxw, Kepadis, Kom, 

K@Aov, priv, ddArywpéw, dAcCOpetw, (wapanipaivw), Twapamixpacnds, tpocoyOilw, tpoyid. 

The bracketed word may have aldoubtful claim to be listed here, but, besides 

being suggested by rapamtkpacnés, it figures in no less than 37 passages of the 

Alexandrian translation of the Law, Prophets and Psalms. 

3 The second, list of Septuagintal words, which appear in our Epistle outside 
of citations and are hapaxlegomena in the N. T. must also be giveninfull. They 

are ayvdnpa, aiyeos, aicOntHpiov, attios, avaxawi>w, avrixabiornu:, amavyaopa, a&repos, 

amop\érw, apyds, apavis, apavicpds,apopoidw, Botdvn, yeveadoyéw, Sdpadis, Sexdtn, 

Sexatroéw, déos, déppa, Onpiovpyes, didtaypya, Smnvexns, dtikvéoua, éyyvos, éxBaivw, éyxawiCa, 

édeyyos, éumarypds, é&is, émitdimw, eros, evapectéw, évddBeia, évAaBdoua, OéAnoars, 

8 
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list to 54 non-biblical words. In considering these we may begin 
with eight adjectives in a privative. These are the only hapaate- 

gomena out of a total of 24 such adjectives. We may say at once 

that this type of word is not foreign to Saint Paul. There are 
some 64 of them in his thirteen letters, not a-few of them being of 

very high-sounding formation. Moreover, as a fair rival of Hebrews, 

first Corinthians shows a toll of 20. Of the eight before us, which are 
hapaalegomena in the New Testament, three at least will cause no 
surprise to those who know the vocabulary of St. Paul. Surely dia- 

paParos does not wear a more unusual look than dmapacxevacros 
(2 Cor. 9. 4); dkardAvtos does not sound more literary than dxataka- 
Avrros (1 Cor. 11.5, 13); nor is agueraberos a mightier specimen than 
aperaxivyntos (1 Cor. 15. 58). Two such tremendous words as dve&e- 
pavyyntos (Rom. 11. 33) and dve&:yviaotos (ibid. also-Eph. 3. 8) show 
what St. Paul could do in manipulating this particular element of the 

genus sublime. 
Of the five that remain dkAwys and dAvortreAjs do. not seem to 

call for any comment. The latter has something of a Lucan appear- 

ance, since that Evangelist uses the verb AvoiteAe? in a logion where 
Matthew employs ouvupdepee and Mark xaddv éotw. The unique 
ayeveadoyntos and also the adjectives avrarwp, apyytwp, would seem 
to come naturally to any cultured Greek-speaking Jew in the part- 

icular context of Hebrews 7.3. No great significance can be attached 
to the fact that Philo frequently uses the word apntop.* In current 

Greek both dratwp and auytwp were common, being used in three or 
four different senses.? We must, however, suspend our judgment 
for a while on the question of Philonic influences on the writer of our 

igowouvyn, ixernpia, Kakovyéoual, Kaptepéw, KataoKoTos, Katots, herrovpyikds, peptopés, 

petaGeots, petémerta, pnrdwty, puedds, védos, vd0o0s, vouobetéw, vwOpds, spotdtns, 

Opkwpoocia, wavyyupis, wapaderynarivw, Trapantrre, mapapew, melpa, myyvun, mapa, 

mpoPr€rw, mpddponsos, mpooayopeto, mpooparos, Mpwroroxia, oTapvos, cuvamwoAdupt, 

cuvddw, tTyiwpia, tTpa&yos, Tpiunvos, pavtdlw, poBepds, yapaxtip, yepovBeiv. 

1 De ebrietate, 14 (Wendland, Editio minor, Vol. II, p. 170): With reference 

to. Genesis 20. 12, where Abraham describes Sara as his sister éx mwatpds, add’ ovK 

éx pytpos, Philo remarks: Aéyerar 0é Kat auytwp yevéoOai, thy éx watpds, od mpds 

pntpés, abrd pdvov KAnpwoapévn cuyyéverav, Oifdeos yeveds duétoyos. See the remarks 

of CarPzovius, Sacrae Exercitationes in S. Paulli Ep. ad Hebraeos ex Philone Ale- 

sandrino (in cap. VII, 3) pp. 300-302. ‘* Vocabulum duitwp saepe apud Philo- 
nem legitur, dmatwp non idem.” 

2 Pallas Athene was said to be dujtwp, Hephaestus dwadtwp; also an orphaned, 

disclaimed or illegitimate son was said to be drdrwp, the term dujrwp being used 

similarly. Cfr. ZORELL, Lexicon Graecum N. T. sub vocibus; also BAUER, Griechisch- 

deutsches Weoérterbuch, coll. 76 and 137. 
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Epistle. The question has to be asked for St. Paul as well as for the 
auctor ad Hebraeos. 

Our residue is now 46. The 4 words in this list which partially 
represent our author’s fondness for derivatives in -o1w namely aOéryois, 
aOAyots, didpOwors and wpdcxvots need not be denied to the man who 
used dozens of similar words, including many such peculiar Pau- 

line formations as dvaxaivwois and dméKdvots.1 Besides, he used the 
roots of the first two and most probably had read cwpOdtrys in a 
passage of Wisdom (the same which also supplied the word dmavya- 
oua).2 The word rpdoyvors is said not to occur anywhere else either 
in classical or biblical Greek and the same assertion is made with 
regard to aivatexyvoia, évtpopos, evweptotatos, mioOatoddtys, pwcBa- 
Tooogla, ovykaxovyew, TeAewrys. These are, however, scarcely beyond 
the coining power of St. Paul, who has left us such samples as evirdpe- 

dpos, avtyucGia and ovyKaxoTabéw. 
Looking over the 35 words which remain, surprise will hardly 

survive careful reflexion in more than a very few cases. We feel, 
for instance, that even St. Paul would have startled any ordinary 
amanuensis, if he were to dictate perpiorafeéw and tpaynrAqw, but 
we ought to feel at the same time that we are not in the conditions to 
circumscribe the vocabulary of a man of genius who grew up in a 
metropolis of Stoicism and took an interest even in the things of the 
pugilistic arena. The former word was to a great extent a technical 
term of ethical philosophy and tpayndiqw seems to have had its 

original currency in the language of the ring.? We need not be sur- 
prised either at the word oafPaticuds, possibly coined for this Epistle, 
nor at the two compounds cuverimaptupéw, cuprabéw nor at Kxata- 

yovifoua, Katddndos, katackiagw.* The noun wtzootoAy in 10. 39 is 
suggested by the verb vroote’Antra in the previous citation from 
Habacuc. Such stately adverbs as mwAuyep@s Kai aodvTpdTws can 
easily be imagined acknowledging the same source aS moAvTroikiAos 
in an equally sublime passage of Ephesians. 

1 TI have counted 11 such words under the initial « alone. 

2 Wisdom 7. 156 Océs ...rGv copév diopAwtys. Compare also the use of the 

verb émidtop)6w in Titus l. 5. 

3 See CARPZOVIUS, 0. c., p. 208 and the texts gathered by WETSTENIUS on He- 

brews 4.13: Novum Testamentum Graecum... cwm comment. pleniore ex seriptoribus 

vet. Heb. Graec. Lat. Amstelaedami, 1751-1752 (Vol. II, p. 407). 7 
4 cuypaptupew is a hapaxlegomenon of Romans and in general compounds 

- in ovv are a specialty of St. Paul. He has more than 15 such compounds which 

are not found elsewhere in the N.T. Remarkable compounds in xara are not 

rare either, e. 2., xataxadinropat, KaTaoTpovvuml, KaTaypdonat, KatonTpiCouau. 
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It would be tedious to examine the two dozen words that are left. 

Equally good reasons can be given for not denying them to St. Paul. 

If then we consider the 150 hapaxlegomena individually, none can 
reasonably be marked as not de genere Paulino, and if their number 
impresses us, we must remember that the theme of Hebrews is as new 

in relation to the ten Pauline Epistles that preceded it as the themes 
of the Pastorals are in relation to their predecessors. 

A final remark may be made about hapaxlegomena. As far back 
as forty years ago, a writer in the Expository Times, Mr. W. P. Work- 
man, embodied quite an interesting amount of very relevant facts in a 

short article dealing with the hapaxlegomena ofSt. Paul.1 He showed 
that hapaxlegomena in different works of authors like Carlyle and 

Shakespeare vary considerably in number. There is also a tendency 
to more frequent use of such words in works written in later. life. 

This increase in the number of unusual words in late writings is said 

to be remarkably illustrated by a comparison between Carlyle’s 
Latter-Day Pamphlets and his Heroes and Hero-Worship. The varia- 
tion in quantity within the works of one author is tabulated by 
Mr. Workman for Shakespeare’s plays. The totals for Julius Caesar, 

the Comedy of Errors, Macbeth, King Lear and Hamlet are respectively 
93, 88, 245, 358, 426. A word which appears in one writing so 
often as to seem a favourite expression of the author may disappear 

altogether from the rest of his writings. Thus “‘ moon-calf’’ occurs 
five times in the Tempest and nowhere else; “‘ pulpit’ is found six 
times over in one scene of Julius Caesar and in no other play; we 

find the same thing in St. Paul. The apparently characteristic uy 

yévorro of Romans has left no other trace of itself as a characteristic 
Pauline expression except in two passages of Galatians and one of 

first Corinthians. In the case of persons possessing a large vocabulary 
the use of choice words will evidently be determined by such varying 
circumstances of the author’s psychology, theme and purpose as 

defy uniformity of usage. 
The influence of change of theme and its reactions can be illustrat- 

ed within one book by the fact that hapaxlegomena mostly occur in 
clusters. Thus more than half the quota of Colossians is found in 
the second chapter where the Apostle faces the peculiar practical pro- 

blem of the Colossian community. Over sixty of the 75 in 1 Timothy 
are clustered in forty-five verses. There is indeed a more even dis- 

1 Hapository Times, 7 (June 1896) 418, 419: Hapax Legomena of St. Paul. 

2 Cir. AvEeRNE, Art. Timothy and Titus CE. 14, coll. 727-733. I have kept the 

author’s numbers, though they are slightly at variance with other statistics given 

for the Pastorals. Heigl and others count over 90 hapaxlegomena in first Tim- 
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tribution of hapaxlegomena in Hebrews, but only chapters 7,11 and 12 

have more than a dozen, the two former giving a combined count of 
about 50. The remaining hundred are distributed in smaller clust- 
ers ranging from three to twelve. 

What has been said may be deemed sufficient to discredit the 

argument from vocabulary, at least, on its quantitative side. With 

regard to the particularly fine quality of the words and the sense of 
nicety which they betray, the best answer seems to be not merely a 

list of the wonderful compounds in which St. Paul abounds but the 

concrete example of the little letter to Philemon, which no one worth 
naming has ever denied to St. Paul. Its compass is 337 words and 
its vocabulary does not range above 130 words. Yet this small 
compass and this narrow lexical range reveal not only a general 

spirit of finesse but also a finesse of verbal selection which is very 
remarkable. Two of the five hapaxlegomena found in the Epistle 

namely dypyoros and dvivnu as well as the rather rare word evypyortos 
are suggested by the name of Onesimus. The charity demanded 
of Philemon for his runaway slave is beautifully rounded off in terms 
of a business transaction whereby Philemon is to receive Onesimus 

back willingly (xara éxovctov), putting the slave’s debts to St. Paul’s 
account (éuoi éAAOya... éyw awotiow). The Apostle’s written enga- 

gement to pay may well be cancelled, since Philemon owes Paul not 

only this favour but himself in addition (xai ceavtév por wpocodet- 
Aes). ‘‘ Yes, brother, in sending you the slave Profitable—formerly 
aypnotos noW evypyotos—-I would enjoy you in this profitable way in 
the Lord (éy# cov dévaiunv év Kupw).” This delightful finesse is 
certainly equal to any delicacy of word-selection observable in the 

Epistle to the Hebrews, whether it be the use of puetpiowabety or of 
any other term whatever. Norisit an isolated example from St. Paul. 

For instance, that verse of Philippians (4. 8) which has even been 
named the ‘‘ Magna Charta of Artists ’’ shows a similar sense of fine 

perception in the choice of words. It not only sketches a whole pro- 

gramme of loveliness—‘ whatever is true, whatever is dignified, 
whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is of 
fair fame; if there be any virtue and if there be any praise, think 

thereon ’’—but presents a.choice cluster of finely beautiful words. 
The adjectives ceuvds and adyvds are, to some extent, rare; wooo@iAns 
and ev@yuos are hapaxlegomena in the New Testament; dpety is a 

othy but the slight underestimate given above does not seriously affect the pro- 

portion. Father Aherne probably had in view the words strictly peculiar to first 

Timothy, which, as far as I can determine, are slightly under 75. See the tables 

of hapaxlegomena in Appendix I of this essay. 
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Hellenic term which St. Paul uses nowhere else.1 If we may so speak, 
the Apostle of the Gentiles was quite open to the humanism that 

loves an exquisite choice of words. 

Whether the Apostle’s amanuensis had any noteworthy part 
in the lexical perfection of Hebrews cannot be decided by any avail- 

able arguments. It is, of course, possible and highly probable that 
many writings of the New Testament owe some of their linguistic 
elements to the suggestions of amanuenses. For instance St. Peter’s 
first letter deserves to rank amongst the five most elegant writings 
of the New Testament and we may well conjecture that this quality 
of fine form is partially due to the skill of Silvanus, whom the Prince 
of the Apostles names as his amanuensis (5. 12). The somewhat 

high-sounding vocabulary and rhythmical, though not always fluid, 
Atticism of the second of Peter may be due to an amanuensis who 
had much book-learning.? The form of the Epistle of James, which 

can even claim to be called *’ the best Greek in the New Testament,” 3 

presents the same sort of riddle. As we are now dealing with vocab- 

ulary only, all that can be said in regard to Hebrews is that its words 
seem to manifest something of that Lucan colour observed by Cle- 
ment of Alexandria. 4 

There is, however, a still greater number of words in Hebrews 
which are otherwise of exclusively Pauline usage in the New 

Testament. The subjoined list shows 56 such words distributed 
through the four groups of Epistles. They furnish a positive proof of 
the Pauline quality of the special vocabulary of Hebrews to which they 

belong—a proof which is all the stronger, because the words are 
comparatively rare but characteristically Pauline. 

1 Pour désigner la vertu (v. 8), saint Paul emploie ici — et c’est le seul exemple 

dans ses lettres — le mot dpe77, commun & la philosophie paienne, comme s’il était 

anxieux, note Lightfoot, de ne négliger aucune source d’expérience, aucun terrain 

de rencontre. J. Husy, Les Hpitres de la captivité, p. 357.—A few lines higher up 

the same author cites Gilson’s denomination of the Apostle’s formula as ‘‘ charte 

éternelle de Vhumanisme chrétien ” (Esprit de la Philosophie médiévale, Paris 1932, 

t. I, p. 29). 
2 Cfr. Mourton-Howarp, Vol. II, Introduction, §§ 5 and 16. 

3 Satmon, Introd. p. 139 cited with approval by Moulton (ibid., p. 27). 

* Besides 8 words proper to Luke and Hebrews, owing to citation of the Sep- 

tuagint, there are thirty rather remarkable coincidences of vocabulary: cy«upa, 

avadéyonat, advabewpéw, avetepov, awaddkdoow, axoypadw, apynyos, doddevtos, aoTpov, 

BoyOea, dtatiBepat, etoewt, émtoré\d\w, épvOpds, éowtepos, evOeTos, fyos, iepareia, 

iAdoxopat, Katrot, Kepaddaiov, AUTpwors, péTOYOS, Tahadw, WAVTEANS, CUVvavTaw, ayedov, 

Tedetwots, veros, Urapéts. All of. these except verds occur only in Hebrews and 

St. Luke’s writings. The word xepddaiov should possibly be excluded because of 

considerable difference of meaning. 
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ayioTns 2 Corinthians KOoMtKos Titus 

ayov Thess.—Phil.—Col.—Past. Aecroupyos Rom.—Phil. 

addxios Rom.—Cor.—Past. peppopar Romans 
apéopat Thess.—Phil. peott™s Gal.—Past. 

akaKos Romans pyre Romans 

avundtaktos 1 Timothy—Titus pyntys Thess.—Cor.—Eph. 

avopendiys Titus vexpow Rom.—Col. 

adopatos Rom.—Col,—Past. OiKTIpLOS Rom.—Cor.—Phil.—Col. - 

ameiBera Rom.—Eph.—Col. opéyopat 1 Timothy 

arovauvots 1 Timothy FALOEUTHS Romans 

apiidpyvpos 1 Timothy mapapactis Rom.—Gal.—Past. 

apopaw Philippians Tapakoy | Rom.—Cor. 

BeBaiwois Philippians (wep:Béd\auov) 1 Corinthians 

BéBndXos 1 and 2 Timothy wepicoorepws Thess.—Cor.—Gal.—Phil. 

Oiadkpiois Rom.—Cor. andtkos Galatians 

Otdopos Romans TAGE 2 Corinthians 

dovreia Rom.—Gal. TAnpopmopia Thess.—Col. 

duvapow Eph.—Col. Twopua 1 Corinthians 

éxBaots 1 Corinthians mpodnXdos 1 Timothy 

éxtpéropar 1 and 2 Timothy oapKwwos Rom.—Cor. 

évdetxvupae Rom.—Cor.—Eph.—Past. (orepavdw) 2 Timothy 

€vOLKos - Romans auykepavvyunt 1 Corinthians 

éviornpt Thess.—_Rom.—Cor.—Gal. TEAELOTHS Colossians 

evdpeoros Rom.—Cor.—Eph.—Phil.— | roryapotiv © 2 Corinthians 

. Col.—Past uTevavtios 2 Timothy 

Oappéw 2 Corinthians urdotacis Romans 

Oryyavw Colossians pirogevia Rom.-Cor. 

iAaorypiov = Romans ppacaw Romans 

KavY Na Rom.—Cor.-Gal.—Phil. 

Certainly no other personal vocabulary that is known to us, 
not only in early Christian literature but in the whole range of 

Hellenistic literature, coincides so much with the vocabulary of 
St. Paul as the nine hundred and ninety words which make up the 
lexicon of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

Grammar and Phraseology 

The main grammatical points in Hebrews, whicb are alleged 
to be suggestive of another writer than Paul, are the very different 
use of particles, the sparing employment of the definite article, fond- 
ness for zrapa aS a preposition of elative comparison, the remarkable 

absence of the preposition ovv, the repeated occurrence of the perfect 
in an aorist sense.! These simple grammatical facts we shall treat 

1 See BLAsSsS-DEBRUNNER, Neutestamentliche Grammatik ®, §§ 107, 185, 221 and 

Morrat, l.c. Other points, which can scarcely be called peculiarities of Hebrews, 

may be followed through Buass, 101, 169, 238, 351, 388, 402. 
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separately from such particular combinations of words as are involved 

in the construction of phrases. 
The subject of particles in Hebrews finds place here partly for 

convenience sake, for these small elements of Greek diction belong 
to style as much as to grammar. ‘There is no denying that our Epistle 
differs from the Epistolary as a whole in the manner that these subtle 
parts of speech are chosen and distributed.1 A whole series of par- 
ticles, namely, «i tis, cite, ef ws, awote, ei 0€ Kal, elwep, éKTOS et pH, 

el ye, wy TOs, pyKeti, wevouvye, Which appear with more or less fre- 
quency (the first two over fifty times) in the Paulines, are totally 

absent from Hebrews. Another series édv, ei uy ei kat, ei ov, 6Tav, 
OTe, WOTE, poets, pndé, Apa, wWavtote, Which St. Paul uses lavishly, 
occur only once or twice in our Epistle. On the other hand, the 
particles xa@’ écov, éaviep, Kkairo. and especially 6@ev are found in 
Hebrews but not even once anywhere in St. Paul.? Specially not- 

iceable is the use of te. ‘‘ Apart from eleven occurrences of te kat 
and one doubtful case of re... te .,. cai (6. 2), te links a) substantives 
without any preceding xai or dé; 6) principal clauses as in 12. 2; 

and c) participial clauses as in 1. 3, 6.4.’°? In general Hebrews is 
said to conform to a more classical standard than the Paulines in the 
use of particles. 

The facts just mentioned are certainly true, but need to be set 
in their proper light. Of the eleven particles and combinations of 
particles cited by Jacquier as frequent in St. Paul and absent from 

Hebrews, several are just as much absent from other Epistles which 
are certainly Pauline. The combination ef tis, for instance, is very 
frequent in first Corinthians and occurs with varying frequency in 
ten other Paulines, but is totally absent from first Thessalonians and 
Colossians. Not one of the Epistles of the captivity nor of the Past- 

orals contains eizrep, which, although exclusively Pauline, is confined 
to first Thessalonians, Romans and the two Corinthians. Again the 
Corinthian Epistles would almost give one the impression that St. Paul 

could hardly dispense with the use of the disjunctive particle cite; 
yet the two Thessalonian letters and Ephesians have each only one 

pair of this disjunctive and it does not occur at all either in Galatians 
or the Pastorals. Even adre and pnxétt, which according to Jac- 
quier’s list attain the second degree of frequency in the Paulines, are 

i “Tes particules, cette caractéristique d’un style, sont employées différem- 

ment par saint Paul et par l’épitre aux Hebreux.”’ JacQuieR, Histoire des livres 

du N. T. Tome Ir, p. 462. 

2 Ibidem. 

3 Morrat, o. c. Introduction, LX. 
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almost entirely missing from second Corinthians (uyxér: once only, 

qote not at all).1 To a noticeable degree both of these particles 
belong to Romans and Ephesians (7rote also to Galatians). Similarly 
qadvrote and dpa which occur only once and twice respectively in 
Hebrews are equally rare in some of the Paulines, the former figuring 
only once each in Romans and Ephesians, the latter (so typical of 
Romans) finding place only in one solitary instance in the Captivity 
Letters and not even once in the Pastorals. Even the great toll of 88 
occurrences in the Paulines, calculated for the conjunction éav, is 
not due to any necessitating force of St. Paul’s mentality. Itis strewn 

profusely over twelve chapters of first Corinthians; is much rarer in 
Romans, second Corinthians and Galatians; occurs only once in Ephe- — 
sians and nowhere appears in Thessalonians, Philippians, Philemon 
and Titus... If égv appears only twice in Hebrews (outside of citations), 
it is because the dozen hypothetical sentences, which the author had 

to express, nearly all required a protasis introduced by the conjunction 

ei.* It is foolish to argue from mere numerical lists, without consid- 
ering the quality of the things represented by the numbers. Though 

these pages are themselves full of numbers, they are intended as a protest 

against one-sided arguments ex numeris. The list of absentee or rare 
particles mentioned above has purely negative force and proves nothing. 

Conversely, the absence of dev, éavrep, kal’ Scov, kairo. from 
the thirteen Epistles of St. Paul does not prove that these conjunctions 

never found place in his speech. The most impressive of them is the 

consecutive dfev which, in this logical sense as distinct from its local 
sense, never occurs in the Pauline Epistles and is found only twice 
in the rest of the New Testament as against six times in Hebrews. 
However, one of the two examples mentioned stands in St. Luke’s 
report of the Apostle’s defence before Agrippa (Acts 26.19). It is 

a matter of common experience that a certain word will becoine a 

favourite with a speaker or writer for a period. We have known 
persons who had hence-periods or therefore-periods. Latin orators 
may possibly have had their tgitur-days and their ergo-days; like- 

wise St. Paul may have had moments in which he laid aside di or 
some other such particle in favour of 6@ev. * 

1 BLass-DEBRUNNER, 0. ¢. § 107: ‘“‘Manche Partikeln kommen im N. 'T. nur 
einmal vor; es sind meist Klassizismen des Lk. und des Hb: 

2 See Westcott, Additional note on IV, 8. On some hypothetical sentences, 
0. c., pp. 113-116. 

3 ‘We do not mean to assert that these particles are absolutely synonymous. 

It is worth while trying to find a substitute for 60ev in the passages of Hebrews 

in which it occurs. Aid or dia todro seems to be the nearest Pauline equivalent. 
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The use of te and te... cat to which Dr. Moffat draws attention 

is rather favourable than adverse to the Pauline claim. The particle 
is not by any means frequent in the New Testament outside of Hebrews 

and the Lucan and Pauline writings. It does not appear at all in 

the Johannine or Petrine Epistles nor in St. Mark’s Gospel. The 

evangelists Matthew and John have only each three examples while 

James, Jude and the Apocalypse together boast of three only, that is 

oneeach. The Acts are sprinkled all over with it, about 150 examples 

being found from the first chapter to the twenty-eighth. St. Luke’s 

Gospel counts some nine examples. There are twenty-three examples 

in the Paulines, sixteen of which occur in Romans. Hebrews with 
its quota of twenty is only slightly above its great compeer. Both 

in Paul and in Hebrews re solitarium has the force which classicists 

attribute to it in the dictum: “ cai coniungit, te adiungit.”?1 When 
Moffat says that ‘‘it links substantives without any preceding kat 

or oé¢,” the word which we have italicized must be a misprint for 
succeeding, but in any case there is a perfect example of the same 
usage in 1 Corinthians 4. 21: év dyamn wvévpati te mpavtytos. Like- 
wise the linking of sentences by this particle finds a parallel in Romans 

2.19. There seems, indeed, to be no case of participial clauses being 
joined in this way by St. Paul, but we have only one example in 
Hebrews (1.3), the second cited by Moffat (6.2) not being to the 
point because of the substantival character of the participial phrases. 

This exaggeration of what reduces itself to one tiny point is a fair 
example of the flimsy arguments which philologists sometimes put 

up against the apostolic writings. 

Much more striking on the positive and traditional side are the facts 

that te is coupled with yap at the beginning of a sentence (te yap) 
only in Hebrews, Romans and second Corinthians; that such an unusual 
triple particle as toryapotv presents itself only in Hebrews and first 
Thessalonians; that the exclusively Pauline vuvi dé (occurring eigh- 
teen times in six epistles) turns up twice ; in Hebrews as a typically 

Pauline opening for a conclusion. 2 
The alleged parsimony of our author in regard*to the definite art- 

icle may be dismissed in a few words. The most striking examples 

concern the noun wos which is without the article in 1.2 (é\adAnoev 
nuiv.év WG), in 1. 5 (citation from LXX), in 3.6 (Xpiords O€ ws W0s) 

1 See Romans 16. 26 and Hebrews 1. 3; also W estcott’s note on the latter place. 

* It is noteworthy that even in the two places of Acts, where we read the word 

vuvi outside of the Epistles, it comes from the mouth of St. Paul (Acts 22. 1; 24. 13). 

To toryapotv we may add réwwvy (Heb. 13. 13) which is paraileled only in 1 Co- 

rinthians 9.26 and Luke 20. 25. 
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in 5. 8 (xatrep wv wids), in 7. 28 (wWdov eis Tov aimva TeTEAELWpEVOY). 

But, in these cases, as Westcott points out, “‘ the absence of the 
article fixes attention upon the nature and not upon the person- 
ality of the Mediator of the new revelation.” The adequate English 
translation of the anartbhrous substantive would be ‘‘ One who is 
Son.” The same mode of fixing attention on the character of the 
object may be observed in the anarthrous tds Ocdv of Romans 1. 4 

and in the anarthrous av@pwros of 1 Timothy 2.5. The word oravpods 
without the article in Hebrews 12. 2 has an exact parallel in Phi- 

lippians 2.8. Similar examples may be examined in 6. 12, 13; 11. 24 
of Hebrews and quite a harvest of them in 12. 23, 24. These might 
easily give a superficial observer the impression that the author of 

Hebrews uses the article more sparingly than St. Paul. The reading 
of 1 Corinthians 12. 1-10 should prove a good antidote for such an 
impression. 1 

The author’s apparent fondness for rapa comparationts, of which 

there are eight instances, ? is easily explainable. The idea of superi- 
ority is fundamental to Hebrews; hence the adoption of a form of 

expression which should be particularly strong. That form was 

suggested by two of the Psalms cited in the first and second chapters, 

the phrases zrapa tovs perdyous and tap’ ayyéAous from Psalms 44. 8 
and 8.6 being probably present to the mind of the writer from the 

beginning. 
The absence of the preposition oJv is somewhat remarkable, if we 

compare Hebrews with only eight of the Paulines (although there are 
as few as four instances in Romans and only two in Ephesians), but 

this preposition is also an exile from second Thessalonians, Philemon 
and the Pastorals. There are really only two passages in Hebrews 

where ovv might possibly replace peta (4.9 and 13. 23). 
Finally it is more than doubtful that the perfect has practically 

lost its proper force and is used aoristically by our author. Westcott 

defends the underlying notion of permanency of consequence in every 

case, > a position which Moffat dubs as pedantry.* However, the 
renowned philologist Blass cites no example of an aoristic perfect 
from Hebrews, while he admits its presence in second Corinthians. 5 

i There is a memorable example of anarthrous KéoH0s in Galatians 6. 14: 

du’ ov éuol KdopnOs éoTavpwta Kayo Kdone. 

2 Hebrews, 1.4, 9; 2.8, 9; 3.3; 9.23; 11.4; 12. 24. 
' 3% The passages where the perfect tense occurs are 1. 4, 13; 2. 14; 3. 3; 4. 2, 4, 

15; 7.38, 6, 18, 14; 8.5, 6; 9.18, 26; 10.14; 11. 5, 17, 28; 12.2, 3. 
4 O. c. Introduction, LIX. 

5 Grammatik, § 343. 
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The great British authority, J. H. Moulton’ examines very thor- 
oughly the question of aoristic perfects in the N. T. and looks even 
upon the mzpocevjvoyev of Hebrews 11.17 as a true perfect denoting 
the fact of Abraham/’s offering “‘as written in Scripture”’ (Cir. Gal. 
3.18; 4. 23).1 Dato sed non concesso that there are a few aoristic 
perfects in Hebrews, it will be all the more inevitable that we admit 
the same usage in 2 Corinthians 12. 17, 11. 25 and other places besides. 
Thus not one of the 21 perfects in Hebrews can be adduced as an 
argument against its Paulinity. Even if they all had the force of 

aorists, they would still not be unpauline. 
We may now pass to the grammatical facts connected with the 

construction of phrases. 
Only two features of our author’s predilections in the art of phrase- 

building need receive consideration. There are some very remarkable 

hyperbatic phrases, the incapsulated series of words being two or 

three or six. The following examples are cited by Moffat: 

1.4 Gtapopatepov (mrap’ abtovs KexAnpovounkev) Svopa 
4.8 ovKx av awepi adAns (eAdAet peta TaiTa) nyépas 

10.11 tas a’tas (zoAAakis tpoapépwv) Buaias 
10.12 piav (wép ayaptiv mpocevéyKas) Pvatav 
10. 27 avpds (Gyros éoOiew) pédAOvTOS TOUS UrevavTious 
12.3 tyv troravtyv (bTopepevyKdta tb TOV auapTwAGv eis avTOV) avTI-~ 

Aoytav. 
These are the major examples of hyperbaton in Hebrews but there 

are many minor examples.? The tendency is scarcely observable 

at all in St. Paul so that one should feel justified in saying that 
hyperbaton was not part of his literary habits.? It seems therefore, 

that the hyperbata of Hebrews may reasonably be taken as an indi- 

cation that the whole literary polish of the letter is not St. Paul’s. We 
should say that the amanuensis who wrote Hebrews was a lover of this 
emphatic turp of phrase, the effect of which consists in stimulating 
the mind by holding it in suspense for a moment, until the emphatic 
word comes at the end of the incapsulated piece.‘ It cannot, perhaps, 

1 Grammar of N. T. Vol. I, p. 142. 

? Cfr. Heb. 2. 3 tydtucavtns (dpeAnoavtes) owrypids; 2. 9 tov O€ Boayd tT Tap’ 
ayyeAous éAattwpévov (BAémopev) ‘Incodv. 

8 I can recall only a few examples from the Epistolary, namely, the phrase 

mapadaBdvres Adyov dxo#s (wap’ yuGv) roo Oeod in first Thessalonians 2. 18, and 

two in Galatians (2.6 and 6.11). 

* BLASsS-DEBRUNNER § 477. ‘‘ Die Annahme eines Hyperbaton... ist ein 

sehr altes exegetisches Hilfsmittel; wird es doch schon von Sokrates bei Plato 

(Protagoras 343 ) gebracht, um den Dichter Simonides zu nétigen, das auszu- 

sagen, was Sokrates ftir richtig halt.” 
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be asserted that the phenomenon points very clearly to St. Luke, 

for hyperbaton finds very little room in the narrative of an historian. 
The tendency is, however, observable in the one greatly elaborated 

period left us by the evangelist, the last words of the Lucan Prolo- 

gue: iva érvyv@s wept ov KatnynOns Adyov THY aopmdreacav being a good 
example of hyperbatic phraseology. 

The second phraseological feature of Hebrews, which must be 
mentioned, is the use of the genitive absolute. Twelve examples 
are registered by Moffat, 1 these, with the addition of 11. 40, making 
a complete list. Two of these thirteen examples are especially note- 

worthy because they occur within subordinate final clauses and entail 

the insertion of seven and ten words, respectively, between the subor- 

dinating conjunction and the verb-group. Thus we read in 4. 1: 

— DoByOGyev obv pé rote (Kkataderromévyns éwayyeMas eiceNOetv eis THY 
Katdravow abtou) doxy tis €€ wyév votepykévar; and in 9.15: dtaOycns 

Kays peoitns éotlv, é6tws (Pavdrov yevopévov eis atroAUTpwoWw TeV ET 
TH TeeTn CtaOnkn wapaPacewv) thy éwayyedtav AaBwow oi KexAnpévor... 
In every case the classical rule is observed, namely, that the noun 
or pronoun of the genitival phrase, be not the subject of the sentences 
or fill any other function in it. 

Here also there is a suggestion of some other hand besides St. Paul’s 
but to what extent one cannot say. Certainly the genitive absolute 
does not occur often in St. Paul’s letters nor does he observe in every 
case the classical rule. There are some five examples in Romans, 

three in first Corinthians and five in second Corinthians, Hebrews 
having the same count as all three together, although it is less than 
one third of their combined length. The argument from quantity 
must, however, keep within its limits, for, if a writer is accustomed 
to use the genitive absolute at all, there is no possibility of measur- 
ing how many times he may use it in a given length of text. The 
two cases of a boxed genitive absolute are not any more probative. 
There is a very striking parallel in 1 Corinthians 5. 4: yoy Kxéxpua os 

Tapov Tov ovTws TOUTO KaTepyaoduevov (év TH dvopatt TOO Kupiov nyev 
Incot cuvayOévrov bpev Kai Tot éuot mvevpatos civ TH Ovvdue to’ Kupiov 
nu@v lycov) wapadotva tév tTowitTov té catava. Moreover, although 

St. Paul does not always conform to the classical rule of the genitive 
absolute, he seldom departs from it. 

1 QO. c. Introduction, LXI. The complete list is: 2. 4, 4.1, 4.3, 7.12, 8. 4, 9. 6, 

9.8 (double), 9.15, 9.19, 10.26, 11.4, 11. 40. 
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Periods 

In treating the question of periodism in Hebrews it is necessary 
to have a clear notiom of the difference between the so-called \é&is 

eipouevn and the typically Greek AéEis cateotpaupévn. The distine- 
tion between the two is drawn very succinctly by Aristotle.+ The 
first form of composition, being based on_co-ordination of parts (r@ 

cuvoéopm pia), does not produce rounded and self-contained. pieces. 

It flows on, until all that is to be said about the matter in hand is 
finished. It may be esthetically pleasant but does not allow that 

enjoyment which consists in the vision of something concluded by 
its own very structure (ovdév Eyer TéAos ka’ adtyv). The r€Ets xa- 

teotpaumevy on the other hand has an _ aesthetically recognisable 
beginning and end, for it moves in artificial periods or circuits, the 
beginning, middlé and end of each period being laced and not simply 

bound into a unity. The pleasure which it offers (especially to the 

Greek mind) consists in the facility which it affords of grasping or 
memorising a rounded and symmetrical whole. Periodism is of the 
very essence of this form (Kateotpaypévy dé 4 év awepiddos). It is 
not, of course, the primitive and natural manner of speech but an 

artificial development. The earliest Greek writers used Aé&s eipo- 
pévy and, as a matter of course, so did the writers of the N. T., 
whose speech was so close to the everyday vernacular of ‘‘ the butcher, 

the baker, the candle-stick maker.” It is not a matter of surprise 
that in writings, whose authors used the colloquial Kowy, periods 
are rare, being found only exceptionally even in the most artistic 
books. This is true of the whole N. T., and it is untrue to assert, 
as Dr. Moffat does, that the Epistle to the Hebrews is \é&is xateo- 
tpaupevn and not eipouévy. The terms are taken from Aristotle and 
ought to be understood in the Aristotelian sense, cipouévy not being 
interpreted merely ‘‘in the sense of rapid dialogue.’’* The great 
bulk of our Epistle runs in the flowing sentences and sometimes even 
in the short ones of the colloquial style, thought adding itself to 
thought either in a simple paratactic way or more often by the use of 

relative and participial clauses. The number of developed periods, 

in which subordinate and not merely co-ordinate clauses are bound 
to a principal clause to produce an artistic unity, is not very great. 

Many sections are loosely called periods to which the name does not 

strictly belong. Measure and balance and even a certain rotundity 

secured by skilful co-ordination do not constitute a period in the 

1 Ars Khetorica, IIT, 8, 9. ed. Adolphus Roemer (Teubner) pp. 191 sqq. 

2 0. «. Introduction, LIX. 
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category of AéEis xateotpaypévn. Thus, the Prologue of Hebrews 
is, in strict parlance, no more a period than the mighty exordium of 
Ephesians, which fills every reader with a sense of exegetical dismay. 

It is only in a wide sense that we can speak of zroAvyepis Kai troA- 
uTpoTws K. T. A. asa period.1 The name belongs, however, in justice 

to the opening section of chapter 2 and even more so to the fourteenth 

and fifteenth verses of the same chapter. The long sentence on the 

‘‘ living and effective word of God” (4.12,13) is not built like a Greek 
period, but the description of a Highpriest, which figures at the 
beginning of chapter 5, fulfils the conditions required by the Hellenic 
model. The exquisitely balanced piece 5. 7-10 may like the Prologue 
be called a period in a wide sense, but it is really only a group of 

participial clauses grouped round a central nucleus and is not of 
periodic structure. The same must be said of 6. 4-6. In 6.16-20 we 

have an example of sentence-composition which approaches the 

build of a period, but that distinction must be denied to the fine 
sentence 7. 1-3, also to 8. 4-6 and to 9. 2-5 as well as to the long sen- 
tence 9. 6-10, in spite of the fact that this last possesses three gen- 

itive absolutes and two relative clauses. The structure of 9. 24-26 

entitle this piece to a place in the category of AéEis catreotpappévn, 
although the sentence is not entirely periodistic. Neither 10. 11-13 
nor 10. 19-25 nor 11. 24-26 nor the opening sentence of chapter 12 

are periods. Not even the claim of the long piece 12. 18-24 can be 

recognised. Thus we have exhausted the long list made by Dr. Moffat, 
and the truth seems to be that there are many finely balanced senten- 

ces in Hebrews, but few periods, if we accept the Aristotelian defini- 
tion: Aéyw dé aeplodov AdEw Eyovcav apynv Kai tedevtTyv avTyv Kal? 
avtnv Kai péyeBos evovvortov. Aristotle’s meaning will be best seen, 
if one analyses a Latin period like the following from Cicero’s speech 

‘in defence of Milo: “‘ Reliquum est, iudices, ut nihil iam quaerere 
aliud debeatis nisi uter utri insidias fecerit, quod quo facilius argu- 
mentis perspicere possitis, rem gestam vobis dum breviter expono, 

quaeso diligenter attendite.”’ 

There is no evidence, therefore, that the sentence-building habits 
of our author were different from those of St. Paul. If the Epistle 

abounds in certain ample pieces, the same is true of the Paulines, as 
may be seen by examining such passages as 1 Thessalonians 1. 1-7, 
2 Thessalonians 2. 3-12, 1 Corinthians 1. 4-8, 2 Corinthians 1. 3-7, 
Romans 2. 17-23 as well as the first three chapters of Ephesians and 
the exordium of Philippians. The elevation of diction attained by 

1 The looser nomenclature has been used earlier in this essay (p.24).Cfr. A.M. 

Virr1, Le bellezze stilistiche della lettera agli Ebrei, Bb. 17 (1936), p. 154. 
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many passages of Hebrews is also paralleled in the Paulines. As the 
list of these parallels would be a long one, it is sufficient to cite 
Ephesians 4. 11-16 and Titus 3.4-7. The very occasional tendency 
to periodic structure, which we have noted in our Epistle does not 

put the writing in a different class from the letters of St. Paul. The 

same phenomenon occurs here and there throughout the Epistolary. 

Certainly, Philippians 1. 9-12 has as much periodic structure as any 
of the passages cited from Hebrews. In general (without considering 

degrees of regularity and elegance) the sentence-architecture of Paul 
and the author of Hebrews are identical—very seldom periodic but 
often attaining a fulness akin to periodism by means of participial, 

infinitival or relative clauses. 1 
But—it may be objected—the smooth AéEis eipoyévy of Hebrews 

is poles apart from the anacolutha, aposiopesis and parenthetic inter- 
ruptions so common in St. Paul. Nota single sentence of Hebrews 
is smashed in the middle; only one doubtful departure from the 
apparent plan of a sentence, as indicated by its beginning, can be 

cited (10. 16, 17); parentheses never make the author forget how he 
began. ? These things are partly true but they belong to the affective 

movement of the writer’s speech and shall be examined under that 

head. The irregularities mentioned are disturbances within the 
AgEts eipouévn Which vary considerably in different writings of the 

same author and may be entirely absent from works composed in a 

period of calm, or in a time of better health, or in circumstances which 
bring a more peaceful kind of music into the soul, as, for instance, 
when St. Paul dictates a letter ‘‘ full of goodness and joy ”’ to his. 

favourite church at Philippi. Here, also, very much will depend on 
the precise relation between the author and his amanuensis. A letter 
dictated and taken down in shorthand in a merely mechanical 

fashion is almost certain to show certain irregularities. But, if the 
amanuensis is an able literary artist, he can easily rectify such things 

as the disturbing influence of a parenthesis. If the sentences of 
our Epistle are to some extent “ characteristic of a practised scholar,” 
the fact can easily be explained by supposing such a secretary as 

1 See HEIGL, 0. c., p. 78. “‘ Der Satzbau ist in unserm Brief im allgemeinen 

derselbe wie bei Paulus.’”? 'This very thorough scholar has collected over 40 paral- 
lels in Appendix X of his valuable work.. 

2 "Two examples of anacolouthon may be seen in chapter 2 of Galatians (4. 6) 
and many others in Romans, second Corinthians and Ephesians; an instance of 

aposiopesis occurs in 2 Corinthians 7. 8 and, in spite of the denial of strict aposio- 

pesis in the N. T. by Blass (§ 482), we think that there is a perfect example in 1 Cor. 
9. 15; perhaps the best example of a parenthesis completely dislocating the original 

structure and producing anacoluthon is that of Galatians 2.6. Cfr. Rom. 2. 14-16. 
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would suggest to St. Paul that what he had dictated would run better, 
if it were phrased in a somewhat different way. What must be 

asserted in this place is the demonstrable fact that the phraseology 

of Hebrews is not a rhetorical type different from the phraseology 
of St. Paul. . 

Rhetorical elegances 

Under this heading we may include such things as the author’s 
love of antithesis and the chiasmus, his use of oratorical imperatives 
and dramatic questions, his fondness for paronomasia and assonance, 
the use of the anaphora and antistrophe. The frequency of these 

devices in Hebrews would seem to be the result of studied effort and 

striving after rhetorical effect, the evidences of a rhetorician not of 
Paul. But let us examine the facts once more. 

The love of antithesis should be almost inborn in any Hebrew 
and it could easily become second nature to a religious Hebrew nour- 
ished on the parallelism of the Psalter and other books of Israel’s 

sacred literature. Besides, antithesis would be a greater necessity 
than ever for a Hebrew who had to write to Hebrews on a theme, 
which was chiefly concerned with the comparison of the Old and the 
New. Hence it is not surprising that our Epistle has many anti- 

thetical passages. The Prologue is a magnificent antithesis: 

Multifariam multisque modis novissime 1 
(Deus) olim diebus istis 

loquens ; locutus est 

patribus nobis 

in prophetis in filio. 

and the Epistle continues with three great antitheses, namely, Christ 
and the angels, Christ and Moses, the Messianic priesthood and the 
Aaronic. That pév... dé should be frequent was only to be expected. 
There is a fair list of examples (such as Hebrews 1.7, 8; 3.5; 7. 5; 

7. 8; 7.18, 19; 7. 20, 21; 7. 23; 9. 6; 9. 23; 10. 11 and in the final parae- 
netic part 10. 33; 11.15; 12.10; 12.11), but we must not forget that 
the use of antithesis and its indication by these two particles is also 
fairly frequent in St. Paul especially in first Corinthians, where there 

1 We have chosen the stately Vulgate translation which, with Augustine (see 

ScHAEFER, Uniersuchungen zur Geschichte der lateinischen Uebersetzung des Hb. F rei- 

burg im B. 1929, p. 161) makes ex’ éoyarov (postremo) correspond to zoAupepas 

kaijrodutpérws. Although the phrase én’ doydrov tév ypepdv is frequent in the 

LXX in the sense: ‘‘in novissimis diebus,”’ the addition of tovrwv seems to make 

a difference and justify one in separating ém’ éoydrov in this place. 

9 
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was more occasion than elsewhere of setting thoughts over against 
one another. In fact the count for first Corinthians is slightly in 
excess of that given above for our Epistle. Here is another instance 

which shows us that the case against St. Paul in regard to this part- 
icular writing is often based on very defective comparison. 

The chiasmus is equally native to the Hebrew mind. In order 
to vary the parallelism of their poetry the Psalmists and Prophets 

and gnomic writers of Israel constantly employed it. A small 

selection of examples will suffice here. In Psalm 147.16 we read: 
“Qui dat nivem sicut lanam, nebulam sicut cinerem spargit”’ and the 

same tiny poem has four other examples. Similarly in Isaias 11. 4 itis 

said of the Messias: ‘‘ Pereutiet terram virga oris sui et spiritiu labiorum 
suorum inierficiet impium.’”? In Ecclesiasticus we are hold that God 
placed Moses ‘‘ to teach Jacob his testament and his judgments to Israel”’ 
(45. 5).1 The chiastic arrangement of words has also passed into the 
New Testament and is frequent in the Gospels, the Acts, the Pauline 
and Catholic Epistles (see U. Holzmeister, De forma chiastica in N. T. 
adhibita, Verbum Domini, 14 [1934] 337-341). Our Epistle has many 

graceful examples as, for instance 2.16: iva AdBwuev édXeos Kai Xapw 
evpwmev and 7. 3: pyre adpynv nuepov pte Gwis tédos éywv. So also 
have the Paulines, several of their chiasmi being quite as graceful 

as those just cited e. g. Rom. 6. 11: véxpovs wév TH duaptia G@vTas 
T@ Oc; 2 Cor. 15.27: dtav O€ cir Ott wavta bwoTétaxtat, Ondov OTt 
éxtés tol vrotd€avtos alt@ ta wavta tis. (See further Phil. 3. 10, 
Coloss. 3.1 and the subtle example in Philemon 5). , 

' Instances of effective oratorical imperatives in our Epistle are 
the following: Considerate aposto!um et pontificem confessionis nostrae 
(3. 1); Videte, fratres, ne forte etc. (8. 12); Intuemini autem quantus 

sit hic (7.4); Rememoramini autem pristinos dies (10. 32); Videte 
ne recusatis loquentem (12. 25), and Mementote praepositorum ve- 

strorum (13.7). So far, however, is this oratorical trait from being 
alien to St. Paul that, on the contrary, from the short Epistle to the 
Galatians alone about as many examples can be gleaned as from 
Hebrews. It is only necessary to turn the leaves of four of the Galatic 
letter’s six chapters to find the following: Cognoscite ergo (3. 7); 
Estote sicut ego (4. 12); Dicite mihi qui sub lege vultis esse (3. 21); 
State (ergo) et nolite (5.1); Videte qualibus litteris scripsi vobis 

1 A.M. Virtt, Le bellezze letierarie etc., p. 157. The author refers to twin 

studies of W. A. Lunn: The presence of Chiasmus in the Old Testament (American 

Journal of Semitic Languages and Literature, 46 [1930] 104-126, and The presence 

of Chiasmus in the New Testament (Journal of Religion, 10 [1930] 74-93). The same 

writer has further studied chiasmus in the Psalms. 
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(6. 11). This list could be augmented from other letters. Perhaps 
the example that will first occur to anyone acquainted with the 
Pauline Epistles will be: Imitatores me? estote, occurring no less than 
three times (1 Cor. 4.6, 11.1; Philipp. 3.17). 

| Dramatic questions, single, double or triple such as we have in 

2.3, 7.11, 9.14, 10. 29, 11. 32, 12. 9 (single); 1. 13, 14 (double); 3. 16- 
18 (triple)1 are certainly numerous, but the Paulines also swarm 

‘ with them. Especially the second group of the Apostle’s letters 

show the dramatic question to be an eminent favourite of his. It is 

enough for us to take a look at Romans and Galatians. In the last 
four chapters of the latter and in the first eight chapters of the former 

there are no less than seven examples of the single question, seven 
of the double question, two triple interrogations, one quadruple 

series and two quintuple series. There are even a sextuple and 
septuple series.? of these dramatic instruments of the Pauline 
dialectic. The interrogatory style is almost as much a hall-mark 

of St. Paul as of the homilies of St. Gregory which we read in the 

Breviary. Moreover, practically all the ways of introducing these 

questions found in our Epistle occur also in the Paulines e. g. tis 
(frequently), +i érxe (H. 11. 32; R. 3. 7; Gal. 5. 11), wos (H. 2. 3, 
Paulines frequently), ovyi (H. 1. 14, Rom. 3. 29; 1 Cor. frequently), 
and awdéow paddAov (H. 9.14 coll. 10. 29 and R. 11.12, 24). The 

only introductory modes which are absent from the Epistolary are 

aX’ ov tavtes (3.16) and ov rodd paAdov (12. 9): 
Paronomasia, alliteration and assonance are remarkable features 

of our Epistle. It is a pleasure even to read an abbreviated list of 

these elegances, such as: awoAvyep@s Kai woAvtTpdies ... WaAAL... TAT p- 
aow (1.1), wepiccotépws mpocéyew ... Tapapuvdpuev (2. 1) wapaBaots ... 
awapakon (2. 2) émpewev... Wavta... wavta, TodAovs... waOnparov (2.10), 
amotias... adwootiva (3. 12), wapaxadeite... Kadette (3. 13), kairo... 
KataBoAjs Kdcpou (4. 3), Otaotopov Kai dtixvovpevos (4.12), guabev ad’ wv 
etrabev (5. 8), cadot te Kai Kaxot (5.14), dwdtwp, aduntwp, ayeveadoyntos 
(7.3), autiis doOevés cai dvwperés (7. 18), Bodpacw... mopacw (9.10) 

KexAnpeévot... KAnpovouias (9. 15), todAdkis awabetv daxd KxatataBodjs 

1 Dr. Moffat is inaccurate in describing this example as a triple question. 

As a matter of fact, the series is quintuple, though the series may be distinguished 

into three primary and two secondary questions. 

2 To avoid covering the text with ciphers, the references are given here in 

classified order. Single questions occur in Romans 7.4, Galatians 4.9, 4.21, 
4. 30, 5. 9, 5.11; double questions in Romans 2. 3, 4; 4. 1, 2; 6. 15, 16; 7. 7, Gala- 

tians 4. 15, 16; triple in Romans 3. 1-3; 3. 29-31; quadruple in 6. 1-3; quintuple in 

2. 21-23; 3. 5-8; sextuple in Galatians 3. 1-6; and septuple in Romans 8. 31-35. 
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xoopov (9.26), Ordfecw Ocatp<dopuevoe (10. 33), aicter aAetova Ovoia 
"ABerX rapa Kaiv apoonveyxev (11. 4) waoa pév maidela apds pév TO 
tapov (12.11), pévovcav... uéAAovcav (13. 14) wepiocotépws dé mapa- 
KaAG Tovto womoa (138. 19). This list of twenty is far from exha- 
ustive and might perhaps be doubled. When one becomes conscious 

of such an array of literary adornment and of such paronomastie 
play as the double signification of Adyos in 4. 12,13, and of dvadyKcy in 
9. 15-20, one is certainly inclined to feel that this writing stands 
apart from every other book of the New Testament. Yet there is 

one writer who has an outstanding faculty for this lusus verborum 

and that writer is St. Paul. The presence of word-play in every 

group of his Epistles may be illustrated by a few examples out of 

many. In the first or Thessalonian group we have such coupling 

of like-sounding words as the following: zrapakAnots ... wAavys(I, 2. 3), 
TapaxaXouvtes wads kai tapapvOovpevor... eis TO TWepiTatetv (2. 12), 
Kakov avti xaxoi (5. 15) dAoteAets... 6AdKAnpov (3. 23), éyxavyadoOa év 

rats éxxAyolas (II, 1. 4), undév éoyafouévous ddA TeptepyaCopévous (3.11), 
(3.12). It is difficult to give in a brief space a best selection from 

the many examples to be found in the great Epistles. The following 

are a few taken almost at random. In the list of twenty-one forms 

of vice in Romans (1. 29-31) we have such combinations as mapay- 
yédopev Kai TWapakadowpev... adikia jTovnpia WAcoveSia Kaxia... POdvov pd- 
vou... OdAoU... adauvétous dauvOérous aotdépyous aveAennovas. Note also 
the assonances of 11. 16-20: €: dé twes tév KAddwv éEexAdoOyoav ... un 

KaTakavy@ TeV KAGOWV ... éEexrdoOyoav KAdda iva éyo éyKevtpicO@ and 
the paronomasia in 12.3: uy trepppovetvy aap’ 6 det ppovetv adda 
ppovetvy eis TO cwppoveiv. It is worth while to remark en passant that 
the last section of chapter twelve abounds in homoioteleuton such as 

yalpew peta yaipovtwy, kAaew peta KAatdvTwv (12.15). First Corinthians 
also shows sequences like: wepixafdppata xéopou éyevnOnuev, TavtTwv 
Tepifnua éws apti (4.13) and ei dé éavtovs Otexpivopev, ovK dv éxpwopeba’ 
Kpwopevot 6€ vd Tod Kupiov twaWevdueba, iva ph civ TE KOoTHw KaTAK- 
pouev (11. 31, 32), awapadkAnow Kai TapapuOtav (14.3). An extraor- 
dinary play on words in found in chapter 9. 20, 21, of this Epistle: 

Eyevounv... says the Apostle, tots t1rd vépov ws bd vouov, uy Ov dvTds 
vo vopuov, iva Tovs UTS vou“OV KEpdnow* Tots dvdpoLS Ws avopos, ft OV 

1 Biass-DEBRUNNER, Grammatik des ntlichen Griechisch, § 488: ‘‘ Gorgianische 

Klangfiguren in gesuchter Weise miissen dem N'T umso mehr fremd sein, als sie der 

ganzen Zeit ziemlich fremd waren; einzelnes derart bewirkt der Zufall; auch ver- 

schmaht der Schriftsteller é6fter nicht was ihm die volktiimliche Sprache bietet oder 

der Gedankengang und die Stimmung nahe legt; die paulinischen Beispiele entspre- 

chen dem Stil der Diatribe.” 
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dvonwos Qéot GA évvouos Xpictot, iva xepddvw tovs dvduous. Second. 

Corinthians is still richer in sound figures, being almost a mine of 
this verbal ‘ wit.’? Notice, for instance, the use of wapaxAyots, 

‘Tapakanéw, Tas, Tepiccew, Tacx, waOyyata in the exordium; the 
play on davaywooKew and éxrywocke (1.13, 14 and 3.2); the really 
wonderful repetition of vai and ov after the manner of the rhet- 

orical figure called traductio (1. 71-20); the use of ixavds, ixavdtns, 
ixavow, of dd&a, doldEw (3. 4-11); the series of homoioteleutic part- 
iciples in 4. 9, 8, including the pair: dmopovpevot GAN’ ovK éEaTro- 
povpevot. But perhaps the gem of the collection is the anagog- 
ical “‘sporting’’? on the verbs évonudéw and éxdyuéw in chapter five. 

‘The same chapter has such alliterative combinations as émevdvco- 

ac8a émiroboivtes; chapter ten has some beautiful play on éyx- 
pivew ovyxKpivelv, wetTpov auetpov which is followed in chapter eleven 
by a bunch of words from the root-form ¢pdv, namely, agdpwv, app- 
oovvy, ppdvipos, appoovvn, tapappovew. The selection here given for 
six Epistles might be multiplied from the other Epistles but a few 

examples must suffice from the Captivity and Pastoral groups. 
A reader is immediately struck by a beautiful ternary of alliterative 

hapaxlegomena in Ephesians 3. 6, namely, ovyxAnpovopa, cvoowpa Kai 
oupuetoya. In Colossians 4. 6 a graceful assonance marks a precept 
regarding the use of speech: 6 Adyos tbuwv mavtote év yapiti aAatt 
notupevos. The anti-judaistic passage of Philippians (3. 2 ff) fixes a 
sharp sting by translating the proselytizing aeprropy into xatarouy. 
Ephesians has an interesting set of assonances falling into chiastic 
order, as follows: Aadobvres... aovtes kai Waddovtes ... evyaptotouvtes. 
The nearest companion to éuafev... éwafev seems to be éudOere ... 
TapekaBere Of Philippians 4. 9, but the former is probably not as ori- 
ginal as it seems. Blass suggests that the combination was em- 

bodied in a popular proverb. 1 

From first Timothy it would also be. easy to cull many of these 
flowers, but a few must suffice. The doxology at the end of the 
exordium is “to the King of the ages” af@dptw dopdatw pove Oew. 
In 1.18 wapayeAXiav rapatibeua is followed at an interval of five 
words by apoayovoas éni oé wpodyteias.* The strongly stylised sex- 

1 Reference has already been made to the double pun on the name of Onesi- 

mus. This subjocose form of charity is not admitted by ali commentators of the 

Epistle. Even St. Chrysostom and Theodoretus ignore it. Blass denies it (§ 488, 

1b). Butit seems reasonable to admit it not only on the basis of the text but also 

on account of what we know of St. Paul from his remark to Agrippa (Acts 26. 29: 

-**exceptis vinculis his ”’). 
* Compare Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 164 tov waBe paBos Oévta Kupiws eéyew. 
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tuple homoioteleuton of the hymn of the “ great mystery of piety ”’ 
is closely followed by a description of apostates rrpooéyovtTes mvevpacw 
WAdvois Kai OWackadias Sayoviwv. The second Epistle not only offers 
phrases like cod@ioa eis cwrnpiav but a criminal catalogue -similar to 
Romans 1. 29 ff.,in which certain groups of twins or triplets stand 

out, such as: piAavTo pirdpyvpol... dydpiorot avdotol, doTopyol da Toveot, 
axparets avnpepor adpirayadou, mpodsrat Wpowerets ... Piydovor paddov 

ny purcbeot. 
It seems to be time to turn off the tap; ‘‘sat prata biberunt.”? Yet 

the special feature of St. Paul’s dialectic method, which has only been 

lightly touched, must get a further word of emphasis here. The 
Apostle loves to drive home his teaching by the repetition in various 
connexions of a certain term, it being taken up several times at in- 
tervals throughout an entire exposition. This is akin to the figure 

which Latin rhetoricians call traductio, 1 not in the merely metonymic 
sense whereby the name Jerusalem, for instance, is substituted for 
the people of that city, nor in the paronomastic sense which denotes 

repetition with a change of meaning, but in the sense of a repetition 
which allows the hearer or reader to take in the full significance of 

the respective term. Attention has already been called to an ex- 

ample in second Corinthians (vai cai ov), but there are many other 
specimens. Thus the unveiled glory of the ministry of the New 
Testament over the veiled glory of the Old is set forth in the follow- 
ing passage (2 Cor. 3. 7-4. 6): 2 

‘‘ Quod si ministratio mortis litteris deformata in lapidibus, fuit 
in gloria, ita ut non possent filii Israel intendere in faciem Moysi prop- 

ter gloriam vultus eius, quae evacuatur, gquomodo non magis mini- 

stratio Spiritus erit in gloria? Nam si ministratio damnationis gloria 
est multo magis abundat ministerium iustitiae in gloria. Nam nee 
glorificatum est quod claruit (Greek, glorificatum est) in hac parte, 
propter excellentem gloriam. Si enim quod evacuatur, per gloriam est: 

multo magis quod manet, in gloria est. 

‘‘ Habentes igitur talem spem multa fiducia utimur: et non sicut 

1 BLASS-DEBRUNNER, § 488 1d). Paulus liebt es, bei einem Begriff und Wort 

zu verweilen, ohne ihm verschiedene Bedeutungen zu geben und ohne die W ieder- 

holungen alizu nahe eintreten zu lassen, aber doch in einer gewissen kinstlichen, 

reflektierenden Art (éraductio bei lateinischen Rhetoren). 

2 “ Traductio est quae facit, ut cum idem verbum saepius ponatur, non modo 

non offendat animum, sed etiam concinniorem orationem reddat... inest festivitas 

quaedam, quae facilius auribus diiudicari, quam verbis demonstrari potest. ” Khe- 

toricorum ad C. Herennium,1.IV,14. The author emphasises the aesthetic effect, 

whereas St. Paul would have primarily considered the didactic effect: “ ut veritas 

pateat.” 
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Moyses ponebat velamen super faciem suam, ut non intenderent filii 
Israel in faciem (réAos) eius, quod evacuatur, sed obtusi sunt sensus 
eorum. Usque in hodiernum enim diem, idipsum velamen in lectione 

veteris testamenti manet non revelatwm (quoniam in Christo evacuatur) 
sed usque in hodiernum diem, cum legitur Moyses, velamen positum 

est super cor eorum. Cum autem conversus fuerit ad Dominum, 
auteretur velamen. Dominus autem Spiritus est: Ubi autem Spiritus 

Domini: ibi libertas. Nos vero omnes revelata facie gloriam Domini 

speculantes, in eandem imaginem transformamur a clarttate in clart- 
tatem (aro Od6&ns eis dd§av), tamquam a Domini Spiritu. 

‘“‘Tdeo habentes administrationem, iuxta quod misericordiam 
eonsecuti sumus, non deficimus, sed abdicamus occulta dedecoris, 
non ambulantes in astutia, neque adulterantes verbum Dei, sed in 
manifestatione veritatis commendantes nosmetipsos ad omnem con- 

scientiam hominum coram Deo. Quod si etiam opertum est {kex- 

aAdvupevov) Evangelium nostrum: in iis qui pereunt est opertum 

_ (kexaduppeévov); in quibus Deus huius saeculi excaecavit mentes 
infidelium ut non fulgeat illis illuminatio Evangelii gloriae Christi, 
qui est imago Dei. Non enim nosmetipsos praedicamus sed Iesum 

Christum Dominum nostrum: nos autem servos vestros per Iesum: 

quoniam Deus, qui dixit de tenebris lucem splendescere, ipse illuxit 

in cordibus nostris ad iluminationem scientiae claritatis Dei in facie 
Christi Tesu.”’ 

The terms which denote glory and veil are italicized. The passage 
loses somewhat in the Vulgate translation because of the substitution 
of claritas and clarere for gloria and glorificart as well as operiri for 
velart, but the Apostle’s method is clear. It may be further studied 
in Galatians 3. 14-4. 28, where érayyedia occurs nine times within 
sixteen verses and is resumed twice at a distance of twenty-two 

verses. 
Now, this same method shows itself in Hebrews and, as it were, 

sets the Pauline stamp upon it. The sixfold occurrence of ofxos in 
the short section 3. 1-6 and the resumption of the term in 10. 21 is a 

case in point. In the third and fourth chapters (3. 7-4.18) our 

author takes up the term xatdravois of Psalm 94 seven times over 

besides using the verb catazavw three times. We may note also the 
resumption of the ideas of suffering and trial, first announced in 
chapter 2 and resumed in 4.17. We shall indicate the sequence of 

the occurrences and the intervals. In 2.9 Jesus is presented cd 
tO wana tot Gavdrov crowned with glory and honour; the next 
verse announces the becomingness observable in the Author of human 
salvation being brought to glory (teAedw) dia rabyuatov. The com- 
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munity of co-filiation with himself into which the sanctifier was 
to bring the sanctified necessitated his becoming. their brother by 
communion in flesh and blood, the death of the Saviour being the 
means of destroying the empire of death and delivering men from its 
fear. This communion of nature with men and not with angels 
was the condition of a merciful and faithful priesthood fitted to 

expiate the sins of the people. év @ yap mémovOev attis treipacOeis 
Ouvatat tots weipafopévois BonOyoa (2.18). A long interval of thirty- 
two verses separates this last mention of the “ sufferings and tria. 
of the Priest from the next mention of him as dvvauevoy cvprabyoa 

‘tots dobevetas nuGv, wetreppacpévov O& Kata Tavta Kal’ cpoidtyTAa ywpis 
apaptias (4.15). Furthermore, the first quality presently introduced 

into the description of a sacrificing priest three verses later (5. 2) is 
that he be perpiomaGetvy dvvayevos and when the historical outline of 
the Priest’s special work in the days of his flesh is given five verses 
later, he is said to have learned aq@’ ov érafev the obedience which 

led to his consummation. Thus not only passion and trial are 
coupled in the text but passion and consummation are coupled 

in 2. 10 and in 5. 8 at a distance of fifty verses. It is necessary 
to read the whole passage in order to appreciate the process which 

we have attempted to describe. The reader will here see a splendid 

specimen of that power of keeping an idea in sight and ‘“ trad- 
ucing ’? it by repetition of the relative terms—that power which 
we know to be so characteristic of St. Paul. Within smaller textual 
compass two very easily appreciated examples may be studied in the 

threefold traductio of araideta (with raiWevw and traimevtys) in Hebrews 
12. 5-11 and in the treatment of éodAevoev in 12. 26-28, where 
the author starts from the voice of the Lord shaking the earth at 
Sinai and sees through a prophecy of Aggeus another shaking which 
shall involve tev cadevopevwv petabeow and the permanence of those 
things which are uy cadevoueva; to which expectation he attaches a 
solemn admonition that we who receive a Baciv\etav dodAevtov should 
‘‘ have grace whereby we may serve God so as to please Him well, 

with reverence and fear.” : 

Another characteristic of St. Paul’s style, which is also observable 
in Hebrews, is fondness for participial and adjectival ternaries. Com- 

pare ov... pépwv... Tomodpevos (1.3) and torepdupevor OABopuevor Kax- 
ovyoupevot (11. 37) from Hebrews with first Thessalonians 5.12: xom- 
\OVTaS ... TpottTapevous ... vovleToovTas; Compare awraTwp auntwp ayev- 
eadoynytos (7. 3) and éctos axakxos aptavtos(7. 26) from Hebrews with the 
group: ayious au@pous aveyxAyntous in Colossians 1. 22. Other ternary 
forms are also found in our Epistle and prove its kinship with the 
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corpus Paulinum where this numerical combination is admittedly 

very frequent. + 
Hebrews has also one celebrated series of eighteen anaphorae 

in the highly artistic chapter XI, which closes with a fervid summing- 

up not unlike the peroration of a speech (11. 32-40). The eighteen 
strophes of the preceding panegyric of the heroes of faith (excluding 

the parenthetic paragraph 13-16) are each introduced by the word 

aiote. This elaborate use of anaphora is the only example in our 
Epistle. No such extensive example is found in St. Paul but the 
usage is familiar to him. The anaphora (éav, cai éav) is carried 
through three members of the first strophe of the charity hymn in. 

first Corinthians (13. 1-3); the preposition év is the anaphora of a 
short series of nineteen terms in 2 Corinthians 6. 4-7; Sid introduces 
in immediate succession a series of three; and the same passage ends 

in a longer series of seven, each beginning with ws. The introduction 

tovtov yapw at the beginning of the two main strophes of a sublime 
passage of Ephesians (3. 1-21) deserves to be placed in the same cate- 
gory. Not only the anaphora or figure or the same beginning but 

also the antistrophe or figure of the same ending is common to our 
author and St. Paul. Such a double sentence as: ‘‘ Nusquam enim 
angelos apprehendit, sed semen Abrahae apprehendit ’’ (Hebrews 2.16) 
is not any more striking than the two antistrophes which St. Paul 
introduces into an oratorical conclusion in Romans 3. 27-31: “ An 
Tudaeorum Deus tantum? Nonne et Gentium? immo et gentium, quo- 

niam quidem unus est Deus, qui iustificat circumcisionem ex fide et 

praeputium per fidem. Legem ergo destruimus per fidem? Absit sed 
legem statuimus.’? And this is not a solitary example.? Really 
there is greater abundance cf rhetorical devices in some of the Pau- 
line letters than in Hebrews.* As Milton said of Shakespeare, the 
Apostle of the gentiles was ‘‘ naturally learned.’? We cannot indeed 

regard him as a student of the figures which Gorgias of Leontini trans- 

1 Besides the triad of theological virtues mentioned already (pp. 32, 33) first 

Thessalonians has nine ternaries; second Thessalonians has at least three. I have 

counted about 20 examples in Hebrews, the most remarkable of which will be found 

in 1.3; 1.5, 6 (3 scriptural citations grouped together); 2. 4; 12.14 (group of 3 

citations); 3. 16-18 (group of three primary and two secondary questions); 6. 7, 8; 

7.2; 7.26; 9.2; 9.10; 10.29; 11.36; 11.37; 12.3; 12.15, 16. 

2 See 1 Cor. 1. 25; 1. 27, 28, 7.2 ete. 

3 This is admitted by Blass, who, however, sees an evidence of classicism in 

the greater restraint of our author. W ith reference to the rhetorical construction 

of chapter 11, the great philologist says: ‘‘ Vorher (und nachher) ist die Schrift nicht 

so figurenreich wie einige paulinische Briefe, sondern zeigt darin eine gewisse 
klassische gemassigte Haltung.” (Grammatik, § 491). 
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mitted to the Greek rhetoricians, but his genius was able to assimi- 
late and wield all the persuasive devices of Greek speech. 

We may, therefore, conclude that no valid argument from 
abundance of rhetorical figures proves our Epistle to be not “ of 
Paul.” 

Imagery and Metaphorical Usage 

The discussion of imagery and metaphorical usage must naturally 
be limited to what is the author’s own. Images or metaphors man- 
ifestly drawn from Septuagintal texts should remain outside the dis- 
cussion, as these do not necessarily show our author’s predilections. 
A careful reading of Hebrews will show that, though there are many 
picturesquely expressive words scattered throughout the text, the 
number of images which are developed with any degree of detail is 
relatively small. In this sense Hebrews is not at all so rich as a letter 

like first Corinthians. Amongst the developed similitudes of the 
latter Epistle must be reckoned those of spiritual babyhood and 

baby-food, of the apostolic ministry as an agricultural work, of the 
apostolic builder, of the Christian community as a temple, of the 
ferment and the azyms, of the maintenance due to the soldier, the 
shepherd, the threshing ox and the ploughman, of the athletes in the 

stadion, of the body and its members, of the flute and the trumpet 

and the foreigner, of the seed sown as an image of the resurrection. 
The amplitude of picture found in these passages is seldom reached 

in our Epistle, the most detailed images being the house of God, the 
word of God as a sword, the baby-allegory, the parable of the fruitful 
and unfruitful land, hope as an anchor, the allegory of the runners 

in the amphitheatre and the simile of domestic discipline.1 This 
comparison alone is calculated to indicate that the imagery of our 

Epistle attains no super-pauline measure. But it is worth while 

making a comparative examination somewhat in detail. In order 
to keep within reasonable limits of length (for a book could be written 

on the subject 2) we shall confine ourselves mostly to a brief discussion 

of the seven images just mentioned and a series of the more remarkable 

1 For purposes of comparison the passages in question are listed here: 1 Co- 

rinthians, 3. 1-4; 3. 5-9; 3. 10-15; 3.16, 17; 5. 6-8; 9. 7-10; 10. 24-27; 12. 12-30; 

14. 7-12; 15. 35-49. Hebrews, 3. 2-6; 4.12; 5. 12-14; 6.7, 8; 6.19; 12.1; 12. 7-11. 

2 This has been done for the 13 Pauline Epistles quite recently. During the 

summer of this year (1937) the Mohr-Siebeck Verlag:of Tiibingen published a work — 

of Lic. Werner Straub entitled: Die Bildersprache des Apostels Paulus (183 octavo 

pages). 
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picture-words of our Epistle. Westcott has collected the most note- 

worthy samples in the following passage: “‘ A whole picture often 

lies in a single words: 2.1 (aapapvaépev); 4.2 cuvKexepacpévos-ous); 
9 (caBBatiopds); 13 (teTpayndopueva); 5.2 (wepikertar adoOéverav, comp. 
10.11 aeptedeiv); 6.1 pépwyeBa; 6 (avactavpodvtes); 8.5 (oxida, comp. 
9. 23 f; 10.1, 11); 13 (ynpaoxov); 10. 20 (606s féoa); 33 (BeatpiCdpevor); 
12.23 (aavyyvpis). Compare also 1.3; 2.9, 15; 3.2, 5.12f.; 10. 
22, 27; 12.13.11 The additional references indicate dmavyacpa and 
yapaxtnp; the metaphorical use of yeveoOa and of dovAea (the image 
of the house already listed above; the baby-allegory also listed); 
symbolic washing and the metaphor of fire devouring; the limping 
foot in peril of being disjointed. In view of securing a moderately 
full list we may add to these the divine titles reyvitns and dnjuoupyds; 
Christ’s titles of apynyds and arpddpopos, the application of the terms 
appoi kai puedo to the psychological sphere; such religious terminol- 
Ogy a8 Opdvos tis ydprros, Liwy (Jerusalem), vexpa épya, eixwv TOV TpAa- 
yudrwev and the verb potiqw; Geuédtos, ototyeta and yupvadw as pedag- 
ogical terms; the anagogical use of wrarpis and awods; dyKxos, védos and 
pia mipiasin the sphere of morals and also xotry as a synonym for 
the use of marriage. In these seven developed images and 39 image- 
words or image-phrases we have a sufficiently complete view of the 

metaphorical treasury of our Epistle.? We may class this imagery, 
in view of its origin, as a) domestic and social, b} somatic, c) phys- 
ical, @) religious, ¢) agricultural, f) architectural, g) military, h) naut- 
ical, 2) kinetic, 7) athletic, %) various. 

a) The domestic and social group includes the image of the 
house in 3. 2-6, that of paternal discipline in 12. 7-11 and the 

metaphorical terms dovAca (2.15), xotry (13.4) ravyyupis (12. 23) 
aatpis (11.14) and mods (11. 10, 16; 12. 22; 13.14). 

Of these it may be said briefly that ofxos in 3.1 ff., apart from 
being derived in this instance from the LXX, is altogether biblical 
and most certainly Pauline (cfr. 1 Tim. 3.15). St. Paul also happens 

to be the only writer of the N. T. who speaks of maideta and under- 

stands it both of domestic discipline (Eph. 6. 4) and of ecclesiastical 

teaching (2 Tim. 3.16). AovAea in the moral sense is also exclusi- 
vely his, being found only in Romans 8. 15, 21, and Galatians 4. 24, 
5.1. The noun doddos, however, in the same sense of one morally 
subject to sin and its penalties. is common to our Lord, St. Peter and 
St. Paul. The Apostle of the Gentiles has, notwithstanding, made 

1 Westcott, o. c. Introduction, p. XLviit. 

2 The enumeration is not exhaustive, but it is hoped that no important ele- 
ment of the image-language of Hebrews has been omitted. 
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the transference of the notion of slavery to the moral and spiritual 

spheres largely his own by the further metaphorical use of the adject- 
ive. dovAos (Romans 6.19 bis) and of the verb dovAevw (Rom. 6. 6 

ete.). Itis a fact also that coiry in its sexual sense is nowhere found — 
in the N. T. outside of this Epistle and Romans 9.10, 13.13. The 

solemn term for festive assembly, namely, ravyyuvpis is a hapaxle- 

gomenon of the N. T. but it occurs in the LXX in a passage which 
St. Paul must surely have read (Osee 2. 13), since he makes a compo- 

site citation of two texts almost equally removed (before and. after) 

from the place where it stands (1. 9 and 2. 25). Both zatpis and 

mous are proper to our Epistle (excepting the metaphorical use 

of the latter term in the Apocalypse) but the ideas are set forth 

in other form in 2 Corinthians 5. 6-8, Ephesians 2. 19 and Philip- 

pians 3. 20. 

b) The somatic group derived from the human body, its organ- 
ization, its senses, its maintenance etc. comprises about a dozen 
items of the imagery of Hebrews. Such phrases as ‘ tasting death ”’ 
and being ‘‘ devoured by fire’ are so biblical as scarcely to require 
any remark. Our Lord’s logion, shortly before the Transfiguration, 
cited by all three synoptists (Mt. 16. 28, Mk. 9.1, Lk. 9. 27) would 

have been sufficient to establish the currency of the former phrase in 
Christian circles and the Messianic psalm 68, coupling GjAos not 

indeed with éoOtew but with xateoOiew (68.9), is very close to the 
latter, which in any case, is most probably a reminiscence of Isaias 
26.11 according to the LXX. St. Paul uses the verb epixema 
‘in reference to the chain which he wove during his Roman captivity 

(Acts 28. 20) so that, especially, in view of his constant employment 

of the clothes-metaphor (Romans 13.12, 14; 1 Corinthians 15. 53; 
2 Cor. 5. 3; Galatians 3. 27 ete.) the phrase mepikerrar dobéveav 
should not come as a surprise. The metaphorical use of ‘*‘ wash ” 
and “‘ exercise ’? and ‘‘ dead.” is familiar to St. Paul (see 1 Cor. 6. 11; 
1 Tim. 4. 7; Eph. 2.1,5;Col. 2.13). The term éyxos, though singular, 
finds at least a partial equivalent in the metaphorical employment 

of Pdpos (Gal. 6. 2) Bapéoua (2 Cor. 1. 8; 5.4) and gopriov (Gal. 6. 5). 
Enough has already been said in these pages on the striking paral- 

lelism which exists between the baby-similitude in Hebrews 5. 12ff. 

and 1 Cor. 3.1 ff. (pp. 29, 30). Three terms remain, which can also 

be dismissed briefly. The lame member threatened with dislocation 
is certainly in the same line as the transferred meaning of the rare 
word d6p8o7rodéw in Galatians 2. 14; the metaphor of old age as applied 

to the Mosaic Covenant (8.13) is suggested by the citation from 
Jeremias which immediately precedes; but the transference of “‘ joints 
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and marrow ”’ from the body to the spiritual “‘ parts ’’ of the soul is 

unique in biblical literature. 

ec) The chief metaphors taken from nature are oxida, dwrifew, 
avavyaoua to which we may add cixwv and védos. The third of 
them has been taken over from Wisdom 7. 26. Three others are fami- 

liar to St. Paul (Col. 2.17; Eph. 1.18; Rom. 8.9 etc.). The expres- 

sion ‘“‘ cloud of witnesses ’? belongs to Hebrews only. 
d) Special religious metaphors like ocaBBaticuds and Apdvos 

tHs yapitos belong to the particular theme of this letter. The anag- 
ogical Sion-Jerusalem joins the “ Jerusalem above” of Galatians 
4. 26 (cfr. the two texts of Isaias cited in Romans 9. 33 and 11. 26). 

e) The number of instances in which St. Paul draws figurative 
expressions from the agricultural department is sufficiently impres- 
sive to form a distinguished guard of honour round the solemn par- 

able of Hebrews 6. 7-8. The differences ought not to suggest the idea 

of separating the passage from its Pauline cousins. It is true that 

the Apostle never represents the spiritual field as “ drinking rain” but 

he represents Apollo “ giving it to drink ”’ (zortiGew). The “ rain 

from heaven ’’ and the ‘‘ fruitful seasons’? which it made he had 
taken good notice of, as his Lystrian discourse shows (Acts 14. 17). 

He never expresses the productivity of the earth in such terms 

as tiktew Botavny but, while we recognise Bordvy, axavOa, teiBoror 
and the ‘‘ curse”’ to be reminiscences of Genesis 1.11 f. and 3.17, 
we must give the Apostle credit for ability to find original modes of 
expression. The further botanical metaphor pia mxptas dvw pvovoa 
is taken from the Greek Deuteronomy 29. 18, but fits in with 
St. Paul’s fondness for the noun “root’’ and its derivative verb 
(Rom. 11. 16-18; Eph. 3.17; Col. 2.7; 1 Tim. 6.10). 

f) Architecture inspired a good deal.of the picture-language of 

the Apostle. In the light of such passages as that of ‘‘ the wise arch- 
itect laying a foundation’ for the ‘‘ building of God ”’ (1 Cor. 3.10 
and 3.9) and of many others where there is mention of spiritual 

building and spiritual foundations, the two passages of the Oeuédwos 
metaphor (Hebrews 6. 1 and 11. 10) seem to cry to St. Paul. In 

the second of them God stands as the teyvitns kai dnmovpyds of the 
city to come, titles which are altogether absent from the Paulines. 

g) A whole military terminology passed into the spiritual lan- 
guage of our Apostle. He is the inventor of the title mtles Christi 
(2 Tim. 2. 3), and of that grand term of Apostolic comradeship, commi- 

1 It is assumed that the metaphorical sense of the terms is required by the 

context. Baur (Wérterbuch s. v.) cites a parallel from Euripides, Hippolytus 255: 

mpos akpov pveddov yuyijs. 
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lito (Phil. 2.5, Phim. 2). Excepting our Lord (Lk. 11. 22), he is the 
only Apostle known to have spiritualised arms and panoplies (Romans 
6. 13; 13. 12; 2 Cor. 6. 7; 10. 4; Eph. 6. 11, 13) and helmets and breast- 
plates and shields (Eph. 6. 14-17; 1 Thess. 5.8). When, therefore, 
we find the word of God (67jua Ocot) called the ‘‘ sword of the spirit ”’ 
in Ephesians 6.17 and the Adyos toi Ocod compared to a “ two- 
edged sword ” in Hebrews 4.12, we are inclined to say: ‘“‘ This is Paul.” 
The two-edged sword is the only military image in Hebrews but it 
seems to take its part in telling a tale. 

h) The anchor ‘“ which is not mentioned in the Old Testa- 
ment ’’ + occurs in the New three times in its literal sense and only 
once a8 a symbol of the stabilising power of hope (Hebrews 6.19). 

Its presence in Hebrews makes us ask to what extent St. Paul ever 

used nautical images. It must be admitted that there are a few 
examples. Pére Allo regards ouveotaApévos (1 Cor. 7. 29) applied 
to the shortening of the measure of time as a metaphor taken 
from. a sailing-ship: ‘‘le délai qui nous est accordé pour assurer notre 
bonheur est comme une voile qui se replie (une des rares métaphores 

nautiques trouvées chez Paul).” 2 However this may be, there can 
be no doubt that the phrase cAvdwvifduevor cai wepipepopevot Travti 
davéuw tHs OWackadas (Eph. 4. 14), as well as the expression zrepi 
Tv wlotw évavaynoav (1 Tim. 1.19) are nautical metaphors.? It 
would certainly seem strange if a man, who was so often at sea 

and suffered shipwreck at least three times (2 Cor. 11. 25), should 
not sometimes use the language of those “who go down the sea 
in ships.”? ,The word aapappéw in Heb. 2. 1 is most probably a 
ship-metaphor also,4+ and, if so, it seems that we ought to add 
wapapépw (13. 9) to the list. The word is, indeed, used by St. Jude 
of ‘‘clouds driven by the winds,” but the image of “a ship adrift” 
is “more likely to be intended in the warning: diayais mrouiAas Kai 
Eevats yy twapapépecOe. ,In this hypothesis Hebrews 13. 9 almost joins 
Ephesians 4. 14. 

1 Westcott, Note on Hebrews 6.19 (Commentary, p. 165). 

2 Premiére Epitre aux Corinthiens, p. 180. Tertullian translates the phrase: 

tempus in collecto est; Cyprian: tempus collectum est. See CORNELY, Comm. in Ep. 

ad Cor. priorem, p. 204. 

3 Cfr. STRAUB, 0. c., pp. 27 and 41. The author cites Dibelius and Koehler 

as thinking that perhaps drwOéw also in the latter passage offers the image of one 

who has thrown out evennecessary ballast and thus suffered shipwreck. 

4 Cfr. U. Horzmeistsr, Z.f.k. T., 52 (1928) p. 556. ‘‘Hier ist das Bild verw- 

endet von einem Schiffe das nach langer Seefahrt in den erstrebten Hafen einfahren 

will, aber angesichts desselben von einem Sturme vorbeigetrieben wird. 
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+) The name “ kinetic imagery’? has been reserved for the 
energetic phrase émi tyv treAeidtyta depwoyeba (6.1). This use of 
pépecOa is solitary and is also possibly nautical, the image being 
that of a ship in full sail under a favourable wind (cfr. Acts 27. 15, 17). 

No verbal parallel can be adduced from St. Paul, but both the theme 
and the energy of the phrase reminds one of a very dynamic passage 

of Philippians (3. 7-14). + 
4) Athletic imagery, above all, constitutes a degree of kinship 

which places Hebrews very close to the Corpus Paulinum. The rela- 
tive texts should be read, but a series of verbal parallels will suffice 
here. The verbs yupvadw, tpéyw (and we may add zepr7ateiv) in their 
metaphorical sense (Hebrews 5. 4; 12. 11 — 12.1-—13. 9) are all 

paralleled in the Paulines. The first occurs in 1 Tim. 4. 7, the second 
in 1 Cor. 9. 24-26, Gal. 2. 2,5. 7, Phil. 2.16, while aepirratéw is found 
in no less than nine of the thirteen Epistles, once in Galatians, seven 
times in Ephesians and twice or more in all the others. It is absent 
from Philemon and the Pastorals only. Similarly the noun ayov (12.1) 
and the hapaxlegomenon a@Ayots (10. 32) find echo in the Hpistolary. 
Five times does St. Pau! mention the Christian ayov, the verb dyw- 

vigoua being used six times over.” He tells Timothy that no one 
is crowned é€av uy vopinuws aOAjon (2 Tim. 2.5) and in writing to the 
Philippians he not only voices his wish to find them cuva@)\oivres 
TH miotTe (1.27) but also expresses his appreciation of those good 

ladies (Evodia and Syntyche among them) aitwes év t@ evayyehio cuv- 

- HOAnoav pol (4. 3). 
As has been already said tpayrjA<opa (4.13) is probably a meta- 

phor borrowed from the palaestra. In this category we find ruxtevo, 
d€épw and trwmdalw in St. Paul (1 Cor. 9. 26, 27). 

Our list of unclassified imagery comprises ouvyKxepavvusmu (Hebr. 
4.2; 1 Cor. 12. 24) and Oeatpiopa (10. 33). With the last compare 
1 Cor. 4. 9 béatpov éyevnOnyev), and for a third, namely, avactaupdw (6. 6) 
compare the metaphorical use of oraupdéw, Gal. 5. 24, 6.14 and of 

auvotavpow Rom. 6. 6, and Gal. 2. 20, both proper to St. Paul. They 
are not precisely the same metaphor as Hebrews 6.6, though this 

approximates Gal. 6.14b. The word yapaxtyp which also figures 

in our Epistle is at least in the same line of metaphor as eixwv (2 Cor. 
and Colossians) and perhaps faintly recalls the ydapaypa téyvys Kai 

1 Dr. Moffat finds an illustrative phrase in Euripides, Andromache, 392-393, 

THY ayYNV apels Tpds THY TEeAEVTHY VaTépav ovoav Pépn. 

2 ayav, 2 Thess. 2. 2; Phil. 1. 30; Col. 2. 1; 1 Tim. 6. 12; 2 Tim. 4. 7; éywviGopat 

1 Cor. 9. 25; Col. 1.29, 4.12; 1 Tim. 4.10, 6.12; 2 Tim. 4. 7. 
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évOupnoews of St. Paul’s Athenian discourse, the word being there 
used, however, in a literal sense. 1 . 

Of the four terms that remain three, namely ddds (@0a, doynyds 

and apddpopos are unparalleled in the Epistles. The remarkable 
phrase Ovota (60a of Romans 12.1 shows, however, that St. Paul 
could have coined the first. The second occurs twice in St. Luke’s 
reports of two discourses delivered by St. Peter, being applied to 
Christ in both cases (Acts 3.15; 5.31). The third is not an entirely 
unbiblical word. It is the Septuagint rendering of the firstlings or 
‘< first-comers ”? of the vine (Numbers 13. 20) and of the fig-tree 
(Isaias 28. 4, an over-early fig), but it also figures in the originally 
Greek book of Wisdom (12.8) as a descriptive of the wasps which 

God sent before the armies of Israel. 
The word oroyeia is the last which we have to deal with. In 

Hebrews 5.12 it certainly means the primary steps of learning, the 
ABC of the beginning of the word of God—the initial elements of 
divine knowledge. It is equally certain that in second Peter, oro- 
tyeta denotes the physical elements of which the world is composed. 
St. Paul uses the term four times, twice in Galatians (4. 3, 9) and twice 
in Colossians (2. 8, 20), and the majority of commentators favour the 
physical rather than the pedagogical sense, taking oroiyeta tov Kéopou 
(Gal. 4. 3, Col. 2. 8, 20) or ta doOevy xai amrwya ototyeta to mean 
the material components of the world, which dominated Jewish and 
pagan religion so much, or cosmic forces under one form or another, 

either the heavenly bodies that regulated the festive calendar or the 
spiritual agencies (Elementargeister) which were supposed to control 

the movements of these astral bodies.? We are not specially con- 
cerned here with the discussion of the two texts from Colossians but 
it seems that an examination of the context is sufficient to establish 
the sense of ‘an elementary form of education ’”’ for the two texts 
of Galatians, while at the same time it bring into strong light the 

parallelism of metaphor existing between Galatians 4. 1-11 and He- 

brews 5. 12-6. 2. 

There was no question of the Galatians relapsing into paganism. 

The fear was that they should fall away from true faith in Christ 

by adopting the practices of the propaedeutic religion of Judaism. 
This would be a fall from spiritual majority back into fleshly minority 

—-the renunciation of the privileges of manhood in favour of baby- 

1 Xdpayna seems to be the equivalent of yapaxrip in the Apocalypse and is 

rendered ‘‘ character’? in our Latin Vulgate. 

2 See CoRNELY, Comm. in Hp. ad Gal., pp. 523, 524, 533, and KNABENBAUER, 

Comm. in Ep. ad Coloss., 324, 325. 
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hood. The Jew was @ vymos (same metaphor in Galatians 4.1, 3, 

and in Hebrews 5. 13 “*‘ quanto tempore haeres parvulus est nihil differt 
a servo... ita et nos cum essemus parvult, sub elementis mundi eramus 

servientes—qui lactis est particeps, expers est sermonis iustitiae: par- 

vulus enim est.’’ The unprogressive Christian is also a vymios. The 
Jewish vymios was under a pedagogue or, what comes to the same 

thing, in the state of tutelage, under the servile regime of preparatory 
training, at the will of tutors and governors. The would-be Judaists 

of Galatia want to go back again to those ‘weak and beggarly 
elements’? and put themselves in the servitude of the ABC class 

anew — “ad infirma et egena elementa, quibus denuo (dvwev) servire 
vultis.”> The vy, to whom our Epistle is addressed, are in need 
of lessons in the ABC of Christianity once more. The circumstances 

are, of course, not the same, only analogous, but the parallelism of 
the two metaphors vymios and otoiyetov in Hebrews and Galatians 
is complete. 1 

This much should suffice to show that arguments fashioned to 

separate Hebrews from Paul on account of differences of imagery 
are based not upon an examination of the facts but on shallow im- 

pressionism. 

Composition and Argumentative Method 

Up to this point we have considered only, as it were, the material 

stones, the sort of masonry, the length and breadth and height of 
wall, the ornamental pillars and entablatures, the ribs of vaults and 

domes, which have gone to form that monument of xowy Greek, 
which the Epistle to the Hebrews is. We must now examine the 
architecture of the letter as a whole and see what ground plan and 
sectional design and logical organisation of parts are discernible in 

it. We may give the name of composition to the artistic scheme 

according to which the letter was put together, and the name of 
argumentative method to the dialectic order which the composition 

follows. It is not for its own sake that we make this attempt at ana- 

lysis but for the sake of comparison with the composition and method 

of the Paulines. Such comparison is not easy because Hebrews has 
no twin sister among the Paulines. Galatians, for instance, lends 
itself to comparison with Romans because of partial coincidence of 

1 This parallelism has unfortunately been missed by Dr. J. Nikel, who cites 

only Galatians 4. 9 as a parallel to Hebrews 5. 12 (Der Hebrderbrief, B. Z. 7 Folge, 

Heft 6, p. 28). In a few pages Dr. Nikel presents close on thirty parallels from 

our Epistle and the four great Paulines. 

10 
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theme and argument; Ephesians and Colossians form a twin group 
which can in part be arranged synoptically; but many circumstances 
set Hebrews apart from them all. All the Pauline letters to Churches 
were addressed to Ethnico-christians, Hebrews was addressed to 

Judeo-christians. None of the Paulines is such an ex professo Aéoyos 
aapak\yncews as this letter is. None of them, not even those of the 
Judaistic controversy, treats such a distinctively Jewish theme. It 
will be necessary to take all these circumstances into account while 

endeavouring to deseribe and explain the architecture of our Epistle. 1 

The plan of the Epistle was, of course, determined by the part- 
icular purpose which the author had in view. We know that purpose 
very clearly, because the author himself expressly tells us, that he 
wrote in order to convey in the form of a brief letter a word of conso- 

lation and encouragement and solemn admonition to a community 
which sorely needed it. Hence everything that entered into the 

letter was to serve the function of encouragement and admonition. 
This character of Adyos mapaxAyoews sufficiently explains the con- 
tinuous thread of exhortation and warning which runs through the 
whole writing as also the continuous subordination of the dogmatic 
sections to an exhortatory purpose. As the community to which 

it was addressed was undergoing a moral and intellectual crisis, the 
letter should carry not only strong exhortation, but set that exhorta- 

tion on a particularly powerful dogmatic basis. There was urgent 

need of choosing a theme and a mode of argument which should 
adequately meet a very grave condition of things. The crisis in 

which the readers found themselves was somewhat analogous to the 
situation of the Galatians but yet very different from it. The Gala- 

tians were Ethnico-christians who had been won for the Gospel but 

were in danger of accepting the view that the Gospel was not enough 

without circumcision and other Jewish ceremonies. Here the com- 
munity was a Judeo-christian one, for which further adherence to the 

ritual of the temple was obviously becoming impossible, while at the 
same time external opposition and opprobrium made the thought of 
belonging to a little flock of Christians, despised by the great body 

of the Jewish nation and cut off from the liturgy of Mosaism, seem a 
very bitter thought. Some were withdrawing from the community 

(10. 25) and the inevitableness of a final separation of the Church 
from the Synagogue was making others feel that it would be better 
for them to go back to the practices of their fathers. To the Gala- 

1 See the two learned articles of A.M. Vitti, L’ambiente vero della letiera agli 

Hbrei, in ‘‘Miscellanea Biblica, ’’ 2 (1934) 245-27, and Le bellezze stilistiche della 

lettera agli Ebrei, ‘* Biblica,’’ 17 (1936) 137-166, especially 143-152. 
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tians St. Paul had to proclaim the absolute sufficiency of faith in 

Christ: ‘‘ Behold, I. Paul say to you that, if ye be circumcised, Christ 
shall profit you nothing ” (5.2). To the Hebrews placed before the 

critical question: The religion of Christ or the religion of Moses and 
Aaron? our author had to show the surpassing excellence of the reli- 
gion of Christ. That Christianity is the perfect and final covenant 
between God and man was to be the foundation of this Apostolic 
word framed to exhort Hebrews to hold fast by the confession of the 
new religion. As, however, the greatness of the covenant depends 
on the greatness of its Mediator, the Epistle must be a magnificent 

assertion of the glories of Christ. As St. Thomas Aquinas points 
out: ‘‘ Intendit... ostendere excellentiam novi ad vetus testamentum 
per excellentiam Christi, quantum ad tres personas solemnes in ipso 

veteri testamento contentas, scilicet angelos, per quos lex tradita 

est. Ordinata per angelos in manu mediatoris (Gal. 3.19). Quantum 
ad Moysen, a quo, vel per quem data est. Lex per Moysen data est 

(Jn. 1.17). Et non surrextt ulira propheta in Israel sieut Moyses, 
cut locutus est Deus facie ad faciem (Deut. 34. 10). Quantum ad 

sacerdotium per quod administrabatur. In priors tabernaculo semper 
introibant sacerdotes sacrificiorum officia consummantes (Heb. 9. 6). . 

Unde primum praefert Christum Angelis, secundo. Moysi... tertio, 
sacerdotio veteris testamenti.’?1 The author determined, in view of 

the special circumstances of the case, that such demonstration of the 
superiority of Christ should not merely be a splendid nave leading 
up to a final paraenesis but should rather stand as a strong substruc- 

ture of walls and pillars to support a continuous “ word of exhorta- 

tion.” ‘Being intended for Hebrews the demonstration and exhorta- 
tion must needs be biblical ? and, we may add, beautiful. It is not 
merely accidental that the two Apostolic letters which were written 
in Greek for Palestinian Christians, namely, our Epistle and that of 
St. James, are amongst the very purest specimens of Greek in the 

New Testament. jhe reading of their sacred books and the liturgy 
of the Old Covenant had trained the Jews to a high aesthetic stan- 
dard.? The principle of order so splendidly maintained in Hebrews 

1 Commentarius: in cap. I Hp. ad Hebraeos. Ed. cit., p. 288, 289. 

2 The Old Testament was the great fountain of consolation for the Jewish 

people. See the letter of Jonathan Hasmonaeus to the Roman Curia (1 Macc. 

12. 9), ‘* Nos... habentes solacio sanctos libros qui sunt in manibus nostris.’”’ Also 

St. Paul to the Romans 15. 4: ** Quaecunque enim scripta sunt, ad nostram doc- 

trinam scripta sunt: ut per patientiam et consolationem Scripturarum spem ha- 

beamus.”’ 

3 Cfr. A. M. Virri, Epistula ad Hebraeos, Cap. 2: Cultura Iudaeorum Palae- 

stinensium, pp. 120-157. 
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_as to make a discerning scholar like St. Thomas Aquinas write: ‘‘ Hoc 

autem est in hac epistola singulare quod singula verba habent singulas 
sententias, et servant ordinem suum”? (ibid. p. 289), is not really foreign 
to Palestinian mentality. We have a striking proof of this in the 
first book of the N. T. With regard to the thematic and apologetic 

order which it maintains within a historical account, there is probably 

no more skilfully ordered book in the whole collection than the Gospel . 

of St. Matthew written by a Palestinian for Palestinian Judeo-chris- 
tians. Our author, then, would have conceived his work as needing 
to be a powerful word of consolation strongly founded on the most 

suitable dogmatic basis, permeated with the Sacred Scriptures of the 
' Hebrews, holding a splendid series of admonitions and arguments 
set in orderly array and redolent of the solemn beauty of biblical 
literature. Let us see how he realised that plan, lest we should seem 

to reason entirely a priori. 

It is not easy to give the whole substance of Hebrews in a few 

paragraphs, but it is worth while trying. To Christians feeling the 
depression of their state as a persecuted, despised body, and nostal- 

gically looking back in the fascination of a moment of Jewish revival 
brought by the uprise of that national feeling which was soon to cause 
the Jewish War—to such Christians hankering after the Revelation 

of Sinai and of the Prophets of Israel and after the glorious liturgy 

now celebrated more splendidly than ever by the sons of Aaron in a 
temple nearing completion, under the special patronage of Herod 

Agrippa II, the writer of our Epistle says: Consider the Apostle and. 

Pontiff of our confession (3. 2) and hold by it (4. 14); imitate the faith 
and patience of men like Abraham (6.12, 13 ff.); hold on to your 

anchor already fixed with Jesus behind the veil (6.19, 20). Keep 
the confession of your hope in the “‘ new living way ” and in your 
‘* sreat Pontiff’? and forsake not your assembly (10. 19-25). ‘“‘ We 
are not of withdrawal but of faith ’ (10. 39)—that faith which kept 
the eyes of our fathers fixed on the invisible world, where they were 
to attain their consummation only with us (chapter 11. 1-39 and 11. 40) 

Accordingly (toryapoiv) in the persevering race which you must 

run under the eyes of Israel’s saints, let your eyes be on Jesus, his 

Cross and his subsequent glory. Put up with the paternal discipline 

which shapes you to sanctity (12. 1-13). You may long for Sinai 
once more, but remember it was a mountain of terrors; you have 
come to a more attractive mountain, namely, Sion, the city of the 

living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, to the company of the first- 

born whose names are enrolled in heaven (12. 18-24). The earth 

trembled when God spoke at Sinai. He speaks now also and has 
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promised with regard to the present age that the next great man- 

ifestation of His power shall involve the shaking of earth and heaven. 
That adhuc modicum of the Prophet Aggeus “ signifies the removal 
of those things that are shaken, as of things that are made, that those 
things which cannot be shaken may remain. Wherefore, we receiving 
a kingdom which cannot be shaken, let us have grace whereby we 
may serve God in a well-pleasing way, with reverence and fear. For 

God is a consuming fire’’ (12. 26-29). 
These last words which really terminate the body of the Epistle 

show that the cord of consolation and admonition that runs through 
it is not all blandishment. The hemp of holy fear is liberally inter- 

woven with the wool of hope. It is to be particularly observed that 
most of those dicta mentioned in an earlier chapter as so character- 

istically Pauline are severe in tone, as indeed they also very often 

are in the Pauline Epistles.1 From the very beginning of the letter 
the note of grave warning is sounded. ‘‘ How shall we escape if we 
neglect so great a salvation? ” (2.3). This very first caveamus is 
founded on an @ minori argument, namely, the inferiority of the 
angels who were ministerial mediators of the Old Law which, not- 

withstanding, had very firm sanctions. ‘‘ If the word spoken through 
Angels had such force that every transgression and disobedience 
received a just requital, how shall we escape?’ Avery similar question 
comes at the close of the body of the letter. ‘‘ See that ye refuse not 
him that speaketh, for if they did not escape who refused him that 
spoke on earth, how much more shall we (not escape), if we turn 
away from him that speaketh from heaven? ”’ (12.25). In considering 
these two extreme points of the Epistle it should not pass unobserved 

that the word éxgevyev is proper to Luke and Paul and Hebrews. ? 
Moreover, the latter final warning (12. 25) is introduced by a PAér- 
ete py, Which has a parallel in the introductory clause of our Epist- 
le’s second great warning namely, that founded on the inferiority 
of Moses and the exclusion from the Lord’s rest of the disobedient 
generation, which Moses led out of Egypt: Préere, ddeApot, un awdte 
e€ota év Tit vueVY Kapdla Tovypa amiotias év TH aTooTIva amd Beov 
(évTos (3.11). Though not peculiarly Pauline this phrase B)ézere 

1 See chapter I, p. 36. Compare Hebrews 6. 8: cuius consummatio in combu- 

stionem; 10.31: horrendum est incidere in manus Dei viventis; 12. 29: Etenim 

Deus noster ignis consumens est, with Romans 3. 8: quorum damnatio iusta est; 

6. 21. Nam finis ilorum mors est; 2 Cor. 11. 15: quorum finis erit secundum opera 

ipsorum; 1 Thess. 2.16: pervenit enim ira Dei super illos usque in finem. 

2? Compare for the special sense attached to the word here, 1 Thessalonians 
5.3, Romans 2.3. The only other parallel is Luke 21. 36. 
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wy is sufficiently frequent in St. Paul to attract the attention of a 
‘reader of the Epistles to its use here.1 The threatening exhortation 
which it introduces opens up a prospect of God’s plan which is vital 

to the message of the Epistle. ‘‘ Sharers in Christ’? must hold the 
beginning of their “ standing ” (tyv apynv ths brootdcews) till the 
end. From the works of creation God rested on the seventh day. 

A share in His sabbath He promised to the generation that came out 
of Egypt under the leadership of Moses. They missed it through 
hard-hearted infidelity and left their corpses in the desert. Though 

Josue subsequently led the people into the rest of Chanaan, yet cen- 
turies later God through David (Psalm 94) fixed “‘a day,” calling it 

“ Today,”’ in which faith should be rewarded by entrance into God’s 
rest. It is obviously not the rest of Chanaan but a greater caSBa- 
tiopos Which is left for the people of God as the end of their labours. 

That is the érayyedia, here (4.1) mentioned for the first time and 
held before the eyes of the Hebrews up to the very end of the Epistle 
(6. 7, 8.6, 9.15, 10. 36, 11.39 and under the images of a sanctuary 
a kingdom and a city: 6.19, 10. 19, 11. 16, 12. 29, 138. 14).2 To miss 
that rest spells ruin and the terrible spectacle of this ruin reverberates 
firstly, in the image of “‘ the reprobate field near to a curse, whose end 
is burning ” (6.8), secondly, in the fearful vengeance due to those 
who shall fall into the hands of the living God after having trampled 
on the Son of God, treated the blood of the testament as a worthless 
thing and outraged the Spirit of grace (10. 26-31) and thirdly in the 

fear of losing primogenital rights as irrevocably as Esau lost them 
(12.16, 17). 

These lessons of encouraging hope and salutary fear are set upon 
the two strongest possible pillars, namely the thought of Jesus the 

Revealer—Lord of the Angels, Maker and Head of the House in which 
Moses fulfilled the function of a servant to witness what should be 
spoken (rév AadnOyoopévwv)—and the thought of Jesus the Priest, 
consummated by a sacrifice which expiated all sins, and, in his con- 

summation (teAcwois) at the right hand of God, now become the 

cause of salvation to all that obey him.. 

1 It is used in the Pisidian discourse (Acts 13. 40), in 1 Cor. 8. 9, in Gal. 5. 15, 

in Col. 2.8. Otherwise it figures only in our Lord’s eschatological discourse (M att. 

24.4, Mk. 13.(5, Lk. 21. 8) and in slightly modified form (fAéwere éavtovs pi) 

in 2 John 8. 

2 Since this prospect is the great motive-power of the Epistle, A. M. Vitti 
felicitously calls it the idea dinamica of the whole writing. The static idea he finds 

in the speaking of God through varied prophecies of former days now finalised in the 
definitive Revelation spoken to us év w@. 
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The Lordship of Jesus as supreme administrator of ‘“‘ the world 
to come ”’ (2. 5, 9) and as Prince over his Father’s house (3. 6) enters 

into the proof of his superiority over the Angels and Moses, but it is 
chiefly as Revealer (éAadAynoev nyiv év ig) and Sanctifier (6 dyiagwv) — 
Apostle and Pontiff, that the Hebrews are asked to consider the 
Mediator of the New Covenant. (These two ideas corresponding to 
Truth and Grace in St. John’s Gospel (1.17) are the ‘ pillars and 
ground ” of our Epistle. Here, however, the revelation is considered 

' as the final and crowning perfection of the words spoken “ at many 

times and in many ways to the fathers through the prophets; ’’ while 
the grace is regarded not so much as an interior gift justifying the soul 
but rather as a great objective opus operatum of the priesthood of 

Christ. 
The author puts the whole basis of what he is going to say into the 

Prologue. There we are introduced to God speaking “in one who 

is His Son,’’ whose divine and human dignity is summed up in the 
words: ‘‘ quem constituit haeredem universorum, per quem fecit et 
saecula... cum sit splendor gloriae et figura substantiae eius, portans- 
que omnia verbo virtutis suae,’’ and whose triumphantly efficacious 

priestly work is epitomised in the sentence: xafapioudv tév apyapTimov 
womoduevos éxaficev év Oc&ia THs peyadkwovvys év dYrydois. The dig- 
nity of Christ’s unique sonship recurs as the basis of his triple 

superiority. ~He is superior to the Angels because he is Son—that ~ 

dignity being twice enunciated in the first chapter on the authority 

of the Old Testament (Ps. 2.7 and 2 Sam. 7.14) and being further 

presented analytically as including a right to angel’s adoration (Ps. 96), 

kingship (Ps. 44), creatorship (Ps. 101) and elevation to God’s right 

hand (Ps. 109). He is superior to Moses, because he is Creator and 

Son in his own house. But, before this superiority is pointed out, the 

position of the passible Christ above the Angels had to be shown 

through the very words of a psalm which presented him successively, 

under the type of mankind, as below the Angels and yet as endowed 

with a sovereignty to which they could lay no claim. It is by the 
brotherhood of mortality and suffering that Christ became the Re- 
presentative and the Liberator of the human race, for the divine 
economy of grace consisted in this, namely, that salvation is for men 
who are brought to glory, as sons, through the Son assimilated to his 
brethren in flesh and blood and suffering and trial and death, which 
death his coronation with glory and honour showed him to have tasted 

on behalf of every man, to free them from the slavery of the devil, 

the Prince of death. This densely packed exposition of the Phil- 
osophy of the Incarnation already introduces the reader of Hebrews 
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to a Christ, the fraternal Helper of Abraham’s race and not of angels, 

assimilated to his human brethren in all things “‘ that he may become 
merciful and a faithful Highpriest in what pertains to God, to make 
atonement for the sins of the people ’”’ (2.17, 18). Christ the Priest 
thus appears on the scene in reference to his sub-angelic and sacerdotal 

nature before the mention of Moses (who is presently proved inferior 
to Christ the Apostle) leads up to the great warning that establishes 
the existence of that ca®SSatiouds into which the great Highpriest 
leads his people. When this exhortation terminates in the descrip- 

tion of the all-penetrating and all-seeing Adyos xpitys to which all 
shall have to give account, the way is open for a continuous exposi- 
tion of Christ’s priesthood and priestly work. That exposition intro- 

duced by a short exhortatory exordium (4. 14-16) extends from 5. 

1-10.18. The author, however, inserts one long parenthesis, for after 
having presented the credentials of the Eternal Highpriest in terms of 

a divine call and the quality of sympathy (5. 1-10) he stops to tell the 

Hebrews how dull they are, but promises them, in a generous burst 

of optimism, that, God permitting, he will lead them on to complete 
understanding, because he trusts that their case is not the hopeless 
case of obdurate apostates, but rather that of people whose first 

fervour God will not forget. He has confidence that they will be 
imitators of the patience and faith of the Patriarchs and that, con- 
sidering the sworn, and thus doubly ensured, promise made to Abra- 

ham, we ought to have strong encouragement to lay hold on the 

hope offered to us, ‘‘ wherein we have a safe and sure anchor of the 

soul, one which goes in behind the veil whither, as forerunner on 
our behalf, Jesus has entered, having become a Highpriest for ever 

according to the order of Melchisedech. 

The Melchisedechian character of Christ’s priesthood, vouched 
for by Psalm 109, proves, on examination of the type Melchisedech, 

that Christ is superior to Abraham and Levi,.that with the rise of a 
new priesthood according to the order of Melchisedech, the Levitical 
priesthood is aholished as being imperfect and with it goes the Law 
which had no provision for the transmission of priesthood to a Juda- 
hite. Not only that, but a priesthood, which is perpetual in virtue 
not of fleshly succession, but by a title of unbreakable life in him who 
holds it, must more surely mark the annulment of the preceding law 

on account of its powerlessness to consummate, and must at the 

same time mark the “ introduction of a better hope by which we 

draw near to God.” Again, the sworn appointment of the Melchi- 
sedechian Priest proves that he is the guarantor of a better testament. 
Lastly, because he is always living, his priesthood is efficacious at all 
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times for those, whe approach God through him (7. 1-25). A con- 

cluding antithetic summary of the qualifications of the Priest follows, 

the chief point being the great difference between ‘ Highpriests 

having weakness ’’ as set up by the Law and “a Son consummated 

for ever ”’ as set up by a sworn oracle which came after the law. 

The sequence of points in the long exposition of the efficacy of 
Christ’s ministry, which follows (8. 1-10.18), may be briefly stated 

thus: Christ the Minister of the perfect sanctuary must have a sac- 
rifice, and in offering it he must be raised above the earthly ministry 

of priests who serve a type-sanctuary. Now a better ministry cor- 

responds to a better Covenant, founded on better promises. The 

Mosaic Covenant was actually inadaequate, as God testified, when 
He promised a New (spiritual and interior) Covenant through Jeremias, 

thereby declaring the former covenant senescent and destined to 

disappear (8. 1-13). 

The superior efficacy of the New Priesthood is shown by the consi- 

deration of some institutions of Mosaic worship. The ministry of 
the outer Holy entailed the daily entrance of the priests on service 

into its precincts, while the ministry of the inner Sanctuary of the 
Holy of holies allowed only one annual entrance of the Highpriest 
alone and that not without blood shed fer the ignorances of the High- 
priest himself and of the whole people. That arrangement, which, 

by the will of the Holy Spirit who ordered it, maintained the ministry 
of an outer sanctuary, clearly showed that the way to the Holy of 

holies was not yet open. The outer sanctuary was not a type but a 

picture (aapafoAy) of the whole preparatory regime which stopped 
before the inner sanctuary offering no means of purifying the con- 

science of the worshipper. Neither did the Highpriest’s annual entry 

into the holy Cube purge away sin, because the Cube was only a type 

of the greater and more perfect sanctuary which Christ, having come 

as Highpriest of the good things to come, entered, not through 

animal blood but through his own blood, having found in place of 
yearly redemption an eternal redemption, which conferred no mere 
externa! purification but a purgation of the conscience from dead 
works to serve the living God. 

Christ is the Mediator of a New Covenant “in order that, a death 

having taken place for the redemption of those transgressions which 

were under the former Covenant, those who have been called may 
receive the promise of eternal inheritance.’’ As Christ by dying 
delivers the inheritance, the transaction is testamentary; hence its 

old figure, the Covenant of Sinai, was not inaugurated without sac- 
rificial blood sprinkled by Moses on the book and the people. Under. 
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the law blood was the almost universal instrument of ritual purifi- 

cation. ‘‘ Et sine sanguinis effusione non fit remissio.”’ 
The author now returns (9. 23, 10.1) to the ideas of. copy and 

shadow (8. 5).. The copies were cleansed with animal blood; the 

heavenly realities must be cleansed by better sacrifices. Christ has 
entered into no figurative sanctuary but into heaven and the presence 

of God by a sacrifice needing no repetition, offered once at the end of 
the ages and remaining in efficacy till the offerer comes again without 
any sin-mission to give final salvation to those who expect him. 

The shadow could never do what the very image of the things 
themselves does. The same sacrifices offered and re-offered could 

never perfect (reAceoa) those who thus approached God as wor- 

shippers. Year after year there was a remembrance of sins, for the 

blood of sheep and goats cannot take sins away. Hence, on coming 
into the world the Messias pronounces the words of Psalm. 39: 

Sacrifice and offering thou wouldst not (accept) 

but a body thou hast fitted for me. 

In holocausts and sin-offerings thou hadst no pleasure: 

then said I: Behold, I come, 

(in the roll of the book it is written of me) 

' to do thy will, O God. 

The significance of this text is that the Messias in obedience to the 
will of God “ takes away the first in order to establish the second. 
In which will we have been sanctified through the offering of the 
body of Christ once for all.” 

The spectacle of the daily sacrifices of Israel exhibits the same 
contrast. Often as every priest offers them, they can never take 
away sins. ‘“‘ But he, having offered one sacrifice for sin ‘ hath taken 
his seat for ever on the right hand of God’ waiting for the rest, ‘ till 
his enemies be made the footstool of his feet.’ For by one offering he 
hath perfected for ever them that are sanctified.””> The Holy Ghost 

says as much through Jeremias, for after promising the covenant 
under which laws shall be written on the hearts and minds of men, 

(He adds): ‘‘ And their sins and iniquities I will remember no more.”’ 
Surely, where such remission is, there is no longer offering for sin. 

Here closes the great sacerdotal tract, which rests on the procla- 
mation of Christ’s priesthood in 5.5, 6 through the words of two divine 

- oracles: ‘“‘ My Son art thou, this day have I begotten thee,” and ‘‘ Thou 
art a priest for ever according to the order of Melchisedech.” 

The rest of the body of the letter (10. 19-12. 29) is an exhortation 

to persevere in the faith, intermixed with the comminations already 
mentioned, the central piece being the great Hebrew roll of honour 
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so full of heroic perseverance in action and suffering. In its main 
details the section runs thus: After an exhortation to bold confidence 
in ‘‘ the living way ’’ and unflinching adherence to ‘‘ the confession 
of hope”’ (10. 19-25), .a terrible threat of the vengeance, which is to 

fall on apostates, follows (10. 26-31) but is counterbalanced by an 
appeal to remember the fervour of former days and resist the thought 

of withdrawing (10. 32-39). The famous text of Habacuc (2. 3) 
closes this appeal, and a conclusion therefrom, namely: ‘“‘ But we 
are not of withdrawal unto perdition but of faith unto the saving of 
our souls” supplies the word of transition to the eulogy of the faith 
of the Old Testament fathers. These are to be witnesses of the 
Christian contest which finds its inspiration in Jesus’ choice of the 
Cross as the way to glory. The vision of the Author and Finisher 

of our faith is the first and chief antidote against faintheartedness 
(12.1-3). ‘Another is found in remembering what the Scripture 
(Proverbs 3.11) says of the benignly paternal purpose which God has 

in meting out the discipline of suffering to His children (12. 4-13). 
Yet another short series of exhortations, which hinge on not with- 
drawing from grace and not making jettison of primogeniture like 

Esau (12.14-17), and then comes the solemn conclusion, in which 
the terrors of Sinai melt into the delectable grandeur of the heavenly 
Sion (12. 18-24) and the quaking of Sinai ushers in the final commotion 

of heaven and earth to give rise to an unshakable kingdom, aspirants 
to which must have grace and serve God with reverence and fear. 
“For our God is a consuming fire ” (12. 25-29). 

The Appendix (13. 1-17) and the Epilogue (13. 18-25), being a 

series of special admonitions and personal remarks, which constitute 

an cutwork of the Epistle, need not detain us. 

It is unfortunately impossible to show the whole building scheme 

of the Epistle in a tabular synopsis. In-the light of what has just 
been said, the following will help towards obtaining a general view of 
the chief parts and their co-ordination: 

The Old Revelation and the New. 

The Incarnate Son as final Revealer. 

' Synthesis of his divine and human dignity, 

| work and exaltation. 

Prologue (1. 1-3) 

i As Son. Proved by series of texts mostly from 

Psalter. 

Warning a minori ad maius 

{ Even as Man holding sovereignty over the world 

to come, and fitted by mortality and suffer- 
ing and death with the conditions of a sym- 

\ pathetically human priesthood (Ps. 21, Ps. 8). 

Section I (1. 4-2. 18) 
Christ better than the Angels 
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Short transitional word of exhortation: ‘‘ Consider the Apostle and Highpriest’”’ (3.1). 

As Maker of the House in which Moses was 

Section II (3. 2-4. 13). _ faithful. 
Christ (the Apostle) better than < As Son and Prince over the House in which 

Moses. Moses was a Servant. 
Warning from Psalm 94. Sabbatismos. 

Short exhortatory transition to sacerdotal section, resuming 2.17, 18 (4. 14-16). 

Qualifications of Highpriest: sympathy and vo- 
cation. Section IMT (5. 1-7. 28). 

Vocation (Pss. 2 and 109) and sympathy-form- 

ing obedience of Christ. ~ 

{ Spiritual babyhood and perfection. 

On to perfection! Impossible to apos- 
Christ’s . tates. 

Priesthood better than the Warning « anthor's better hopes for Hebrews. 
Levitical. Hold to hope as an anchor behind 

the veil with the Highpriest. 

Melchisedechian character of Christ proving his 

superiority over Levitical priesthood (Gen. 

14; Ps. 109). 
2 

Better Sanctuary, better Ministry, better Cov- 

enant (Jer. 31) Highpriest’s Ministry of 

Annual Expiation and Christ’s Ministry of 

Eternal Redemption. Mediator of N.'T. by 

death. Hence image of death over inaugu- 

ration of O. T. (Blood-sprinkling). 

Section IV. 8. 1- 10. 18. 1k 2 Animal blood for copy of heavenly things. 
Efficacy of Christ’s priestly wor Better blood for heavenly things themselves. 

better than Levitical. Shed by Christ once for all. 

Annual shadow-liturgy inefficacious. Hence O. 

T. sacrifices annulled according to God’s will 

by the sacrifice of Christ’s body. 

Daily liturgy similarly inefficacious and replac- 

\ ed by Christ’s one sacrifice. 

Strong Practical confidence in “living way ° 

and great Priest. 

Terrors of impenitent apostasy. 

Memory of early days a monition against withb- 

drawal (Hab. 2). 
Faith of the Fathers. 

Christian contest under th eyes of such cloud 

of witnesses. Motives: Christ crucified and 

exalted. Advantages of paternal discipline. 

Further admonitions and special cautions 
regarding loss of grace and primogeniture. 

Sinai and Sion. Peril of refusing to hear. 

Section V (10. 19-12. 29) 

Great Haxhortation 

nn a 

ee 
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Admonitions in regard to charity, purity, de- 

tachment. 

Admonition to remember dead leaders and keep 

same faith in ‘“‘ Christ-for-ever.”’ 

Appendix containing various ad- }/ Separation from Jewish sacrificial meats. Chris- 

monitions (13. 1-17). tian Altar. 
Exit to Christ crucified outside the gate, in 

quest of future city. 

Sacrifices of praise and beneficence. Obedience 

to superiors. 

Request for prayers. Great prayer for Hebrews. 

Plea for favourable reception of letter. 

Epilogue (13. 18-25). Timothy free. May see you soon together with 

him. 

Grace be with you all. Amen. 

A skilful arrangement of parts, allowing a powerful Adyos zrapa- 
xAnoews to be carried on the eagle-back of the supereminence of Christ, 

is not the whole marvel of the composition of Hebrews. The parts 
are wonderfully knit together. As Westcott accurately puts it: ‘‘ Hach 

element, which seems at first sight to offer itself spontaneously, will 
be found to have been carefully adjusted to its place, and to offer in 

subtle details results of deep thought, so expressed as to leave the 

simplicity and freshness of the whole perfectly unimpaired.’’1 The 
pieces are dovetailed into one another by precursory and resumptive 

phrases. For instance the presentation of the new message as a great 
‘* salvation ”’ (owrnpia) in the first solemn warning (2. 3) is foreshad- 
owed in the previous summing up of the position of the angels as 

‘*‘ administratorii spiritus, in ministerium. missi propter eos, qui hae- 
reditatem capient salutis” (1.14), and in the next subsection Christ 

appears aS apyyyos THs owtypias. Again the description of Christ 

as mioTOs apytiepevs, When he makes his appearance in the vestments 

of sympathy at the end of this third subsection, furnishes the transi- 
tion, with emphasis on his fidelity, to the beginning of the next section 
(3.1) and is resumed, with emphasis on his sympathy, in the little 

preface of the third section. The great chiastic passage on the double 
qualification of Christ for Highpriesthood ends in the phrase ‘‘ appel- 
latus a Deo pontifex secundum ordinem Melchisedech ”’ (5.10) and, 

lest a long parenthesis should break the connexion with the Melchi- 

sedech-chapter, the parenthesis also (5. 11-6. 20) is made to end ma- 

jestically with the figure of Jesus who went in as a precursor on our 
behalf ‘‘ secundum ordinem Melchisedech pontifex factus in aeter- 
num.’ Thus chapter seven opens without any jerk: ‘“‘ Hic enim 

1 Westcott, o. ¢. Introduction, XLVI, XLVII. 
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Melchisedech etc.’”? These examples might be multiplied and still 

subtler forms of connexion pointed out. Nor is this process extended 

only over short tracts of text. Repetitions of a dominant idea occur 

at long intervals, showing how thoroughly the theme had worked 
itself out in the mind of the author. Nothing could be more striking 
than the following, if account be taken in each case of the immediate 
context: The Prologue ends in the words: xafapiopov tév apaptiév 
womodpevos exdbicev év deEta Tis pweyadwouvys év trndots. This fact 

is so vital that the author will not let it go. Consequently the 

series of seven biblical texts relative to the pre-eminence of Christ 

over the angels also ends with: xafov éx dcE&mv pov (Ps. 109, 1). 
Moreover apart from the facts that 2.9 shows ‘‘ Jesum propter pas- 
sionem mortis gloria et honore coronatum ” and that 3.6 places him 

é€i tov oixov, the exaltation of Christ recurs again in the resumptive 
preface: ‘‘ Habentes ergo pontificem magnum qui penetravit caelos 
ete.” (3. 14-16), in the teAcwOets of 5.9, in the mpddpopuos of 6. 20 
and in the wov eis Tov ava TeAcAcwpévov Of 7.28. When the author 
comes to treat the xe@adAaov or ‘‘ main point ”’ of his reflexions on 
the priesthood, he harks back with added majesty to the Prologue 

and simultaneously to 4.14 and to 7. 26 declaring: to.trov éyouev 
dpytepéa, Os éxabioev év de&ta tot Opdvov tis peyadwouvvns év Tots 
ovpavots (8.1). In the sequel Christ is presented as not on earth 

(8.4), as having entered the true Holy of holies (9.12), as having 

entered heaven to appear before the face of God on our behalf (9. 24) 

and finally, when the exposition of the “‘ main point’ is closing, he 
appears once more as one who ywiav vrép auaptiov wpoceveyKxas Bvalav 
exdfioev ev dc€tG tot Geod x. tr. A. (10. 12). 

The final exhortative part begins with the living way which Christ 

has inaugurated into the Holy of holies and with his dignity as ‘‘ great 

priest over the house of God ” (10. 19-21) and, when exhortation is 
taken up again after the great Martyrology, the Hebrews are urged 

to look upon Jesus the author and finisher of their faith “‘ 6s avti tis 

TpoKemevys auT@ yapas vrréuewev oTaupdv dioxvvys KaTappovycas,. év 

de&ta te tov Opdvov tov GBeod KexdOuev (12.2). Lastly, it is surely 
Christ enthroned that is contemplated in the vision of Sion, for © 
after ‘‘ God the Judge of all and the spirits of the just made perfect,”’ 
we are made to approach ‘‘ Jesus the Mediator of the New Testament 
and a blood of sprinkling speaking better than that of Abel ”’ (12. 24). 

St. Paul never seems to have so perfectly interlocked his thoughts 
in any of his thirteen Epistles. Nevertheless, one seems justified in 
saying that the same mode of joining prevails in them and that the 

‘‘ wise architecture’ of Hebrews is a matter of degree and finish 
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rather than of specifically different art. It has been already remarked 
that the intercalation of paraenetic pieces in a dogmatic exposition 
is not alien to St. Paul. There are examples in Romans and Gala- 

tians.1 Place St. Paul before the problem of producing a continuous 
word of exhortation on a dogmatic groundwork and who can say 
a priori that the form would not be such as we have in Hebrews? 
On the contrary an examination of the actual joinings of the parae- 

netic passages will show that they are nearly all familiar to St. Paul. 
Perhaps it is not just to insist over much on the first dia toito sen- 
tence (2. 1) although this form of joining has twenty Pauline examples 
behind it and although the oet which follows it is a favourite of 
St. Paul (31 times in Acts and Epistles) and the fourth word zrepic- 
cotépws is exclusively Pauline. The logical conjunction dfev (3.1), 
as has been already said, is never found in the Epistles and only once 
on St. Paul’s lips (Acts 26.19), but oid (3. 7) has very few examples 

outside of Luke, Paul, Hebrews and second Peter. This particle is 
found introducing Pauline exhortation in Acts 20. 31, 26. 3, 27. 25, 34; 
Rom. 13. 5, 15. 7; 1 Cor. 14. 13; 2 Cor. 2. 8, 6.17; 7? Eph. 2. 11, 3. 13, 
4,25; 1 Thess. 5.11 (cfr. Hebrews 3.1, 6.1, 12.12, 12. 28). 

Twice the phrase ¢yovres oiv stands at the head of paraenetical 
pieces (4.14; 10.19). To those aceustomed to the Pauline Epistles 

these words and especially the participle of éyw will recall several 
passages of second Corinthians and at least one passage of the Pas- 

torals.? The opening of chapter 12 has a similar phrase, besides being 

introduced by the Pauline hapaxlegomenon roryapotv. Small verbal 
coincidences like these seem to have particular importance when they 
stand at points where sections and subsections meet. 

As in the argumentative letters, Galatians, Corinthians and Ro- 
mans, yap and ovv occur frequently and dpa is used twice (4. 9, 12. 8) 

in a way which suggests no other writer but St. Paul, since even 
St. Luke seldom uses this word alone as the sign of a conclusion. 4 
In its argumentative method generally Hebrews is distinguished for 

its use of the negative argument which is mostly enunciated in the 

1 Romans 5. 1-11, 6. 12-14, 6.19-25. Galatians 4. 12-20. See above p. 22. 

* This example is particularly striking. The particle oid is inserted by the 

Apostle himself before a text of Isaias. There is an exact parallel in Hebrews 3. 10. 

Cfr. also Hebrews 12. 12. 

* Compare the two texts of Hebrews: éyovres otv dpytepéa, éyovres ovv... 

wappnotav with 2 Cor. 3. 12 éyovtes ovy roiadtyy édwida 4.1 dia toiro éyovtes TH 

Otaxoviay tavtyv; 7.1 tTavtas obv éyovres émayyedias. See moreover Rom. 12.6 and 

1 Tim. 6.8. 

4 Compare especially Gal. 2. 21, 3. 29, 5. 11; 1 Cor. 15. 14, 15. 18; 2 Cor. 5. 15; 
Rom. 10. 37. 
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form of a question and also for the a minori ad maius argument. 1 
The thesis of the letter necessarily required this prominence of asser- 

tion by denial of the opposite and also this frequency of the multo 
magis process. But both modes of argumentation equally abound 
in the Pauline epistles. Of the buttressing of a thesis by interroga- 
tive negation clusters of excellent examples occur in the great Epistles 

(e. g., Romans 3.1-9; 8. 33-35; 10. 14, 15; 1 Cor. 4. 7; 15. 29-31; 
2 Cor. 6. 14-16; Gal. 3.1-5). Similarly frequent is the ad maius pro- 
cess; for instance, the fifth chapter of Romans is full of it, and excellent 
examples are found in chapter eleven of the same epistle (11. 15 ff.) 
as well as in the third of second Corinthians (3. 7 ff.). Since the 

phrase ‘“‘ much more’ frequently occurs in the formulation of this 

argument, a rather remarkable difference must be noted in this regard 
between the Paulines and our Epistle. The Greek form of the above 
phrase in the Paulines is zoAA@ paAdov? but, although wéc0@ pa@ddov 
is used in our Epistle as in the Paulines, wodv paAdov (Heb. 12. 9, 
12. 25) replaces the equivalent phrase which is universally used not 
only by St. Paul but also by Matthew and Mark. Evidently such a 

. peculiarity could be due either to St. Paul or to an amanuensis. Ow- 
ing to the total absence of the phrase from the third Gospel and Acts 

the phenomenon has nothing to say one way or the other to the hypo- 

thesis of Luke being the amanuensis of Hebrews. 
Since our Epistle is in the main expository, its dialectic is very 

closely bound up with its biblical exegesis and therefore partly belongs 
to another place. Our chief concern here should be to find the points 
in which the Pauline method of argument agrees with or differs from 
that of Hebrews. Now one fact stands out very clearly and has 

already been referred to in a previous chapter. The fact is that 
although St. Paul never has anything strictly equivalent to the scho- 
lastic: Thesis mihi defendenda sic se habet etc., nevertheless he is ac- 
customed to put the theme of an argumentative epistle in a nutshell 

and deposit it in the exordinm. Im this respect the Prologue of 
Hebrews raay very justly be compared with Romans 1.16, 17, with 
the more cryptically nucleated thoughts of Galatians 1.1, 47 and 
even with 1.10 of first Corinthians. Again our author seems to 
follow the same mode of exhausting his subject as the Apostle Paul, 

1 For the former see 1. 5, 6; 1. 7-12; 1.13, 7.11, 12. 4; for the latter 2. 2-4, 

3. 3-6, 7. 20-22, 8.6, 9.13, 14; 10. 25, 12.9, 12. 25. 

2 Romans 5.9, 10, 15, 17; 1 Cor. 12.22; 2 Cor. 3.11; Philipp. 1. 23, 2. 12. 

3 In the case of Galatians this preliminary adumbration of the Apostle’s 

thesis is noted by St. Thomas Aquinas with the Saint’s usual intellectual acumen 

and verbal clarity. Comm. in Ep. ad Galatas. Ed. cit. I, pp. 526, 527. 
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namely, by turning an idea or a fact over and over and returning 
to it, until it has delivered the full freight of it meaning with regard 
to the point in question. This is very evident in what is perhaps the 
most highly dialectic passage in the New Testament, namely, Gala- 
tians 3.1-4.31. It is very instructive to note and compare with the 
argumentative method of Hebrews the way in which the Apostle in 
this passage of Galatians rings the changes of his argument on such 
terms aS vduos, miotis, mvevpa, éerayyeNa, oméoua (ABpadu), dadyKn, 
KAnpovoepos, toi Oeov, CovAos, éAevMepos. In order to grasp the dial- 
ectical affinity which this comparison establishes between Galatians 

and Hebrews, it would be quite sufficient to follow the argument 

of this particular section of the former Epistle closely, and then, | 

by way of comparison, follow the idea of teAewois through our 
' Epistle. + 

There is yet another point which, though of minor importance, 

must not be overlooked. St. Paul and the auctor ad Hebraeos seem 
to stand alone in the New Testament as representing the argumen- 

tum ex eonvenientia.? The two passages of our Epistle, in which the 
‘““ becomingness ”’ (mpéme) of the passion (2.10) and of the unique 

priesthood of Christ (7. 26) is expressed, find parallels in first Corin- 

thians 11.13 in regard to the veiling of women, in Ephesians 5. 3 
with regard to the avoidance of evil speech, ‘‘ as becometh saints,’’: 

in first Timothy 3.10 anent women’s dress, in Titus 2. 1 with refer- 
ence to sound preaching. These examples may be further increased 

by the addition of Ephesians 5.4, Colossians 3. 18, Philemon 8 the 

words used being (avijxev, avixov). 

To sum up a sufficiently long discussion, it is necessary to say in 

the first place that no attempt is here made to dissimulate the differ- 

ence which exists between Hebrews and the Pauline letters in general 
‘with regard to symmetry of composition, skilful fitting of parts and 

orderly logical procedure. Let us say once again with St. Thomas: 

** Non est aliqua scriptura quae sic ordinate procedat in ordine verbo- 

rum et sententiis sicut ista.”’ The contention is, however, that a 
careful comparison reveals the capacity of St. Paul to face the literary 
problem of producing a suitable Adyos aapaxAjoews for a Hebrew 

community of very considerable culture at Jerusalem and to solve it 

in the highly artistic way exhibited by the text of our Epistle. It 

1 vederdw: 2.10; 5.9; 7.19, 28; 9.9; 10.1, 14; 11. 40; 12.23. Terelwors: 7. 

ll. teXeuwrys: 12. 2. 

2 Our Lord’s words to St. John the Baptist as reported in St. Matthew 3. 15: 

Sine modo: “sic enim decet nos implere omnem iustitiam ”’ are not here taken into 
account. 

11 
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is contended that the dialectic perfection of our Epistle is not at ail 

superior in kind to that of Galatians 3. 1-4. 31 (as fine a piece of con- 
tinuous reasoning as could be found in any book). If there is (as 

seems to be a case) an extraordinary skill in arranging the articulation 
of parts and maintaining the limpidity of the argument, this may be 
due to revision of a rough draft or a collaboration between author and 

amanuensis, which was not that of Paul and Tertius but more like that 

of Peter and Sylvanus. Such a mighty marshalling of St. Paul’s 
thought must in all but secondary stylistic details be the work of 
Paul himself. 1 

Affective Movement 

It is not an undue extension of a dictum of St. Thomas Aquinas 

to assert that in literary works as well as in the human body itself 
‘“‘ Cor habet quandam influentiam occultam.’’? We may, therefore, 
consider it opportune to ask whether we can detect in Hebrews any 
of those characteristic emotions of St. Paul, which are known to us 
from his Epistles. It will be readily admitted that the Apostle has 
flights of feeling which may justly be called lyrical; his language from 
time to time runs through the entire gamut of human emotion. Love, 
desire, joy, hope, courage, sorrow, fear, depression, indignation have 
much. place in his letters and the ways in which these emotions ex- 

press themselves undoubtedly bear the impress of the Apostle’s per- 

sonality. The question, then, is whether we can to some extent 
recognise the beatings of the same heart behind the affective move- 

ment of Hebrews and that of the Pauline writings. -Not very much 

has been offered by scholars in answer to such a query, for as Profes- 

sor Vitti says, ‘‘ questo campo (del lirismo dell’Apostolo) é assoluta- 
mente inesplorato in genere, come ha lagnato, dando un bel saggio. 
molto suggestivo E. HK. Kellet, St. Paul the Poet (Expositor, ser. VI, 
9 [1904] 339-348) ... Pit che il lirismo é sfuggito alla critica vivise- 
zionatrice il cuore stesso del grande Apostolo....”’3 It must be ad- 

1 Literary history affords many examples of the great differences between the 

carefully written or carefully revised works of an author and those written currente 

calamo. Robert Louis Stevenson is said to have been irrecognisable as the same 

person under the two forms of his rough drafts and his polished art. 

2 Summa Theologica 3, 8, 1, ad tertium: ‘“‘ Cor habet quandam influentiam 

occultam, Et ideo cordi comparatur Spiritus Sanctus, qui invisibiliter Ecclesiam 

vivificat et unit... 

3 Lambiente vero della lettera agli Ebrei, Misc. Bibl. II, p. 255. See the same 

author’s articles: Il ewore di S. Paolo, in Civilta Cattolica, 1936, Vol. I, quad. 2058, 

pp. 441-452 and Vol. II, quad. 2059, pp. 29-38. 
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mitted however, that although Hebrews is very far from being a cold 
piece of intellectual rhetoric it does not offer such variety of feeling 

as the first and second groups of Pauline Epistles or as Philippians 
and Philemon in the third group or as second Timothy especially 
among the Pastorals. Of Ephesians we may say that, even if its 
range of feeling is appreciably smaller, its lyrical pieces are very re- 

markahle. Something similar must also be said of Colossians. There 
is really no Epistle of St. Paul devoid of those touches of personal 
emotion which flow without premeditation from the treasury of a 

very rich heart and sometimes stimulate the imagination of the au- 
thor to lyrical splendour of expression.! |The variety of feeling 

manifested in the Apostle’s writings did not escape the keen obser- 
vation of his greatest commentator St. John Chrysostom. He opens 

his series of thirty-three Homilies on Romans by confessing that he 
had so familiarised himself with St. Paul that the public reading of 
his Epistles set their author before him, as it were, and allowed him 
to hear a well-known voice. In the final homily of the series, he 
prostrates himself in spirit before the remains of the Apostle on the 
Ostian Way and eulogises him member by member. The following 
is his magnificent encomium of the Apostle’s heart. ‘‘ Nee oris tan- 
tum, sed etiam cordis illius pulverem videre vellem, quod si quis cor 
orbis dixerit non erraverit, nec si innumerorum fontem bonorum, 
ac principium et elementum vitae nostrae dixerit. Nam spiritus vitae 
inde in omnia effundebatur, ac membris Christi dabatur, non per 
arterias emissus, sed per bonorum propositum. Adeo latum cor 

illud erat, ut civitates integras, populos et gentes caperet: nam ait: 
Cor meum dilatatum est (2 Cor. 6.11). ,Attamen tam latum cor ali- 
quando cohibuit et strinxit amor, qui ipsum dilatavit: Hae multa enim 

trtbulatione et angustia cordis, inquit, hane vobis scrinst (ibid. 2. 4). 
Et dissolutum videre cuperem, quod ardeat erga singulos pereuntes, 

quod iterum parturiat abortivos filios, quod Deum videat... cor caelo 
sublimius, orbe latius, radio splendidius, igne ardentius, adamante 

fortius, fluvios emittens... ubi erat fons saliens et irrigans non faciem 
terrae sed hominum animas: unde non flumina tantum sed etiam 

1 Only a small selection of the Apostle’s lyrics can be catalogued here, e. g.: 

the lyric of Romans 8. 31-39 and the hymn O altifudo (11. 33-36) in the same Epistle; 

_the hymn of charity in Cor. 13; the hymn of ‘‘the unsearchable riches of Christ ’’ 

which runs through the whole third chapter of Ephesians; the poetic description 

of the primacy of Christ and his work of pacification in Colossians 1. 15-23; the 

Christological gem of Philippians, which is really only the central part of a prose- 

poem in three strophes (2. 1-18); the magnificent flight of enthusiasm in Philippians 
3. 7-13; the swan-song of 2 Timothy 4. 6-8. 
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fontes lacrymarum emanabant et nocte et die: cor, inquam, quod 
novam ducebat vitam, non hance nostram (nam ait: Vive autem tam 

non ego, vivit vero in me Christus (Gal. 2.20). Cor itaque Christi 

erat cor Pauli, et Spiritus Sancti tabula et gratiae liber): cor quod 

propter aliorum quidem peccata tremebat. Timeo enim, inquit, ne 
frustra laboraverim vobis (Gal. 4.11), Ne sicut serpens Evam sedusxit 

(2 Cor. 11.3), Ne forte veniens non quales volo inveniam vos (2 Cor. 
12. 20): pro seipso autem et timebat et confidebat: Timeo, inquit, ne 

aliis praedicans tpse reprobus efficiar (1 Cor. 9.27); et Certus sum, 

quod neque angelt neque princtpatus poterunt nos separare (Rom. 8. 38): 

cor quod ita Christum diligere meruit, ut nullus alius dilexit, quod 
mortem et gehennam sprevit, et fraternis lacrymis conterebatur: 
Quid enim facitis, inquit, flentes et conterentes cor meum? (Act 21. 13), 
cor patientissimum et non sustinens tempus, quo metuebat, ne Thes- 
salonicenses deficerent (1 Thess. 3.5).°?1 Can such a eulogy com- 

prise the author of our Epistle? 
Perhaps the first thing which strikes a reader of Hebrews is the 

placid calmness of the whole letter. There are passages of almost 

ecstatic lyricism in St. Paul but it is doubtful if there are more than 
a few really vibrant outbursts in Hebrews. The war-cry: Jesus Chri- 
stus heri et hodie, tpse et in saecula is certainly an ejaculation of strong 
emotion. The epic of the heroes of faith also draws from the heart 
of our author a snatch of lyric: quibus dignus non erat mundus {11. 38), 
and the dramatic picture of Sion in 12. 22-24 is apparently tinged 
with fine feeling and has passed in a rhythmical flow through the 
author’s imagination. The upward sweep of the anchor-passage 

(6. 18-20), the solemnly festive appearance of the Highpriest of the 
good things to come (9. 11-14) and the two exordia of the specially 

exhortative passages 10. 19-25 and 12. 1-3, are the only other examples 

that we feel justified in selecting, although perhaps the paragraph 
beginning Festinemus ergo ingredi in illam requiem also deserves to 
be included. 2 Of these passages not more than one or two have the 
glow of St. Paul’s grand lyrical pieces, for instance, the epiphonema 
of Romans 8, the charity-hymn of first Corinthians and the magnifi- 

cent prayer of Ephesians 3. . 
Does this relative absence of strong lyric militate against the 

thesis that St. Paul is the author of our Epistle? Decidedly not. 

iP. G., LX, coll. 679, 680. 

2 It is obviously difficult or impossible to secure a completely obiective and 

universal criterion of selection, firstly, because the idea of lyrical prose is not strictly 

definable and secondly, because individual taste cannot presume to give a univer- 

sally acceptable verdict. 
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The Apostle was not writing to Gentiles who were his special care, 
but by supererogation to a community which he knew was not fa- 
vourably inclined towards him (Acts 21. 20-26). This would not 
have damped the enthusiasm of his apostolic heart, but it would have 
imposed upon him a rule of sobriety more strict than was demanded 

in his other letters. Has he not himself drawn the distinction be- 
tween ‘“‘ Paul the ecstatic ” and “‘ Paul the sober ”—“ sive enim mente 

excedimus (é&éotnpev), Deo: sive sobrii sumus, vobis (2 Cor. 5. 13)? ” 
Certainly, the Apostle, who knew how to “‘ commensurate ”’ himself 
to the reality of a situation, would, in writing to Hebrews at Jerusa- 
lem on such a delicate theme, have instinctively observed a greater 

attitude of calm reserve than usual.1 It is not that he feared such a 
sceptical Insanis Paule as his eloquence once drew from Porcius 
Festus (Acts 26. 24), but in adapting his theme to his auditory, he 

would have aimed at the greatest possible objectivity. Hence, as 
all lyric is suffused with personal feeling, we should not expect to find 

much of it in a letter of Paul to the Hebrews. 
With regard to the heart-influences and manifestations of emotion 

in our Epistle, three points seem to be worthy of special consideration, 
namely, the Jewish patriotism of the writer, the evidence that he was 

a man of deep sympathy, and the signs of a particular stamp of 
charity towards Christ and his Christian brethren at Jerusalem. 

The term patriotism is to be understood not only in its true na- 
tural sense but in that special religious sense whereby we find pa- 

triotism even in the closing verse of the Magnificat namely, in the 
mention of “‘ our fathers °—of Abraham and his seed for ever. Now, 
we think that such love of the Jewish people runs through our Epistle 
as manifests the heart of a man who was a ‘‘ Hebrew of the Hebrews.”’ 
With a grandeur which could hardly have come, in subiecta materia, 

from anyone but a devoted Israelite, our Epistle opens by presenting 
the glorious Hebrew past during which ‘‘ God at divers times and in 
divers ways spoke to our fathers in the prophets.’ This seems to 
echo what we read in another Epistle which actually opens and closes 

with mention of the prophetic Scriptures of Israel (Romans 1. 2, 16. 
26). In Romans St. Paul asks: ‘‘ What advantage has the Jew? ” and 
he answers: ‘ A great advantage in every way, chiefly because to 
them were committed the oracles of God ’’ (3.1-2). Moreover our 

author speaks of the Son coming into the fellowship of help not with 

i The above phraseology is taken from the comment of St. Thomas on 2 Co- 

rinthians 5.13: ‘‘ Sive sobrit swmus, id est commensuremus nos vobis, tradendo 

divina praecepta, hoc est vobis, id est, ad utilitatem vestram. Sobrietas enim idem 

est quod commensuratio.” O.c., vol. I, p. 453 
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angels but with the seed of Abraham: “* Nusquam angelos apprehen- 
dit sed semen Abrahae apprehendit ” (2.16); he continually speaks 

of ‘‘ the people ”’ (6 Aads: 2. 17; 5. 3; 7. 5, 11, 27; 9. 7, 19 bis; 13. 12) 
and “ the people of God ” (4. 9; 10. 30; 11. 25) and calls the new city 
of God by the names of Sion and Jerusalem (12. 22); he speaks with 
filial reverence of Abraham and the Patriarchs (2.16; 6.13; 7 and 
11 passim}, of Moses (3 and 11. 23 ff.) and of Aaron (5.4; 7.11), of 
the prophets and great men of Israel (11 passim) of the covenant and 

promises (9. 20 etc.; 6.12, 15 etc.), of the legislation (7.11), of the 
ritual (9. 1-10. 14) and of every Israelite institution that he has occa- 

sion to mention, not, however, in order to commend them here and 

now but to show that they were types of better things in the future. 
In all this we seem to be very close to the heart of the Apostle who 

said: ‘‘T could wish that myself were anathema from Christ for my 

brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh: who are Israelites, to 
whom. belongs the adoption and the glory and the covenants and the 
legislation and the worship and the promises; whose are the fathers 
and of whom is Christ according to the flesh, who fis over all God 
blessed for ever. Amen” (Rom. 9. 3-5). If there is one thing that 
runs through Hebrews from beginning to end, it is a deep and specif- 
ically Hebrew feeling, akin to that: which largely pervades Romans, 

of the continuity of the Old Testament and the New. 
Our second point is that there is very marked emphasis on the 

sympathy of the Highpriest of the new confession. His fellowship 

with the sufferings of his brethren has made him merciful and fitted 
him to be a helper of those under trial (2.17, 18). He is duvauevos 

ovptabyoa tots aobeveras yuwv (4. 15) and, after the. model of a 
human Highpriest, petpiomafetvy dvvduevos tots dyvootcw Kai amAa- 
veyévors (5.2). His passion is our supreme encouragement (12. 2). 

These are thoughts impregnated with a sense of pity and come 

most naturally from a heart which is full of fellow-feeling. Such 
we know the heart of St. Paul to have been. In fact sympathy has 

with good reason been described as his characteristic gift.1 The 
number of passages which might be adduced in proof of this state- 

ment would make a very large catalogue but it is not necessary to 

produce more than a few. Some have been already indicated in the 

extract from St. Chrysostom given above, for instance, 1 Thessalo- 
nians 3.1-5 and 2 Corinthians 2.4. The latter Epistle may be re- 

* See J. H. Newman, Sermons preached on various occasions. Sermon VII | 
for the Feast of the Conversion of St.Paul: St. Paul’s characteristic gift, and Ser- 

mon VIII for Sexagesima Sunday: ft. Paul’s gift of sympathy. Both preached 

in University Church, Dublin, 1857, with special reference to 2 Cor. XII. 

EET 
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garded as the great manifestation of St. Paul’s heart. Sympathy is 
written all over its exordium (1. 3-11), in the reasons given for not 
coming to Corinth (2. 1-11) in the Apostle’s impatience to meet Titus 

(2.12) and in the joy which he experienced in hearing his disciple’s 
report from Corinth (6. 6, 7); above all in those eloquent questions: 
“ Quis infirmatur et ego non infirmor? quis scandalizatur, et ego non 

uror? ”? (11. 29). 1 In the light of this special gift of sympathy we seem 

to discover some slight indication that the author who has so carefully 
depicted the sympathy of the Highpriest in Hebrews is none other 

than the man whom historical tradition designates as the Epistle’s° 

author, the Apostle Paul. 
Everyone who has read the Paulines knows the strong manly 

and at the same time intimately tender fibre of St. Paul’s love for 
Christ his Lord and for the members of Christ, potential or actual, 
his fellow-men. St. Chrysostom could dare to assert, with pardon- 
able exaggeration, ‘‘ that Paul deserved to love Christ as no man 
ever loved him”’ (loco superius citato). The plain fact which rhe- 
toric somewhat overstates will be easily admitted. Who that has 

ever read the inflamed sentences of Romans 8. 31-36, of first Corin- 

thians 16. 21, of second Corinthians 5.14, 15, of Galatians 2. 20 and 
6. 14-17, of the third chapter of Ephesians and 5. 2 of the same epistle, 

the splendid confession of Philippians 1. 21-24, that Epistle’s Christol- 
ogical gem and the almost ecstatic words of 3. 7-15, could doubt that 
St. Paul’s love of the Saviour was an immensity? It is of course 
very difficult to describe that je ne sats quot of a personal brand of 
love which we, nevertheless, recognise to be a reality because of the 
special characteristics of its manifestation. St. Peter loved our Lord, 
St. John loved him, St. Paul loved him but alius aliter. We think 
that the Epistles will justify the assertion that the specialty of 

St. Paul’s love was in the way that it attached him to the Cross. ? 
The ‘‘ word of the cross ” (1 Cor. 1.18) was the synthesis of his faith 

and his devotion. Is not the same true of the author of Hebrews? 
It is the “ purgation of sins’’ through the death of Christ that is 
the Epistle’s main lesson, sacrificial death being the portal whereby 
the Highpriest attained his reAeiwo1s and became for all those that 

1 Cfr. 1 Corinthians 8. 7-13; 9. 19-23; 12. 24-26; Romans 9. 1-5; 10. 1, 2; 11. 1, 2; 

12. 14; 14. 1ff.; 15. 1-3; Philippians 2. 25-27; Colossians 3. 12 ff.; 2 Timothy 1. 15-18, 

and the letter to Philemon. 

* See especially first Corinthians 2.2: ‘‘ Non enim iudicavi me scire aliquid 

inter vos nisi Iegum Christum et hunc crucifixum.” Cfr. Galatians 2. 20, 3. 1, 6. 14; 

Romans 5.8; 2 Corinthians 5.14, 15; Philippians 2.8, 3.10 (configuratus morti 

eius), 3.18 (inimicos crucis Christi); Ephesians 5.2, 5. 25. 
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obey him the cause of eternal salvation (5.9). The purpose of the 

writing is to draw the Hebrews in renewed loyalty to the ‘‘ Mediator 
of the New Testament and to a sprinkling of blood better than that 
of Abel ”’ (12. 24).1 The author’s prayer for them at the end is: 

‘‘ May the God of peace who brought back from the dead the great 
shepherd of the sheep the Lord Jesus in the blood of an eternal testa- 

ment make you perfect in every good work etc.” (13. 20). He endeav- 
ours to fix the eyes of the Hebrews on ‘‘ Jesus, who for the joy. set 

before him endured a cross despising the shame and has been seated 
' at the right hand of the throne of God ”’ (12.2). And again, having 
drawn their attention to the fact that Jesus, in fulfilment of a type 
‘“* suffered outside the gate,’’ he adds: ‘‘ Therefore let us go forth to 
him outside the camp, bearing his opprobrium ”’ (13.13). Conse- 

quently, it is not unwarranted to say that the love which expresses 

itself in the bold formula: Lesus Christus heri, ct hodie: tpse et in saecula 

(13. 8) is centred in the cross in a manner which we recognise to be 
Paul’s way. 

In reference to the love of neighbour, one might say that the af- 
fection shown towards the Hebrews in this letter is not strong enough 

to come from the man who ‘ would have wished to be anathema 
from Christ for his brethren, his kinsmen according to the flesh ”’ 
(Rom. 9.3), whose ‘‘heart’s desire and prayer to God was for Israel 
that they may be saved ’”’ (10.1), whose apostolate among the Gen- 

tiles was intended to be indirectly a Jewish apostolate also, ‘if by any 

means he might provoke to emulation his own flesh and save some of 
them ’’ (11.14). The truth however is that the Epistle itself is the 

highest possible evidence of love for the Jewish people. Let us hear 
Chrysostom who writes in his Preface to our Epistle: “ Cur igitur 
Iudaeis scribit, cum non sit eorum doctor? aut quonam ad eos epi- 
stolam mittit? Mea opinione Jerosolymam et in Palaestina. Sed 
gquomodo scribit? Quemadmodum et baptizabat, non iussus bapti- 
zare; ait enim se non missum ad baptizandum (1 Cor. 1. 17) nec tamen 

vetitus erat, sed operae auctartum hoc fecit. Et cur his non seriberet 

pro quibus anathema esse volebat (Rom. 9. 3).? In its language the 

letter does not exhibit the same effusion of affection as St. Paul shows 
in the highest degree towards the Philippians “‘ his joy and his crown ”’ 
and also in a marked degree towards the Thessalonians as well as 

1 The death of Christ figures in the following places: Hebrews 2. 9; 2. 14; 9. 15; 

his passion in 2. 10; 2. 18; 5. 8; 9. 26; 13. 13; his opprobrium in 11. 26; 13. 13; his 

sacrifice in 7. 27; 9. 14; 9. 25; 9. 28; 10. 10; 10. 12; 10. 14; his blood in 9. 12; 9. 14; © 

10. 19; 12. 24; 13.13; 13. 20. , 

2 P. G., LDXIHIT, col. 11. 
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towards the Corinthians, and towards the fickle Galatians whose 
first kindness to him he had not forgetten. Apart from the greetings 
at the end, Romans has not so much of the warmth of personal 
affection. Similarly Ephesians, probably because it was written 
as a circular letter, and also Colossians (to a lesser extent) are not 
so full of the outward manifestation of love. The difference ap- 
pears in some measure in the formulae of address. The Philippians 

alone receive such an effusive series of words of endearment as ‘ fra- 
tres mei carissimi et desideratissimi, gaudium meum et corona mea ”’ 

(4. 1). The superlatives, however, of the Latin Vulgate render 
the simple adjectives dyamytdés and émimdOytos. First Corinthians 
comes next with ‘‘ fratres mei carissimi’”’ (15.58). Excepting an 
incidental ayamyroi in Romans 12.19 and one passage of Galatians 
where the unique address téxva pov occurs, all the other letters 

simply have “ fratres’’ or “‘ fratres mei.”’ 2? Ephesians and Colossians 

stand alone among the seven letters to churches as not having even 
the address “‘ fratres.”’> No great importance can be attached to these 
facts but they happen to offer a basis of comparison with Hebrews. 
Here the simple term ‘“‘ fratres ’’ is used twice (10.19; 13. 22), aya- 
anrtoi (in this place translated dilectissimt by the Vulgate as in James 
1.16) only once (6.9), and ‘‘ fratres sancti” also once only (3.1), 

this being a term of address which is used nowhere else in the New 
Testament. There is, therefore, no strict parallel in the Epistles to 

show that the last-mentioned expression is Paul’s, unless one insists 

on the somewhat remarkable but not exclusive use by the Apostle 
of the term of ayio to designate the Christian community at Jeru- 
salem.? However this may be, considering the terms of address 
and such passages of our Epistle as 6. 9-12; 10. 32-38; 11. 4-13 and the 

Epilogue 13. 18-25, Hebrews exhibits a more abundant flow of personal 

affection than either Ephesians or Colossians and in this respect 

rather comes near to the Corinthians Epistles. We cannot therefore 
reasonably refuse to recognise the heart of St. Paul in the affection 
which the writer betrays for his Hebrew brethren. 

1 Compare, however, St. Paul’s references to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 4. 14; 

2 Cor. 6. 13; 12. 14) and to the Thessalonians (1 Thess. 2. 7, 11) as “‘ his children ” 

or ‘“‘ very dear children ”’ (1 Cor. 4. 14). 

2 First Thessalonians has ‘‘fratres dilecti a Deo’? once, and second Thessalo- 

- Mans “ fratres dilecti a Domino ” also once only. 

_ 3 Five times over in Romans 15. 26, 31; 1 Corinthians 16.1; 2 Corinthians 

8.4; 9.1. 
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Rhythm of “ Hebrews ” 

The present section deals only with the rhetorico-rhythmic com- 
plexion of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Hence it excludes all discus- 

sion of the so-called Schallanalyse, a new critical invention which 
investigates the tones and rhythms of a writing and pretends to arrive 

through these at a scientific knowledge of the writer’s voice and at a 
formulation of his psycho-physiological character and individuality. 1 
The question which we are now asking is whether and to what extent 

our Epistle can be described as artistic prose composed according to 

certain definite rhythmical schemes. A brief historical note is neces- 
sary by way of introduction. 

The first philologist who undertook a systematic investigation 
of the rhythms of Hebrews was the German scholar Friedrich Blass, 
Professor of classical philology at Kiel and Halle (ob. 1907). Blass 

dedicated many years of his life to the study of Attic and later Greek 
oratory (Die attische Beredsamkett, 1868-1880; Die griechische Bered- 

samkett in dem Zeitraum von Alexander bis Augustus, 1865). After 

having prepared editions of many of the Greek orators, notably 
Isocrates, he evolved, in the last decade of his life as Professor at 
Halle, a theory of certain rhythmic schemes alleged to be characteris- 
tic of Asiatic (or ‘‘ Asianic ’’) prose and proceeded to find his theory 
verified in some of the prose of the New Testament. As Hebrews 

seemed to be the most artistic of New Testament books, Blass began 
with this, and published in 1902 an essay on the rhythmical compo- 

sition of our Epistle. In the following year there appeared from his 

hand an edition of the Epistle, with indications of the rhythms. Very 

soon after, the examination of an Oxyrhynchus papyrus exhibiting 

1 Schallanalyse owes its origin to the Germanic philologist Eduard Sievers 

(ob. 30, 3, 1932). Combining his own experience in phonetic and metrical studies 

with the psycho-physiological findings of Joseph Rutz he concluded that voice 

production always manifests an unchanging individual physical complex. Con- 

sequently from the tones and rhythms of a linguistic piece it is possible to know the 

physical character of the speaker or writer. From the text produced by a writer 

the peculiarity of his vocal complexion is inferred and expressed by a physico- 

mathematical symbol called a personal curve, which can be indicated by a sort of 

algebraic formula. If there is an interpolation in the text, it will give a different 

sound -analysis and in the same way all foreign influences in a text may be detected- 

In 1919 the method failed to justify itself in the analysis of a composite text skil- 

fully put together from a number of authors by Professor Hans Lietzmann. At 

the same time Schallanalyse earned the discredit of exegetes by reason of the ex- 

traordinary results arrived at by Sievers himself in the analyses of the Epistle to 

the Romans (1926) and by his disciple W. Schanze for Galatians (1918). See art- 

icle by F. Zorewu in Theologische Revue, 26 Jahrgang, 11 (1927) 409-414. 
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part of the text of Hebrews written per cola et commata seemed to him 

to offer a confirmation of the views advanced in his essay and rhythm- 
ic edition. Jn the meantime he made the further discovery that 
St. Paul was also of the school of Asiatic prose-rhythmists and in a 

book, which saw the light in 1905, he offered the learned world some 
new rhythmical analyses of Paul, Hebrews and Pausanias in the 

Greek field, and of Cicero, Seneca, Curtius and Apuleius in the Latin. 1 
| The theory of Blass, partially expounded in the foreword of his 

edition of Hebrews (pp. 4-9) and more fully in his later book: Die 

Rhythmen der asianischen Kunstprosa, is briefly as follows. The 
classical prose of the Attic orators is periodic in structure and admits 
measured rhythms sparingly. The theory of their artis set forth by 
Aristotle in the third book of his Rhetoric. ‘‘ The form of speech,” 
‘says the philosopher, “ must neither be metrical nor rhythmless. 

The former is unpersuasive on account of its artificial appearance 

and because at the same time it distracts attention. For it makes 
one look out for the occurrence of the corresponding cadence... On 

the other hand, a rhythmless prose is objectionable, inasmuch as it 
has not definite boundaries set to it. A system of definite boundaries 

must be introduced, but not by means of metre, for the unbounded 

or indefinite is unpleasant inasmuch as it is an unknown quantity. 
Now everything has boundaries set to it by number, and the number 
of a rhetorical form is rhythm, whereof metrical units also are definite 
sections. Therefore a speech must have rhythm but not metre. 

Otherwise it will bea poem. But rhythm is not to be understood in 

the strict sense of elaborate measure. It is only to be carried to a 
certain point.” 2 After disapproving the use of the herous, the iam- 
bus and the trochee, Aristotle specially recommends the use of the 
paeon, ‘“‘ which Greek orators had employed from Thrasymachus 

1 ¥F. Brass, Die rhythmische Komposition des Hebrderbriefes (Theol. Stud. 

und Krit. (1902) 420-461. (Barnabas) Brief and die Hebrder. Text mit Angabe 

der Rhythmen (Halle, 1903); Die Rhythmen der asianischen und rémischen Kunst- 

prosa (Leipzig, 1905). I have read the two latter works but cannot claim to have 

any technical practice in the investigation of prose rhythms. Hence I am endeav- 

ouring extra-strictly in the present article to keep within the bounds of my know- 

ledge. 

2 Ars Rhetorica, IIT, 1408, 1409, Ed. cit., pp. 189, 190: 76 dé oyiua tis AéEews 

Oct pyre éupetpov eivac pyre appvOuov' To pév yap awiBavov, wenAdcOar yap Soxel, Kat 

aua xai éiotnot*’ mpocéyew yap wot TE Opolg, wove wdAw n&er... Td dé EppvOuov aré- 

pavrov, det 06 wemepdvOa peév, uy pétpw O&* andés yap Kat ayvwarTov TO arelpov. TeEpa- 

iverar 6¢ ap.0u@ wdavta* 6 O& Too oyiparos Tis AéFews aeiOuds pvOuds éortw, ov Kai 

Ta pétpa tuntd. 6 pvOpov det Eyew tov Adyov, wérpov Oé py. woinua yap Eotat. pvOpov 

O& wy axpiB@s. Todt O& Eorat éav péypt Tov Ff, 
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down.’? The first paeon (a long followed by three short syllables) 

he considers more suitable as an initial rhythm, and the fourth paeon 

(three short syllables followed by a long) as a clausula,? the reason 
being that, whereas light syllables suggest continuation, a long one 

seems to mark a stop. 

The period, as conceived by the Attic orators and Aristotle, con- 
sisted of two parallel members. According to Blass, the division of 
complete rhetorical units into cola and commata belongs to the Asiatic 
rhetoric of Hellenistic times. Several maior and minor pauses began 

to be observed within a period and these were rendered pleasant by 
rhythmic cadences. Cicero, it would seem, attributes this innova- 
tion to Theophrastus, the fluent Lesbian successor of Aristotle, as 
head of the peripatetic school, 2 but the founder of the system of 
Asiatic Rhetoric was—so Blass thinks—Hegesias of Magnesia, who 

flourished in the first half of the third century before Christ. With 

the change of sentence-structure advocated by this rhetorician came a 
change of rhythmic.? The first thing that Blass notes, as he proceeds 
to examine some fragments of Hegesias, is his strict avoidance of 
hiatus, next the preference for ditrochaic clausulae, and further the 
rhythmic correspondence of consecutive cola as well as correspond- 

ence between the beginning and end of the same colon or of conse- 
cutive cola—in a word, a very elaborate system of rhythmic comb- 

inations. Metrical feet become abundant in this new Asiatic prose, 

for instance, the tribrach, the dichoree (quem secuta est Asia quam 

maxime, as Cicero says) and others besides. The philologist of Halle 
has no hesitation in asserting that the Epistle to the Hebrews is con- 
structed on this Asiatic basis of cola and commata and a complex 

arrangement of rhythms.* He notes that in our Epistle the begin- 

1 Aristotle and Cicero after him distinguish only two paeons: probatur autem 

ab eodem illo maxime paeon; qui est duplex (De Oratore 3, 47). But the paeon, 

being a tetrasyllabic foot of three short syllables and a long, is distinguished into 

first, second, third and fourth according to the position of the long syllable. 

2 De Oratore, III, 48. Butin his Orator 52 Cicero writes “‘ neminem in eo genere 

scientius versatum Isocrate, confitendum est: sed princeps inveniendi fuit Thra- 

symachus; cuius omnia nimis etiam extant scripta numerose.”” 

3 Blass writing of Hegesias’ aversion to the old build of period says: “‘ Immerhin 

nun ist in dieser veranderten Satzbildung zwar kein Zwang, aber doch ein Grund 

fiir veranderte Rhythmik ”’ (Die Rhythmen der asianischen und rémischen Kunst- 

prosa, p. 18). 

4 “Dahin gehodrt auch, dass der Verfasser nicht etwa bestimmte Formen der 

Klausel stark bevorzugt und immer wiederkehren lasst, an welchem Fehler die 

rémische Kunstprosa leidet; der Lehrer des Verfassers muss auch einen gelauterten 

Geschmack gehabt haben, wenigstens hat ihn der Schiiler.” (Vorrede zur Ausgabe 

pp. 7, 8). 
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nings and ends of the cola are largely rhythmic, whereas the medial 
pauses are not very frequently so. A whole colon sometimes corres- 

ponds to another or part of another. Tribrachs, dactyls, anapaests 
are profusely employed. They are employed, however, according to 

the exigencies of prose, for apart from the hexameter of 12.13, as 
read in most of the great codices (1oujcavres not trooivtes), Hebrews 
seems to have only two metrical verses, namely, the two consecutive 
trimeters found in 12.14, these being obviously accidental. Thus 
the Epistle shows great perfection in the use of prose rhythm, a 

perfection which is also strikingly shown by the fact that the author 

avoids a fault from which Roman prose largely suffered, that is, 
uniformity in the clausulae. 

Apart from the fact that Blass not infrequently interfered with 
the order or wording of the critically established text, when it failed 
to fit in with his hypothesis, the theory itself did not receive the 
favour of scholars. Adolf Deissman characterised it as ‘“‘ a venerable 
error’?! and it has disappeared from the later editions of Blass’s 
grammar prepared by Debrunner. 

Even if the theory of Asiatic prose-rhythmic were proved for 

Hebrews, this would constitute no argument against its Pauline origin. 
The year after the appearance of Blass’s rhythmical edition of our 

Epistle, Dr. Theodor Innitzer, now Cardinal Archbishop of Vienna, 

made a similar analysis of the exordium of Ephesians (Der Hymnus | 
im Epheserbriefe (1. 3-14] ZfkT, 28 [1904] 612-621) and H. I. Cladder 

8. J. ventured a small essay in scansion for the beginning of St. James 
(ibid. p. 313). Rhythms, then, similar to those of our Epistle may 

be found elsewhere in the N. T. and notably in the Pauline Epistles. 
As a matter of fact, Blass wrote in his book of 1905: “‘ Paul does not 
show any trace of Atticistic purism any more than the author of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews; if the author were Barnabas, one could 

conclude that the Atticistic School and its special grammar had no 

vogue either in Barnabas’s native Cyprus orin Tarsus. However, the 
author of this Epistle must have had a rhetorician of fine taste as his 
master. Naturally there is nothing against such a supposition. But 
did Paul frequent a rhetor? The effects are really such that one 

1 Cited from a contribution of DEISSMANN to the Theologische Literaturzettung 
(1906, 231-236) by Albert Debrunner in his foreword to the fourth edition of Blass’s 

Grammar. Debrunner admits that he sometimes did not shrink from a small 

sacrificium intellectus in leaving some doubtful views of the author stand, but adds: 

“Nur im Kapitel Prosarhythmus reichte die Pietaét nicht hin, um den von dem 

Gelehrtenwelt allgemein abgelehnten ‘ ehrwiirdigen Irrtum’ stehen zu lassen.’ 

(Neutestamentliche Grammatik, p. V11t). 
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might suppose schooling and good schooling at that. Did Paul know 
rhythms and use them? Up to the present I did not believe that he 
did, because I did not presume such preparation in him and had 

found no proof of it either in Romans or in the beginning of first 
Corinthians, in spite of all the art displayed in this latter place. But 
these pieces are not the whole of Paul and, if I had sought in Gala- 

tians or in the later sections of first Corinthians, the result would 

have been different.’?1 The 1905 book actually contained rhythmical 
analyses of the whole of Galatians pp. 43 ff. and Appendix 2, pp. 204 ff.), 
of first Thessalonians and some passages of first Corinthians, Romans, 
Philippians and first Timothy. After summing up his results (pp. 72- 
77), Blass further wrote: ‘‘ We were not accustomed to consider 

Paul as an author who composed with such care and art. Certainly 
his capacity was always clear. This rhythmic is not possible without 

care’? {(p. 77). Admittedly then, in the matter of rhythms, what- 
ever theory of rhetoric they may be said to represent, there is only 
a difference of degree of elaboration between Paul and the author of 
Hebrews. . 

That there is a systematic Asiatic rhythmic either in Hebrews or 

in the Pauline Epistles does not seem proved. There is, however, 

abundance of rhythm and one may assent in general to Dr. Moffat’s 
assertion that ‘‘ pds ‘EBpaiovs is distinguished, among the prose 
works of the primitive church, by its rhythmical cadences.”’? This 

author thinks that the writer was acquainted with the oratorical 

rhythms popularised by Isocrates, his periods showing traces of the 
Athenian’s rhetorical method. What Isocratean oyyuata are em- 
ployed in our Epistle Dr. Moffat does not say except by reference to a 

correspondence of final rhythms in two antithetic members of the 

Prologue and a parallelism of cross cadences in the first verse of 
chapter eleven.? Some of his facts I could not verify as, for instance, 
the rhythms assigned to 5.12, 6. 4, to the clausula of 4.11 and the 
initium of 4. 12, to the closing rhythms of 7. 28, 29; 11. 28, 12.3. I 
failed also to detect the metrical character of 12.26. Besides, al- 
though Dr. Moffat has gathered a good deal of interesting information | 

into a few pages and obviously intends thereby to support the exclu- 

sion of Hebrews from the Corpus Paulinum, no definite conclusion 
seems to emerge from his exposition. We may, however, attempt 

1 Die Rhythmen der asianischen und romischen Kunstprosa, pp. 42, 43. 

2 Commentary. Introduction LVI under heading: Style and Diction (1). 

3 He also makes the assertion that our author “is true to the ancient principle 

of Isocrates that prose should be mingled with rhythms of all sorts, especially 

iambic and trochaic.” 
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a classification of his facts adding to them some observations on the 

same subject from the frequently cited article of Father Vitti.1 The 

favourite initium of our author seems to be the fourth paeon, in con- 

tradiction to Aristotle’s reeommendation cited above. Several ex- 
amples of this are very striking on account of their outstanding posit- 

ion at the beginning of solemn pieces, e. g. vroAupep@s (1.1), 6bev ddeApol 
(3.1), BAdwere uy (12. 25) 6 dé Oeds (13. 20). Akin to this is the 
anapaestic-iambic initium, for instance, ci tds | mapem- (12. 12). 
There are some other types such as a heavy tetrasyllable, a less pond- 

erous intium consisting of two anapaests, and even occasionally an 

initium of three trochees. The standard Aristotelian clausula, namely 
the fourth paeon is wrongly said by Dr. Moffat to occur for the first 
time in 11.3. Professor Vitti has counted thirty-five such paeonic 

clausulae altogether, his first example being taken from 7.5. Taking 
into account the usualness of prolonging the last syllable, this clau- 
sula may be said to occur for the first time in the -xev 6voua, with 
which the transitional verse of the Prologue ends (1.4). The di- 
choree or its equivalent, namely, a tribrach followed by a choree (or 
spondee) is also a favourite ending. A good example of the first type 

is the end of 6.17, éuect | twoev dGpxw, and, of the second the clau- 
sula yy mote | wapapvéyev. The diiambic clausula is also consider- 
ably in evidence, e. g. od otep | eds tpodys (5. 12), and a double 
anapaest terminates some carefully balanced sentences like 2. 16 
(éwiAduBavera). The combination of iambus and trochee known 
as the antispastic occurs, according to Father Vitti’s calculation, 
nineteen times, e. g. reAei@oa (2. 10; cfr. 2. 18, 3.14, 4.3 ete.); the 

choriambie ending appears fifteen times, one example being eis uap- 

TUptov THY raAy | Onoopévwv, (2. 5). 2 The dochmius, which is such 
a favourite of the Greek tragic chorus, has been counted sixteen 
times. We have it for instance, in the form of an iambus-cretic 
combination, in the words: Aoytwv tod Geot (5.12). The cretic also 
is particularly frequent, sometimes preceding an anapaest as in the 
ending aapeuBords é | Arvav aAAoTpiwv, and sometimes combining 
with another cretic to form the dicretic rhythm so familiar to us 
from our Latin liturgical prayers, e. g. ovx émraioyvvera (2. 11). * 

1 Le bellezze stilistiche della lettera agli Hbret, pp. 158, 159. 

2 It is necessary to note that in many cases the analysis may vary according 

to the number of syllables regarded as belonging to the clausula. For example, 
the verse vwOpoi yeydvare rats dxoats (5.11) may be regarded as ending choriam- 

bically (tats dxoats) or with a double anapaest ate rais | dxoais. 

3 I have not actually found a major dicretic clausula in our Epistle (but my 

observation may be imperfect). The simple cretic occurs three times in such a 
sentence as: dpa drodeineta caBBatiopos TG AAG too Oeod (4. 9). 
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There are also examples of cross cadences as for instance: 
id ‘ , ’ , e , 

€otiw 0€ miotis éATCopévwv UTdoTACIS 
Tpaypatwv éXeyyos ov BAetropevwv. 

Here -aiCouévov and BAewouévwv are fourth paeons, while wiardo- 
Tacis and édAeyyos ov scan as a diiambic metre. Rhythmic balanc- 
ing is observable especially in the ‘‘ peroration ”’ of chapter eleven, 
for instance, 

HpyarcavToe OiKatoavvnv 
ewetuyov émayyeNuav, 

where the six last syllables scan as double anapaests. Dr. Moffat 
gives aS an example of an initium chiming with a foregoing clausula 

the words of 11. 38, 39: 

Kal omnAaios Kai Tats é6iats THs ‘ys 

Kai oUTOL WavtTes paptupnOevtes ... 

It will be observed that the ten syllables of each member are long 
with the exception of the seventh. The syllabic sequences, therefore, 
perfectly fit one another. . 

This review of the rhythmical facts, incomplete as it is, shows what 
considerable quantity and variety of rhythm are to be found in He- 
brews. We may close it by attempting an analysis of one very care- 
fully written piece, namely, the Prologue. 

@) TroAupEep@s Kai ToAUTPOTCWS 
b) maha 6 Oeds AadAnoas Tots TaTpaow év Tots TpOmNHTats 
Cc) éx’ éoyatov Tév HuepGv TovVTwY eAdAnoEV uty év UG 

ad) dv eOnxev KAnpovojiov TWAaVTWV 

€) ot’ ov Kai érotoev Tovs aidvas’ 

f) 6s Gv aravyacpa tis Od&ys 

kai Xapaxtnp tis brooTaTEws avToU 
g) pépwv Te TA TWavTA TH pypatt tis Svvapews adbtod 
h) xaBapicpov tTév auapTiov TOoMmOapEVos 
t) éxaOioev év Oc&t& tis peyadwouvys év wynAots ... 

In this piece a) may be regarded as a comma beginning and ending 

in the fourth paeon. The clausulae of 5) and e) are rhythmically 

identical. There is no correspondence het:ween d) and e), but Blass, 
with insufficient reason, adopted the word-order of the MSS which 
transfer éroincev to the end of e), thus establishing rhythmic corres- 
pondence. The next pair of cola f) and g) terminate identically in 

an anapaest and spondee, -ordcews at’toi and -vduews a’to, the ini- 

tium of the following colon being made to repeat this rhythm, 7f we 
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adopt, as Blass does, the addition 6: éavtod placed by some MSS be- 
fore cafaptouov. It is purely on rhythmical grounds also that Blass 

transposes the words tév dpaptidv to the end of h) and adopts the 
addition nueév on the authority of inferior manuscripts. In this way 
a further rhythmic concord is obtained between -iwv yyeév and év 

‘iynrots, that is, between the clausulae of h) and 7). Since all the 
rectifications introduced by Blass are more than doubtful, the rhythm- 
ical facts for the Prologue are: a paeonic opening and correspond- 
ence between two pairs of cola in regard to their clausulae—which 
is certainly quite a respectable amount of prose rhythm in so short a. 

passage. | . | 
It seems to be quite certain, therefore, that Hebrews is a rather 

rhythmical composition, but does this rhythm demand the authorship 
of a trained rhetorician as its only adequate explanation? To assume 

this would be equivalent to asserting that high literary art always 
presupposes high technical training. Rhythms particularly are a 

psychological element in prose-composition which must be predomin- 

antly native to the author. All good prose will be more or less 
rhythmical and its degree will depend more on two general factors 
than on any personal training, namely, the degree of the author’s 
attunement to the current rhythms of the language which he uses 

and the power of a great subject over his soul. To these general 
factors two particular ones may be added, namely, the state of mind 

in which the author actually works and the amount of care which 

he bestows on his composition. Now St. Paul knew the Greek lan- 
guage well. It was really his native language and the music of the 
great Hellenic world of his apostolate took possession of him more 

and more, as the years passed. To what extent he had read Greek 

literature, prose or poetry, cannot be determined, but whatever his 
means of contact with the Hellenic Muse may have been, snatches of 
Greek verse found a place in his rhetorical repertoire, as his Athe- 

nian discourse (Acts 17. 29), the first to the Corinthians (15. 33) and 

the letter to Titus (1. 12) bear witness. With his undoubted mastery 

of the Greek language and sympathy with its genius, it is not surpris- 
ing that the Apostle becomes strongly rhythmical, when a particu- 
larly sublime subject offers itself. The rhythmic quality of the 

charity-hymn in first Corinthians has been universally admired and 

it does not stand alone.! In estimating the origin of those rhythms 

1 No reader can fail to observe how rhythmical Philippians 4. 4-9 is. It will 
be noticed that the first two cola begin with a fourth paeon and end in a dactyl. 

TO értex- is also a paeon and the sentence, which it opens, closes with a cretic 

and a spondee (r&ow avOpwros). It could, perhaps, be proved that many of the 

12 
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the Greek of the Septuagint has also to be taken into account and 
behind that the Hebrew Bible, familiarity with which formed a 
psychological disposition to rhythmic speech. Blass, who supposes 

Barnabas to be the author of our Epistle, considers that the Cyprian 
Levite’s psalm-singing was an important factor in creating the 

rhythmic spirit in him. ‘“‘ Gerade wegen der Psalmen lagen ihm die 
Rhythmen besonders nahe.’?+ Though Paul was no Levite, he must 
have come very much under the same literary influences as Barnabas 
with results all the more remarkable because of his surpassing genius 
and natural eloquence. To suppose that this ‘‘ Hermes” from 

Tarsus had only an inferior gift of speech is to contradict the history 

of the first missionary expedition and especially the history of that 
celebrated missionary day at Lycaonian Lystra (Acts 14. 8-20) as 

well as the evidence of thirteen letters. 
Let us suppose St. Paul, then, with his admittedly great command 

of the resources of colloquial Greek, resolved to write on such a great. 
subject as the excellence of Christ and in circumstances which demand- 
ed a calm and studied composition, can anyone make bold to assert 
that such a cause is not equal to the effect which lies before us in the 

Epistle to the Hebrews? It is a mistake to look for the explanation 

of the rhetorical perfection of our Epistle in a technical training 
rather than in the natural capacity of the writer. With regard to 

rhythm in particular two points should be specially noted. Firstly, 

there is no.evidence that the auctor ad Hebraeos was possessed of a 
theory of prose-rhythm such as that to which Cicero consecrates a 

third of his Orator ad M. Brutum (XLIX-LXXT). Secondly, there 
are deep psychological forces behind speech-rhythms, which it is 
exceedingly difficult or impossible to trace. In the present case 

the facts, numerous though they be, do not postulate any preliminary 

acquaintance with Isocratean methods or with the devices of Asiatic 

rhetoric. Great thoughts summon rhythms to express themselves; 

rhythms which frequently occur in Hebrews are embedded in the Pauline phraseo- 

logy. Forinstance, the clausula consisting of an anapaest and a spondee would come 

very easily to a person continually using such phrases as é&’ dvacrdcews vexpév 

(Rom. 1. 4), dvaoraois vexp@v (1 Cor. 15. 21), tis avacracews attot (Philipp. 3. 10), 

while the cretic ending is, as it were, fixed in the noun Ocos preceded by a long 

syllabe, a final combination which occurs  meauently. 

1 Brief an die Hebrder. Vorrede p. 

2 I have heard on excellent authonity that a first-class American philologist: 

discovered whole blocks of Demosthenic rhythms in the writings of the English 

art critic, John Ruskin. Ruskin was a graduate of Oxford, but it seems very 

unlikely that reminiscence of the Athenian’s rhythmic is the real explanation 

of the fact. 
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“‘ipsi inquam se offerent et respondebunt non vocati’’ (Cicero, De 
Oratore 3, 49). We may feel sure that St. Paul did not artificially 
introduce the final paeon into the verse which ends with ciuBadov 
avadagov nor studiously seek the other rhythms which occur in the 
charity-hymn of first Corinthians. Rhythms are more abundant in 

Hebrews than in the other Paulines because of the author’s greater 
attention to word-order, and not because of a preconceived scheme of 
rhythm. 

| Stylistic Colour 

The term ‘‘ colour ”’ transferred to the realm of-literary style has 
a certain amount of vagueness about it. Nevertheless, ancient and 
modern usage has sanctioned its adoption. Clement of Alexandria 
was the first to use the expression in reference to our Epistle, observ- 

ing that the alleged Greek translation of St. Paul’s Aramaic original 
had the ‘“‘ same colour”? as the Acts of the Apostles. Clement ob- 

viously meant that the vocabulary and phraseology showed a Lucan 

complexion. Here our intention is to apply the metaphor to that 
special peculiarity of chromatic tone which marks, as it were, the 
tonic tint of Hebrews among New Testament writings. For our 
present purpose colour and tone aresynonymous. As a man’s mind 

is said to be steeped in the colours of his trade, so a writing must be 
tinged with that particular blend of tones which a special subject, 
special psychological disposition and special milieu call forth from the 
mind of the writer. In what colours is the texture of our Epistle 
dyed? 

The Jewish destination of this ‘‘ word of exhortation ” called for 
a style which should be not only biblical but in some measure syn- 

agogal. If we examine the discourses delivered .to Jewish audiences 
in the Acts of the Apostles, we shall find that the forms of address 
and the terminology itself are steeped in the colours of a tradition 
belonging to a venerable and privileged race. The Apostle of the 

Gentiles did not depart from that traditional form of address when 
he spoke in the synagogues of the Diaspora nor when he spoke from 

the steps of the temple at Jerusalem or before the Sanhedrin. We 
find the first and most remarkable Pauline specimen of this style 
in the discourse of Pisidian Antioch. The Apostle’s hearers are 
there called avdpes ‘Iopandtra kai of poBovpevor tov Oedv; God is “‘ the 
God of this people Israel; ’? He chose ‘“‘ our fathers.”’ The relations 
to Egypt and the years in the desert and the settlement in Canaan 

are all remembered. David and the seed of David are introduced, 
as it were, to bud forth the Saviour, the mention of whose ministry 
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is followed by a sentence which is impregnated with Hebrew colour: 
‘“* Viri fratres, filii generis Abraham et qui in vobis timent Deum, 
vobis verbum salutis huius missum est.’?1 ‘* The voices of the pro- 

phets, which are read every sabbath day,’’ were fulfilled by the action 
of the Jerusalemites and their Princes in regard to the crucifixion. 
The Apostles, who saw the risen Jesus, are now witnesses of him mpds 

tov Aadv. Itis “‘ the promise made to the fathers ” that is henceforth 

announeed as ‘ fulfilled for their children ”’ in the raising up of Jesus. 
‘“* Be it known unto you, therefore, dvdpes adeA@oi, that through this 
man is preached unto you the remission of sins and in him every 

believer is justified from all those things from which ye could not be 

justified in the law of Moses. Beware, therefore, lest (8AézeTe obv 
un) that come upon you which was spoken in the prophets.” 

This summary gives a faithful idea of the texture of the whole 
discourse and shows that it is coloured through and through by the 
grand protocol tones of a privileged past. The final words, especially, 

bring into relief the homiletic accent which joins itself to the forms 
of address and the historic phraseology to set the stamp of synagogal 

style on this piece of Pauline oratory. So was it meet to address a 

people of Abrahamite dignity, a people that had been the chosen 

depositary of glorious promises now fulfilled, a people whose life had 
been guided by the voices of prophets and whose past history was 
full of grave warning even for the children of the Messianic age. 

There is no need to seek further parallels in the Acts nor to draw 

attention to the striking echoes of St. Stephen’s apologia which are 
found in Hebrews. The letter is obviously so much a daughter of 

the preaching style which we have just heard in Antioch of Pisidia 
as to deserve the compliment: ‘“‘O matre pulchra filia pulchrior.” ? 

That Hebrews observes this manner is in fact sufficiently evident 

from what has been already said in the course of this essay. The 

tone is so clearly homiletic that critics have tried to prove that the 
writing is really a homily which was fashioned into an epistle by the 

band of the author or by some later redactor.* The author himself 

1 Acts 13. 26. 
2 Horace, Odes, Book I, 16.1. 

3 WinpiscH, Der Hebrderbrief, p. 123, 124: “ Von 1. 1 bis 13. 17 ist der Hebr. 

am besten als eine niedergeschriebene Predigt anzusehen, die im ganzen typisch 

gehalten, aber doch einer bestimmten Gemeinde zugedacht ist... Hebr. ist eine 

Homilie die fiir eine dem Verfasser bekannte Gemeinde niedergeschrieben, ganz 

gelegentlich auch auf ihre konkreten Verhdltnisse eingeht und schliesslich wie ein 

Gemeindebrief endet.” This view of Windisch, namely, that the author of the 

homily originally gave it the form of a letter, is to be distinguished from the opinion 

of those who consider it as a homily actually delivered in a certain place and then 
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has expressly stated that he wished to write exactly the same sort of 
message as Paul was asked to give in the synagogue at Antioch, that 
is, &@ Adyos wapakAnoeuws (Acts 13. 15, Hebrews 13. 22). That he main- 
tained the same protocol style is evident not only from the dozen 

instances in which the addressees are styled ‘‘ God’s people,”’ or called 
by the name of “‘ holy brethren,”’ or referred to as the ‘‘ seed of Abra- 

ham,’’ but even more especially because the warnings and arguments 
rest on such pillars as the solemn but still minor sanctions of the old 

angelic regime, the example of those whom infidelity excluded from 
the typological sabbath-rest of God’s people, the efficacy of God’s 

word spoken formerly by the prophets and now by the Son, the oath 

that was sworn to Abraham as a pledge of the certainty of Israel’s 
hope. Only four times in the New Testament do the great proge- 

‘nitors of the chosen race receive the title ‘‘ Patriarch,” the fourth 

example being supplied by our Epistle applying to Abraham (7. 4) 

that same appellation given to David by St. Peter (Acts 2. 29) and 

to the fathers of the twelve tribes twice over by St. Stephen (7. 8, 9). 1 
Thrice mention is made of “ the fathers’ (1. 2, 3.9, 8.9) and the 

voices of the prophets pervade the whole Epistle as the utterances 

of God Himself. As we have already said, so Israelite is the tone of 
our letter that the Gospel is an émayyeAra and the Christian economy 
is 4 oikovpévyn 4 pé\AOVCR.. 

Not only is the colour of our Epistle eminently Israelitic and 

homiletic, but it is also liturgical and even hieratic. This fact has 
also been recognised and urged to support the claim of Barnabas 

as author or at least joint author of the Epistle. Barnabas was a 
Levite and would therefore have had a greater natural propensity 

to such a subject and such a style than the Benjaminite Paul. 
The argument has, however, been used to cut both ways, in 

favour of Barnabas and against him. The Catholic commentator 

Dr. Ignaz Rohr, a Professor emeritus of Tiibingen, thinks that a 
Levite could never have written the sentence (7. 27) in which the 

adapted by the author as an Epistle for another community (R. Perdelwitz and 

E. Burggaller), also from the opinion of, critics who regard the epistolary conclu- 

sion as a fiction whereby the author intended his homily to pass as a Pauline 

letter (Wendland, Torrey), and finally from the opinion of those who regard the 

conclusion as a later forgery to support the canonization of a Christian homily as 

a Pauline Epistle. ‘This last is partially the position of W. Wrede (Das literarische 

Rdisel des Hebrdéerbriefes, Gottingen, 1906) who, however, regards our Epistle as 

“eine Mischung von Abhandlung and Predigt’’ (ibid. p. 73). 

1 In this connection Romans 4.1 also deserves to be mentioned, because 

there St. Paul calls Abraham tov rporaropa queév, an expression which is found 

nowhere else in the New Testament. 
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Highpriest seems to be represented as offering a daily sacrifice, nor 

could he be responsible for a description (9. 4) which appears to 

place the altar of incense within the Holy of holies. 1 In both of these 

cases the indefiniteness of the author’s phraseology may perhaps indi- 

cate that he was not a Levite by birth and profession but, in any 

case, that fact is sufficiently clear from the Epistle as a whole, there 
being no such obtrusion of levitical interest as colours a work like the 
two volumes of the Chronicler in the Old Testament (1 and 2 Paral- 

pomena). The liturgical tone belongs rather to the subject matter, 

and since the sublime theme of the Priesthood. of Christ is the cen- 
tral concern of the writer, the epistle comes thereby to be suffused 
with a solemn hieratic grandeur. Similar solemnity and similar 
liturgical colour are not alien to the mentality of St. Paul. The 
gravely solemn movement and the tone of worship which pervades 

the first half of Ephesians shows a marked affinity with Hebrews, in 
spite of such very considerable differences of style as seem to remove 

our Epistle as far from the Asiatic letter as this itself is removed from 

Romans. There is no better argument for the possible variations of 
St. Paul’s stylistic capacity than a literary comparison of Romans and 

Ephesians. In the former letter the Apostle is keyed to a high ten- 

sion of vivacity so that his language moved with the vigour of a 
military march, while on the other hand the writer of Ephesians 

moves. in a deep vein of theological meditation which makes his 
advance more like that of a solemn procession.? There is really as 

1 Die Heiligen Schriften des Neuen Testamentes: Der Hebrderbrief. Exkurs: 

Der Hohepriester des A. T. und des N. T. (p. 35). Having remarked that the part- 

icipation of the Highpriest in the office of daily sacrifice was limited to Expiation’ 

Day, he adds: “So war die Ausdrucksweise von Hebr. 7.27 immerhin mdglich, 

aber nicht bei einem Schriftsteller, die den Opferkult aus eigener Anschauung 

kannte, wie etwa Barnabas, der Levite. Und wenn ein Heidenchrist die Angaben 

Sir. 45. 14 las, so, konnte er darin eine Bestatigung fiir das tagliche Hohepriester- 

siihneopfer sehen. Hebr. 7. 27 ist also zugleich eine Instanz fiir einen Heidenchri- 

sten als Verfasser der Briefes.”’ If the last two sentences suppose, as they seem to 

suppose, an erroneous interpretation of Ecclesiasticus 45. 14 to have found its way 

into Hebrews 7.27, they cannot stand before the dogma of Scriptural inerrancy. It 

is also difficult to defend the following word of comment on Hebrews 9. 4: ‘‘ Den 
Raucheraltar, der nach Ex. 30. 6 gleichfalls im Heiligtum stand, versetzt er ins 

Allerheiligste zur Bundeslade. Bei einem Heidenchristen. wie es der Verfasser 

ja war, kann das nicht auffallen, um so weniger als Ex 30. 6 immerhin so gedeutet 

werden konnte und die dem ntl. Zeitalter Baruchapocalypse 6. 7 dieselbe Anschau- 

ung vertritt’’ (ibid. pp. 39, 40). . , 

2 With some exaggeration but also with much felicity W. Sanday notes this — 

difference of style in his Introduction to Romans (International Critical Commen- 

tary, Romans,* 1908, p. tv.) ‘“‘ We shut the Epistle to the Romans and we open 
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wide a gulf between the style of Romans and Ephesians as between 
Romans and Hebrews, although, on the whole, Ephesians is the letter 

which most resembles Hebrews. However, what we are concerned 
with here is that the hieratic Paul shows himself in all three epistles 
only, indeed, in a few patches of Romans but in at least one half of 
Ephesians and in practically the whole of Hebrews. A few indica- 

tions will suffice to place this assertion in evidence. 
Tt is only a writer capable of high liturgical tones that could re- 

present his apostolate in the Gospel of Christ in the magnificent 
hierurgical terms of Romans 15.15 f. There St. Paul justifies the 
liberty of having written so boldly to the Romans by appeal to the 
grace which was given to him eis rd etvai pe Aettoupyov Xpiotod *“Incot 
eis ta €Ovn, iepoupyotvta TO evayyé\ov tot Oceot, iva yévytat 4 aWpo- 
‘opopa tev ébvev evapdadextos, nyiacuévy év tvedpate ay. This is, 
perhaps, the passage of the Paulines which is most richly colour- 
ed with hieratic metaphor but it does not stand alone in Romans 

nor is it unparalleled in other Epistles. The doxologies are all liturg- 

ical and it is especially noteworthy that the Gloria at the end of the 
dogmatic section of Romans (11. 36) leads on to an exhortation which 
opens with a liturgical expression of Christian self-dedication, involv- 
ing the presentation of the body as a living victim, holy and pleas- 
ing to God, tHv AoyiKnv Aatpetav budv. 

This same idea of Christians being an offering to God had already 

made its appearance in the Apostle’s earliest letters, for he asks the 

Thessalonians to be grateful that God chose them as ‘ an offering 
of first-fruits (amapynv) unto salvation in the hallowing of the Spirit ”’ 

(2 Thess. 2.13). It furthermore continues through all the groups 
of the Epistolary. The Corinthians are Paschal azyms (1 Cor. 5. 

7); God has anointed them (2 Cor. 1. 21); and by the preaching of the 

Gospel the Apostle himself has become a sweet odour of Christ unto 

God amongst them, the term ejwoia having sacrificial connotation 
{2 Cor. 2. 15). Similarly the collection sent by the Philippians 

to Rome to assist their Apostle, he regards as an dcopyy evwolas 

Guatav dextyv, evdpestov t@ Oeg (Philipp. 4. 18). Finally, when the 

that to the Ephesians, how great.is the contrast! We cannot here speak of vivacity, 

hardly of energy; if there is energy, it is deep down below the surface. The rapid 

argumentative cut.and thrust is gone. In its place we have a slowly-moving, 

onwards-advancing mass, like a glacier working its way inch by inch down the. 

valley. The periods are of unwieldy length, the writer seems to stagger under his 

load. He has weighty truths to express, and he struggles to express them—not 

without success but certainly with little flexibility or ease of composition. The 

truths unfolded read like abstract truths, ideal verities laid up in the heavens 

rather than embodying themselves in the active controversies of earth.” 
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last message to Timothy tells that martyrdom is near, the prisoner 

of Jesus Christ finds no more suitable name for himself than that of 
a libation ready to be poured out: ‘‘ ego enim iam delibor ”’ (Tim. 4. 6). 
Non-catholic commentators too easily forget that Paul the Benjamin- 
ite was a priest of the New Testament, and although he never calls 

himself by this name, he knew a table which was not the table of 
demons (1 Cor. 10. 21), ‘‘ per mensam altare utrobique intelligens.”’ + 

Over such a table he certainly was wont to preside (Acts 20. 7, 

and efr. 1 Cor. 11. 20-34), so that the habitual consciousness of the 
Christian priesthood naturally coloured his language already impreg- 

nated with the sacerdotal terminology of the Old Testament. 
But Hebrews, as has been said, finds the nearest of kin to its li- 

turgical tone in the solemnity of the Epistle to the Ephesians. The 

majestic stateliness, but not the heavy movement, of the first three 
chapters is reflected in the general style of our Epistle, but above 

all we find the central theme and the liturgical colour of the latter 
writing in a sentence comparable, in view of hieratic developments,. 

to the evangelical mustard seed. That sentence is as follows: ‘‘ Chri- 

stus... tradidit semetipsum pro nobis, oblationem et hostiam Deo in 

odorem suavitatis ’? (IMiph. 5.2). The potentiality of the statement 

here made is further foreshown in the description of the fruits of 
Christ’s sacrifice in the Church: “‘ Seipsum tradidit pro ea, ut illam 
sanctificaret, mundans lavacro aquae in verbo vitae, ut exhiberet 
ipse sibi gloriosam HEcclesiam, non habentem maculam, aut rugam, 
aut aliquid huiusmodi, sed ut sit sancta et immaculata”’ (5. 26, 27). 

The tonality and colour of Hebrews is already sown and forecasted in 

such magnificent words as these. 

External Literary Influences 

So perfect a style as that of the Epistle to the Hebrews must 

have very considerable shaping forces behind it. The author’s 
literary environment is, of course, one of those forces. The question 
therefore arises whether we can trace the influence of certain known 

varieties of style upon him. In this connection the first influence 
that naturally suggest itself to an investigator is that of the Alexan- 

drian Bible. That the writer was well acquainted with the Greek 

Scriptures, whose use spread from Alexandria to the whole Hellenistic 
Diaspora, is so overwhelmingly certain that it has been even doubted 

whether he had ever read a Hebrew roll. With one possible exception 

(Deut. 32.35; Hebrews 10.30), he never seems to take his biblical 

1 Cone. Trid. Sess. XXII, cap. 1. DENZINGER-BANNWART, Hnchiridion, 939. 
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citations from any other source. But has he also derived part of his 

vocabulary, some of his phraseology and certain points of structure 
from the same literary fount? This question requires an affirmative 
answer which, however, must be strictly limited. Apart from citations. 
and some phrases that are verbally taken over from certain biblical 

pages which he lays under contribution, and also several reminiscen- 

ces of biblical expressions, the style of our Epistle cannot be des- 

eribed as biblico-Alexandrian. <A fairly considerable coincidence of 
vocabulary has been already noted, but the author does not at all 

manifest a strong tendency to express himself in phrases borrowed 

from the Old Testament. He has not cultivated a biblical style in 

any such sense as we associate, for instance, with St. Bernard of 
Clairvaux. Just like St. Paul, our author says things in his own per- 

‘sonal way, even when the thoughts which he expresses ultimately 

flow from the ancient biblical fount. The diction of this master of 

the Old Testament books is his own, even when words and images 

from the Septuagint crowd in abundantly upon. him. + 

Although in point of style the Septuagint cannot be spoken of 
as a literary unity, since it contains books translated by different 
hands, at different times and with very different degrees of skill, and 
comprises besides two original Greek books, namely, the very slightly 
stylised compilation known as the second Maccabees and a literary 

masterpiece called the Wisdom of Solomon, nevertheless, there is 

one general quality of the Alexandrian Bible to which our Epistle 

conforms, that is, an Hebraic simplicity very different even from 

the products of the literary cxowyn whether these come from the hand 
of a Jew like Philo or a Greek like Plutarch. As we saw, the tend- 
ency to periodism in our author, must be regarded as very slight 

and in this we cannot regard Hebrews as an exception to the common 
New Testament style nor to the literary tradition created by the 

Alexandrian Bible. But the simplicity of the N. T. style is not 

artless. No book is written without some degree of art and, conse- 
quently, when the colloquial Greek of the day was pressed into ser- 
vice to translate the grand Scriptures of the Hebrew people or to 

communicate the still grander revelation of the New Testament, it 
thereby became an artistic literary medium. The fact that litera- 

ture thus gets into closer contact with the language of the people 
only renews its youth and vigour.? In the case of average groups 

- 1 Von SopENn, A andcommentar, p. 7. Cfr. Narrnz, The Epistle of Priesthood. 
Chapter VIII: The Epistle and the Old Testament, p. 280. 

2 Harnack has drawn attention to the impression which the form of the Greek 
Bible made even upon a man of Greek culture like Tatian. ‘‘ Die machtige Sprache 
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like the ordinary run of Hebrews in the Diaspora, the general absence. 
of such deep Hellenic culture as a particular individual like Philo 
possessed, would leave persons more open to the influence of the 

Septuagint model. This is particularly observable in the Greek- 
speaking author of Wisdom, whose style is largely dominated by the 
Hebraic system of parallelism. It is also observable in a less degree, 

but still very palpably evident, in the general stylistic manner of our 
author. It is a mistake to see in hima product of a Greek rhetorical 
school. . 

Such general influence of the Greek Bible on the style of our Epis- 

tle will be readily admitted by anyone who is acquainted with the 
relative documents. A sufficiently good parallel may perhaps be 
found in the influence of the King James’ Bible on John Milton and 
indeed on a great mass of English prose and poetry written during 
the last three centuries. The use of the Authorised Version in Great 
Britain was so constant and intense that through it Hebraic rhythm 
and even a biblical cast of phrase became part and parcel of the 
English language.! Something similar happened throughout Hel- 

lenistic Judaism. What we really witness in the New Testament— 
the Epistle to the Hebrews being no exception—is the creation of 
a new style through the powerful ferment of Apostolic inspiration 
working on the linguistic lump of colloquial Greek which was already 
partially standardised in Jewish circles under the influence of the 

Alexandrian Bible. 2 
In detail it is just as difficult to detect the shaping influences of 

particular books of the Old Testament in Hebrews as it is in the 

letters of St Paul. Apart from the passages touched in argument or 
in narrative, the detailed influence of the Alexandrian Bible does not 
seem to be any more in evidence throughout Hebrews than throughout 

der Propheten and Psalmisten entzuckte den Mann, der durch die Rhetoren- und 

Philosophenschulen gegangen war. Kraft gepaart mit Einfachheit—das war es, 

was ihm das Buch so ganz anders erscheinen liess als jene ungeheuren Buchrollen, 

in denen sich die Autoren miihsam abqualten, iiber die héchsten Fragen ins Klare 

zu kommen’’ (Die Mission und Ausbreitung des Christentums +4, 1924, Vol. I, p. 290). 

Tatian saw in these “ barbaric books ’? what he describes as “ rév AdEewv 1d: krupov 

Kat TOv eimdévTwy TO adveiTHOevTOV Kal THY pedAdvTwWY TO TpOoyvwoTIKOV Kal TOV Tapay- 

yeduatwv Td éEaictov Kat TGV SAwv Td povapyixdv” (Oratio adversus Graecos, 29. — 

P. G., VI, 868). 

1 See The Legacy of Israel, Oxford, 1927. Essay by L. Maenous entitled: 

“The Legacy in Modern Literature,’ pp. 483-505. 

2 Nairne, from whom I have taken the substance of the ideas expressed above, 
notes that this style lingers in the Apostolic Fathers, especially in Ignatius, but 

did not survive the triumph of Atticism, except perhaps in the beautiful lan- 

guage of the Greek Liturgies (o. c., pp. 288, 28). 
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the Paulines. Even where contacts are most frequent, as for in- 
stance, between our Epistle and the Pentateuch or Psalter, an in- 
fluence extending to particularities of phraseology can seldom be 

detected. In searching for literary contacts, I was particularly 
surprised to find so few echoes of the Psalter. Apart from less than a 
dozen citations and a conspicuously dominant influence of Psalms 2. & 

and 109 upon three considerable sections of the Epistle, verses of the 
Psalms seem to have floated very seldom before the mind of our 
author. | 

Slight literary contacts with the Pentateuch are more frequent, 

but the other historical books, the prophetic rolls and Job seem to 
have shaped only a very small fraction of our author’s language. + 

The writer’s acquaintance with the later sapiential literature seems 
tolerably certain as far as the Alexandrian Book known as “ the 
Wisdom of Solomon ”’ is concerned, and perhaps probable as regards 

the Palestinian Wisdom of Sirach. The combination 7rapemévas 
yetpas (Heb. 12. 12) instead of dvemévas (Is 35. 3) is probably a remini- 

scence of Sirach (25. 23), but, as far as I know, this phrase together 

with the rather technical word é&s (Heb. 6. 14, Prologue of Sir- 
acides) is the only striking contact between our Epistle and the 
Greek Prologue and version of that Palestinian Book. The Alexan- 
drian Book of Wisdom seems much better represented. The use of 

the adjective evapecros (13. 21) found only in our Epistle and the 
Paulines is proper in the Alexandrian Bible to Wisdom (4. 10, 9. 10) 

and the use of such words as é«Baots (2.17), teAedw (4.13) trapaBorAy 
(5. 4), wapatintw (6. 9), aravyacua (7. 26), KatacKevaldw (13. 4), 
vmdotaots (16. 21) in their respective contexts is sufficiently close to 
the use of the same words in our Epistle to justify the assumption 

of reminiscence. The expression yetavoias toros is also striking 
enough to call attention to the parallel between Widsom 12. 10 and 

Hebrews 12. 17 (cfr. Acts 25. 16), while a general parallelism of 
thought between Hebrews 11. 1-3 and Wisdom 13. 7-9 recalls how this 

1 Detailed proof of the assertions made in this paragraph would require an 

examination of many tiny strokes of parallelism, which cannot find place here. I 

therefore content myself with recording the result of a personal search for literary 

derivations, knowing very well that I may have missed very many subtle points 

of reminiscence, whereby ideas, images and rhythms of the Septuagint have perhaps 

found their way into our Epistle. However, a few examples may be mentioned. 

Genesis 1. 12 and 3.17, 18 were obviously floating in the mind of our author, as 

he wrote Hebrews 6.7, 8. Numbers 27.16 probably determined the phrase “ patri 

Spirituum ” in Hebrews 12.9. Psalm 33. 14 is likely to be the source of the phrase 

eipyvnv dwxev, which is common to both Hebrews and Romans (cfr. 1 Petr. 3. 

11). The twain dejoes te Kai ixernpias (5. 7) may be a borrowing from Job 40. 27. 
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same chapter of Wisdom influenced the language of St. Paul, as he 
wrote his indictment of paganism to the Romans (1.18 ff.). The 
discipline-passage in Hebrews (12. 4-13) presents similarity of ideas 

with Wisdom 6.7, 8, and also with Sirach 7. 25, 30.1, but perhaps. 

the similarity is too general to found a supposition that these passages 

really contributed any thing to the writer’s phraseology. 

The discernment of some definite biblico-Alexandrian influences 

on Hebrews leads on to the further question of the writer’s dependence 

on Judeo-Alexandrian thought as represented by the works of Philo. 
A certain generic kinship between Philo and the author of our Epistle 

or St. Paul has long been admitted, though not very much exeget- 
ical use was made of the kinship till the publication at Helmstedt 
in 1750 of a volume of Sacrae Hzercitationes in S. Paullt Epistolam 
ad Hebraeos ex Philone Alexrandrino. The author of this work was 
the philusopher and Hellenist, Johann Benedikt Carpzov, the fifth 

of his name.! Carpzov indeed held the Epistle to the Hebrews to 
be the work of St. Paul written under divine inspiration and under 

no direct influence of Philo’s writings, which the Apostle, in his. 

opinion, had never read. 2 Whatever Alexandrian learning the author 
had would have been derived from intercourse with Alexandrine 
Jews in Italy and at Rome. * With few exceptions the rationalistic 

critics of the nineteenth century saw Alexandrinism written all 

over our Epistle. Baur regarded the writing as a Judeo-christian 

product intermixed with Paulinism and spiritualised by an Alexan- 
drian mentality.4 The other representatives of the neo-Titbingen 

school folowed him and even the opponents of Tiibingen ideas regard- 

ed the author of Hebrews as a man of distinctly Alexandrine for- 
mation. Alexandrine features have been admitted by such a mod- 

1 St. John Damascene in the eigth century introduces some passages from 

Philo into his Parallela Sacra (Parallela Ruwpefucaldina, 748 and. 752; P.G. XCVI, 

468, 476) but in his short commentary on Hebrews, he seems to use no other source 

but Chrysostom. In the Catenae edited by Cramer two short passages from Philo 

figure in the supplementary chain on Hebrews (Supp. ex cod. Paris., 238, vol. VIT, 

pp. 549, 580). Carpzov mentions in his preface some scholars who had before him 

annotated the N. T. from Philo (Grotius etc.) and makes special reference to the. 

comparisons instituted between the language of Philo and that of the N. T. by 

Thomas Mangey, the English editor of Philo’s Works (London 1742). Wetstenius. 

also laid Philo under contribution in the rich collection of parallels which he added 

to his edition of the N. T. (Amsterdam, 1751, 1752). 

2 See Philonianorum, 1. VI, cap. 2, p. LXxxxvi: ‘‘ Nos igitur, non quidem ob 

temporis rationem, fieri negamus potuisse, ut Paulus Philonem legerit, legisse | 

autem fatemur cum Tuuelfio, nec certum esse atque etiam ne verisimile quidem.”’ 

3 Tbid., page c. 

4 Jacquier, I, p. 478. 
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erate scholar as Westcott, who says that ‘“‘ the style of the Book is 

characteristically Hellenistic, perhaps we may say, as far as our 

scanty evidence goes, Alexandrine; ”’ 1 also by Catholics like Jacquier, 
who writes: ‘“‘ S’il n’a pas connu les écrits de Philon, il a tout au 
moins été élevé 4 la méme école que lui. Son éducation a été alexan- 

drine et pas palestinienne’’.* Regarding this problem four dif- 

ferent opinions may be distinguished, namely 1) the view which holds 

for direct influence due to the author having read some of Philo’s 
works, 2) the view that the author had moved in a circle in which 

Philo’s ideas were current, 3) the view that he had come under a 
simpler but definitely Hellenic kind of Alexandrian influence, 4) the 
view which reduces Alexandrian influence to a minimum result- 
ing from little or nothing more than acquaintance with the Alexan- 

drian Bible. Though we are here concerned mainly with the ques- 

tion of style, a word will have to be said on the relation of our author’s 
thought to that of Philo. 

The points in Hebrews which are regarded as reflecting Philonic 
mentality are chiefly connected with the following categories: 1) Christ 

figuring as the image of God like the Logos of Philo (1. 3); 2) Christ 
assuming the cosmic functions of the Philonian Logos (Prologue); 

3) Christ characterised by the attributes of the Philonian Logos as 
firstborn (1. 6), as superior to the angels (1.4-14), as Highpriest (1. 3), 

as suppliant (5. 7),as sharp penetrator of hidden things (4. 12); 3) Moses 

and Melchisedech similarly viewed by both authors (3. 1ff.and 7 4ff.); 

4) identical use of Scripture as plenarily inspired (passim); 5) the 

1 O. ec. Introduction, LXI. 

2 DBV. 3, 544. Cfr. Histoire des livres du N. T., I, p. 482. Alexandrian 

influence directly due to acquaintance with Philo’s writing is supposed by the 

Dutch theologian Clericus (Bibliothéque choisie, 1703-1718, Tome IV, p. 410), by 

Mangey (Praef. ad Philonem, p. 17), by Bleek (Commentar, I, 398) and, according 

to Holtzmann (Neutestamenliche Theologie, II, p. 329) by Hilgenfeld, Wendland 

{(Hellenistich-rémische Kultur, p. 119), Hollmann and Vélter. Von Soden and Wrede 

follow the same view, for which Siegfried’s work Philo von Alexandria als Ausleger 

des A. T. (Jena 1875) had obtained very wide circulation. Moffat declares that 

a prolonged study of Philo has not allowed him to escape the conclusion that the 

auctor ad Hebraeos had read some of Philo’s works (LXI, LXIT). On the other 

hand, the denial of direct influence, which we have already seen enunciated by 

Carpzov, and the assumption of indirect influence resulting from an Alexandrian 

training are found in the works of many scholars, who have occupied themselves 

with the Epistle. These include amongst others Riehm (Lehrbegriff des Hebréer- 

briefes, I, 259: ‘‘ es ist méglich, dass der Vf. des Hebrderbriefes ein Mann von ale- 

xandrinischer Bildung war ’’) and Windisch, who supposes a simpler Judeo-Ale- 

xandrian influence than that of Philo and definitely states: ‘‘ Dass er philonische 

Traktate gelesen haben sollte, ist ausgeschlossen.’’ (O. c., p. 184). 
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common idea of God swearing by Himself (6. 13 ff.); 6) agreement 

in regard to certain particulars of Jewish ritual (7. 27, 10. 3); 7) the 

typal character of Mosaic institutions (8.5); 8) the notion of faith 

(11.1).1 We shall consider these eight points as briefly as possible. 

- 1. None of the texts cited from Philo as parallels to the description 

‘of the Son in Hebrews 1.3: dmavyaopa tis Od&ys Kai yapaxtnp Tis 

viogtdcews avtov, bears such a resemblance to our author’s thought 

as Wisdom 7.26. Philo speaks of the rational soul impressed with 
the seal of God 7s (oppayidos) yapaytnp éotw aidios Aéyos {De plan- 
tattone 18). Elsewhere every man, in view of his intelligence, is 
said to resemble the divine Word, tijs uaxapias Picews éxpayetov Hf 
avootacpa 4 atav’yaocua yeyovws (De opificto mundi, 146). In the 
treatise Quod deterius potiori insidiaré soleat (83) Philo calls the human 
qvetpa TUOv Twa Kai yapaxtypa Oetas duvanews. In none of these 
passages is the Word itself described as a flashing-forth or as an 

express image of the divinity. Our author’s language is therefore 

nearer to the above-mentioned sentence of Wisdom. The general 
thought, however, is not absent from Philo. Speaking in the treatise 
de fuga et inventione (101) of the mercy-seat and the Cherubim over- 

shadowing it, he says that the divine Word, which is above these, did 
not come to be visibly expressed, inasmuch as it is not similar to any 

object of sense, dA’ a’tos ecikov Urapywv Oeod. The same expres- 
sion occurs in de confusione linguarum (147) where it is said that if 
we are not yet fit to be considered the children of God, nevertheless 
we are of His eternal image, namely, His most sacred Word: Ocouv 

yap eixov Adyos 6 mpeaButatos. In the same book (97) the ideal of 
every earnest aspirant to knowledge is placed in the vision of the 
essential Being, a lower stage of knowledge being to contemplate rijv 
eixdva avtov Tov iepw@tatov Adyov. Again, a striking passage in the 
section de sacerdotio of Philo’s first book de specialibus legibus ascends 
from the precept regarding the bodily purity required in a priest 

to the immortal soul fashioned kata tv eikdva Tov évros, to which 

phrase is added the explanation: Adyos oé éotw eixwv Ocot Ot? ov 
aouutras 6 KOopos édnpmoupyetro (81). It it to the Logos that the 

1 For further details and a fuller discussion of the above matters, see BLEEK, 

pp. 398-402; SIEGFRIED, pp. 321-330; HoLTZMANN, pp. 329-335; WINDISCH, pp. 131- 

135 (Der hellenistische Einschlag im Hebr.); JAcQUIER, pp. 478-482: and especially 

the excellent pages of LAGRANGE, Le Judaisme avant Jésus-Christ, chap. XX, 

Philon d’Alexandrie, pp. 542-581, and Note Gin the splendid work of LEBRETON, 

Histoire du dogme de la Trinité®, Vol. I, pp. 616-627: ‘‘La doctrine du Logos chez 

Philon et la doctrine du Fils dans ’Epitre aux Hébreux.’’ Also J. DRUMMUND’S 

two very readable volumes: Philo Judaeus or the Jewish Alexandrian Philo- 

sonvhy, London, 1888. 
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term ‘‘ image’ applies in all these texts, but what we might call 
Philo’s ‘“‘ iconology ”’ is of very much wider application. For instance 
the genesiac heptaemeron or hebdomad is an archetype of the two 

beautiful ways of life to which we must always look, so as to engrave 
their images (eixdvas) and forms.(tvzovs) on our intellects (de deca- 

logo, 101). 
From Philo’s language and from an Egyptian parallel which is 

two hundred years older than Philo, namely the description of Pto- 
lemy V Epiphanes (205-181 B. C.) as eixwv Géca tot Aids, 1 we may 
justly conclude that exemplarism of this sort was familiar to Hellen- 

istic Egypt. Whether it was a peculiar Alexandrian favourite one 

cannot say, but at least it is certain that St. Paul stands nearer to 

the terminology of Philo than the author of Hebrews, if we only con- 

‘sider the use which he makes of the word eixwv. Twice in the Epistles 

(2 Cor. 4.4, and Col. 1.15) Christ is said to be the image of God; 
twice man is spoken of as formed or reformed in the image of his Crea- 
tor (1 Cor. 11. 7, and Col. 3.10); three times conformation to the 
image of Christ is held up as the Christian ideal (1 Cor. 15. 49; 2 Cor. 
3.18; Rom. &.29).7 It cannot, of course, be proved that there is 
any influence other than that of the first and fifth chapters of Genesis 
and of the seventh chapter of Wisdom at work here, but if Philonian 

ideas are held responsible for this category of thought, then St. Paul 

is more a Philonian than the auctor ad Hebraeos. 

2. Again, if the cosmic mediatorship of the Son is Philonic because 

Philo’s Logos figures as the medium ov o8 cuumas 6 Kéacpos édnjpuov- 

pyetro (de spec. leg., I, 81), we shall have to admit Philonism in first 
Corinthians 8.6 and in Colossians 1.16 as well as in Hebrews 1. 3. 

The truth is, however, that the mediatorial roles of Christ the Son and 
of Philo’s Logos in creation are poles apart. Asa text of de Cherubim 

(125, 126) clearly shows, the Platonic philosophoumenon which Philo 

calls Logos plays only a subordinate and instrumental part in creation. 

God uses the Logos as a tool (éoyaAeiov) or implement—dépyavov dé 
Adyov ot ov KatecxevacOy (6 Koopos)—while the three N. T. texts 
just mentioned describe a person who is a creative agent, a person 

who is not only the ov od but also the eis 6v and the év o of all things 
(Colossians 1. ec.) and ‘‘ who carries all things by the word of his 

power ’’ (Heb. 1. c.).3 As far as I know, Philo does not represent 

1 The Rosetta inscription dated 196 B. C. (OGIS, 90, cited by Lebreton). 
2 The word also occurs in its ordinary sense in Romans 1.23. Cfr. Bover, 

Imaginis notio apud B. Paulwm, Biblica 4 (1923), pp. 174-179. 

* Lebreton together with Lightfoot (Colossians, p. 153) remarks that the 

Alexandrian Jew frequently and consistently used the simple instrumental dative 
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the Logos as carrying all things, nor does he ordinarily speak of the 
Logos steering all things in the quality of a supreme helmsman, as 

Moffat asserts, wrongly citing a passage from de migratione Abraham (6) 
in which the phrase xvBepvitys wydadtovyet ta ouptavta really refers 
to God using the Logos as a rudder.+ Unless we admit that Philo 
contradicts himself, it is doubtless in this instrumental meaning that 
the Logos in one place comes to be called 6 diowos Kai cvBepvytns 

tov wavtds (de Cherubim, 36). At any rate, déow regularly has a 
creative sense in Philo and belongs to God (e. g. Quis rerum divi- 

narum heres, 36, 6 ta py évta dépwv Kai Ta TavTa yevvav; de muta- 
tione nominum, 256, wdavra pépwv oovOata 6 Oeds). The Alexan- 
drian Jew could never speak of his Logos as “ carrying all things by 
the word of his power.’’ 

_3. The Logos is regarded by Philo as God’s eldest son, arpwtdéyovos 
(de confusione linguarum, 63) or apwrdyovos vids (de agricultura, 51) 
or rpwtdyovos avtov Adyos (de confusione linguarum, 146) but always 
in a purely philosophical sense as being a cosmological principle 

senior to the world. Thus in de fuga, 109, the Logos receives birth 
from God, the Father of all things, its mother being wisdom,”’ through 
which everything came to birth.’’ On the other hand St. Paul (Rom. 
8. 29; Col. 1. 15, 18) and the author of Hebrews, using the term zpw- 

totrokos to which Psalm 88. 28 had given Messianic consecration, joi- 
ned this messianic sense to a cosmic one already foreshadowed in the 

eighth chapter of Proverbs, because the synthesis was realised in 

Christ. | 
The angelic world of Philo is likewise a system of metaphysical 

abstractions for which, by allegorisation, the angels of the Bible serve 

as symbols. The Logos is, in this sense, the supreme Archangel 

{de confusione linguarum, 146): tov ayyéAwv mpeoBvtatov, ws av apy- 
ayyehov toAvevupov vrdpyovta. Hence, whenever a single angel 
comes before him in the Bible, Philo mostly substitutes the Logos 
(e. g. the angel of Agar, de fuga, 5; the angel of Balaam, Quod Deus 
emmutabilis, 182,in which latter passage identity is established between 

the prophet’s conscience and the divine Word, a@yyedos modnye- 
tov). Our author, on the other hand, is one with St. Paul in placing 
the historical Christ not merely above certain metaphysical abstrac- 

@ to describe the relation of the Word to the Creator, a mode of speaking which is 

nowhere found in the N. T. See Legum Allegoriae, I, 21: III, 96 (oxi Oceod 6 

Asyos avtod éotw @ Kabdwep dpyavy mpooypynodapevos éxooporoie: and for a clear in- 

dication of Philo’s meaning compare the whole of paragraph 57 in Quod Deus sit 

immutabilis. - 

1 Commentary on Hebrews 1. 3, p. 7. 
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tions but above those living spiritual creatures known in the Jewish 

revelation as angels. In Hebrews the angels do not stand in the 
relation of cosmological subordination to the Son but in the attitude 
of adoration (1. 6). 

The attribution of highpriestly qualities to the Philonian Logos is 
an equally flimsy motive for asserting intellectual similarity between 

the Alexandrian and our author. By cosmological and psychological 
allegorisation Philo transfers to the cosmic and psychological sphere 
what he reads of the Jewish Highpriest in the Pentateuch. The 
death of the Highpriest mentioned in the legislation regarding the 

cities of refuge (Numbers 35. 28) supplies him with an occasion for a 

long train of such allegory. The Highpriest is not a man but the 

divine Logos, ‘* entirely immune from all sins either wilful or unwil- 
ful.”’ In accordance with Leviticus 21.11, he is undefiled by contact 

_ with the dead bodies of either father (6 vovs) or mother (7 aioc@yots) 
because of his pure parentage, his father being God and his mother 
Wisdom. His head is anointed with oil, inasmuch as the governing 

part (7yepovrov) is radiant with brilliant light. The full sense of 

the sacerdotal vestments is that the Logos clothes himself with the 
world consisting of the four elements, a partial meaning of the same 
vestments being found in the soul clothed with the body or the mind 
clothed with virtues. The Highpriest never takes off his mitre which 
is the symbol of his cosmic dignity; he does not rend his garment 
because ‘‘ the Word of Him Who is, being the bond of all, keeps all 
together.’’ He marries a virgin of priestly race, namely, ‘‘ incorrupt- 
ible judgment ”’ (de fuga, 106-118). Thus everything is allegorised 

and a sacerdotal investiture bestowed on the Logos which is merely 
symbolic and has nothing whatever to do with the central act of priest- 
hood, that is, the offering of sacrifice. Consequently, there stands 
between the Adyos dpyepevs Of Philo and the Highpriest of Hebrews 
a chasm so great that it is only very superficial scholarship that would 
dream of trying to bridge it. 

Connected with the idea of highpriesthood is the function of the 
word as ixétys. Here the priestly idea of intercession is really 
absent from Philo. In reference to the cry of the children of Israel 

ascending to heaven (Exodus 2. 23) God is said by him to have graci- 

ously called to Himself the suppliant word. Otherwise it could 
not have ascended. (Leg. Allegor, III, 214). Here the Adyos ixétns 
is simply the cry of human beings under oppression. It is to human 
supplication also that the term applies in the treatise de sacrificiis 

Abelis et Caini (119)—6 xatawedevyws émi Ocdy xai ixérys attot ye- 
yovws Adyos dvoualera Aevirns. The suppliant word is a Levite as 

13 
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being out of the most central and sovereign portion of the soul and 
therefore endowed with a privilege of primogeniture such as Levi 
held by substitution for the firstborn. Elsewhere (de migratione 
Abrahamt 122) God is said not to turn away from the Word which 
supplicated Him (tov ixéeryv éavtot Adyov), aS is,shown by the exam- 

ple of Moses (Numbers 14. 20). It is indeed affirmed in another 

place (Quis rerum divinarum heres, 205) that-‘‘to the archangel and 
eldest Word the Father who begot everything gave a special gift, 

that standing on the borders he should separate the created from the: 
Creator. This Word is surely a suppliant of the mortal always. 

anxious for incorruption, and an ambassador of the sovereign to the 
subject.’’ Drummond seems to give a very satisfactory explanation 

of this passage, by supposing that the twofold function of human 

reason, aS an ambassador to intimate the will of God and a suppliant 

to voice the travail of the material order, is extended to assume the 
role of universal reason. In this we have a remarkably bold person- 

ification but the personification does not stand as an intercessor, since 
the word ixérys has not that meaning. The Word is the suppliant. 

voice of the world for itself and not a mediator of reconciliation 

between God and the human race. It seems that the Adyos ixétys 

apeoBevtys stands in the middle between the two extremes as a 

pledge to both, guaranteeing on the one hand the permanence of 
God’s care for His work and on the other the permanence of a suppliant 

aspiration of the whole world after its ideal. Reason descends in the 

guise of an ambassador of God and ascends in the guise of a suppliant. 

Again, the setting of the “living and operative word of God top~ 
OTEPOS UIrep Tacav pdyatpav dicTopov ’’ beside the Adyos topes of Philo 
(Quis rerum divinarum heres, 130-140) ? rests on a certain similarity 

of vocabulary, but the ideas are far apart. Philo’s “ cutter” is. 
Reason dividing out all the elements of the universe—in other 

words, a principle of differentiation and classification. Our author’s. 

Adyos is the revealed teaching inasmuch as it distinguishes and 
judges the moral activity of man. When Philo attributes an ethical 

1 See Drummond, Philo Iudaeus, Vol. II, pp. 236, 239, and LEBRETON, o. ¢.,. 

pp. 624, 625. ‘‘ To find in this anything but poetical personification, and make 

the Logos here an individual person seems to me quite bewildering ’’ (Drummond, 

ibidem). 

2 This long passage, especially the concluding sentence of 140: 6 Qeds dko- 

vnodpevos Tov Topéa TGV GupTavTwv avTOo Adyov Ouipet THVv Te auoppov Kal arowov TOV 

dAwv ovciav kal ta é& dutiis droxpOévra tértapa tod KOopou oTolyeia Kal Ta Ota TOUTWY 

nayévta Céad te ad xat puta is commonly cited as a classic- parallel of Hebrews 

4.12. The idea is often repeated by Philo, e. g. ibid. 235; de mutatione nomi- 

num, 108 ete. 
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function to Adyos, he always speaks either of human reason, as for 
instance when he says that growing malice ‘‘ is cut (away) by the Ady@ 
Tope? T@ Kat emtotyunv’’ (quod deter. potiori insidiart soleat, 110) 

or of cosmic reason, as when he says that the flaming sword between 
the two Cherubim of Genesis (8. 24) is “the hot and fiery Adyos in 

the middle of things, never ceasing to move with all zeal, with a view 
+o the choice of good and the avoidance of the contrary ”’ (de Cheru- 
bim, 30). As Drummond observes, Stoicism is at the back of this 
thought of world-reason or world-law (vol. Il, p. 168). The person- 
ification which we have in Hebrews is, on the other hand, essentially 
a Adyos xpitixds, such as we find in a discourse of our Lord in St. 

John’s Gospel (12.48). It has its equivalent in the Old Testament, 

namely, in the instrument of judgment proceeding from the mouth 

of the Scion of Jesse (Is. 11.4; cfr. Apocalypse 19. 15) and in the 
avenging word of Wisdom 18.15, which is described as “‘ all-power- 
ful’ and as ‘‘ a sharp sword.’ The elements of the metaphor are 
really frequent in the Old Testament, for Jeremias compares the 
word of God to ‘‘a hammer that breaketh the rock ” (23. 28), and the 

Messias speaking in Isaias 49.2 says: ‘“‘ The Lord... has made my 
mouth like a sharp sword.’”’ Besides, in Proverbs 5.4 the sweet 
speech of a. bad woman’s mouth is said to be “ sharper than a two- 
edged sword.’? As we have already seen, St. Paul also had seized 
on the metaphor: ‘‘ the sword of the spirit which is the word of God ” 
(Eph. 6.17) and attributed judicial functions to revelation, for pro- 
phetic speech as a “ discerner of men’s thoughts” figures very strik- 
ingly in I Cor. 14. 24, 25. We may further add that ‘“ nakedness 

of all things before the eyes of God ”’ might well be borrowed from a 

sentence of Job: ‘“‘nudus infernus coram illo” (26. 6; efr. Ps. 138, 12 

and Proverbs 15. 11). 

4. Philo calls Moses a Highpriest (De vita Mosis, I, 66, and de 
praemtis et poenis, 55, 56) but the Epistle to the Hebrews does not. 
Siegfried (p. 327) supposes that the Philonic denomination is con- 

- nected with the comparison of Christ and Moses in Hebrews 3.1 f., 
but it is evident that the comparison is not worked out under this 
aspect. The two are compared as Apostles. That both our author 
and Philo should stress the fidelity of Moses in the house of God in 
the terms of Numbers 12.7 is not surprising, because the divine 

testimony there given to Moses, especially when taken in its circum- 
stances, was a very solemn testimony to the greatness of the prophet, 
and must have impressed itself deeply on the Jewish imagination. 
Westcott observes that the words were much discussed by Rabbinical - 

writers who found various deeper meanings in the Hebrew word for 
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“ faithful.’’ That the phrase péyas dpylepevs Tis buoAoyias occurs 
in Philo (de somniis, IT, 219) is more |[than doubtful.! This reading 
is rejected by Wendland. There is therefore no solid reason for 
admitting echoes of Philo in the verses which open the third chapter 

of Hebrews. 

The treatment of Melchisedech in the two author’s (Hebrews 7 and 

Leg. Alleg., TTI, 79-82) also furnishes only superficial resemblances. 
Philo seizes on Melchisedech’s royalty of peace and justice and on 

the bread and wine which he brought Abraham, making these sym- 
bols of his Adyos iepevs. As usual it is the rule and benefits of right 
reason which are considered and nothing specially sacerdotal. 

5. Philo and the author of Hebrews further agree, it is contended, 
in their view of the Scriptures, both admitting their plenary inspira- 

tion. This is simply true, for both men were Jews, and if we must 
still keep up the critical fiction of distinguishing the author of Hebrews 
from St Paul, we must also say that the Apostle of the Gentiles is 

likewise at one with Philo on this point.? That our author’s manner 
of citing Scripture is nearer to Philo than to St. Paul may also be freely 
admitted, in so far as the mere process of allegation is concerned; 

but the exegesis of the two authors, in spite of occasional coincidences, 
belongs to entirely different worlds. The proofs of the two latter 
points belong to later sections of this work. 

6. It is puerile to make out a case of dependence from the simple 

fact that our author, like Philo, draws a proof of the firmness of 
God’s promise from the oath which he swore by Himself to Abraham 

(Gen. 22.16,17). It is true that Hebrews describes the divine oath 
in a way rather similar to Philo’s description. The main Philonic 
parallel is from the Allegories of the Holy Laws (III, 203-208), but 

1 Cfr. SIEGFRIED’s note p. 326. Merkwirdig ware das Zusammentrefien von 

Hebr. 3.1 dpytepéa tis opodoyias mit de somn., I 38 (I, 654 Mangey’s edition) 6 

pév On péyas dpytepevs THs opodoyias, wenn nicht die beiden letzten Worte in cod. 

Med. fehlten und sich ausserdem als sinnstérender Zusatz erwiesen. Mit Recht 

vermutet daher Mangey z. d. St. dass hier ein aus dem Hebrdaerbrief geflossenes 

Glossem vorliege.”’ 

2 See Rour, 0. c., 3. Der Alexandrismus im Hebrderbrief, p. 5. ‘* Als charac- 

teristisch fiir Philo und die Alexandriner bezeichnet man den strengen Inspira- 

tionsbegriff. Dabei ist jedoch zu beachten, dass der Inspirationsbegriff Philos 
sich von dem der palastinensischen Synagoge kaum wesentlich unterscheidet, sein 

Einfluss in Hebr also noch keine Abhangigkeit von Philo bedeutet.” 
3 Siegfried notes especially that our author follows four of the canons of Phi- 

lonic exegesis, namely: a) the abandonment of the historical sense of some passages, 

b) argument from Scriptural silence, ¢) pressing the meaning of a word, d) the use 

of etymology. But in spite of his partiality for the thesis of Philonic influence, he 

admits that the points of view are altogether different (0. c., p. 324). 
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Philo returns to the subject of God swearing in de sacrificiis Abelts 
et Caint (91-96) and in de Abrahamo (273). Of course, the mere re- 

ference to the oath ‘‘ which God swore to Abraham our father’ is not 
any more peculiar in Hebrews than it is in the Benedictus (Luke 1. 73). 

It is rather the following points of coincidence in the two descrip- 

tions which are urged: a) the mention that God had no one better 
than Himself to swear by (Alleg. 203), b) the confirmatory character 
of the oath ({ibid.), c) the efficaciousness of an oath to end all con- 

troversy (de somniis, I, 12, with reference to the oath-bound pact at 
Beersebee, (Gen. 26. 26-33). These points are, however, obvious 

thoughts on which any two minds might coincide. But taking the 

treatment of this same subject by the two writers as a whole, the 
difference is greater than the similarity. Our author deals altog- 

. ether more simply and strongly than Philo with the realism of Genesis 

22.16. The double certainty of the promise based on God’s word 

and God’s oath is very boldly brought out, and contrasts strikingly 
with the long discussions which Philo enters upon. 

7. Some resemblances in the ritual conceptions of the two writers 

are also pointed out. The mention of a yearly dvayvyots ayaptiév 

in connection with the inefficaciousness of the Mosaic sacrifices (He- 

brews 10. 3) is said to recall the assertion of Philo that ‘if the sacrif- 
icer be ignorant and wicked, his sacrifices are no sacrifices, his holy 
services are unholy, his vows are nonsense, certain to come to nothing; 
for even .when they appear to be realised, ov Avow aduapti®v adda 
vrduvyow épyatovra (de vita Mosis, ITI, 107). It should be remem- 
bered, however, that Philo is, according to his custom, allegorising 
the ritual institutions of Mosaism and speaking of the spiritual acts 

of ignorant and wicked worshippers. Their religious services are 
irreligious and only remind God of their sin. Philo follows a still 
more symbolic conception, when he proceeds to explain why the 

lobe of the liver and the kidneys and fat of victims rather than the 
brain or heart were placed on the altar. He observes that one or 

_ other of these is the seat of government in man (rd 7yeuovxov), and 
that as sin is a failure on the part of the government, it would not 
be proper to offer on the altar, since by the altar sins are remit- 
ted, the vessel in which the mind did wrong. ‘‘ It would be absurd,” 
he says, “‘ that sacrifices should work the remembrance of sins ratlier 
than the oblivion of them (de victimis, 8, otherwise, de specialibus 
legibus, I, 215). Consequently, as Moffat observes, what Philo de- 
clares absurd in any sin-offering, our author declares to be inevitable 
in the annual sacrifice of Expiation day. There is, however, a further 
difference, for, whereas Philo thinks in these two passages, as also 
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in de plantatione, 108 (with express reference to the jealousy sacrifice 
(Numbers 5.15)+1 of unholy sacrifices reminding God of the worshipper’s 
sins, he neglects rather than denies the objective value of the literal 
Hebrew sacrifices, being chiefly occupied with the mystic sacrifice 
of the senses, while our Epistle declares the inefficacy of the Hebrew 
sacrifices and finds the really efficacious sacrifice not in a purely 
spiritual and internal immolation but in the shedding of his blood by 
Christ. 

Some other instances of agreement between the two authors in 
rather exceptional ritual views may be dismissed very briefly. In 

Hebrews 7.27 there seems to be mention of daily sacrifices of the 
Highpriest and in Philo the Highpriest similarly appears evyds kai 
Ovotas teAGv Ka’ éxaotnvy ypéoav (de specialibus legibus, III, 131). 
Both writers seem to make a statement which has no Scriptural 

warrant; hence the conjecture that the author of Hebrews borrowed 
from Philo seems in place, especially if we suppose with Moffat that 
our author could not have thus interpreted Leviticus 6. 19-23 (Rahlfs 
6. 12-16), because it was not in his copy of Leviticus, and that he 
knew nothing of later Jewish ritual, which prescribed a daily offering 
of meal by the Highpriest.? Both these suppositions are, however, 

unproven, while on the other hand the following facts need to be 

carefully considered. It must be remembered that the interpreta- 
tion of Hebr ews 7.27 is a disputed point. Christ is said to be such 

& priest Os oug exet Kal? nudpav avaykny, oomep ol APYlEpets, TOOTEPOV 

bmép Tév itwv apaptiov Ovdias dvapépew, errerta Tév Tov rAaov. Heigl 

(o. c., p. 128) with much reason declares that, in view of the insist- 
ence on the ‘‘ Kinmaligkeit’’ of the Highpriest’s expiatory offer- 

ing in 9. 7, it is unthinkable that he should be here represented 
as making a daily offering for his own and the people’s sins. He 
insists on the word-order as well as on the perpetual intercession of 
the living Christ enunciated in verse 25 and urges these as reasons 
for regarding the daily offering being declared needful to Christ, if 

1 MOFFAT, 0. ¢., p. 137, thinks that our author possibly echoes the words of 

Numbers 5.13, wherein the jealousy offering is described as @ucia pvnpooivou 

avapyvioKxovoa apaptiav. But perhaps it is preferable to see here an echo of Num- 

bers 10. 10. The yearly kippur was an annual trumpetting of sin that was 

committed and could not be remitted by the Mosaic sacrifices. At least, the dava- 

pvnows Ineant a public confession of sin unremitted. 

2 With calm assurance, as if both points were scientifically proved, Dr. Moffat, 

whose wide scholarship is on the whole so worthy of admiration, takes for granted 

that our author read his Greek Bible in a Manuscript belonging to the same group 

as the Codex Alexandrinus and that he had no knowledge of contemporary Jewish 

ritual (p. 102). 
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he were like the O. T. Highpriests. In that case his ministry would 

require a daily sacrifice. But he is not in the same category as the 
Hebrew Highpriests, for he has done his work once for all by one 
sacrifice.1 Westcott had already given substantially the same inter- 
pretation but had supplemented it by two additional points. The 

complete interpretation he proposes to find in paralleling the daily 
offering which Christ has no need to make with the totces quoties ful- _ 
filment of their obligation by the Highpriests and in further regarding 
the daily sacrifices of the temple, in which the Highpriests occasion- 
ally took part, ‘‘ as a significant memorial of the conditions of the 
High-priestly intercession on the one day of Atonement. ’’ Theodo- 
retus takes apyiepeits to include the whole priestly body, observ- 
ing that the Apostle wants to exclude two things, namely, an offering 
-of Christ for Himself and, besides, a repetition of the offering which 
he made once only on behalf of the people. * 

Should one insist, however, that a daily offering by the Highpriest 
is at least supposed, there is still no reason to have recourse to an 

influence of Philo on our author. The Mishna (Tractate Zamid, 7. 3) 
speaks of the Highpriest taking part in the daily sacrifice, when he 
wished to do so, and even regards the Highpriest’s part in it as the 
ordinary practice (Yoma, 2. 4).? Josephus bears witness at least to 
the occasional participation of the Highpriest on sabbaths, neomeniae, 
national holidays and the great annual festivities.4 It seems, indeed, 
that a highpriestly offering of baked flour ("%120) was regarded as 
an integral part of the daily Tamid, so that nine priests were requir- 
ed for the full daily office of sacrifice, although only eight were strictly 
necessary. It is therefore conceivable that in common parlance the 
offering of daily sacrifice could be associated with the Highpriest’s 
functions.5 As a matter of fact, the bake-offering, which Aaron 

1 Es ist nicht gesagt, dass er nicht zu tun braucht, was die Hohenpriester all- 

taglich tun miissen, was weder die Wortstellung erlaubt noch der Kontext, indem 

es sich um die Begriindung des V. 25 handelt (vgl. das yap in V. 26) die mit der 

Frage, ob er so oft wie die alttestamentlichen Hohenpriester die hohepriesterliche 

Pflicht zu erfiillen habe, gar nichts zu tun hat.” 

2 P. G., LXXXIT, 733. See. A. M. Virrr, (L’ambienie etc., p. 270, Note), He 

adds to the interpretations of Heigl and Theodoretus that of Calmet who takes 
quotidie in a wide sense: quoties postulabat necessitas. 

_ % See SURENHUSIUS, De die Hxpiationis, II, p. 215, and De sacrificio iugi, V, 309; 
also StRacK-BILLERBECK, Vol. III on Ep. to Hebrews 7. 27. 

4 De Bello Iudaico, V. 5, 7 Ed. Havercamp-Oberthiir, vol. 3, p. 860. 

5 STRACK-BILLERBECK, l. c. The view here set forth is adopted by Lebreton, 
who concludes: ‘‘ Rien n’indique done que cette donnée a été ici empruntée A 

Philon, et non A Pobservation directe d’un usage alors existant”’ (p. 625 Note). It 
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and his successors were to make according to the ternis of Leviticus 
6. 19-23, is prescribed as a perpetual oblation and is undoubtedly 
what Sirach refers to in his eulogy of Aaron: Ovoia. ato xaprwbyco- 
vra kal’ npépav évdedeyws ols (45. 14). Therefore, even if Philo and 
the author of Hebrews both agree in supposing a highpriestly sacrifice 
every day, it cannot be assumed that they were both in error. | 

Hebrews is also represented as uniting with Philo in the assertion 
of one sole entrance of the Highpriest into the Holy of holies on Expia- 
tion Day (Hebr. 9.7 and Philo: de specialibus legibus, I, 72; Legatio 

ad Gaium, IT, 59; de gigantibus, 51; de ebrietate, 136). Hebrews says: 
‘*semel in anno solus sacerdos” and Philo insists on the ‘once ” 
so much that in the above-mentioned passage of the Legatio he men- 
tions the death-sentence as due even to the Highpriest ‘‘ if he were 
to-enter on two days of the year or on the same day three or four 

times.’’ On the other hand, Leviticus 6.12 ff. prescribes at least 
two entrances and the tradition registered in the Mishnaic Tractate 
Yoma 5. 1-4 definitely says three, namely, with the incense, with the 
blood of the bullock, with the blood of the he-goat.1 Our author 
and Philo could, of course, agree on regarding these two, three or 
even four entrances as one, because they belonged to one occasion or 

one ceremony of expiation. Thus the two writers do not unite in 
‘contradicting either Leviticus or Levitical custom but in using the 
expression ama& tod évavtod in an ordinary human way. 

8. With regard to the relations existing between the typology of 

the Epistle and the typology of Philo, one can only express surprise 

that they were ever classed together. The view-points of the two 

writers are fundamentally different. Philo is wholly intent on phil- 
osophical speculation and concerned only with the allegorisation of 

the biblical texts into harmony with the eclectic philosophical tenets 

which he had drawn from Platonism, Stoicism and other systems. 
He makes a noble and a very ingenious attempt to set up Moses as 
the original teacher of whatever physical, metaphysical or moral 

seems very probable that the Minchah of the Highpriest prescribed in Levi- 

ticus 6. 19 ff. and translated Oucia by the Septuagint in both of the texts above 

cited from Leviticus and Sirach (see Hebrew text of Sirach in NoRBERT PEETERS, 

Der Hebréische Text des Buches Ecelesiasticus, p. 410) was ordinarily regarded as . 

forming one sacrificial course with the daily Tamid of the community. In this 

way the Highpriest becomes identified with the offering of a daily sacrifice of 

expiation. . 
1 STRACK-BILLERBECK on Heb. 9.7. Here there is also mention of a Midrashic 

text which says that the Highpriest entered four times. ‘“ Auffallenderweise heisst 

es dagegen Nu. R 7 (148 a): Der Hohepriester ist in das Allerheiligste viermal am 

Verséhnungstage hineingegangen.”’ 
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truth he found in Hellenic philosophy. Consequently biblical history 
as such has no interest for him, prophecy as a vision of providential 

developments in the future lies outside his field, his Messianism is so | 
attenuated as to be little more than a mildly enthusiastic piece of 

Jewish patriotism. He does not contemplate, except perhaps in the 
vaguest way, a personal Messias nor a Messianic Kingdom. As 
Lagrange has well said: ‘“‘ Philon ne s’intéressait ni aux histoires du 
passé ni aux prophéties de Pavenir. Ce qu’il rencontrait d’historique 
dans la Loi, il ’interprétait des destinées de l’Ame. Quel rang pouvait 
tenir le Messie dans cette combinaison philosophique? Aussi le 
messianisme occupe-t-il une trés petite place dans les écrits de Philon. 
On l’y rencontre cependant dans les écrits plus teintés de nationa- 
lisme...1 Il a transposé Vhistoire dans le domaine de la philosophie 
‘religieuse. Il ne l’a pas volatilisée jusqu’’ nier son existence. Mais 
la principale lecon de Vhistoire devenait un enseignement moral. Au 
lieu de conduire par la révélation les destinées d’Israel vers le Mes- 

sianisme, Dieu montrait qu’il veillait 4 la perfection de chaque 4me 
en particulier. Par conséquent, dans l’ordre pratique Philon barrait 

la route au Messianisme, quel qu’il fat. Il n’en conservait qu’une 

image affaiblie ot le héros se dessinait & peine dans un avenir glo- 
rieux, non pas cause efficiente d’une vie meilleure, mais instrument 
de Dieu pour faire régner les saints.”?? This kingdom of the saints, 
however, was only a philosophic blend of the idyllic peace of Isaias 

11. 6-9 (without the personal Rod from the Root of Jesse), of the 

Stoic Cosmopolis, in which the Sage should reign, and of Platonic 
contemplation. Philo hoped that men would somehow improve 

and bring in a philosophic golden age. 
The absence of Messianism from the pages of Philo excludes the 

very idea of typology. He is certainly an allegorist and symbolist 
of the first water. He finds everywhere images and symbols of an 
ideal metaphysical and physical world as well as of a moral world 
of virtues, but prophetic types of things which are to be in an insti- 
tutional and eschatological world of the future he simply does not 
recognise. For the author of Hebrews on the contrary the Messianic 

1 Philo’s belief in Providence was undoubtedly strong and it included a firm 

conviction regarding the indestructibility of his people always protected by a 

Special Providence. He believed, moreover, that the Jews had a universal mission 

to fulfil, a priestly mission, in fact. Yet he never thinks of a Saviour arising out 

of Israel. See TREITEL, Gesamte Theologie und Philosophie Philos von Alexandria. 

Chapter VIII, Mission des judischen Volkes: die messianischen Hoffnungen bei 

Philo, pp. 114-118. ‘‘ Im einzelnen weiss Philo nichts von einer Person des Messias, 
weder im geschichtlichen, noch im dogmatischen Sinne” (p. 116). 

2,0. ¢., pp. 572, 579. 
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world in its institutional and eschatological. phases is “‘ 7 oixkovueévy 7 

péd\Aovaoa about which we are speaking ’’ (2.5), the world ‘“‘ of the 
good things to come’’ (9.11), which the preceding age by God’s 

*¢ prevision ’’ (11. 40) foreshadowed and prefigured. The passage of 
our Epistle which is most abused as a proof of the Alexandrian view- 
point, is Hebrews 8.2-5. There the author says that ‘‘ Christ seated 

at the right hand of the throne of majesty in heaven is a minister of 
the sanctuary and of the perfect tabernacle which God pitched and 
not man. If he were on earth he should not be a priest, seeing that 

there are priests who offer gifts according to the law. These serve 
the copy and shadow of heavenly things—as Moses was divinely 

instructed when about to make the tabernacle, for God said to him: 
See that thou make everything according to the pattern shown to 
thee on the mountain.’’ Dr. Moffat’s comment on the passage may 

be taken as typical. ‘‘ The ideal,’ he says, ‘‘ was current in Ale- 

xandrian Judaism, under the influence of Platonism that this cxyvy 

on earth had been but a reproduction of the pre-existent heavenly 
sanctuary. Thus the author of Wisdom makes Solomon remind 

God that he had been told to build the temple... as uinua oxnvijs 
aylas nv mpoytoiyacas an’ apyis (9.8), where oxyvy ayia is plainly 
the heavenly sanctuary as the eternal archetype. This idealism 

determines the thought of our writer... Above the shows and sha- 

dows of material things he sees the real order of being, and it is most 
real to him because of Jesus being there, for the entire relationship 
between God and man depends upon this function and vocation of 

Jesus in the eternal sanctuary.’’! Following this view, Dr. Moffat 

10. «, p. 106. Dr. Moffat seems to modify this statement somewhat by 

granting that our author’s thought is deeper than the theory of invisible Platonic 

patterns as set forth for instance by Seneca (Hp. 58) and Cicero (Tusce., III, 2, 3: 

de Off., II, 17), but he persists in saying that our author thinks in terms of Alexan- 

drian philosophy, elaborating a conception which is not only Platonic but Sume- 

rian “‘in an altogether new form which goes far beyond Philo.’”? Anyone who 

takes the trouble to read with critical attention the special pages which Dr. Moffat 

devotes to the Platonism or Alexandrinism of our Epistle (0. c. XX XI-XXXIV) 

will find it difficult to absolve him from a certain amount of ‘sélf-contradiction. 

It is no wonder, for he is really trying the impossible task of bringing a purely 

Judeo-Palestinian and Christian exposition of the significance of the Incarnation 

into a sphere to which it does not belong. Windisch’s note 3 (p. 133) is, however, 

a much more extraordinary piece of exegesis. He first traces to Hellenistic in- 

fluence the alleged dualistic Weltanschauung of Hebrews, recognises the Philonic 

character of the great cleft opened between the sensible and the heavenly and then 

admits that both the heavenly sanctuary and the heavenly city are Jewish con- 

ceptions. He furthermore makes the queer statement that the Hellenism which 

worked on the author only strengthened the eschatological tendency in him. 
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takes the description of the Jewish sanctuary as dvtitvra tev dAnOwov 

(9. 24) to mean ‘“‘a counterpart of reality ’? (p. 132), Moses having 

been shown a tv7ros on the mountain corresponding to which he 
constructed the tabernacle as an avtiruros. Consequently, the tho- 
ught of Hebrews is fundamentally identical with the thought of 
Philo, who in his remarks on the self-same verse of Hxodus (25. 40) 
says that ‘‘ Moses fashioned the archetypes and Beseleel. their imi- 
tations: ” Movojs ev yao ta dpyéruma rteyvréve, Beoedenr O€ Ta 
tovTwv puunpata (Leg. Allegor., ITI, 102). Elsewhere (de somniis, I, 
206) he describes Beseleel, according to the etymology of his name 
{in umbra Der), delineating shadow, while Moses made the archetype 
essences (tas dpyetuious édnsuoupyetto dvoes). Still more remark- 
ably Platonic is the statement in the Life of Moses, 74, to the effect 
that Moses saw on the mountain “the incorporeal ideas of the 

corporeal things to be constructed, according to which ideas, as 
from an archetype design and intellectual patterns, sensible imita- 

tions were to be modelled.” . 
Our author would certainly not reject Philo’s idea that Moses saw 

an archetype of the tabernacle, as he communed with God on the 

mountain, but the thought of the Epistle is not centred on archetypes 
in the Philonic sense but on types and antitypes in the historico- 
theological or Messianic sense. We ought at least to recognise that 
the author of Hebrews has the gift of thinking coherently. His mind is 
set as fixedly as St. Paul’s ever was on “Christ and on his Church.”’ 
Melchisedéch, according to him “‘ was made like to the Son of God.” 
Hence Christ the eternal priest was at once the archetype and the 

antitype of Melchisedech. Similarly with the vision which Moses 

saw. What he had shown to him on the mountain was not just a 
design of the tabernacle outlined on the clouds, such as we sometimes 
see in pictures—a matter of mere linear measure. Nor was it an 

idea standing as a subsistent pattern in the supramundane sphere 
of ideal essences. It was, in some sense which we cannot determine, 
a prophetic image of Christ and of his Church.! In other words, 

1 St. John Chrysostom with his usual insight brings out this point (In Heb. 

Hom. XIV, P. G. 63, 112): ‘‘ Was it then only what concerned the furniture of 

the temple that he saw, or was it also what related to the sacrifices, and all the rest? 

Nay, one would not be wrong in saying even this; for the Church is heavenly and 

is nothing else than Heaven.’ See also Cornelius a Lapide in h. L: “ Significat 

hoc loco Apostolus tum etiam ostensam fuisse Mosi ideam seu exemplar allegoricum 

et anagogicum, res videlicet caelestes, puta tabernaculum spirituale, scilicet Christi 

Ecclesiam tam militantem quam triumphantem, quae hoc materiali Mosaico 
tabernaculo significabatur.”’ 
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it was not a cosmological emblem that Moses was commanded to 

construct. The sanctuary which he commissioned Beseleel to set 

up should be ‘‘ a shadow and copy of the heavenly things” (8. 5) 
which Moses himself had seen in vision. These heavenly things 
belonged to the future, and consequently the Mosaic law was to 

_ have in its sanctuary “‘ a shadow of the good things to come ” (10. 1). 

The perfect sanctuary was the one which Jesus was to enter. Moses 

_ saw it imaged before him in a prophetic vision and consequently the 
Israelite tabernacle can be called an antitype of the type-sanctuary 

of the vision. This is equivalent to saying that the “‘ type ” which 
impressed itself on the mind of the Hebrew Leader on Sinai was an 

archetype, but only in the same sense as Tertullian asserted the 

archetypal character of the Word Incarnate in a wonderfully magnif- 

icent sentence on the creation of Adam: ‘“‘ Quodeunqie limus expri- 
mebatur Christus cogitabatur homo futurus.’’1 The real and mystic 

Christ of the fulness of time was in God’s foreknowledge the ideal 

archetype to which all Old Testament types showed some shadowy 

feature of resemblance. When the great Archetype himself appeared, 

he was the Antitype of all those partial types. When the ‘ body ” 
came to be present, the ‘‘ shadows” cast by various progressive 

flashes of prophetic inspiration disclosed their meaning. 
We may sum up the whole case against the alleged Alexandrinism 

of the sanctuary-passage by saying that to regard the description of 

the tabernacle in Hebrews as Philonic is to take it completely out of 

its context. The tabernacle is a prophetico-religious type of a heav- 

enly sanctuary, and this heavenly sanctuary which it typifies stands 

in the same line of thought as the world to come (2. 5), the house 
which we are (3. 6), the sabbatism left for the people of God (4. 9), 

the Melchisedechian priesthood (7. 1-28), the new testament (8. 13), 

the good things to come (9. 11, 10.1), the second order of sacrifice 
which supplants the first (10.9) the heavenly fatherland of the 
Patriarchs (11. 13-16), Mount Sion and the City of the living God, 
the Heavenly Jerusalem (12. 22), the immovable Kingdom (12. 28). 

All through, the author’s view is Messianic and Messianico-eschatol- 
ogical.? His thought is the full development of a Palestinian inherit- 
ance in the light of the final message which God has now spoken 

‘in His'Son.” . 
9. The last of the major points in. which the Epistle to the He- 

brews is supposed to betray intellectual dependence on Philo is the 

1 De resurrectionis carnis, IV; P. L., IT, 802. 

2 “The good things to come ”’ in their final consummation are for our author 

Ta wpaypata Of which the Church on earth has tv éixéva, whereas the Law had 

only a oxav (10. 1). 
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notion of. faith given in chapter eleven and elsewhere throughout 

the text. 

In the preceding chapter we have seen that Pauline faith and the 

faith spoken of in Hebrews are not two different concepts but the same 
concept under different nuances of colour and from a different angle 
of view. In our Epistle the intellectual side of faith is more empha- 
sised and its continual relation to future promises sets upon it the 
eolours of hope. This intellectualism and aspirational tendency of 
our author are, no doubt, the ground of certain affinities which have 

been noticed between his view of faith and that of Philo. The Ale- 
xandrian’s psychological reflexions on faith are mostly drawn from 

his own experience of that virtue. Unfortunately it is very difficult 

for us to say what Philo’s faith meant and its panegyrists such as 

Bousset ! do not give us a definition of what they include in the ambit 
of the term ‘‘ Philonic faith.’’ Apparently faith means the whole 
attitude of soul which a believer, a philosopher and a mystic holds 
towards the unseen world, even when that world is a philosophical 

figment and no divine revelation at all. The Scriptures, which Philo 

venerated so highly and made the basis of nearly all his writings, 
contained a body of truth which because it was revealed by God, 
is an object of faith. Philo, who was a faithful Jew, treated those 
books as prophetic writings and consequently accepted their teachings 

on the authority of God revealing. To that extent Philo was a be- 
liever. But are his writings documents of faith in the same sense as 

St. Augustine’s De genes? ad litteram is a document of faith? Certainly 
they are not, because Philo’s thinking had no relation to the real 

object of faith which the sacred books had set before the Jewish 

people. As an exegete, if we can really call him by that name, 

1 See Die Religion des Judentums im spdthellenistischen Zettalier®, p. 194. 
Speaking of the central place which faith and its profession found in the Jewish 

Diaspora and particularly at Alexandria, Bousset writes: ‘“‘ So ist es nicht uberra- 

schend, wenn wir in dieser Umgebung bei Philo eine ausserordentlich fein ausge- 

bildete Psychologie des Glaubens finden. Fir ihn ist der Glaube—das Hindurch- 

' dringen durch diese sichtbare und greifbare, aber so ungewisse, unzuverlassige und 
vergaingliche Welt zu dem unsichtbaren, ewigen, allein vertrauenswerten Gott, 

als dem Allergewissesten—der Eckstein aller Frémmigkeit. Er tut iiberraschend 

feine Blicke in das Seelenleben des Glaubenden. Seine Ausfiihrungen iiber den 

Glauben sind das Schénste was er geschrieben, und sichern ihm einen ehrenvollen 

Platz in der Religionsgeschichte. Durch seine Schule und nicht durch die des 

Paulus ist der Verfasser des Hebraerbriefes hindurchgegangen. Im elften Kapitel 

des Briefes wirkt philonischer Geist nach. Es ist kein Wunder, bei Philo, bei 

dem die jiidische Religion am meisten von aller nationalen Bedingtheit losgelést 
erscheint, ist auch der Begriff des Glaubens am reinsten und deutlichsten.”’ 
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Philo did. not elaborate a sacred doctrine at all but an eclectic phil- 

osophy profoundly permeated with the idea of the one true God. It 

seems, however, that he regarded himself as inspired, at least some- 
times, + but he cannot have regarded all that he wrote as an. being 
of ‘divine authority. The truth is that by displacing the Messianic 
centre of gravity and drawing the whole content of Scripture into a 

cosmic and ethical order, he substituted a philosophical system for 

the truth taught by God. If he called his adherence to his own system 

faith, then he must have been sufficiently conscious of the true state of 
affairs not to conceive faith in the same way as the author of Hebrews 

conceives it. Where the conditions are so different, we cannot expect 
to find the same notion. Philo does not lean on the word of God 
and His promises in the same manner as our author does. The object 
of hope for Philo, namely, moral purification and high intellectual 
contemplation was not guaranteed in the same way as the entrance 
behind the veil for the Christian Hebrews nor did his certainty of the 

invisible rest on the same clear voice of God now finally and most 

magnificently speaking in his Son. Consequently, although both 
authors base their faith on the unfailing word of God there seems 

to be a gnostic element in Philo’s faith, which is absent from our 
Epistle. The Alexandrian speaking of the capital text of Gen- 
esis 15.6: Abraham credidit Deo, requires a purification as a necessary 
condition for the act of faith. ‘“‘ On account of kinship with this 
mortal nature to which we are closely united and which tells us to 

trust money and honour and power and friends, health also and 
bodily well-being and many other things, it is not easy to believe God 
alone without any other additional support. To wash oneself free 

from every one of these, to mistrust the creature as being entirely 
untrustworthy and trust to God who alone is really trustworthy, 
that is the work of a great and olympian mind, of a mind no longer 
enticed by those things that surround us.’’? This identical notion of 
faith, as trust in God rather than in public authority or fame or 

honour or riches or bodily qualities is attached to the same text of 

1 The chief text in which he mentions his personal inspiration is De migra- 

tione Abrahumi, 35, where he speaks of sterile effort suddenly yielding place to an 

extraordinary fulness and a corybantic enthusiasm as through he was divinely 

possessed, being at the same time unconscious of himself and his activity. 

2 Quis rerum divinarum est heres, 92, 93. pove Ge@ yuwpis étépov mpoonapa- 

Amnfews ov pddtov miotetoa ia THY wpds TO Ovntov @ cuveCedypePa ovyyévetav’ omEp 

muds Kat ypnpaot Kat O6&y kal adpyf Kal pitos vyéiq te Kat pwun owdpatos Kai dAdo 

modXots avaTvéiGer memiotevKévar. TO O€ éxvobacOat TovtTwv Exaotov Kat amiotioat yevéoet 

tH Tavta é€ éauriis awior@, povye 0& moreica Och TH Kat mpds ddrnOerav povy mioT@ 

peyaAns Kal édupmiou Epyov dtavotas éoti, ovKétt pds ovdevds deXeaQopnéevns THY Tap’ Hpiv. é 
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Genesis in de Abrahamo, 262 ff., the conclusion here being that “ faith 
towards God is the sole trustworthy and reliable good, the consola- 
tion: of life, the fulfilment of good hopes (a blessing), sterile of evil 

and fruitful of good, the renunciation of the bad genius, the science 
of piety, a happy lot, the soul’s improvement in every respect, inas- 

much as it is thereby firmly set upon the cause of all things, upon 
Him Who can do all things and wills the best ” (ibid. 268). To leam 
on God rather than on creatures is what characterises this ‘“‘ queen 
of the virtues’ (270). It gives stability to life and sets the soul 
like Abraham (Gen. 18. 22) standing before the Lord, “ seeing Him 

| and seen by Him”’ (de somniis, II, 226). Thus the element of vision 

as well as reliance enters into the concept and we have in Philo the 

essentials of the definition of faith given in Hebrews 11.1. As far 
as the truths of God’s existence and His Providence were concerned 

Philo was a faithful Jew. The gnostic element in his concept of 
the virtue of faith attaches itself to the idea that it is dependent 
on a purgation of the soul. Although Philo firmly adheres to the 
authority of God. and appeals to the testimony which God has given 
about Himself (Legum Alleg., TIT, 208), he distinguishes three ways 
of arriving at the goal of wisdom, namely, by learning, by intuitive 

vision and by ascetic practice. These three ways are symbolised 
by the three great Patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. It is 
not easy to grasp Philo’s precise thought, but he seems to regard 
Abraham as having gone through a process of education which result- 
ed in “ his leaving mortal things” and acquiring faith. Abraham 

-represents the very considerable number of those who “ learn from 

hearing and guidance.’? They are simply called by the name of 

“ the people ”? (Gen. 25.8) and are to be distinguished from those 
men who have left guidances behind and, having become naturally 
able pupils of God, take hold of science without effort and join not 

“the people’? but “the offspring” (rd yévos Gen. 35. 29). They 
belong to Isaac’s company, for he by laborious exercise left what 
was worse and acceded to what was better.1 Philo apparently is 

only adapting these biblical personages to the three pedagogical 

conditions mentioned by Aristotle: gvois, udOyois, doxnois (Diogenes 
Laertius, V, 18) or as the Philosopher calls them in the Nicho- 
machean Ethics: duos, Gos, dwayy. The Alexandrian’s exposition 

1 See the full text, from which the above is taken, in de sacrificiis Abelis et 

Caint, 5f. Also Drummond’s exposition in the second volume of his Philo Judaeus, 

p.320f. Further light on Philo’s thought may be sought in Leg. Alleg., III, 144 4.; 

quod deterius potiori insidiari soleat 27-31; quis rerum divinarum heres 274. A 

particularly important text on faith is that in de migratione Abraham, 43 ff. 
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at least proves that ‘‘ fides quaerens intellectum’’ does not enti- 
rely fit the Philonic conception of the wise man but that his faith 

is really tinged with a gnostic ingredient. Lagrange is surely right 
when he attributes to Philo, in quite another way from Rabbin- 

ism, ‘‘ an exaggerated cult of knowledge which was bound to mark 
him out asa predecessor of Gnosticism.” 1 Whatever, then, may 
be the basic and really Jewish affinities of Philo and the author of 

Hebrews in. regard to the notion of faith, we are bound to admit that 
in this point as in so many others the writers’ mentalities are too far 
removed to be more than distant cousins. . 

The trend of the comparison we have just made is to show that 
the assumption of Philonic influence on our author’s mentality has 

not been supported by any solid arguments. Undoubtedly there is 

parallelism of thought, which would well repay a careful study of the 
_ two authors, but the parallelism has not been proved specifically 
Alexandrian. We must be careful to keep in mind that Philo and 

the auctor ad Hebraeos were both Jews. 
But, even if our author is not doctrinally indebted to the school 

of Philo, may he not have enriched his vocabulary and phraseology 

by reading some of Philo’s works? As has been briefly indicated 

higher up, such a supposition cannot be excluded on chronological 

grounds. Since Philo was already an old man when he took part 
in the Jewish embassy to Gaius Caligula in 39, all or nearly all of 
his books had been in circulation for over twenty years before the 

Epistle to the Hebrews was written. Although these books were 
not written for a very wide public, they probably passed into the 

hands of learned men in many cities and countries of the Jewish 

Diaspora. There was an Alexandrine community at Jerusalem 
frequenting a special synagogue (Acts 6.9) and among the many 

Alexandrians who flocked to Rome? there would certainly be a 

number of Jews. Copies of some of Philo’s books could thus have 
easily found their way to Jerusalem, to Rome and to other places, 
notably to the island of Cyprus, whose Jewish communities had, 
owing to historical circumstances, long been in close relations with 
the Jews of Egypt. Through Cyprus Alexandrian writings might 

1 Le Judaisme etc., p. 579. 

2 SrraBo, Geographica, 673, Teubner Edition (A. Meineke, 1866) ITI, p. 941. 

3 I am referring to the facts that Cyprus belonged to the kingdom of the 

Ptolomies from 294-58 B. C. and was again held by Cleopatra and Ptolemaid Prin- 

ces during the fifteen years which preceded the battle of Actium. In 117 A. D. 

the Jews of Cyprus rose in fury against the Romans ‘in an insurrection which syn- 

chronised with the rising of their Egyptian and Cyrenian connationals. 
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easily have found their way to the intellectual city. of Tarsus also. 
The activity of the Alexandrian Jew Apollos at Ephesus and Corinth 
in the middle of the sixth decade of the first Christian century shows 

us the possibility of such works obtaining circulation even in Greece 

and Proconsular Asia. As far as possibilities are concerned, there- 

fore, there is no denying that St. Paul or the author of Hebrews might 
have read one or other or many of Philo’s writings. There being 
no antecedent impossibility, the question of fact deserves examination. 

Have we reason to believe that there is some literary relation between 
Philo and our Epistle? 

A number of lexical affinities have been pointed out and certain 

authors: have asserted -with apparent confidence that the vocabulary 
of Hebrews is partly Alexandrine, which is taken to mean the same 
as Philonic. Let us examine a few of those lexical parallels. . 

Siegfried’s chapter on Philo’s language (pp. 31-137) furnishes 
only a partial Philonian lexicon including words common to the 
Alexandrian writer and Plato, certain Aristotelian, Attic and Homeric 
expressions, a specimen of a comparative Philonico-Plutarchian 

word-list, a collection. of hapaxlegomena, a Glossarium Philoneum 
offered as a contribution to supplement: current dictionaries, a list 
of favourite synonyms and some additonal remarks on etymologies, 

word-play and style.. The impression which one gets after working 

through this.mass of material is that Philo and our author really 

have no very considerable lexical peculiarities in common. I have 
had to mark the name of Paul much more often on the margin of 
my copy than Hebrews. That is, however, no ground for a decisive 

- verdict, because Siegfried’s material is only a small gleaning from 

Philo’s dictionary. But it can be confidently asserted that the lists 
of words and phrases which have been adduced as proof of our Epistle’s 

literary dependence on Philo do not go very far towards achieving 

the intention of their compilers. Firstly the Septuagint could have 
supplied many of these words or phrases and secondly no sufficient 
evidence is forthcoming that the others were. pure Alexandrinisms. 
For instance, the following list looks imposing, until its items are 

examined’one by one. It contaitis’ words and phrases “which our 
Epistle has in common with Philo, and, without the observations 
affixed to each of them hereunder, might seem impressive. _ 

_ Words: aicOytypiov (found also in Jeremias 4. 19); aAvorredys 
(the verb AvowreAéw occurs in Luke 17. 2); dujtwp, adwarwp (both 
words of fairly wide-spread usage since Attic times, cfr. Bauer’s 

Wérterbuch sub vocibus); avakaparew (found over a dozen times in 
LXX); atavyacua (Wisdom 7. 26); depos (5 examples in LXX); 

14 
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amédavais (1 Timothy 6.17; verb: droAdvw Prov. 7.18, Wisdom 2. 6); 
atodettrec Ga (in special meaning of Hebrews 4.6 ete. not found in 
LXX, but the same usage is attested for the Hellenistic world gen- 
erally by the non-Alexandrian Polybius and earlier still ‘by the Cilician 
Diogenes Laertius); doreios (Exodus 2.2, and 5 other instances in 
LXX); dymovpyds (the noun in 2 Macc. 4. 1, the verb in Wisdom 
15.13 and 2 Macc. 10. 2); eiaopépew (used in technical sense of He- 

brews 13. 11 @ half-dozen times in Leviticus alone); éxovciws (4 times 

in LXX; also 1 Petr. 5.2; and for adjective see Philemon 14); ée- 
yyos (too frequent in Attic, the xowy generally and LXX to need 

any special remark; cfr. especially Job. 23. 7); évoyAetv (word very 

common both in, classical Greek and the xowy, found also some 
seven times in the LXX as well as in Luke 6. 18);1 é&s (Sirach, Pro- 
logue 10); cxataBadreoOa (2 Mace. 2. 13, also Dionysius of Halicar- 

_ nassus); petpiovradeiv (a Stoic term probably as current in Tarsus as 

at: Alexandria); é6yxos (neither in N. T.-nor LXX, but widely: used in 
Attic and Hellenistic Greek and even received as a loan-word into 
rabbinical Hebrew); mwavyyupis (4 times in LXX; also in Iosephus); 
Tpooayopevew (Same sense 5 times in Wisdom, 1-Macc., 2 Macc.); 
mpocepyeoOa {in religious sense found in LXX, especially Jeremias 
7.16; Sirach 1. 27); cuvermaprupety (not an Alexandrinism as its 
use by Polybius and Pseudo-Aristotle de mundo attests); ayeddv (2 
Mace. 5. 2; also Iosephus); teyvitys (frequent. in LXX of human 

artificers; of God in Wisdom 13. 1); tpaynAgoua (use attested by 
Theophrastus and Teles from the third century B. C.); virap&s (over 

a dozen examples in LXX); yapaxtyp (frequent in Greek authors 
from Herodotus and Aeschylus down; used in different senses in Levi- 

ticus 13. 28; 2 Macc. 4. 10); Oumatypiov (Philo, de vita Mosis, 9, 4, 
but also Josephus Antig. 3, 6, 8 and in the sense of ‘“ thurible:”’ 
2 Chron. 26.19, Ezechiel 8.11). 

The foregoing is a representative catalogue of the words on which 
the suspicion of Alexandrinism has especially fallen. The remarks 
appended to each item show either that the word in question could 
have become familiar to the writer of Hebrews from the Alexandrian 
Bible or that the term was by no means so localised as to reveal an 
Alexandrian schooling in the person who used it. ? 

Phrases. The short groups of words, which we call phrases, may 

1 The Greek text of Deuteronomy 29. 18 is cited according to the form exhi- 

bited by Codex A, but I am not aware that Philo has cited the same text. 

2 From the fact that Philo is the only author from the Jewish Diaspora who 

has left us an extensive literary output, he risks being very much over-rated as a 

standard of Judeo-Alexandrinism. 
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possibly give better grounds for admitting the linguistic influence 
of the Hellenistic metropolis of Egypt. We shall follow the order of 

the chapters and consider a dozen or more of those so-called Alexan- 

drian usages. | 
In 2.3 the words dpynv rAaBotoa dadeic8a as well as the phrase 

meipav AauBavew in 11. 29, 36 have been set down as an echo of Ale- 
xandria. The former expression is, however, found in non-Alexan- 
drian authors like Polybius, and the second is a classical phrase which 

appears also in Deuteronomy 29.56. Similar N. T. combinations 
like St. Paul’s taduvyow dAauPavey (2 Tim. 1. 5) and St. Peter’s 
AVOnv AapBavew (1 Petr. 1. 9) forbid us to localise this type of expres- 
sion at Alexandria. The phrase or rather compound particle caf? 

 écov (3. 3, 7. 20, 9. 27), not employed elsewhere in the N. T., occurs in 
the Greek translation of Sirach 43. 30. The apparently very ordinary 
xa’ éxaotnv nuépav (3.13), which is also marked out by the detectives, 
turns up no less than four times in the Greek Psalter. The rather 

elegant opening of an exhortation with the words zrepi ov aodv’s nyiv 
6 Adyos (5. 11) is probably nothing more than a reminiscence of a 
common literary phrase (cfr. Lysias in Pancleonem, 11). In the 
following chapter xaddov yevoapévous Ocoti priya obviously ought not 
to be connected with such passages of Philo as de Abrahamo, 89, de 
somniis, I, 165, but with Psalm 33. 8. 

The catalogue further contains the following items: efye pév ovdv 
cat (9.1), cata pépos (9.5), totto pév ... tovto dé (10.33). It is dif- 
ficult to see what is so very remarkable in the first phrase; the 

second is employed twice in the second Book. of Maccabees; the third 
is just a good classical idiom frequent in Greek writers from Demosthe- 
nes down (Moffat and Westcott in h. 1.). 

Chapter XI is naturally asked to furnish its quota. The sentence 
Tapwxynoev eis yiv THs éwayyeXias ws adAoTpiav (11. 9) is suspected, as 
well as eis xataBoAnv oméppatos (11. 11), éwirernfer pe diuyydupevov 6 

Xeovos (11. 32) and even the tiny ér: dé in the middle of verse 36. 

Of these four the first is absolutely biblical (Gen. 23.4; Exodus 

2. 22, 18. 3; Psalm 104. 23 ete.); the second is an exceptional expres- 

sion for which I know no parallel; the third is “‘ one form of a common 
classical phrase ’? which must have been used in speeches every where; 
the little climactic ér: dé stands not only in a locus classicus of the 
Psalter (15. 9) but is comparatively frequent in the New Testament. 

The mere fact that some or many of the above words or phrases 
are frequent in Philo’s works and happen to be common to Philo and 
Hebrews does not constitute any proof of literary relationship, since 
it can be shown that a man of Tarsian or Ephesian or Athenian or 
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Roman education, who was as well acquainted with the Greek Bible 
as our author was, could use any one of them. There may, however, | 
be. some subtle indications of literary dependence in the relative pa- 

rallel contexts, but I have to say personally, that after examining 

scores of the parallels given by Carpzov, Bleek and Moffat, I have | 
seen only one text of Philo which might justify a conjecture that ; 
our author had read it. It is one of the many places in the Alexan- : 

drian. author where the phrase os é7os eimetv.oceurs. It will be 5 
remembered that this phrase stands as a hapaxlegomenon.in Hebrews 

7.9, that is, in the Melchisedech chapter, which also has the rare 
words drdatwp, duntwp, ayeveadoyntos. The expression ws éwos eiweiv § 
is not itself an indication of any particular degree or quality of edu- : 

cation. It was so common with Greek orators that any average 
man might have picked it up in any part of the Greco-Roman world. ! 

Besides, cognate phrases occur in'the Pauline Epistles, e. g. 2 Cor: 2.5 
and Philemon 19. But the somewhat impressive fact is that, while 
the phrase occurs in Hebrews within fifteen lines of the word dajjtwp, 
the same lexical pair stand in Philo’s de-ebrietate within less than fifty 
lines of each other (sections 51 and 61). This faet..becomes more 
remarkable still; when we find the same treatise de ebrietate furnishing 
the following verbal parallels with. our Epistle: 2 a) ov mv airiav 9; 
b) adpynv amd tis wedtyns AaBdvTds, 15; ¢) ddvotredds. 16, 20; d) rav- 
Terns 21, 29, 84, 111, €) citation of Genesis 14. 17, N. 24; f) Onuouvpyds 
30; g) arootiva 38; h) a citation .from Genesis 20. 12 under the 
formula efme yap mov tis, 61, that is, immediately. following dujtwp; 
z) eionvcds 76; 4) teAetétys, 82; k) woAUTpoTOs, 86; 1) 6yxos and yapak- 

tho in the same sentences, 88; m) moAutpdtos Kai roAupdépdoss, 
170; ») aicOytypiov, 201; 0) éyxos repeated in 128 and 231. It 
seems difficult to admit that the one or two major and over a dozen 
minor coincidences just indicated between Hebrews and a: book, 
which is little more than twice its length,.can be entirely accidental. 

But while looking for these contacts between Philo’s treatise and 
Hebrews, I also noticed five parallels between de ebrietate and the 
Pauline letters—contacts which are not altogether insignificant. 
The little phrase ef tvyor, which St. Paul alone of N.T. writers uses 
twice in first Corinthians 14. 10, 15. 37, figures in section 17; the same 
citation of Proverbs 3. 4 appears in paragraph 84 and Romans 12. 17 

1 See the copious collection of examples from Attic, Hellenistic, and Atti- 

cistic authors given by Bleek, Commentar, Vol. II, pp. 343-345. 

* See Hebrews: a) 2.11; cfr. 2 Tim. 1. 6, 12; Tit. 1. 13; b) 2. 3; e) 13. 17; d) 7. 25; 
efr. Luke 13. 11; e) 7.1; f) 11. 10;.9g) 3. 12; h) 2. 6; 4. 4; ¢) 12. 11. efr. James 3. 17; 

j) 6.1: ef. Col. 3.14; &) 1.1; 1) 12.1; 1.1; m) 1.1; 2) 5.14; 0) 12.1. 
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(a neighbouring text, 3.11, being found in Hebrews 12. 5f.); did 76 
jmepBadddov in 119 reminds one not only of Ephesians 2. 7 but also of 

St. Paul’s monopoly of the verb tiwepBadAw (2 Cor. 3. 10; 9.14; Eph. 
1.19; 3.19); the adjective GAdKAnpos proper to first Thessalonians 
5.3 and James 1. 4 occurs three times in the Philonic treatise (135, 

156, 201); and, finally, the hapaxlegomenon adwevdys of Titus 1. 2 
stands in paragraph 139. To this list we must add three other terms 

already mentioned, and common to Paul, Hebrews and this treatise 

of Philo. These are adiotynm, ov’ qv aitiav and tedeidtys (9g. a, 7,). 
Such coincidences, when taken together with a certain common tend- | 
ency to cite Proverbs 3, at least open the door to the conjecture 

that St. Paul had read this particular book of Philo. Really, the evid- 
ence that the Apostle was actually acquainted with the literary 
output of the Jewish writer of Alexandria is not very considerable 
and scarcely allows a conclusive judgment, unless a very thorough 

study of the two writers reveal further contacts. Of some thirty 
parallels given by Siegfried (pp. 304-310), I have only found two that 

have any semblance of probability, 1 but H. Vollmer makes a much 

better case for a few texts of Philo in the appendix to his little work 

on Old Testament citations in Paul. Many -of his parallels are 
indeed worthless, but in the case of the Corinthian letters a few coin- 
cidences with Philo do not seem to be entirely negligible. Such. 
for instance is the phrase ypwpevot tov Kécpov ws pH KaTaypwpevot 
(1 Cor. 7. 31) placed beside Xp@6 yy rapaypeépevos in @ really noble 
passage of the work de Josepho (144), secondly the connection of iedtys 

(2 Cor. 8. 15) with the text of Exodus 16. 18 (Quis rerum divina- 
rum heres 191), and thirdly the similarity of the phrase zpds xaQalpecw 
é6yupwnatwv (2 Cor. 10. 4) and apds ye tHv Tov d6yvpeduatos ToUTOU 
xabapeow (de confusione linguarum, 130). 

The presence of linguistic Philonisms in the Corinthian letters, 
if it can be really proved, would perhaps give a degree of plausibility 
to the conjecture that St. Paul, during his third missionary journey, 
took some cognizance of Judeo-Alexandrian literature in the Apol- 
lonic circles which we know to have existed at Ephesus (Acts 18. 24-28) 
and Corinth (ibid. 19.1). The great Apostle was interested in books 

1 These will be found on page 309; Romans 2. 4 tof aAov’rou tis ypnaTétyTos 
avtov is certainly not unlike toG wAovrov Kat tas aya8drntos abtot (Leg. Alleg. I, 

34) but the joining of wAofros with dé&a, ydpis and other excellent things is so 
frequent in St. Paul that we can hardly suppose a reminiscence. The idea of our 
knowledge of God here being mirror knowledge (1 Cor. 13. 12) meets a similar ex- 

pression in de decalogo, 105. 

' 2 VOLLMER H., Die alttestamentlichen Citate bei Paulus, Anhang, 84-98. 
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as in every work of the human spirit, and may well have looked into 
other works besides the little traveller’s library—“‘the books, especi- 
ally the parchments ’’-—which we afterwards find him so desirous 

to have brought to him at: Rome from the house of Carpus at Troas. 
It may be presumed that he was specially concerned. with such things 
at Ephesus, for it was there that censorship of religious books first 

appears in ecclesiastical history as a tremendously real fact resulting 
in the burning of superstitious writings up to the value of nearly 
50,000 franes. For the later Epistles of St. Paul Wetstenius and 
others have noted parallels with Philo especially in one or other of the 
Pastoral Epistles, and in an article of the Expository Times Dr. 
J. Rendel Harris has discussed an interesting one in second Timothy 

3.4. The Apostle speaks of the perilous times which shall come at 

theend. ‘* Men shall be lovers of their own selves (@iAavrot), money- 
lovers (@iAdpyvpot) and—after a list of fourteen other vices—plea- 
sure-lovers (@iAjdovo:) rather than God-lovers (iAd@eot).”” Wet- 
stein had here noted an incomplete coincidence with a passage of 

Philo’s de agricultura, 88, which speaks of the people of the exodus 

that longed to return to Egypt, that is, to the body.. Such a course 
as they contemplated would have made the people @iAydovov xai 
pirorabi uadAov 7H pirAdpetov kai PrdBeov. Dr. Harris adds the coup- 
ling of the first and last words of the Pauline group by citing 
pirravrot paAdov 7. PiAcBear from de fuga et. inventione, 81. In view, 
however, of the popularity of these combinations, such as may be 
noted in a similar parallel from the gnomic collection of Demophilus 
the Pythagorician cited by Wetstenius, one cannot regard the Phi- 
lonism of the phrase as sufficiently substantiated, 1! but the question 

of parallels between St. Paul and the Alexandrian writer deserves 
further attention. 

As a matter of ordinary experience we must admit that coinci- 

dences of vocabulary and phrase need very cautious consideration. 

Neither Philo’s thought nor his language is so extraordinarily original 
that he and he alone must be the source of whatever in St. Paul re- 
sembles his writings. Many phrases had passed to him from the 
schools of Plato and Zeno and from some fifty or more classical authors 

whom he cites or alludes to.2 Lists of vices and combinations of 

adjectives denoting qualities had obtained some sort of fixed currency 

1 It should be observed that the trend of this article as a whole The influence 

of Philo on the New Testament Exp. Times 37 (Sept. 1926), p. 565, is to discount the 

influence of Philo’s thought on the N. TT. . 
2 SIEGFRIED, 0. ¢c., p. 137: “‘ Philo war in den classischen Schriftstellen’ sehr 

belesen. Von der Ausdehung seiner Kenntnis derselben gibt die Aufzdhlung der 
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in Stoic circles and may have been heard by St. Paul at Tarsus at the 
time that Philo, some twenty-five years his senior, was using them at 

Alexandria. The fact that St. Paul was “ a citizen of no mean city ” 
(Acts 21. 39) stands behind many of those coincidences which may be 
noted between his language and that of earlier or contemporary 

writers. His education was indeed rabbinical, but he lived in an 

intensely intellectual Hellenic atmosphere. To show this it is suffi- 
cient to cite what Strabo says about the city on the Cydnus, as he 
saw it perhaps about the time that Saul was born. ‘In that place ” 

he says, ‘‘ men have such great zeal for philosophy and every branch 

of general learning that they actually surpass Athens and Alexandria 
and any other place that one could mention.’”?i The Apostile’s own 
readiness to pick up every current piece of human wit is evidenced by 
the fact that he was able to cite, when the occasion demanded, a verse 
of the astronomical poem of Aratus (probably a favourite among 
Stoics at Tarsus), a trimeter of the New Comedy of Athens and a 
hexameter of the Cretan seer Epimenides. To the great river of this 
divine orator’s language probably many a rivulet contributed, and 
possibly some of Philo’s words and phrases directly or indirectly en- 
riched his vocabulary. 

It seems, therefore, that, if there is some literary infiltration from 
Alexandria in the Epistle to the Hebrews, this constitutes no argument 

against its Pauline authorship. The writer is under no debt to Philo 
for his ideas, and, as far as lexical contacts are concerned, some of 
the Epistles of St. Paul, notably those to the Corinthians,: seem to 
present nearly as many. Alexandrinism as a specific type of intel- 
lectual formation is no more present in Hebrews than in the thirteen 
Paulines. Equally with the greatest of the Paulines, it is a work of 
a magnificently original genius, and in the external literary influences, 
which are traceable in it with more or less probability, there is nothing 

ostensibly alien to a man who really seems to have had an infinite 
capacity of tuning his speech to the needs of the moment. Paul the 
Apostle of Jesus Christ was by no means such a definitely circum- 

scribed psychological type and such a limited master of the Greek 
language as critics have often made him. 

bei ihm vorkommenden Namen der griechischen Classiker Zeugnis, welche Gross- 
mann, quaest. Phil. I, p. 5 veranstaltet. Dieselben belaufen sich auf nicht weniger 
als 64. 

1 Geographica, 673. Ed. Meineke, III, 939. 
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Conclusion 

This lengthy chapter on the literary form of Hebrews may be 
allowed to speak. for itself. In it a conscientious effort has been 
made to estimate such facts of vocabulary, phraseology, sentence- 
building, stylistic graces, imagery, artistic and dialectic structure, 
affective movement, rhythmic ‘characteristics, peculiar stylistic 
colour and external literary influences as may be detected in our 

Epistle. Under none of these headings have grounds been discovered 

to establish a verdict contrary to the tradition of Pauline authorship. 
It seems probable, however, that the mode of composition was not 

that of running dictation such as we may presume to ‘be the process 

by which the Epistle to the Romans left the hand of Tertius. Either 
St. Paul wrote the letter with his own hand or he employed an ama- 
nuensis who collaborated with him in the style of the document. 

The former hypothesis of an autograph letter has something to re- 

commend it. We know for instance that St. Paul, though ordinarily 

accustomed to sign his letters only, wrote some part of Galatians 

with his own hand. He has not told us how much, but it has oc- 
curred to me that a change from dictation to autograph writing may 
explain the differences in style which are observable in the Epistle. 
The admirably close reasoning and stylistic regularity of the last four 

chapters seem to contrast with the less careful style of what precedes. 
The first half of the second chapter for instance hardly finds another 
piece in the whole epistolary to outrival its anacolutha. If St. Paul 
took the pen at the words: O insensatt Galatae, and wrote with the 
additional precision which a man with a pen mostly assumes, we should 

have a good explanation of the really remarkable dialectic of chapters 
three and four. The same process of autograph writing may be 
reasonably supposed for the beautiful letter. to Philemon, and it does 
not seem rash to think likewise of Philippians, a letter which seems 

to stand next to Hebrews in sustained regularity and literary grace. 
-It certainly should not shock anyone acquainted with the possibilities 

of St. Paul’s style to be told that the Apostle wrote this letter with 
his own hand and thereby gave it that excellence of order and finish 
which a dictated composition cannot so well attain. The length of 
the letter would, however, suggest that St. Paul followed his usual 

custom of employing an amanuensis, in which case the special ex- 
cellence of form would be the result of collaboration, but of a colla- 
boration in which Paul was predominant. The difference from his 

other letters would be that he was now using a secretary of greater 
literary ability. This theory is, of course, what a writer in the Hapo- 
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sitory Times contemptuously calls ‘“‘ the old cliché of different secre- 

taries.”? 1 Even so, the fact that an opinion is old does not damn it. 
It is new opinions that we mostly see taking their definite place on 

the scrap-heap. <A return to reliable historical tradition is wisdom 

in biblical. criticism, as experience is surely showing. ‘Tradition, 
clearly voiced at Alexandria by Pantaenus and the elders whose 

lives went back before the middle of the second century, asserted that 
the letter had Paul for its author. Such was the primitive Eastern 
tradition. Catholic scholarship throughout thirteen centuries, while 
following this tradition, also easily accepted the suggestion of a lite- 
rary critic, Clement of Alexandria, that the present stylistic form of 
the letter may be traced to another hand. But catholic scholarship 

neglected the suggestion of Origen that the hypothetical second hand 

was even a redactor of Pauline thoughts. I believe that a thorough 
comparative examination of Hebrews and the Paulines should also 

lead any judicious critic to neglect and reject Origen’s hypothesis. 
On the other hand the hypothesis of an able secretary seems reason- 

able. The prophetic inspiration, to which the Epistle is primarily 

due, does not eliminate the human struggle to find the best mode 
of expression, and there is no reason why we should exclude the 
literary cooperation of a secretary in the work of stylistic arrangement, 

choice of words, cutting and filing of phrases that finally resulted 
in a Seripture, which is one of the great jewels of sacred literature. 

Who the amanuensis was no one can really say. Clement of 

Alexandria connected the name of Luke with the Epistle;. Origen 
knew that some regarded Luke as having a part in it, while others 
named Clement. Eastern commentators kept to these two names. 

In the West the solitary voice of Tertullian names Barnabas, on 

what authority it is impossible to say.. In modern times other names 
have been added to the list of conjectures and chiefly the name of 
Apollos. To discuss the merits of the claims put forward in favour 
of each of these does not belong to here. In favour of Clement his 
anonymous use of the Epistle and a certain similarity of style have 

been urged, but the similarity of style really cannot be maintained. 
The assumption of Apollos would explain that Alexandrinitas quae- 
dam which has been discovered in the letter, but we have seen how 

insignificant that Alexandrinity is. Besides there is no evidence 
that Apollos ever was in Italy whence the Epistle to the Hebrews 

was written. Barnabas has in his favour that, being a Cypriote, he 

1 Review of Dr. Boylan’s annotated translation of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 

Expository Times, 26 (Nov. 1924), p. 62. 
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was open to Alexandrian influences and, on account of his being a 
Levite and a man of standing at Jerusalem, could have written in 
levitical colours ‘“‘ a word of consolation ”’ such as should be in keeping 
with the interpretation of his name as given in Acts 4. 36 and also 
sure of a favourable reception by the Mother Church. There is 
even the positive testimony of Tertullian in his favour. But Ter- 

tullian’s ascription of the writing to Barnabas found no echo either 
in Cyprian or Augustine cr any other writer in his own Africa and 
otherwise we know absolutely nothing of Barnabas’s ability as an 

author. The attribution of an apocryphal Epistle to him is no evid- 

ence that he occupied himself with the pen. A better case can, 
perhaps, be made for St. Luke. His writings have at least a small 
lexical factor in common with Hebrews. The Prologue of his Gospel 
and his two books generally show that he could write elegantly... We 
may regard it as highly probable that he was with the Apostle after 
his first captivity and, seeing that the “‘ dear physician ’’ had already 
two beautiful books to his credit, St. Paul may have employed his 

services aS an amanuensis in the preparation of his ‘‘ word of conso- 

lation ’’ to Jerusalem. Let us, however, keep within the bounds of 
- our knowledge. Fair criticism confirms the testimony of history that 
the Epistle is of Paul. But as to the penman, 76 ddrnbés Ocds older. 
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SCRIPTURAL MATERIAL OF “HEBREWS ” 

The theme of the Epistle to the Hebrews is, as we have seen, the 
excellence of Christ and therewith the excellence of the dispensation 
of which he is the Mediator. His superiority over all the mediatorial 
agencies of the old dispensation—Angels, Moses, the Aaronic Priest- 

- hood—is rooted in his unique dignity as Son of God. The Most High 

has delivered His final revelation through this ‘‘ Apostle of our Creed,”’ 
fulfilling and crowning in him all the words, which in ages past He 
spoke, piece by piece, and according to various modes of commun- 
ication, through His prophets. In the manhood of Jesus, humbled 

and consequently exalted, all the insufficiency of the Old Covenant 

has yielded place to the absolute sufficiency of the New. The pur- 
gation. of sin being the kernel of God’s plan of human restoration and 
ennoblement, once that was accomplished, Christ could assume the 
double crown of royalty and priesthood! and take his place at the 
right hand of Majesty on high, until the day that the completion of 
the work of salvation, whereof his sacrifice is the all-sufficient fount, 
calls him from heaven to gather his sanctified elect into the salva- 
tion of blessedness. It is in Christ and in his work that God has 

spoken His final word, but many partial words preceded that final 
word. The prophets announced in a long series of piece-meal mes- 

sages and with the imperfect shadowiness of their limited knowledge 
the good things which were to come. It was moreover not only 
through the spoken utterances of the Prophets that God revealed 
His counsels but also through the institutions on which the religious 
life of Israel was based. These had a divine meaning also, and deliv- 

ered a prophetic message. Furthermore, the history of God’s chosen 
people was speckled with persons and things and events which were 
not to offer the full interpretation of their providential meaning 
till the Messianic age. The veils that hid their wonderful signific- 

1 Compare Zachary 6. 11-13. Et sumes aurum et argentum et facies coronas 

et pones in capite Iesu (Josue) filii Iosedec sacerdotis magni et loqueris ad eum 
dicens: Ecce vir, Oriens nomen eius, et subter eum orietur et aedificabit templum 

Domino. Et ipse extruet templum Domino et ipse portabit gloriam, et sedebit et 

dominabitur super solio suo, et erit Sacerdos super solio suo, et consilium pacis 

erit inter illos duos. 
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ance were to be taken away only in the epiphany of the Son of God 

as Saviour. The Christ’s final word, which consisted in the revela- 
tion of himself and his work and his victory, should be a word of 
salvation, or, as Hebrews says, ‘‘ a salvation ’’ for the world. 

The author of our Epistle neither intends nor attempts to prove 

that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messias of Israelitic prophecy. He 
takes that for granted, and he also fully takes for granted that Jesus 
is all that he claimed to be, namely, the Son of the living God. The 
whole Epistle builds on this foundation. The Old Testament is not, 
therefore, requisitioned to show that ‘ Jesus is the Christ’ (Acts 
18.28). It being presupposed that the Scriptures speak of him, 
they are asked to reveal the supereminent dignity, which sets him 

and his covenant immeasurably above the administration committed 
to the care of angels, of Moses and of the House of Aaron. Seven 
great ideas may be said to dominate the Epistle. , We see the Sonship 
of Christ making his message the seal of all prophecy, making his 
human priesthood the cause of an absolute purgation of sins, making 
his consummation in priestly royalty the anchor of hope for all those 
sons whom God will lead to salvation. With this triad of notions 
centred in the person of the Saviour two, others are essential to the 

Epistle, namely, that of the persistence ‘of the promise made ‘ to 
Abraham and his seed for ever,” and the permanence of “ the sabbath- 

rest left for the people of God,”’ which is both an antitype of the rest 
of Canaan and a participation in the archetypal rest of God on the 

seventh day. Add to these five the threat of consequences involved 

in apostasy, as well as exhortations to virtues in view of the final 

sabbath-rest, and we have seven categories under which all the O. T. 
texts, which are either formally quoted or tacitly adduced or clearly 
referred to, may be conveniently classed. For the sake of brevity 

we may call them 1) dignity texts, 2) priestly texts, 3) exaltation 
texts, 4) promise texts, 5) eschatological texts, 6) comminatory 

texts, 7) exhortatory texts. Further, using a combination of terms 

which will be readily understood, the first three classes may be called 

simply Christological; the fourth anagogico-tropological, as involving 
both a future reward and the virtue of persevering hope; the fifth 
simply anagogical, and the sixth and seventh simply tropological. 

These categories do not, of course, constitute watertight compart- 
ments. Some texts belong, in different degrees, to more than one 

category. It is not possible for instance, to mark sharp dividing- 
lines between the first three, especially between the dignity texts 
and the exaltation texts. No special category is assigned to histor- 
ical passages or to historical examples from the Old Testament, 
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for it will be found that all such passages or examples serve the special 

purpose of this “‘ word of exhortation,” either as literal prophecies, 
or as types, or as moral and anagogical warnings. 

It is not only according to the variety of scope, which the author 

had before him in using Old Testament materials, that these materials 

should be classified. The mode which he follows in using them must 

also be a principle of classification. Texts are sometimes quoted 

formally, divine authority being expressly attributed to them by the 

use of some special formula of citation; sometimes they are tacitly 

adduced as a basis of argument or exposition, the context leaving no 
doubt that the author wished to urge their authoritative force; some- 
times again a Scriptural fact is referred to and its lesson urged 

without actually using the words of the sacred text; sometimes 
the reference to the Old Testament is only by way of allusion; and, 

finally, there are cases of mere literary reminiscence. According to 
these different uses we distinguish formal citation, tacit citation, 

virtual citation, allusion and reminiscence. The first three are 

obviously the most important, because allusion and reminiscence 

have rhetorical rather than logical force. . 
It is also well to recall here that a-text may be used in its literal 

and historical sense or in a typal sense, or only in an accommodated 
meaning. 

Distribution of Seripture in the Epistle 

A reading of the text of Hebrews will show that the Scriptural 

materials which have contributed to its making are very considerable, 

but are much thicker in some parts than in others.. By far the great- 
est cluster of formal citations belongs to the section that deals with 

Christ’s superiority over the Angels (1.4-2.18). Numerically, more 

than a third of the express quotations from Scripture are found in 

these two chapters. As one would expect, these citations chiefly give 

prominence to Christ’s dignity. In fact, out of the eleven texts 
used in these chapters, only three have reference to the earthly sta- 
tus of Christ in the fellowship of mortality with the race that he 
redeemed, and these serve only to point out the need of the incarna- 
tion by establishing the divine plan of brotherhood between the 
Sanctifier and the sanctified. Since God. decreed to bring many to 

glory as sons, it was necessary that the Son should stand in the 
midst of the human race and call men his brethren. For the purpose 
of expressing this truth the writer uses the verse which opens the 
triumphal part of the great Passion Psalm (21. 22): “‘ I will announce 
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thy name to my brethren, in the midst of the congregation will I 
praise thee.”? The solidarity of the Redeemer with the redeemed, 

which is here announced, is further expressed by the typal person 

of Isaias proclaiming his confidence in God (8. 17) and presenting 

himself and the two children with the famous prophetic names as a 
single group representative of the Israel of God. ‘‘ I and the chil- 

dren whom God gave me” (8. 18) signifies such a community of 
blood and charity as requires the Messias typified by the Prophet 
to be a partner in flesh and blood with the children that are to be 
brought into supernatural partnership. with him. 

These texts really pave the way for the first mention of Christ’s 
priesthood, into which the quality of sympathy is to enter so notably. 
At the same time they conclude a subsection in which the inear- 
nation is shown to be no bar to the Saviour’s superiority over the 

Angels. That subsection begins with a Psalm-citation... In Psalm 8 
man is seen endowed with a universal sovereignty, ‘ crowned with 
glory and honour and set over the works of God’s hand, everything 
being put in subjection under his feet.”’ It is quite evident that man 

does not yet actually exercise such an unlimited sovereignty, but 

the full attainment of the Psalmist’s vision is shown in “‘ Jesus crown- 

ed with glory and honour.’ It is in Jesus that man wins his des- 
tined royalty, for on account of suffering death God crowned the man 
Jesus with glory and honour, that by the grace of God he might 

taste death for every man. 

; Thus, in a passage, which fixes our eyes chiefly on the humanity 
of Christ, we find two extracts from the Psalter, one telling us of the 

super-angelic sovereignty of the Messianic world attained by Jesus 
through death, and the other asserting the redemptive brotherhood 

which is the raison d’étre of the incarnation—the latter Psalmodic 
testimony being supplemented by two words found side by side in the 

Prophet Isaiés. As two distinct points of argument .are involved, 
we ought to count a single quotation from the eighth Psalm and a 
group consisting of one text from the Book of Psalms and two from 

the Book of the Prophets that is, a triple testimony consisting of a 
combination of passages from the Ketubim and Nebiim (KN). From 
these we may go back to a still moré extensive series of seven cita- 
tions, which fill the whole first chapter from the end of the Prologue. 1 

The scope of these is clearly indicated by their connection with 
verse four, which proclaims the Son to he ‘ so much better than the 

1 See Westecott’s Additional Note on 2. 13. Quotations from the Old Testa- 

ment in ce. I, II, 0. ¢., pp. 68-71. 
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angels aS.he has inherited a more excellent name than they.” Six 

of them show the higher dignity of the Son and one the lower position 

of the Angels. Following the formulae which introduce these texts, 
they group themselves in a series of three, a second three, and one. 
In the first group two texts show the name ‘‘ Son” both directly 

and typally given to the Messias in such a way that no single Angel 

could claim to have been so addressed; the third places the Angels 
in adoration before the First-born, when he comes to judge the earth. 
These three seem to have been chronologically connected in the 
mind of the author, as belonging to the Davidic age. The words: 

‘‘ Thou art my son, this day have I begotten thee,’’ are from a Da- 
vidic Psalm (2. 7). The second testimony: ‘‘I will be to him a 
father and he:shall be to me a son ”’ (2 Samuel 7. 14) is from an oracle 

of the prophet Nathan to the same David. Although the wording 
of the third: ‘‘ And let all the angels of God adore him ’’ would seem 
to favour the view that our author cited the end of the great Canticle 

of Moses according to the Septuagint text of Deuteronomy (32. 43), 
nevertheless, the scene of the First-born entering the world, perhaps 
for the ‘second time, suggests Psalm 96. 7. This hymn, the fourth 
of the ‘‘ Royal Psalter” (92-99), is very definitely attributed to 
David by the Septuagint title, and clearly welcomes Yahweh as a 
Saviour-Judge into the world. In any case, it is probably from 

this Psalm that the verse, with a slight modification of form, mig- 
rated into the Greek text of the Mosaic Canticle. There is even a 
strong probability against the supposition that our author read 

‘‘ angels of God ’”’ and not ‘“‘ sons of God ” in his Greek Deuteronomy 

32. 43.1 Consequently, in the first place, on account of the intro- 
ductory description of the verse as an exhortation to welcome Yah- 
weh’s coming, secondly, on account of its textual form, thirdly, on 
account of the otherwise exclusive use of oracles from the Psalter 
and the Davidic cycle in this chapter, it seems preferable to regard 
this particular testimony as a Psalm-text, although its form may 

have been modified in citation by a remembrance of the Greek text 
of the Canticle of Moses.2 We therefore regard it as unlikely that 
we have here a combination of Ketubim, Nebiim, Torah (KNT). 

1 It is true that St. Justin (Dialogue 130, 1) reads “‘ angels of God ’’ instead 

of “sons of God,” but the latter reading is given by the great codices, including 

the Alexandrinus. Codex F (Ambrosianus) supports the former reading, which, 

however, is indicated by Dittmar as a Lucianean correction. “ Angels of God ” 
is the undisputed reading of the Greek Psalm. 

2 So St. Thomas, a Lapide, Zill, Graf, while the Deuteronomic provenance 
of the text is assumed by Schafer, Westcott, Moffat ete. 
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The remaining four citations are all from the Psalms. Against 
a Psalm-text which shows the Angels as servants and creatures, 
our author sets two other citations from the same book, in order to 
show him as a Divine King and as the unchanging Creator of the 
changeable world. Thus we have a second group of three, which 
forms a sort of chiasmus with the preceding group. The chiastic 

arrangement will be easily discerned by setting down the main idea 

of each: citation. The second Psalm directly declares Christ the 

Son of God, the Nathanic oracle declares Christ Son of God through 
the type of Solomon, the ninety-sixth Psalm presents him as the 
object of Angels’ adoration; the Angels. who adore the First-born 
are next described on the authority of Psalm 103, as ministers on 

the same creature level as winds and flaming fire, while the Christ 
stands out in divine royalty from the nuptial Ode, Psalm 44, with 

a throne which is eternal and a sceptre which is.a supreme emblem 

of rectitude, and he is subsequently addressed, with the concluding 

strophe of Psalm 101, as Eternal Creator of heaven and earth. The 
application to the Messias of an afflicted exile’s address to Yah- 
weh, as he pines in exile for. the restoration of Sion, involves a pro- 
blem of exegesis which need not be.considered in this place: We are 
at present concerned only with the Scriptural materials and their 

place in the organic arrangement of the Epistle. The seventh and 
last text, which is introduced by a new formula, refers to the exalted 
Messias, but again the point which our author wishes to urge is the 
dignity of the one thus invited to.sit at the right hand of God (Psalm 
109. +1) as against the inferiority of the angels, to whom no such word 
has ever been said by the Almighty. 

The remarkable thing about this array of seven texts is that it 
is almost entirely from the Psalter. No citation is inserted from 

any one of the literary Prophets of Israel. Besides, when the posi- 
tion of the angels is finally summed up in a rhetorical question, the 

terms of Psalm 103 are once more adopted and the author asks: ovyi 
awavtes eioiv Aerroupyua mWvevpaTa ..... -In the first two chapters the 
Psalter certainly has the chief role, for out of eleven citations it 
supplies eight. Besides these formal citations there is only an al- 
lusion to Isaias 41. 8, in the phrase omépyatos “ABpady émAauBa- 
vera (2.16) and a literary reminiscence of Wisdom 7. 25, in the use 
of the term dravyacua (1. 3). 
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Christ and Moses 

The next section, which comprises a comparison of Christ and 
Moses (3. 1-6) and an exhortation to press on towards the promised 

rest, which the Mosaic generation missed through infidelity (3. 7-4. 13) 
has only two formal citations and one tacit citation, the comparison 
of Christ and Moses turning on some words tacitly taken from God’s 
eulogy of the Prophet at the time that Aaron and Mary rebelled 
against him (Numbers 12. 7), and the great exhortation being a hala- 
chic midrash on the two final strophes of Psalm 94, a sentence from 
Genesis (2. 2) being also formally introduced to explain the nature 
of the sabbath-rest. In the homiletic development of the Psalm- 
text reference to the Book of Numbers does not go the length of vir- 
tual citation, except in the case of one phrase: ‘“‘ whose carcases fell 
in the wilderness ’? (Numbers 19. 29 and 12. 32). A few literary remi- 
niscences, which occur only in the description of the word of God 
(4. 12, 13), have been pointed out in the preceding chapter. 

The scope of the Scriptural materials of this section is, firstly, to 
point out the superiority of Christ over Moses by comparing in the 

terms of Numbers 12. 7 their fidelity in the House of God and then 
contrasting creatorship and sonship, which sums up Christ’s rela- 
tionship to the House, with Moses’ position as only belonging to the 

House and as being a servant init. The text here adduced tells only 
of the dignity of Moses but offers an occasion for pointing out, by 

double contrast, the supereminent dignity of ‘“‘ the Apostle of our 
confession.”’ | . | — 

The extract from the ninety-fourth Psalm, which is formally 
regarded as the word of the Holy Ghost (3. 7) and of God (4. 3) has 

what we have called an anagogico-tropological purpose, being used, 

in conjunction with the text of Genesis, to declare the end of the 
people’s existence and the necessity of adhering to God’s promise 
by faith. Although a sentence from the Pentateuch stands with 
the Psalm-text in the exhortation, there seems to be no intention 

on the author’s part to corroborate a text from the Ketubim by a 
word from the Torah (KT). 

Christ the Priest 

The comparison of Christ’s priestly person with the Aaronic 
priesthood really extends, in two parts (4. 14-5. 10 and 7. 1-7. 28), 

from the end of chapter 4 to the end of chapter 7, a solemn warning 

15 
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being intercalated between the two parts (5. 11-6. 20) as is done in 

the first section of the Epistle. In stating the general conditions 
of priesthood, the author simply takes a description of a Highpriest 

from his Jewish experience. . He refers to the priest’s double duty of 

offering for his own sins and those of the people, without borrowing 
any phrase directly from either of the passages of Leviticus (9. 7; 

6. 16) where this duty is spoken of. He also mentions the call of 

Aaron without any verbal reminiscence of Exodus 28. But in assert- 
ing the sacerdotal vocation of Christ he appeals to Scripture, citing 

once more the great oracle of divine filiation from the second Psalm 
and the respective words of the oracle which proclaims the Messias 

‘‘a priest for ever according to the order of Melchisedech,”’ that is, 
the second hemistich of verse 4 from the hundred and ninth Psalm. 
Thus the Psalter once more supplies the testimonials of the dignity 
which sets Christ eminently above the Aaronic Priesthood. The Mel- 
chisedechian character of the Priest-Messias is the key to his superi- 

ority. What that character involves has to be shown by examina- 

tion of the Genesiac account of Melchisedech, but before our author 
approaches this part of his subject, he speaks a word of reprimand 

and warning and exhortation, which once more has an anagogico- 

tropological purpose. The reprimand (5. 11-14) and warning (6. 1-9) 

contain only a few biblical allusions and verbal reminiscences, which 

have been already pointed out, but the highly encouraging exhorta- 

tion (6. 9-20) fixes the aspirations of the addressees on Jesus ‘‘ enter- 

ing,” according to the language of Leviticus (16. 2, 12) “into the 
inner sanctuary behind the veil,’? Abraham having been previously 
' proposed as an example of firm adhesion by faith to the hope promised 

by God. | 
The sworn word of God cited with slight textual modification 

from Genesis 22. 16 has definite anagogico-tropological force, being 

directed to show the doubly solemn firmness of the promise. made to 

the Patriarch, so that those who have set themselves to seize the hope 
held out to them in the blessing of Abraham and the multiplication 
of his seed, 1 may have the strong comfort of God establishing their 

hope in two ways, that is, by His unlying word and by His oath. 

Such a sworn promise has forged an anchor that is fixed behind the 

veil, in the sanctuary which Jesus has entered as a Forerunner on 

our behalf. It is to be noted that this promise, made in order to 

1 The comprehensiveness of the promise made to Abraham is well expressed 

in the - Hiturgical phrase: ‘Lux sancta... vita, quam olim Abrahae promisisti et semini 

elus.’ 
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reward Abraham’s generous readiness to sacrifice his son Isaac, is 

formally quoted as a divine oath in our Epistle. 
No formula of citation introduces the Genesiac passage regarding 

Melchisedech (Hebrews 7.1, 2), but there is no doubt that the author 

meant to quote. He reproduces the condensed substance of four ver- 

ses, with only one verbal change, and that of no consequence (éué 
picev for édwxev). The purpose of. the quotation is evident from 
the sequel. Itis a priestly text and furnishes a number of positive 

and negative points which declare, by typological assimilation, the 
superiority of Christ, a Priest for ever according to the order of Melchi- 

sedech, over the order of Aaron. . More than a third of the extremely 
important seventh chapter is occupied with the exegesis of this text, 
the author subsequently returning to Psalm 109, for the purpose 
of declaring the significance of the terms: 1) order of Melchisedech, 

2) priest for ever, and 3) of the hemistich Iuravit. Dominus et non 
poenitebit eum, now introduced for the first time. Because the new 
priesthood is Melchisedechian, eternal, and established by a divine 
oath, it abolishes the Levitical priesthood as well as the Law, which 
made no provision for transference of priesthood to a Judahite; it 
supplants a fleshly line which was weak and inefficacious, thus intro- 
ducing a better hope; its oath-confirmed stability redounds on the 

testament of which Jesus is the guarantor. In a fourth argument 
concerning the future untransferableness of the priesthood the writer 
has recourse once more to the phrase: in aeternum, to show that Jesus 

is a perpetual Saviour, always living to make intercession for those 

who approach God through him. 

The assertion in verse 14 that ‘‘our Lord manifestly has arisen out . 
of Judah °’ is possibly an allusion to the prophecy of the dying Jacob 

(Genesis 49. 10) and its wording suggests a reminiscence of Balaam’s: 
“ Orietur stella ex Jacob’? (Numbers 24.17). The reference in | 
verse 27 to the daily necessity which the Highpriests were under 

first to offer for their own sins and then for those of the people rests, 

indeed, on Leviticus 6. 12-16 and Leviticus 16. 6, 15, but the imme- 
diate source is probably the author’s personal knowledge of Levitical 
custom. The noteworthy scriptural materials of chapter 7 are, there- 
fore, reducible to a citation from Genesis and a Psalm-passage (TK). 

The Psalter is here seen to predominate once more, because the 

key to the whole development of the author’s thought is the 
Melchisedechian character of Christ’s priesthood asserted by the 
Psalmist. 
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Christ’s Priestly Work 

The summing-up of the priestly superiority of Christ from the 

point of view of efficaey has relation above all to the superiority of 
the covenant which he mediates. This idea pervades the whole 

section 8. 1-10.18. A ministry which places the minister on a throne 

in heaven at God’s right hand is a better ministry, as being connected 
with a better sanctuary! and a better covenant. The inferiority 
of the old sanctuary is shown by a Scripture which declares it to be a 

copy of a heavenly pattern, while the inferiority of the ancient cove- 
nant is set forth in a long biblical passage announcing its abolition : 

and the introduction in its stead of a new covenant with altogether ; 
better promises. The two texts are formally quoted, the sanctuary- 

text being taken from an oracle of God to Moses in Exodus 25. 40: 
* See, saith he, thou shalt make everything according to the pattern 
shown to thee on the mountain,”’ while the covenant-text is a long 
passage expressly cited as a divine censure on the Old Covenant from 

the great Jeremian series of Messianic oracles (Jer. 31. 31-34): ‘‘ For, 

finding fault with them, he says: Behold the days shall come, saith 
the Lord, when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel 

and with the house of Judah ete.” 
These two texts from the Law ahd the Prophets (TN) are basic 

in regard to the whole argument which follows. The priestly minsi- 
tries of the Old Testament and the New are first treated in reference 

to their relative sanctuaries, one a secular, shadowy copy, the other 
the greater and more perfect reality (9.1-14). The descriptions of | 

the Mosaic sanctuary (9. 1-5), of its general ministry carried on by the | 
officiating priests in the Holy (9. 6), as also of the annual ministry of 
the Highpriest in the Holy of the holies (9. 7) are, of course, biblical. 

The condensed phrases describing the sanctuary may be traced to 

chapters 25 and 26 of Exodus, and as regards certain points, such as 

the pot of manna, the rod of Aaron and the tables of the covenant, 

they are traceable to Exodus 16. 33., Numbers 17. 24, 25 (LXX), 

Exodus 34. 28 together with Deuteronomy 9. 9 and 10. 5. Access 
to the Holy as something belonging to the ordinary ministry of of- 
ficiating priests is supposed by Leviticus 4. 6 and by several other 

texts, while the entrance of the Highpriest into the Holy of the holies 
only once a year figures at the end of the ritual prescriptions for Ex- 

1 This better sanctuary is described as ‘‘ the true tabernacle which the Lord 

fixed, not man,” the italicized words being from the third prophecy of Balaam 

(Numbers 24. 6). 
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piation Day in the sixteenth chapter of Leviticus.’ It is probable, 

however, that in these descriptions the author relied on his personal 

knowledge of traditional Israelite worship. It is not the letter of the 
Mosaic Code that counts here but the typo-prophetic import of the 
ancient Hebrew liturgy. The outer sanctuary was an emblematic 

representation (azapaBodyj) of the religious condition of the people 

under the former covenant. The Holy Ghost, to Whom the whole 

arrangement of worship is attributed, set the daily ministry in that 

outer tabernacle as a picture of ‘‘ a present time ”’ that is, of a period 
of external ritual purity, on a level with the laws of food and drink and 

lustral washings destined to last until ‘‘ the time of complete correc- 

tion ” (9. 10).: 

The Holy Ghost further showed that the annual ministry of the 
Highpriest did not open the way to the Holy of holies. Hence, against 

the typal entrance of the Israelite Highpriest into the sacred cube 

our author sets the entrance of Christ into the perfect Sanctuary with 
a blood which purifies not merely bodies but consciences. In stating 
the purificatory power of Christ’s sacrifice, reference is made to He- 

brew sacrifice in general and to the ashes of the Red Heifer (Num- 

bers 19). The new purification, being purification not from corporeal 

stains but from dead works, secures the desired worship of the living 
God. 

On account of the blood, with which he entered the Holy of holies, 
after having found an eternal redemption, Christ is the Mediator of a 
New Covenant. Against this covenant, sealed and ratified as a 
testamentary transaction by the death of the Testator, our author 
sets the figurative blood of bullocks and goats, which sealed the 
Sinaitic Covenant. The description of the ceremonial of the Alliance 
at the foot of Sinai brings us once more to the pages of the Old Testa- 
ment (Hebrews 9. 18-22). The words used by Moses in sprinkling 

the blood are expressly quoted (Exodus 24. 8) but the author, relying 

no doubt on Jewish tradition, mentions a number of ceremonial 
details which are not found in Exodus. They are, however, analogous 

to ritual observances found elsewhere in the Pentateuch. Thus the 

blood sprinkled is not only that of the twelve oxen sacrificed by the 

young men who were chosen out of the tribes (Exodus 24. 5), but 

also the blood of goats, on the analogy of Expiation Day (Leviti- 

-} As there is mention in Exodus 30. 10 of an annual expiation by blood on the 
horns of the Altar of incense, this special relation of the Altar to the Holy of holies 
on the great day of Expiation, as well as the fact that it was against the veil of 

the Holy of holies, may have determined our author to connect the Altar of incense, 

by means of the loose expression éyovca with the inner sanctuary. 
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cus 16). Water is also employed,.on the analogy of the lustral water 
made with the ashes of the Red Heifer.(Numbers 19. 9) and that used 

in the cleansing of a leper (Leviticus 14. 5). The sprinkler consists 

of scarlet wool and hyssop as suggested by the ceremonial for cleans- 

ing a person cured of leprosy (Leviticus 14. 4), though it is not there 
said that the scarlet material must be wool. Among the Israelites, 
however, this material must have been invariably used. Hebrews 
further says that Moses sprinkled not only the people but the book 

of the Covenant, a detail not mentioned in Exodus. He also adds 
that the Hebrew Legislator sprinkled the tabernacle and all the uten- 

sils of worship 1 with blood, whereas the Scripture only mentions 

an anointing of the tabernacle and its utensils with oil (Exodus 40. 9; 

cfr. 30. 26 and Leviticus 8.10). In this the author cannot be accused 
of adding unauthentic particulars. As the use of blood accompanied 
anointing with oil in the consecration of Aaron and his sons, it is to 
be presumed that blood was used also in the other consecrations. 

The Holy Ghost has in this passage of Hebrews guaranteed (9. 19-22) 

the truth of some very reasonable inferences from the sacred -text, 
which had established themselves in Jewish tradition. 2 The author 

is also in perfect harmony with the biblical record, when he enun- 

ciates the general proposition that ‘ almost everything is cleansed 

with blood according to the law, and without shedding of blood no 
remission takes place” (9. 22). This concluding dictum: Sine san- 
guinis effusione non fit remissio is solidly founded on the second sent- 

ence of the great blood-prohibition in Leviticus 17. 10-12: “* Anima 
carnis in sanguine est, et ego dedi illum vobis, ut super altare in eo 

expietis pro animabus vestris, et sanguis pro animae piaculo sit.” 

Exceptions such as that of Leviticus 5. 11 (a sin-offering of meal for 

the poor) do not affect the general principle, which is found enun- 
ciated in identical words by the Rabbis: Non est expiatio nisi per 

sanguinem. * 
In the paragraph of Hebrews which follows (9. 23-28) the words: 

statutum est hominibus semel mori is an allusion to Genesis 3. 19 and, 

1 The expression ta oxely ta Xevrovpy:xa occurs in Numbers 4. 12, 26 (efr. 

Exodus 39. 12) but the actual expression used in Hebrews, namely, ta oxein Tis 

Aerroupyias is found only in Chronicles 7. 28. 

2 Josephus also refers to the consecration of the tabernacle and its appurten- 

ances not only with oil but with blood (Antiquitates, 3, 8, 6. Ed. cit. I, p. 295). 

8 The Hebrew text of this Rabbinical Mashal ov3 xbx mp> pris given by 
Bleek and by Westcott, but I have not been able to verify the references to the 

Tractates Yoma, Menachoth and Zebachim given by Weltstenius and-Bleek in 
h. l. Their references seem to be not to the Mishna but to the Gemara, or "possibly. 

to the Tosefta. 
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in the same sentence there is at least a reminiscence of Isaias 53. 12, 

three important words of the Greek version: (eis TO) woAAGv avaveyKeiv 
dquaptias being employed. in a way which leaves little doubt that 

the great prophecy of the suffering servant of Yahweh came bef- 

ore the author’s mind at this point. In the following paragraph 
(10. 1-10) the expression aiva tavpwy Kcai tpaywv also seems, on 

account of the similitude of thought (there being question of the 
uselessness of the Israelite sacrifices) to be an echo of the same Pro- 

phet (1. 11). This idea of the inefficaciousness of Israelite offerings 

is closely connected with their abolition. Hence the Messias appears 

immediately, with the words of a Psalmist on his lips, declaring these 
old sacrifices unpleasing and henceforth to be supplanted by an act 

of obedience. The particular strophe of the thirty-ninth Psalm 

(39. 7-9) is cited almost in its entirety and according to the Septuagint 

text. Our author makes the Messias use it as his programmatic 
word as he comes into the world: ‘‘ Hostiam et oblationem noluisti: 
corpus autem aptasti mihi: holocautomata (et) pro peccato non tibi 

placuerunt. Tune dixi: Ecce venio: in capite libri scriptum est de 
me: ut faciam, Deus, voluntatem tuam.” 

Without entering into a full discussion of this text as it stands 

in Hebrews, we must say here that the context forbids us to regard 
it as an accommodation of Scriptural words to a sense which they did 

- not originally have. The writer expounds it in such a manner that 
his inferences would seem to lose all their force, if these words were 
merely appropriated to the Messias. There is insistence on the fact 
that the Messias says the words (Aéye, Aéywv, eipyxev) and by his 

twofold utterance, namely: ‘ sacrifices... thou wouldest not’ and 
‘“* Behold, I come,” he takes away the first in order to establish the 
second. There is, therefore, in this place an explicit citation of a 
Psalm text, the speaker being not God as the inspirer of Scripture, 
but the Messias typified by the royal Psalmist. 

There is no new citation in the concluding paragraph (10. 11-18) 

of this great xepadAaiov concerning Christ’s priestly ministry. The 
correlatives of the Melchisedechian Priesthood have been shown to 
be a New Covenant, one eternally redemptive Sacrifice, a heavenly 
Sanctuary. These three are again summed up at the end by repeat- 

ing two ‘texts already quoted (Ps. 109..10 and Jeremias 31. 33). 
“ Having offered for sins one sacrifice in perpetuity Jesus sat down 
at the right hand of God waiting henceforth till his enemies be made his 

footstool. For by one offering. he hath perfected for ever them that 
are sanctified. (Of this) the Holy Ghost also bears witness to us; 
for after having said: This is the covenant that I will make with them 
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after those days, saith the Lord, I will put my laws in their hearts, and 
in their minds will I write them (He further bears witness) and their 

sins and iniquities will I remember no longer.” 

-It will be observed that the series of quotations in this section 

(8. 1-10. 18) represents the coupling TN, TK, KN, the sequence being 

Exodus-Jeremias, Exodus-Psalms,. Psalms-Jeremias. | 

Paraenetie Part 

The great exhortation (10. 19-12. 29) divides itself into three 

main parts, two encouraging and threatening pieces (10. 19-39 and 
12. 1-29) being separated from each other by the great Martyrology 
(11. 1-40). There is an abundance of scriptural material in these 

chapters, comprising several formal quotations and a still greater 
mass of tacit and virtual citation as well as allusion and reminiscence. 

The “ great priest over the house of God,” who is held up as a 
guarantee of bold hope in 10. 21 has the above description from a 
combination of words already mentioned, that is, “ great priest ”’ 
from Zachary 6. 11 and ‘“‘ house of God ’’ from Numbers 12. 7. They 
convey a significant allusion to Moses and an Aaronic Pontiff. The 
description of the baptismal laver as ‘“ clean water’ goes back to 
Ezechiel 36. 25. . 

In the threatening paragraph which follows (10. 26-31) the Old 
Testament is strongly represented by two considerable phrases, one 

of which amounts to a tacit quotation, by another short but solemnly 

sacred phrase, and by two formal citations. From the Septuagint 
text of Isaias 26. 11 our author takes the thought and almost. the 
entire vocabulary of ‘‘ wrath of fire about to devour the adversaries,”’ 1 
alluding, perhaps, at the same time, to the divine vengeance that fell 
on the associates of Core, Dathan and Abiron (Numbers 16. 35) as 
well as to the similar fate that befell Nadab and Abiu (Leviticus 10. 2; 
Numbers 16. 35). The reference to the severe sanction attached to 

contempt of the Old Law, that is, death without mercy for one con- 
victed of contemptuously violating it, contains a verbal citation of 
the legal clause regarding the number of witnesses required in a capi- 
tal accusation: ‘‘ He that sets Moses’ law at nought dies without mercy 
under two or three witnesses.”” The passage from which the words are 

almost literally taken is that of Deuteronomy on the punishment of 
idolaters (Deut. 17. 6). It is to be noted that the same regulation of 
two witnesses as a general law is tacitly adopted by our Lord (Matth. 
18. 16) and St. Paul (2 Cor. 13. 1) and comes in this latter form from 

1 Compare Psalm 78. 5; Sophonias 1. 18; 3. 18. 
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Deuteronomy 19. 15.1 Besides these notable borrowings from the 

Greek Isaias and Deuteronomy, the solemn phrase t6 aiva tys C1aOyKns 
is an echo of Exodus 24. 8. (Cfr. Zachary 9. 11). 

The two express citations are made from contiguous verses of 
the great Canticle of Moses (Deut. 32. 35, 36) and stand in our Epistle 
immediately after the threat of greater punishment for him who has 

trodden under foot the Son of God, and has counted the blood of the 

covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, a profane thing, and has 
outraged the Spirit of grace. ‘* Scimus enim qui dixit: Mihi vindicta, 
(et) ego retribuam. Et iterum: (Quia) tudicabit Dominus. populum 

suum 2 
The letter of the first of those sayings and the legitimacy of the 

sense attributed to the second will be considered later on. The con- 
text in which they stand leaves no doubt that both of them are meant 
to be comminatory. The sentence which immediately follows on the 
two quotations concludes the whole severe paragraph and is certainly 

calculated to inspire terror. ‘It is a fearful thing to fall into the 

hands of the living God’? (10. 32). 

An encouraging exhortation, based on an appeal to the first fervour 

of the community, leads to a text which inculcates the need of holding 
on patiently to the common hope. The citation is introduced ta- 

citly, without any formula beyond a connecting ér: yap. It is slightly 

composite, since a short phrase from Isaias 26. 20 is set before the 

Septuagintal wording of Habacue 2. 3, 4. It reads as follows: 

“For yet a little while (literally a little so much, so much, Is. 26. 20). 

And he that shall come will come 
and will not delay. 

Now my just man shall live by faith 
and if he withdraw, my soul finds no pleasure in him ” (Hab. 2. 3, 

4). The purpose of the prophetic words here cited with unimpor- 

tant changes from the Septuagint is twofold. Faith must be kept 
fixed on the promise, namely, the bringing of the soul to safety (10. 

36>, 10. 39%), and patient adherence to the afflicted community is 
likewise necessary (10. 25, 362, 10. 392). Consequently they combine 

tropology and anagogy. The chiastic arrangement of the ideas may 

be noted once again: jiouovy, érayyeda: alos, UrooTElAyTa: UTo- 
CTOAY, TWioTIS. 

1 For the severe formulation of the death penalty see Numbers 15. 30, and for 

the absolute demand of capital punishment against a murderer convicted on the 
testimony of more than one witness see Numbers 35. 30 f. 

* The bracketed words are added by the Vulgate. IJudicabit Dominus popu- 
lum suum is also found in the cento Psalm 134, 14. 
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In the great Martyrology (11. 1-40) otherwise called the encomium 

of faith, there is.one citation under a definite formula (Gen. 21. 12 
in 11. 18, 19) and one which falls little short of a formal citation 
(Gen. 5. 242 in 11. 7°). All the other Scriptural materials, with 
which the chapter is speckled, are either virtual citations or allusions. 

There are scarcely any examples of purely literary reminiscence. 

As is well known, this is the chapter beginning with the descriptive 

definition of faith, which is followed by eighteen encomia of that 

virtue all beginning with the anaphora ziore.. The peroration 

(11. 32-40) subjoins. a series of miscellaneous examples of faith, all 

of which it is not easy to trace to their biblical sources. The chapter 

is at least ninety-five per cent Scriptural. 

The faith which certifies the creation of the visible universe from 

an invisible nothing understands everything to have been made by 
the original word of God. There is therefore a reference to the Dixit 
of Genesis (3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 20, 24, 26).1 The faith of Abel is brought 
into relation with a divine acceptance of his sacrifice rather than 

the sacrifice of Cain (Genesis 4. 4) as well as to to the voice of his 
blood speaking even when Abel was dead (4.10). The faith of Enoch 

was the meritorious cause of his disappearance by a privileged transla- 

tion. Our author, practically making formal quotation, says: ‘‘ ante 
translationem enim testimonium habuit placuisse Deo” (5. 24). It 

is the Septuagint that supplies the italicized words, for the Hebrew 
reads: walked with God. The faith of Noe appears in relation to the 
oracle of God addressed to the Patriarch (6. 13-21) and his reverent 
obedience (6. 22), for by his faith he continued to stand out as having 

found grace with God.and by the contrast of his example he stood 
to condemn the world (6. 5-8). Although the substance of Genesis 
6. 5-22 is condensed’ into one sentence, the two passages have no 
word in common except ‘‘ Noe ’’ and “ Ark ” and a verbal reference 
to Noe as being called ‘ just.” 

_ No less than four of the encomia of faith pertain to Abraham 
(11. 8-19), the third of them being separated from the fourth by a 

long parenthesis (11. 13-16). Praise is bestowed upon his obedience 
in going out of his native country into the unknown land of Canaan 
(Genesis 12. 1, 4, 5), upon his pilgrim life there (wap@xnoev, cir. Gen- 
esis 23. 4), and upon his continuing to live in tents even after the 

birth of Isaac and Jacob. coheirs of the promise.2 This reference 

1 In the phrase py ék Pawondvwv there is possibly a reminiscence of the é& 

ovx Gvrwv of the mother of the Maccabees (2 Macc. 7. 28). 
2 Abraham’s tent is mentioned several times in Genesis (12. 8; 13. 3, (5); 18. 1, 

2, 6. 9, 10); also that of Isaac 26. 25. Jacob built a house for himself and huts 
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to the Patriarch is given a very anagogic turn by the observation: 

‘“ For he looked for a city which hath foundations, whose builder and 
maker is God” (Hebrews 11. 10). The praise of the faith which 

gave fecundity to Sara not only contains a reference to the histories 

of the promise (Genesis 17. 19; 18. 10) and its fulfilment (21. 2) as 

well as to the age of the parents (18. 11), but, moreover, ends in a 
lengthy sentence from the final promise made to Abraham: “ [I will 
multiply thy seed] as the stars of the sky (in multitude) and as the 
sand which is by the lip of the sea (innumerable).”’ These words 

are borrowed not in the form which they have in Genesis 22. 17, but 
rather in that of Moses’ prayer for idolatrous Israel in Exodus 32. 13 

{efr. Daniel 3. 36). The phrase in square brackets drops out; ‘in 
multitude ’’ is inserted by Moses; and ‘‘ innumerable is an addition 
of our author. This last addition may be a reminiscence of the Sep- 
tuagint, but it is difficult to say what passage may have contribu- 
ted it. + . 

The parenthesis (11. 13-16) is full of the anagogical idea presented 
by the spectacle of those great Patriarchs living and dying with their 
thoughts set by faith on a fatherland of the future. Apart, however, 
from mention of the fact that they left their homeland and never 
thought of using an easy opportunity of returning to it, there are 
only two pointed references to the pages of the Old Testament. 

These Patriarchs, looking from afar and saluting from a distance 
promises which God laid up in the future, proclaimed that they were 
foreigners and sojourners upon the earth and on account of this. heroic 
faith God was not ashamed of them nor ashamed to be called 
their God. The phrase aapoos xai wapewiSnuos occurs in Genesis 
23. 4, Abraham thus describing himself to the sons of Heth.? Our 
author substitutes Eévos for the first term, joining Sévor cai wapem(dnpor 
in much the same way as §&évol xai wdpo«ot are joined in Ephes- 
ians 2.19. The words “in the earth” (here, ‘“‘on the earth’’) are more 

than once found with wdpouos in the Old Testament Psalms (cfr. 38. 
13B; 118. 19). When the writer of Hebrews says that God was not 
ashamed to be called their God, he would undoubtedly have had in 

for his cattle at Succoth (33. 17) but we read of his tent on‘ce more at Migdal 

Geder 35. 17 (21). 
1 It occurs in about a dozen places in the Septuagint. For the sake of com- 

plete accuracy, it should be further noted that in regard to the word for “ star ” 
our author does not follow the text of Genesis but the parallel passages of Exodus 
32. 13., Sirach 44. 21 and Daniel 3. 36 (dotpov instead of donijp). 

* Cfr. Jacob’s words about himself before Pharao (Genesis 47. 9).and the 
repetition of the combination wdpomos and waperidnuos in Psalm 38. 13. 
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mind the very solemn acknowledgment of this style made by God 
Himself, as he commissioned Moses to go as the envoy of the God of 

Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob (Exodus 3. 15; cfr. 

Genesis 26. 24). 

On resuming the anaphora miore (11. 17), our author summarises 

in a few: words the famous trial of Abraham’s faith (Genesis 22), 

‘* By faith Abraham, when he was tried offered up Isaac, and he that 
had received the promises proceeded to offer up his only-begotten.”’ 
The only express and formal citation in the chapter appears here. 
Abraham, who stood ready to sacrifice Isaac, was the Patriarch to 
whom it was said that ‘‘ in Isaac shall thy seed be called ’”’ (Gen. 21. 

12). The purpose of the quotation is obviously tropological, namely, 

to commend the faith of the man who believed, that God could realise 
his promise, even in spite of the death of the boy on whom the real- 

isation of that promise certainly depended. His faith went so far as 

trusting that he could have Isaac back by resurrection, in order that 

God’s unfailing word might come true. 
The ninth encomium of faith has reference to the prophetic bless- 

ings given by Isaac to Jacob and Hsau (Genesis 27. 27-29; 27. 39, 40). 

The tenth refers to the blessing bestowed by Jacob, likewise with 

prophetic foresight, on the sons of Joseph, that is, Ephraim and 
Manasses (Genesis 48. 13-20). The phrase: “he bowed in worship 

over the top of his staff’? borrowed verbally from the Septuagint 

(Genesis 47. 31) does not refer to the above occasion, but to the act 
of adoration which the old Patriarch made, after he had received a 
sworn assurance from Joseph that he should be buried with his fathers 

in Canaan. The Masoretic pointing of the word 7% namely, mit- 

tah instead of matteh, gives the sense that Jacob bowed in rever- 

ence “‘ on the head of his bed.’? There seem to be very good reasons 
for giving the preference to the Septuagint reading. It had not been 

yet mentioned in the text of Genesis that Jacob had taken to his 

bed; in fact the bedside scenes begin only in the following chapter. 
The alleged parallel of David bowing himself on his mishkab in answer 
to a congratulatory blessing (1 Kings 1. 47) is not to the point. The 
action of bowing on the head of a bed is much more difficult to conceive 

than bowing on the supporting top of a staff. Jacob was certainly 
seated at the moment that he adjured Joseph. The competent Alex- 
andrian translators of Genesis are more likely to have had a correct 
vocalization than rabbinical scholars of the Christian era. } 

1 It is impossible to accept the suggestion of Cornelius a Lapide that through 

the ambiguous consonantal text the Holy Ghost intended both meanings. ‘“‘ Ni- 

mirum usus est Spiritus Sanctus hac Linguae Hebraeae amplitudine, ut plura iisdem 
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The encomium of Jacob’s faith is followed by that of Joseph, 

who was mindful of the future exodus of Israel from Egypt and gave. 
orders that his bones should then be carried to the land of his fathers 

(Genesis 50. 24). 
The faith which distinguished the life of Moses is the theme of 

four special encomia (Hebrews 11. 23-28). The praise of faith is first 
due to the parents, by whom the infant was hidden for three months, 

because they saw that he was comely and seemed marked by Prov- 
idence for something great. Strictly speaking the only verbal 
borrowings from Exodus 2. 2 are the words saw and comely, but 
éxoUBn and tpiunvov are taken with merely grammatical modification 
from the text. ‘‘ By faith Moses having come to years refused to be 
called the son of Pharao’s daughter.’’ The italicized phrase is from 

Exodus 2.11. Moses’ conduct, as subsequently described in Exodus 

2. 11 ff., shows that he renounced the honour of adopted son of the 
Egyptian Princess, which is mentioned in 2.10. The Hebrew hero, 
we are further told, chose the opprobrium of Christ (Psalm 68. 10). 
It seems altogether better with a Lapide, Schafer, Zill, Graf, Bleek, 
Westcott, to take the fearless abandonment of Egypt by Moses (11. 
27) as referring to his conduct in regard to the exodus, according to 
the description given in chapters 11 and 12 of the second Book of 
Moses. Our author’s reference to the previous celebration of the 
Pasch is dependent on the Septuagint only for one notable term: 6 

6d\0Ppévwv (Exodus 12. 23). 
Two further encomia regard the faith of the whole people under 

the leadership, first of Moses and later of Josue. The crossing of the 
Red Sea by the Israelites dryshod and the swallowing-up of the Egyp- 
tians (Exodus 14. 22, 27) are mentioned with only slight verbal remin- 
iscence of Exodus 15. 4. Similarly the description of the collapse 

of the walls of Jericho very slightly touches the Book of Josue in 
6. 7, 20. The reference to Rahab’s merit is even more independent 

of the letter of that Book (2. 1-22; 6. 22-25). 

The Book of Judges and the Books of Samuel supply only a list 

of six names. The order is peculiar, namely that of three pairs of 
hames arranged in the order of time, but the second hero of each 
pair is the predecessor of his companion. Thus, in the book of 
Judges, Gedeon immediately succeeds Barac; Samson succeeds Jeph- 

verbis significaret. Inde enim provenit diversitas versionum Aquilae, Symmachi, 

Theodotionis, Hieronymi et aliorum. Voluit ergo Spiritus Sanctus legi hic tam mitia, 

id est lectulum, quomodo legit et vertit Noster in Genesi, cum Aquila et Symma- 

oho, quam matte, id est virgam, quomodo legerunt Septuaginta et ex iis 8. Pau- 

us hie.’’ 
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the, with the three unimportant judicatures of Abesan, Ahialon and 
_Abdon intervening; David, as narrated by first Samuel, is introduced 

into Israelite history by Samuel. With these the Prophets are men- 
tioned generically. 

The five Judges and David and the Prophets are described as 
having exemplified nine exploits, either of successful action or of 
miraculous favour, all of which testified to the power of faith. Each 
of these exploits or favours may be traced to one or more of the per- 
sonages mentioned, that is, the six expressly named and those in- 
cluded under the comprehensive name of Prophets. The Judges and 

David overcame kingdoms; many wrought justice either as adminis- 
trators, vindicators of right, or good-living men; at least David 

obtained promises; Samson, David and Daniel stopped the mouth 

of lions; the three young men, inspired to sing the canticle of their 
deliverance in the fiery furnace, had quenched the energy of fire; 

David and others escaped the edge of the sword; Ezechias, whom 

an inspired canticle entitles to be called a Prophet, recovered strength 

from sickness; the Judges and David became valiant in fight; the 
Judges and David also turned the armies of foreigners to flight. It 
will be noticed that, with two. exceptions from the Book of Daniel, 
the examples range through the Books of Judges, Samuel and Kings. 
Then, as a woman figured in the last of the eighteen encomia, so here 
a tenth testimony of the power of faith is drawn from the example 

of women who “received back their dead by resurrection.’”?. The 
reference is to the miracles wrought for the widow of Sarepta by 
Elias (1 Kings 17. 17-24). and for the Sunamite by Elisaeus (2 Kings 

4, 18-37). Up to this point, the Books which are referred to in 

chapter 11 are Genesis, Exodus, Josue, Judges, first and second 
Samuel, first and second Kings, and Daniel. 

The short piece, which might be called the Passion-section of the 

Hebrew Martyrology, draws its materials from Books written later 
than first Samuel and also from Jewish tradition. The Passion of 
Eleazar fits the category of those who ‘“‘ were racked, refusing to 
accept release, that they might obtain a better resurrection.” (35>). 

The tympanum figures as the instrument of torture in the account 

of Eleazar’s martyrdom (2 Macc. 19, 28) and he expressly rejected an 
unworthy proposal of release. Because of the special mention of 

the hope of resurrection, the tortures endured by the seven Macca- 
bean martyrs are apparently included with the “ tympanization ” 

of Bleazar. Eleazar does not speak of resurrection, but the second 

(2 Mace. 7. 9) third (7. 11) and fourth martyr (7. 14), their wonderfui 

mother (7. 23, 29) and her youngest son (7. 36) all clearly proclaim 
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their faith in this truth. In usage the word érupravicOncav is 
general enough to cover the tortures which the seven brothers under- 

went. 

The category of these who were subjected to mockery is no doubt 

represented by Elisaeus, made the butt of malicious jeering by little 
poys (2 Kings 2. 23). Those who had to endure flagellation are not 

easy to find in the pages of the Old Testament, but Jeremias is prob- 

ably an example. Not only was the Prophet struck by the Priest 

Phassur (Jeremias 20. 2) but also on another occasion the Jewish 

Princes subjected him to a beating (37. 14; LXX, 44.15). On both 
occasions he was thrown into prison, Phassur likewise ordering him 
to be put in the stocks, so that he stands as a conspicuous example 
of those ‘‘ who had trial of stripes, yea, furthermore of fetters and 
inprisonment ’’ (11. 36). In those who ‘ were stoned ” we should 
find a reference to Zachary the son of Joiada (2 Chronicles 24. 21) 

rather than to Naboth the Jezrahelite (1 Kings 21. 13). Zachary 

spoke in the spirit of the Lord and remained famous as the one ‘‘ who 
had been slain between the sanctuary and the altar ’’ (Matt. 23. 35; 
Luke 11. 51). Many were tried (if évrespac@ycav be the true read- 
ing and not é:rvupacOyoav or some one of the many conjectural emen- 
dations mentioned by Bleek), but there is no mention anywhere in 

the inspired text of a holy man who was sawn asunder, though this 

cruel way of exterminating enemies conquered in war figures in the 
Septuagint version of Amos 1. 3. Where the Vulgate, together with 
the Masoretic text, has: ‘‘ The (Damascenes) have threshed Galaad 
with threshing instruments of iron,” the Alexandrian reads: “ They 
sawed with iron saws the women who were with child amongst the 

Galaadites.”?> A Jewish tradition asserted that sawing in two was 

the death which Isaias met by order of Manasses.1 Our author 
may have had this tradition in mind here. That many Prophets 
‘“‘ died by the death of the sword ” is evident from the complaint of 
Elias in 1 Kings 19. 14, where he says: ‘‘ The children of Israel have 
forsaken thy covenant, thrown down thine altars, and slain thy pro- 

phets with the sword.’? The word used is poudaia but, if the word 
used in Hebrews is to be traced to the LXX, Joakim slew Urias, the 

supporter of Jeremias with the sword (év payaipy Jeremias LXX, 

33. 23) and the phrase ¢dv6 payatpas is fairly frequent in the Sep- 
tuagint. 2 

1 Ascensio Isaiae, 5. 1-14. P. RressLur, Alijiidisches Schrifitum ausserhalb der 
Bibel (Augsburg, 1928) pp. 483f.; St. Justin, Dialogus, 12; TERTULLIAN, De patientia, 
14.P. T.., 1., 1270: “ His patientiae viribus secatur Isaias, et de Domino non tacet.” 

* Exodus 17. 13; Numbers 21. 24; Deut. 13. 15; 20. 18. 
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The picture of the sufferings endured by men of faith in regard 

to external habit, personal condition, and habitation only offers 
two traits, which are definitely recognisable as biblical. In those 
that went about clad in sheepskins and goatskins we recognise the 
typical figure of Elias the Thesbite, ‘‘ a hairy man girded with a girdle 
of leather about his loins ”’ (2 Kings 1. 8) and in those who “‘ wandered 
in desert places, in mountains, and in caves, and in holes of the earth ” 
we may see the hundred Prophets whom Abdias hid by fifty from 
Jezabel and Achab in a cave and fed them with bread and water 

(1 Kings 18. 4, 13). 
The Passion-section of the Martyrology, therefore, shows that 

not only the Books of Kings but also very probably the Books of 

Chronicles and even the latter historical Books of the Maccabees 

were known to our author. At the same time it is clear that he drew 

on Jewish tradition as well as on the biblical sources. 

The continuation of the great paraenetic section (12. 1-29) pre- 

sents a series of nearly a dozen Scriptural patches. Four texts only 

are introduced by a formula which ascribes the words to a scriptural 
source. Three or four are so verbally identical with passages of the 

Septuagint that they are virtually citations. The rest are historical 

references or reminiscences, which do not amount to citations. 
The spectacle of Jesus suffering and then seated at the right of 

God recalls Psalm 109:once‘more. In the “contradiction of sinners 
against Jesus’?! there is no doubt an allusion to the rebellion of 

Core, Dathan and Abiron. “Moreover the Israelites’ conduct towards 
Moses or God is often described as an dvrioyia.? In the face of 
such contradiction endured by the Saviour the resistance of the 
Hebrews seems little, and so feeble that they appear to have forgotten 
a consolation of Scripture which the author personifies and introduces 

** speaking to you as to children: ”’ 

‘“My son, despise not the discipline of the Lord 

nor lose courage when rebuked by him, 

For whom the Lord loveth he disciplineth 

and he scourgeth every son whom he receiveth ” 

(Prov. 3. 11, 12) 

This text gives rise to a number of reflexions on discipline and 
the peaceful fruit of justice, which it brings to those who have been 
exercised by it. Therefore, says the author, in words of Isaias 35. 3, 
slightly modified by a reminiscence of Sirach (25. 23): “‘ Brace up the 

1 Numbers 17. 3 (16. 38). 
2 Numbers 20. 13; 27. 14; Pss. 80.8; 105. 32. 
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hands that hang faint and the knees that are tottering’; and joining 
to this appeal an exhortation from the Book of Proverbs he conti- 

nues: ‘‘ And make right paths for your feet ” (Proverbs 4. 26). It 
is to be noticed that while the Isaian passage has the grammatical 

form of the Hebrew text (confortate manus dissolutas et genua de- 

bilia roborate, the Greek being: Confortamini manus dissolutae etc.), 

the words from Proverbs, though somewhat modified, are closer to 
the Septuagint. Both sentences are virtual citations. 

Pacem sequimini is just an echo of Psalm 33. 15, but the clause 
nequa radix amaritudinis sursum germinans impediat is plainly trans- 
ferred with only slight omission from a particular reading of the 

Greek text of Deuteronomy 29. 18. The Hebrew (29. 17) reads: 

““ Lest there should be among you a root bearing poison and worm- 
wood.” The Septuagint as represented by Codex B substantially 

translates this wording: ‘‘ Lest there be among you a root springing 
up in gall (é€v yody) and bitterness,’’ but copies of the Septuagint 

belonging to the type of the Alexandrinus (A) and Ambrosianus (F) 
inserted after “‘ root’? the qualifying genitive mxptas and scribal 
negligence made év yoAy into the verb évoyAy which is the original rea- 
ding of A and a later correction in Band F. Hither the Alexandrinus 
is conformed to the reading of Hebrews or the author of Hebrews 

and the scribe of the Alexandrinus are both dependent on the same 

type of Septuagint text. This reading is obviously a mistake, but 
the general sense is not substantially changed. In any case, the 

author of Hebrews merely adopts biblical words to express an idea 

of his own. Verbal accuracy is of no particular account. In a 
warning against infection by uncleanness or by a profane spirit, 
Hsau is held up as a deterrent example. ‘‘ Let there be no fornica- 
tor or profane person as Esau, who for one meal sold his birthright.” 
The reference to Genesis 25. 33 is verbal. The three words admédoto 

Ta tpowtotéKia are identical in the critically established texts of 
Greek Genesis and Hebrews. There is a further reference, without 

any approach to citation, in the reminder that Esau afterwards 

sought a reversal of his father’s act of benediction, but in vain. } 
(Genesis 27. 30-40). | 

* Not many words are required to defend the interpretation of Hebrews 
12. 16, 17 supposed above. There is no sufficient reason for departing from the 
literal sense of mwépvos. Neither Esau’s biblical portraiture nor our author’s 
context oblige us to refer more than one of the two descriptives xépvos 7 BéBndos 
to Isaaec’s elder son. The penance “ of which he found no place ” does not denote 

a fruitful internal change of mind in himself but a revocation of the decision which 
cast him out of his primogenital privileges. 

16 
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In the seventeen verses of this earnest chapter (12. 1-17), which 
we have just considered, there has been a plentiful gleaning of solemn 
words from the three categories of books into which the Divine Li- 
brary of Israel was commonly divided (Luke 24. 44), the initials of 
which modern Jews have made into a noun Tenak, equivalent to 

our word Bible. Two echoes from David and from Moses lead to a 
rather extensive citation from Proverbs. These biblical words mark 
the three most luminous points of a paraenetic foundation, namely, 
the glorious consummation of Christ’s Passion, the magnitude of the | 

opposition he encountered, the consolation which the Divine Scrip- 

tures attach to a life of stern discipline. Like three pillars (K TK) 

they support five further appeals to the biblically trained ears of 
a Hebrew community. Isaias, Proverbs, a Psalm, Deuteronomy, 
Genesis (NK KTT) offer the subtle suggestion of their sacred contexts. 
The chapter and indeed the body of the Epistle is now to end in a 

triple vision, that of the terror-inspiring Sinai (12. 18-21), that of the 
delectable new Jerusalem (12. 22-24) and that of the consummation 

of this ecclesiastical and heavenly Jerusalem in an immovable King- 
dom (12. 25-28). The first vision borrows its colours and. a consider- 

able part of its verbal expressions from the Torah; the second chiefly 
echoes the language of the Psalms, with a reference to the early chap- 
ters of Genesis at the end; the third, though it turns on a prophetic 
text as its main hinge, begins and ends with touches of terror from the 
Torah. . 

In detail the scriptural materials of these twelve verses (12. 18-29) 

are as follows. The picture of the awe-inspiring Mountain of the 

Law is taken from the nineteenth chapter of Exodus. There is, 

however, a very large and even predominant employment of verbal 

expressions from the second or homiletic part of Moses’ first discourse 
on the Plains of Moab (Deuteronomy 4.11 f.)as well as the Prologue of 

his second address (5. 20). Fire, darkness, tempest, trumpetting and 
the voice that spoke from above form the five terrific elements of the 

scene. ‘‘ You have not approached a fire perceived by touch and 
kindled (nor approached) blackness and darkness and storm and the 
sound of a trumpet and a voice of words.’? So terrible was the scene 

that ‘‘ the listeners prayed that no word more should be spoken to 

them.’’. A brief indication of the sources of each element will suffice. | 
The fire kindled is freely adapted from td 6pos éxateto aupi (Deut. 
4.11 and 5. 23); yvégos (blackness) appears in Deuteronomy 4. 11 
and 5. 22, the equivalent expression vepdédAy yvopedys figuring in 
Hxodus 19. 16; the accompanying word (ddos (darkness) is not in 

any of the Pentateuchal texts but probably. represents the word 
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oxotos Which precedes yvdgdos in Deuteronomy 4.11 and 5. 22. Storm 
follows the blackness in both Deuteronomic passages. The sound 
of a trumpet is verbally from Exodus 19. 16, mention being made 

of trumpet-blasts no less than. three times in the respective passage 
(19. 13-19). The voice of words:is from Deuteronomy 4. 11. The 

Israelites’ reluctance to hear words spoken to them in such terrific 

circumstances is based more especially on the awful sacredness of the 

Mountain as indicated by the death-penalty attached to touching 

it. “They could not bear the command: If even a beast touch the 

mountain, it shall be stoned.”’ The command thus formally quoted is 
a condensed rendering of the instructions contained in Exodus 19. 12, 
13. Every word is taken from the Septuagint text, except that 

xthvos is replaced by @ypiov. ‘‘ Indeed, so fearful was the scene that 
Moses said: Iam full of fear and trembling.’”? This expression of 
fear is here attributed to Moses, but is not found in any of the accounts 
of the giving of the Law, either in Exodus or in Deuteronomy. Moses 
did, however, express his fear in words such as these, but on an enti- 
rely different occasion, namely, before the spectacle of Israel’s idolatry 

with the Golden Calf, and for an entirely different reason, namely, 
the apprehension of the awful punishment which the fury of the Lord 

had in store for the sinful people. Moses himself is telling the next 
generation what happened during his second forty days on the Moun- 
tain, while he implored the Lord to have mercy on the people. The 

text ought to be read at least from the point of Moses’ first descent 
from Sinai. The Lord announced to him the sin of Israel and His 
determination to blot the people out. The Prophet’s narrative at 
this point is as follows: “‘ So I turned and came down from the Moun- 

tain, and the Mountain burned with fire: and the two tables of the 

covenant were in my two hands. And I looked, and, behold, ye 
had sinned against the Lord your God, and had made for yourselves 
a molten calf; ye had turned aside quickly from the way which the 
Lord your God had commanded you. And I took the two tables 
and threw them out of my two hands and thus I broke them before 

your eyes. And I fell down before the Lord as at the first, forty days 

and forty nights. I neither ate bread nor drank water because of 
all your sins which ye had committed, doing evil in the sight of the 

Lord to provoke him to anger; for I was full of fear at the sight of the 
anger and indignation with which the Lord was infuriated against 
you to destroy you. But the Lord heard me this time also”? (Deut. 
9. 15-19). The Septuagint translation is practically identical with 
that just given, except at one point. Instead of following on natur- 
ally with the past tense and translating “‘ I was full of fear,” it emp- 
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loys the present cai ékpoBds eiu which are the precise words that 
our author puts into the mouth of Moses, with the addition of xai | 

évrpouos, an emphatic filling out of the phrase, due perhaps to a 
reminiscence of 1 Maccabees 13. 2, where, however, the adjectives | 

are in the inverse order. It seems difficult to admit with Estius, | 
Calmet, Klee, Bisping, Schifer, Westcott, that our author has a | 

familiar tradition in mind and not the biblical text of Deuteronomy f 
9. 19. Zill rightly notes that the biblical nature of the argument ; 
makes one expect a biblical citation here rather than a traditional £3 
memory of words spoken by Moses.1 We-cannot, of course, admit [| 

that an inspired author quotes the words and assigns them through | 

forgetfulness to a time to which they do not belong.? If account : 
be taken of the terms which we have italicized, the fear of Moses can 
be very reasonably connected with the whole drama of the giving 
of the Law. His fear was undoubtedly inspired by his whole experi- | 

_ ence of the majesty and the wrath of God. He had remained forty | 
days in communion with the Almighty; the Mountain was still burn- 
ing when he descended from it; he bore inscribed on stone the ten 
words that had been spoken to the people with the accompaniment 
of such awful phenomena. The words uttered at the sight of the 
violation of the very first article of the Law are therefore the expres- 
sion of fear conceived during the whole drama. What he felt then 
had a very real and vivid relation to the happenings which surrounded 
the promulgation of the Law. 

The antithesis of Sinai is ‘‘ Mount Sion.” The term includes an |, 

allusion to Psalms 2. 6, 47. 3 and to such passages as Isaias 2. 3, Mi- 
chaeas 4.2. The city of (the living) God reealls the civitas Det nostri 
of Psalm 47. 2 (cfr. 45. 5). The heavenly Jerusalem finds a certain 

prototype in Isaias 52. 1 (Lerusalem civitas sancta LX X) or perhaps 
in the grand rebuilding: of Jerusalem visioned by the same prophet 
in a chapter which St. Paul connected in Galatians with the Jerusalem 
above (Is. 54, cf. Gal. 4..27). A city with foundations of sapphire, 
and bulwarks of jasper, and doors of precious stones, whose sons 
were all to be taught of the Lord, was an obvious picture of the Mes- 
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1 ZILL, 0. c., p. 657. Having noted that most commentators have recourse 

to a tradition, he continues: ‘‘ Da er aber an der Hand der heiligen Schrift argu- 

mentiert, und die innige Verbindung mit Vers 20 eine gleichmassige Citation erfor- 

dert, diirfte die Annahme eines Schriftcitates auch an unserer Stelle vorzuziehen 

sein. Ein solches findet sich Deut. 9. 19 (L.XX).” 

2 So Morrart in h. 1. p. 216; ‘‘ He forgets that Moses uttered this ery of horror, 
not over the fearful spectacle of Sinai but at a later stage, over the worship of the 

golden calf.” - 
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sianic Kingdom.1 The myriads of Angels in the picture may very 

well be a composite reminiscence of the ten thousand myriads assist- 
ing the Ancient of days (Daniel 7. 10) and of the myriadfold chariot 

of God surrounded by chiliads of rejoicers (Ps. 67.17, LXX). The 
beginning of Moses’ song of blessing over the tribes of Israel also 

makes God’s court consist of the myriads of Kades (LXX: Vulg. 

sanctorum millia) with angels on His right (Deut. 33. 2). The festal 

assembly in our picture might also have been borrowed from the 

Old Testament, where ravyyupis translates m6‘éd in Osee 2. 11 and 
9. 5, aS well as in Ezechiel 46. 11. The “ church of the first-born ”’ 

echoes not only the thought of first birthrights such as Esau sold, 

but the designation of Israel as firstborn by God Himself on a very 
solemn occasion (Exodus 4. 22). The idea of a heavenly roll of citi- 

zenship is found in Moses’ generous prayer on behalf of his people 

(Exodus 32. 32), also in Psalm 68. 28 (cfr. 138. 16, the book of God’s 
omniscience) and in the Prophets (Is. 4. 3; Daniel 12.4). We should 
hardly be mistaken in regarding the phrase “‘ God the judge of all” 

as an echo of Abraham’s solemn address: Qui tudicas omnem terram 

(Genesis 18. 26). We should, however, seek in vain for a complete 
Old Testament parallel of the phrase: “ spirits of the just made per- 

fect.”?? Practically the same may be said for ‘‘ Mediator of a New 
Testament Jesus;”’’ but “ the sprinkling of blood speaking better 
than Abel’ is once more a reference to Genesis 4. 10. In view of 
what has been said, it will easily be conceded that something near 

four fifths of the elements of this beautiful picture of contrast to 

Sinai is based on the imagery and language of the Old Testament. 
It is not possible to say how much of this biblical lexicon is imme- 
diately due to our author’s study of the Sacred Books, but, seeing 

that he is so conversant with the Bible, the antecedent presumption 

is in favour of personal reminiscence of its treasures rather than 

dependence on mediate sources. | 
The eschatological aspect of the Messianic foundation closes the 

organic structure of the Epistle (12. 25-29). The author’s purpose 
is as heretofore (12. 1-24) tropological but the anagogic accent becomes 
stronger, the Apostle’s vision resting on the eternal, immovable phase 

1 Compare John 6. 45 and Thessalonians 4. 9—a citation of the passage by 
our Lord and a clear allusion by St. Paul. It seems unlikely that a similar descrip- 
tion in the canticle of Tobias (13. 21) should be the inspiration of our author. 
I can find no reasonably certain allusion to either Tobias or Judith in our Epistle. 

* In the canticle of the three young men there is a verse which may have 
furnished the phrase: ‘“‘ spirits of the just.”’ In the last strophe of this hymn we 
read: « Benedicite spiritus et animae iustorum Domino» (Daniel 3. 86). 
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of the Kingdom of Christ. His word of warning here is based on the 
same argument as in 2. 1-4. Those who refused to. hear the Old 
Law did not escape, though it was promulgated only from a moun- 

tain, much less shall we escape, if we turn away from One who 
speaks from heaven. The voice of God shook the earth then, but now 
He has promised, saying: ‘“‘ Yet once more I will shake not only the 
earth but the heavens also.”’ Our author here formally cites a text of 
Aggeus 2. 6, but adapts the wording to his a minori ad maius argu- 

ment. The text says in the Septuagint version:(which, except for a 
slight omission, is the same as the Hebrew): ‘‘ Yet once more and I 
will shake heaven and earth and sea and dry land.’’ The further 

shaking here predicted is brought into relation with the shaking of 
Sinai.. But how did our author know that Sinai shook? Not from 
Exodus 19. 18 according to the Alexandrian translation, where it is 
said: ‘‘ The whole mountain of Sinai smoked, because God had des- 
cended upon it in fire; and the smoke went up like the smoke of a 
furnace and all the people were terrified exceedingly.”? With the ex- 
ception of a small number of Manuscripts {Hempel mentions nine) which 

favour the Septuagint wording of the last member, the Masoretic 
text reads: ‘‘ And the whole mountain shook very much.” St. Jerome, 
probably influenced by the Septuagint, did not give the simple mean- 

ing of the Hebrew verb but translated: ‘‘ eratque omnis mons terribilis.” 
The true Hebrew reading is, however, echoed in a number of passages 

beginning with the song of Debborah.1 There is, therefore, no reason 
to suppose that our author follows an unwritten Jewish tradition. 
When the Prophet Aggeus speaks of a shaking that affects the heavens 
as well as the earth, the Apostle remains within the bounds set to 
quotation by giving his words a form which emphasises the shaking 

of the heavens. Besides, although the Prophet has in view the 
whole mystery of the coming of the Desired of the Nations, both as 
Saviour and as Judge, the Apostle finds the full sense of the shaking 
of heaven principally in the final change, which shall mark the passing 
of everything mutable in order that a permanent, immovable King- 
dom may remain. Therefore, we who are receiving such an unchan- 
geable Kingdom from God, ought to serve him well-pleasingly, with 
reverence and fear; for moreover, our God is a consuming fire. Moses 
told the people twice over that God was a jealous vindicator of His 
rights, using this same metaphor of devouring fire. On the first 

occasion (Deut. 4. 24) the Legislator warned the Israelites against 
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1 Judges 5. 4; Psalm 67. 9; 113. 4. Trembling of the earth is a usual ac- 

companiment of Theophanies, e. g., Psalms 17. 8 (2 Sam. 24. 8), 75. 9; 76. 19: 

95. 9; 96. 4 etc. 
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- forgetting the covenant and violating the law, especially by idolatry, 

pecause: ‘‘ the Lord thy God is a consuming fire, yea, a jealous God.” 

In his second discourse he repeats the metaphor (9. 3) with a different 

application, for here God is to go before Israel as ‘a consuming 

fire’ to destroy their enemies. The reference in our Epistle is to 

the former passage. This virtual citation from the Law, following 

an express citation from a Prophet (TN) conveys, in the light of the 

final consummation of the world, a very solemn threat. 

Epistle’s Appendix 

The series of admonitions which form the appendix of the Epistle 

also contains its quota of Scripture. The writer recommends hos- 

pitality by holding up the example of persons who in the exercise of. 

this virtue received angels without knowing. There is a reference 
to Abraham (Genesis 18.3) and to Lot (19. 2 ff.). Tobias seems not to 

have come before the author’s mind, because the family’s relations 
with the Angel Raphael do not begin in the offering of hospitality 
to a stranger. 

In recommending detachment the Apostle recalls a word of God, 
which guarantees help to Israel and to Josue, but is accommodated 

to fit every case of need. The wording of the citation is such that 
it is not possible to declare definitely whether a passage of the Old 
Testament is its immediate source or whether it had received a current 
form which the Apostle took as embodying a scriptural saying. There 

is no doubt that it is expressly quoted as a word of God and that its 
original source is to be found in the divine words of encouragement 
spoken three times over, once to the people and twice to Josue {Deu- 

teronomy 31. 6, 8; Josue 1. 5). It is Moses that conveys the words 
to the people (31. 6) and to Josue for the first time (31. 8), but.the 
Lord Himself speaks to Josue the second time (Josue 1. 5) in the first 

person singular, as in our citation. The third passage would recom- 
mend itself as the passage which our author had in mind, were it not 
that the form of the words: ov py ce av@ ovd’ ov py oe éyKataXirw is 
definitely nearer to the encouragement spoken through Moses to 

the whole people (otre uy oe dvq otte py oe éyxatadixy). Besides, 
a word addressed to a whole community would have suited the 
Apostle’s purpose better. The analogy of the situations is also strik- 

ing. The Israelites were then on the point of entering Canaan, while 
the Hebrews are in need of something to brace them up for the great 
work of turning their backs decisively on the Jewish.camp and enter- 

ing into their Christian rest. 
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To this guarantee of divine assistance voiced in a word from the 

Torah a response is given on man’s side by a verse from the Psalm of 
the Cornerstone (117. 6): 

“The Lord is my helper, I will not fear; 

what can man do to me? ”’ 

The Psalm is, indeed, not cited but merely used. It is the only 

passage verbally borrowed from the Old Testament and employed 

not to convey a lesson resting on divine authority but rather an 
act of confidence on the part of Christians.1 It is, therefore, the 
sole Scripture of our Epistle, even of those tacitly or virtually cited, 
in which the fundamental thought of God speaking in the Prophets 
is not specifically followed out. 

One more virtual citation and a number of literary borrowings 
complete the contributions of the O. T. to our Epistle. The prescrip- 

tion of Leviticus 16. 27 relative to the burning of the bodies of Expia- 
tory offerings outside the camp is referred to and in large part verbally 

reproduced to form a basis for an exhortation to go outside the camp 
to Jesus crucified outside the gate. The typology of this ritual 

observance is pressed to the full, the terminus of the journey outside 
the camp in association with the opprobrium of Christ (Ps. 67. 10) 

being the abiding city of the future. The exhortation which imme- 
diately follows regarding praise (13. 15) is expressed in biblical lan- 

guage, ‘‘ sacrifice of praise ’’ being a term of frequent occurrence in 
the Old Testament, ? and ‘‘ fruit of the lips’’ being found in Osee 
14. 2 (LXX 14. 3).3 The reference to the responsibility of superiors 

contains perhaps, a slight allusion to Ezechiel 3. 17 ff. or to the picture 

of the Shepherd of Israel (34. 10). . 
The final collect: May the God of peace, who hath brought up 

from the dead the great shepherd of the sheep, in the blood of an eternal 
covenant, even our Lord Jesus Christ, equip you perfectly with every 
good thing so as to do his will, while he accomplisheth in you that 

which is wellpleasing in his sight through Jesus Christ ’’—this collect 

1 Compare Genesis 14. 17 ff. at the beginning of chapter 7, Exodus 24. 8 to- 

wards the and of chapter 9, Numbers 12. 7 at the beginning of chapter 3, and 

Habacuc 2. 3f. at the end of chapter 10. , 

2 See Leviticus 7. 2, 12: shelem hattodah translated Ovcia tiis aivéoews and 

Ovcia cwrtnpiov by LXX, also 2 Paralipomenon 29. 31, 33. 36 and more partic- 

ularly Psalms 49. 14, 115. 8. 

3 The same expression occurs in the Masoretic Text of Isaias 57. 19 but is 

absent from LXX. It is remarkable that St. Paul borrows the words that imme- 

diately follow the Hebrew sentence of Isaias: ‘‘I create the fruit of the lips.” 

(Ephesians 2. 17: ‘‘ Peace to you afar off and peace to those that are near ”’). 
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ig signally biblical. The expression “ God of peace” so beloved by 
St. Paul (Rom. 15. 33: 1 Cor. 14. 33; 2 Cor. 13. 11; Phil. 4. 9; 1 Thess. 
5. 23) is probably imitated from the Messianic title ‘‘ Prince of 

peace,” though it is doubtful that this title belongs to the Septuagint 

version of Isaias 9. 5,6. The phrase ‘‘ who brought up the shepherd 
1 of the sheep” is certainly modelled on the Alexandrian rendering 

of Isaias 63. 11. The italicized portion is verbally there, and the 

other word may be gathered from the two participles dvafiBdcas 
and ayayov. On account of the similarity of thought, the Isaian 
passage at once suggests Zachary 9. 11, whence the phrase “in the 
blood of a testament ”’ is taken, ‘ eternal,” as a qualifying adjective 
joined to “* testament,” being suggested by many passages e. g. Isaias 
55. 3, Jeremias 32. 40 (LXX 39. 40), 50. 5 (LXX 27. 5), Ezechiel 
37. 26. In view of the expression “ God of peace’ in connection 
with a covenant, it may be of interest to note that both Isaias 54. 11 

and Ezechiel 37. 26 call the eternal cta6yxn by the name diadyxy 

(t7s) eionvys. 

Our author’s Bible 

When we speak of our author’s Bible, we mean in the first place 
the range of Old Testament Books covered by his express citations, 
by the verbal borrowings which contribute to the logical construction 
of the Epistle, by the references which as facts, allusions or literary 
echoes contribute to the substance and the rhetorical form of his 
book. In the second place we mean by our author’s Bible something 

more special, namely, those parts of Scripture from which he draws . 

most frequently and extensively—his favourite theological sources, 
in other words. The determination of the general range of his biblical 

_ usage and the ascertainment of his biblical predilections will serve as 

a basis of comparison between the Bible of Hebrews and St. Paul’s 
Bible. In order to avoid the confusion which over-division might 

generate, we shall keep to the three main categories just indicated, 
that is, formal citations, verbal borrowings that are virtually cita- 
tions, and a third general category including references, allusions, 

reminiscences. | 
The Epistle contains twenty-six formal citations altogether, not 

including repetitions of the same text, but calculating as distinct 

citations, on account of distinct formula and distinct application, 

Such texts as Isaias 8.17 and 8.18, Psalm. 109. 42 and 109.4. These 
twenty-six citations are drawn from the Law, the Prophets and the 
Writings, in different proportions. The Pentateuch furnishes eight 
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formal quotations, three of which are taken from. Genesis, two from 
Exodus, and three from Deuteronomy.+ Of the three from Genesis, 
one belongs to the end of the Cosmogony (2. 2) and two to the history 

of Abraham (21. 12; 22.16). The two passages from Exodus belong 
to the preparations for the promulgation of the Law (19. 12) and the 

prescriptions regarding the erection of the sanctuary received by 
Moses on the mountain immediately after the conclusion of the Al- 

liance (25. 40). The quotations from Deuteronomy are ‘all derived 

from the utterances of the last days of Moses’ life (Deut. 31f.), namely, 
from his words to the people (31. 6) and from his great canticle (32. 
35, 32. 36). | 

There is one quotation from the collection of Books which the 

Jews call the former Prophets, namely the oracle of Nathan found 
in 2 Samuel 7. 14, but this is probably regarded by the author as 
belonging to the same Davidic cycle as the Psalms. 

The later or literary Prophets have given our author four pieces 

expressly recognised as divine in the way that they are introduced. 

They are two contiguous sentences from the Book of Emmanuel in 
Isaias (8. 17; 8. 18), an unusually long passage from the series of 

Jeremiah’s great visions of the restoration of Israel and the Messianic 
future (31. 31-34), and finally a short sentence from the postexilic 

Prophet Aggeus (2. 6). It will be noticed that the three Prophets, 
through whom God speaks in our Epistle of the Word Incarnate, of 
the New Covenant, and of the consummation of the era of the second 
temple’s glory, represent respectively the ages of Assyrian, Chaldean 

and Persian dominion in the Near East. 
The richest gleaning of formal citations is from the Psalter. No 

less than ten Psalms furnish words that are definitely quoted as Scrip- . 

ture, and these words, apart from repetitions of the same or part of 
the same extracts from Psalms 2, 94 and 109, furnish twelve distinct 
quotations, three standing to the credit of Psalm 109. Of the Psalms 
cited, four are from the first Davidic Book, namely 2, 8, 21, 39; one 

i. e. 44 is from the small Qorachite Psalter (41-48); two, that is to 

say, 94 and 96, are from the bijou Psalter (92-99) often called Royal, 
because the canticles contained in it exalt the reign of Yahweh; of 

the remaining Psalms, the elegy 101 stands by itself, the hymn 103 

is of the alleluiatic class, and the great Messianic Psalm 109 is the 

third of a little Davidic ternary (107-109) inserted near the begin- 

ning of the last Book of Psalms. 

1 The calculation for Deuteronomy is made on the assumption that the text 

cited from Hebrews 1. 6 is not from Deuteronomy 32. 43 (LX X) but with modifi- 

cation of its wording, from Psalm 96. 7._ 
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As Westcott observes (p. 476), ‘‘ none of the quotations from the 

Psalter are taken from the Psalms known to have been appointed 
for use on the successive days of the week in the Temple ”’ (Psalms 23, 
47, 81, 93, 80, 91). There is no citation from the lesser Hallel (112- 
117) but, as we have seen, the last Psalm of the group furnishes our 
writer with the words of an act of confidence. The Greater Hallel 
(119-135) is left untouched, for Iudicabit Dominus populum suum 
(Hebrews 10. 30) is from the canticle of Moses and not from Psalm 

134. The daily Hallel (145-150) is also entirely absent from the Epis= 

tle; for, even if we recognise a biblical reminiscence in the “ two- 
edged sword” (4. 11), the source is most probably Proverbs 5. 4 

rather than Psalm 149. 6.1 
The quota of citations from the Bocks known as Ketubim or 

Writings is completed by adding one text from Proverbs 3. 11 f. to 
| the twelve Psalm texts just mentioned. It should be noted that the 
_ quotation from Proverbs comes from the first or more general half 
| (chapters 1-4) of the long invitatory introduction (1. 8-9. 18) to this 

Book. The two or three certain contacts of Hebrews with Proverbs 

fall within this area.2 The similarity of thought in Hebrews 8. 10 
and Proverbs 19. 17 (God’s indebtedness to charitable people) is too 

general to deserve special notice. 

The comparative statistics for formal citation are, therefore: To- 

rah 8, Nebiim 5, Ketubim 13, the order of numerical importance 
for this manner of citation being KTN. 

Passing to texts, in the case of which verbal reproduction of an 
Old Testament passage and the special use made of the words consti- 
tute quasi-citation, we have only seven examples to consider.* Five 

of these are from the Pentateuch, one from a Prophet and one from a 

Psalm. Genesis counts two, that is, the text from the antediluvian 
narrative attesting that Enoch “ pleased God ” and the description 
of Melchisedech from the history of Abraham. The one text of this 

kind contributed by Exodus, namely, the words of Moses sealing 
the Alliance, belongs to the end of the section known as the Book of 
the Alliance (20.24). The text of Numbers in praise of Moses figures 

towards the end of the itinerary from Sinai to Cades (10. 16-12. 16), 

1 For the sake of consistency the Septuagint and Vulgate numeration of the 

Psalms is kept thoroughout. 
2 Hebrews 12. 5, 12. 18, 2. 1 and Proverbs 3. 11, 4 26 (LXX) 3. 21. 

° Itis not easy to mark the limits of this class of texts very rigidly. On account - 

of their brevity, the divine witness regarding Enoch, namely, that “‘he pleased God”’ 
and Moses’ expression of fear at Sinai are included. On account of its verbalness 

the act of confidence from. Psalm 117 is also included. 
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while the Deuteronomic text expressive of Moses’ fear occurs in the 

Prophet’s second discourse (4. 44-11. 42) on the Plains of Moab. 
The verses of the divine reponse on the saving power of faith 

coming to Habacuc as he views the spectacle of an imminent Chal- 

dean invasion (Hab. 2. 3, 4) form the strongest of the Scriptural links 

that bind Hebrews to the great Pauline Epistles. 

The Psalm passage (117. 6) has been already mentioned by anti- 

cipation. Our Lord’s use of this festive Hallel would have made it a 

marked Psalm in Christian tradition. We are not therefore surprised 
to find that the self-same words, which are employed by the author 

of Hebrews, are very distinctly echoed in Romans 8. 31: ‘‘ Si Deus 
pro nobis, quis contra nos?’ Verse 18 of the same Psalm: “ Non 
moriar sed vivam ”’ has almost certainly inspired the phrase: “‘ quasi 
morientes et ecce vivimus’’ in 2 Corinthians 6. 9, while St. Paul in 
repeating the doctrine of the corner-stone (Ephesians 2. 20; cfr. Rom. 

9. 33) cannot have thought only of Isaias 28. 16, seeing that he knew 
of Christ’s own reference to Psalm 117. 22. There is, then, sufficient 

evidence that this Psalm was familiar to the Apostle. 
Leaving thé narrative references, allusions and other minor biblical 

materials of Hebrews out of count for the moment, we may now pro- 

ceed to examine the relation that exists between the thirty-three 

pieces just mentioned and St. Paul’s Bible, in the general and more 
special sense of the term. It is in ‘view of this comparison that we 
have indicated the special place which each text occupies in the col- 
lection and contextual series of the Old Testament Books. An 
examination of this sort may supply some positive evidence of 
common biblical predilections in our author and the Apostle of the 
Gentiles. 

Relation to Pauline Bible 

At present we must take “ Bible’’ in the narrower and more 
special sense as denoting those special parts of the Old Testament 

which our author, on the one hand, and St. Paul, on the other, used 
as their special repertoire of biblical texts. We employ the word 

with much the same sort of restriction as we use ‘‘ Gospel,’ when 
we say that the Gospel of St. Matthew was St. Dominic’s Gospel. 

Partly by his acquired predilections and partly owing to the needs 
of the present occasion, the author of Hebrews had recourse by pre- 

ference to certain books of Scripture for his materials. Our statistics 
so far have shown us that the Psalter has a primacy of honour in the 
Epistle. A comparison with St. Paul’s letters and discourses will 
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further show that only three of the ten Psalms formally quoted in 

our Epistle (2, 8, 109) are used by the Apostle of the Gentiles. The 

question that arises from this constatation is: Does the preponder- 
ance of the Psalter over the Law and the Prophets in our Hpistle and 
also the selection of those particular Psalm passages suggest that the 

author of Hebrews was not St. Paul? The answer to this double 

question must be negative. In the first place, it is an undoubted 

fact that, apart from the five volumes of the Law, taken as one col- 
lection twice the compass of the Psalms and Isaias put together, it 
is the two latter books that have every right to be regarded as St. Paul’s 
favourites. It has been even surmised that these particular rolls were 
the chief parchments of his traveller’s library.1 “The Epistle to the 
Romans, where the use of Scripture is so abundant, supplies ample 
evidence of this Pauline predilection for the Psalter and Isaias. There 
are some fifty citations or quasi-citations in Romans, of which from 
fifteen to seventeen are from the Pentateuch, sixteen from the Psal- 
ter, thirteen from Isaias, four from the Minor Prophets, one from the 
Book of Proverbs, and two from first Kings. In the generous use 
of the Psalms our author and St. Paul are one, though the Psalmodic 
selection of Romans comes into contact with Hebrews only in so far 
as both Epistles centre attention on the opprobrium of Christ as 

pictured in Psalm 68. But if we take the whole special Pauline 
Psalter, as it is known to us from the Acts and Epistles, we shall be 
able to establish a very considerable community of Psalm usage 
between our author and St. Paul. The Pauline Psalter of predilection, 
aS we know it from the entirely fragmentary evidence of his employ- 
ment of it, totals nearly 50 Psalms out.of the 150. We may set down 
the serial numbers of these Psalm which occur in the texts of the 
Apostle’s discourses in the Acts and of his thirteen acknowledged 

letters. The Roman numerals represent the Psalms which are form- 
ally, verbally, or virtually cited; the arabic ciphers represent such 

borrowings as reminiscences or verbal references, more doubtful 

examples being indicated by bracketed figures. The numbers are: 

II, IV, V, VIII, IX®, XIII, XV, XVIII 21, XXIII 30, XXXI 
33, XXXIV, XXXV, XLIII (44), 45 (49), L, LXI (66), LXVII, 
LUXVIII 73, 81, LXXXVIII, XCIII (96), (97), 102 (105), 106, 108, 
CIX, CXI, CXV, OXVI, 117 (118), 124, 129, CKX XIX, CXLIT, 144 

1 O. MicuEet, Paulus und seine Bibel, p. 8: ‘** Die Tatsache, dass die heiligen 
Schriften in Buchrollen verbreitet waren, muss besonders beachtet werden. Ein 
paar Buchrollen—etwa Jesaia und der Psalter—waren vielleicht persdénliches 

Eigentum des Apostels, das er auf seinen Reisen mitfiihrte’ (2 Tim. 4. 13). 
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(147), 150.1 These statistics show that St. Paul not only used the 
Psalter very largely but also that he quoted and borrowed from all 

parts of it. Moreover, the parts of the Psalter, from which our 
author draws the greater part of his texts, namely, the first Davidic 
Book (1-40) and the fourth Book (89-105) incorporating the Royal 

Psalter, are both considerable contributors to the Psalmodie anth- 
ology of the Apostle. The said first book gives to Hebrews four cita- 
tions out of thirteen and one reminiscence; and from the same Book 
come twelve of the two dozen passages expressly quoted by St. Paul, 

to which cipher we must add some three linguistic echoes. Besides, 
although Psalms 2 and 8 are the only common sources for the Pauline 

citations and the citations of Hebrews, the coincidences are here so 
remarkable and so isolated in the New Testament, ? that they cannot 
but be singularly impressive. Furthermore, Psalm 21, quoted by 

our author, is nowhere quoted by St. Paul, but “ the mouth of the 
lion ”’ occurring in the singular number in second Timothy 4. 17 is 

almost certainly a reminiscence of the verse (21. 22) immediately 

preceding that quoted by the author of. Hebrews. 

In regard to the fourth Book, the case is somewhat similar. Four 
of the citations of Hebrews are derived from it (Pss. 94, 96, 101, 103). 
Now, while it is true that none of the four is laid under contribution 
by St. Paul, if we except the possible borrowing of a thought from 
96. 10 (Romans 12. 9), nevertheless the second Psalm of the Royal 

1 The above table is founded on the following list of Psalm passages given in 

the order of their occurrence in the respective Pauline discourses or letters: Dis- 

course of Pisidian Antioch: Pss. 88. 21, 106, 20, 2. 7, 15. 10; Athenian discourse 

Pss. 49. 12, (144. 18); Discourse at Miletus: Ps. 73. 2; Words to the Roman Jews: 

Pss. 66. 2, (97. 3). | 
Romans: Pss. (118. 46), 105. 2 , 61. 13 (49. 16), (147. 19), (102. 7), 115. 11, 

50. 6, 31. 1, 13. 1 ff; 5. 10, 189. 4, 35. 2, 142. 2, 117. 6, 109. 1, 43. 23, 106. 26, 

18. 5, 98. 14, 67. 23, 34. 8, 96. 10, 68. 10, 17. 50, 116. 1. 

First Corinthians: 93. 11, 108. 28, 81. 6, 23. 1, 150. 5, 45. 3, 109. 1, 8. 7, 

30. 25. 
Second Corinthians: 102. 13, 93. 19 (33. 19), 115. 10 (117. 18) (118. 32), 2. 1], 

111. 9. 

Galatians: 142. 2, 124. 5, Ephesians: 109. 1, 8. 7 (117. 22), 67.19, 4. 5 (44. 14), 

Philippians: 68. 29, 144. 18. . Colossians: 109.1. Philemon vacat. First Thessa- 

onians (98. 1). Second Thessalonians: 67. 36, 88. 7. First Timothy: 61. 11. 

Second Timothy: 33. 20 (118. 99), 61. 13. 21. 22. Titus: 129. 8. ; 

2 Although the beginning of Psalm two is cited by the Jerusalem community 

(Acts 4. 25) and there are many allusions to verse 8 in the Apocalypse (2. 27, 
12. 5, 19. 15) the words: ‘‘ Filius meus es tu: ego hodie genui te ” are quoted only 
by St. Paul and the author of Hebrews. The same is true of the particular verses 

(5-7) of Psalm 8. 
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Psalter is cited twice by the Apostle (Romans 11. 2 and first Corin- 

thians 3. 20) and there is a very probable reference to Psalm 102 

(2 Cor. 1. 2). The eonnection between 1 Corinthians 10. 20 and 
Psalm 105. 37 is only a slender possibility, but Romans 1. 23 seems 

an unmistakable echo of verse 20 of the same Psalm. Hence we have 

the Apostle taking two quotations and two pieces of phraseology from 

the same short series of seventeen Psalms, which contributed the 

four citations in our Epistle. 

The common use of Psalm 109 in the Paulines and in Hebrews 

has been already mentioned more than once. The frequency of 

reference to the first verse of this Psalm in the Epistolary (Rom. 8. 
34; 1 Cor. 15. 25; Eph. 1. 20; Col. 3. 1) is no mean indication of the 

Pauline mentality of the letter to the Hebrews. Neither should 

we overlook the number of contacts between the Pauline letters 

and the series of Psalms of which 109 is the great central (106-117). 
There are literary echoes of 106, 108, 117 in the Paulines while Psalm 
111 furnishes these letters with one quotation, Psalm 115 with two, 
Romans absorbing half of the little Psalm 116. 

‘Returning to the second Book of Psalms, we find that it is only 
the beginning and the end of it that have perceptibly influenced the 
writer Paul, his quotations extending from 43 to 50 and again from 
61 to 68. Hebrews has very little connection with the latter series; 

we have noted, however, contacts with 67. 18 and 68. 8-10, both 
Psalms which have also been strikingly used by St. Paul. In the 
former series it is the Qorachite Psalter (43-48) and its Asaphic addi- 

tion (49) that have left their mark on our Epistle. The quota is 

one citation from Psalm 44, a phrase from Psalm 49, and a probable 
reminiscence of the “ city. of our God” from Psalm 47. St. Paul 
has a quotation from Psalm 43 and reminiscences from 45 and 49. 

It seems also that the great bridal song of Christ and his Church, that 
is, the particular Psalm quoted by Hebrews, is not entirely absent 
from the Paulines. It must certainly have inspired the Apostle, as 
he wrote those two mystico-nuptial passages of his Epistles, namely, 

second Corinthians 11. 2 and Ephesians 5. 25 ff. 

We have thus found that the Psalter which the Pauline Epistles 
reveal and the Psalter revealed by the Epistle to the Hebrews are 
not so different as one would be led to believe on hearing the bald 
Statement: Eleven Psalms are quoted in the Epistle to the Hebrews 
and of these only two have had the honour of supplying quotations 
to St. Paul. Here, as in so many other cases, a detailed examination 
of the facts gives a very different conception from that obtained by 
4 mere surface view. 
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The only other Book of the Ketubim class which deserves part- 
icular attention is Proverbs. It is cited both by St. Paul and by the 

auctor ad Hebraeos.1 Although the Pauline citations and allusions 
are taken from different parts of the Book, the chief borrowing in 
Romans 12. 20 being from the Solomonic collection placed towards 

_ the end of the volume (25. 21), nevertheless there seems to be a marked 
preference for the early chapters. The maxim of Proverbs 3. 4 is 

used by St. Paul twice over, in Romans 12. 17 and in second Corin- 

thians 8. 21, while a phrase about self-conceit from 3. 7 is employed 

by him twice, namely, in Romans 11. 25 and 12.16. It cannot but 

seem remarkable that the chief citation from Proverbs in Hebrews 
is only a few verses removed from the two phrases mentioned. More 

striking still is the fact that the second member of the instruction 
to fathers regarding the care of their children, which figures in Ephe- 
sians. 6. 4, is a composite reminiscence of Proverbs 3. 11 and 2. 2. 

This means that St. Paul, in writing to the Ephesians had in mind 
- the very text of Proverbs cited in Hebrews. Add to these the further 

fact that all the references to Proverbs in our Epistle belong to chap- 

- ters four and five. It is surely impossible to admit that such mul- 

tiple coincidence is purely accidental. It points to the conclusion 
that Hebrews came. from the same brain as Ephesians, Romans and 

Corinthians. 
Concerning the Prophets, the first thing that strikes one is the 

very considerable absence of Isaias from our Epistle. He appears 

only in the twin citations from the Book of Emmanuel (8. 17, 18) in 

two. quasi-citations from 26. 11 and 53. 3, in two other significant 
verbal borrowings from 41.8 and from the Passion of the Servant of 
Yahweh (Hebrews 9. 28) as well as in some phrases like those of 5. 9 

(9. 12), 10. 4, 10. 374 (138. 15), 13. 20. This is the major part of He- 
brew’s indebtedness to the wonderful Prophet ‘‘ who with a great 
spirit saw the last things and consoled the mourners in Sion ” (Eccle- 
siasticus 48. 26)... It seems very little, but, on examination, it reveals 
unexpected affinities between our Epistle and the Corpus Paulinum. 
Let us notice, in the first place, that those five major contacts of 
Hebrews with Isaias show our author’s propensity towards certain 
parts of the Prophet’s work. The borrowings represent the Book 
of Emmanuel which, with its introductory vision, comprises chapters 

6 to 12; they further represent the collection of oracles regarding 

1 Job has scarcely left any mark on Hebrews. It is cited twice by St. Paul 

(Romans 11. 35 and first Corinthians 3. 19) and there are also about a dozen remi- 

niscences of the Book e. g., 1 Thessalonians 5. 22; 2 Cor. 5. 14, 12. 7; Philippians 

1. 19; Colossians 4. 6. Its absence from Hebrews is not surprising. 
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world-judgment (24-27) and a similar short judgment. piece (34, 35) 

which crowns the intervening series of censures on foreign alliances 
(28-33); thirdly they represent the first and second cycle of prophecies 

in the second part of Isaias (40-48; 49-57). Now, if we examine the 

series of St. Paul’s express or tacit references to Isaias, we shall find 

that the great majority of them are taken from the particular parts 

mentioned, and an imposing number of them from the near neigh- 

pourhood of the five texts referred to in Hebrews. Of the fifty-nine 
or sixty references to Isaias which I have been able to verify in the 

Pauline discourses and letters, ! six are from the Book of Emmanuel, 

one certain reminiscence (8. 14) being derived from the immediate 

vicinity of our author’s twin-group of Isaian citations (8. 17, 18); 

four are derived from the oracles of world-judgment; eight from the 
censure-oracles which lead up to the important chapters 34 and 35, 
though no echo of these latter chapters seems to be traceable in the 
Epistolary. There are eight Pauline references (by way of citation, 

allusion or reminiscence) to the cycle from which our author takes 

the phrase: semen Abrahae apprehendit, three of these coming from 

the chapter which immediately precedes the source of the words in 
question. Finally, the one undoubted reference of our author to the 

great Isaian Passion (52. 13-53. 12) stands in relation not only to no 

less than seven allegations of this one page made by St. Paul, but also 
to the further eight borrowings made by the Apostle from the same 

cycle of prophecies (49-57). 

The minor echoes of Isaias in our Epistle, namely, the phrases, 
drawn from 1. 11, 26. 20, 45. 17, 63. 11 strengthen the probability 
of identical Isaian predilections in our author and St. Paul. It has 
been conjectured and not without reason, that the prophetic haph- 
tarah which was read on that famous sabbath in the synagogue of 

Pisidian Antioch, was the beginning of Isaias. Indeed, there seems 
to be a clear allusion to Isaias 1. 2 in the Apostle’s discourse of that 
day (Acts 13. 17).2 Another text from the introductory chapter 

? The Isaian passeges are in the order of the N. 'T.: Discourses of Acts, seven: 
1.2, 6.9, 40. 18, 44, 28, 47.6, 49.6, 55. 3; Romans, twentyone: 1.9, (8. 14), 
10. 22, 11. 10 (27. 9), 28.16 (29.10 (29. 16) 40.13, 45. 23); (49.18, 52. 5, 52.7, 
52. 15, 53. 1 (53. 5), 53. 12, 59. 1, 59. 20, 65. 1, 65. 2; first Corinthians, eight:(19. 11), 
22.13, 25. 8, 28. 1, 29.14, 40. 13 (53. 8), 64. 3; second Corinthians, three: 52. 11, 
55.10 (65. 17); Galatians, three: 49. 1, 54. 1, 49.4; Ephesians, five: 28.16, 11. 
59.17, 52.7, 49. 2; Philippians, three: 53. 3-12, 45.23, 49.4; Colossians, two: 

45.3, 29.13; first Thessalonians, one: 59. 17; second Thessalonians; four: 2. 10, 
66.5, 11.4 (25.4); Second Timothy, two: 28.16, 26. 13. . 

* The conjecture was made by Bengel and is generally adopted by commen- 
tators on the Acts. The reason on which it is grounded is that in St. Paul’s dis- 

17 
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of Isaias (1. 9) is quoted in Romans’ 9. 29. I know of no other certain 

echoes of this part of Isaias in the New Testament except the two of 
Paul and the one of Hebrews. Furthermore, the common relation of 

Paul and Hebrews to chapter twenty-six of Isaias is confirmed by the 

curious migration of that little phrase édcov édcov to the head of our 

author’s citation from Habacuc. Lastly, the Isaian ‘“‘ Book of Glory ” 

(58-66) is represented some seven times in the Epistolary; in Hebrews 

there is one borrowing from it, so that there is practically no part of | 
St. Paul’s Isaias which our author has not touched.1 Considering 
the spare use of Isaias in our Epistle, this fact. is very remarkable. 

Jeremias gets special prominence in our Epistle, but only on ac- 

count of: the citation of one extensive text. Our author cannot 
justly be represented as more partial to this Prophet than St. Paul 

was. The: Apostle quotes Jeremias twice (1 Cor. 1. 31 and 2 Cor. 
10. 17) and makes allusion to the same text cited in Hebrews, selecting 
even the very idea which our author emphasises, namely, the “‘ New 
Testament ”’ (1 Cor. 3. 6), and leaving no doubt that he was thinking 

of the Jeremian oracle, on account of his immediately preceding 
reference to a dispensation not written ‘‘ on tables of stone but on 

tables which are hearts of flesh ” (ibid. 3. 3). 
There is very little contact with Ezechiel-and Daniel either on the 

part of Hebrews or of the Paulines, but some reminiscences prove 

that both the Epistolary and our Epistle are indebted to these Pro- 

phets. 2 In view of the critical problem, this fact has no such feature 

as should claim our particular attention. 
Of the twelve Minor Prophets only Osee, Joel, Habacuc, Zacharias 

and Malachias:are quoted or laid under verbal contribution by St. 

Paul.? We are not taking account here of some faint allusions to 

course (Acts 18. 18) there is an obvious reference to Deuteronomy 1.31. Now 

the beginning of Deuteronomy and the beginning of Isaias are respectively the 

biblical Parashah and Haphtarah on the same Sabbath even in the Jewish liturgy 

of today. On the subject of readings in the Synagogue two works may be con- 

sulted, namely, Elbogen, Der jiidische Gottesdienst, 1913 and Benetianer, Ursprung 

und Bedeutung der Prophetenlektionen, 1909. 

1 A word of reserve (i. e. “‘ practically ’”?) has been added in order to give its 

due to an echo of the oracle against Aethiopia and Egypt (Isaias 19. 11) found 

in first Corinthians 1. 20. 

2 For Ezechiel see 2 Corinthians 6. 17> (Ez. 20. 34) and Hebrews 10. 22 
(Ez. 36. 25) for Daniel see 2 Thessalonians 2. 4 (Dan. 11. 36) and H ebrews 11. 34 

(Dan. 3. 23 ff.). 

3 Osee 2. 25, 2.1 (Rom. 9. 25, 26), 13. 14 (2 Cor. 15. 55°-¢); Joel 3. 5 (Ron- 

10. 13); Habacue 2.3 (Rom. 1.17, Gal. 3.11); Zacharias 8.17 (1 Cor. 13. 5), 8. 23 

(1 Cor. 14. 25), 8.16 (Ephesians 4.25); Malachias 1.2 (Rom. 9.13). There is 

also an allusion to Malachias 1.7, 12 in first Corinthians 10. 21. 
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others of them like the slight echo of Michaeas 3. 11 in Romans 2. 17. 

No doubt St. Paul was well acquainted with every one of these twelve 
Prophets. The above have especially attracted the Apostle’s atten- 
tion, but Joel and Malachias seem to have influenced the expression 

of his thought in two or three places only, whereas the other three 

recur and betray a particular predilection of St. Paul in their regard. 

Now, it happens that these three together with Aggeus are the only 

ones of the Lesser Prophets who have given some clearly recognizable 

contribution of thought or language to Hebrews. Osee, indeed, has 

only furnished a little phrase: ‘‘ the fruit of lips,”’ but this phrase has 
the distinction of standing in the final section of the Prophet’s Book, 
only a few verses removed from that famous distich freely quoted 

in first Corinthians: ‘‘ O death; where is thy victory? O death, where 
is thy sting? °?1 Nosuch express citations are supplied by Zacharias, 

but the relatively frequent indebtedness of St. Paul’s phraseology 
to this Prophet is eloquent. The literary relations of 1 Corinthians 

13. 5, 14. 25 to chapter eight of Zacharias cannot be doubted, and 
still less can the wording of the Apostle’s precept regarding true speech, 

in Ephesians 4. 25, be denied to the same source (Zach. 8.16). These 

texts stand between the two passages of the Prophet, to which there 
is certain reference in our Epistle. Certainly one who reads the 
respective contexts can entertain no doubt that when our author 

spoke of Christ as a “‘ great Priest ’’ (over the house of God), he had 
Zachary 6. 11 in mind, and, when he spoke of the same Christ brought 
back from the dead ‘‘ in the blood of an (eternal) testament,’’ he had 
Zachary 9.11 in mind. Both Paul and the author of Hebrews are 
debtors to Zachary in a similar way. 

As has been said, the citation of Habacuc 2. 4: “‘ Justus autem 
(meus) ex fide vivit,’’ is the great Scriptural bond between Hebrews 
and the Paulines. It is just barely possible that two of our Lord’s 
words:. ‘‘ Where the body is, there shall the eagles also be gathered 
together ”? and “ the stones shall cry out ”’ are reminiscent of Habacuc 
1. 8 and 2. 11, but, outside of these very doubtful references and 
the first verse of the Magnificat, ? Habacuc does not seem to have 
been used by anyone elsé except Paul. Besides the above text being 
cited in Galatians 3. 11 and Romans 1. 7, the thought of the same 

+ There also occurs in second Corinthians 9. 10 a phrase which is undoubtedly 
& borrowing from Osee 10. 12. 

? Luke 1. 46, 47 and Habacuc 3.18. Iam leaving the Apocalypse out of count, 
because, while it has not a single express citation from the Old Testament, it is 
Swarming with biblical reminiscences. Habacuc 1.6 seems to be one of them 
(efr. Apocalypse 29. 9). 
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verse is expressed in very similar words in the Pisidian discourse 
(Acts 13. 39). Not merely that, but St. Paul in the same -Pisidian 

discourse quotes Habacue 1. 5 at full length. We are, therefore, 
justified in regarding this Prophet as one to which the Apostle gave 
a good deal of attention and consequently the citation in Hebrews 
10. 37-39 would come more naturally from Paul than from another 

writer. 

The short prophetic Book Aggeus cited by our author does not 
seem to find any place in the Pauline Epistolary, nor indeed in any 
other book of the New Testament. 

We have no desire to give these evidences of mental affinity in 
regard to the use of the Prophets more weight than they really have, 
but it is easy to see that they confirm rather than contradict the tra- 
dition of the Pauline authorship of Hebrews. It is not overstating 
the facts to say that there is a marked relation between our Epistle 
and the recognizable loca Paulina in the Hagiographa and the Pro- 

phets. ‘The striking predominance of the Psalter over the Prophets 
as a Christological treasury will cause no surprise to one who considers 

the general proportion of Psalm usage in the Pauline Epistolary and 
the extent to which this Epistle centres on the dignity and work of 

Christ rather than on the workings of his grace in humanity. 
The Torah or Pentateuch certainly has its full Pauline mea- 

sure in Hebrews. If we examine the use made of the Pentateuch 
in the Epistles of St. Paul, we shall find that the Apostle’s mind con- 
tinually harks back to four great zones of the Pentateuchal revelation: 
the primeval history, the history of Abraham, the history of the 
Exodus and the history of the last days of Moses. In other words, 
we shall find that the first three chapters of Genesis, the Abrahamic 
narrative embracing chapters 12 to the middle of 25, the exodic his- 
tory contained in Exodus and Numbers, and finally the last chapters 

of Deuteronomy supply the greater part of St. Paul’s Pentateuchal 

references. Out of a total of some fifty-four references forty come 

1 Genesis 1-3: Romans 5.12, 16. 20; first Corinthians 6.16, 15. 45; second 

Corinthians 4. 6, 11.3; (Galatians 4.4); Ephesians 5.31; Colossians 2. 10; first 

Timothy 2.11-15. The total is ten or eleven. , 
Genesis 12-25: Romans 4. 3, 4.17, 4. 18, 9. 7, 9. 9; Galatians 3. 6, 3. 8, 3. 16, 

4.30. The total from the life of Abraham is nine. Exodus and Numbers (Exodic 

history exclusive of commandments of the Law): Romans 9. 15, 9. 17; first Corin- 

thians 10. 5-10 (six distinct references to Exodus and Numbers); second Corinthians 

3. 4-18, 8.15; second Timothy 2.19. The total from Exodic history is eleven. 

Deuteronomy (last chapters, namely, 27-33) Romans; 10. 6, 10.19, 11. 8, 12. 

19, 15.10; first Corinthians 10. 20. 10.22; Galatians 3.10: Philippians 2. 15. 

The total is nine. 
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from those particular histories. Of the remaining fourteen, three 
are citations of the decalogue (Romans 7. 7; 13. 9; Ephesians 6. 2, 3), 

two are identical citations of the precept of loving one’s neighbour 
as one’s self (Leviticus 19. 18: Romans 13. 9, Galatians 5. 14), two 
are identical citations of the Deuteronomic precept regarding a thresh- 
ing ox (first Corinthians. 10. 9, first Timothy 5. 18), while still another 

pair (2 Cor. 13. 1; first Timothy 5. 19) refer to the law of two or three 

witnesses (Deut. 19. 15). Again Galatians and Romans both cite 

Leviticus 18. 5 to show that the law was concerned with doing rather 

than believing. Three remain to be accounted for. They come 

from the Genesiac history of Rebecca (Romans 9. 12), from Deute- 

ronomy 17. 7, and from Deuteronomy 21. 23. 

Now, it will be found that our author has recourse to the same 
Pentateuchal zones as St. Paul. Apart from the great Martyrology 

which draws examples from nearly all sections of Genesis, the Epistle 

has two references to the Cosmogony and three to the history of 

Abraham, this latter being undoubtedly the chief Genesiac field for 
the writer of Hebrews. The importance which he attributes to the 

facts of the Exodus is amply illustrated by his Midrash of Psalm 94 
alone. Commentators have not failed to note the mental relationship 

of this passage with the Pisidian sermon and especially with the 
Apostle’s detailed insistence, in second Corinthians 10. 1-11, on the 

typology of the Exodus and of the wanderings through the desert. 

No other New Testament personage except St. Stephen has dwelt 

so much on the things done under the leadership of Moses.1 The 
Deuteronomic points of attraction for our author as for St. Paul 
are the “ novissima Moysis.’’ The use of the great Canticle in the 
Epistolary and our Epistle is in itself sufficient to beget a presumption 

that the same Scripturist wrote Romans, first Corinthians, Ephesians 
and Hebrews. The special relationship of our Epistle with Romans 
on the ground of citation of this Canticle is most remarkable. Not 

only is the Canticle expressly quoted three times in the earlier letter 
and at least twicé in Hebrews, but the same citation: Mihi vindicta, 
ego retribuam (Deut. 32. 35) appears in both writings in a form which 
is unattested by any Hebrew or Greek Manuscript of Deuteronomy 

—a form which is identical with the Hebrew in its first clause and 

+ As we attach very little importance to negative arguments, it will be quite 

enough to mention in a footnote the comparative infrequency of quotation from 
Levitieus in the Pauline Epistles. That so much Levitical reference should be 
found in Hebrews is due to the special theme of the writing. It should not pass 
unobserved, however, that, whereas St. Paul cites two texts of Leviticus twice 

each, there is not a single verbal citation from this Book in our Epistle. 
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with the Septuagint in its second, and practically identical in both 
clauses with the Targum of Onqelos. Seeing that Philo knew the 
text in its Septuagint form,! a citation common to Romans and 
Hebrews according to a synagogal or popular form is very suggestive, 

As moreover, our author may be supposed to have known the Sep- 
tuagint wording of the passage, because he joins to it a verse from the 
immediate context word for word. according to the Alexandrian, it 

seems to be personal habit that accounts for the unseptuagintal 
form.” Identity of habit in a matter like this easily points to ident- 
ity of person. The argument becomes still stronger, if we admit 
that our author, in quoting the 96th Psalm, was influenced by the 

Greek text of Deuteronomy 32. 43, for the words immediately follow- 
ing: ‘‘ Adorent eum omnes angeli (filii) Dei ’’ are precisely: ‘“‘ Laeta- 
mini gentes cum plebe eius ”’ quoted by St. Paul in Romans 15. 10. 

The Mosaic Canticle being an outstanding fons Paulinus, these coinci- 
dences are very significant. 

In regard to the use of the Pentateuch, therefore, as well as of the 
Prophets and the Writings, there are positive indications that our 
Epistle and the Paulines are fruits of the same biblical mind. It does 
not, of course, amount to a mathematical demonstration, but no one 
who is accustomed to the tiny minutiae of literary criticism should 
be disposed to deny the confirmatory value of so many coincidences. 

They undoubtedly offer confirmation of the assertion made by ancient 

tradition that St. Paul is really the author of the Epistle to the He- 
brews. 

Conelusion 

What has just been said about our author’s special Bible of predi- 

lection and its relation to the select Pauline Bible positively favours 
the pertinence of our Epistle to the Corpus Paulinum.. Whether 
the whole Bible recognised by the auctor ad Hebraeos was identical 
with St. Paul’s Bible is a question which need not detain us long. 

There is evidence in the Epistle that our author knew not only the 

five Books of the Pentateuch, the historical Books of Josue and Judges, 

Samuel and Kings, the Psalms and Proverbs, the Major and Minor 
Prophets, but also Chronicles and Job, and even the Books of the 
Maccabees. There is no certain trace of the Books of Esdras and 
Nehemias, nor of Tobias, Judith and Esther, nor of Baruch, nor of 

1 Legum Allegor., ITI, 105. 

2 It does not seem likely that an author other than Paul adopted this sam¢ 

form of text from -the Epistle to the Romans. 
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the three chief Megilloth (Canticles, Ruth, Ecclesiastes), but the ab- 
gence of references to these is as purely negative a phenomenon here 
as it is in the Paulines. There are, as has been already pointed out, 

ga few slight but sufficiently probable contacts with Sirach. The 

literary relation of our Epistle to the Book of Wisdom is more cer- 

tain, as the examples given in the previous chapter show. That 

st. Paul was likewise acquainted with this Book and underwent 

its influence, as he wrote some of his inspired pages, seems certain. 

Against Stier and Bleek, Wilhelm Grimm, one of the best known 
non-Catholic commientators on Wisdom, denied that the Apostle 
borrowed anything from this Alexandrian writing, but Eduard Grafe’s 
detailed examination of the question in the ‘* Theologische Abhand- 

lungen ”’ dedicated to the septuagenarian C. Weizsacker (1892, pp. 251- 

286) resulted in the following conclusion: ‘‘ In general Paul’s depend- 

ence on Wisdom is more formal than real; he borrows quite a num- 

ber of terms, concepts and images, and uses them for the expression 
of thoughts and convictions which he had already acquired otherwise.” 
Grafe also admits that in certain unessential points the Apostle shows 

real dependence on the Alexandrian Sapiential Book.1 The negative 
thesis was taken up once more by F. Focke (Die Entstehung der Weis- 

heit Salomos, Anhang pp. 113-126), who endeavoured to show that 

both Wisdom and Paul merely reproduce certain commonplaces of 

Jewish Apologetics. Michel accepts the position of Focke, declaring 
that the undeniable formal contacts are not sufficient to prove Paul’s 

dependence on Wisdom. — 

Nevertheless, the differences which Michel (p. 17). endeavours 
to establish between the Alexandrian writing (chapter 13) and the 
indictment of idolatry in Romans are not at all convincing; in fact 
they travesty St. Paul’s thought in many points. The Apostle who 
spoke so clearly of the heathens’ instinctive search after God at Athens 

did not deny the reality of that same groping in Romans. He abso- 
lutely does not insinuate in a Jewish-rabbinical way that the pagans 

had rejected the Torah. The Pauline conception of the degrees of 

apostasy from God is not at variance with that of Wisdom. The 
Apostle simply uses Wisdom in his usual independent way. One 

who compares Romans 1. 18 ff. and Wisdom 13 ff. will not need any 
further proof that St. Paul was acquainted with the Alexandrian 

Book. The Catholic commentators Cornely, Heinisch and Feldmann 

1 Micuet, Paulus und seine Bibel, pp.14f. Eduard Norden (Agnostos Theos. 

P- 128) agrees in general with the thesis of Grafe, acknowledging that there are 

general coincidences of thought which suppose Paul to be acquainted with this 
Writing. 
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are undoubtedly right in regarding this and other passages of the 
Epistolary as echoes of Sapientia Salomonis.1 The Anglican Good- 

rick is at one with them, when he writes: ‘‘ The third position, which 

is simply that St. Paul had read the Book of Wisdom and knew it 

well, will readily: be conceded. We may go further and say that he 

was probably fresh from the reading of it when he wrote the Epistle 
to the Romans, but here the concession must end... We may con- 

clude with Grafe’s excellent summing up: ‘‘ The dependence is more 

formal than real. A man of experience with a sharp eye for practical 

needs, St. Paul took good things where they presented themselves 

to him. And thus he borrowed from Wisdom a store of words, of 
ideas and of metaphors, and applied them to the expression of thou- 

ghts and convictions elsewhere acquired.”’ 2 

Kk 

There is no feature of the biblical repertoire of Hebrews, therefore, 
which can be justly used to support a denial of its Pauline authorship. 

While we have not positive evidence that both the Epistolary and 
our Epistle suppose the whole Alexandrian Bible behind them, the 

indications point that way, for even the late Book of Wisdom is 

used in Romans and in Hebrews. There may be no real or verbal 

contact between the Epistolary and such Books as Sirach and Mac- 

cabees, but that is a merely negative point, which does not prove 
that the auctor ad Hebraeos had a fuller Bible than St. Paul. The 

important fact is that practically the same biblical preferences man- 
ifest themselves in the Paulines and in this letter which Catholic 
tradition has constantly placed with them. The fraternity, which 
on historical grounds tradition bas proclaimed in that literary family 
of fourteen writings, speaks even in the common biblical complexion 

of Hebrews and the other thirteen. The scriptural waters of this 
Epistle and of the Paulines flow from a human fountain which had 

drawn. its supplies from the same areas of irrigation. It is the same 
wells within the great water-zones of the Torah, the Nebiim and the 

Ketubim, which poured their riches into the letters written to the 

Romans, Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians and Hebrews. 

1 CORNELY, Comm. in librum Sapientiae (Paris, 1910), pp. 14, 15: HEINISCH, 

Das Buch der Weisheit (Exegetisches Handbuch, Munster 1912) pp. XLIU 4; 

Feldmann, Das Buch der Weisheit (Bonn, 1926), p. 20 f., also Géttsberger BZ 

(1921) 1, 76. 

2 The Book of Wisdom (Oxford Church Bible Commentary, 1913) Additional 
Note C.: The connection of St. Paul’s Epistles with the Book of Wisdom, p. 403- 
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MODE OF SCRIPTURAL CITATION 

Our author’s mode of introducing Scripture into his ‘‘ word of 

exhortation ’? needs to be carefully examined in view of three ques- 

tions. The first question is whether a comparison of Scriptural 
allegation, as we meet it in Hebrews and as we meet it in the Pauline 

discourses and Epistles, shows such a difference of dialectical and 

literary habits as argues diversity of authorship. The second ques- 
tion turns on the affinities which may be traced between Hebrews 

and Palestinian or Alexandrian methods of biblical citation, the query 
being whether our author herein reveals an Alexandrian or a Palesti- 
nian formation. The third question regards the concept of biblical 
inspiration which lies behind the particular modes of citation used 
respectively by the auctor ad Hebraeos and the Apostle of the Gentiles. 

All three questions have received answers from modern scholars, 
which are very often adverse to the Pauline authenticity of Hebrews. 
Thus Bleek, following the lead given by Schulz and De Wette, re- 
marked that ‘“‘in the use of citation-formulae, whereby Scriptural 
passages are introduced, no inconsiderable difference exists between 
our Epistle and the Paulines—such a difference, in fact, as seems to 
be associated with quite another conception of the part that the Holy 

Spirit had in the composition of the Scriptures. The difference is, 
in general, reducible to the constatation that Hebrews represents the 

various Scriptural passages much more definitely as utterances of 
God and of the Divine Spirit than Paul does.’?1 Referring to this 
passage, Vollmer writes: ‘‘ The Old Testament is for the writer of the 

Epistle to the Hebrews God’s word in the strictest sense. In regard 

to the individual authors he shows as little interest as Philo does. 
It is otherwise with Paul. We have already seen that he maintains 

the Jewish distinction between Torah, Nebiim and Ketubim. Some- 
times he even introduces Moses, Isaias or David as speaking. Moses 
is for him the author of the Law and how human it sounds, when he 

Says of the Prophet: Isaias autem audet et dicit! (Rom. 10. 20). 2 

1 Der Brief an die Hebrdéer, II Untersuchung iiber den Verfasser des Briefes, 
p. 385. 

* Die Alitestamentlichen Citate bei Paulus, p.73. See also S1EGFRIED, Philo 
von Alexandria, pp. 169, 32 ff.; von SopEN, Handcommentar, p. 6. 
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To these statements we may add the words of one of the most recent 

writers on the biblical usage of St. Paul. Michel draws attention 

to the variety and abundance of the Apostle’s formulae of citation 
and contrasts the monotony with which Hebrews employs déye, 
eimev, eionxev, waptupet; remarking that ‘“‘ the author in every ins- 

tance thinks immediately of the divine origin of the respective 

oracle, without showing any interest in the human instrument by 
whom it was communicated. The deeper reason for this difference 

between the two authors lies in their diverse view of inspiration. 

Paul has an interest in the spokesmen of God’s word in the Old Testa- 

ment, while the Alexandrian viewpoint tends to suppress this human 

element as much as possible. Philonic inspiration is characterised 
by the Alexandrian writer himself when he says: ‘A prophet says 
absolutely nothing of his own; he is only an interpreter; another in- 
spires him with all that he says. As long as a prophet is held by the 

spirit, he knows nothing of himself, for his reason goes out, and leaves 
the acropolis of his soul’ (de spec., leg. 4,49). The Pauline con- 
ception of inspiration appears, on the contrary, in the expression of 
Romans 10. 20: ‘ Isaias makes bold and says.’ For Paul, therefore, 
the Prophet is a personality and altogether more than a mere tool or 
musical instrument in the hand of the Divine Spirit.’”?1. Expressly 
or by implication such statements as these say firstly, that the formu- 
lae of citation in Hebrews betray another hand than Paul’s; secondly, 

that the author’s biblical method is Alexandrian rather than Palesti- 
nian; thirdly, that his notion of Scriptural inspiration is much less 
human than St. Paul’s, being rather akin to, if not identical with, the 
mantic and mechanical theory of theopneustia held by Philo. It 
will be necessary, therefore, to see how comparison of the respective 
methods of allegation conducted on positive and not merely negative 
grounds justify such suppositions. 

Comparison of Formulae 

In the Acts of the Apostles we have some very interesting spe- 

cimens of the way in which St. Paul, addressing Jews, could vary 
his mode of introducing biblical texts. In the Pisidian word of admo- 
nition six texts are preceded by formulae which denote citation. 

The first of these texts refers to the election of David, and therewith 

1 Paulus und seine Bibel. 4: Wie zitiert Paulus das AT., p. 69. He adds that 

both in regard to the distinction of three classes of books and in regard to his 

introductory formulae, St. Paul “ zeigt seinen Zusammenhang mit der jiidisch- 

rabbinischen Auffassung.” 
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God Himself is cited as bearing witness to His elect in words which 

are chiefly based on a verse of Psalm 88, but are largely compounded. 
from two other texts, namely, the words in which Samuel described 

God’s purpose in regard to David (1 Sam. 13. 14) and those in which 

the Almighty through Isaias (45. 28) qualified the obedience of Cyrus 
as an. executor of His will. The text with its introductory formula 

is: “ To whom he also bore witness and said: Z have found David 

(Psalm 88. 21), the son of Jesse, a man according to my heart (1 Sam. 
13.14), who shall do all my behests (Is. 25.28). Later the Apostle 
announces the fulfilment in Jesus of the promise made to the Hebrew 

Fathers; “ this (promise) God fulfilled for their children raising up 
Jesus for us, as is also written in the second Psalm: My son art 
thou, I today have begotten thee (2. 7). Then the resurrection of 
Jesus is connected with two oracles, one from Isaias and one from a 

Psalm: ‘* Thus he has said that I will give you the holy things of David, 
the assured things (Is. 55. 3), because also in another (place) he 
says: Thou shalt not give thy holy one to see corrupiion.” (Ps. 15. 10). 

Later the congregation of the Pisidian Synagogue are warned lest 
there should come upon them what has been said in the Prophets, 
a threat of Habacuc (1.5) being quoted at some length. Lastly, 
the formula: for thus the Lord has commanded us, introduces words 

addressed to the Messias, representing them as a precept communi- 

cated in turn to the Apostles of the Messias, although the sing- 
ular number ‘‘ Posui te in lucem gentium” (Is. 49.6) is kept. Thus, 
we have six different formulae: 1) @ xai eimev paptupyoas, 2) ws Kai 
év t6 Wado yéypartrat te devtépw, 3) ovtws elonkev Sti, 4) OtdTt Kai 
év éTéow Aéye, 5) uy EAOn Ef’ vas TO eipnuévov é€v tots TpoPpytas, 
6) ovrws yap évréradat nuiv 6 KUpios. It will be noticed that in these 
formulae an individual humanjauthor is not once mentioned. Twice 
the verb of saying or writing is in the passive voice (yéypanrat, 

eionuévov); God is the speaker in the other four cases, it being pred- 
icated of Him that ‘‘ He said bearing witness,’’ that “‘ He has said,” 
that “He says in another place,” that “He has commanded.” 
The book-source of the particular quotation is indicated three times, 
once rather precisely as the second Psalm, once by the phrase év éréow 
and once by the rather general indication év tots wpogpytass. 

The only other occasion known to us from the Acts in which 
St. Paul formally quoted Scripture are his arraignment before the 
Sanhedrin (Acts 23.5) and his conference with the representatives 

of the Roman Diaspora (Acts 28. 23-28). On the former occasion, at 
J erusalem, he excused his strong language to the high priest by 
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stating that he did not know that it was the High priest, He 

then added: Seriptum est enim: Principem populi tut non maledices 

(Exodus 22. 28). At Rome, in citing the famous obduration-oracle 

of Isaias 6.9 f., he used the very rich formula: Bene Spiritus Sanctus 

locutus est per Isaiam prophetam ad Patres nostros dicens.’’ Here 

he employs the verb Aavéw so frequent in Hebrews and also introduces 
the Holy Spirit speaking in the Scriptures, in which connection it is 

worth while to note that the formal attribution of a prophetic oracle 

to the Divine Spirit figures here once and twice in Hebrews but 
nowhere in the Pauline Epistles. No doubt, if we had not this text 
of the Acts, the critics would follow the usual method of making a 
positive out of a negative, and tell us that the ascription of a biblical 
saying to the Holy Spirit was alien to the mind of St. Paul. The Paul 
of St. Luke’s narrative is thus at one with the author of Hebrews, in 
quoting Scriptural passages and making them God’s own utterances 
by the use of the verbal forms: efmev (uaptupyoas), eipnKev, Aéye;? 
also in the use of the indication: cai év éréow Aéyee found nowhere 
else in the New Testament; ? thirdly in the attribution of a particular 

oracle and not merely of the Scripture as a whole to the Spirit; ° 

fourthly the Book of Acts also indicates that the omission of human 

names would have been more usual when quoting Scripture to Jews. 
Passing to the Epistles, we find that only the four great Epistles, to- 

gether with Ephesians, and first Timothy have citations in the strict 

sense of the term. In Romans the favourite formula of citation is 

yéyparta standing with a xa@dmep or a xafds or a yap, and placed 
in all cases except one, before the words which it introduces as Scrip- 

ture. There are fifteen examples of this impersonal mode of citation 
with the perfect passive of ypddw, + to which we may add one exam- 
ple of the same verb in the present active: ‘‘ Moses writes ’’ (10. 15). 
The use of the verb Aéyw is very varied. We have to distinguish 
in the first place the cases in which God is the subject of the verb as 
speaking Himself to some particular messenger of His revelation, or 

as speaking through the prophetic Scriptures themselves. God is 
represented once as speaking directly to Moses (Exodus 33. 19; Rom. 
9.15) and a divine oracle appears answering an interpellation of the 

Prophet Elias (2 Kings 19.18; Roman 11.4). A divine response to 

1 Hebrews: efzev 1. 5; Aéyer 1. 6: 1. 7; 8. 8; elpnxev 1.13; 4. 3; 13. 5. 

2 Hebrews 5.5. ; 
3 ibid. 3.7; 10.15. In this latter passage the verb is paptupe? (cfr. 7. 17; 

11. 5). 
* Romans 1.17; 2. 24 (after citation); 3.4; 3.10; 4.17; 8.36; 9.13; 9. 33: 

11. 9; 11. 34; 12.19; 14. 11; 15. 3; 15.9; 15. 21. 
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Rebecca is also cited through the passive formula éopeby. Apart 
from these cases, it is God, or the Scripture, or some Prophet that 

speaks, or it is stated that something has been scripturally said. 
This last case (cata Td eipnuévov) only appears once (4.18). In all 
other instances, either God says in Osee (Rom. 9. 25) or the Scrip- 

| ture says! (4.3, 9.17, 10.4) the words which are quoted. The 
- only human authors of Scriptural passages which St. Paul in Romans 

introduces as speaking directly are David (3.7), Moses (10. 19) and 
especially Isaias (9. 28, 9.29, 10.20). This Prophet is represented 
as ‘ shouting ’’ the words about the salvation of a mere remnant of 

Judaism (10.32; Rom. 9. 28), and as ‘“‘ making bold and saying ”’ 
that he has been found by those who inquired not after him (65. 1; 
Rom. 10.20). An interesting combination of introductory modes 

is noticeable in Romans 15. 9-12, where the words of Psalm 17. 50 

are introduced under the formula: sieut seriptum est; Deutero- 
nomy 32.43 under the formula: et iterum dicit, the subject of the 

verb being in all probability: Scriptura; Psalm 116 stands under: 
et iterum; and finally the formula: et rursus Isaias diecit introduces 
the Root of Jesse as Ruler and Hope of the Gentiles (Is. 11. 10). 

Only one more formula remains to be cited for Romans. The words 

of God to Abraham (Genesis 18.10) are preceded by the description: 

Promissionis enim verbum hoc est. There are besides in this Epi- 

stle four out of ten Scriptural texts which are saved from being 

entirely tacit quotations by some significant particle (didti, pevo- 

wvye, yap, d\Aa), which in the respective context (2. 20, 10.18, 10. 
13; 12. 20) indicates a borrowing from the Holy Scriptures. 

If we were.to rely on the testimony of Romans only we should 
be inclined to conclude that St. Paul was accustomed to arrange his 

Scriptural citations under an abundant and varied formulary taking 

care to give to God their primal authorship, while not neglecting the 
human persons, who wrote and cried out and boldly spoke those oracles. 

But no such general conclusion is legitimate. Outside of the discour- 
ses and the Epistle to the Romans, St. Paul quoted Scripture with 

full formalities some twenty-five times, and only once does he men- 
tion the human author of the words that he quotes(1Cor.9.9). More- 
over, although a formula of citation accompanies eleven out of 

* Compare: Nisi lex diceret: Non concwpisces (7.7), and also the passage in 
which the justice which is by faith says thus: Ne dicas etc., this passage probably 
containing not a quotation of an authoritative Scripture but an accommodation of 
Scriptural words (see CORNELY’S Commentary, pp. 549, 550). When the Apostle 
asks; ** What does the Scripture say in Elias?’ he means not through Elias but 

m the history of Elias (Romans 11. 3). 
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about twenty texts in first Corinthians, the author practically keeps 
to yeyparta (eight times), only departing from it twice.1 Even 
the departures are very slight because the analytic passive of ypadw 
is used in one of the two variant formulae: Tune fiet sermo quj 

seriptus est (15. 54) while in the other instance ¢yaw (God being 

understood as the subject) is inserted within the citation itself (Ge- 

nesis 2. 24; second Corinthians 6.17). Otherwise, the verb ‘ to say ” 
- which is so frequent in the formulae of Romans (about twenty exam- 
ples), does not appear in any voice or tense to introduce a word of 

Scripture. On the other hand, the five citational formulae of second 
Corinthians are almost equally divided. Dieit enim (Deus) intro- 

duces Isaias 49. 8; sieut dixit Deus precedes the long. composite 
text of second Corinthians 6. 16 ff.; a verse of Psalm 115 figures under 
Kata TO yeypappévov (4. 13); and xafws yéyparta introduces texts 
from Exodus 16.18 and Psalm 111 (second Corinthians 8.15, 9..9). 

The appeal is, therefore, twice to God speaking and three times to 
the written word. It should be remarked, however, that in the text 

placed under the.former sort of introductory phrase God is speaking 
directly and not (at least entirely) through the Scripture as Scripture. 

Galatians keeps mainly to yéypanra: (four examples). Once it 

uses the interrogative form: Quid dicit Seriptura? thereby intro- 
ducing Sarah’s demand for the expulsion of Agar and Ismael, subse- 
quently approved by God and consigned as a divine decision to the 
sacred page. But by far the most interesting of all the Pauline for- 
mulae of citation is that in which the Scripture is not’ only person- 

ified but identified with the divine foreknowledge: ‘“‘The Scripture, 
foreseeing that God would justify the heathen nations by faith, pre- 
announced the glad tidings to Abraham, saying: In thee all the nations 
shall be blessed ’’ (Gal. 3.7). For St. Paul the Scripture impersonates 
God, revealing His mind, His counsels, His plans. Its human authors 
appear nowhere in this Epistle and with the one exception mentioned 

above ? (first Corinthians 9.9) names only find mention in Romans, 

where the Apostle introduces the three authors, Moses, David and 
Isaias speaking. In one other instance, in the same Galatians, the 
Apostle says “‘ non dicit. seminibus sed semini tuo,.the subject of 

dicit being God, the Giver of the promises.”’ 
Twice the formula o6 Aéye: introduces citations in the Epistle 

to the Ephesians, but the second of these citations (5. 14) is not Scrip- 

1 The rdAw of 3. 20 is not reckoned, because it supposes the yéyparra: of 3. 

19, two texts being cited together. 

2 In this one example, however, the phrase is neither Moses. says, nor God 

says through Moses, but it stands written in the law of Moses. 
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sure, except perhaps in the. sense that it reproduces Scriptural thought 
jin much the same way as Quoniam Nazaraeus vocabitur reproduces 

the picture of the Messias left us. by the Prophets (Matt. 2.23).1 If 

the citation is not from the sacred page, but is nevertheless a divine 
utterance, the subject to be supplied is not 7 ypady but 6 Oeds 
and similarly in the sister formula which introduces a text from 

Psalm sixty-seven (Eph. 4.8). This seems to be the second example 

in the Pauline Epistles where the subject of ‘* say ”? is God rather than 

Scripture, but an example has also come before us in the Pisidian 

address. In first Timothy 5.18 the self-same text of Deuteronomy, 
which is cited in first Corinthians 9.9 under the double formula: 
An et lex haee non dicit? Seriptum est enim in lege Moysi, is intro- 

duced as Scripture by the phrase: Diecit enim Scriptura. 

From this review of the Pauline formulae, it is evident that the 
Apostle had no really stereotyped mode of citing the sacred text. 

He quotes Scripture as the word of God. It is indeed true that, in 
three places, Moses figures as writer, speaker, legislator of three re- 
spective citations, that David speaks twice, that Isaias is introduced 
as speaker five times, that the Holy Spirit is said to have spoken a 
word through Isaias,and that God is represented as saying certain 

words in Osee, but all these cases, with two exceptions (Acts 28. 25 
and 1 Corinthians 9. 9), occur in the Epistle to the Romans and there 

is no evidence that the Apostle attributed any particular significance 

to the mention of those human authors of divine Scripture. In intro- 

ducing citations, the passive forms of ‘‘ write’ and not “ say ” are 
greatly predominant. The active forms of these verbs have Moses, 

_ David or Isaias as subject nine times; otherwise the subject is either 
the Scripture, or God, or the Holy Spirit. God is, indeed, not often 
the expressed or unexpressed subject of the citational verb of saying, 
but there are at least three cases (Acts 13.35; second Corinthians 

* St. Jerome (Comm. in Ep. ad Ephes. P. L., XXVI, col. 525) notes the opi- 
nion that the words: Surge qui dormis etc. were taken from some apocryphal wri- 

ting. For himself he admits: “ Ego certe secundum paupertatulam meam, omnes 
editiones veterum Scripturarum, ipsaque Hebraeorum volumina diligenter eventi- 

lans, nunquam hoc scriptum reperi. Nisi forte et hoc dicamus... Apostolum Spi- 
ritu sancto plenum, repente in verba quae in se Christus loquebatur, erupisse 

atque dixisse: Haec dicit Dominus.’ 'Theodoretus (P. G. LX XXII, 545) says: 
~ Sciendum est autem Seripturae non esse hoc testimonium. Nusquam enim in 
divina Seriptura positum invenimus. Quidam autem interpretes dixerunt non- 
nullos, qui spiritalem gratiam acceperant psalmos composuisse.”’ This idea of an 

inspired Christian hymn has found favour with modern commentators. The 
qymn however, may have been inspired by such passages as Isaias 26.19, 51. 17, 

an 
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6.17; Ephesians 4. 8) in which St. Paul makes God the speaker of a 
Scripture qua Scripture, and not merely as being a word of the Al. 

mighty registered in the Scriptures. In the light of the facts thus 
catalogued and summarised let us examine the citation-formulary of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

In the first place it is noteworthy that the formula yéyparra 
never introduces a citation in our Epistle.’ Moreover, leaving 
apart the passive forms of paprupéw (7.17, 11. 5), mpocayopevw (5. 10) 
and ypyyarti<w (8. 5), since these have personal subjects, an imper- 

sonal passive form introduces Scriptural words four times only in our 

Epistle, twice by way of repetition (3. 15, 4. 7) and twice as introduc- 
ing a citation for the first time (11.18, 12. 20). Otherwise, the verbs 

of “ saying” or “ bearing witness ’’—these being the terms used— 
are in the active voice, their subject being God, or the Son, or the Holy 
Spirit; 2 once only are the words of a Psalm not attributed to their 

Divine author but proposed as appropriable by the Hebrews. Mak- - 

ing all due exceptions such as those mentioned above, we find that 
twenty-six formulae of citation require our attention. Seven of these 
occur in the first chapter in the following order: 1) efmev, 2) xai 
wadw, 3) Neyer, 4) wpds pév Tots ayyéAous Aéyet, 5) wpds O€ Tév vidy, 
6) xai, 7) etonxev. The first and the last formulae are interrogative; 
the first, second and third are closely bound together; the fourth, fifth 
and sixth also form a group... The formulae show variations of 
verbal tense, ‘‘said’’ covering two citations, ‘“‘ says”? four, and 
‘“‘has said’? one. This variation, which seems to have little more 
than stylistic importance, is strikingly paralleled in the Pisidian 
sermon (eimev, (yéyparrat), eionxev, Aéyet, (eionuévov), evréraAta). The 
subject of the verbs is not once expressed, but there is no doubt that 

God is the speaker throughout. It must be observed however, that 
in the first, second and seventh oracle, according to the original sour- 
ces, God directly speaks to the Messias, while in the others He speaks 
(as the inspirer of Scripture) words which the Psalmist addresses res- 

pectively to Angels, or speaks about Angels, or addresses to the Messias, 
and to God, the Restorer of Sion. Once more this juxtaposition of 
immediate oracles and mediate or purely scriptural utterances is 

1 E. Jacquier is not accurate, when he writes (o. c., p. 469): “‘ La formule la 

plus ordinaire, yéyparra:, employée 31 fois par saint Paul, l’est une fois seulement 

dans l’épitre aux Hébreux.’’ My venerated master, Father Leopold Fonck, S. J.; 

who was nevertheless a paragon of akribeia, has made the same mistake (CE. Art. 

Hebrews, Vol. VII, 182). The word in question does occur once in Hebrews (10. 7) 

but not to introduce a citation. It stands within the citation itself. 

2 Twice Moses speaks (9. 20, 12. 21) but not as a writer of Scripture. 
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paralleled. in the Pisidian discourse, where two immediate or direct 
utterances of the Almighty from Psalm 2 and. Isaias 55 precede a 

word addressed by God. the inspirer of Scripture to Himself (Psalm 

15.10). Since, in the first chapter of Hebrews the three immediately 

divine oracles are undoubtedly the dominant Scriptures, it is not sur- 

prising that the other four, as being inspired texts, are put on the same 
level. 2 This supposes, of course, that every Scripture is absolutely 

a word of God, a dogma which found an unmitigated protagonist in 
St. Paul. So far, it is only the imagination dominated by a precon- 
ception. that can find in the Scriptural use of the author of Hebrews 
an idea or a practice which is not Pauline. 

The next group of texts, of which God.is represented as the speaker, 

occurs in chapter five.2 Again there is question of direct. oracles of 

the Almighty to His Messias: Filius meus es tu and Tu es sacerdos in 
aeternum.. It is similar with the words cited in Hebrews 6.14. They 

were directly addressed by God to Abraham: ‘ Nisi benedicens te ”’ 

(Genesis 22.16). The same is also probably true of the citation of 

the whole fourth verse of Psaim 109 in Hebrews 7. 27, unless we take 
mpos avtov to mean not “ to him ” but ‘‘ concerning him,” a possible 
but less likely interpretation. The two quotations introduced by 

gyno and Aéya in chapter eight are likewise divine oracles in the 
strictest immediate sense of the word {Exodus 25. 40 and Jeremias 

31. 31). No other examples of God-spoken words occur till we come 
to 10. 30; ‘“‘Seimus enim qui dixit (tov eimadvta): Mihi vindicta et 
ego retribuam. Et iterum: Quia iudicabit Dominus populum suwm. 

The former of these is plainly a first-personal utterance of the Al- 

mighty, and, considering the peculiarities of Hebrew style, one cannot 
be entirely certain whether Moses in the next sentence of his Canticle 

(Deut. 32. 35>) ceases quoting the words of the Lord and reverts to 
narrative. The second citation is only removed by one sentence 

from the first in the original context (Deut. 32. 35, 364), so that, 
although the form changes brusquely from the first to the third 
person, it is at least. probable that the Lord is still speaking.. That 
God immediately speaks the words from Aggeus in 12. 26 and those 

* This presentation of every Scripture as a divine utterance is eminently suit- 
able in an’ Epistle which is addressed to Jews and opens with the words: “ Multi- 
fariam multisque modis olim Deus Joquens patribus in prophetis: novissime diebus 
istis locutus est nobis in Filio.” In this Epistle, the Hebrews are made to feel the 
whole magnificent grandeur of their own Scriptures. 

* The context seems to warrant the assumption that the repetitions from 

Psalm 94 and also the text from Genesis 2.2 are attributed to the Holy Ghost 

(Hebrews 3. 7-4: 10). - | 

18 
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from Deuteronomy in 13.5 is evident. With.these texts the qucta 
of this class of citations ends. 

Therefore, of seventeen citations which are introduced as spoken 

by God, only four are purely Scriptural words,.and these occur ‘in a 
group which is dominated by three oracles coming directly from the 
mouth of the Almighty. If St. Paul has done: the same thing three 
times over in the places that have been indicated from the Pisidian 

sermon, from second Corinthians and from Ephesians, no case can 

be made under this head against the Paulinity of Hebrews. 1 
Neither can an argument contrary to. Pauline authorship be 

found in the fact that Christ is introduced four times speaking Scrip- 
tural words from Psalm 21, from Isaias 8.17 and 18, and from Psalm 

39. Certainly St. Paul admits the underlying principle of these cita- 
tions, namely, that Christ speaks at least typologically in some Mes- 
sianic passages of the Old Testament. The speaker of Improperia 
improperantium tibi ceciderunt super me ‘cited, however,. under the 
formula: seriptum est.(Rom. 15. 3), is certainly Christ, and as the 
repeated references to this sixty-eight psalm show (Jn 2.17, 15. 25; 

Acts [Peter] 1. 20; Rom. 11. 9), there is not question, as Bleek con- 
tends, of a mere ‘‘ Anwendung ”’ (p. 380). Similarly, St. Paul, under 
the formula yéeyparta, makes Christ. pronounce the words: Prop- 
terea confitebor tibi.in nationibus (Rom. 15.9), for he regards David 
as a type of the Messias. When Hebrews, therefore, sets the words 
of two.Psalms and of an Isaian passage on the lips of the Saviour, it 
does nothing for which St.. Paul would not take responsibility, for 
Psalm 21 is at least typally Messianic, and David and Isaias are typal 

persons pronouncing the words cited in Hebrews 2. 13 and 10. 5 ff.in the 

person of Christ. If the Apostle never: brought Christ forward as 

speaker in the same direct way, this is a purely negative happening 
and it does not at all follow that he would have refrained from doing 
so in an Epistle where Christ occupied so central a position as he 

does in Hebrews. 

When Bleek asserts that the attribution of a Scriptural sentence 
to the Holy Ghost is nowhere found in Paul, he forgets the Apostle’s 

word in the concluding paragraphs of the Acts of the Apostles. It 
seems likely that our author makes the Holy Spirit speak not only 
the long citation from Psalm 94 but also the subsequent repetition 

1 After referring to the examples found in Hebrews 1. 6, 7, 8; 4.4, 7 (2), 7. 21 
(2), 10.30 (2) Bleek asserts: ‘‘ Auch diese werden hier unmittelbar als Ausspriche 

Gottes angezogen, was beim Paulus in solchen Fallen nie geschieht”’ (0. c. p. 379 f-)- 

In this one sentence, he has omitted’ one real example (1. 8), cited three or four 

questionable ones, and made a false statement regarding St. Paul. 
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of some of its verses, as well as the short quotation from the Genesiac 

Cosmogony in the same context. A repetition of some verses of 
the Jeremian oracle attributed to God in chapter eight appears in 

40. 15 under the formula: Confestatur autem nos et Spiritus Sanctus. 
Postquam enim dixit etc. The same text is, consequently, indiffer- 
ently attributable to God and the Holy Ghost. 

An interesting peculiarity must be noted in the formula whereby 
Genesis 2.2: (Hi requievit Deus etc.) is quoted. The place of origin 

of the quotation is indicated by the very indefinite word ‘“ some- 

where: eioyxev yap wov wepi ths éBddpns. ovtws. Similar indefini- 
teness appears also in a formula which still remains to be ment- 
ioned. In citing the eighth Psalm, our author introduces the 
inspired words with the indication: dteuaptupato o€ tov Tis Aéywv. 
The human author of the Psalm is designated as ‘‘ somebody ”’ 
and the biblical place from which the words are taken as ‘‘ some- 
where.”?. This is an exception to the rule of silence regarding the 
human author, but there is only slight approach to the occasional © 

custom of St. Paul. The author of the Psalm is not designated either 
generically as a Prophet nor personally by name. There does not 
seem to be even a remote parallel to this mode of Scriptural citation 

anywhere in the Pauline discourses or letters. 

One last example has still to be considered. In Hebrews 12.5, 
it is not God that immediately speaks the words quoted from Pro- 
verbs but the Scripture itself described or personified as a ‘* Conso- 
lation: °? Et obliti estis consolationis, quae vobis tamquam filiis loquitur 

(ciaAéyera:) dicens etc.”? This procedure! is also paralleled in the 
Paulines and, moreover, it} expresses a view of the Scriptures 
which is expressly set forth by the Apostle. We have seen that 
in one of the quotations of the Galatic Epistle the Scripture is ident- 
ified with the divine foreknowledge (Gal. 3.8) and in Romans 10. 6 
a word spoken by Moses (Deuteronomy 30. 12) is, as it were, put into 

the mouth of “ Justice-which-is-by-faith.”” The personification of a 
Scriptural word as ‘“ Consolation ” is, besides, very. much according 

to the mind of the Apostle who wrote to the Romans: ‘‘ Quaecumque 
Scripta sunt ad nostram doctrinam scripta sunt: ut per patientiam et 
consolationem Scripturarum spem habeamus ”’ (15. 4). 

From this complete elenchus of the citation-formulary of Hebrews 
we may justly conclude that only gross exaggeration of a few points 

of difference can produce an argument against its Pauline origin. 

The only points which have any plausible right to be considered are, 
that our author formally introduces Christ speaking; he does not name 
the human authors of his Scriptural borrowings; he uses an indefinite — 
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indication of author and source —‘‘ somebody somewhere ’’—which 
deserves to be regarded as a non-Pauline mannerism. The first: of 

these objections we have answered by showing that Christ speaks 
twice in Romans, and by suggesting that the more direct formula, 

whereby Christ is made the subject of Aéyer in Hebrews,.may be due 
to the fact that this letter is predominantly Christological. In regard 

to the second objection, we can point out that the rule of silence about 
authorship is not altogether unbroken. In his exposition. of Psalm 
94 our author says: ‘‘Iterum terminat diem quendam, Hodie, in 
Dawid dicendo, post tantum temporis, sicut supra dictum est: Hodie 
si vocem etc.” It is impossible to regard ‘‘in David ” as anything 
other than an indication of authorship. Since the citation is from a 

Psalm and not from a history, the phrase cannot have the same mean- 
ing as “in Elias’? in Romans 11. 2, but must rather be regarded as 
parallel with ‘“‘ in Osee ’’ in verse 25 of the ninth chapter of the.same 

letter to Romans. That the person of David and not merely the 

Book ‘bearing David’s name is indicated, results from the mention 
of the long interval of time between the events of the desert and this 
new oracle. Add to this that Josue is named in the next verse, so 

that the *‘ tantum temporis ’’ must be conceived as the interval be- 

tween the pre-Josuan oracle and the fixation of another ‘‘ Hodie” 
by the Holy Spirit of prophecy that spoke through David. The 
ancient commentators were therefore right in understanding the 
phrase in question as the equivalent of ‘‘ per David.’’1 Since our 
author names here the composer of a Psalm, even this one example 
destroys the contention that he is averse to the mode. which St. Paul 
occasionally and only occasionally followed in naming Moses, David, 
Isaias, and Osee. The third objection is concerned with the indefinite 
mode of citation. Certainly this is unparalleled in the Scriptural 

citations of the New Testament, but perhaps there is some slight indi- 
cation that such a mode was not.entirely foreign to the literary habits 
of St. Paul. Not once but twice he used the indefinite pronoun tis 
in citing. dicta of pagan authors. He knew that more than one 
Greek poet had said: “‘ Ipsius et genus sumus.”” Hence he introduced 

1 Chrysostom says: “‘ Quoniam post tot, inquit, annos rursus dicit David ” 

(P. G., L.XIII, 57); Theodoretus: “In ea (Palaestina) erat ipse quoque divinus 

David, quando haec annuntiabat ” (P. G., XXXII, 103); Primasius: “in David, 

tale est, quasi per David, mutans praepositionem more solito ” (P.L., LXVIII, 710). 
Against this view are Bleek (p. 537) and Moffat: ‘‘ év Aavef6 means in the Psalter 

(like év’HAla Ro. 11. 2); the 95th psalm is headed aivas dfs 1G Aaveid in the 

reek en but the writer throughout (3. 7£.) treats it as a direct, divine word ” 

(p. 5 ). Westcott translates “ saying in the person of David ” but does not reg ard 

the vnease as decisive of the authorship of the Psalm (p. 98). 
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the saying with the words: “* Quidam vestrorum Poetarum dixe- 

runt ” (Acts 17. 28). These terms were certainly not meant to convey 
to an Athenian audience any depreciation of Aratos and his imita- 

tors, but just showed that St. Paul was intent not on persons but on 
the thing said, by some Greek poets. Likewise the Apostle cites Epi- 

menides with all respect, when he says: Dixit quidam ex illis, proprius 
ipsorum propheta (Titus 1.12). If such a phrase came naturally 

to St. Paulin quoting profane authors, why should he have not applied 
it also to quotations from the sacred Books? So much for the compa- 

rison of Pauline modes of eitation and those of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews. 

Palestinian or Alexandrian? 

The Hebrews were more than any other ancient people devoted 

to a religious Book. Their whole life was so completely penetrated 
py the prescriptions of the Torah that quotation became a daily 
necessity. Consequently, we should expect a priori that a rich for- 

mulary of citation grew up and established itself among them. The 
historical documents which inform us about the Palestinian modes of 
quoting the Bible in the first century of our era actually show that 
the variations of formula were very considerable. We have already 
taken notice of the great variety of phrases which the disciple of Rab- 
ban Gamaliel hazzaqen had at his disposal for this purpose. The 
examination of the Palestinian Gospel of St. Matthew is also instruc- 
tive. In the narrative of Christ’s infancy the Evangelist sees the 

realisation of three particular prophecies (Is. 7.14; Os. 11.1; Jer. 
31.15) and of a general one. In every case the prophetic testimony 
is cited as “‘ what was said ” (7d 6n0év). The phrase “ through the 

prophet (or prophets), saying ’”’ is added each time, Jeremias being 

the sole individual name mentioned. Twice over the phrase ‘‘ by the 

Lord’? precedes the phrase “ through the prophet’ (Is. 7.14 and 
Os. 11.1). The passage of Michaeas V, which is quoted by the 
Sanhedrists to Herod is, on the contrary, introduced by the formula 
“for so it stands written (yéyparta) through the prophet.’’. In 
the rest of the book we may distinguish the cases in which the Evan- 

gelist expressly quotes Scripture himself, the cases in which Christ 
does so, and the cases in which some one else is the quoter. The Evan- 

gelist: maintains his initial formula throughout the whole Gospel, so 
that ro 6nOév (with the one variation of 6 ondes designating J ohn 

the Baptist, 3. 3) figures from chapter 3 to chapter 27 no less than. 
Seven times, to which ‘we must add one similar instance from the 
mouth of Christ: ‘“‘ Non legistis quod dictum est (rd py0év) a Deo 
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dicente vobis: Ego sum etc.”’ In each of the seven Matthaean for. 

mulae the full wording of the Infancy narrative is kept, the name of 
the Prophet whose words are cited being added five times (Isaiag 
3.3; 4.14; 8.17; 12.17; Jeremias 27.9). Our Lord has over twenty 

quotations from Scripture, yéypanra (six times) and épp¢6n (six 
times in the sermon on the Mount) being equal favourites. ‘* Have 
you not read? ’’ occurs on Christ’s lips quoting Genesis 1. 21, Psalms 
8.23 and 117. 22, Exodus 3. 6, the two last examples bearing respec- 
tively the additional phrases: ‘‘in the Scriptures’ (Matt. 21. 42) 

and ‘‘ what was said to you by God saying ” (Matt. 22. 31 et supra). 
The same phrase occurs in a reference made to the history of David 

(1 Sam. 21. 7) and to the law of immolation superseding the sabbath 

(Numbers 28. 9)—consequently six times altogether. The Saviour 

also appears using: ‘‘ and there is fulfilled for them the prophecy of 
Isaias saying ”’ (7 Aéyovoa); he further cites under the formulae: 
“God said” (Exodus 20.12 and 21.17) and also kai efmev (Gen. 
2.24). Finally he introduces Isaias 29.13 with the formula: ‘ Bene 
prophetavit de vobis Isaias dicens,’’ and appeals to Psalm 109 with 
the introductory words: ‘‘ How does David in the Spirit call him Lord, 
saying? ’> While therefore St. Matthew with slight variations uses 
only one mode of quoting Scripture, he shows the Divine Master em- 
ploying seven or eight formulae. In the first Gospel,. Satan, the 
Pharisees and the Sadducees also quote Scripture. The first uses: 
‘*Scriptum est ’’ in imitation of Christ whom he is tempting; the 
Pharisees ask the Master: ‘‘ Quid ergo Moyses mandavit dare libellum 
repudii et dimittere,’? while the Sadducees introduce their captious 
case based on the leviratical law with the words: ‘‘ Moyses dixit.”’ 
The appeal to Scripture in St. Matthew is therefore to the word as 

spoken through a prophet, as spoken by the Lord, as written. Using 

the active voice, Jesus cites the fourth commandment and its sanc- 
tion with the formula ‘“‘ God said; ” likewise the words of Adam re- 
garding the matrimonial union of man and wife. Jesus also refers 
to a prophecy ‘‘ which says,”’ as well as to Isaias prophesying and to 

David saying in the Spirit. 
St. John the Evangelist, who may also be regarded as not depart- 

ing from Palestinian custom, has nine formal citations of his own. 
As he is chiefly concerned with the fulfilment of prophecies in Christ, 
he employs the formula: ‘‘ That the Scripture might be fulfilled ” 
three times, and on the last occasion adds another citation thus: 
‘¢ And again another Scripture says.’? He mentions the human author 
of two oracles which he cites together: ‘‘.That. the word of Isaias the 
Prophet might be fulfilled which he said” and “‘ because Isaias said 
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again.” The formula ‘‘ As Isaias. the Prophet said,’’? subjoined to 

the oracle cited by St. John the. Baptist (1. 23) is possibly not the 

Evangelist’s. In the two. remaining formulae that: are entirely his 
own, the word of the sacred text. is described as yeypappévov, and the 

game aspect of “ written ’’ authority appears in six of the seven texts 
spoken. by the lips of our Lord. The seventh reference made by 
Christ to the divine volume is not a verbal citation, but nevertheless 
figures under the formula: cafes eiiev 4 yoadyn. In the Johannine 

citations, Christ never. names a human author, but he says three 
times that the words which he quotes are written in the Jewish Law, 
including under the term ‘‘ Law ”’ not only Deuteronomy 19.15 but 
also Psalms 68 and 81. Once he speaks of a sentence as written in 

the Prophets (Is. 54.13). In referring to the treason of Judas, the 
Saviour also once employed the formula: ‘‘ ut adimpleatur Scriptura.” 

In St. John’s Gospel therefore the accent is on Scripture as the written 
word of God and occasionally on the spoken word of a Prophet, Isaias 
being the only one mentioned by name and that three times over by 

St. John himself. 
St. Peter in the discourses of the Acts and in his Epistles appeals 

to what ‘stands written ’? (Acts 1.20; 1 Peter 1.16) and to what 
“has been said by the Prophet Joel” (Acts 2.16). He refers to 

the Book of Psalms (Acts 1. 20) and invokes what ‘‘ David says ”’ 
twice (Acts 2. 24; 2.34), as also what ‘‘ Moses said’? (Acts 3. 22). 
In his first Epistle (2. 6) he sets forth the doctrine of Christ the Chosen 
Stone, ‘‘ because it stands thus (mwepiéye:) in Scripture ” and imme- 

diately quotes the words of Isaias 28.16. The Petrine formulae, 
therefore, point to the written word or the prophetically spoken word, 
and amongst the hagiographers mention is made of Moses, David and 

‘Joel. God never speaks, except in one oracle immediately address- 

ed to Abraham (Genesis 22.18; Acts 3. 25). 
The examination of the formulary used by St: James shows. the 

Same insistence on the ‘‘ Scripture (or written word) which says ”’ 

(Ep. 2.23). The st Aéye: wherewith Proverbs 3. 34 is introduced 
into the Epistle of James probably has as its subject 4 ypagy which 
covers a very free citation of some Scriptural thought a few lines 

higher up. In his speech at the Council of Jerusalem the brother of 
the Lord had cited Amos under the usual formula: ca@os yéypartat 

adding, however, the words Aéye: xvpios to the end of the citation. 
The only notable formulae of citation in St. Stephen’s address to 

the Sanhedrin are: “Sicut scriptum est in Libro Prophetarum,” 
introducing a passage of Amos 5.25 and ‘“ Sicut Propheta dicit,”’ 
introducing the opening word of Isaiah’s sixty-sixth chapter (Acts 
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7. 42; 7.48). God is not represented as speaking, except when there 
is question of an immediate oracle (Acts 7. 44). 

.. In all probability the methods of citation employed in later rap. 
binical. works such as the Mishna, the Jerusalem Targum (Gemara), 
the Tosephta and the Midrashic commentaries represent a Palestinian 
usage which was centuries old. As a matter of fact, their formulae 
of citation largely coincide with those of the New Testament. 1 Aicher 
only notes one formula which has no analogue in the Apostolic 
writings, but plays a very considerable role in the Tannaitic Midrash, 

namely, 19 T185n. The phrase has been translated in a multi- 
tude of ways, but we may content ourselves with that of Wiihelm 

Bacher ? namely: ‘‘ (There is) a teaching (of the Scripture) as it says.” 
The formula seems to be generally used for the purpose of intimating 
a deeper meaning revealed only by study. 

There is no doubt that the Jews treated biblical texts as pronoun- 

cements of God Himself. When they say that the Scripture imputes, 

1 See AICcHER, Das Alte Testament in der Mischna, BSt (XI. Band, 4. Heft, 
1906) p. 41 f.: 

Die gewohnlichste Einfiithrungsformel in der Mischna ist p82 meist in der 

Verbindung soxiw Denn es ist gesagt worden, es heisst. Sie findet sich bereits im 

Neuen Testament: éppé0y, elpntat, xara TO eipnpévov. : 

Oefters begegnet auch 71x entweder allein oder mit vorhergehendem 21n>5 

n ypabyn Aéyer (Pea VII 9, Taan III 8, Qidd I 10, Jad. IV, 4), sin se. sins 

gnotv, Aéyer (Taan IV 8, Jeb. VI 6, Ned. IX 10, Qidd IV 14, Sanh X 3 zweimal, 

Makk III 15, Ab III 7, Arakh IX 3, Midd II 1). : 

"Das allein stehende so1x) (Ber IX 5, Scheq III 2, VI 6, Joma VIII 9, Ned 

III 11, Sanh I 4,-Makk III 15) oder smx xin j5nd: (Sota VI 3, VII 3, 4, 5) wird 
gebraucht, um einer bereits zitierten Bibelstelle eine weitere anzuftigen, und ist 

identisch mit dem im Neuen Testament vorkommenden «ai wdaAw Aéyet, cat wadw 

(Rom. 15, 10, 11). 
Seltener sind: "71N7 “DN 4 vopos éXeyev (Rom. 7, 7, Chull XII, 5), sins 7x 

(Sanh VII 4), RP Snsx aa TAs dvaywookes (Lk. 10, 2, Ab sIT, 5), sox Nin 7D 
cl 4 ypapy Adyet, tl Adyer 4 ypapy (Rom. 4, 3; 11, 2, Gal. 4, 30, Taan JI, 1, Moed 

JII 9,.Sota VIII 6, Qidd IV 14 zweimal) m1n3 s1n> verschiedenen Vebindungen 

(Schebi -X 3, Challa IV 1; Bikk I 3, Pes VI 2, Ab s III, 4) und sins xados 

yéypanra (Taan III, 3) soxd Sosy mwa muns sins (Joma III, 8). 
Da sind als Substantiv eine gewdhnliche Bezeichung fir den Bibeltext wat, 

gebrauchte man zur Einftihrung von Zitaten schon in der tannaitischen Zeit und 
haufig ‘in der talmudischen Literatur sein aramdisches Aequivalent a:m> mit der 

Partikel ‘. verbunden, s'no4. In der Mischna kommt jedoch die Formel nicht vor- 

2 This learned’ Jewish-Hungarian Rabbinist and Orientalist (1850-1913) 
has written a small library of books on rabbinical lore including Die enegetische 

Terminologie der jidischen Traditionsliteratur (Leipzig 1905), Die Agada der pald- 

stinischen Amordéer (Strassburg 1892-1899), Die Agada der Tannaiten (1894- 1900). 

The first- work .is- particularly informative on ‘the formal side of Scriptural usage 
amongst. ancient Jewish sholars. For formulae of citation see Terminologie, p. 5 f. 
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jt is the same as saying that God imputes.. In the frequently recur- 
ring formula "98 the subject often indicated is hakkatub or hatiorah 

put it can also be God.1 . If we, therefore, compare our Epistle’s 

formulary of biblical citation with what we know of Palestinian 

methods, we shall note the absence of the more usual formulae cur-, 

rent in Palestine; nevertheless, there is no absolute departure from 

Palestinian modes. But does our author represent complete coincid- 
ence in this matter with Alexandrian practice?’ That is a question 

which must be briefly examined. 

The chief and practically only witness of contemporaneous Alex- 

andrian usage in citing the Jewish Scriptures is Philo Judaeus. The 

frequency with which he uses passages of the sacred text may be 
realised by glancing at the Index locorum sacrae Scripturae in the 

seventh volume of the Berlin edition of Philo’s works. Philo made 

very extensive use of the Pentateuch, but seldom employed passages 
from the other books. Thus, while his allegations include some 500 

passages from Genesis, about 300 from Exodus, over 200 from Levi- 
ticus, nearly 200. from Numbers and.about 250 from Deuteronomy,— 
close on 1500 Pentateuchal passages altogether—he quotes only five 
of the Prophets (Osee twice, Isaias 4 times, Jeremias 3 times, Ezechiel 

twice, Zacharias once). Less than 20 Psalm passages occur in his 

writings and only four or five references. to Proverbs, while Job figures 
but once... From the historical Books, Josue, Judges, first and third 
Kings, there are not altogether more than a dozen quotations.2 A 

complete study: of the formulae of citation used by Philo cannot be 
attempted here, but a fair estimate of his method may be deduced 
from a personal examination of three books, namely, the first Book 

of Allegories, the first Book on Dreams and. his work on the Intowi- 
cation of Noe. Such an examination together with tests made on 
about two dozen quotations occurring in eight or ten different works 
of Philo shows that the affinity of Hebrews with the Alexandrian 
method of citing Scripture has been very much exaggerated. If 
Philo loves to make his Scriptural citations rest on the authority 

of God, and gives only very slight attention to their human authors, 

1 Bonsirnven, Le Judaisme Palestinien, I, p. 359 (Ecritures Saintes). See also 
an article of J. B. Frey, La Révélation d’aprés les conceptions juives aux temps 
de Jésus-Christ, RB (1916) pp. 435-450. 

? Indices ad Philonis Alexzandrini opera, composuit loannES LEISEGANG (Berlin 
1926 and 1930), Vol. VII, Part I of Cohn-Wendland Edition, pp. 29-43. . The above 
Statistics rest entirely on the Scriptural Index of Leisegang. They may be taken 

a8 proportionally correct, even if some citations: have been overlooked by the 
compiler. . . ears 7 
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then the writer of Hebrews is more Philonic than Philo; but as a matte, 
of fact, the Alexandrian writer very frequently indicates the human 
source of his quotations, sometimes by naming the collection of 

Books—Law, -Prophets ‘or hymns-—from: which :he..quotes, sometimes 
by naming -the individual authors, especially, Moses. Thus the 

assertion that God is a shepherd .is supported: by a quotation: from 

“no ordinary person but from. a Prophet who wrote hymnodies ”’ 1 
(de agriculiura, 50); the weakness of human speech brings to Philo’s 
mind what ‘‘a certain one of the friends of Moses said by way of 

prayer in his hymns”? (de confusione linguarum, 39); with regard 
‘to the existence.of bad angels, ‘‘ that which has been said by the 
hymnographer ® bears witness to what I say ’’ (de gigantibus, 17); a 

similar formula occurs in de plantatione, 29: ‘‘ there bears witness to 
my word (concerning the senses planted in man) a divinely venerable 
man who says in his hymns: He that planted the ear, doth he not 
hear? 4 Isaias is quoted as “ one of the ancient Prophets who was 
inspired and said: The vineyard of the Lord Almighty is the House 
of Israel ’’ (de somniis, TI, 172); Jeremias is cited as. a ‘“‘ member (6@:a- 
aaétys) of the prophetic choir (de confusione linguarum, 44); Osee as 
one of the Prophets (de plantatione, 138); Zacharias as one of the fellows 
of Moses (de confus. ling., 62).5 None of these is mentioned by his 
personal name, but a verse of Proverbs is cited under the name of 
Solomon, ®° and Moses is repeatedly named as the author of sentences 
which are quoted from the Pentateuch (de posterttate Caini, 1, 12; de 
gigantibus, 6; quod Deus immutabilis, 6; de agricultura, 2; de congressu 
eruditionis gratia, 3 etc.). This is the case more especially in the early 
chapters of Philo’s various books. Very often also Moses is the 
unnamed subject of the verb which introduces a citation, for the 
Hebrew legislator in Philo’s estimation is, under God, the supreme 

teacher of mankind. It must also: be remembered that the: writings 

of Philo are almost entirely allegorical musings on the five books 
of the Torah. Consequently the impersonal g@yow and Aéyer may 
often be referred to Moses as subject. But even when the cases in 
which ‘‘ Moses’ is the subject have been deducted, it still remains 
true that God is understood very many times to be the speaker of a 

1 Psalm 22. 1. 

2 Ps. 30. 19. 

3 Ps. 77. 49. . 

4 Ps. 93.9. ; : 

5 Cfr. de plantatione, 39; de ebrietate: 31, 84. 

8 De congressu eruditionis gratia, 177 (one of. the.frequenters of Moses, by. name 

Peaceful, who in his native language is called Solomon). 

ey ee eS > a a, a eo Ss ae Ca 7 at 
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Scriptural sentence. It is, however, false to assert that Philo seldom 

uses any other mode of citation. In the first Book de somniis, I have 

found about two score of formal citations from Scripture, and of 

these, eleven are introduced by such passive formulae as Aéyerat, 
NeAekTal, elonta, gdeta; eight times it is the ‘“‘ word” or the “ sa- 

ered word,”? or the divinely inspired word (ro QOeomiaGév Adyiov) that 
vouches for some point of doctrine; in other instances it is the oracles 

of Scripture (oi yeyopol) that say something. In general it may be 
said that.the active form @yav is Philo’s favourite word of cit- 
ation, and it figures very often, just as in first Corinthians 6. 16, 

after the first or second word of the citation. A great deal has been 
made of the use of the indefinite forms zov tis, or zov alone, both 
by Philo and the author of Hebrews. As far as I know there is only 

one example of the former in Philo’s works. Certainly neither Wet- 
stenius nor any of the recent commentators has adduced any example 
except that from de ebrietate 61, and even this example fis no |‘ parallel 
with Hebrews 2. 6; for while the ov tis in Hebrews covers a biblical 
author, the same words in Philo’s treatise cover a biblical personage, 
namely Abraham, who directly. speaks: the words that are quoted 

(Gen. 20. 12). ; 
This fact is passed over in the commentaries, and the insinuation 

is silently made that both Philo and the auctor ad Hebraeos refer to 
the inspired source of a strictly biblical citation as ‘‘ somebody some- 
where.” It is certainly not his notion of inspiration that made Philo 
refer to Abraham as just ‘“‘ somebody,’ for he quoted Plato, Hippo- 
crates and Heraclitus in the same way (etre yap tis; én Tis).1 
A simple zrov similar to that of Hebrews 4.4 is fairly frequent in 
Philo (cfr. de plantatione, 90; de fuga, 197 etc.). It has much less sign- 

ificance than the indefinite tis and must have been a widespread 

literary mannerism. The particle used: in this.way very often loses 

all local meaning, though this does not seem to be the case in Hebrews. 

In the use of an undoubtedly local expression there is a difference 
between Philo and both Paul and our author to which commentators 
have not drawn attention. In the Pisidian discourse and in Hebrews 
5. 6, when a second citation is added to a first, God is sometimes said 

in the second instance to attest in another place (év érépw). Now, 

_ 7 CaRpzovius, 0. c. pp. 79, 80, who adds: Neque vero Philo, licet vage dicat tis 

ignorasse auctores censendum est, qui ne recentiorum quidem industriae effuge- 
Tunt. Sed ita solent Iudaici scriptores, Sacram imprimis Scripturam citare, de qua 
Wlorum allegandi formula Oecumenius, ad hunc ipsum loc. epistolae “‘ tanquam 

ad. £08,” inquit, “‘ qui Seripturas noverant disserens non ponit nomina eorum qui 
aicunt,’’ 
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one who really stood to any considerable extent under the literary 
influence of: Philo would probably. not have used this phrase, for the 
Alexandrian continually employs év érépois and éréowht. Abundant 
examples will be found in the Allegories and in almost any work of 
Philo. In a point like this it is significant to find our author stand. 
ing with St. Paul rather than with the Alexandrian Hellenist. 

While, therefore, our author, in the frequency with which he 

silently makes God the author not only of direct oracles but of purely 
Scriptural ones, seems to stand closer to Philo than to any Palesti- 
nian writer known to us, nevertheless, there is no warrant for assert- 
ing that his method of citing Scripture is characteristically Alexan- 
drian. In fact Philo’s formulary of citation does not at all depart 
so much from Palestinian usage as scholars, who want at all costs to 

create an Alexandrian type of Judaism built on the exaggeration of 
a few particular features, would have us believe. Philo, it is. true, 
had a certain preference for a particular mode of citation, but that 
mode of citation is found not only in the Epistle to the Hebrews but 
in St. Paul and also in the Talmudic and Midrashic literature. 1 

Concept of Inspiration 

It is very necessary to distinguish clearly the fundamental notion 

of-biblical inspiration, which we find in Jewish and Christian tradi- 
tion, from the various attempts made to analyse the process of inspi- 

ration. Saul of Tarsus as well as Timothy of Lystra ‘“‘ knew the 
sacred writings from infancy.’ It was not as a Christian that he first 

1 See SuRENHUSIUS, ‘“ Biblos Katallages, in-quo secundum veterum Theologo- 

rum. Hebraeorum formulas allegandi, et modos interpretandi conciliantur loca 

ex V. in N. T. allegata.”” (Amstelaedami, 1713) pp. 1-36: Both in the author’s 

Praefatio ad Lectorem and in the fifty-nine theses devoted to our present subject, 
there are many things which cannot stand the test: of criticism, but Surenhusius 

seems at least to have explored almost every formula of citation used by the rabbiv- 

ical Doctors. The following passages are especially worth citing: ‘‘ Aliquando 

ipse sacrarum Scripturarum auctor loquens introducitur: sic in Tanchuma fol. 17 
col. 4: Dixit sanctus ille benedictus. Et in Mechilta fol. 15, col. 1; Spiritus Sanctus 

élamat et dicit (Thesis XXI). Aliquando per Ellypsin verbi wehe’id, supple hakkatub, 
vel auctor Scripturae, quoniam Scriptura sacra est testimonium voluntatis divinae, 

quamobrem Doctor noster Christus apud Iohannem, V. 38, ludaeos ad perscrutatio- 

nem Scripturae provocat, quoniam haec de ipso testatur ’’ (Thesis XX XV). Suren- 
huius refers to the use of indefinite formulae. including that of Hebrews 2. 6 ( Tesia- 

tus est in quodam loco quis) in his fifteenth thesis, and in commenting on the place 

mentioned remarks that the particularly peculiar mode of reference to Psalm 8 
is easily intelligible, when we consider the Hebrews’ familiarity with the Psalter 

and their local remembrance of Psalm texts (p. 605). 
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came to believe that “ every Scripture is divinely inspired ” (2 Ti- 

mothy 3. 16);-his faith in the divine rolls as holding the Adyia Tod 
Qcos (Rom. 3.2) was prior to his conversion to Christianity; the con- 

viction which his letters show regarding the prophetic authority of 

Israel’s Sacred: Books, however much it was strengthened: by faith 
in Christ, did not date its birth from that midday hour on. the road 
to Damascus. Every orthodox Jew held that the prophetie Scrip- 

tures were divine. The passage in which Flavius J osephus testifies 

to this faith is so often quoted that it seems trite: ‘“‘ Quanta porro 

veneratione ” he says, ‘ libros nostros prosequamur, re ipsa apparet. 
Cum enim tot iam saecula effluxerint, nemo adhuc nec adiicere quic- 

quam illis nec demere, aut immutare aliquid est ausus. Sed omnibus 
Iudaeis statim ab. ipso nascendi exordio hoc insitum atque innatum 

est, Dei ut haec esse praecepta credamus, iisdemque constanter adhae- 
rescamus, et eorum causa, si opus fuerit, libentissime mortem perfe- 
ramus.’?! Josephus of Jerusalem, Saul of Tarsus and Philo of Alex- 
andria were entirely at one on the divine authority of the Jewish 

Scriptures. 

- In the Palestinian schools, however, to which both J osephus and 
Saul belonged, there was no very marked tendency to elaborate a 

theory of inspiration. ‘‘ Les Juifs de la diaspora,’’ writes Pére Frey, 

“‘ se préocecupent plus que leurs fréres de Palestine de metitre en relief 

la maniére spéciale dont Vinflux divin s’exerce sur les. hommes inspi- 
rés.”’ 2 Certain passages of the early apocryphal books give us an 

insight into the way in which Jews, placed in the: milieu of Greek 
thought, conceived the operation of the Spirit.in inspired men. Es- 

dras, for instance, is represented as ordered to drink a cup of liquid, 

like water, but. of fiery colour, whereupon his heart was tortured 
with intelligence, and wisdom grew within his breast. At. the same 
time his spirit was kept in remembrance.”’? The soi-disant. Jewish 

prophet of the third book of Sibylline Oracles repeatedly speaks. of 
the great God’s word coming into his heart and bidding him to pro- 
phesy for the whole earth.4 It was, however, under Platonic in- 
fluence and drawing on his own personal experience that Philo elabo- 
trated a special theory of biblical inspiration, in which he distinguished 
different kinds or degrees, while at the same time he insisted on the 

1 Contra Apionem, I, 8. Ed. Haverkamp-Oberthtr, IIT, p.. 1149. 
2 J. B. Frey, art. cit., RB. (1916) p. 495. 
5 4 Esdras 14. 39, 40. 

* Sibylline Oracles, III, 162-165; 295-300; 489-491. This part of the Sibylline 
Collection, so often cited by the Church Fathers, probably dates from. the undivided 

reign of Ptolemy Physcon (145-116 B. G.). ; 
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divine origin of every oracle contained in the Scriptures. Even the 

great distinction drawn by Philo between épynveia and apodnteig 
does not affect the absolutely divine authority of the Scripture’, 

contents. The very passage in which the distinction is made-beging 

with the words: ‘‘ I am not unaware that all things which are written 

in the sacred books are oracles.” 4 
In the New Testament only two authors touch the process of bib- 

lical inspiration at all. St. Peter speaks of it, using the term of 
movement communicated by the Holy Spirit (2 Petr. 1. 21), and 

St. Paul, employing the metaphor of divine breathing (2 Tim. 3. 16), 
Nothing can be concluded from the language of the author of Hebrews 

beyond the fundamental dogma that God or the Holy Ghost speaks 
in the Prophets. To see Philonic theory of. prophetic inspiration in 
the text is simply to read into it what is not there. Our author is 
certainly at one with Philo in regarding every oracle of Scripture as 
being divinely authoritative, but any agreement with Philo’s special 
philosophical conception of inspiration our author does not show. 

Seeing that there is no dogmatic difference between Philo and. the 
auctor ad Hebraeos with regard to the essentially divine authority 

of the sacred texts of the Old Testament, it is not surprising to find 

our Epistle agreeing with the Philonic writings in what we may regard 
as Philo’s favourite way of quoting the Scriptures. In fact, consi- 
dering the special destinataries, purpose and trend of the Epistle to 
the Hebrews, one does not wonder in the least at finding that our 
author pays even less heed than the Alexandrian does to the human 
instruments of God’s word. What he wants the Hebrew community 

to listen to is not so much David or Isaias or Jeremias or Aggeus as 
God Who spoke to their fathers in the prophets and now finalises 

His message of salvation in His Son. St. Paul did exactly the same 
thing in Pisidian Antioch, without having learned the method from 
Philo: of Alexandria. 

Conclusion 

In regard to the formulae of citation, we have seen once again, 

how the critics have built on the sand of their own hasty impressions. 

They have failed to take adequate note of the whole citational form- 

ulary of the Pauline Epistles; they have neglected the testimony of the 
Acts, and especially the Apostle’s synagogal address at Antioch of 

1 De Vita Mosis II, 188 ff. Cfr.-de specialibus legibus, I, 65; quis rerum divina- 

rum est heres, 259-266, and Philo’s testimony to a Psalmist in de agricultura, 50. 
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Pisidia. They have not recognised that the customary Palestinian 

modes of citation admitted very considerable variety. They have 

suppressed some of the facts regarding Philo, namely, that he not 
infrequently ‘names .the human authors of Scriptural oracles,. cites 
them under passive formulae, and, in the quotation of Scripture, 

uses phrases which our author would in all probability have imitated, 
had he been to any great extent under Philonian influence. The 

critics have also misrepresented the Epistle to the Hebrews itself, 

because they have failed to note that the purely Scriptural dicta attri- 
buted to God do not exceed a half-dozen, whereas direct oracles are 

predominant. They have not taken the intention of the author suf- 

ficiently into account. They have merely imagined oppositions to 
Pauline practice and they have drawn conclusions about the author’s 

notion of inspiration which are wholly unwarranted, because they 

rest on the double sophism: non causa pro causa and ab uno ad omnes. 
They suppose, namely, that Philo’s mantic view of inspiration must 
be the reason why he is so little concerned with the secundary human 

authors and then suppose that our author’s insistence on the uni- 

quely divine authority of-Scripture must be due to the same cause. 

On the contrary the facts which have been adduced above show 

that, whereas the mode of Scriptural citation in our Epistle furnishes 
no positive argument against its Pauline authorship, that mode of 
citation coincides with Pauline practice more than once, and is by no 
means Alexandrian rather than Palestinian. 
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TEXTUAL FORM OF THE CITATIONS 

As this chapter is concerned with the textual form of the citations 

found in our Epistle and in the Paulines, it is necessary to begin by 
recalling a few revelant facts of history and psychology. We do not 
know how far St. Paul fell under the scholastic influences of Hellen- 

ism, but we do know that he had a good Jewish education. The 
upbringing which he received in his strict Pharisee home at Tarsus 
made ‘it even more true of him than of the Lystrian Timothy that 
“from a child he knew the Holy Scriptures’ (2 Tim. 3.15). We 
cannot assume, however, that the language of his home was Aramaic 
or that. his parents were so learned as to be able to introduce him to 

the Hebrew Bible. The Jews belonging to the Diaspora of Cilicia’s 
metropolis must have been quite as Greek in speech and as much in 
need of a Greek Bible as the Jews of Alexandria. All the evidence 
which we possess seems to point to the conclusion that Saul, the 
Roman citizen of Tarsus, spoke Greek from the cradle. Consequently, 
the Aramaic, which he once employed from the steps of the Antonia 
(Acts 21. 40; 22. 2), would have been his second language, probably 
acquired during his student days in Jerusalem. It is not unreason- 
able to suppose, therefore, that the first Bible which he knew was the 
Septuagint. In the Synagogue of his native city, he would, indeed, 
have heard the liturgical parashoth and haphtaroth read in the sacred 
tongue of his Hebrew fathers, and afterwards translated verse by 
verse, or ternary by ternary, into Greek. How much Hebrew he 

may have learned in this way at the Synagogue or by frequenting 

an elementary Beth hammidrash we are unable to say. In adolescence, 

a8 We May suppose, he was sent to Jerusalem, where a married sister 
then, or later, established her home (Acts 23.16). There he began 
to sit “‘ at the feet ”? of Gamaliel the Elder (Acts 22. 3) and follow the 

biblico-juridical lessons of that celebrated master, who belonged to 
lineage of Hillel. At Jerusalem the Hebrew text was naturally 
the primary handbook of masters and scholars, explanations being 
given in the Aramaic tongue. In this way, and also in the Syna- 
Sogues of Jerusalem, Saul would have come to know the Bible famili- 
arly in two other forms, namely in the form of the written Hebrew 

19 
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text and in the form of oral Aramaic Targumin. His memory woul J 

very soon have become a store-house of biblical lore, for we may fee] 
sure that the young Tarsian measured up very closely to the rabbin. 
ical ideal of a pupil, namely, one ‘“‘ comparable to a cistern lingg | 

with cement, that would not lose a drop.’”?? The cultivation of 
memory was supreme in Jewish schools. 

We may, therefore, regard it as certain that the young Zealot, 
Saul, who set out for Damascus with letters from the Highpriest, wag 

a man whose memory held a very considerable biblical repertory 

and could cite his texts in Hebrew, Aramaic or Greek. When he | 
retired to Arabia, soon after his conversion, he knew well that he 

was ‘‘ a Vessel of Election to carry the name of Jesus before Gentiles 
and Kings and the children of Israel’? (Acts 9.15) but, perhaps he 

was not yet aware of his special vocation as ‘*‘ Apostle of the Gentiles ” 

(cfr. Acts 22.21). We do not know what texts of the Bible he turned 
over in his mind during his meditative triennium in the desert, but we 
are well aware that, during the short stay of fifteen days, following 

his introduction to the Apostles, at Jerusalem (Acts 9. 26 ff.; Gala- 
tians 1.18), his discussions were with Hellenistic Jews (Acts 9. 28), 

During the six or seven years that he spent in the regions of Syria 
and Cilicia (including the missionary year at Antioch, Acts 11. 25) 
in complete absence from Jerusalem (Acts 9.30; Galatians 1. 21-24), 

we may feel sure that the Scriptures, which he passed through his 
heart, and muttered. with his lips, and used in his contact with others, 
were in the common Greek language, best understood by himself 
and the people. 

. At his next return to Jerusalem, the Vessel of Election learned, 
in a revelation which left no room from doubt, that his mission was 

to be exercised in Gentile lands (Acts 22. 21); and some time later, the 
Holy Spirit, through the Prophets and Doctors at Antioch (Acts 13. 2), 
gave the marching orders which definitely turned the Apostle’s face 

towards the cities uf a great Hellenic circle ‘“‘ where Christ. had not 
(yet) been named ’’ (Romans 15.20). From that day, and evel 

long before, the Bible of the Apostle’s childhood became the Bible of 

his Apostolate. It is at the same time true that, because of his 

sabbath-day visits to Synagogues, he did not lose contact with the 
Hebrew texts; neither could he have entirely forgotten the Aramaic 
Targumin, which often gave striking expression to a biblical sentence; 
but the Bible of the. Apostle of the Gentiles was undoubtedly. the 
Alexandrian Greek version known as the Septuagint. 

1 This is the supreme eulogy of Rabbi Eliezer bén Hirkanos by Rabbi J ocha- 

nan Ben Zaccai (Pirge Aboth, II 8, Surenhusius, IV, p. 427). 
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The letters, which the Apostle wrote during the last fifteen or 

sixteen years of his life, reveal how thoroughly he had assimilated 
not only the contents but the language of the Septuagint. There 

can be no doubt that he quotes habitually from the Greek version; 
put that is only a small part of his indebtedness to it. St. Paul is, 

indeed, no borrower of phrases, even from the sacred pages of the 
Bible, but, in spite of all his originality, the wording of the Septuagint 
crowds in upon him, when his argument comes into contact with 

| gome page of the Old Testament. The fourth chapter of Romans is 
og good example. The mention of Abraham as the typical pattern 

: and Father of those who are justified by faith brings to the Apostle’s 

| 
' mind expressions which are scattered over those pages of the Septua- 

| gint which contain Abraham’s biography, and this happens in such 
a way as to reveal the writer’s familiarity with the actual wording 
of the Alexandrian translation. Not only are Genesis 15. 6, 17.5, 
15.5 formally quoted, but the very terms of the discussion are Sep- 

tuagintal, e. g., evonxéva: (Gen. 18. 3) and the ydpis which it subse- 
quently suggests; Ouaoivra tov doeby a phrase which echoes the 
fourfold repetition of di&katos and doefys in Genesis 18. 23-26; rd 
kAnpovouov avtov eivat Kéguov, Which can scarcely be separated from 
Genesis 22. 17; éxatovtaétrys supplied by Genesis 17.17. Really it is 

only a man thoroughly conversant with the Greek Genesis X V-X XII 
that could have written the fourth chapter of Romans.! Nor does 
this sort of relation between the Pauline Epistolary and the wording 
of the Septuagint belong only to the history of Abraham. Protopa- 
rental history, certain Psalms, Isaias, and other parts of the Alexan- 
drian Bible have left similar traces in the writings of the Apostle. 

These traces are numerous enough to furnish cumulative evidence 

that the Alexandrian Bible was, as it were, St. Paul’s native 
Bible. 

Such a constatation, however, cannot be taken to mean that the 
Bible was for St.Paul the Septuagint, the whole Septuagint, and 
nothing but the Septuagint. We can be sure that the Apostle held 
his biblical knowledge in his memory and as matter of biographical 
fact, he had also stored away in his memory parts of the Bible in 
their original Hebrew form and in the form of Aramaic Targums. 

Now, in the ordinary course of things it is not psychologically possible 

_ 7 Further examples may be found in M1cHEL 0. c. pp. 58-60. Compare Gala- 
tians 3.17 and 4. 21 ff. with Genesis 15. 18 and 16. 1; also 2 Corinthians 3. 4-18 with 
Exodus 34. 29-35; Romans 1. 23 with Psalm 105.20. A list of Septuagintisms 

from the four great Epistles may be found in VoLLMER, Die Altiestamenitlichen 

Citate bei Paulus, pp. 12 and 13. 
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for a man, who possesses the same texts in several languages at once, 
to avoid a certain amount of inter-contamination, and the prevalence, 
in some cases, of the most striking form of a particular Scripture, 

There is the further psychological fact that one who has a thorough 

knowledge of the sense of Scripture feels himself less tied to the letter. 

There used to be and still are in England simple Bible enthusiasis 
who could cite hundreds of texts from the Jacobean version without 

changing a syllable — a feat which would be almost impossible fo; 
one who also knew the original texts or some other version, and was 

well exercised in exegesis. The latter will also be able to adapt the 
wording of a text to an argument without twisting its sense. Such 
facts as these ought to be kept continually in mind, while the form ot 
St. Paul’s Old Testament citations is being examined. 

It is also to be assumed that St Paul was not equally read in all 
parts of the Scriptures. <A traveller, such as he was, could not pos 
sibly have had access to every book of the Bible at will. Parchment 
rolls. were scarce, and a whole Bible would have meant as many rolls 
as would fill a fair-sized cabinet. Consequently, ‘‘ the books, especi- 
ally the parchments,’’ which the Apostle carried with him, cannot — 
have included more than some portions of the Bible. These portions — 
he would have often read and meditated, but habitually he must have — 
had to depend on his memory. In days when books were few people § 
used their memories much more than they do now. Besides, St. Paul & 
was not a University Professor, but an Apostle. Considering the 
circumstances of the crowded years 1 in which his great Epistles were 
written, we should not expect that, as he dictated to Tertius or some 
other amanuensis, there were 2 number of open volumes standing by 
in order to verify. the letter and the context of quotations. The 
Apostle knew his:Septuagint and could well be satisfied with what 
memory supplied, while, of course, that faculty would more readily 
recall texts from. books more frequently read or would colour his 

language with reminiscences of Scriptures which had been recently 
perused anew. Furthermore, as the author of those Epistles had 

derived his knowledge of the Septuagint from manuscripts belonging 

to Tarsus, to Jerusalem, to Damascus, to Antioch, to Ephesus, 0 
Corinth and many other places, it would, indeed, be a very extraordi- 

nary miracle, if his citations from the Law and the Prophets and the 

1 Cfr. 2 Corinthians 11. 28: “‘ the crowds that flock to me daily, the care o 

all the churches.” ‘This seems the most probable translation of the text, but others 

translate: ‘‘ My daily pressure of business ’’ (mes soucis de chaque jour, Crampop) 

or “‘the caballing against me each day.’’ In any case the Apostle tells us that 

there were many demands on his personal care. 
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Hagiographa all represented one uniform recension of the biblical 

text. But lest all this should seem a mere construction of the histor- 

ical fancy, we must let an examination of the citations themselves 

tell its story. . 

The Septuagint St. Paul’s Bible 

There are in the four great Pauline letters, in Ephesians, and in 

the Pastorals to Timothy about a hundred citations or quasi-cita- 

tions from the Old Testament. If we regard the long composite 
texts of Romans 3. 10-12 and second Corinthians 6. 16-18 as including 
at least ten pieces from the ancient Bible, the number slightly exceeds 
a hundred, but it must be borne in mind that nine passages are cited 
twice over with none or only very slight variations.1 These latter, 
however, must be taken into account in discussing the minute problem 
of the recensional form of St. Paul’s Old Testament text. For the 

| general question whether St. Paul cited from the Septuagint or other- 
wise, we may keep to the enumeration of Kautzsch in his scholarly 

Leipzig dissertation on the subject.2 He counts about ninety cita- 
tions altogether which, with the deduction of six texts that are repeat- 
ed in identical form, furnished the German scholar with the eighty- 
four which form the subject of his book. We may sum up his pages 
as follows, taking the liberty to change his order somewhat. Of the 
eight categories into which Kautzsch divides the Pauline citations 

the first three include nearly two-thirds of the whole number. Firstly, 
there are twenty-four texts which are cited exactly according to 

the Septuagint and are also in exact agreement with the Hebrew. 
Secondly, ten texts are found to be in accord with the Septuagint 
but not in entire agreement with the Hebrew. Really only three 
of these ten (Psalm 50. 6, Isaias 1. 9, and Deuteronomy 32. 43) show 
more than very slight verbal difference from the Masoretic text. In 

the third place come twenty texts which vary slightly from the word- 

ing of the Septuagint but are also different from the Hebrew. One 

_ 7 1) Genesis 2. 24 is cited at length in Ephesians 5.31 and partially in first 
Corinthians 6. 15; — 2) Genesis 15. 6 in Romans 4. 3 and Galatians 3. 6; — 3) Le- 
viticus 18.5 in Romans 10.5 and Galatians 3. 12; — 4) Leviticus 19.18 in Ro- 
mans 13. 9 and Galatians '5. 14; — 5) Deuteronomy 25. 4 in first Corinthians 9. 9 
and first Timothy 5.18; — 6) Job 41. 13 in Romans 11. 35 and first Corinthians 
2. 16; — 7) Psalm 142. 2 in Romans 3. 20 and Galatians 2. 16; — 8) Habacuc 2. 

4 in Romans 1.17 and Galatians 3. 11; — 9) Isaias 40.13 in Romans 11. 24 and 
first Corinthians 2. 16. 

* De Veteris Testamenti locis a Paulo Apostolo allegatis. Leipzig, 1869. 
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can have no doubt that these sixty texts are cited from the Greek Sep. 

tuagint. There is no other possible explanation of their Septuaginta) 

Greek wording. With our fourth category (changing Kautzsch’s 
order) begins the series of texts which depart appreciably from the 

Alexandrian letter. There are twelve passages varying rather wi. 
dely from both exemplars but definitely Septuagintal in their word. 
ing, and actually nearer, in their whole mode of expression, to the 

Septuagint. In the fifth place come five citations (Osee 2. 25; Isaias 
28. 164; 29.10; 25. 8; Osee 13.14), which are about equally distant 
from both Bibles. Sixthly, we have two (Isaias 28. 11; 52. 7) which, 
while differing widely from both textual forms, are somewhat nearer 
to the Hebrew. Similar to these are three (Habacuc 2.4; Exodus 
9.16; Deuteronomy 32.35) which show conformity to the Hebrew 
but are partly at one with the Septuagint. Seventhly and lastly 
stand two texts—both from Job (5.13 and 41. 3)—-which appear to 

be non-Septuagintal and are closer to the Hebrew. 
Kautzsch seems. to have proved satisfactorily that at least over 

seventy of the eighty-four citations in question depend on the Alexan- 
drian Greek version. There are only twelve texts about which a 
doubt may be entertained and even in the case of ten of these the use 
of the Septuagint does not seem to be entirely excluded. The author 

sums up his conclusions on page 108 by stating that he has found 
thirty-four citations (nine of which are of fair length) corresponding 

accurately with the Septuagint. Besides these there are forty-eight 
examples of free citation, thirty-six of which do not exhibit any 
greatly considerable departure from the Alexandrian version; ten 

show very great freedom; and two, while departing very far from the 
Greek exemplar, still betray an acquaintance with its wording. The 
two citations from Job are the only ones which Kautzsch separates 

from the Alexandrian version.1 — 

1 Sanpay and Heapiam (Epistle to the Romans, Excursus on St. Paul’s use 

of the Old Testament, p. 302) give a less detailed but substantially accurate sum- 

mary of Kautzsch’s results: “The text of his quotations is primarily that of 

the LXX. According to Kaurzscu (De Veteris Testamenti locis a Paulo Apostolo 

allegatis) out of eighty-four passages in which St. Paul cites the O. T. about 

seventy are taken directly from the LXX or do not vary from it appreciably, 
twelve vary considerably, but still show signs of affinity, and two only, both from 

the book of Job... are definitely independent and derived either from the Hebrew 

text or some quite distinct version. Of those derived from the LXX a certail 

number, such for example as Romans X, 15, show in some points a resemblance 

to the Hebrew text as against the LXX.” 
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The Ketubim 

Tt seems that we have no means of knowing what textual form of 

Job was most familiar to St. Paul,1 but the evidence goes to show 

that he quoted Psalms and Proverbs according to the Septuagint. 
In one case of citation from the Greek Psalter, however, we can detect 
the influence of an Aramaic Targum. Since, as appears from our 
Lord’s fourth word on the Cross (Mark 15. 34), the use of an Aramaic 

version of the Psalms was common in Palestine, it is not surprising 
that a popular Targum should have influenced the otherwise Septua- 

gintal wording of Psalm 67.18 in Ephesians 4.8. Apart from this 
example and the free citations of Psalms 13. 1-3 (Romans 3. 10-12), 
and 109. 1 (1 Cor. 15. 25), nineteen of the remaining twenty-two 
borrowings from the Psalter adhere literally to the Septuagint.2 The 
three exceptions are firstly, 68. 22f., the first distich of which is 

somewhat abbreviated, modified as regards word-order, and conta- 
minated by a reminiscence of Psalm 34. 8; secondly, 93. 11, which is 
adapted to the context of first Corinthians 3.20 by the change of 
tav avOperev into rév codév; and thirdly, 142, 2, also adapted to 

| 
) 

1 Kautzsch and Vollmer suspect that St. Paul did not know the Septuagint 
version of Job. His two citations are, they think, from some other Greek transla- 

tion. Unfortunately, we have no means of knowing to what extent the Septua- 

gint Job was used in New Testament times. Philo’s one citation from that 

book (Job 14. 4; de mutatione nominum 48), does not coincide exactly with the 

Alexandrian text (Cw1j instead of Bios); however, the general form and wording 

seem to suppose the Septuagint. Clement of Rome, who certainly cites the Sep- 

tuagint Jéb about a dozén times (see Funk’s Scriptural Index to his Edition 

of the Apostolic Fathers), uses the same passage as Philo with the same variation 

of Bios for Swy, but in a form nearer to that of the Codex Alexandrinus. The 
fact that the Alexandrian translators sporadically omitted over 375 commata of 

the original, amounting to about one sixth of the whole book, may have at an 

early date given rise to recensions or substitutes of the Septuagint Job, with the 

object of supplying its deficiencies. It is well known that all our extant codices 
supply the missing verses from other Greek versions, especially Theodotion. The 
Most striking literary reminiscence of the Septuagint Job in the New Testament 

18 apparently the phrase: todro por amoByrera: eis owrtnpiav in Philippians 1. 18. 
It coincides so literally with Job 13.16 according to the Septuagint as scarcely 

to leave a doubt as to its place of origin. ‘The proverbial nature of the two Job 
citations of the Apostle would seem to suggest that in both cases he remembered 
an Aramaic Targum rather than the Septuagint text. (See Toy, Quotations in the 
New Testament, New York, 1884, pp. 161 and 172). , 

* The above enumeration of Psalm-citations is four in excess of Kautzsch’s, 

ot Ve have considered as verbally borrowed the Psalm verses: 61. 12, 93. 14, 115. 
» 142, 2, 
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the context of Romans and Galatians by slight alterations, includ. 

ing the substitution of waca odp& for was (Gv. All other changes 
which occur in a few of the Psalm-citations are slight, only involving 
such alterations as those of tense, person or word-order. ‘There can | 
be no doubt that the Apostle habitually intended to cite these hymns 

according to the Septuagint.. That the same is true of Proverbs is 
proved by the literalness with which 25. 21, 22 is reproduced in Ro- 

mans 12.20. The citation of 22.8 in second Corinthians 9. 7 ‘is 
also undoubtedly based on the same translation, as the use of the 

words iAapov ddtyv shows. The substitution of dyam& for evAoyei 
is probably an intentional alteration. These are the two chief ci- 
tations from Proverbs, the use of Proverbs 3. 4 in Romans 12. 17 
and second Corinthians 8. 21 being casual but also dependent on the 
Septuagint text (further compare Proverbs 3. 7 with Romans 11. 25 
and 12.16). 

The Torah 

In quoting the five books of the Law St. Paul naturallyfhad re- 

course to the oldest and, in many ways, the best portion of the Greek 
version.! The Epistles present thirty citations from these five Books 
of Moses, Genesis being cited ten times, Exodus seven, Leviticus 
three, Numbers once, and Deuteronomy nine times.’ No less than 

twenty-four of these thirty quotations are rightly placed by Kautzsch 
in the three lists of passages which depart not at all or only very slight- 
ly from the Septuagint text. Only six citations break loose, as it 

were, from the Alexandrian wording, namely, one from Genesis (2. 7); 
one from Exodus (9. 16), one from Leviticus (26. 12) and three from 
Deuteronomy (21. 23; 31.11-14; 32.35). The text from Genesis is 
really not well catalogued by Kautzsch (No. 73 on his list), because 

the Apostle cited it in its pure Septuagint form, with the addition of 

apétos before advOpwros and “Addu after it: ‘‘ Factus est (primus) 
homo (Adam) in animam viventem ”’ (1 Cor. 15.45). The additions 

1 It was the Pentateuch translated probably before the year 250 B. C. which 

Philo chiefly had in mind, when he wrote his eulogy of the Alexandrian version (dé 
vita Mosis, II, 40): ‘If Chaldeans were to learn thoroughly the Hellenic tongué 

and Hellenes the Chaldean (Hebrew) and then happen to come upon both Scriptu- 

res, namely the Chaldean and the translation, they would certainly regard them as 

sisters or rather recognising them as one and the same, both in contents and i0 

verbal expression, they would stand in amazement and worship, declaring those 

men to be not so much interpreters as hierophants, since they concurred so happily 

in sincerity of thought with the most pure spirit of Moses.” 
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were made by the Apostle himself to serve the purpose of his argu- 
ment, namely, to bring out the antithetic typology of the first Adam. 
The Pharao text from Exodus (Romans 9. 17) marks a real departure 

from the Septuagint, but not such a departure as would warrant 

the view that St. Paul entirely left it in order to follow the Hebrew 
or an Aramaic version. There are three clauses in the sentence quo- 

ted, the principle clause a) and two subordinate clauses, b) and e¢). 

It reads: @) eis avté Todto é€yyeipa oe b) érrws évdetEouar év coi THY 
Suvaptv pov ¢@) Kai O1rws OlayyeAy TO Gvoud pov év wdon TH yn. Now 

¢) follows the Septuagint exactly; the Septuagintal variation from 

the Hebrew in 5), namely, ‘“‘ to show my strength in thee,’’ rather 
than ‘‘ to show thee my strength,’ is also enough to prove that 

St. Paul here remembered the Septuagint, in spite of his changing 
iva to dws and also probably ioyvv to dvvayv.1 The chief difficulty 
occurs in the principle clause a), where every word is different from 
the Septuagint (évexev trovtov orernpyOys). St Paul reverts to the 
stronger opening of the Hebrew text, using the more powerful phrase 

cis auto TovTo and the active verbal form é&jyepa. This latter will 
be found to correspond with the Hebrew pn syn, if we understand 
it in the sense of ‘‘ raising up to royal power,’ i. e. ‘‘ setting up as 
king’ (cfr. Zach. 11.16). Here St. Paul deliberately changed the 

wording of the LXX, in order to bring out the positive will of God 

in regard to Pharao. ? 
The case of Leviticus 26. 12, forming part of the long composite 

citation in second Corinthians 6.16, is one of commixture. It is at 
least clear that the Apostle had the words of the Levitical.text prim- 
arily in his memory, and his use of the special word éyrepitratycw 
shows the Septuagint to be his source. In fact the whole series 
of words: éumepiratyocw (év avtois) kai éoopat atvtév OQéds, Kai adroi 

éoovrai pot Aads is identical with the Septuagint (Codex A), except 

for the change of the second person to the third (airév, avrot). The 

words which precede, namely, évoKjow év avrots (kat) are probably 
_ the Apostle’s own rendering of a thought contained in a very si- 

milar passage of Ezechiel 37.27. Itis not at all surprising that the 
composition of this quadruple or quintuple citation should have 
brought into St. Paul’s mind a crowd of biblical reminiscences, some 
of them perhaps more close to the Hebrew text. Hence the use of 

 ddvanw is the reading of Codex Alexandrinus in Exodus 9. 16, but we may 
well Suspect that the scribe has conformed his text somewhat to Romans 9. 17, 

* CoRNELY, Comm. in Ep. ad Romanos, p. 503: “‘ Procul dubio jin his versioe 

nem, quam, in reliquis fideliter sequitur, consulto mutavit, ut eam argumento suo 
pressius accommodaret.”’ 
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this initial phrase, which is biblical, but is found nowhere in these 
exact terms. 1 

The three Deuteronomic passages remain. There are seven 

examples to show that St. Paul was accustomed to cite this book 
according to the Septuagint. How, then, are we to explain three 
rather considerable deviations from its text? The first example ig 
Deuteronomy 21. 23 cited in Galatians 3.13. The Hebrew reads: 

‘* A curse of God he who is hanged,”’ the first word being a noun of 
feminine gender (qgillath) and not a verbal passive participle. The 
Septuagint translates: ‘‘ Accursed (xexatypapyévos) by God is every- 
one hanged on a tree.’”’ The Apostle certainly takes the words 
ads (6) Kpeuduevos éri EvAov from the LXX, inserting the definite 
article. The beginning of the sentence is marked by the omission of 
vrd Ocot? and the change of xexatypapuévos into émKatdpatos, the 
omission being probably due only to the desire of abbreviation, 

while the change of the participle into a verbal adjective follows 
from the natural psychological tendency to use a more familiar word 

(émuatapatos occurring close on twenty times in Deuteronomy alone). 

The change also goes very naturally with the omission of jad Oceoi. 
That the Apostle freely followed the Alexandrian version rather 

than the Hebrew seems to be further elucidated by the probability 

that, if the Hebrew had come to his mind in anything more than 

a subconscious way, he would have used the forcible Greek equi- 

valent (xatdpa) of its opening Hebrew word, inasmuch as he is citing 

a passage which immediately follows the statement that ‘* Christ 
redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a curse on our 

behalf’? (Galatians 3.13). 

The famous text of Deuteronomy 30. 11-14 is pressed into service 
by the Apostle (Rom. 10. 6-8) not to voice a prophetic argument but 

merely to give literary expression to the message which the person- 
ified ‘‘ Justice-of-faith ’? delivers. ‘‘ Moses writes that the man 

1 Cfr. ALLO, Seconde Epttre aux Corinthiens, p. xLviu: “‘ Il fait au chapitre VI, 
16-18, & la mode des rabbins, une longue citation composite ot la provenance de 

quelques éléments est douteuse, et qui peut étre influencée par l’original hébreu; 

il faut y remarquer surtout cette adaptation & la doctrine évangélique (cfr. 

Jean) de Vinhabitation divine dans les Ames, le évoucyjow év atrots..... qui ne se 

trouve 4 la lettre dans aucun des passages de l’Ancien Testament dont il s’inspire.” 

2 Cornely, Comm. in Ep. ad Galatas, p. 489: *‘ Ia potius ideo, quia neces- 

sario subintelligenda erant.” , 
3 Such is the view of the Greek interpreters Chrysostom, Theodoretus, Dama- 

scenus, Theophylactus, Euthymius, and of the Latins, Pelagius, Primasius, Thomas 

Aquinas (as a second interpretation?), Estius, a Lapide, Piconius, Calmet ete. — 

Cfr. CoRNELY in h. 1, p. 549. 
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who does the justice which is of the law shall live in it. But the 

s Justice which-is-of-faith ’’ says: ‘‘Do not say im your heart etc.”’ 
The accommodation of the Deuteronomiec words in the mouth of 
‘“‘ Faith-justice ’? involves a very free use of the respective text and 
the addition (also with verbal freedom) of a phrase from Psalm 106. 
96. Such freedom explains the departures from the Septuagintal 

letter but, that the words themselves are adapted from the Sep- 
tuagint, there can be no doubt. Kautzsch says very truly: “‘ Ap- 

paret primum de textus hebraici usu cogitari non posse, deinde, 
etiam liberrimam hane allegationis formam ad accuratam versionis 

Alex. cognitionem referendam esse.”’ ! 
The third Deuteronomic passage (32. 35; Romans 12. 19), as found 

in the LXX, is marked by considerable variation from our present 
Hebrew text, but it agrees with the Samaritan Pentateuch. St. Paul’s 

| citation agrees with the Hebrew form in the first member (€uol é«édi- 
knows: OP3°) but with the Septuagint in rendering the essential 
word of the second member not by a noun (pbdy retribution) 

but by a verb (avraroddéow).2 St. Paul was, indeed, familiar with 
the great Canticle of Moses in its Greek form, as the citation in 
Romans 15. 10 proves, but in this instance he seems to have mo-. 
dified the Septuagint text under some stronger influence. As the 
Targum of Ongelos practically agrees with St. Paul’s citation, 
we may well suppose that the dominant influence. here was that 

of an Aramaic Targum, which probably had the currency of a po- 

pular proverb.. Kautzsch’s view seems, therefore, to be very rea- 
sonable: ‘‘ Ut nostram sententiam dicamus, Onkelosi versio supra 
jam commemorata DPWN NSIS] SOUP TP eo nos adducit, ut 

Pauli allegationem ad traditionem quandam scholasticam de loco 
illo celeberrimo pervulgatam referamus. Annon maxime mirum esset, 
Onkelosum Pauli aequalem et fortasse contubernalem prorsus in 
eandem loci illius interpretationem incidisse, nisi certa quaedam 
interpretandi forma iamdudum exstitisset. Minime igitur habemus, 

cur locum nostrum ad expressam textus hebraici curam referamus; 
imo Paulus retentis versionis Alex. verbis loci formam Iudaeorum 
doctoribus usitatam proferebat, fortasse ne memor quidem textus 
utriusque discrepantiae. Effatum enim illud e carmine celeberrimo 
repetitum, tantopere faciens ad confirmandos audientium animos 
certe in Iudaeorum orationibus viguisse nemo erit qui neget ’’(p. 77). 

* 0. c., p. 81. Kautsch’s note, in which he attributes a midrashic distortion 

of the biblical text to the Apostle, is entirely erroneous. . 
> The Septuagint text reads: év qugog exdtcioews dvrawodwow. See Appendix 

Ht, No. XXII. 
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Our conclusion, therefore, must be that in all the thirty passages 
which St. Paul cites from the Pentateuch, only thus single Deutero. § 
nomic text can be attributed to the predominant but apparently not 

exclusive influence of another version than the Alexandrian Sep. 

tuagint, 

The Nebiim 

if we turn to the citations from the Prophets, we shall find that, § 

since no borrowing from Ezechiel reaches the level of citation, we have F 
to consider just thirty quotations. Of these twenty-three are from | 
Isaias, one from Jeremias, and six from the minor Prophets, the quota 
for these latter being: Osee three, and Joel, Habacuc, Malachias one § 
each. The citations from Joel and Malachias are manifestly accord- } 

ing to the wording of the Septuagint, which presents a faithful ver 
sion of the Hebrew. The only thing to be noted is that in the text | 
of Malachias the Apostle departs from the chiastic order both of the 
Hebrew and the Alexandrian version. It is for the sake of emphasis | 

and closer connexion with the preceding context (Rom. 9. 12) that he [ 
writes: Iacob dilexi, Hsau autem odio habui instead of Dilext Iacob, } 

Esau autem odio habui (Mal. 1. 2). 
The text of Habacuc 2.46 as cited in Romans differs from the 

Septuagint text only in the omission of a you, which pronoun Codex B | 
of the LXX places after wiorews (representing doubtless a Hebrew 

reading °n719s83 (cfr. St. Jerome in Abacuc, 1. I. C. 2; PL. X XV, | 
1289 and 1292), while Codex A sets it after dicaos (in all probability 
a scribal displacement). In the citation of the same text in Gala- 

tians there is the further omission of a 6é at the beginning. It 
seems certain that the Apostle quotes the Septuagint text of Haba- 

cuc and that the omission of the pou attested by the best codices 

of the Alexandrian version is a matter of abbreviation. 
The passages from Osee constitute a more difficult problem 

The citation found in Romans 9. 25, 26 is compound, being chiefly 
made up of two elements taken from the beginning and end of 4 

symbolic prophecy which occupies nearly two octavo pages (Osee | 

2.1 and 2.25 Rahlfs’ edition). These elements change places, but 
the wording of 2. 25 is further influenced by. the verse immediately 
preceding 2.1, and also by.a verse closely following it (2.3). The 
first distich of the citation is, therefore, a fusion of Osee 1. 9 (xadéow); | 
2.3 (i. e. as regards the order, namely, the putting of ‘ ammi before 
ruhamah), and 2. 25 (#yamrnuévny and not 7yAenpévnv). The second 
distich is identical with the Septuagint text of Osee 2. 1 as read 
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/in the Codex Alexandrinus (with addition of exe? and omission of 

ai airot). It is to be noted, however, that in the first distich the 
affinity of the wording is with that of Codex Vaticanus, for the 

Alexandrinus reads yAenpevyv. The examination of this composite 

text consequently goes to show that its source is the Septuagint 

version. Two points settle the matter, namely the use of yyamnpévy 
as a translation of 19/7), and the absolute identity of the second 
distich with a particular form of the Alexandrian Greek text. 

Osee 13.14 appears in first Corinthians 15.55 in subordination 

to a citation from Isaias 25.8: Absorpta est mors in victoria. This 

fact and the whole oratorical context in which the citation stands 
sufficiently explain the very considerable variation which the words 

of the Septuagint undergo. The version reads: zoi 4 Sikn cou Odvate; 
ov TO Kévtpov cou gon; but dicy, without real alteration of the sense, 
is replaced by the like-sounding vixos of the preceding citation, and. 
the dominant word of the whole context, @avaros is maintained in 
the second part, instead of its synonym daddys. By drawing the pro- 
noun gov towards the beginning of both questions the Apostle 
heightens the rhetorical effect of triumph over death. The Septua- 
gint transiation is at least a substantially faithful rendering of the 
Hebrew sense, but moreover a very good defence may be made of 
its verbal accuracy. 

Of Jeremias very little need be said. The Apostle condenses 
the substance of over fifty words (Jeremias 9. 23, 24) into five: 6 
Kavyépevos év Kupiy xavydoOo, which dictum forged from the words 
of the Septuagint he uses twice over (1 Cor. 1. 31 and 2 Cor. 10.17), 
once with formula and once without. 

St. Paul’s favourite Prophet is Isaias. Four of the Apostle’s quo- 
tations from him are placed by Kautzsch among the two dozen which 
differ neither from the Septuagint nor from the Hebrew.1 Two 
adhere to the Septuagint where it varies but slightly from the He- 
brew.2 Hight depart somewhat from-the wording of the Septua- 

gint, without coming any closer to the Hebrew.* Thus fourteen 
out of the twenty-three Isaian passages are undoubtedly from the 
Septuagint. Four besides enter into composition with other texts, 
but there can be no doubt about their provenance. The citation 
from Isaias 28. 16> in Romans 9. 33 and 10. 11 is purely Septuagintal, 

as the verb xara yuvOyoceTa Shows, in spite of the change of mood 

' Isaias 22.13; 49. 8; 58. 1; 54. 1 (therefore from the two great sections of 
the book). 

* Isaias 1.9 and 52. 15. 
® Isaias 10. 22; 11.10; 29.14; 40.13; 52.5; 59. 7f; 65.1; 65..2. 
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from (ov uy) xatacyvv0y. The addition éx’ aut@, vouched for by 
SAQ against B, probably belongs to the authentic Septuagint. I), 

Romans 9. 23 this passage is preceeded by the words: idov tiOnm é& 
Diov AiMov, which are a free abbreviation of idol éya éuBdddw eis th 
Ocuéda Lewv rAiGov (28.162). The fourfold description of the stone 
is omitted, but St. Paul mentions one of those descriptives in Ephe. 

sians 2. 20 (axpoywviaios). * Instead, the present context of Romans, 

which is concerned with the apostasy of Israel, reminds the Apostle 

of the second destination of the stone, namely, that of being 

stumbling block to unbelievers. Hence the words of Isaias 8. 14, 

which really represent the thought predominant in his mind (9. 32), 

take the place of aodutedW, éxAexTov, dxpoywviaiov, évtmov, not, 
however, without assuming peculiar form. Instead of the Greco- 
Isaian AGov apdécKkoppa ... wéertpas mrGpa, the Apostle’s mind sei- 
zes the thought in a form which exactly represents the Hebrew 
FID PAN sees iWon “yu. Here (one would be inclined to think with 

Cornely), the remembrance of the Hebrew text was the determinant 
factor, but, as St Peter uses the same form: A@os apooKkémpatos kai 
aétpa oKxavdddov (1 Petr. 2. 8), and St. Paul not only frequently 
uses the word oxdvédadov (Rom. 16. 17; 1 Cor. 1. 23; Gal. 5. 11), but 
also joins awpdoxoupa and oxavdadov together in another passage 
(Rom. 14. 13), it is possible that he was not the creator of this 

particular modification of the Greek Isaias 8. 14, but that it had 
fixed itself in Christian language before him, perhaps under the in- 

fluence of some unwritten phrase of our Lord Himself, Who spoke 
more than once of scandals and of those who should be scandalised 
in Him. 

Three other cases of composition present less difficulty, because 

they are more a matter of juxtaposition. A citation from Isaias 
59. 20, 21a is completed by a clause from Isaias 27. 9 ¢ in the section 

of Romans which prophesies the final salvation of Israel (11. 26 f). 

The words are quoted from memory out of the Septuagint, without 

any thought of the Hebrew, which differs rather considerably. This 
is an interesting example of the way in which texts were connected 

by verbal and phonetic association in St. Paul’s memory. The first 
part: ‘‘ There shall come out of Sion the one who delivers, he shall 
turn away impieties from Jacob, and this for them is the covenant 
from me ”—this portion would, apart from the omission of a xal 
between the two sentences, be exactly Septuagintal in wording, only 

1 Compare 2 Petr. 2. 6-8. The Prince of the Apostles uses the same abbre- 

viated form of Isaias 28. 16a, but adds three of the descriptive adjectives. 
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for the change of cvexev into é« before 2idv.. The change is unin- 
zentional, for it does not help the Apostile’s argument in the least. 
It is apparently due to the influence of numerous Psalm passages, 
in which “ex Sion” occurs.1 The addition of the clause: ‘‘ cum 
abstulero peccata eorum ”’ from Isaias 27. 9c is also due to a crowding 

| of mnemonic associations. It agrees with the Septuagint except for 
the pluralisation of duaptiav and the transposition and pluralisation 

of. the pronoun avro#. The recalling of. this verse would be due 

not only to the association of doeBetas dad ‘JaxéB (59. 206) with 

dvopia “laxwB (27.94) but also to the general similarity of sound and 
sense between avty é€atw atrots 4 map’ éuot Sabyen (59. 21a) and 
touTo éotw 4 evrAovia avtod (27.96). Ttis also likely that the change 
in the grammatical number and order of the words in 27. 9c is at- 
tributable to the influence of a remembrance of Jeremias 31. 33, 34 
(LXX 38. 33, 34), there being a marked affinity between Isaias 59. 

20 and the great oracle quoted at length in Hebrews 8. 8-12. 

Again, Isaias 45. 23 appears slightly combined in Romans 14. 11, 
but there are amply sufficient signs to indicate the source of the cita- 
tion. The Apostle certainly intends to take from the canticle ap- 

pended to.the Cyrus-prophecy of Isaias a testimony for the absolute 

and universal sovereignty of God. The essential words he quotes 

with little change: ‘‘ quia mihi flectetur omne genu, et omnis lingua 
confitebitur Deo.” The first member of the distich shows no va- 
riation from the Greek text; the second, with change of word-order 
only, corresponds entirely with the reading of the Septuagint as 
given by the two important codices Alexandrinus and Marchalianus. 
The Apostle follows the two characteristics of this special type of 

Septuagint text, namely, the use of éFouoAoyyoeTa instead of the 
verb ‘to swear,” and the dative r@ Oc@ instead of tov Oedv (B) or 
tov Kipiov (S*). There is no doubt, therefore, that the citation repre- 
sents a particular form of the Septuagint, for a conformation of AQ 
to the Pauline text seems to be excluded here. The introductory 

phrase: ‘‘ Vivo ego, dicit Dominus” placed before the citation is 
surely Septuagintal and derived most probably from Isaias 49. 18. 2 

As the second (or third?) component of the citation in second Co- 
tinthians 6. 16-18 St. Paul gathers three short imperative sentences 
from Isaias 52. 11, setting a did before the first and a Aéye: Kupuos 
alter the second: ‘‘(Propter quod) exite e medio eorum, et separa- 

mini (dicit Dominus), et immundum ne tetigeritis.”” The parts are 

1 Psalms 13.7 (52.7); 19.2; 49.2; 109. 2; 127.5; 133.3; 134. 21. 

2 It is also found in other passages of the Old Testament, e. g., Jeremias 

22. 24, Ezechiel 5.11, and (without “ dicit Dominus”) in Numbers 14. 21. 
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gathered from memory, without attention to the order found in the 
Septuagint text (1, 2, 3 of the Prophet being so transposed that the 
order is 2, 3, 1 in the Apostle’s citation). Otherwise there is no 
variation beyond the change of avtys into atteév. In the form of 

the third imperative (aateoGe) St. Paul agrees with Codex 8, and. also 
probably with AQ (for areca is to be regarded only as an ortho. 
graphical error), against Codex B which reads aynoe. 

Much more like a chemical compound is the commixture of Isaias 
29.10 and Deuteronomy 29.3 in Romans 11.8. In the intention 

of the Apostle, the citation is predominantly Isaian, although only 

three words from that Prophet are inseparably fused with a free and 
more extensive remembrance of the Deuteronomic text. The very 
first verb of the passage of Isaias (aremdtixev) is deuteronomised into 

édwxev but the Prophet’s qualification of the draught (avedua xara- 
views) is verbally maintained, while the subsequent mention of 

‘* blinded eyes ’’ in Isaias leads the Apostle’s mind away to Deute- 
ronomy once more, in adapting which he transposes the negative 
from the principal verb to the infinitives ((tod uy PAéwev... Tou wy 
adxovew) and changes the last phrase ‘‘ usque ad diem hunc”’ into 
the more usual “ usque in hodiernum diem” (Gen. 19.37; 35. 4; 
Numbers 22.30; Deut. 11.4 etc.). Notwithstanding this extraor- 
dinary blend of two texts, which even Origen was unable to trace to 
the pages of the Old Testament, there is no reason to think that 
St. Paul embodied any elements in it except what his memory held 

from the Septuagint. 

Thus twenty passages of Isaias quoted by the Apostle are drawn 
from the Alexandrian version with more or less verbal accuracy. 

About the remaining three we cannot feel so sure. In the order of 
the Prophet they are: 1) ‘‘ Absorpta est mors in victoria(m) ”’ from 
chapter 25. 8 (1 Cor. 15. 54); 2) ‘‘ Quoniam in aliis lingnis et labiis 
aliis loquar populo huic: et nec sic exaudient ” from chapter 28. 49 
(1 Cor. 14. 21); 3) “‘ Quam speciosi pedes evangelizantium pacem, 
evangelizantium bona ’’ from chapter 52.7 (Romans 10.15). 

In the first text the Alexandrian translator, as well as Aquila, 

Symmachus, St. Jerome and the Masoretes read the verb in the active 

form Piel; St. Paul, and Theodotion with him, suppose on the contrary 
the passive form Pual. Moreover, instead of the natural equivalent 

of the final M¥3? namely, “for ever” (eis tédos [Symmachus] or 
eis tov diéva as in Isaias 13. 20; 28. 28; 33. 20; 57.16), St. Paul 
adopts eis vixos (similarly Aquila and Theodotion), whereas the 

Septuagint has the peculiar translation isyvoas. Did St. Paul have 
the Hebrew text m3) nian pps in mind and give his own transla- 
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tion of it, assigning to the last prepositional phrase a meaning which 
if sometimes receives even in the Septuagint (2 Sam. 2.26)? We 

cannot be sure, but Vollmer thinks that there is sufficient evidence 
to lend probability to the opinion that other Greek versions and 

possibly thati known under the name of Theodotion were already in 
eirculation.!. The Apostle and Theodotion happen to coincide 
exactly in this sentence, for they both read xatewd@n 6 @dvatos eis 

vicos, With passive verb and identical rendering of the final prepo- 
sitional phrase. Now, if Theodotion cannot be supposed to have 
belonged to the first half of the first century (even on the basis of the 

order ‘‘ Theodotion, Aquila” of Irenaeus (contra Haereses, III, 21; 
PG. .VIT, 946) perhaps a pre-Theodotion may be presumed to have 

existed in St. Paul’s day.2 However, with regard to so short a sent- 
ence aS that which we are considering there is no sufficient reason 

to postulate such a version. The Pauline citation seems certainly 
to be non-Septuagintal, but it is quite possible that the Apostile’s 

memory, in the case of this short solemn sentence, reproduced a 
synagogal form like that found in the proverbial ‘‘ Vengeance is 
mine etc.”’ 

The second Isaian text which takes a very different form from the 

Septuagint in the Apostle’s quotation of it is that in which the words 
of the Prophet are adduced under the name of “‘ Law,” in order to 
show that glossolaly is rather a sign to bewilder infidels than a sign 
to edify the faithful: ‘‘ In lege scriptum est: Quoniam in aliis linguis 
(év érepoyAwooos = persons speaking a foreign language) et labiis 
aliis loguar populo huic: et nec sic exaudient me, dicit Dominus. 
Itaque linguae in signum sunt non fidelibus sed infidelibus etc.” 

1 VOLLMER 0. ¢c., p. 75f: ** Kautsch (p. 104 A. 1) meint nach Zuriickweisung 
der Ansicht, dass Theodotion in seiner Uebersetzung des dfteren vom Neuen Testa- 

ment abhange, des Apostels Worte seien als eine abweichende Lesart in die He- 
xapla eingetragen und dann von einem Schreiber irrtiimlich als eine Uebersetzung 
des Theodotion verstanden worden. Aber es ist sehr beachtenswert, dass die Fort- 

setzung jenés-alttestamentlichen Wortes in Apok. 21. 4 auch nicht nach der Septua- 

ginta gegeben wird, sondern sich viel inniger mit Symmachus bertihrt (Field II, 
472 A 13) der einer Notiz des Procopius zufolge hier mit Aquila und Theodotion 

ubereinstimmte. Bei der Apokal. Joh. hat man sich denn auch, ebenso wie bei 
Hermas, der Beobachtung wiederholter Uebereinstimmung mit Theodotion nicht 
verschliessen kénnen und die Moéglichkeit ausgesprochen, dass diese Version hier 
thatsachlich bereits benutzt sei, Wird man nun aber auch berechtigtes Bedenken 

tragen, Theodotion so frith anzusetzen, dass Paulus ihn kénnte gekannt haben, 
80 steht doch der Annahme nichts im Wege, dass wie zu Beginn des zweiten 
J abrhunderts, auch bereits vorher neben der Septuaginta noch andere griechische 

Versionen circulierten.” 

* VottmeEr, ibidem. 

20 
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(Isaias 28.11; first Corinthians 14.21). It is evident that St. Pay 
quotes Isaias with great freedom. Both in the Hebrew and the 
Septuagint the order is ‘lip’ and ‘“‘ tongue.”” The Apostle reverse, 
this order and renders the phrase ‘“ with another tongue,’’ py 
év étepoyAdocos (Septuagint dia yAwoons érépas). The phrase “ ip 
persons barbarous of lip”? (LXX: dia davrAcpov yerdwv) is just & 
xetlcow étrépwv. The verb (Aadéw), which the Hebrew has in the 

third singular and the’ Alexandrian Greek in the third plural, 
St. Paul puts in the first singular, in the mouth of God. The only 
phrase common to Hebrew, Greek and Paul is 7@ Aa@ TovTy; the 
concluding phrase oud’ ovtws eicaxovaovtat (pov) echoes only very 

distantly the Greek phrase, odk 4@é\noav daxovew which. corresponds 
exactly with the Hebrew (Isaias 28.12c). .Strictly speaking, these 
words do not belong to the citation at all, because they represent, 
without any verbal borrowing the sense of Isaias 28.13, with only 
just a slight phonetic reminiscence of Isaias 28.12¢. There seems to 
be no question, as is often suggested, that the citation was influenced 
by Deuteronomy 28.49. Neither can we agree with Volimer that 
the wording comes from an early Greek translation akin to Aquila. ! 
This Pontic interpreter was notoriously verbal? and consequently 
it seems exceedingly improbable that his translation of Isaias 28. 11 
followed an earlier version which closely resembled St. Paul’s para- 
phrase. Origen’s words do not compel us to think that the improb- 

able occurred in this particular case. Ali things considered, and 

having in view both the paraphrastic character of the citation and a 

certain liking for érepo- compounds on St. Paul’s part, it seems best § 
to suppose that he freely expressed the thought of the passage, not — 

however, without some slight remembrance of the Septuagint, the 

1 VOLLMER (p. 29, 30) is at one with Kautsch in granting that Origen’s attes- 

tation: evpov ta ivoduvapotvra tH NéSer Tadty év TH Too "AxvAou éppnveia Keipeva (Phi- 

localia, 9, P.G. XIV, 1077, note 86) refers to the Isaian provenance of the passage 

cited as ‘‘ Law,” but he contends that icodwvapotvra must mean rather close simi- 
larity of expression, also urging the fact that Aquila translated 195 (Psalm 113. 1) 

and also sz> yb) (Isaias 33.19) by the word érepdyAwooos (Hatch andRedpath 
8. v.). The use of the verb icoduvapetv in the Prologue of Ecclesiasticus would, 

moreover, tend to show that Origen found a very close correspondence between 

this verse of the Prophet and the Apostle’s citation. 
2 Cfr. St. Jerome’s well-known characterization of the three chief post-Sep- 

tuagintal translations (Preface to Chronicle of Husebius, PL., XX VII, 35): “ Aquila 

et Symmachus et Theodotion... diversum paene opus in eodem opere prodiderunt, 

alio nitente verbum de verbo exprimere, alio sensum potius sequi, tertio non roul- 
tum a veteribus discrepare.”’ 

3] Timothy 1.'3, 6.3; 2 Cor. 6. 14. 
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eneral vocabulary of which is preserved in the citation. It is note- 

worthy that the Apostle’s quotations from the two Isaian groups 
XXIV-XXVIT and XXVIUI-XXXTIT are mostly very free.1 It 

will be remembered, for instance, that the Ai@os passage quoted in 

Romans 9. 33 comes, in the text of Isaias, only a half-dozen verses 
later than that which we are considering, and this is only one of five 
or six free citations from the same groups. "What the reason of this 

relative departure from the LXX may be it seems impossible to 

conjecture. There is, however, sufficient. evidence that St. Paul 

knew these portions of Isaias according to the Septuagint Version. 
(Compare, especially, 27.9, 26.16, 29.14 with the Pauline citations 

of these texts in Rom. 11.26, 9.33 and first Corinthians 1.19). 
Our last text belongs to the ‘Hbed Yahweh prophecies. In Romans 

10.15 the Apostle quotes Isaias 52. 7 in a form which is not a literal 
translation of the Hebrew, but is still more distant from the letter of 
the LXX. With addition of the few words immediately preceding, 
the Hebrew source of this citation is exactly rendered by St. Jerome: 
“go ipse qui loquebar ecce adsum. Quam pulchri super montes 

pedes annuntiantis et praedicantis pacem, annuntiantis bonum, prae- 

dicantis salutem, dicentis Sion: Regnabit Deus tuus.’’ St Paul ab- 
breviates the text, taking only the italicized words and changing 
the grammatical number of the last two, thus: és wpato: oi wddes 
Tav evayyeACouévov dyabad. The abbreviated text is in fair conform- 
ity with the Hebrew, but our present Septuagint form of the verse 

f; goes with the preceding sentence in this way: wdpeyu ws wpa éri TOV 
12 épéwv, ws wédes ebayyedopevov aKoiv eipyvns, ws évayyedCouevou ayaba 
f. «th. The word wpa is, of course, to be taken in the sense of ‘‘ spring 
f beauty’ or “ beauty ”’ simply, ? so that the Septuagint text should 
fF be translated: “‘I am present as beauty upon the mountains, as the 

feet of him who announces tidings (mishmac?) of peace ete.’? The 

opening words of the Hebrew sentences: (Quam speciost) are VISITS, 

translated ws evapemeis by Theodotion, ri evrperets by Symmachus, 
and ti wpadbyoav by Aquila. 

While St. Paul follows the true sense of the Hebrew like these 
translators, it is not likely that he is dependent on a pre-Theodotion 

or a pre-Symmachus or a pre-Aquila. If, however, he used a Greek 
translation, that translation must have rendered the Hebrew ys3-n 

* Cir. 1 Cor. 15, 54 (Isaias 25, 8); Ephesians 5. 14? (Is. 26.19): Rom. 11. 26 
(Is. 27. 9); Rom. 9. 33 (Is. 28. 16); Rom. 11. 8 (Is. 29. 10); 1 Cor. 1. 19 (Is. 29. 14). 

* St. Jerome In Isaiam 52.7 (PL, XXIV, 501) dpa “,.. aut tempus significat 
aut pulchritudinem.” 
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adjectivally.1. In spite of Vollmer’s criticism of Kautzsch (p. 3) 

Note 1) which is partly deserved, inasmuch as Kautzsch regards th. & 

present LXX reading as nonsense, we are inclined to agrée with the 
latter in his opinion that the original reading of the LXX was 4, 

wpata. The present text, with its purely adscititious ws before awédeg 

seems to be the result of a scribal mistake at the beginning of the 

sentence, such as writing os apa for ws wpato. Besides, there jg 
plenty of evidence that St. Paul was familiar with this portion of 
Isaias according to the Alexandrian version. Not to speak of the 

very Septuagintal citation from the Passion of the ‘Hhed Yahweh, 
(53. 1; Rom. 10. 16), three verses in the vicinity of ‘‘ Quam speciosi” 
(52. 7) are quoted. by the Apostle according to the Septuagint, 
namely, 52.5 (Rom. 2. 24), 52. 11 (1 Cor. 6.17) and 52.15 (Rom. 15, 

21). Hence, we seem to be justified in concluding with Kautzsch 
(p. 96), ‘“‘ locum nostrum eorum numero ascribi non potuisse, qui 

consulto a Paulo ad normam textus heb. videntur emendati.”’ 
The examination of the Isaian quotations in the Pauline Epistol- 

ary, therefore, goes to show that the text habitually before the 

Apostle’s mind for all parts of the Prophet’s work was the Alexan- 
drian Greek text. There is no sufficient proof that he used other 

Greek versions, since the departures from the Septuagint can, in one | 
case, be explained by the predominant influence of an Aramaic Tar- 
gum, and in all other cases by failure of verbal memory, some remem- 
brance of the Hebrew text, or the very freedom with which the Apostle 
used. a book which was thoroughly well known tohim.? Inis all but | 
a few details, Kautzsch’s thesis seems to stand firm. It is also 
noteworthy that the Apostleseems to use the greatest liberty in quoting 
Deuteronomy and Isaias, both books which he knew very well. 

1 Die Alttestamentlichen Citate bei Paulus (p. 30). Auch durfte zu Rm 10. 15b 

eine Uebersetzung zu Grunde gelegen haben, die, z. B. Theodotion das 18} adje- 

ctivisch wiedergab. 

2 The assumption of the strong influence of Targumic renderings as formulated 

by Toy (Quotations in the New Testament, XV) is very reasonable, but he goes altog- 

ether too far in the application of this assumption. We can entirely endorse the 
following sentences: ‘“‘ We may suppose that proverbial sayings and Messianic 

passages especially would be remembered; there would be scriptural household 

words then as now. Even a writer well acquainted with the Septuagint would: 

find the familiar Aramaic form of many passages recurring to him; and if he wer? 

writing in Greek, might often naturally take occasion to render his Old-Testament 

quotation from Aramaic into Greek.” 
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The form of St. Paul’s LXX Text 

_ Like all books propagated by manuscript copying, the Septua- 
gint had within two or three hundred years changed some of its ori- 
ginal wording, and by the first Christian century showed in its manu- 

script tradition local varieties of readings which would have allowed a 
textual. critic to distinguish certain types or families of text. Some 

of these types were, no doubt, represented by the later archetypes of 
our great fourth, fifth and sixth century codices. The question, there- 
fore, may be asked, in terms of our chief ancient Manuscripts, what 
form of Septuagint text do St. Paul’s citations represent. From this 
point of view Bleek tried to draw a very sharp distinction between 
the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Pauline Epistolary. ‘‘ Not at 
all negligible,’’ he writes, ‘‘ is the difference observable between our 
Epistle and the Paulines in the textual form of the passages quoted 

from the Septuagint. If we compare these quotations with the two 
chief Manuscripts of the LX X, we find that Paul corresponds over- 
whelmingly with the Codex Vaticanus, while the author of the Epistle 

to the Hebrews, on the other hand, agrees more with the Codex Ale- 

cases of closely verbal quotation. He cites six examples of such 
typically Vatican readings from amongst the very literal citations 
made by St. Paul and six more from the texts which the Apostle ad- 

duces with some freedom. In the former class stand: 1) the reading 

| © (B) instead of of (A) in verse 2@ of Psalm XXXI; 2) xkipie (B) for 

5 xpios (A) at the head of Isaias 53.1; 3) éwawéoarte instead of éar- 
} “ecdtwoav in Psalm 116.1; 4) 6 instead of 6 twice over in the 

f Manna-text of Exodus 16.18; 5) p7€ov Kai Bonoov instead of pHEov 
: kai Béyoov kai téprrov of Isaias 54. 1; 6) the addition ed) co. yévytat 
; «atin the blessing attached to the fourth commandment (Exodus 

f 20.12). T have cited these six examples in order to show how really 
f ignorant Bleek was of the whole matter. Let us take the examples 

| one by one. Firstly, no critical editor now accepts @ as the reading 

of Romans 3.8. Moreover, the of of Codex B of the Apostle (which 
is also the original reading of S) corresponds exactly with the ov of 

the Psalm-text in both A and B. Bleek probably took the reading 
of the Sixtine edition as representing the Vatican Codex which, as a 
Matter of fact, it does not, in the present instance. The truth is, 

-} Der Brief an die Hebraer I, § 82; p. 369. 

xandrinus.” 1 This correspondence of the Pauline citations with 
Codex B against Codex A, Bleek contends, is verified in almost all 

“fe 
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therefore, that St. Paul, the LXX Codex Alexandrinus and the Vatj. 

canus all read ov but the Alexandrinus reads 6 in the Pauline text, 

Secondly, Isaias 54.1 is also identical in A, B, and Paul. Thirdly, 
érawecatwoav is the true reading of Romans 15. 11 and of the Co. 
dex Alexandrinus. Bleek was apparently unaware that the Psalm | 
is missing in the Codex Vaticanus. The reading which Bleek atiyri- 
butes to Romans, with the old Textus Receptus, is really found iy | 

- the Verona and Zurich Psalters (R and T) and, as a corrector’s read- 

ing, in the Psalter of the Codex Sinaiticus. Fourthly, Bleck’s alleged 
discrepancy between A-and B for Exodus 16.18 does not exist, but 
he fails altogether to note that in one point the Apostile’s text differs 

from B, namely, in reading 6Afyov for éAatrov. This Pauline va. 
riation was introduced into the Alexandrinus by a corrector (Baber’s 

second hand according to Swete). Fifthly, the alleged «ai réomoy 

of Bleek’s Alexandrinus (Isaias 54.1) is a phantasm. The addition 

really belongs to Origen’s hexaplaric text, and is placed under an 
asterisk. Sixthly, while the Codex Alexandrinus does omit iva é& 
co yévyta in Exodus 20. 12, it includes the phrase in Deuteron- [—F 
omy 5.16. St. Paul probably cites Deuteronomy (cfr. é€on for yevn), 

but does not entirely agree with either A or B. 
The half-page which Bleek devotes to the preponderance of 

the B text in St. Paul’s literal quotations is, therefore, swarming 
with errors. Not one of his examples proves that the Pauline 

text of the Septuagint was a B text rather than an A text. His 
six examples from among the freer Pauline citations are also wan- 
ting in accuracy. Firstly, the reading of A in Isaias 29. 24ed 
has not a double a’rov distinguishing it from the reading of the 
Codex Vaticanus and St.. Paul’s quotation of this distich in first 
Corinthians 1. 19. Secondly, the two variations which Bleek al- 

leges in the text of Genesis 2. 24 quoted by St. Paul in Ephe- 

sians 5. 31 do not exist. The Alexandrinus reads: évexey tovrov 

Katavetfe avOpwiros tov watépa avtov Kai tTHv pnTépa avTov Kai Tpo- 
oxoAAnOyoeta TH yuvaki abrood xtA. St. Paul disagrees with it, for 
he changes évexev into dvr’, omits the two pronouns after father and 
mother, and changes the final phrase into awpds tHv yuvaica. This 
last variation is not found in the Alexandrinus, as Bleek implies. 
Still less is it in the Vaticanus which has not the early chapters 

of Genesis at all. It is found, however, in the Cottonian (D) and 

Bodleian Genesis (E) and in the recension of Lucian generally. 

Thirdly, Bleek calls attention to the addition of aird in the quotation 

of Leviticus 18. 5, in Galatians 3.12, and neglects its omission by 
all the best codices in the quotation of the same sentence in Romans 
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49.5. The addition, however, belongs neither to A nor to B, both of 
which read a womoas av@pwros, but it appears as a pleonasm in the 
fifth century Codex Ambrosianus (F) of the Octateuch. Fourthly, 

it seems that Bleek took. the Sixtine edition of the LXX to be a 
simple copy of the Vaticanus, for he wrongly attributes to this Codex 

¢he reading @y0w thy oKyvyv pov ev vutv (Leviticus 26. 11), which 
he considers to be reproduced in the évowyjow év advrois of 2 Corin- 

thians 6. 16. As a matter of fact, the reading oxnvjv instead of 

| Sabykyv is equally absent from A and B, but is found in F and the 
| Lucianean recension.1 Bleek happens to be right in his fifth exam- 

| ple, for in Osee 2.25 St. Paul must have read yyapnpévyvy with B 
against the nAenuevyy of A. In regard to the sixth case, which con- 
cerns the citation of Isaias 65.1 by St Paul (Rom. 10. 20), with in- 
version of the two members of the distich, there can be little.doubt 
that Codex B represents the original wording of the Septuagint, with 
(ytotcw corresponding to evedOyv and érepwréow corresponding to 
éupavys éyevounv, a8 in the Hebrew.2 The inversion of the two 
participles not only in the Codex Alexandrinus but also in the Si- 

naiticus and Marchalianus may very well be due to an early scribal 

disturbance caused by a recollection of these inverted Isaian senten- 

ces in Romans. 

Therefore, of Bleek’s dozen examples of B readings in the Pauline 

; quotations from the Septuagint only one can be regarded as certain. 

On the contrary the examples of greater verbal correspondence be- 
tween A and five other Pauline citations (Is. 59.8, Exod. 9.16; Os. 
1.10; Is.10. 22 f.; Is. 45.23) are at least certain as facts, whatever may 
be the explanation in each individual case. There are always two 

or perhaps three possibilities to reckon with, when a Pauline citation 

agrees with one of our extant Manuscripts of the Septuagint against 

another or others, namely, the possibility that the Apostle knew a 
text of the LX X akin to the text of that particular Manuscript and, 

Secondly, the possibility that the Manuscript in question was con- 
formed to the Pauline citation.? The facts have to be ascertained 

1 It is worth while quoting Bleek’s own words in this instance to show how 
confidently he argues from purely erroneous data: “(2 Kor. 6.16 (Lev. 26.11) 

Wo die etwas freie Citation.des Paulus: évojow év a’rois sonder Zweifel aus der 
Lesart des cod. Vat. Sow thy oxnyiv Hou év uutv hervorgegangen ist, wihrend der 
cod. Alex. hat Ojow tiv Stabieny [i @ U. 

> So Sweet in his manual edition, but Rahlfs decides in favour of the reading 
vouched for by the majority of the great codices. 

* The conformation of New Testament citations to the Septuagint text prob- 
ably did not often occur. With Christian scribes the influence of the N. T. would 
have been predominant. 
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first, and then the explanation of the facts sought. Bleek has 

certainly not given an exhaustive elenchus of the facts regarding A 
readings in the Pauline Epistles.1_ The accurate study of the textua] 

form of the Pauline quotations made by Vollmer has added nearly 

a dozen more examples to the list.? A rapid survey of them will § 
suffice here. Vollmer takes his first examples from Bleek. 

The fifth or Isaian contribution (Is. 59.8) in the famous biblical 

enfilade of Romans 3.10 ff., ends in the words: ‘ viam pacis non 
cognoverunt.” St. Paul has ovx éyvwoav which is the reading of 
Codex A of the Septuagint, as distinct from ovc« oidacw in Codex 
B.% Again, the Pharao-text (Ex. 9. 16; Rom. 9.17) has ty duva- 
puv pov With A, instead of tiv ioy’v pov of B. Thirdly, the text 
cited from Osee 1. 10 in Romans 9. 26 stands with A against B, 
by reason of an éket inserted before cAnOyoovra and Kai avto’ omitted 
after it. Again, the A character of Isaias 10. 22 f. (Rom. 9. 27, 28) 
is marked by the omission of avrév after karademspa and the insertion 
of yao after Adyov. In reading Kupios, however, in this abbreviated 
sentence (Is. 10. 22b, 23), instead of Ocds, St. Paul is at one with B, 
although the omission of the definite article before this word assimil- 

ates him once more to A. Fifthly, as we have already seen, ‘‘ omnis 
lingua confitebitur Deo ’’ from our canticle of Feria sexta (Is. 45. 23) 
is, apart from word-order, quoted by the Apostle (Rom. 14.11 and 
partly Philipp. 2.11) in the form exhibited by the Codex Alexandri- 

nus: d6uordoyjoeta TG Oegw in contrast to the more hebraistic duetra 
tov Oeov of the Vatican Manuscript. The further additions which 
can be made to this list are small things, but it must be remembered 
that textual criticism is almost a microscopic science. 

In Isaias 40.13 a, b (Rom. 11. 346) St Paul puts adroo after ouvp- 
Boviros with A, while B places it before that noun. The same text 

is quoted (Isaias 40.13 a, c) in first Corinthians 2. 16, the last mem- 

ber having the form oupBiBaca adtrdv (A) and not the cupPipa of 
Codex B. It has been already mentioned that the reading ar- 

teaGQe. of Isaias 52.11 (2 Cor. 6.17) is found in A and other Manu- 

1 It is now generally admitted that the N. T. citations as a whole often agree 
with the readings of other codices against B. See A. Vaccari Institutiones Biblicae 

I5 (p. 263): ‘‘ Ubi habetur in LXX varia lectio, script. N. T. stant saepe cum ple- 
risque codicibus contra B: v. g. Deut. 6. 4, 5 in Mt. 32. 27 synop.; Ex. 3. 2 in Act. 

7. 30; Deut. 17. 6 in 2 Cor. 13. 1; Prov. 3. 12 in Heb. 12. 6; Is. 22. 22 in Ap. 3. 7. 

Tamen est advertendum, codices non raro fuisse ad textum ILXX conformatos; 

interdum e contrario.”’ : 

2 VOLLMER, Alitestamentliche Citate bet Paulus, pp. 14-17. 
2 Needless to say Codex B has the Pauline reading in the fivefold block taken 

into its text of the thirteenth Psalm from Romans. 
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scripts, while B reads ayWyo6e. Reference has likewise been made to 
4 édéyov instead of éAarrov (B) in the Manna-passage (Exod. 16. 18: 

3 Cor. 8.15), a reading which St. Paul shares with the Codex Alexan- 

drinus (second hand), while Philo reads with the Codex Vaticanus 

(Quis rerum divinarum heres, 191). 1? 
Besides these four examples, the A type of text may be also dis- 

cerned in six other citations of the great Epistles. In Romans 8. 36 
the best Manuscripts have évexev at the head of the citation from 

Psalm 43. 22.2 Herein the Apostle stands with A against the évexa 
of B.. Similarly in regard to the inclusion of é’airé in Isaias 26. 18 
(Rom. 9. 33; 10. 11), in regard to the insertion of tod hefore pj BAé- 
grew (Deut. 29.10: Rom. 11. 8), and in regard to the plural verb in 

the Deuteronomic excommunication-precept (Deut. 17.7: 1 Cor. 

8. 13). St. Paul likewise formulates the law of two or three witnesses 
(Deut. 19. 15) after the manner of A (ota@yoera) against otyoerat 
of Codex B (2 Cor. 13. 1). 

Vollmer makes further mention of the quotations from Psalm 

116 and Isaias 65.1in Romans, but these are not to the point as being 

merely divergent from the Sixtine edition of the Septuagint. Nei- 

ther does Proverbs 22. 28 cited in second Corinthians 9. 7 constitute 
‘a case of A against B. Finally, Vollmer is mistaken in reckoning 
Genesis 21.10 (Gal. 4.30) amongst characteristic A readings. The 
citation rather departs from A in omitting tavtynv after madioxnv. 
There can of course be no question of a B text here, since the B text 
of Genesis X XI does not exist. 

Of the fourteen examples which we have just seen, it will be not- 

iced that seven are from Isaias, three from Deuteronomy, two from. 

Exodus and one each from the Psalter and Osee. The example from 

the Psalter is so insignificant that no one would think of drawing the 
conclusion that St. Paul knew the Septuagint Psalms in a text akin 
to A. In view of the striking case of correspondence between the 
citation Osee 2. 23 and Codex B, there cannot be an undivided verdict 
in favour of an A text of Osee. The two examples from Exodus are 

somewhat doubtful, because there seems to be a very distinct possi- 

bility that St. Paul’s own text is responsible for the dvvauw and 
dAtyov now read in some MSS. of the two respective OT. texts. For 

Isaias and Deuteronomy the assumption that St. Paul’s manuscripts 

1 Vollmer (p. 16) following Mangey’s edition of Philo’s works represents the 
Alexandrian Jew as following the same reading found in the Codex Alexandrinus, 

but Wendland’s edition reads ¢Aarrov instead of sAlyov. 

2 Bleek (p. 370, Note 488) in favour of his B thesis insisted on retaining the 

évexa of the Pauline textus receptus. 
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resembled A would seem to be more tenable. Certainly we must 
make allowance for conformation of parallel texts. Scribes were 

found who inserted four additional Psalmodic pieces and one Isaian 

piece into Psalm XTITI because they found these.joined to 13. 1-3 in 

Romans. The whole addition is part of the Psalm text in the Vati- 
can and Sinaitic Manuscripts (Lower Egyptian text), also in the Pa- 

pyrus Codex U (pap. 37 British Museum: Upper Egyptian) and like- 

wise in the Verona Greco-latin Psalter, the Gallican Psalter (Western 
text) and other Manuscripts and several versions. This is a remark- 
able case of a wide-spread addition purely due to New Testament 

influence. Similarly SA show St. Paul’s citation of Job: ‘‘ Quis prior 
dedit etc.’? added in Isaias 40.14 owing to reminiscence of Romans 
11. 34, 35. The same sort of New Testament influence may have 
resulted not only in additions but also in the change of words or of 
their order, and we have seen examples in which this very likely 

happened. But even when the cases of probable conformation to the 

New Testament text have been deducted, a certain number of cita- 

tions remain in which St. Paul exhibits an A type of text against B. 
There are some three passages from Deuteronomy and seven from 

Isaias where the Apostle was probably acquainted with a Septuagint 

text showing variants that belonged to the archetypal line of the 
Alexandrinus. On the other hand, B readings are not wanting in 
Pauline citations. The most noteworthy are the text of Proverbs 

25. 21f. (Rom. 12. 20) and the B order of the Decalogue from Deuter- 
onomy 5.17. (Rom. 13.9.) In the former text St. Paul has Wo- 
ute with B against toéde in AS; he also has the defining genetive 
aupos (B) which A omits. The second table of the Decalogue is 
given by him in the order: ‘‘ Non adulterabis, non occides, non fura- 
beris ’? (B) instead of: ‘‘ Non occides, non adulterabis,” as AF read 
together with the Masoretic text. It should be further mentioned 
that there are two doubtful cases (Leviticus 18. 5 and 26. 12) in which 
some regard St. Paul as acquainted with a textual tradition repre- 
sented by F, against that of both A and B. Buta much better case 

can be made for an F reading ($:8Aiov) of Deuteronomy 27. 26 (Gal. 
3.10). The conclusion we are forced to, therefore, is that St. Paul, 

as we might expect a priori, used no single known type of Septuagint 

text.1 What form of text he used for each individual: book which 

1 The history of the transmission of the Greek Septuagint is only very imper- 
fectly known. New contributions to it are now coming from the Papyrus Collec- 

tions (See ALLGEIER, Dt. 25. 1-3 im Manchester Papyrus PRE 458, Biblica 19 [1938] 

pp. 1-18). The fragments of Deuteronomy from the second pre-Christian century 

in the John Rylands Library Manchester (P. Ryl. Gk. 458) are considered by their 
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he cites, it is not easy to determine. Certainly a B type of text is 
not much in evidence anywhere except in the one citation from the 

Book of Proverbs. Furthermore, the Psalter of St. Paul can scarcely 

be classed with either A or B, since the two citations from Psalms 43 

and 116 prove nothing. For the Pentateuch, a careful examination 
FE of the facts will apparently not allow even a tentative verdict in re- 

| gard to any book except Deuteronomy, the Apostle’s text of which 

seems to have had some affinities with A. Amongst the Prophets 
also we can single out only the Book of Isaias as showing in seven 
cases out of twenty-three a text approximating to that of the Codex 
Alexandrinus. But we must not think of St. Paul as having always 
read Isaias or Deuteronomy in one uniform recension. We are cer- 
tain that in the Apostle’s day there were plenty of variants in Manu- 
scripts of the Septuagint. The Apostle may have read the same book 
in slightly different forms at Ephesus and at Rome. As a matter 
of fact he quotes a text of only four words (Deut. 25. 4) in two dif- 

ferent forms in a letter written from Ephesus (1 Cor. 9.9) and in 

another written from Rome (2 Tim. 5.18).1 Perhaps the change 

from the usual wording in the former citation is St Paul’s own, per- 
ahaps he read it in a manuscript at Ephesus. 

The Citations in “ Hebrews ”’ 

We have tried to sum up the facts regarding St. Paul’s citations 
from the Old Testament, in view of a comparison with the texts quot- 
ed in the Epistle to the Hebrews. The comparison need not occupy 
very many pages.? In the first place, there can be no shadow of 

editor H. C. Roberts (Two Biblical Papyri in the J. R. Library Manchester, 1936) 

as coming close to the text of A, but Father Vaccari, while admitting that the frag- 

ments may prove, for Deuteronomy only, that the MS supposes a type of text dif- 

ferent from B and its companions, denies any special affinity with the Codex Alex- 

andrinus (cfr. Fragmentum Biblicum saeculi II ante Christum, Biblica 17 [1936] 

p. 503). An assertion regarding one book cannot be transferred to another. ‘Thus 
Sir Frederick Kenyon notes that the text of Numbers in the Chester-Beatty 

Papyri is very close to B, while that of Deuteronomy is different. 

1 Tt is noteworthy that our great codices give the wording but not the order 
of words found in the citation to Timothy, whereas the order of words is retained, 

but the verb changed from pindces to knudoes in the citation to the Corinthians. 
We might regret that the second text of the John: Rylands Papyrus stops at 

Deut. 25. 3. But it is hardly likely that the reading of verse 4 would have 
been that of first Corinthians. 

2 The Scriptural Materials of the Epistle, with all important text-critical 

remarks, will be found in Appendix II. 
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doubt that the author of Hebrews quotes habitually from the Septua- 

gint. We might go further, and say that the Alexandrian transla- 
tion. is the only Bible from which the author has drawn, were it not 
that he quotes Deuteronomy 32. 35 in a non-Septuagintal form, hag 
an allusion to Daniel 6.23 (obturav[erunt] ora leonum, Heb. 11. 33) 

which is absent from the LXX, but is the same as Theodotion’s trans- 

lation closely representing the Aramaic (os leonum), thirdly, he stands 

with the Hebrew in the opening word of his citation from Proverbs 
3.11, fourthly he follows a grammatical structure in a passage of 
Isaias 35. 3 (Heb. 12.12), which is neither the structure found in the 

Septuagint Isaias nor in a parallel passage of Sirach (25. 23), but is 
the actual construction of the respective sentence in the Hebrew 
Isaias. Apart from these four cases, the Septuagint is used by our 

author apparently without the slightest thought or remembrance 
of the Hebrew text, and with very little of that free manipulation 

of Scriptural words which we find so often in St. Paul. The writer 
of Hebrews keeps to his Greek text in a much more academic fashion 

than St Paul, and his indifference to the primigenial Hebrew is some- 
times very striking, as, for instance, when he argues from the Greek 

meaning of dtaOyxy (Heb. 9.15 ff.) and actually uses a corrupt read- 
ing which be found in his copy of the Septuagint (Deut. 29. 18, 
LXX: Heb. 12. 15). 

This, we think, is the whole strength of the general argument 
which would separate Hebrews from the Paulines on the ground of the 
different biblical texts employed in the respective writings. The 
weakness of the argument will be easily seen, when we reflect on the 

following points: 
Firstly, the Psalter is the Book on which our author most largely 

draws. Now it so happens that St Paul has used very little freedom 
in. quoting the Septuagint Psalter. In all his citations from the 
Psalms, except one, in which we may recognise the influence of a 

Targum (67.19), the Apostle closely adheres to the letter of the Sep- 
tuagint. Against this assertion it may be objected that the Apostle 
deals very ecletically with the opening verses of Psalm XIIT (Rom. 
‘3. 10-12), but it will be found that the selection is not due in the least 
to a reminiscence of the Hebrew text, but is simply a matter of abbre- 

viation and adaptation.1 Our author uses similar liberty in an 
abbreviated repetition of some words of Jeremias (Heb. 10. 16, 17). 

1 Even in the opening sentence: ‘‘ Non est iustus quisquam,’”’ where the chief 

word is the Apostle’s own, there is no other force working except the Apostle’s 

desire to abbreviate. 'The insertion of the definite article three times before par- 

ticiples is due to the wish for emphasis. . 
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It might further be objected that, in employing the same half-verse 
of Psalm CIX, the author of first Corinthians (15. 26) and the author 

of Hebrews (10.13) follow two different ways, but it is puerile to 
argue from such differences, without considering the respective con- 

texts, and the mere desire, in each case, of reproducing’not so much. 

the words as the thought of the biblical passage. It may be confid- 
ently asserted that our author takes no less liberties with his Psalter 

text than St. Paul does. Three examples of such liberties in Hebrews 
come immediately to one’s mind, namely, the adoption of a more 

suitable order at the beginning of the citation from Psalm CI and the 
insertion of a phrase in the body of the same citation; secondly, the 
change of the verb which opens verse 22 of Psalm XX; and, thirdly, 
the liberties. taken with the text of Psalm XCIV. In the last-men- 
tioned case we observe a little insertion which finds no parallel in 

_ any other biblical writer except St. Paul. Between the two strophes 

of his citation our author glides in a did, just exactly as St. Paul does 
in the middle of the composite citation in second Corinthians 6. 
16 ff. It is by such little peculiarities that a writer often betrays 
his identity. 

To proceed. In the Pauline citations from the Pentateuch, we 
have not observed any noteworthy departures from the Septuagintal 
letter, except in one passage of Exodus and several of Deuteronomy. 

It really seems that, in the Pharao-text from the former Book (9. 16), 
the Apostle’s memory recalled the Hebrew text. ‘(No such recourse 
to the original language can indeed be assumed in regard to the three 
references to Exodus in our Epistle. We must remember, however, 
that if St. Paul has one hebraizing quotation from Exodus, he has 
also at least four! which are even more exactly Septuagintal than 

those in Hebrews. As a matter of fact, two of the three very brief 
citations in this latter Epistle show slight variations from the Alexan- 
drian text.? In regard to Deuteronomy, we have the really remark- 
able phenomenon that the one quotation in Hebrews (Deut. 32, 35) 
which cannot be classed as simply Septuagintal is from this Book 

and at the same time is common to this Epistle and to Romans. The 
difference of the respective contexts does not in the least suggest 
that the latter Epistle borrows from the earlier one. Of the other 
three or four verbal borrowings from Deuteronomy in Hebrews only. 
one (32. 36) is literally close to the text of the Septuagint. In his 

1 These four Exodic passages 16. 18; 20. 17; 32. 6; 33. 19 are placed in his first 

and most Septuagintal series by Kautzsch. 

2 Exodus 24.8 and 25. 40. 
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use of the fifth Book of Moses, therefore, our author could very well 
be St. Paul, the Apostle. 

Turning to the Prophetic Books, we cannot, with truth, represent 

St. Paul as indulging in free treatment of their Septuagintal text in 
regard to more than two of them. The Apostle plainly. follows the 

Greek translation in citing Joel and Malachias. Neither does he 
depart from it in the one condensed sentence which he extracts from 

Jeremias. Habacue cannot be regarded as an exception either, 
The brief apophthegm which embodies the thesis of ‘‘ justice by 
faith ” is certainly worded according to the Septuagint, without any 
respect to any other form of text, and the same is true of the longer 
citation (Hab. 1. 5) in the Pisidian discourse. Osee and Isaias alone 
remain, but here we have no adequate means of making a comparison 
between Hebrews and the Epistolary. Osee is certainly treated freely 

by St. Paul in the two citations ? which he takes from him, but there © 
is no trace of Hebrew influence in the modifications undergone by 
the texts at the Apostle’s hands. Nay, more, all remembrance of 
the Hebrew text seems to be positively excluded from the special 
rendering of lo-ruhamah. In Hebrews we have no sufficient Osean 
material to judge the question of text. The two words (Heb. 13, 15) 
which may be regarded as an extremely probable allusion to the lan- 
guage of this Prophet are in entire agreement with the Septuagint. 
Again, the influence of Zacharias on the phraseology of the Epistol- 

ary and our Epistle? leaves no room for textual comparison. Aggeus 

is also in our Epistle but nowhere in St. Paul.? We should be glad 
to compare the Isaian text of the citations in the Epistolary with 

the Isaian materials of our Epistle, but the latter amount only to 

fourteen words cited from the Septuagint text (Heb. 2.13), a quasi- 
citations of five words (10. 27) proper to the Septuagint only, another 
quasi-citation (12.11) of seven or eight words, which follows the 
grammatical construction of the respective Hebrew passage (Is. 35. 3) 

and eight small verbal allusions which do not amount to two dozen 

words. With the one exception just indicated, the borrowings are 
all Septuagintal, but are not sufficient to allow a definite verdict for 

or against the Paulinity of our author’s attitude to the text of Isaias. 

We see, therefore, that even from the use of Isaias no argument can 
be constructed. 

1 Osee 2. 23-1. 9-2 1 (LXX); 13. 14. 

2 1 Corinthians 13. 5; 14. 25; Ephesians 4. 25; Hebrews 10. 21; 13. 20. 

3 There is possibly a slight shade of allusion to Aggeus 2. 14 in Titus 1. 15, 

but it cannot be regarded as certain. . 
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As to the objections, that our author argues from the purely Sep- 

tuagintal word dciaOyxy and that he uses a corrupt form of Deuter- 
onomy 2.18, the answer to the first must be a denial of the assertion, 

and to the second, that the relation of the text to its archetype is 

altogether immaterial, when there is merely question of using certain 
* words from a sacred book to express one’s own thought. In eluci- 

i dation of the first answer, it is sufficient to point out that our author 

does not argue from the Jeremian word — berith or diadyxy — 
but from his own and his readers’ recognition of the new ordinance 
as a testament actually ratified by the death of the testator. To 

illustrate the second, it is enough to think of any Scripturist preach- 

ing a harvest sermon and using the words: “‘ A fructu frumenti vini 
et olei sui multiplicati sunt,” although he knows that this particular 
verse of Psalm IV is a mistranslation of the Hebrew and, as it stands, 
is also probably derived from a corrupted text of the Septuagint 
being the basis of our Latin Psalter. 

It may be freely granted that St. Paul is more a Septuagintalist 
in Hebrews than in Romahs, but a matter of ‘‘ more and less’ adds 
no whit of logical force to the machinery which has been set up to 
demolish the traditional conviction that our Epistle has St. Paul 
for its author. . 

It was rather the form of our author’s Septuagint text that Bleek 
tried to forge into an argument against the Epistle’s. Paulinity. 1 
We have already seen that, as regards St Paul, the truth is rather 
the opposite of what Bleek supposed. The Apostle’s citations re- 
present an A text about five times more often than they represent 

a B text. We must now see what the truth is in regard to Hebrews. 

Bleek’s case for the predominant occurrence of the A type of text in 

our Epistle is so obviously biassed that it would scarcely deserve a 
detailed examination, were it not that his view of the tremendously A 
character of the writer’s Septuagint is assumed to be correct even in 
such a recent commentary as that of Dr. Moffat. We must, therefore, 
examine the arguments in detail. 

The most striking point, according to Bleek, is the use (not as a 
citation but as a reminiscence) of the words of Deuteronomy 29. 18 
mentioned above. Our author, like the Codex Alexandrinus inserts 
Tixpias after pa and adopts the erroneous reading évoyAy instead 

of the correct év yoAw of the Vaticanus (sic!).? Now the truth 

1 BLEEK, 0. c., p. 372 ff. ‘‘ Was nun den Brief an die Hebrder betrifft, so ist 
hier das Zusammentreffen mit den besonderen Lesarten des cod. Alexandr. fast 

eben so vorherrschend als beim Paulus mit denen des cod. Vatic.” 

2 Ibid. p. 372: ‘Am auffallendsten ist dieses Kap. 12. 15, wo der Verfasser 
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with regard to the latter point is that évoyAy is the original reading 
of the three codices BAF, but, while the false reading was corrected 
by a later hand in the Vatican and Ambrosian Manuscripts, it re. 

mained uncorrected in the Alexandrinus. The insertion of mupias 
is certainly common to our Epistle and the two codices A and Ff, 
but since these Manuscripts have the obviously incoherent reading 

pn tis pila mupias dvw pvovoa évoyAf Kai wipia (F apa corrected to 
aixpta), it seems more than probable that their scribes got the com- 

bination pita au«pias from the Epistle to the Hebrews where the 
genitive mixpias renders the sense of that final wupia which becomes 
sheer nonsense, when év yoAf is changed into évoyAf. One cannot 
even exclude the possibility that the whole form of this widespread 
reading is due to a transformation of the true Septuagint text origi- 

nating with the author of Hebrews himself. He could have taken 
such freedom with a passage used in a purely literary way. 

The further examples of A readings urged by Bleek are: 
1) Ps. 103/4, wvpds dAdya instead of the Vatican reading zrip 

prcyov; 
2) Ps. 101/28, érEes (Vat. ad\rAdEes) ; 
3) Ps. 39/8, 6Aoxavtdépata (Vat. drAoxavTwua); 
4) Proverbs 3/12, mawdeve (Vat. éréy yet); 
5) Ps. 44/6, eis tov aidéva toi aiGvos (Vat. eis aigéva aiévos); 
6) Ps. 94/8 ff., a) tot repacuot (Vat. toi wupacpod); b) édoxi- 

paodv pe (Vat. édoxiuacay); ¢) kai efrov (Vat. cai eta; d) ad’toi dé ovK 
(Vat. xai ad’toil ov«); 

7) Jeremias 8/8 ff., a) Aéyer Kupios (Vat. poi Képios); b) Kayo 
(Vat. cai éyw) ¢) aityn 7 "BuaBivn (Vat. add. pov); d) didovs véuous (Vat. 

Owovs Owaw vdpous). 1 
This array looks formidable on paper, but let us see how much 

truth it really represents. 

1) The reading dAdya is not found in the Alexandrinus, but #Acya, 
as Bleek admits in a note (490), claiming at the same time that it is 
manifestly a scribe’s mistake for pAdya.. Why should it not be 
an attempt to correct @Aéyov according to Hebrews? 2 2) éA&es is 

die Stelle Deuteronom. 29. 18 nicht einmal citiert, sondern als Reminiscenz in 

seine Ermahnung verflicht, und dabei mit dem cod. Alex. nicht bloss hinter pife 
mpias hat, sondern auch die auf einem blossen Schreibfehler beruhende Lesart 

évoyAf statt év yoAg was sich cod. Vatic. dafir findet.” 

1 T have omitted Bleek’s last example, namely, dr6 pixpod (Vat. add. airév), 
because he himself admits that it belongs merely to the old Textus Receptus of 

our Epistle. 

2 Swete attributes the attempt at correction to A® i. e. Baber’s second hand. 

Rahlfs’ note on the reading (Ps. 103. 4) is:... A® (pAéya): ex Hebr. 1. 7. 
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E not special to A but.is the common reading of both codices, Va- 

| ticanus and Alexandrinus. The true Septuagint reading ddAd&es 
f js the original word in the Sinaiticus. 3) In the one point men- 

B tioned (dAokavtéuata) our author stands with A in his reading of 
f Psalm 39.6 ff., and, although this page of the Manuscript is in a 

s yather bad state, there is no reason to regard the text as corrected. 
E according to. Hebrews. At the same time, this very verse of the cita- 
f tion differs from the Alexandrinus and from all the chief codices in 

f yeading evddkyoas. 4) The citation from Proverbs is particularly in- 
A teresting. - ‘The text is Septuagintal but presents in its first hemis- 

| tich a slight. agreement with the Hebrew (vié wov) against the com- 
| mon Greek reading. In the third hemistich it reads aadeve with 

f A against éAéyye in B. The reading of A is also that of S, while 
B Philo (De congressu. 177) reads with B. An inspection of the Hebrew 

f would suggest that Philo and the Vaticanus have the original Septua- 

f gint reading. The reason for thinking so is, that, whereas maideta 
+ in the first hemistich represents the Hebrew misar, traidever in the 
f third hemistich represents the same Hebrew root as is translated 
f keyyduevos in the second hemistich. On the ordinary psychol- 

ogical principles of translation we should expect the éAéyya of .B 

instead of the aamever of A and S. Hence it is well within the 
bounds of. possibility that aradevec found its way into some Septua- 
gint Manuscripts from the Epistle to the Hebrews. If, however, 

conformation of the Alexandrinus to the text of the citation can be 
excluded, this objection is the most impressive of all, because in the 
one place where St. Paul quotes Proverbs at some length (Romans 

12.20) he seems to follow a distinctly Vatican type of text. 1! 

Returning to the Psalms, we find that 5) the text of the citation 
from Psalm 44. 6 £. is not. entirely with the Alexandrinus. In the 
third hemistich it reads dvouiav with B against déduiav of A.2 Con- 
sequently the citation is as much with B as with A.6) The agreement 
of the two strophes of Psalm XCIV cited by our author with the 
Codex Alexandrinus, in several points, is beyond all doubt. Bleek, 
however, is wrong in assuming that our author and A run counter to 

B in reading tod weipacpod instead of tod mxpacuoi. Once more 

1 The half dozen words taken from Proverbs 4. 26 (Heb. 12. 13) make a plu- 
talized sentence in Hebrews, but the Septuagint text from which they are faithfully 
borrowed is unvaried. 

* This B reading does not please Bleek. He suggests that ddi«iav is the 

proper reading in our Epistle. It is quite true that this reading is rather well 

Supported (SA, several minuscules, and Cyril of Alexandria), but it is rejected by 
all modern editors. 

Qt 
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he has confounded the Sixtine edition and the Codex Vaticanus, 
The reading édoxiuacav pe which he adduces is rejected by all crit. 

ical editors. The other two points observed by him are correct, @ 

and he might have added eifdov (ov) instead of eidocav (idocav) in & 
verse nine. An inspection of the phototypic edition of the Alex. a 

andrinus shows, however, that the text of this Psalm has been §& 
subjected to much correction. The substitution of avroi dé for xq} 

avtoi is almost certainly due to remembrance of Hebrews.! Ij 

cannot be regarded as a mighty example of textual agreement, if two 
verbs (efzrov, eidov) have, as in A, the form which they also. happen 
to have in the Pauline Epistolary and in Hebrews.? Moreover, ag 

this is the only place (out of some fifteen in the Psalter). where the 
Alexandrinus has efzov against the efwa of other Manuscripts, we 

may well suspect that our author, and not a scribe of the Septuagint, 
was first responsible for this verbal form in the text of Psalm XCTY. 

The oracle of Jeremias is the only other citation for which Bleek 
seeks to establish an A type of text. The observations which he 
makes regarding the variants are all correct. They amount to the & 
following: Aéye (A) instead of g@yolv (B), cays instead of cai éyo, & 

@ pov which the Alexandrinus attests and Vaticanus omits, the 

shorter reading of dots vépous, with omission of ddécw. But, on 
the contrary, Codex A has érrypdyw instead of the ypdyw of our 
Epistle and of the Vatican Manuscript; it has the sequence ddeAdov 
aAnoiov instead of aoAtryv ddekpdv of Hebrews and B; and, finally, 
it has a phrase cal éyoua ad’rovs, which is an intruder in this Manu- 
script, recognised neither by our author nor by the scribe of the 
famous Codex Vaticanus Graecus 1209. With this counterpoise, 

the approximation of our author’s Jeremias to the Codex Alexan- 

drinus is a very millesimal quantity indeed. 
We have in this present chapter no cause to plead except that 

of the dry text-critical truth. From what has been said it may be 
possible to conclude that our author knew a Septuagint text slightly 
more like that of the Codex Alexandrinus and slightly less like that 
of the Codex Vaticanus. But that is all that can be inferred with any 
shadow of probability, even if so much can be inferred. It is clear 

that our author like St. Paul used the Septuagint as his Bible, but 

1 Rahifs admits conformation in this ease: ‘‘ adrot dé.... ex Hebr. 3. 10.” 

Elsewhere he notes the agreement only. 
2 'There is really only one example to draw a conclusion from, for efrov is used 

in Galatians 2. 14, the only place where St Paul used the first person singular of 

this verbal form. The third plural of isetv only appears once in the fourteen 

Epistles, and it has the form efSov (Heb. 11. 23). 
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there is even less evidence here than in the case of the Epistolary 

that the writer used a uniform recension of the type which we have 
either in the Vatican Codex or in the Alexandrinus. The readings 
of both Manuscripts are here represented, as in the Epistolary. It 
is really distorting facts to write such a paragraph as that with which 
Bleek concludes. ‘‘ There are very few cases’ he says, ‘in which 
the author of the letter to the Hebrews, in citing the Old Testament, 

agrees with a variant of the Codex Vaticanus against a reading of 

the Alexandrinus.. At any rate, I believe, the result of this compa- 
rison is to show us very clearly that the citations in the Epistle to 
the Hebrews depend on a Manuscript which predominantly repre- 

- sented such a recension of the text as we find in our Codex Alexan- 
drinus; on the contrary, the allegations in the Pauline letters depend 
on a recension which agrees almost in every place with the text pre- 
served in our Codex Vaticanus. And since it is very improbable 

that Paul should have used different Manuscripts of this version, the 
said phenomenon may also be used to strengthen the proof that Paul 
is not the author of our Epistle.” 4 

The corroborative proof sought by Bleek in our author’s use of 
the Septuagint is really worth as much as the fictitious distinction 
on which it is based, that is to say, it is worth nothing. St. Paul 
habitually uses the Septuagint text; so does our author. St. Paul 
is often free, sometimes betrays the influence of the Hebrew original, 
and quotes, perhaps twice, under the influence of an Aramaic Tar- 
gum; our author is less often free in his citations, but at the same 
time he takes liberties with his Greek text; he also betrays the in- 
fluence of a Targum, on one occasion, in citing exactly the same text 
as St. Paul (Deut. 32.35), and is perhaps in a few small points not 
entirely impervious to the influence of the original Hebrew. If 
St. Paul approached Theodotion in some citations, the same is true 
of the writer of Hebrews. Moreover, while St. Paul universally uses 

no uniform recension of the Septuagint text, in Isaias and Deuter- 
onomy he rather approximates to the A type of text, but as a whole, 
outside of one citation from Proverbs, he shows relatively little affin- 

. ity with the variants of B; the case is not otherwise with our author, 
cnly that, perhaps, he is still more neutral. His affinity with the 
variations of A has been grossly exaggerated, and on account of the 

probability of New Testament forms often exercising an influence 
over the scribes of the Alexandrinus or their predecessors or correctors, 
very few of the textual agreements of Hebrews with this Codex can 

11. ¢, pp. 374, 375. 
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be indubitably set down as manifesting our author’s dependeng & 
on an A type of text. Therefore, the form of the Old Testamen; & 

citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews raises no murmur of dissenj : 
against the traditional voice which attributes the Epistle to Paul, 3 

Apostle of the Gentiles and diligent reader of that Alexandrian ver. § 
sion of the Jewish Scriptures, which was destined by divine Provi. — 

dence to nourish the faith of the Infant Church. : 



VII 

EXEGETICAL PROCESSES OF “ HEBREWS ” AND PAULINES 

Among the Epistles of the New Testament there is none of such 
| striking biblico-exegetical texture as the epistle to the Hebrews. 

| This claim is unhesitatingly made for it, in spite of the fact that the 
Epistle to the Romans contains a greater number.of Old Testament 
citations. The reason is that a considerable number of the passages 
cited in Romans are concentrated in chapters nine to eleven, which 

F constitute only an important sub-central fifth of the whole epistle. 

(} The argument of the remaining four fifths rests much less on Old 
Testament data, whereas the ‘‘ waters of Silo’? run through every 
chapter of Hebrews. The statistics given above need not be repeated 
here. It is not merely a question of numerical quantity but rather 

of the links which bind the thought of each epistle to the Old Testa- 
ment. Thus, Romans in its first three chapters—these being about 

one fifth of the whole—contains relatively little biblical demonstra- 

| tion or exposition. It is true that the Apostle’s theme of justification 
| by faith is, in the exordium, majestically stated and immediately 
: brought back to the Old Testament by a citation from Habacuc, 

but the terrible indictment of the impious gentile world is connected 

with the Old Testament merely by a few allusions and even the indict- 
ment of the Jews does not become distinctly Scriptural, until the 
Apostle has mentioned the singular privilege of the apostate nation 

as trustee of ‘“‘ the oracles of God.’??) Two Psalm passages follow at 
this point one being rather an allusion than a citation so that we can 
count, in the forty-eight verses, which separate Habacue’s words in 

chapter I from those of the Miserere in chapter ITI,? only a tacit 
use of the sixty-first Psalm, * a short citation from Isaias,5 and an 

allusive borrowing from Psalm CXV.* The picture of the Jews’ 

Hab. 2.4; Rom. 1.17. 

Rom. 3. 2. 

Ps. 50.6; Rom. 3. 4. 

Ps. 61.13; Rom. 2. 6. 

Is. 52.5; Rom. 2. 24, 

6 Ps. 115.11; Rom. 3. 4. 

a -&® Oo NS eH 
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ugly fellowship with the Gentiles in the sad state of sin ends, indeed, 

with the longest scriptural enfilade1 in the New Testament and the 

exposition of God’s justificatory remedy, which follows, is intro. 

duced by a Psalm text, 2 but even here citation is employed merely 

to confirm the testimony of naked facts. Not once is a text exeget- 
ically drawn out. — , 

It is only in chapter IV that a continuous piece of Scriptural 

argument comes to the front, for some biblical facts and texts of 

Abraham’s history are woven, with the additional help of a Psalm 
passage, into a demonstration that justification is by faith. 

On the contrary, in the first four chapters of Hebrews, which are 
only two thirds as long as the above-mentioned section of Romans, 

a series of seven texts* proves the superiority of Christ over the 

Angels; some verses of Psalm VIII are exegetically treated, ® in order 
to show the subordination of the new world-economy to the Man-God; 
the necessity of the Incarnation is illustrated and partly proved by 
three other texts, ® while the paraenetic exposition of Ps. XCIV is 
one of the two most extensive pieces of professional exegesis. in the 
New Testament. 7 

We may similarly compare Hebrews 5.1-10.18 with Romans 
5.1-8. 39. It is true that the respective section of Romans is shorter 

in the proportion of four to five, but its Old Testament materials 
are restricted to the grandiose Adam-Christ parallel, ® 2 command- 
ment of the Decalogue 9 and a short text from Psalm XLII, the 

last-mentioned merely serving to give solemn utterance to an idea 
already in course of expression. rather than to stand as an argument 

proper. 1° — 
In slightly more than the same space, Hebrews again cites Ps. I 

and with the hermeutical key furnished by Psalm CIX, exegetically 

1 A composite testimony of six texts from Psalms XIII, V, CXXXIX, IX, 

Isaias LV and Psalm XXXV; Rom. 3. 10-18. 
_ 2 Psalm. 142. 2-Rom. 3. 20. 

3 Gen. 15. 16, 17.10 ete. and Ps. 31.1; Rom. 4. 

.4 Pg. 2.7; 1 Sam. 7. 14; Ps. 96. 7; Ps. 103. 4; Ps. 44. 7, 8; Ps..101. 26-28; Hebr. 

1. 5-13. 
5 Ps. 8.5, 6, 8; Heb. 2. 6-9. 

6 Ps. 21.23; Is. 8.18, 8. 17). 

?7 Ps. 94. 8-11, paraenetically expounded throughout Heb. 3. 7-4. 11. In 

length and hermeneutical abundance the treatment of Psalm 109, in the same 

epistle, alone outrivals this exposition. 

§ Rom. 5. 12-21. 
9 Non conceupisces (Rom. 7. 7). 

10 Ps. 43.22; Rom. 8. 36. 
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f expounds the typal proof from Genesis’ of the superiority of Christ 
f over the Levitical High-priest, draws conclusions from nearly every 
= word of Psalm 109. 4, and cites a text from Exodus followed by along . 
f passage from Jeremias, as well as some verses from Psalm XXXTIX, 

| in order to show that a New Alliance and a New Sacrifice were to sup- 
= plant the Old.’ But that is by no means all. The promise of bless- 
f ing made to Abraham? and confirmed by oath is introduced as a 

# motive of confidence into the third exhortatory section of the Epistle 
3 (5.11; 6.20) and the typology of the Israelitic Tabernacle and Israel’s 

| annual Expiation is very exhaustively set forth. There is also a 
description of the sprinkling of blood upon the book and people and 
instruments of the Sinaitic Alliance, with citation of the words by 
which Moses inaugurated that Alliance.* Therefore, looking over 
those central pages, it is almost mathematically correct to describe 
them as eighty per cent biblical. It is above all in these two central 

| blocks that the difference between Romans and Hebrews is apparent, 

| for the whole argument of the latter Epistle’s central piece runs on 
biblical ground. 

Much the same is true of the paraenetic endings of the two 
Epistles. Although Romans 12-16 contains a dozen well-recognis- 
able citations and in the same compass Hebrews can show no more 
(but slightly less) formal citation, nevertheless the warp and woof 
of this chief paraenetic section of Hebrews (10. 19-12. 21) is really 
admonition and example, threatening and consolation drawn from 
the pages of the Old Testament. Nothing could be more biblical 
than the Hebrew Martyrology contained in chapter XJ, and the art- 
iculation and rounding off of the exhortations, which precede and 
follow it, are a contribution from the Hebrew Scriptures. The driv- 
ing home of the lesson depends in every case on the force of some 
biblical passage, not to speak at all of the still greater abundance of 
tacit citation and allusion which this section contains. 4 

Not only is it true to say that Hebrews is substantially woven out 
of the Old Testament, christianized in the fulfilment of its hope, it is 
also, par excellence, the Epistle of continuous exegesis. Texts are 

1 Ps. 2.7 and 109. 4; Heb. 5.6, 7. Gen. 14. 17-20 cited Heb. 7.1 and, in 
thel light of Psalm 109. 4, made to yield up its contents throughout Heb. 7. 2-25. 

2 Gen. 22.16, 17; Heb. 6. 13-15. © 
3 Exod. 24.8; Heb. 9. 20. 
* Cf. Prat. op. cit. vol. 2, Note k., p. 555: «Tl est impossible d’énumérer toutes 

les reminiscences et allusions contenues dans lEpitre aux Hébreux... il y a encore 

ie wan nombre de citations qui, pour étre tacites, n’en sont pas moins tex- 
ueles, » 
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here more systematically subjected to exegetical processes than ip 

any other book of the New Testament. To outline those processes 
is the object of the present chapter. | 

- Exegetical Processes - 

Every use of Scripture which is not a mere play on its words, 
involves some judgment on its sense and consequently some degree 
of exposition. A text, which is cited or used may be expounded er & 

professo and in detail or simply expounded by the context in which 

it is placed. It may be merely accommodated to fit an analogical 
situation, but even here some expository light is thrown on its sense, & 

The processes of exegesis, in the case of biblical citation, may, .there- 

fore, range from a mere suggestion of the meaning of a text to a clear 

contextual definition of its sense and, furthermore, to a reasoned 

deduction of its historical and doctrinal contents and implications. 

Before trying to classify these exegetical operations, as they occur in 

Hebrews, it will be useful to consider the expository methods of 
St. Paul in his chief discourses and letters. As biblical citation and 
argument are extremely rare outside of his Pisidian discourse and 
the four great Epistles, we may take our examples from these. Natur- —& 
ally mere allusions and biblical reminiscences, though [they may @ 
help an exegete to determine the meaning of an Old Testament text, ! 
do not come under consideration here. 

There seems to be no doubt that St. Paul sometimes accommo- 
dates an Old Testament passage, applying it to a subject, to which it 
bears no prophetico-literal or typal relation. The analogy, which 
is the basis of such application, is not to be sought in the realm of 
prophecy but merely in the natural proportion of the relative subjects. 
There are some obvious cases in the Epistles and some which are 
open to discussion. Among the obvious cases we may cite the appli- 
cation made by St. Paul of the text: ‘‘ In omnem terram exivit sonus 
eorum, et in fines orbis terrae verba eorum.’’? In the particular 
context there is no warrant for attributing to the Apostle the notion 
that the Holy Ghost, in inspiring a poet to cast into one lyrical piece 

the wonders of the starry sky above him and the wonders of the 
divine law revealed to Israel, intended to fill the first part of his poem 
with prophetic symbolism concerning the spread of the Gospel mes- 

1 For instance, the sentence of Romans 16. 20: Deus autem pacis eonterat sa- 

tanam sub pedibus vestris velociter, is rightly regarded as a help in the exposition of 

Genesis 3.15. 
2 Ps. 18. 5-Rom. 10. 18. 
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sage. Clearly, all the poet and the Holy Spirit, through him, wanted 
to express was the fact of God’s praise being sung in the perpetual 
concert of day and night by the stars of heaven and by the brilliant 

sun. Though the firmament used no words of articulate human 

speech, its lights were an order of preachers proclaiming the glory of 
God to men of every tongue. Thus the eloquent vault of heaven, 

_visible and, as it were, audible in every corner of the earth, is a phys- 
ical but not a prophetic image of the heralds of the Gospel whose 

voice has also been ecumenical. St. Paul finds the language of David 
so admirably adapted to his purpose, that he uses it to destroy the 

excuse of any Jew who might say: ‘‘ We do not believe the Gospel 
because we have not heard it.” 1 

The point of analogy in the above exemple is ‘“‘ world-wide audi- 

bility.”” On account of the astronomical character. of the image, 
there seems to be no difficulty in admitting accommodation, but when 
words, which literally refer te facts of Israel’s history are applied to 
New Testament situations, the question becomes much more difficult, 
on account of the typological character of that history. There seem, 
however, to be certain cases of such accommodation in the Gospels 

and the Pauline Epistles, cases in which we have not sufficient reason 
for holding that a special preparatory providence of God arranged 
a figurative forecast. Such seems, for instance, to be the case, when 

the words of David’s vigorous dissassociation of himself from sinners: 
Discedite a me omnes qui operamint iniquitatem ? serve our Lord to voice 
a final sentence such as He elsewhere expresses in the words: Discedite 
ame maledicti.? We are not forced to think that the sick suppliant 

of Psalm VI indited his elegy as a type of the Supreme Judge. Con- 
sequently we take our Lord’s words to be an adaptation of a Psalm 

verse. Similarly, when St. Paul directs the Corinthians to ostracize 
a scandalous brother and uses the words of Moses’ excommunicatory 

sentence against a prophet, who attempts to pervert the people: 
Auferte malum ex vobis ipsis, * he merely adapts a scriptural passage. 
The Apostle’s adaptation of the equalitarian dispensation of manna 
to the interchange of alms between communities is another example 
of accommodation. Accommodation is a matter of proportional 

1 CoRNELY-MERK, 136, 2. It is to be noted that, though such words are not pro- 

phetic in relation to the subject of application, the statement of a fact in the sacred 

words of Scripture clothes that statement with special emphasis and solemnity. 

In this sense the citation possesses a sacred authority. 

2 Matthew 7. 23; Luke 13. 27. 

3 Matthew 25. 41. 

41 Cor. 5.13; Deut. 13. 5. 

-5 2 Gor. 8.15; Exod. 16. 18. 
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extension, unless it be only an allusive. employment of Scriptural 

words. It supplies some degree of hermeneutical light but extension 

is really exegetical when it is not merely analogical but logical. The 
classical exemple is St. Paul’s use, twice over, } of the Mosaic precept: 
Non alligabis os bovi triturantt. The Apostle regards the precept as 
equivalent to the words of Christ: Dignus est operarius mercede sua, ® 
so that he refers the obligation of supporting evangelical labourers 
to the authority of this word of the ‘‘ Law” and the “ Scripture.” 
The injunction to feed a threshing ox is regarded as a commandment 
which ordains the maintenance of all workmen and particularly of 
the ministers of the Gospel, not according to the mere letter, of course, 
because the letter regards oxen, nor merely by analogical adaptation 
on St. Paul’s part, but as logically expressing the mind of the Holy 
Spirit, Who spoke through Moses. The exegetical process, by which 
a precept about oxen is extended to preachers, depends on a step 
from the less to the greater. The process is actually indicated in the 

second part of one of the verses in question (Cor. 9.9): Numquid de 

bobus cura est Deo? The question demands an answer not absolutely 
but relatively negative, that is: God cares less for oxen. So the 
latent meaning may be expressed thus, a minori ad maius: «Dei cura 
magis praecipit de Apostolo operario quam de bove, Atqui Dei cura 
praecipit bovem operarium esse alendum, Ergo Dei cura magis prae- 
cipit apostolum operarium alendum esse.» The deduction seems to 
be a human process, but St. Paul insists that he is not announcing 
a human maxim: Numquid secundum hominem haec dico? An et 

lex haec non dicit? Seriptuwm est enim in lege Moyst: Non alligabis os 

bovt trituranti.? What is commonly said, namely, that the logical 
content of the proposition is attributable to the Holy Spirit only as 

‘¢ praevisum et provisum ’’ does not seem to square with the plain 
sense of the text of Corinthians. If the precept to support ministers 
of the Gospel is a word of the “‘ Law ”’ and of the ‘ Scripture ” and 
emerges from the terms cited out of Deuteronomy X XV, then it seems 

that we must admit that immediately evident logical inferences are 
within the ambit of the sense of a Scriptural passage. The text really 

has that meaning in the great logical context of God’s Providence. 
It would be in the sphere of logical content that the fecundity of 

Holy Scripture consists.. The Bible contains the words of God, and 
their meaning is not limited to the particular fraction of their po- 

tential content on which historical conditions may have more or less 

1 1 Cor. 9.9; 1 Tim. 5.18; Deut. 25. 4. 

2 Luke 10.7; 1 Tim. 5. 18. 

2 1 Cor. 9. 8, 9. 
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exclusively concentrated the thought of the human author. The 
intention of the Holy Ghost is not circumscribed by the intention 
of the instrument, if the words in their wider divine context actually 
convey more than a certain part of their logical force, namely, such 

part as the hagiographer actually had in view. It is to be noted 

¢hat St. Paul does not attribute the precept in favour of the apostolic 
worker to Moses but to the ‘* Law ”’ and to the “ Scripture.’ That 
the written word of God, even apart from typal senses, says. much 
more than the letter seems to express is the supposition of Catholic 

Exegesis, throughout the centuries. One whole logical freight of 
thought is integrated by many parts. 1 

Moses in Deuteronomy 25. 4 only expressed a part of the command 

of the all-provident God on behalf of the creatures that labour to help 
the human race; St. Paul saw its fuller logical extension. The follow- 
ing words of the Encyclical Providentissimus Deus seem to bring 
out this point: ‘‘... Animadvertisse oportet, ad ceteras difficultatis 
causas quae in quibusvis antiquorum libris intelligendis fere occurrunt, 
proprias aliquas in Libris Sacris accedere. Horum enim verbis, 
auctore Spiritu Sancto res multae subiciuntur, quae humanae vim 

aciemque rationis longissime vincunt, divina scilicet mysteria et alia 
multa, idque nonnunquam ampliore quadam et reconditiore senientia 

quam exprimere littera et hermeneuticae leges indicare videantur.”’ 2 
It is necessary to insist upon this, because it is the logical and theol- 

ogical yield of Scripture rather than what may be obtained by gram- 
matico-historical excavation that has | so marvellously enriched the J 
epistles of St. Paul. 

In virtue of the historical, logical and spiritual continuity of the 
divine economy, that has united the Israel of the promises and the 
true ‘“‘ Israel of God ’’ 3 in the unity of ‘‘ Israelitic dignity ’? much of 

1 Every divine sentence has a context not only in the present circumstances 

in which it is delivered but'also in the whole economy to which it belongs. In 

the light of God’s universal providence the Holy Ghost intended a Mosaic precept 

regarding: an ox that threshes to have such fulness of meaning as to fix the general 
rule of feeding workers in any sphere. As an illustration we may suppose a person 

who owns a small flock of fifty sheep and a small herd of twenty cattle. He has one 

caretaker for both and, as he walks through the fields with the caretaker, the owner 

Says: “‘ John, take good care of those sheep.” John knows that his master is 

habitually more concerned about his cattle than about his sheep. In such a, con- 

text the words which literally refer to the sheep naturally embrace the oxen as 
well. If the caretaker has intelligence he. will understand them so. The logical 

extension of the literal words is really within the ambit of the words themselves. 

It is not precisely a “sensus consequens.” It is the mind of the speaker. 
. 2 Eneyelical Providentissimus Deus 15 Ench. Bibl. No. 96. 

3 Gal. 6.16. a 
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the letter of the Old Testament passes literally into the Gospel. When 
we recite our Breviary Psalter, for instance, our minds are not working 
on analogies and typologies all the time, yet we are not Hebrews of 
the Old Testament. Let Psalm CXVIII be an example. It is 
hymn of delight in the ‘“‘ Way of God,’’ whether that way be the 
Mosaic Way or the Christian Way. We recite it, as it stands, with- 

out any attempt at accommodation or search after types. Faith 

in God, His revelation, His law, His promises is common to the Israel- 
ite and the Christian. Therefore, when St. Paul quotes: Credidi 
propter quod locutus sum, and adds: Hi nos credimus, propter quod et 
loguimur, he neither accommodates a biblical passage nor supposes 

that the Psalmist was a prophetic type of every believer; ? he simply 
voices ‘‘the same spirit of faith ’’ as the Israelite singer. There is no 
question of logical extension here. What we call logical extension 
for want of a better name is a deeper logical vision of the things 
of the New Testament through the letter of the Old; typology on 

~ the other hand is a vision of New Testament things through the 

things of its ancient shadow. 
The typological or typal sense of the Old Testament is also abund- 

antly drawn upon in the New. Persons, with their words and acts, 

as also places, things and institutions were so disposed in Israel by 
the guiding hand of Providence as to prefigure or foreshadow a more 
perfect realization in Christianity. The exposition of these types is 

frequent in the Pauline Epistles and in Hebrews. 
We may therefore distinguish four kinds of exposition, namely, 1) 

by accommodation, 2) by simple literal explanation, 3) by extensive 

logical interpretation of the letter, and 4) by typological discernment. 
We can dismiss accommodation with the little that has already 

been said about it. It does not set forth the sense of Scripture but, 

if rational, indicates in some measure the sense of the passage quoted. 

Contextual Exposition 

Most frequently, the simple letter is allowed by St. Paul to speak 
for itself in a particular context. A good example from Romans is 
the picture of universal depravity pieced together from six texts, 

12 Cor. 4.13; Ps.115.10. Itis taken for granted that, whatever judgment 

one may pass on the verbal accuracy of the Septuagint version here quoted by the 
Apostle as Scripture, it substantially renders the thought inspired by the Holy 

Spirit and expressed by the Psalmist. 
2 It is what is also called the “sensus plenior.”” See A. Bra, De Scripturae 

Sacrae Inspiratione, pp. 35, 36. 
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all taken, with one exception, from the Psalms.1 They only just 
tell, with the authority and force and majesty of God’s word, that all 
men, Jews and Greeks alike, stand under the slavery of sin: “ Not 

one is just... their throats are an open tomb, their tongues weapons 
of deceit... their lips infected with the poison of asps... their mouths 

= inil of cursing and bitterness... their feet in a hurry to shed blood and 
| strew their path with misery... their eyes averted from the fear of 

God.”? The purpose of St. Paul in marshalling this phalanx of texts 
is to show that the Jews are included, because it was to them that the 
‘“Law,’’ namely, Scripture, was addressed. With an array of biblical 

testimony the Apostle finally shuts the mouth of Jew as well as Gen- 
tile and places both as convicted criminals in the condemned cell, 
to await the scheme of justification which God has prepared. 

In the same way the famous text from Habacuc IT stands in 

Romans* and Galatians * just to say scripturally what the Apostle 
has been saying himself: Iustitia Det... revelatur ex fide in fidem: in 
lege nemo tustificatur apud Deum. Even when the word of Scripture 
says only through the medium of a type what the Apostle has being 
setting forth, he is content with citing the text and letting it speak 
for itself. Thus in Romans 9. 22-26, the assertion that we must 
not dare criticize God’s sovereign independence, if He has shown His 
wrath and His power in bearing patiently with vessels of wrath, 
shaped (or shaping themselves) for perdition, and shown the riches of 
His glory towards vessels of mercy, which He has prepared for glory— 

that assertion implying the elective formation of a people called not 
only from the Jews but also from the Gentiles, is, in so far as it con- 

; cerns the vocation of the Gentiles, allowed to rest on the typological * 

F text of Osee: 

Vocabo non plebem meam, plebem meam, 
et non dilectam dilectam: 
Hi erit in loco ubi dictum est eis: Non plebs mea vos, 

tbt vocabuntur filii Det vivi, * 

This is as far as the Pauline exegesis goes for the great majority 
of his citations from the Old Testament. Only now and again does 
he reason on the words of a text. We have some interesting examp- 

les of the two processes, that of the simple context and that of rea- 
soned treatment, in the discourse delivered in Antioch of Pisidia. 

1 Pss. 18. 1-8; 5. 11; 189. 4; 96.7. Isaias 59. 7, 8; Ps. 35.2; Rom. 3. 10-18. 

2 Rom. 1.17. , 
3 Gal. 3.11. 

4 Osee, 2.31; 1.10; Rom. 9. 25, 26. 
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In that discourse, God’s choice of the Patriarchs and the history of 
the house of Israel down to the choice of David leads on to the fulfij. 

ment of the ancient promise in the advent,. ministry, passion and 
resurrection of Jesus, the Saviour sent by God to Israel. The pro- 

mise made to the fathers is fulfilled for their children. God hag 
fulfilled it... raising up Jesus, as is also written in the second Psalm: 
Filius meus es tu, ego hodie genui te. Whether the “raising up ” 
refers to Christ’s coming into public light or to his coming forth from 
the tomb, the words of the Psalm, in which the Father addresses the 

Messias as His Son, proclaim the grand realization of Israel’s hope 
and longing for the promised Saviour. This same proclamation of 

divine sonship sounded over the whole career of the Word Incarnate. 
It fits any solemn moment of His Mission whether it be His advent 
or His resurrection and, as a matter of fact, it was heard spoken of 
Him by a heavenly voice at the Jordan, as He was about to begin 
His public ministry, and on Thabor, after He had laid the foundation- 
stone of His Church and was beginning the special training of the 
Apostles. St. Paul only deposits it in a context and lets it say what 
his context requires. The Saviour’s resurrection from the dead, in 
particular, is prophetically vouched for by two texts which apparently 

prove conjointly, the second receiving a brief word of explanation: 
‘“¢ That God raised him from the dead to return no more to corruption, 
he has said thus: Quia dabo vobis sancta David fidelia, + and because 
also in another place, he says: Non dabis sanciwm tuum videre corrup- 

tionem.? All God’s holy and inviolable promises to David shall be 

fulfilled, including, of course, the setting of a Son of David upon an 
eternal throne. The resurrection of Jesus is included, because the 
Scripture says in Psalm XV: ‘‘ Thou shalt not give thy Holy One to 
see corruption.’’ St. Paul, like St. Peter before him*® and probably 
like our Lord himself + contents himself with showing that the words 
of Psalm XV cannot be understood of David, who in his own genera- 
tion served the counsel of God and died and was joined to his fathers 
and saw corruption.’? Such a word of historical comment is exceed- 

ingly rare in St. Paul’s Epistles. Of the fifty texts cited in Romans 
only two receive similar treatment, namely, the testimony of Genesis 
that ‘‘ Abraham believed God and it was reckoned to him unto just- 
ice,” and the oracle to Rebecca about the future of her twin chil- 
dren. He notes that the good fortune of the Patriarch (Ps. 31. 2) 

1 Tsaias 55. 3. 

2 Ps. 15.10. 

3 Acts 2. 29. 

4 Luke 24. 44-47. 
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was prior to the covenant of circumcision and that, therefore, it did 
not depend on circumcision, which was only the confirmatory seal 
subsequently affixed to it. He also notes that the election of Jacob 

was intimated even before he was born. 

Chain Exposition 

But, if the light of history or even a bare hoc est seldom appears, 
texts are frequently allowed to throw light on each other and even to 

form a chain of argument. It is not necessary to select more than two 
examples. They are to be found in Romans 9.-11 and Galatians 3. 6-14. 

The problem of the apostasy of the chosen people calls a rich anth- 
ology of Old Testament texts to the mind of the Apostle. About half 
of the entire mass of Scriptural citation in Romans is to be found in 
the one fifth of the epistle that deals with this problem. The pas- 
sages illustrate one another, supplement one another and carry on 
the argument to a victorious vindication of God’s fidelity. Space 
does not allow more than a portion to be treated here. 

The question that faces one in the presence of Isréel’s repudiation 
of Christ is this: Has the word of God gone overboard? The answer 
is: No, and that under a double aspect. Neither in regard to the 

distribution of His mercy nor the withdrawal of His mercy can God 
be brought to the bar. His promise was to Israel, to the seed of 
Abraham. But who are Israel and who are the seed of Abraham? 
The Scriptures show clearly that the promise was made not to people 

with certain blood in their veins, but to a spiritual race, to whom the ' 
name of Israel and the dignity of Abraham’s children should belong 
because of the divine election which was to make them children of 
God. God’s elective procedure through the Abrahamic line proves 
this. The children of promise are the object of special choice. As 
Abraham was approaching centenarian age, his only hope of a seed 
of blessing was centred in his thirteen-year-old son, Ismael. When 

the first announcement of another choice on God’s part was made 

known to him, he prayed: Utinam Ismael viveret coram te. The 
Angel of the Valley of Mambre finally made it clear where the blessing 
Should rest. The word of promise is: Secundum tempus hoe revertar, 
et erit Sarae filius.1 That was a divine choice deciding between the 

children of different mothers. The human mind could even regard it 

as a choice consequent upon the fact that Ismael was turning out a 
“ wild ass of a man” (Gen. 16. 12). But that is not so. Another 

1 Gen. 18. 10; Rom. 9. 9. 
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text settles the question. Twin children of the same father ang 

mother were still in their mother’s womb, equally incapable of good 
or evil, when the divine oracle said to Rebecca: Maior serviet-minori, 1 
Clearly it is neither blood nor works, but gratuitous love that deter- 

mined the divine choice, so that, centuries later, God looking as it 
were, through the vista of history could say through the Prophet 
Malachias: Lacob dilexi, Esau autem odio habut.* Thus was verified 
the promise: In Isaac vocabitur tibi semen,*? with a differentiation 
between the beloved and the non-beloved, which God himself could 
qualify in terms of love and hatred. 

It seems injustice, but God forbid the thought! It is rather that 
supreme freedom of the Almighty, which He spoke of to Moses, when 
He was about to grant him such a generous, but yet partial vision of 
His glory as mortal man could see without the severance of soul 
and body: Miserebor cuius misereor, et misericordiam praestabo cuius 
misereor.* God Shows His mercy and His pity to whomsoever He 
wills.. Therefore, concludes the Apostle, no effort of will nor nimble- 

ness of limb can obtain it. No one receives a divine favour except 

through God having mercy. And as to those who become His enemies, 
these also He makes His instruments to show forth His glory. For 
the Seripture says to Pharao: Quia in hoe ipsum excitavi te, ut osten- 
dam in te virtutem meam, et ut annuntietur nomen mewm in universa 
terra.®> We must leave the theological explanation alone, but the 
Scriptural fact is that God has mercy on some and hardens others. 

And the conclusion from the Scriptural data is that ‘‘ whom He will, 
He makes the object of His mercy, and whom He will, he hardens.”’ 

Therefore it would seem, and an objector might say it: God cannot 
justly find fault with what is His own doing. The obdurate one may 
say: ‘‘ Why does He find fault, just the same? Surely no one can 
resist. His will.”? It is impudence for the creature to answer back to 
the Creator like that. Using a biblical simile, which occurs at least 
four times in the Old Testament, ® St. Paul says that it is like the 
pot asking the potter: Why did you make me like this? A potter 
has the freedom to make out of the same mass of clay vessels for 

different uses, honourable and dishounourable. No portion of the 
lump can prescribe to him what it shall be. What, then, can we 

1 Gen. 25.23; Rom. 9. 12. 

2 Mal. 1.2; Rom. 9.13. 

3 Gen. 21.12; Rom. 9. 7. 

4 Ex. 33.19; Rom. 9.15. 

5 Exodus 9.16; Rom. 9. 20. 

® Is. 29.16; Jer. 18.6; Wisdom 12. 12, 15. 7. 
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dare to say, if God wills.to show His wrath and His power against 
vessels of wrath fitted for destruction, with which He has borne a 
long time in patience and if, on the other hand, He wills to show the 

riches of His glory towards a people whom He has gathered not only 
from. Jewry but from Gentiledom? Osee! here comes forward as 

the prophet of the Gentiles’ vocation and Isaias? as the prophet of 
| the Jewish remnant. The vision of the change of the typal Gentile 
| name from Lo-‘ammi to ‘Ammi and from Lo-rukamah to Ruhamah 

is a magnificent one, denoting the assumption of an immense people 
to the dignity of sons of the living God.? On the other hand the 
vision of Isaias in regard to Israel is that of a diminutive remainder: 

| Si fuertt numerus filiorum Israel quasi arena maris, reliquiae salvae 
fient (Is. 10.22). The Prophet announces that the Almighty is 
bringing the matter to a head and cutting it short, that is,“He is bring- 
ing His word: to a speedy accomplishment upon the earth. Only 

f a handful of Israel shall have the blessing of salvation, a small hand- 
| ful, typified by the rermnants of the Assyrian invasion in the days 
; of Isaias.. That prophet had proclaimed the same thing earlier as he 
= looked through the same or a similar spectacle of national diminution: 

Nist Dominus sabaoth reliquisset nobis semen, sicut Sodoma facti esse- 

mus et.sicut Gomorrha similes fuissemus (Is. 1.19). 
The conclusion is that Israel has not attained the justice it was 

pursuing. The nations have embraced the salvation of God, the 
chosen people have not, because the latter sought it in another way 
than God’s way of faith. In their pursuit of a selfmade justice by 
works they stumbled to a fall over the Messianic stumbling-block. 
Of that stone of ruin and resurrection it stood written in Isaias: * 

Hece pono in Sion lapidem offensionis et petram scandali, 
et omnis qui credit in eum non confundetur. 

This much will suffice to show how St. Paul tells a whole theol- 
ogical story by simply allowing Old Testament texts to deliver their 
logical and typological contents. Though the bulk of Israel is in 
apostasy, God has been entirely true to His word. Our paraphrase 
has only just come to the beginning of the second part of the Apostie’s 
exposition, in which he shows that Israel’s fall is Israel’s own fault, 

because Israel was not subject to God’s economy of gratuitous just- 

1 Osee 2.23, 1.10; Rom. 9. 24, 25. 

2 Tsaias 10. 22, 23, 1.9; Rom. 9. 27-29. 

8 KNABENBAUER (in Proph. Min. I, 30) and CORNELY (in Rom. p. 527 f.) re- 
gard the propheey as spoken directly of the Gentiles. 

4 Ts. 28.16, 8.14; Rom. 9. 32. 

92 
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ification by faith. The last text alone deals with this point. The 
series of eight biblical passages, which preceded it, exhibit the follow- 

ing concatenation: The word of God was to Israel. But Israel is 

the Israel of promise not of the flesh (shown by a text from the history 
of the expulsion of Agar and Ismael), 1 God having manifested His 
elective purpose in the persons of Isaac? and Jacob, * a:fact that is 

very strikingly brought out in a passage from the Prophet Malachiags, 4 
The justice and freedom of God in regard to subjects of mercy and 
obduration are shown by texts relative to Moses® and Pharao. § 
Then the argument is brought, in terms of God’s sovereign freedom 
to the matter at issue, namely, the spectacle of a church composed 
of a huge Gentile majority and a small Jewish minority. Osee’ had 
typally predicted the former and Isaias® the latter. A composite 

text from Isaias ° introduces, as has been said, the explanation, on 
the Jews’ side, of the Jewish position. The further progress of the 
exposition continues on the same biblical lines. 

There is a more complex arrangement of texts in Galatians 3. 6-14, 
because the movement of the Apostle’s thought is much more argu- 

mentative. The theme isScriptural confirmation of what the Galat- 
ians knew to be a fact of their own experience, namely that the “ re- 
ception of the spirit ” or, as we should say, the life of grace, is not 
from works but from the hearing of faith. Abraham is the pattern, 
on whom his children must be modelled. Now “ Abraham believed 
in God, and it was reputed to him unto justice.’? 1° Hence we must 
know that those who are of faith are really the children of Abraham. 
The Scripture foresaw that God was to justify the Gentiles by faith 
and told Abraham from the beginning: Benedicentur in te omnes gen- 
tes. It follows that it is those who are sons of Abraham, as being 
of faith, that are blessed together with the faithful Abraham. 1 So 

Gen. 21. 12. 

Gen. 18. 10. 

Gen. 25. 23. 
Mal. 1.2, 2. 

Ex. 33.19. 

Ex. 9. 16. 

Osee 2. 23, 24; 1.10 (LXX 2.25, 1.9). 

Is. 10. 22, 23; 1. 9. 

Is. 28.16; 8.14. 

Gen. 15. 6; Gal. 3. 6. 

11 Gen. 12.3; Gal. 3. 8. 
12 This is the conclusion of a syllogism, the major of which i is from Gen. 12. 3 

the minor from Gen. 15. 6. St. Thomas in h. 1, thus reconstructs the syllogis™ 

oO 3 Dn bh © MM 

- ° 

“Deus Pater nuntiavit Abrahae quod in semine suo benedicerentur omnes gente’: | 
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mM far is the law from bringing a blessing that its subjects are under a 
| curse, for.it is written: Maledictus omnis qui non permanserit in omni- 

bus quae seripta sunt in libro legis ut faciat ea.1 The law does not 

pring blessing, as is evident, and it is likewise evident from Scripture 
that in the law no man is justified before God. The Scripture says: 

lusius ex fide vivit, 2? but the law is not of faith but of deeds Quz fecerit 
ea vivet in. tllis.? It is easy to see the syllogism in this second part 

of the argument, the order of the propositions being: Conclusion, 

major, minor. Reduced to its simplest form, it is as follows: “‘ Tusti- 

tia est ex fide, sed lex ex fide non est, ergo lex iustificare non potest.’’ 4 
Thus the demonstration of the justificatory power of faith is followed 
by a demonstration of the justificatory impotence of the law. The 

idea of curse and blessing is taken up once more and the function of 
Christ for the removal of the curse and the transmission of the blessing 
is shown with reference to another Old Testament text. Christ 
redeemed us from the curse of the law by becoming a curse—maledic- 
tion personified—for our sakes, for it is written: Maledicius omnis 
qui pendet in ligno.® He took the law-breaker’s curse upon him, 

by being hung on a gibbet, ‘“‘ that upon the nations the blessing of 
Abraham might come in Christ Jesus, that we might receive the pro- 
mise of the spirit through faith.” 

This wonderful paragraph from the Epistle to the Galatians, 

full of the power of Scripture and of logic, may be profitably subjected 
to schematic analysis so that what St. Paul extracts from the biblical 
propositions may appear in its simplest terms and the logical con- 
struction of the whole piece be more apparent. The following is an 

attempt to do so. 

The first argument presupposes that the just are the sons of Abra- 
ham, justice and the Abrahamic blessing, to be inherited by the nations, 
being identical. Now the Scripture of Genesis.15. 6 designates faith 
as the mark of the sons of Abraham. Another Scripture (Gen. 12. 3) 

foresees the blessing of all nations in Abraham, that is, as sons of 
Abraham. The “ faithful’? and the “ blessed ” being both equal to 
the middle term “ sons of Abraham,” it follows that ‘“‘ those who are 
of faith are blessed with the faithful Abraham.’’ On the other hand 

sed illi qui quaerunt iustificari per fidem sunt filii Abrahae, ergo qui ex fide sunt... 
benedicentur cum fideli... Abraham.” 

1 Deut. 27, 26; Gal. 3.10. 

2 Hab. 2.4; Gal. 3.11. 

3 Lev. 18.5; Gai. 3. 12. 

48. Thom. in h. 1. 
5 Deut. 21. 23; Gal. 3.14. 
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a Scripture (Deut. 27. 26) lays those who confide in the law under 
a curse. That the law cannot justify is evident from two Scriptures: 
‘“* The just man lives by faith ’’ (Hab. 2. 4), but “‘ the Law-man doeg 
not live by faith but by deeds ” (Lev. 18. 5).1 Therefore, the Lay. 
man is not just. In other words the Law ean do nothing but bring 
the curse of its own violation. Christ, however, has taken away the 
curse and left free way for the benediction of Abraham. 

Explanation of Typology 

It only remains to see how St. Paul deals in particular with the 
typology of the Old Testament. Two passages stand out in the great 

Epistles as the classics of typological explanation, namely Galatians 

4. 21-31 and 1 Corinthians 10. 1-13. In both cases the Apostle.recalls 

historical incidents and shows that they have a further hidden mean- 
ing. In the first case (Gal. 3. 24) the ulterior sense is spoken of as 
allegory, 2 that is according to its etymological sense, ‘“ the saying 
of another thing;’’ in the second case, the things mentioned are said 
to be tuo: (1 Cor. 10.6) and to have happened to the Israelites 
tunes, ‘* being written for our instruction ’ (1 Cor. 10. 11). The 

benefits of God to Israel in the Exodus and the punishments that fell 
on Israel for non-correspondence with God’s benefits are prophetic 
things, which have their corresponding realization in the benefits 

and punishments of the Christian economy. 
The Galatians who are minded to subject themselves to the Law 

have not understood what the Law says about itself in the typal 
history of Abraham. The Patriarch had two sons, one of the bond- 
woman and one of the freewoman. The son of Agar is a child born 
according to a natural, fleshly scheme of things, heing born according 

to the flesh; the child of Sara is by birth a child of promise.* Trans- 
ferred to the future the two mothers are two testaments, Agar being 
the testament from Mount Sinai which brings its children into bond- 
age. That testament is prefigured by Agar, and the Mountain of 
Sinai, with which it is identified, is actually a mountain situated in 

the Hagarene land of Arabia. The Jerusalem that now is, that is, 
the Jerusalem of Mosaism is not in a different order of things, rather 

does it stand in one line of classification with Sinai. It is in slavery 

together with its children. Sara is not named, but she is implicitly 

1 Negative proposition inferred from positive statement of Leviticus 18. 5: 

Qui fecerit ea vivet in illis. 

2 Gal. 4.24: Quae sunt per allegoriam dicta. 

3 Gen. 16, 17, 21. 
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designated as the counterpart of Agar, when St. Paul sets the J erusa- 

lem above, that is, the Messianic Jerusalem, over against the Sinaitic 
Jerusalem, Quae sursum est Jerusalem libera est, quae est mater 
nostra.+ Her spiritual maternity was magnificently proclaimed by 
Isaias, when he bade the widow Israel to rejoice and lengthen the ropes 
of her tents to house the innumerable offspring that were to be hers: 

Laetare, sterilis, quae non paris: — 
erumpe et clama quae non parturis: 
quia multi filed deseriae, 
magis quam etus, quae habet virum. 2 

St. Paul tells the Galatians that they are children of the promise, 
like Isaac, and continues the typological history till Ismael figures 

as persecutor of Isaac.. Now as then, the sons of the flesh persecute 
the sons of the spirit. But what does the Scripture say: Hiice ancil- 
lam et filiam eius, non enim haeres erit filius ancillae cum filio liberae? * 
St. Paul takes these words (with change of cum filio meo into cum filio 
liberae) from the mouth of Sara, who demanded the expulsion of her 
son’s persecutor and his mother. The words have divine authority _ 
because they were afterwards approved by God? and consigned as 

such to the sacred page. . 
The Law was bondage, the Gospel is freedom. St. Paul sees the 

bondage of the law in the servile status of Agar and the freedom of 
the Gospel in the free status of Sara. As the mothers, so also the chil- 

dren. Ismael represents the Jews under the Law of Sinai, Isaac 
represents Christians under the Gospel—on the one hand the Syna- 
gogue, on the other the Church. The Jerusalem of earth (which is 
the lineal successor (cvororye?) of Sinai, and, one might say, its 
historico-religious synonym) is the mother of this race of slaves, while 
the heavenly Jerusalem is the mother of the children of Gospel liberty. 
The children of the flesh and of the Law are destined to be outcasts, 

whereas the children of the spirit and of freedom are heirs of the pro- 
mise. The freewoman’s children, who have received their freedom 
through Christ, must not put themselves once more under the yoke 
of servitude. | 

As here, so also in 1 Corinthians 10, a moral warning evokes the 
typology of an Old Testament history. The ‘ allegory ’’ of Galat- 
ians is the preface to a solemn admonition to keep the freedom of 

1 Gal. 4. 25. 

2 Is. 54.1; Gal. 4. 27. 

3 Gen. 21.10; Gal. 4. 30. 

* Gen. 21.12. 
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Christ. The type-picture of benefits and ingratitude in Corinthians 

is a warning against temptations, particularly such as were connected 
with idolatry. 

The benefits mentioned are five i in number, namely, the protecting 

and guiding cloud, the passage of the Red Sea (these two combining 
to form a symbol of baptism into the leadership of Moses), the mira- 

culous bread (manna) from heaven and the miraculous water from 

the rock, the source of this water being a symbol of the Rock of Israel, 
that is, the Christ that followed them with His blessings. . Notwith- 
standing this royally generous treatment, ‘“‘ the vast majority did 
not please God and their corpses were strewn in the wilderness.”’ 

‘* Now these things were types of us”’ that we may not follow 
the example of: Israel’s ingratitude and deserve the more terrible 
eschatological counterpart of Israel’s punishment. Five crimes and 
in the case of three of them, the vengeances which they met, are men- 

tioned. Concupiscence of evil things is the first. Apparently the 
reference is to Numbers XI, but no mention is made of the ‘‘ graves 
of concupiscence,’’ which the fury of the Lord made. Idolatry is 
the second, with reference to the worship of the golden calf as well 
as the sacrificial banquet and dancing that accompanied it, as it is 
written: Sedit populus manducare et bibere et surrewerunt ludere.' 
Here again there is no word about the dreadful execution of ven- 
geance to which the Levites dedicated their swords, thereby consecrat- 
ing their hands to the Lord. Fornication is the third crime and there 
seems to be little doubt that the idolatrous abominations of Beel- 
phogor? are what St. Paul has in mind, although a difficulty arises 
from the numerical toll of the victims of God’s wrath. According 

to Numbers 25. 9, twenty-four thousand died of plague on that occa- 
sion, whereas first Corinthians says that on. account of fornication 
‘“‘ there fell on one day twenty-three thousand.’’ It seems impos- 

sible, with Cornelius a Lapide, to see here the number slain by the 
Levites at Sinai, for although the Vulgate in that passage has twenty- 
three thousand, the Septuagint and Masoretic Text agree in setting 
the casualties of the Golden Calf at about three thousand. Of two 
answers suggested by St. Thomas, namely, that the greater number 
does not exclude the lesser, or that we have to deal with a copyist’s 
mistake, Cornely chooses the latter, but in the face of the exceedingly 
strong attestation of our accepted reading by the instruments of 
textual tradition, the former seems more reasonable. The fourth 

1 Exodus, 22.6; 1 Cor. 10. 7. 

2 Num. 25. 1-9. 
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crime is that of. tempting the Lord. It was punished by the: bites 

of deadly serpents.1 The fifth is the murmur that was raised at the 

severe punishment of the rebellion of Core.2 The plague that struck 
down fourteen-thousand seven hundred murmurers is personified as 

6 6doOpevTys With allusion to Wisdom 18. 5. 
These five examples of punishment befalling a people, whose 

history was. prophetic, were, as the Apostle testifies consigned to 

writing as a warning to the Christian generations, ‘“‘ unto whom the 

end of the ages has come.”’ The Holy Ghost wished them to be pro- 
phetic images of the punishments that shall fall upon Christians who 
give themselves up to such sins as the desire of evil things, or idolatry, 
or fornication, or the sin of tempting the Lord, or murmuring. The 
Apostle gives no exposition of the typo-prophetic incidents them- 

selves and no indication of the nature of the antitypal punishments 
which are represented by the temporal calamities mentioned. He 
merely points to the moral scope of the types. ‘‘ Scripta sunt autem 
ad correptionem nostram.’’ They are, he says, prophetic figures of 
what can happen to disobedient Christians, and consequently a 
solemn warning against disobedience. 

Modes of Exegesis in “ Hebrews ” 

There is no exegetical process in our Epistle which has not its 
parallel in the Paulines. The assertion that our author, in Philonic 
fashion, draws the Scriptures away from their proper sense to give 
merely allegorical support to doctrines which have nothing to do 
with them, is completely false. In fact it is much more difficult to 
explain some of the uses made of the sacred text by St. Paul than to 
justify the employment of scriptural passages throughout our Epistle. 
The exegetical purpose of the author is so firm that even accommo- 
dation is avoided to a far greater extent than in the Epistolary. This 

comes chiefly from the fact that a closer logical order pervades He- 
brews than almost any letter of St. Paul. Every text has its place 
in an exposition which is dominated by splendid order. The thesis 

that Christ is super-angelic is made to rest on seven texts 3 and his 
superiority even in the humiliation of his incarnation and sufferings 
is shown and explained by four other passages. His superemin- 

21 Num. 21. 4-7. 
2 Num. 16. 41-50 (17. 6-15). 
3 Ps. 2.7; 2 Sam. 7.14; Ps. 96.7 (Ps. 103. 4); Ps. 44. 6f.; Ps. 101. 26 ff.; Ps. 

109. 1. , 

4 Ps. 8.5 ff.; Ps. 21. 23; Isaias 8.17; Isaias 8. 18. 
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ence over Moses is worked out in terms of a Scriptural eulogy of the 
great Hebrew Prophet (Ex. 12. 7); and the task of the new House of @ 
Israel, ruled by a greater leader than Moses, is set in terms of aspirg.. : 
tion towards a higher land of promise, towards a state, which isan & 
antitype of the rest promised to the generation of the Exodus (Ps. 94. & 
8-11) and a copy of God’s own sabbath (Genesis 2.2). Christ’s priest- 
ly dignity has its warrant in the declaration of divine sonship (Ps. 2.7) 
and in the oracle of eternal appointment to sacerdotal office accord- 
ing to the order of Melchisedech (Ps. 109. 4): His priestly entrance, 
behind the veil as our Precursor has given us firm hold on an anchor 

which secures the unshakableness of our faith in the blessing formerly 
promised to Abraham with the double solemnity of an oracle and a 

divine oath (Genesis 22.16 f.). The superiority of Christ over Aaron 
and Levi—a superiority which abolishes the inferior priesthood and 
the dispensation to which it belonged—is built up point by point 
from the elements found in the typal history of Melchisedech (Gen. 
14.17 ff.) and in the oracle which names the Messias his antitype 
(Ps. 109. 4b) and in the oath-confirmed assertion of the stability 
of his Meichisedechian priesthood (Ps. 109. 4a, b). 

Thus eighteen texts, not a single one of which is either allegorized 
or accommodated, stand as the Scriptural pillars which, by the solid- 
ity of their literal or typal significance, support the teaching of the 
first seven chapters of the Epistle regarding Christ the Lord and 
Saviour, Christ the Apostle of our confession, and Christ the eternal 
Highpriest. 

In the comparison of the priestly ministries, old and new, together 

with their correlatives of sanctuary and covenant, itis the same. No 
text is accommodated; no allegory is indulged in. . The five main 
Scriptural elements in the whole piece (Heb. 8. 1-10.18) are firstly, 

the divine command indicating the typal character of the Mosaic 
tabernacle (Exodus 25. 40), secondly, the direct Jeremian oracle of 
the New Covenant (Jer. 31. 31-34), thirdly, the typological descrip- 
tion of the sanctuary and its expiatory liturgy (Numbers XVIII 
ete.), fourthly, the bloodseal which stamped the Mosaic berith as the 
figure of a testament to be ratified with the really efficacious blood of 
Christ’s expiation (Exodus 24. 8), and finally the Messiah’s programme 
of obedience, spoken in the typal person of the Psalmist (Ps. 39. 6f.) 
to signify the removal of the first order of sacrifice and the establish- 

ment of the second. Here, then, the general typological character 
of the tabernacle, the particular typology of the liturgy, especially 
of Expiation Day, and the Messias using the words of a typological 
person combine with the literal words of Jeremias and Moses to weave 
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¢he argument of those chapters. The Scripture is asked to speak in 
a strictly scientific way through letter and type. ! 

The use of Scripture changes somewhat in the great paraenetic 

part (10. 19-13.17). The number.of purely literary borrowings 
(which are very few in the pages just examined) increases consid- 

erably.2 Besides, in accordance with the character of the pieces into 
which the Scriptures are sammoned, namely, two purely exhortatory 
pieces (10. 19-39; 13. 1-17), a history of faith (11. 1-40), an exhorta- 

tion leading up to a vision of the Church and the heavenly kingdom 
(12. 1-29)—according, I say, to these varieties we have a series of 
warning citations, ® an historical series in the great Martyrology, 4 
and a moral series leading on to an eschatological prophecy.5 There 
are altogether some ten or eleven texts verbally cited as having 
Scriptural sacredness. No one would dream of regarding any of them 
as involving allegorical application of the inspired text, but two of 
them, at first sight, seem to be examples of accommodation. If we 
regard the words: Non te deseram neque derelinguam (Hebr. 13. 5), 
as words spoken by the Almighty to Josue, we shall rightly describe 
them as accommodated by our author to express the readiness of the 
same provident Lord to supply every want of the Hebrew commun- 

ity. But, as it seems more likely that the words are taken from 
Deuteronomy 31.6 and are addressed to the whole. people of God, 
the accommodation is less evident, because the assurance of divine 
help for the chosen people, as such, always remains. We can hardly 

speak of accommodation, for instance, when we refer the words of 
Christ: Hgo vobiscum sum, to the Church of the present day. Simil- 
arly in regard to the words of Psalm 117.6. Here an inspired poet, 

in the name of the whole people all full of joy over a great deliverance, 
says, amongst other things: ‘‘ The Lord is my helper, I will not fear. 

1 For the present we are only asserting the facts which we have observed. 
It will be granted by any reader of Hebrews, that in these ten and a half chapters, 
the writer is almost entirely intent on Christological and eschatological truths— 
things that had little or no interest for Philo, the philosophic allegorist. Windisch 

speaks very loosely and inaccurately when he describes the great central part. 

(4. 14-10, 18) as “‘ eigentlich nichts anderes als ein Midrasch zu Ps. 109 (Zur theol. 

Stellung des Hebr., 0. ¢., p. 192). 

2 Is. 26.11; 35. 3; Prov. 4. 26; Deut. 29. 18; Ps. 49. 14; Os. 14.3 etc. 

3 Deut. 32. 35; 32. 36; Habacuc 2. 3f. Deut. 31. 6; Ps. 117. 6. 

4 Only two or three of these are closely verbal. 

5 Prov. 3.11; Exod. 19.18; Deut. 9.19; Aggeus 2. 6. 

6 Cfr. CoRNELY-MERK, Compendium Introductionis, I, p. 249: ““ S. Paulus (Hb- 
13. 5) singulis Christianis applicans verba, quae Dominus ad solum Josue dixerat. 
(Jos. 1. 5) accommodatione per extensionem usus est.” 
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What can man do to me?’ Such words, the Christian Hebrews, 
without any accomodation may confidently make their own. If 

any one, however, wishes to see accommodation in these two texts, 

we shall not quarrel with him. We simply observe that there is 

substantial identity of. situation, although the circumstances of the 
hour are different. It is much like the following. The Angel Gabriel 
said: ‘‘ Hail, full of grace ’’ to the Blessed Virgin Mary just before the 
Incarnation. Surely, :we do not accommodate but simply use the 

Angel’s words in their original sense, when we honour our Lady with 
the same salutation today. It is to be noted that these two texts, 
the only ones in regard to which some suspicion of adaptation may 
appear defensible, occur in the final chapter, after the body of the 

Epistle has been terminated. . 

Particular ‘paraenetic texts 

_In the great exhortation, therefore, we have only to consider very 
few texts as offering some degree of difficulty. In the first place it 
cannot but seem singularly impressive that of the two contiguous 
passages which are adduced to strengthen the threat against apostasy 
(Deut. 32. 35, 32. 36) one is quoted by St.Paul (Rom. 12.19) while 
the third text (Hab. 2. 4) used in Hebrews to round off an exhortation 
to perseverance in the faith, also lends its chief verse to the Apostle 
twice over (Rom. 1.17; Gal. 3.11). The passages stand, indeed, in 

different contexts here and in the Paulines, and consequently the 

accent falls on a different aspect, but the words retain their literal 
~. meaning throughout. Thus in Romans 12.19 the saying ‘* Venge- 

ance is mine, I will repay *’ supports a warning against private revenge, 
while in Hebrews it supports a threat of the sure vengeance which will 

fall on apostates. The proposition ‘‘ God is the Avenger ’’ conveys 
only one meaning, but that meaning fits the sufferer of evil and the 
doer of evil differently. Likewise the text of Habacuc stands in 
Romans and Galatians in reference to the acquisition of justice, which 
has its beginning and root and foundation in faith. The fuller text 
is cited in Hebrews against the peril of losing acquired justice and 
life by withdrawing from that faith which is its source. The exegesis 

which these citations receive in their respective contexts, in our 
Epistle, creates no difficulty, but it is not so with the verse: Iudicabit 

- Dominus populum suum. Whether it be taken from Deuteronomy 
32. 36 or from Psalm ‘134.14, the passage speaks of a judgment 
exercised by God in favour of His people. ‘Here, on the other hand, 
there is question of a punitive judgment in which it shall appear 
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now terrible it is to fall into the hands of the living God.1 The diffi- 
eulty is only apparent. The first of the two texts of Deuteronomy 

(32. 35%) speaks undoubtedly of a retribution of wrath on enemies, 

gnd is understood of wrath both in Romans and Hebrews. The 

second (32. 362) speaks of a judgment of mercy in favour of God’s 
people, but that judgment necessarily involves the separation of their 
cause from that of the wicked. The same act which vindicates the 
just also punishes the wicked. Hence, in a context like the present— 

one of fire devouring the adversaries—this indirect meaning of the 
sentence: Iudicabit Dominus populum suum comes to the forefront. 2 

Consequently the text is literally used by the author and not turned 

to signify the opposite of its original meaning. 

In chapter XI the doings and experiences and sufferings of the 
Hebrew heroes of faith are described from one constant point of 
view. Faith in the unseen and unshaken constancy in the pursuit 

_ of a divine hope is the lesson of this historical panegyric. Our author 
does not read into the record of those men anything which was not 
really in it. He does not, like Philo, draw persons and events with 
the cords of allegory into a world of metaphysical abstraction and 
philosophic ethics. Patriarchs and Prophets and faithful Israelites 
here move in the Messianic world to which they belong, with their 
hearts on the hope held out to them in the future. It is pure un- 
scientific indulgence of the imaginative faculty to bring this unmixed 
biblical martyrology into the hazy realms of Philonism, as writers like 
Windisch do.? The pilgrim-life of the Patriarchs, for instance, is — 
described after the manner that the Patriarchs themselves conceived 
it. Jacob for instance did not think merely of his nomadic existence, 

1 Dr. Morrat, o. c. p. 152, has a most-unsatisfactory note on the two joint ci- 
tations. He says: ‘* The thought of the original in both passages is God avenging 

his people on their foes and championing them, not punishing them; but here this 
fate is assigned to all who put themselves outside the range of God’s mercy in the 

sacrifice of Jesus Christ. They fall under God’s retribution.” It is at least a very 

loose way of putting the matter, so that one does not quite know whether the in- 
Spired author is regarded as giving the words a meaning of his own or not. 

2 Ziiy in h. 1. (p. 548) writes: “‘ Beide Stellen beweisen... wirklich das, was der 

Apostel damit beweisen wollte, die eine direct, die andere indirect, namlich dass 

Gott den Abfall unabwendbar bestrafen werde.”? Cfr. Ps. 42.1 and 2 Thessalo- 

mians 1. 6. 

3 Speaking of our author’s affinities with Philo WinDIscH writes (0. G., p. 132): 

** Verwandte Schriftbenutzung hat nun abnliche Ideen gezeitigt. Dahin gehért 
von weniger zentralen Punkten... die Bemerkung tiber Abel Ll. 4, die Betonung 

der Gerechtigkeit Noas 11.7... der Erweis des Glaubensgehorsams des Abraham 

aus dem Umstand, dass er nach dem Unbekannten auszog 11. 8... die Beziehung des 

Nomadenlebens der Patriarchen auf die Weltfremdheit der Frommen, 11: 13-16. 
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when he said before Pharao: ‘‘ The days of the years of my pilgrimage 

are a hundred and thirty years: few and evil have the days of the 
years of my life been, and have not come up to the days of the years 

of the lives of my fathers in the days of their pilgrimage ”’ (Genesis 
47.9). This pilgrim-idea of life is truly. biblical, and it is worked out 
even more fully in second Corinthians (5. 1 ff.) than in Hebrews. There 
is certainly no allegorization of Old Testament history in the eleventh 

chapter of our Epistle, and the few biblical passages which are ver- 

bally cited are kept rigorously within the bounds of the letter. The 
words: In Isaac vocabitur tibi semen, are no less historically conceived 
in Hebrews 11.18 than in Romans 9.7. In fact St. Paul’s purpose 
in citing them is much more theological than that of our author. The 
ascription of an unhistorical mentality to the writer.of Hebrews cannot 

be supported by a single text. Itis only a critie who refuses to find 
Christ in the Old Testament at all and regards the Messianic prin- 
ciple of O. T. exegesis as an arbitrary construction that could write 
such a sentence as this: ‘‘ As in Philo, so here also the exegesis is enti- 
rely unhistorical, being entirely forced into the service of the author’s 
interests and special views.” 1 

In chapter XII, likewise, there can be no question of texts being 
angariated for services against which their letter rebels. Divine 
Wisdom personified as Consolation speaks to the Christian people 
its age-old lesson on the value and desirableness of discipline.* The 
words of Isaias encouraging? and of the wise man exhorting‘ are 
used to say to the Christian Hebrews what they had said for centuries 
to their pre-Christian forefathers. The dangers of a root of bitter- 
ness and of a profane and apostate mind like that of Esau find more 
effective literary expression, when conveyed in words reminiscent 
of Deuteronomy and Genesis. The terrors of Sinai are most appro- 
priately described in the borrowed language of Moses, and, surely, the 

setting of the Arabian Mount of terror against the Christian Sion and 
the heavenly Jerusalem does not betray an author less Jewish and 
less Pauline than the author of Galatians. In Hebrews, of course, 

the Messianism is more eschatological because a sabbath-country, 

city or kingdom is the dynamically dominant idea of the whole 
Epistle. > The march of humanity is towards an unshakable kingdom 

or terrors more fearful than Sinai, for “‘ our God is a consuming fire.” 

1 WINDISCH, tbidem. 

2 Proverbs 3.11, 12. 

8 Isaias 35. 3. 

4 Proverbs 4. 26. 

5 Virri, art. cit. Biblica 17 (1936) p. 145. 
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The great exhortation finishes in a vision of rest to which our author 

adds the terrors of a Deuteronomic passage (Deut. 4. 24), the flames 
of which have been felt more than once in the course of the Hpistle. 1 

The insistence on the note of terror, side by side with the great hope 
into which Christ leads his people, sets a distinctly Hebrew stamp 

on Hebrews. This precious admission is made by Windisch in 
the peculiar terminology of Rudolf Otto: ‘‘ Die Religion des Hebr. 
ist durch und durch atlich-numinés bestimmt.” 2? But the same 
Windisch is causticaly critical in regard to the author’s exegesis of 

the contrast between Sinai and Sion, which ends in the citation of a 
few words from the Prophet Aggeus. When God theSpeaker of the Old 
Testament is represented as speaking on earth and God the Speaker 
of the New is represented as speaking from heaven, our author is 
accused of contradicting Exodus 20. 22, Deuteronomy 4.36 and 
Nehemias 9. 13, and of forgetting that God has spoken in Jesus upon 
earth.? Again it is the old story: “‘ quando duo dicunt aliud non 
semper est aliud.’? God spoke from heaven in former days but his 
voice sounded on earth through angels and through Prophets; now 
he speaks in His Son who is at His right hand in heaven. As the 
Apostle regards the law of Sinai as a word spoken by angels (2. 2) 

and thereafter continued by Prophets, but regards the final word of 
God as being continually spoken through the Son by his Apostles 
(2.4; 6. 5; 10. 29), 4-so the two revelations differ in mode, and can 
consequently be distinguished in the terms used by the author of 
Hebrews. Westcott not only answers the difficulty very well, but, 
referring to the two Pentateuchal texts proposed as an objection by 
Windisch, remarks that ‘“‘in one sense ‘God spake from heaven’ 
when He gave the Law (Hx. 20. 22; Deut. 4. 36) but His voice 
even then was of earth.”? Zill also points out that the present part- 
iciples (AaAobvra and ypyyarifovra) bid us consider the whole res- 
pective economies of God’s word then and now. The former 

bears the stamp of an.earthly revelation, the latter is all heavenly; 

1 Heb. 2.2 (4.13), 6.8; 10.27, 31. 

2 Commentary, p.115. By Numinosum (Das Numinése) is understood the 
“ Holy Deity ” as an irrational magnitude surrounded in human perception by 

the “ mysterium tremendum ” issuing in the anger of God. T'o inspire fear is the 

first attribute of the Numinosum. ‘The ideas of Otto are permeated by Kantian 

philosophy. 

3 “< Vos vidistis. quia de-caelo locutus’sum vobis (Ex. 20. 22); De caelo te fecit 

audire vocem suam (Deut. 4. 36); Ad montem quoque Sinai descendisti et locutus es 
cum eis de caelo’’ (Prayer of the Levites, Neh. 9. 13). 

4 See Estivs in h.1l. The contrast is not between Moses and Christ but be- 

tween two modes of speaking. 
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‘‘denn das neutestamentliche Gottesreich ist ein Himmelreich im 
vollsten Sinne des Wortes. Hier hat das Gotteswort durchaus himm- 

lischen Charakter. Vom Himmel her ertént sein Ruf, Geheimniss 

des Himmels bilden seinen Inhalt, zum Himmel zieht es seine Glieder, 
Aus dieser Verschiedenartigkeit.der Offenbarungsweise leitet der 

Apostel die Erhabenheit der einen Offenbarung vor der anderen und 
damit den Vorzug des N. B. von dem alten ab.1 By reason of its 
heavenly character the New Testament has more terrible sanctions 
than the Old, but these are chiefly eschatological. By a process of 

‘¢ oversharp ” exegesis and after the manner of a consummate Doctor 
subtilis the Apostle is said to draw the two pictures of “‘ tremendous- 
ness’ out of Aggeus 2.6.2 But again, it is not our author’s exegesis 
which is at fault but its critic. Aggeus was one of the Prophets of 

the building of the second or Zorobabelian temple. In this partic- 
ular place he encourages Zorobabel the Governor and Jesus the High- 
priest and the remnant of the people to go on with the building. Their 
great motive of courage is God’s engagement towards His people at 
the Exodus. That remains to the present and for the future, but, 

as the Prophet looks into the future, he sees a still greater manifesta- 

tion of the Almighty’s power than that which happened in the past. 

The earthquake of Sinai is not expressly mentioned, but is implied in 
the words joined to the remembrance of the Exodus: ‘‘ Once more 
and very soon, at that, I will shake the heavens and the earth and 
the sea’? (2.6). The Apostle seizes on a shaking which involves 

not only the earth but the heavens. Inthe mention of such a heaven- 
and-earthquake in contrast to the mere earthquake of Sinai, he 
sees the greater world-shock of the Messianic era, a shock and a re- 
volution of things which shall be final. The Prophet gazes, especially, 
on the forefront of the magnificent perspective, the signs on earth 
and in heaven (such as realiy occurred at the birth and death of Christ) 
that were to mark the procession of the riches of the nations towards 
the second temple.* The Apostle, inspired by the same spirit of 

prophecy as spoke in Aggeus, looks more especially to the furthest 

end of the vista, where the shaking changes every things transient, 

1 Der Brief an die Hebraer, p. 667. 

2 Windisch in Heb. 12. 26, p. 115: “‘ Die Schrecken des neuen Bundes stehen 
noch aus und sind viel schlimmer als die friiheren.. Das Ganze ist durch iiberscharfe 

fast spitzfindige Exegese aus Hag. 2.6 LXX gewonnen. 

3’ The Vulgate heightens the Messianism of the passage, but does not pervert 

the substantial meaning, by representing the Messias himself (Desideratus cunctis 
gentibus) coming. The Alexandrian translator probably did not vocalize his text 

like the Masoretes (hemdath kol haggoim) but rather h*mudoth, ta éxXexra wavTwv 

Tav Nav. 
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allowing only what is permanent to stand with the stability of an 

unshakable kingdom. Windisch, it seems, means to be sarcastic, 
when he introduces his note on Hebrews 12.27 with the remark: 

“ Bin zweiter Exegetenbefund.’?1 The shaking of Sinai, he thinks, 
suddenly becomes in the mind of the writer the shaking of creation. ? 
But what did creation shake? Why not give the Apostle credit for at 
least a little intelligence? Surely he understood that a shaking sup- 
poses something to be shaken—the created and not the creatable. 

The seismic language is not, of course, to be taken in a merely physical 

sense. The spiritual convulsions wrought in humanity by the intro- 

duction of the two covenants are included. St. Gregory Nazianzen 
‘seems to have this passage in mind, when he speaks of two great reli- 
gious turning-points of history as two earthquakes, to which he adds 

a third, namely, the passage to an unchanging eternity: ‘‘ Duae ex 
omni aevo illustres vitarnm mutationes, quae etiam duo Testamenta, 

atque ob rei celebritatem, terrae motus appellantur, altera a simula- 
crorum cultu ad legem, altera a lege ad Evangelium. Ac tertium 
etiam terrae motum Scriptura nobis annuntiat, nempe migrationem 
ab hac vita ad alteram illam motus omnis et iactationis expertem.”’ 3 

The Apostle, however, does not distinguish more than two quakes, 
for the Messianic quaking of earth and heaven, when consummated, 
introduces an eternal and unchanging state of things. A similar 
length of vista is offered by the prophecy of Joel (3. 1-5) which St. Pe- 
ter declared to be realized, at least in its germinal beginning, on the 
day of Pentecost. Windisch quite arbitrarily attributes to the 
writer of Hebrews an exegesis of the Aggean text involving an abso- 
jute destruction of the created world, his tév cadevopévwv petabecis 
being equated with amwAcea, so that the Kiel Professor may con- 

clude: ‘‘ Die Eschatologie des Hebr. kennt darnach keine Erneue- 
rung der geschaffenen Welt.” The fact is that the Apostle speaks of 
the passing of a transient order and a change of the changeable into 

an unchanging kingdom. He says absolutely nothing in regard to 
the dissolution of the physical elements of the universe. The finality 
of the New Testament being what he has in mind, he means that the 

1 He does not, however, use a note of exclamation, but the words cited above 
are not a sentence. 

2 This seems to be the obvious meaning of his words: “‘ ér drat ist in 26 
auf die Sinaioffenbarung bezogen, hier wie es scheint auf die Schépfung.” The 

act of creation seems to be regarded as a shaking of something. It appears so 

strange that one wonders whether that can be the author’s real meaning, but 
words are words. 

3 Oratio XXXI- Theologica V.P.G. XXXYV. 160f. The text is cited by 
Morrat in h. 1. 
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unchanging kingdom has come, though its consummation has stil] 
to be awaited. The spiritual convulsion, which introduced the whole 
immutable-economy of Church and kingdom, has already occurred 
but its tremors are not yet finished. ! 

The capital texts 

It is not in this closing part of the Epistle but in the earlier sec- 
tions that the really basic citations of our Epistle are found. If we 
omit the citation from Genesis XXII (Hebr. 6.14), we have a quad- 

ruple series, namely the eleven texts that refer to Christ’s pre-emin- 
ence over the Angel’s, the three concerned with the hyper-Mosaic 
character of the new Leader and of the land into which he leads his 
people, the four or five which deal with Christ’s Priesthood, and 
finally, the four texts and one real type which show the superior 
dignity and efficacy of the new sanctuary, ministry, and covenant. 

We must now deal briefly with these series of citations, delaying 
only on those points which cause difficulty or seem to show a pecu- 
liar method of exegesis. 

First group 

The final sentence of the Prologue declares the Son to be ‘‘ so much 
better than the angels as he has inherited a more excellent name than 
they.” Seven Scriptural testimonies are invoked to strengthen this 

declaration. The selection is the author’s own, for we have no rea- 

son to believe that he was acquainted with a sort of theological enchi- 

ridion in which texts were already gathered together.2 The theory 

1 St. Thomas comments thus: “‘ Facit magnam vim in hoc quod dicit: Adhue 

semel, Quod enim dicit, adhuc, ostendit quod mobilia sunt. Sed quod dicit, semel, 

ostendit quod a statu mobilitatis et corruptibilitatis mutanda sunt ad statum in- 

corruptionis et immutabilitatis. Si enim post motionem illam remanerent in statu 

mutationis, non diceret Semel sed Iterum et iterum... Ex his patet quod ista in 

veteri testamento, etsi movebantur, non tamen ad statum incorruptionis et immu- 

tabilitatis; sed hoc fit tantum in novo, in signum quod promissa veteris testamenti 

erant mutabilia, non autem novi” (0. ¢, p. 442). 

2 'There seemed to be no reason why we should examine anew the question of 

the existence of biblical Florilegia or collections of Scriptural testimonies in con- 

nection with our Epistle. There is no single case in which our author might be 

suspected of drawing on such a collection. In the fifth of his Essays on Biblical 

Greek (On Composite Citations from the Septuagint, pp. 203-214), Edwin Hatch 

(Oxford 1889) raised the question whether systematic collections of biblical texts 

were in use amongst Hellenistic Jews. The centos of texts in common use amongst 

early Christian writers, such as Clement of Rome, the Pseudo-Barnabas and Justin 

Martyr, seemed to favour such an hypothesis. Vollmer took up Hatch’s sugges- 
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that an elaborate collection of Scriptural testimonies existed in N. T. 
days.is supported by no proof. Undoubtedly our Lord’s teaching 
and especially his exposition of the prophetic contents of the Law 

f and the Prophets and the Psalms during the forty days after the 
| resurrection (Luke 24.44; Acts 1.3) would have left the Apostles in 

possession of a great bunch of Scriptural texts, but we have no reason 
to believe that these soon began to receive thematic arrangement 
after the manner of a manual. Dr. Rendel Harris, the most extreme 
protagonist of the ‘‘ Testimonies ’’ hypothesis, endeavours to throw 
the activity of the second and third centuries into the first, when he 
argues that a marshalling of materials like those of Cyprian’s first 
two books of Testimonia adversus Iudaeos (P. L, IV, 675-724) had 
begun in the first years of the Christian era.1 Michel, having noted 
that no trace has been discovered of pre-Christian Florilegia, either 
Hellenistic (as suggested by Hatch) or rabbinical (as Vollmer sug- 
gested) further dubs as improbable the supposition that early Christian 
collections existed, prior to the composition of the N. T. books. He 
does not, however, deny that the beginnings of the collections, which 
first appear in developed form with Melito of Sardes and Cyprian, 
may be as early as the end of the first century. The stimulus would 
have come from Paul himself, but in turn there is no reason to deny 
that the Pauline system of arranging testimonies according to a dom- 
inant idea and also the frequently systematic combination of Torah 
and Nebiim have rabbinical influence behind them. ? . 

The selection here in the first chapter of Hebrews is almost entirely 
Psalmodic, and is determined by the points fixed in the Prologue. 
The description there given of the Son, in whom God has finally 
spoken, ineluded four chief points: firstly, Sonship itself involving 

tion and offered the further suggestion that Hebrew Florilegia existed offering 
combinations of texts arranged according to certain catchwords (0. ¢., p. 41). Thus 
St. Paul would have remembered a “‘rain”’ series, when he combined Is. 55. 10, 

Deut. 28.11 and Osee 10. 12 in 2 Cor. 9.10. Compare also a d/@0s combination 

from Isaias in Rom. 9. 33 and 1 Petr. 2. 6; likewise the gathering of four é6vos 

texts in Rom. 15. 9-12. Rendel Harris gave two volumes to the subject of “‘ Tes- 

timonies ’? (1916, 1920) in which, working back from Cyprian’s testimonia ad 
Quirinum, he endeavours to find vestiges of an anti-Jewish collection in N. T. times. 

1 I can say personally that J have carefully read St. Cyprian’s first two books 
of Testimonies without “‘ finding the right line of sight’ and without discovering 

that “the Epistle to the Hebrews is composed upon lines which are capable of 

immediate ilustration from Cyprian’s first two books of Testimonies against the 
Jews? (R. Harris, art. Did Jesus use Testimonies, Expository Times, XXXVI, 

p. 410). | 
2 Paulus und seine Bibel, pp. 52-54. 
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a relation to the Father such as the Apostle expresses in the phrasey: 
splendor gloriae et figura substantiae eius; secondly, royal dignity 

whereby the Son has been constituted heir of the universe; thirdly, 

creatorship marked by the facts that through the Son God has created 
the ages, and the Son himself carries everything by the word of hig 
power; fourthly the exaltation of the Saviour to the right hand of 
God.1 At the close of the Prologue, the Apostle signifies his intention 
of showing that the Son’s pre-eminence above the Angels is man-— 
ifested by the better Name which he has acquired as his own. The 
Name denotes not only the term Son but all the qualifications that 
belong to him. No Angel is more than a messenger and a servant. 
The Son has that unique title which the Father gives in the same way 
to no one else; as first-born he receives the adoration of the Angels 
and a divine throne; he is the Creator, immutable and eternal, before 
whom even the heavens are temporal-and destined to pass away; he 

is the only One invited by the Almighty to sit at His right hand. 
The arrangement of the biblical passages is very skilful. God’s word 
glorifies the son six times, and defines the servile position of the 
Angels twice. The only text which refers entirely to the Angels 

stands right in the middle of this biblical septenary, that is, in the 
fourth place. The first series of three texts refers to Christ’s dignity 
as Son, but the inferiority of the Angels already figures in the third 
passage, which also insinuates the notion of Christ’s royalty, brought 
into special prominence only in the fifth text. Since the fifth text is 

an antithesis of the fourth or exclusively Angelic text, we may regard 

the ideas of sonship and heirship as dovetailed into one another, the 
inferiority of the Angels below the Son and the Heir of the universe 
being thus brought into remarkable contrast. The sixth passage 

is closely connected with the fifth, and was probably suggested to 
the Apostle by the appellation 6 Oeds given to the Messias in the 

fifth citation. The series closes with the first words of the hundred 
and ninth Psalm. Now, if there are any two texts in the Old Testa- 

ment that deserve to enter into competition for the title ‘‘ Messianic 

1 With his accustomed clarity St. Thomas expresses the relation of the Pro- 

logue to the series of texts: ‘‘ Apostolus in toto capitulo intendit praeferre Christum 

angelis quantum ad excellentiam, unde posuit quattuor pertinentia ad excellen- 

tiam Christi, se. quantum ad originem, quia Filius; quantum ad dominationem, quia 

haeres; quantum ad operationem, quia ipse fecit saecula; quantum ad honorem, 

quia sedet ad dexteram maiestatis. Modo Apostolus in parte ista ostendit, quod 

Christus quantum ad ista quattuor excedit angelos; et primo quantum. ad filiatio- 

nem; secundo quantum ad dominationem ibi; Et cwm tterum introducit; tertio quan- 

tum ad operationem creationis; ibi: Et tw in principio, Domine, terram fundasti; 

quarto quantum ad Patris consessionem, ibi: 4d quem autem angelorum. 
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f oracle of oracles,’’ they are the proclamation of divine Sonship in 

/ Psalm IL and the invitation of Psalm CIX to the same Messias to sit 
at the right hand of Majesty. It is with these two oracles, intro- 

@ duced by practically the same formulae, that the Apostle’s Scriptural 

# septenary begins and ends. © | 
. The interpretation of these initial and final texts (Pss. 2.7 and 

% 109.1) leaves no room for doubt.! For our present purpose, namely, 

* comparison of the exegesis of the Paulines and Hebrews, it is sufficient 

Eto point out that St. Paul cites both sentences as Messianic oracles 
B (Acts 13. 33 and 1 Cor. 15.25). In fact the use of the two Psalms in 

f the New Testament is the very solid foundation of the traditional 
# Catholic view that both poems refer directly and exclusively to the 

4 Messias.2 The principle of exegesis in the present case is, therefore, 
f nothing. other than. the direct literal application of the two passages 

f to the Christ. The Holy Ghost spoke of Christ and of no one else 
# in announcing the divine oracles Filius meus es tu and Sede a 
| dextris meis. The question consequently arises whether the other 

five texts which are here Christologically applied must also be re- 
7 garded as Messianic prophecies. That assertion can be confidently 
; made in regard to the citations from 2 Samuel 7. 14 and from Psalm 

XLIV. The former passage is Messianic, not however in the direct, 
immediate, literal sense but in a typal sense. The oracle spoken by 
God through Nathan to David immediately refers to Solomon. From 
verse 12 the text of this chapter of second Samuel reads: ‘‘ And when 
thy days shall be finished, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I 
will raise up thy seed after thee, the seed that shall come forth from 
thy bowels, and I will establish his kingdom. He shall build a house 
for my name, and I will establish the throne of his kingdom for ever. 
I shall be to him as a father and he shall be to me asa son. And if 

he commit iniquity, I will chastise him with the rod of men, and with 
the stripes of the children of men; but my mercy I will not take away 

1 Of Psalm II Pére Lagrange writes: ‘‘ Ce psaume est le psaume messianique 

par excellence et le premier document hébreu qui contienne le terme technique de 

Messie, joint encore cependant a Jahvé sous la forme son Oint”? (RB 1905, p. 41). 
Of Psalm CIX we can say that it is even more indubitably Messianic, “‘ il pit cele- 

bre di tutto il saltero... La chiesa cristiana in ogni tempo ed anche Ja giudaica in 

antichita (cfr. Matteo 22. 41-46 e paralleli) e nel medio evo VPintesero del Messia: i 
versi 1 e 4 ne sono spesso citati nel nuovo Testamento come verificatisi in Gest: 

Cristo (Vaccari, I libri poetici, Rome, 1925). 

2 Ps. II, Cir. Acts 4. 25, 26; 13. 33 (Matt. 3.17 and parallels, 2 Petr. 1.17); 
Apoe. 2. 27, 12. 5, 19. 15, and Hebrews 1.5, 5.5. Ps. CLX. Cfr. Matt. 22. 44 and 

parallels, Acts 2. 34, 35; Matt. 26. 64, Eph. 1. 20, Col. 3. 1; 1 Cor. 15. 25, Eph. 1. 22, 

1 Petr. 3.22 and Hebrews 1.13 (1.3, 8.1, 10.12, 12.2); 10.13; 7. 21. 

K 
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from him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put away from before me, 
And thy house and thy kingdom shall last for ever before thee; ang 
thy throne shall be firm perpetually ” (2 Sam. 7.12-17). Two things 
stand out clearly from this text, firstly, that the son of David whom 
God shall regard as His own son, is the king destined to build the 
temple, that is, Solomon, a Monarch who may commit iniquity and 
deserve to be chastised with a rod of discipline; secondly, that God’s 
assurance regarding the person and kingdom of Solomon exceeds the 

_ historical proportions of the temporal monarchy of the Davidic line, 

Granting the existence of real prophecy as distinct from poetic aspi-— 
ration or exaggeration, we are invited to see in this magnificent enhan- 
cement of things a future reality belonging to that age, which was 
always the goal of Israelite hope, namely, the Messianic era.1 The 
particular words with which we are concerned: Ego ero illi in patrem 
et ipse erit mihi in filium are singular. God never called any indiv- 
idual, either man or angel, ‘‘My Son” until we find it said of a 
Davidie Monarch. In Psalm 88. 27-30 a similar thing is recalled 

from the prophetic oracles spoken to David himself: “‘ Ipse invocabit 

me: Pater meus, es tu, Deus meus et susceptor salutis meae: et ego 
primogenitum ponam illam excelsum prae regibus terrae.”” The term 
Son of God was applied to the Israelite people collectively (Exodus 
4.11, Osee 11.1), and even to a tribe (Ephraem primogenitus meus, 
Jer. 31. 9); Angels, also, as a class of spiritual beings were called sons 
of God (Pss. 28. 1, 88. 7; Job. 1. 6, 2.1), and special groups of men, 
as a body, were likewise styled sons of God (Genesis 6. 2, 14, Psalm 
81. 6), 2 but the use of the title “‘son of God’ in the singular, ad- 
dressed to a single person, is reserved to David and Solomon, and 
is connected in each case with the eternity of their kingdom. It 
is, therefore, a term to which the Holy Spirit has reserved a sublim- 

1 The following extract from the comment of Estius on this verse is worth 

quoting: ‘‘ Poterat hic obiici: Si literali sensu haec verba competunt in Salomonem: 

quale est argumentum Apostoli: de nullo angelorum hoe dictum. est; ergo Christus 

est maior angelis? Sed hunc scrupulum iam ante removimus, in explicatione testi- 

monii praecedentis. Nunquam enim haec tam grandia ac magnifica de Salomone 

dicerentur, nisi in eo velut typo quodam et imagine, Christus fuisset praesignatus. 

Est enim bene notandum, fere ubicunque in Scripturis aliquid dicitur secundum 

historiam, quod literae modum excedit, ac fidem humanam superare videtur; huius- 

modi sermone nos invitari ad investigandum sensum: aliquem reconditum: velut de 

Christo ac regno eius, aut regni eius adversariis. De Christo quidem ac regno eius, 

complura talia sunt in scripturis, praesertim in psalmis.” 

2 Whather the ‘‘ sons of God’ in Genesis 6. 1 are a select group, or all men 

taken collectively, is immaterial for the present discussion. See G.E.Closen; Die 

Siinde der Séhne Gottes (Rome, 1937) pp. 157-170. 
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i ity of meaning which makes its significance typal.1 ‘‘ Diligenter 
est notandum,”’ says Estius, ‘“‘ quaedam in Scripturis literaliter dici, 

. sed sublimiter et supra modum literae: idque propter mysterium, 

quo litera turgens et gravida sui ipsius modum excedit. Cuiusmodi 
J mysterium nisi subesset, nequaquam tam sublimiter et magnifice 

scriptura secundum, literam loqueretur. Itaque nisi Christus mystice 
fuisset: significatus, numquam David dictum fuisset: Filius meus es 
tu, ego hodie genui te, nec de Salomone, Ipse erit miht in filium et ego 
ero ills in patrem.”’ 2 This verse of Nathan’s oracle is used nowhere 

else in the N. T. except in Hebrews and second Corinthians 6.18. 

In the latter place it is extended to the Corinthian community, but 
this is no reason for believing that St. Paul did not recognise its Mes- 
sianic meaning. On the contrary, its application to the members 
of Christ’s body, is at least an insinuation that the text referred to 
Christ and his kingdom. Moreover, side by side with the remem- 
brance that St. Paul used these first two Scriptural citations of He- 
brews we may set the further fact that St. Luke, disciple of Paul, 
reports the words of the Angel to the Blessed Virgin Mary concerning 
her Son: ‘‘ He shall be called the son of the Most High, and the Lord 
God shall give to him the throne of David his father.”’ As for the 
early tradition of the distinctly Messianic import of Psalm 2. 7, it is 
strikingly illustrated by the association of these words with the Bap- 
tism of Christ. In St. Luke’s narrative of the Baptism, the actual 
text of this Psalm verse replaced the oracle of the Jordan: Tu es 
filius meus dilectus, in te complacui mihi. The substitution is found 
in quite a number of biblical texts and Patristic citations, * 

The formula of the third citation causes some difficulty. The 

xadw has been sometimes taken as indicating the third citation in 
the series, but as the particle dé preceding it is adversative, it seems 

1 Note that even as a collective term designating Israel “‘ filius meus ”’ is Mes- 
siano-typal, as we learn from St. Matthew’s use of Osee 11. 11: ““Ex Aegypto vocavi 

filium meum.”’ ; 

2 Estius refrains from asserting the directly Messianic character of Ps. IT, so 

that he puts the two texts on the same level, David and Salomon being the types 

in each respective Psalm. St. Robert Bellarmine’s verdict on this exegesis is: “‘Om- 

nino errare videntur, qui ad litteram de Davide hunc Psalmum explicare nituntur.’’ 

3 Codex D and the Old Latin codd. Vercellensis, Veronensis, Colbertinus, Cor- 
beiensis II, the Ebionite Gospel (Epiphan., haer. 30), Justin (Dialogue, 88), Clement 

of Alexandria (Paed. I, 6), Origen, Methodius (Conviv. virg. cap. 9), Hilarius (Ps. IT, 

29), Augustine (Eenhirid. 49) etc. St. Justin’s testimony (P. G. VI, 688) is part- 
icularly remarkable: ‘“‘ Vox e caelo venit, quae per Davidem dicta fuerat, tamquam 

ex Christi persona proferentem, quod ei a Patre erat dicendum: Filius meus es tu, 

ego hodie genut te.” 

7] 
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more natural to connect maAw with the verb, so that we get the 

translation: ‘‘ But when he once more (definitively) brings his first. 

born into the world, he says: And let all the angels of God adore 
him.” The form of the verb (eioaydyy) denotes the “ bringing in” 
as an event to be definitely realized in a indefinite future. It is not 
the Son simply (6 povoyevjs) who is to be brought in, but the arpwrs- 

tokos, Christ first in rank over a number of brothers. In New 

Testament usage, that is the glorified Christ (Rom. 8. 29, Col. 1.18, 
Apoc. 1.15). The passage is, therefore, referred to the second com- 
ing of Christ as triumphator. The scene suggested is that of Psalm 
XCVI rather than Deuteronomy 32.43. The words figure at the 

beginning of the Psalm’s second strophe, after the full magnificent 

description of a royal theophany: ‘“‘ Yahweh is king: let the earth 
rejoice; let the many isles be glad. Cloud and darkness encompass 

. him; justice and judgment support his throne. A fire advances before 
him and burns his enemies round about. His lightnings light up the 
world; the earth sees and trembles. The mountains melt like wax 
at the presence of Yahweh, at the presence of the world’s Lord. The 

heavens proclaim his justice and all peoples see his glory.”’ It is at 

this point that the attitude of his creatures before Yahweh the King 
is described: ‘‘ May all that serve idols be confounded, those that 
glory in things of nought. (Let) all Elohim (fall down and) adore 
him.’? The Septuagint and Peshitta have rightly excluded “ pagan 
divinities ’’ as the translation of Hlohim. They are superior beings, 
which both the Greek and Syrian interpreters regarded as angels. + 

The precise determination of these superior beings as Angels may 
be an exegetical tradition, Elohim being thus translated three times 
in the LXX Psalter (8. 5, 96. 7, 137.1). The Apostle confirms it in 
two of these three cases, and the presence of Angels in a Judgment 
Theophany like the present is also supported by the analogous de- 
scriptions in the New Testament (Matt. 13. 49, 16.27 and parallels, 
25.31; 2 Thess.1.7). The Psalm is clearly a vision of Yahweh 
coming to judge, doubtless on some particular occasion in Israelite 
history. But, seeing that St. Paul regarded the judgments of the 
Exodus as types (1 Cor. 10. 5 ff.), and since, moreover, all particular 
judgments are preparations for the general judgment, which is com- 
mitted to the Son(John 5.22; cfr. Daniel 7. 13, 14; Matt. 25. 3 ff. and 

1 See J. Cares, Le livre des Psawmes in h. 1. (II, p. 210): ‘“‘ Les modernes pré- 

férent assez généralement le sens de ‘‘ faux dieux,”’ mais il est peu naturel que le 

psalm. fasse adorer Dieu par des étres qui, 4 son sens, n’existent pas. — Nous lais- 

sons le mot ¢lohim, avec la signification d’étres surnaturels ’’ en général, de méme 

qu’au verset 9c. 
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| parallels; Acts 10. 41, 17. 31; Rom. 2.16; 2 Cor. 5. 10 etc.), it is not 
‘anreasonable to see in this Psalm a type-picture of “‘ the revelation of 

the Lord Jesus from heaven with his mighty angels, in flaming fire ”’ 
(2 Thess. 1.7, 8). In this interpretation, Yahweh the judge would 
pe the Messias himself as world-Judge, at whose coming all the Angels 
will pay the homage of their adoration, acknowledging him to be their 

Lord. Even if this typology be not admitted, our author. can law- 

fully apply the words of the Psalm to a ‘“‘ First-born ’? whom he and 
the Hebrews honour as God. But the typology of a particular judg- 
ment prefiguring the general judgment is more likely, inasmuch as 
the One who is introduced by Psalm XCVI into the world is the 

Begotten of: Psalm 2.7 and the Beloved Son of 2 Samuel 7.14, now 
qualified as the wpwrdroxos (‘‘ to whom the Father has given power 

to make judgment, because he is the Son of Man ’’), ‘‘ the firstborn 
among many brethren,’’ in whose name ‘“ every knee shall bow.’ 

The text referring to the Angels as creatures and servants, which 
follows upon their act of adoration to the Firstborn, also has its 
special difficulty. The citation is placed in opposition to the two which 

come after it describing the kingship and creatorship of the Son. 
The citation is from Psalm 103.4, the words being taken from the 
Septuagint with one slight variation. The distich is obviously to 
be translated: ‘Who maketh his angels spirits (winds) and his minist- 
ers a flame of fire (Heb. flaming fire).”?> That is also the obvious trans- 
lation of the Hebrew words and the Targumist took them so. But the 

Psalm context seems to require a different rendering. Instead of 
making tovs a@yyéAous a’tod object and mvevyata predicate, the 
order should, apparently (in consistency with the context), be the 
other way round mvevuata object of zomv, and tous dyyéXous attot 
predicate, so that the whole distich should read: ‘‘ Who maketh 
winds his angels (messengers) and flaming fire his ministers.’? The 
reason of this will appear when we consider that the distich is the 

last of a strophe in a canticle of the Creator’s glory. The strophe in 

question makes successive mention of light as God’s mantle, of the 

sky as a tent with an upper story above the atmospheric waters, of 
the clouds as God’s chariot and the winds as His winged steed. ‘‘ He 

is clothed with honour and majesty; he has put on light as a garment. 
He spreadeth the heavens as a tent; he buildeth upper rooms on the 
waters. He maketh the clouds his chariot; he goeth about on wings 

of wind.’’ After hearing that God makes the clouds His chariot and 
goes about on wings of wind, we should expect that the poet’s 

1 John 5.27; Romans 8. 29; Philippians 2. 10. 
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next distich would have as its objects those ‘* winds and flaming fire » 
which God makes His elemental messengers and servants. Is it 
likely that spiritual beings enter suddenly at this point? The major- 

ity of modern commentators think not and, consequently, they 
translate: ‘‘ Making his messengers (angels) out of the winds and 

his ministers out of flaming fire.! In his commentary on this Psalm 
Father Knabenbauer says: ‘‘ Hoc sensus planus est et ad contextum 
unice aptus,”’ and he further argues that it is not out of harmony with 
the sense attributed to the words in Hebrews 1. 7. ) 

The idea, of course, that winds and fire are God’s servants, is 
familiar to the poets of Israel. One of them said: “‘ Ignis, grando, nix, 
glacies, spiritus procellarum, quae faciunt verbum eius’’ (Ps. 148. 8), 
and the Prophet Isaias announces: ‘‘Hece Dominus in-igne veniet, 
et quasi turbo quadrigae eius.”’ All the elements are, as it were, 

the living instruments of His power. It may also be conceded 
that the Septuagint text is susceptible of the same interpretation as 
that given by most moderns to the Hebrew text, but the question is 
whether the Apostle, who undoubtedly understood the text of Angels, 
follows a wrong construction of the words. The context of the 
Psalm is the one argument urged against the Septuagint version in 
the sense which it obviously has and which the Apostle adopts. But 

is the context so cogent? 2 It is only the preceding distich that can 
be really quoted as deciding the context. This certainly speaks of 
clouds and wings of wind, and is literally translated: ‘‘ who placeth 
clouds his chariot, who walketh on wings of wind.’’ The order of 
the words in the first stichus is to be noted—participle, object, pre- 
dicate. It is the natural order, and we should not assume without 
reason that there is a departure from it in the next distich. The 
only reason which one can give for such a departure is that a sudden 

1 We can quote only a few recent translations. ZORELL: “Qui uteris ut nuntiis. 

tuis ventis, ut ministris tuis flammis ignis.””> CRAMPON: “‘ Des vents il fait ses mes- 
sagers, des flammes de feu ses serviteurs.”? Cats: “Des vents tu fais tes messagers, 
et tes ministres du feu ardent.’? Pannier: ‘“‘ Des souffles il fait ses messagers, et 

ses serviteurs du feu de la flamme.”’ Vaccari: “Che per messageri ha i ventie per 

ministri i guizzi di fuoco.” REMBOLD: “ Du bestellest Orkane zu deinen Boten, 
zu deinen Dienern flammende Blitze.”” HENNE: “Zu deinen Boten machst du die 

Stiirme, zu deinen Dienern die Feuerflammen.’? MILLER: Die Winde machst du 

dir zu Boten, und Flammenblitze dir zu Dienern.” 
2 Father Vaccari, although he adopts the above-mentioned translation in his 

Italian text, does not regard the other interpretation as excluded. In a note he 
says: ‘“‘Pud anche intendersi: fa i suoi messageri (veloci come) i venti, e i suoi 

ministri (rapidi o ardenti come) fiamme di fuoco. O ancora ha per messaggeri gli 

spiriti, cioé gli angeli.”” Cf. Ebrei 1.7 
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passage from the visible to the invisible order of creation is very un- 
likely. Such a sudden transition is, however, not contrary to the 
genius of Hebrew poetry and there are even positive parallels to 

show that the mention of God’s chariot naturally carried the Hebrew 
mind to the thought of angels. In Psalm 17. 11 we find an extremely 

close parallel with the distich which we are considering. Exactly 
the same ideas occur, namely, that of a cloud-chariot and the AIl- 

mighty rapidly moving, as it were, with wings of wind. ‘ Inclinavit 

caelos et descendit, et caligo sub pedibus eius. Et ascendit super 

cherubim et volavit; volavit super pennas ventorum.’? Again, the 
chariot of God in Psalm 67. 18 is surrounded by ten thousands, which, 
in spite of the difficulty of the text may reasonably be taken to mean 

a multitude of angels, although the chariot here is not a moving 
cloud but a vehicle of the earth. The living creatures which are 
associated with the mysterious chariot of Ezechiel (c. 1) are also 

angels, or Cherubim. We have, therefore, in favour of a mention of 
angels in this Psalm-text the natural order of the words, the indica- 
tion of a special associative context by at least one striking parallel 

(Ps. 17.11), and the authority of the Epistle to the Hebrews. The 
authority of the Epistle to the Hebrews in favour of the obvious 
grammatical sense of the text ought to prevail, when a context other 

than the apparent one can be reasonably. appealed to as justifying 
the translation: ‘‘ who maketh his angels (as) winds.’’! When one 

reflects, it does not seem extraordinary that in a poem that glori- 
fying God in the works of His creation mention should be made of 
God’s invisible creatures amongst the visible evidences of His Majesty 
in the higher regions of heaven. (Cfr. Canticle of the three young men, 

Dan. 3. 55, 58; Psalm 148. 2, 103. 20 ff.). There is also the fact that 
maak, in the seven other passages of the Psalter in which it is used, 
never means a messenger in general, but an angel (34.7; 35. 5, 6, 

78.49, 91.11, 103. 20, 148.2, of Hebrew Psalter). 

The other three texts need not detain us long. As has been said, 
two of them are Psalm texts which are set in opposition to the above 

Psalmodic testimony regarding the servile nature of angels, in order 

1 This is the view of St. Robert Bellarmine who writes (in h. 1.): “‘ Nisi obstaret. 

auctoritas Apostoli, potuisset hic locus intelligi de procelits et fulyuribus quae fiunt 
in aére, ut sensus esset: Qui facis ut spiritus procellarum sint angel tui, id est, nuntit 

tui ad homines admonendos... Sed quoniam Apostolus ad Hebr. 1. 7 exponit hune 

locum de angelicis spiritibus et hinc argumentum ducit ad probandam Christi 
divinitatem et praestantiam super angelos, dicendum est Prophetam loqui de veris 
angelis, et dicere voluisse non solos ventos ac nubes velocissime discurrere per aérem, 

ut Deo iubenti serviant; sed habere Deum ministros longe sublimiores et potentiores ; 

angelos videlicet, quos mittat ad homines, vel admonendos vel puniendos.” 
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to bring out Christ’s pre-eminence over them as King and God. These 

are not quoted as two independent testimonies, it would seem, for 

the second is joined to the first by a simple cai and seems to deve- 

lope an idea which is expressed but does not receive special emphasis 
in the first. The first testimony is again taken froma Messianic 
Psalm. In declaring the Messianity of Psalm XLIV Jewish and 
Christian tradition are at one. The Targum addresses verse 3 

expressly to the Messias: ‘‘ Thy beauty, o King Messias, is above 
that of the Angels, the spirit of prophecy has been poured forth on 
thy lips.” Aben Ezra, explaining the title, says: ‘‘ This Psalm has | 
been spoken of David and of the Messias his son.’? Rabbi David 

Kimchi paraphrases the first verse: ‘I begin by declaring that my 
word, that is, my Psalm, is for the King Messias.1 St. John the 
Baptist (Jn. 3. 29) and St. John the Evangelist (Apoc. 21. 9) as well 

as St. Paul (2 Cor. 11. 2 and Eph. 5. 26, 27) apply to Christ the ima- 
gery of this divine epithalamium. The Fathers uphold the same 
exegetical tradition in a very strong and decisive way. St. Augus- 
tine, for instance, regards it as dowright stupidity to regard the 
poem as a mere marriage song composed for a human Prince. Hav- 
ing quoted vv. 1-10 in full he asks: ‘ Quis non hic Christum quem 
praedicamus, et in quem credimus, quamlibet sit tardus, agnoscat: 
cum audiat Deum, cuius sedes est in saecula saeculorum, et unctum 
a Deo, utique sicut ungit Deus, non visibili, sed spirituali atque 
intelligibili chrismate? Quis enim tam rudis est in hac religione, vel 
tam surdus adversus eius famam longe lateque diffusam, ut Christum 
a chrismate, hoc est, ab unctione, appellatum esse non noverit? 
Agnito autem rege Christo, iam cetera quae dicta sunt... inquirat 

ex otio.’? And having quoted the second part, he says: ‘‘ Non opi- 
nor quemquam ita desipere, ut hic aliquam mulierculam praedicari 

credat atque describi: coniugem videlicet illius cui dictum est: Sedes 
tua Deus in saecula saeculorum etec.2 ‘ L’exégéte catholique,” says 
Pére Calés, ‘‘ ne saurait donc étre libre de rejeter le sens supérieur du 

1 Texts cited by PaANNIER, Les Psaumes (ia Sainte Bible, Tome V, Paris 1937). 

2 De Cwwitate Dei, XVII, 16 (PL. XLI, 548, 549). See also the same Father: 
Enarrationes in Psalmos (PL. XXXVI, 493); St. Justin (Dialogue 37, PG. VI, 558 

and 64, ibid. 621); S. Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. (8, 6 PG. V1, 860 and 4, 63, PG. 1079); 

S. Basilius in Ps. 44 (PG. XXIX, 388-414); S. John Chrys. in Ps. 44 (PG., LV, 

182-208); Theodoretus in Ps. 44 (PG. LX XX, 1188-1197); and amongst the Latins: 

Cyprian, Testimonia adv. Iudaeos 1, 6. 29 (PL. IV, 700 ff.); 8. Hieronymus (Fp. 65 

ad Principiam (PL. XXII, 622-639). The endlessly various hypotheses of modern 

non-Catholic scholars, such as Hitzig, Ewald, Briggs, Cheyne, Olshausen, Gratz, 

Duhm may be seé in PANNIER (0. ¢., p. 176) and PARENTI, Notae Hxegeticae in Psal- 

mos selectos (Rome, -1934, p. 49f). 
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| Psaume XLV, moins encore de celui du cantique des cantiques, au- 
quel il est étroitement parallele.”” The fact of the Messianic cha- 

| yacter of the Psalm being established, the question whether it is 
directly Messianic or only typally so is not of particular importance 

in view of the present discussion. Calés says with some exaggera- 

tion: “Il nvest guére aujourd’hui d’exégétes qui soutiennent avec 
quelque assurance Vallégorisme pur du ps. XLV. - Le petit poéme a 
été composé pour un roi et une reine historiques du peuple de Dieu.” + 
But there is no agreement as to the identification of the King and 
Queen that are the historical royal couple of the poem. The opinion 
which has found most favour is that this beautiful wedding-song was 
indited for the marriage of Solomon with a foreign Princess, probably, 
the daughter of the Egyptian Pharao (I Kings 3.1). She happens 
to be the one foreign wife of David’s son whom the Scripture men- 
tions in recounting the history of those days in which “Solomon . 
loved the Lord walking in the precepts of David his father ’’ (I Kings 
3.3). But against the assumption that a matrimonial alliance like 
this made the heart of a divinely inspired. prophet-poet ”? bubble up 
with an exquisite word,’’ there are many difficulties. The Law pro- 
hibited such marriages (Deut. 7. 2), and, even if we suppose Solomon 
to have acted in good faith or with some understanding that God 
tolerated such a marriage in his case, it is clear from the Scriptural 
narratives that the Egyptian Princess was not another Ruth, who 
became a daughter of the chosen people, but a pagan woman.” So- 
lomon built a special palace for her because he did not wish her to 
live in the Palace of David once sanctified by the presence of the Ark 
of the Covenant. Furthermore, she is subsequently mentioned among 

the wives that perverted the heart of the wise King (1 Kings 11. 1). 

It is difficult then to suppose that such .a woman was a type of the 
Messiah’s bride. The typal Bridegroom is even more difficult to 
identify with Solomon. Efforts have been made to set aside the 
objection that Solomon was not a warrior-king by pointing to such 
facts as his solicitude to have a strong cavalry and chariot force, % 
his activity in building fortified cities,* his success in making the 
remnants of the old Amorrhite, Hethite, Pherezite, Hevite and Je- 
busite populations tributary to the King of Israel, > his conquest of 

1 Le Livre des Psawmes, I, p. 472. 

22 Paralip. 8.11; 1 Kings 11.1. 
2 1 Kings 4.26, 10.26; 2 Paralip. 1.14, 9. 25. 
#1 Kings 9. 17-19; 2 Paralip. 8.5, 6. 

5 1] Kings 9.20, 21; 2 Paralip. 8.7, 8. 
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Emath Suba.1 But all this is really beside the point, and neithe; 
in disposition nor in deed does the picture given of Solomon in Kings 
and Chronicles correspond with the gibbor or hero-bridegroom of 

Psalm XLIV. The most insuperable of all difficulties against the 
assumption of Solomon as the royal Bridegroom is the mode of 

address in the very verses cited in Hebrews: ‘‘ Thy throne, o God, 
is for ever and ever (and the) sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre . 

of thy kingdom. Thou didst love justice and hate iniquity; therefore 
God, thy God anointed three with the oil of gladness above thy fel- 
lows.” The first words are rightly translated ‘“‘ Thy throne, o Elo- 
him.” Elohim is a vocative and was so rendered by the Septuagintal 

6 Oeds,? and still more strikingly by Aquila’s Oeé.? The absence 
of the article (ha’Elohim) is no argument against this assertion, for 
there are plenty of examples of the absence of the article is such a 
case.* The attempts made at translation on the supposition that 

Elohim is nominative or genetive cannot be maintained. Thus 
Westcott adopts the rendering: ‘“‘ God is thy throne for ever and ever.” 
Departing from the better reading, he makes the sceptre God’s sceptre: 
‘¢ And the sceptre of uprightness is the sceptre of His Kingdom ”’ 
(Baci\eias aitod BS in Heb. 1. 8, against the Septuagint, the Heb- 
rew, and the whole context of the passage, which requires Baaieias 
cov).*> Westcott admits that the phrase: ‘“‘ God is thy throne ”’ is 
found nowhere else, but pleads that it is no more strange than: ‘‘ God 
is thy rock, or thy dwelling-place.’’ Biblical metaphors can certainly 
be very bold. They admit such imagery as falling back on God as © 
a refuge, abiding in Him as in a dwelling, standing on him as on a 

secure rock. We could even conceive the idea of reclining on God as 
the resting-place of our soul, but who has ever thought (sit venia 
verbo) of sitting on God as on a throne. Such an expression is unpa- 
ralleled and is not to be thought of here. Baethgen’s proposed 
translation: ‘‘ Thy throne is of God (divine) eternal and perpetual ”’ & 

1 Paralip. 8. 3. 

2 Symmachus and Theodotion also have 6 Oecds. For this vocative see LXX, 

Pss. 2 ll, 24.22, 42.1 ete. 

3 St. Jerome Ep. LXV ad Pri incipiam, 3. 
4 Pss. 5.11, 25. 22, 36. 7, 42. 2, 43.1, 44. 2, 44. 5, 48. 10, 38. 11, 51. 3, 51. 12 

etc. (Hebrew numbers). 
5 Westcott, inh. 1. (o. ¢. p. 25) “It is scarcely possible that omy in the 

original can be addressed to the king. The presumption therefore is against the 

belief that itis a vocative in the LXX. Thus on the whole it seems best to adopt in 

the first clause the rendering: God is thy throne... This interpretation is required, 

if we adopt the reading av’ro® for cov. 
8 Leviticus 26. 42 has been appealed to as establishing the possibility of this 

| 
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i ig no unnatural as to draw from Cambridge Hebraist, Cook, the fol- 
= lowing remark: ‘‘ It is certain that no such interpretation would have 

i peen thought of, had not a doctrinal bias intervened.’’1 The golden 
fq rule of adhering to the obvious sense compels us to admit that. the 

hero of this poem is addressed as Elohim. It is the only example 
in the Hebrew Bible of the term Elohim being used as a title of direct 

address to a single individual. The nearest approach to the language 

of the Psalm, inasmuch as there is question of one person and not of 
a class, is the word spoken to Moses in Exodus 7. 1: ‘‘ I have given thee 
as a god to Pharao;’’? but even here the term is indubitably a meta- 
phorical appellative, whereby Moses is designated as a giver of divine 
commands, which Aaron shall speak before Pharao, as if he were the 
Prophet of Moses. In all other cases the word, when not employed 

of false gods, is used with a plural signification to denote some class 
of beings endowed with superior dignity. The one true God is often 
spoken of as being exalted above all gods.* By this phrase pagan 

divinities are meant in the words of Jethro to Moses (Exodus 18. 11), 
and probably in all other similar passages, where the context seems 
to admit the notion of putative divinities. It is possible, however, 

that angels are sometimes meant (Ps. 136. 2) and in three cases (Pss. 
8.6, 96.7, 137.1) the Septuagint translators have certified that 
Angels were designated or at least included. When the witch of 
Endor told Saul: ‘‘ Deos vidi ascendentes de terra’ (1 Sam. 28. 13) 
she was speaking apparently of the spirits in Sheol. Besides these 

passages, only a very small residue of texts remain in which Elohim 
is an appellative of human dignitaries. Judges or magistrates as a 
class are so designated in Exodus, * but always with the article (ha’ 
elohim) except in one passage (22.27). Psalm LXXXTI may be- 

regarded as the classical and only example of the use of Elohim in 
directly addressing judges of the people. ‘* God stands in a divine 
assembly (TM ba‘adath-El); in the midst of Elohim he judges”’... 
then, after accusing them, he prefaces a sentence of death against 
them with the words (v. 6): ‘‘ I indeed said: You are Elohim and sons 

translation, but there seem to be reasons for doubting the soundness of the 

text. Toy (Quotations in the N. T., p. 206) mentions the parallel but refuses to 

use it. 

1 Cited by A. Parenti, Notae Haxegeticae in Psalmos selectos, p. 43. 
2 Cfr. Exodus 4.16: Et tu eris ili (Aaroni) in Deum (PElohim). 

3 Deuteronomy 10.17; 1 Paralip. 16, 25; 2 Paralip. 2.5; Psalms 85. 8, 94. 3. 
95. 4, 96.9, 184.5. 

* Exodus 21. 6; 22. 8, 9, 28 (7, 8, 27) Hebrew. It is interesting to note that 
St. Paul cited the last passage: “‘ Principem, populi tui non maledices.” 
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of the Most High you all.” It would seem that the claim of the 
Messias to the title Elohim is even more exclusive than his claim to 
the title son. Of Christ alone it was said in the singular number: 

Filius Altissimi vocabitur (Luke 1. 32). Likewise the Scripture which 
‘‘ cannot be dissolved ”’ gives the title Elohim to the Messias alone 
outside of all special categories of human dignity. Therefore, we 

conclude that the Fathers of the Church were justified in giving the 

term in Ps. XLIV its full meaning.! It may even be that they were 
forestalled by Isaias the Prophet, for if our Psalm is anterior to the 
eighth century, the great Prophet may very well have had its language 
in mind, when he put El gibbor as the second of his Messianic titles 
(Is. 9. 5; cfr. Ps. 44. 4, 7, gibbor, Elohim). For these reasons we regard 
the Psalm as directly Messianic. 

The Apostle does not use verses 7 and 8 to prove the divinity of 

Christ but to establish his royalty. The emphasis is on the throne, 
and the sceptre, and the anointing of the Messias, but the proclama- 

tion of his divinity in 64 and perhaps also in 7° (unxit te, Deus, [Vvo- 
cative] Deus tuus) is used as a basis for a citation from Psalm 101, 
which can scarcely be regarded as Messianic. Even though this 
elegy was not written with any reference to the Word Incarnate, ? 
its final verses come very appropriately as a supplement to the royalty 

verses of Psalm XLIV and hang quite well on the proclamation of 

divinity contained in the preceding passage. It is, therefore, not a 
case of Messianization due to the Greek equivalent of Yahweh, na- 
mely, x¥pios becoming the special title of the Messias.? The Messias 
having been addressed as God in the preceding citation, a text ad- 

. dressed to Yahweh as Creator and Eternal God can appropriately 
‘be added as words of address to the Messias. 

The chain of seven rings ends with a text, about the Messianity 
of which it is quite superfluous to say a word. ‘“ Sit at my right 

1 THEODORETUSin h.1. (PG. LX XX, 1191)sums up the exegesis of the ancients 

thus: ‘‘ Per haec docet et Deum esse eum et aeternum Regem, qui nec principium 

accepit nec finem accepturus est. Hoc autem, declarat in saeculum. Idcirco et 

Symmachus aeternum illum dixit:-Thronus tuus, o Deus, aeternus.” 

2 It is not wise to be very assertive with regard to what the Holy Spirit may 

have wished to express through an elegiac prayer for the restoration of Sion. It 

might be contended that, as the petition is for the building up of the Holy City, 

the request addressed to Yahweh is implicitiy a request to the Lord Messias, the 

real Restorer of Sion. But the contention seems far-fetched. 

3 Windisch dees not consider the close connexion of the Messianic and the non- 

Messianic text when he writes: “‘ Wie stark die Ausbildung des Christusdogmas 
durch Deutung der xvpios-stellen LXX auf Christus beeinflusst worden ist, zeigt 

sich hier besonders deutlich” (o. ¢., p. 16). 
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- pand, until I place thy enemies as the footstool of thy feet ” is a pas- 

sage about which Christ Himself, St. Peter in his first Pentecost Ser- 
/ mon,? and St. Paul in his letters? have left no room for doubt. 

@ Both the primitive tradition of the Jewish Synagogue and the per- 
® petual tradition of the Christian Church have interpreted this Psalm 
© as directly referring to Christ. 

‘The exegetical process observed in this series of seven texts is 
very simple. Christ is better than the Angels, because he has been 
directly addressed as Son (Psalm 2.7), has been typally in Solomon 
proclaimed.to be such (1 Sam. 7. 14), and as Yahweh-Judge has been 
foreshown in a particular Theophany of the Book of Psalms (96. 7) 
wherein he appears receiving the adoration of the Angels. These are 

only servants of God like the winds and the lightnings (Psalm 103. 4), 
whereas Christ is. the eternally enthroned, sceptred and anointed 
King of whom as God (Psalm 44. 6, 7) creatorship and eternity are 

q predicated (Psalm 101. 25-27). Lastly to him alone the Almighty 
has said: ‘‘ Sit at my right hand.’’? Thus six texts proclaim four 
attributes of Christ. Against the servile name of Angel they set a 
Name which means Son, Heir, Creator, Consessor. 

It is not to Angels but to Man that the sovereignty of the Messianic 
world belongs. This thought is quite according to the mind of 
St. Paul, for itis in the same sphere of ideas as the thought expressed 
in first Corinthians (6. 2 f.): ‘‘ Do you not know that the saints shall 
judge the world?... Do you not know that we shall judge Angels? ”’ 
This language goes beyond Wisdom 3.8, but may be said to fully 

represent the judicial authority given by the Ancient of days to the 

saints in Daniel 7.22. It is by participation in the Messianic sove- | 
reignty that the saints shall judge all creation. St. Paul saw this 

human sovereignty proclaimed in the eighth Psalm, which speaks of 
the glory given to man as including universal empire. ‘‘ God has set 
all things under his feet ’’—-everything below God Himself (1 Cor. 

15.27). The key to the exegesis of the Psalm is its Messianism. The - 
same exegetical key is applied to the poem in Hebrews. God’s mind- 
fulness of the human race and His loving-kindness in visiting that 
race with His favour is brought into light by three points found in 

the Psalm: firstly, man’s natural inferiority to the Angels in the realm 
of creation, but his subsequent coronation with glory and honour, 
and his universal lordship, so that all things, nothing excepted, “‘ have 

been placed under his feet.’? It is only in Christ that the dignity 

1 Matt. 22.44 and parallels, 26. 64 and parallels. 

2 Acts 2. 34 (cfr. 1. Petr. 3. 22). 

3 1 Corinthians 15.25 (cfr. Rom. 8. 34; Eph. 1. 20, Col. 3.1). 
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thus conferred on mankind is realised. The important words, that is, 
the words exegetically drawn out by our author are: ‘* Minuisti eum 
paulo minus ab angelis: gloria et honore coronasti eum: omnia subie- 

cisti sub pedibus eius.”’ The Psalm is a simple but: powerful medita. 
tion on the littleness of man before God, Whose name is wonderfu] 

throughout the whole earth, Whose majesty is spread out over the 
heavens. It is really the sight of the firmament’s splendour that 
begets the poet’s reflexion: ‘‘ What is man that God should lavish 
such care on him?” The first point raised by commentators in 
regard to the Psalmist’s detailed description of the divine benignity 
towards man is whether: ‘“‘ Minuisti ewm paulo minus ab angelis ” 
expresses the idea of comparative smallness in relation to superior 

creatures or comparative greatness in relation to inferior creatures. 
The Apostle following the LXX took the words in the former sense. 
The sentence is regarded as diminishing man, not a little below the 
Creator but a litle below a higher class of creatures. Is this view of 
the text lexically and logically correct? Should Elohim not rather 
be translated simply ‘ God,’? and the whole sentence be regarded 
as the first of three degrees of God’s care to raise man to honour? 
Thou hast honoured this enosh and this ben-adam so much that thou 
madest him little less than God. Such is the view of many moderns. ! 

But although there is an allusion to Genesis 1. 26: ‘‘ Faciamus homi- 
nem ad imaginem et similitudinem nostram,’’ Elohim in our Psalm 
does not mean the transcendent God, but a godlike creature or, as 

we should say, ‘‘a god’’—-that is, a divine being. It seems out of 
place for the Psalmist to say that man just as he is (enosh) has been 

made little less than theGod of majesty Whom he has just so magnifi- 
cently described. Elohim therefore means some divine creatures 

below God. Now, as we know of no other class of god-like creatures 
except angels, Jewish tradition, represented not only by the Septua- 
gint but also by the Syriac Peschitta, the Targum, and the later 
Jewish commentators Rashi, Kimchi, Aben Ezra, translated melohim 
by words equivalent to our comparative phrase: “‘ than angels.’’ “ The 
Psalmist thereby says that man is not by nature the supreme creature 

1 Toy (Quotations etc. p. 213) continues the question of v. 5 thus: ‘* What 

is man that thou art mindful of him and the son of man that thou visitest him, 

and hast made him a little inferior to God, and with glory and honour hast crowned 

him?... thou hast put all things under his feet.”” Winp1scu (p. 20): “‘ Der Vergleich 

mit den Engeln Ps. 8. 6 bedeutet nicht wie im ursprunglichen Text die Hohe der - 

Erhebung des Menschen (éyyedo: ist. Vebersetzung von oms) sondern die zeit- 

weise Erniedrigung des eigentlich Erhabeneren.” Nairne (Cambridge Greek Testa- 

ment, Hebrews p. 42): ‘‘In the Hebrew he says: Thou hast made him little less 

than God.” 
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of God yet, there is no limit to his elevation—an elevation which 
altogether goes beyond the words of Genesis 1.28 and 9.5. We 

® think, therefore, that the sequence of thought in the Psalm and even 
@ the construction of the Hebrew phrases: wattehasserehu... wekabod 

_ whadar tatteréhu ete. admits the translation: While thou didst 

f make him little short of angels, with glory and honour thou crownest 
him (thou settest him over the works of thy hands). All things thou 

; hast placed under his feet.”” In considering man’s diminution below 

fF the angels, human mortality must have been the chief idea in the 

| Psalmist’s mind.* It was his capital shortcoming in comparison 
with the Angels, not. God’s making indeed, but the Psalmist does 
not consider man just at the moment of his creation but as he has 
been and is in history under the firmament of heaven. There is no 

reason. to suppose that the Spay’ r of man’s diminution is a mea- 
sure of time (a little while) rather than the distance between the 

angels’ immortality and his mortality. The whole context of the 
Apostle shows that it was this difference that he had in view. His 
exegesis of the Psalm verses is firm and rigorously literal, but also 
goes to the full length of their Messianic content. Diminution belows 
the angels belongs to all men; coronation with glory and honour can 
be regarded as partially realised in man’s intellectual superiority over 
the world in which he lives; but absolute dominion over everything 
made by God is beyond the limits of the enosh. Yet here, as in first 
Corinthians 15. 26 and Ephesians 1.22, this absolutely universal 

subjection of all creation to the Man of the Psalm is what is insisted 
upon. The subjection of everything (ta mdvra) to him means that 
nothing remains unsubjected (avumdraxtov). Certainly it is not the 

1 The Greek Fathers saw the “ shortening ”* of man below the angels in his 
mortality which supposed even the condemnatory sentence of God. Thus St. Chry- 

sostom who discusses the text very accurately, even citing the Hebrew, comments 

as follows (in Ps. VIII, PG. LV, 116): Minuisti eum Paulo minus ab angelis. Alius, 

Paulo minus a Deo. Alius Paululum quiddam a Deo. Hebraeus autem, Outhas- 

reou mat me eloim. Hic meminit condemnationis et veteris peccati, mortem in 

medium adducens. At eam quoque solvit cum venisset Unigenitus,” Theodo- 
retus, likewise (in h.1. PG. LX XX, 918): Minuisti eum paulo minus ab angelis. Hic 

sententiam post praevaricationem latam commemorat. Mortalitate enim, minor 
factus est angelis.”? Also St. Cyril of Alexandria: ‘‘ Rationales quidem, supernae 

virtutes longam et interminabilem agunt vitam. Rationalis similiter in terra 
homo, etsi superis non est par, aliquantum tamen infra angelorum dignitatem iacet, 

ob suam cum terreno corporis coniunctionem: minorque est quatenus morti et 
corruptelae obnoxius, idque post transgressionem: ex hac enim et corruptela et 

mors extiterunt. Imminutus igitur infra angelos dicitur Christus propter mortis 

perpessionem: pati enim carne proprie sustinuit, quanquam in divina natura mansit 
impassibilis.”” (PG, LXIX, 759). 

Dh 
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first Adam and-his children that can pretend to such heights, but the 

second Adam. The first was tvaos toi péAAovtos (Rom. 5. 14). 
The full sense of the Psalm is not found in him, but in the spiritual 
eminence of the éoyatos ‘Addy (1 Cor. 15.45) who is the supreme 
Administrator of the world to come (tijs oixoupévys tijs peddovons 

(Hebr. 2.5). The thought is altogether Pauline, but Hebrews further 
says, as indeed first Corinthians also, (15. 27) that all is not yet actually 
subject to him.! ‘“ But him who was lessened a little below the 
angels, namely, Jesus, we see on account of the suffering of death 
crowned with glory and honour, in order that by the grace of God he 
should taste death for every man.” It is not the fact of the passion 
only but the mortality which he assumed for the salvation of man- 
kind that lowered Jesus a little below the angels, one of whom strength- 
ened him in his agony (Luke 22. 43). Through death he destroyed 
that mortality and has taken the crown of honour and glory as the 
Saviour in whose death all men can conquer death. 

The spiritual fraternity of the Messias with those whom he sanct- 
ifies is recalled in chapter II as an idea associated with his consumma- 
tion through death. This spiritual fraternity is based on three OT 
texts, and on the third of them is built an argumentum convenien- 
tiae for the Son’s participation in flesh and blood. The passages are 
from a Psalm and from the eighth chapter of Isaias. As Psalm XXT, 
best known by the Aramaic words of its initium: Eloi, Eloi, lammah 
sabachtani, is one of the very greatest of Messianic prophecies, in 
fact, almost a Gospel of the Passion of Jesus Christ, there is no diffi- 
culty to be raised against our author making the Messias come for- 
ward with a verse of it on his lips: ‘‘ Nuntiabo nomen tuum fratribus 
meis: in medio ecclesiae laudabo te’ (Ps. 21. 23). Really the Pas- 
sion section of this psalm is so vivid a picture of the scenes of Gol- 
gotha that the great majority of Catholic scholars regard it as imme- 
diately spoken not in the name of a suffering Israelite poet, but in 
the name of the suffering Christ. This first distich of the triumphant 
section of the poem is also like a lamp lighting the scene beside the 
empty tomb on the Sunday of the Resurrection. The words of Jesus 

to the holy women who were the first to carry his triumph to the as- 

1 The distinction between subjection de iure and de facto solves the apparent 

antilogy between Hebrews and Corinthians on the one hand and Ephesians on the 

other. The last-mentioned Epistle represents Christ as already in possession of 
this universal sway: ‘‘ (Deus) operatus est in Christo, suscitans illum a morte et 

constituens ad dexteram suam in caelestibus: supra omnem principatum, et pote- 

statem et virtutem, et dominationem et omne nomen, quod nominatur non solum in 

hoe saeculo, sed etiam in futuro. Et omnia subiecit sub pedibus etus.” 
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sembly were: Ite nuntiate fratribus meis ut eant in Galilaeam, ibi me 
vyidebunt (Matt. 28. 10); and a little later to Mary Magdalene: ‘‘ Vade 

gutem ad fratres meos et dic eis: Ascendo ad Patrem meum et Patrem 
! vestrum, Deum meum et Deum vestrum (John 20.17).1 The fra- 

ternal solidarity of Christ with his own is otherwise expressed in the 
two words of Isaias which are added to the Psalm text: ‘‘ Hgo ero 
fidens in eum. Et iterum: Hece ego et pueri (mei) quos dedit mihi 
Deus” (Is. 8.17, 18). The two words were spoken by the Prophet 
at one time. Confidence in God is a sentiment that is human and 
filial; the Prophet standing with the two Godgiven children, their 
three names being signs and portents of “ salvation from Yahweh ” 
and of ‘‘ the return of an Israelite remnant ”’ and of a “ speedy vic- 
tory over foes, * formed such a human and spiritual society as very 
appropriately prefigured the union of Christ and his own. But, as 
this view of the citations is denied * it is necessary to say a word on 
the context. At a solemn moment in Judahite history, a moment 
when the prophet and a few disciples stood alone as believers in the 
permanence of God’s promises to his people, a moment between the 
giving of the sign of a virgin-born Emmanuel (Is. 7. 14) and the pro- 

phecy of the establishment of his kingdom (9. 23), Isaias had received 
his second son aS a guarantee that the Syro-Ephraimite coalition 
so dangerous to Judah should soon disappear, but Judah itself should 

be laid waste by the Assyrians, only to be saved from annihilation 

1 See Justin’s simple exposition of the connexion between the Psalm verse 

and the things recorded in the apomnemoneumata of the Apostles (Dialogus cum 

Tryphone, 106). ‘To compare this placing of Messianic Psalm, words in the Messiah’s 

own mouth here and in Hebrews 10. 5-7 with Philo’s attribution of the words of the 
Patriarch Jacob to the Logos is ridiculous. Windisch in commenting on our pre- 

sent passage mentions the parallel as if it were something really striking: “‘ Christus 

der Sprecher in der LXX hier und 10. 5-7, wie bei Philo der Logos vgl. de somn. 

IT, 135.°? When one looks up the text of Philo, he finds the following banal sen- 
tence: ‘* Such a one (Joseph) his father rebukes in the family circle, not Jacob, but 

what was older than Jacob, namely, the right word saying: ‘ What is this dream 

that you dreamed?’ ”’ 
' 2 Yesha ‘yahu means: God is salvation; Shear-yashub means: A remnant shall 

return; and Maher-shalal-hash-baz means: Quickly comes booty, speedily comes 

prey. 

3 Winpiscu in h. I. (p. 22): “Ein zweites Herrenwort Is. 8, 17f. (UXX beginnt 
kat wer. €oouae vel. Is. 12. 2, II Regn. 22, 3), merkwiirdigerweise durch ein xat 

medw zerteilt, das aber wohl falschlich eingesetzt ist; 13¢ fir sich ist ja kein Beleg 

fir Gleichstellung des Sohnes mit den Menschen, héchstens fiir die Haltung des 

Sohnes im Leiden 12. 5 ff. Aus den Séhnen des Jesaia sind Gottes Kinder gew orden, 

die der gottergebene Christus anvertraut bekommt Jo. 6. 37-39; 17. 2, 6, 12, 24; 

dass er sie nun als seine Briider betrachtet, ist freilich nicht ausgesprochen.” 
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through Emmanuel (8. 1-10)—at this moment the Prophet is divine. 
ly warned not to associate himself with, the incredulous ways of the 

people for whom Yahweh will be a stone of stumbling and a rock of & 
ruin. Isaias therefore gathers his sons and apparently his disciples & 

with them and stands ready to see that God’s testimony and revela. @ 
tion will remain as a sealed treasure in their hearts. In the name of [ 

this holy remnant on which salvation depends, the Prophet as its 

Leader declares: ‘‘ I will wait upon the Lord who hideth his face from 

the house of Jacob, and I will hope in him. See, I and the children 
whom God has given me—we.are for signs and portents in Israel from 

the Lord of hosts who dwelleth on Mount Sion’ (8.17, 18). If the 
Prophet at this moment does not impersonate Christ as many of the 
ancients thought, | he is at least a type of the Saviour with the child- 
ren whom His Father gave him “ non ex sanguinibus neque ex volun- 

tate carnis sed ex Deo.” The Sanctifier and the sanctified are of one 
Father. He speaks a word of spiritual and human fellowship and 
fraternity when he says in his mortal flesh: ‘‘ Ego ero. confidens in 

eo,” and similarly when he calls his disciples “ the children whom 
God gave him.’’ The text does not say that the children are the chil- 
dren of the Messias, the ‘“‘ mei” after “‘ pneri’’ being an addition of the 
Vulgate both in the text of Isaias and in the citation of Hebrews. 

- Neither the Hebrew Isaias, not the Greek Septuagint, nor the Greek 
text of our Epistle have these words. The children may very well 
be the children of God (ex uno omnes) and brothers of the Messias. 

Although, indeed, Christ. is both father. and brother of his people, 
the relationship of filiation and paternity between him and his disci- 
ples seems to be out of place here, for the notion of fraternity first 
announced in verse 11 is repeated in verse 17, while our citation 
belongs to an intermediary verse 13. Admitting the typal sense of 
the double passage, Christ voices in it exactly what the Apostle’s 
context brings out, a fraternal association of the Sanctifier and the 

sanctified firstly, in a human and filial trust in regard to what is here 
called consummation, secondly, their fraternal association with him 
as sons of God. 2 / 

1 See KBABENBAUER, Comm. in Isaiam Prophetam (Paris, 1923), Vol. I, p. 237: 

*‘ Non desunt.ex antiquis qui propter Heb. 1. c. totum locum immediate et unice 

de Christo explicent. Cfr. Eusesrus, Comm. in Hesaiam (PG. XXIV, 145), 8. Cyr. 
ALEx. in Isaiam 1. I, Oratio V (PG, LXX 258: “ mox personam ipsius Emmanuelis 

introducit’’) also St. Basil (if the commentary PG. XXX, 117 ff. is his) and Tho- 

mas Aquinas. 
2 The object of Christ’s confidence was not essential beatitude, but the > glory 

which should crown his passion. St. Thomas comments on the two citations very 
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From what has been said it should be clear that the eleven texts 
of the two first chapters of Hebrews—the largest group in the Epistle— 
are simply made to deliver their literal or typological content. The 

Lt Apostle’s exegesis results mostly from the context, but in the case of 

| Psalm VIII the meaning is developed,.as likewise the implications 
of the principle of fraternal solidarity of the Son and the sons declared 

in Psalm XXTI and Isaias VIII. 

We may now proceed to consider briefly the remaining groups of 

citations in the rest of the dogmatic portion of the Epistle, only with 
a view to seeing whether any unpauline methods of exegesis reveal 

themselves. . 

Second, Third and Fourth. Groups 

In the second group (Moses ~— Sabbatismos group) there are three 
texts, but two of them can be dismissed in a few words. There is no 
question about the exegesis of Numbers 12.7. Its exposition in 
Hebrews 3. 2-6 does not go beyond the plain historical sense of the 
words: ‘‘ My servant Moses is faithful in all my house.’”? The most 
noteworthy point is that the house of God once denoted the Israelite 
people but now the Christian people, a thought familiar to St. Paul 
who regards the Church as the “‘ Israel of God ” (Gal. 6. 16) and ‘‘ the 
truly circumcised ’’ (Philipp. 3.3). Similarly with regard to Genesis 
2.2, because the sentence: ‘“‘ God rested on the seventh day from all 
his works ’’ is taken simply to mean “ ceased from his works.’”’> The 
Apostle is not working with elements foreign to the Scriptures. The 
archetypal relation of God’s sabbath to the religious sabbath of Israel 
is found in the formulation of the third precept of the Decalogue 
(Ex. 20. 8-11; Deut. 5.12-14; cfr. Exod. 31.17). The sabbath is 
actually designated in 2 Mace. 15. 1 as 7 THs Katawavcews npépa. 

Again, Canaan is described by Moses as Israel’s xardravots (Deut. 
12. 9; efr. 3 Kings 8.56), so that the typology of the third chapter 

of Hebrews was already prepared in the Ancient Bible. The idea of 
a final rest after the labours of life is also genuinely Hebrew (Apoc. 

14.13)? and finds sufficiently clear expression in first Thessalonians 

happily, by saying: “‘ Ego ero fidens in ipso pro gloria capitis et membrorum, quod 
supra dixit consummationem... Deinde, cum dicit: Hi iterum etc., ostendit quod 

non solum ipse est a Deo sed etiam pueri.” 

1 The second chapter of the fourth book of Esdras cannot be cited as a Jewish 
Witness of this thought, for, although the main portion of the Book was written 

by a Jew of the first Christian century, the two first chapters, from which the beau- 

tiful “‘ Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine ” (2. 33) of our office of the Dead is 
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4.17 (semper cum Dominus erimus), in second Thessalonians 1.7 & 

(requiem nobiscum in revelatione Domini Iesu de caelo), and in § 
second Corinthians 5.8 (peregrinari a corpore). Our author finds 
this rest promised in Psalm XCIV. In the warning portion of that 
Psalm (6-11) the march of the exodus toward Canaan becomes the | 

pilgrimage of life. The Rest to which the hearers of the Psalm mus, § 
tend cannot be the rest of Canaan for that was given to the Israelites 
hundreds of years ago by Josue, but today the same thing can happen 
as happened to the generation of the Exodus. Massah and Meribah 
are names that recall Israelite hard-heartedness, unbelief, and re- 
bellion. The whole period of forty years in the desert was a history 
of straying from the ways of God, so that God swore and maintained 
His oath that this people should not enter into the promised rest, 
The Rest that the people of God may now miss by imitation of the 
unbelief, sin, and disobedience of Israel is not the rest of a temporal 
country but the spiritual Rest which is symbolised by God’s repose 
after the work of creation. 

If we choose to call this portion of Hebrews a homiletic midrash, 

we shall have to distinguish three parts in it, firstly, a series of moral 
points turning on the danger of infidelity (3. 12-19) and very like first 
Corinthians 10. 1-13; secondly, a discussion on the Rest which is 
open to believers (4. 1-10); and thirdly a final exhortation to hasten 

to the Rest and avoid infidelity (4.11-13). In the first part the 
deterrent example of the Israelites is held up in terms of the need of 
daily care (hodie) against hardening (nolite obdurare corda). Per- 
severance is the only response to a warning which always speaks 
of Today. The Israelites as a people embittered God; on account 
of their sins He was angry with them for forty years and their bodies 
fell in the desert; because of infidelity He swore the oath which ex- 
cluded them from His rest. Infidelity excluded them. Itis with the 

second part that the typo-eschatological character of the rest appears. 

The promise still remains for the generation of today, but may be 

missed in the same way. Faith is the means of entering the place of 
repose. It still remains, because God swore concerning this Rest 
long after his own sabbath of creation. The first to whom it was 

promised in figure did not enter it. Hence in David God determines 

an indefinite today with regard to a Rest which is evidently not that 
which Josue gave the people. Another Rest is left for the people 

adapted, are generally ascribed to a third century Christian hand. The same 

idea, however, is also found in 8. 52: ‘“‘ Vobis enim apertus est paradisus... aedifi- 

cata est civitas,. probata est requies.”’ 
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of God consisting of a cessation from labour like that of God Himself 

after the hexaemeron. The final exhortation (4 11 ff.) adds nothing 
to the exegesis of the Psalm passage. 

Eiven Dr. Moffat notes how little in the style of Philo this midrash 
is. No subtle meaning is attached to the words; there is no philo- 

sophizing on the relation of the Rest to God. “‘ All such speculations 
are remote from our author. He simply assumes a) that God’s pro- 
mise of catdzavois is spiritual; it was not fulfilled, it was never meant 
to be fulfilled in the peaceful settlement of the Hebrew clans in Canaan; 
b) as a corollary of this, he assumes that it is eschatological.” 1 

* OK 

The third or priestly set of texts present only one difficulty. There 
are (counting with perfect strictness) three Psalm texts and a Gen- | 
esiac text. The Psalm texts (2.7,109 4b, 109. 4a) are from undeniably — 
Messianic Psalms. The second of them declares Christ ‘‘ a Priest for 
ever according to the order of Melchisedech.”” The typal person of 
Melchisedech is, therefore, introduced from Genesis and asked to 
deliver up the significance which David prophetically saw in this 
singular figure. It is here, especially, that the hermeneutical canons 
of Philo are said to be brought into play by Siegfried 2? and others, 
but Windisch may be taken as one of the most radical critics of our 
author’s exegesis of the Melchisedech passages. His introductory 
remark on chapter VII is as follows: ‘‘ The whole chapter is a midrash 
on Ps. 109.4 and Genesis 14.17-20. These two passages of the 

Old Testament, in which mention is made of Melchisedech, are brought 
. together and, in regard to the Messias Jesus having already appeared, 

conclusions are drawn, of which the biblical authors never thought.” 3 
The same author affirms very categorically that in Hebrews the Mel- 
chisedech who met Abraham is not regarded as a man but as a divine 
being in human form, a double and precursor of Jesus the Son of God. 
He possesses unlimited life, without beginning or end and also the 
dignity of a Priest before God for all eternity. Because there was 
really no room for the Son beside this figure, the author of the Epistle 
takes away all independent significance from him. He speculates 
about the whole Melchisedech phenomenon with the sole purpose of 
ousting the Levitical Priesthood. As soon as this happens, Melchi- 
sedech retires into the background, in order to allow Jesus, the only 

1 Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, p. 53. 
2? SreeGFrRieD, Philo von Alexandria als Ausleger des A. T., pp. 323 ff. 

3 Der Hebréerbrief, p. 59. 
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Highpriest of our confession, to play his unique role. From verse 1g 
on, Melchisedech is completely forgotten. Our author’s exposition 
is such as to invite a surmisal that he is making use of some earlier 
and extraneous teaching, in which speculation and cult were joined 
together. Contact with the same traditions as those used by Philo 
is to be regarded as probable, for Philo sees in Melchisedech a man- 
ifestation of the Logos. ‘‘ Hebrews, indeed, is not to be considered 

as directly dependent on Philo; but the writer must have been acqua- 

inted with similar exegetical traditions, which he pressed into the ser- 
vice of his particular thesis, using them to show the supereminence 
of the Priest Christ over Levi and Aaron. } 

Now, anyone who studies the admirably close reasoning of Heb- 
rews VII will see that the Apostle finds the key to the typal signifi- 
eance of Melchisedech in the words of the great Messianic Psalm 

CIX: “‘Thou art a priest for ever according to the order of Melchise- 
dech.”? The Messias is a priest, and his eternal priesthood was pre- 
figured in the person of Melchisedech, whom God the Author of the 
divine record in Genesis XIV assimilated to His Son. The Melchi- 
sedechian ‘‘ ordo ”’ the Apostle understands to be not a line of succes- 
sion but an ordinance by virtue of which the antitype was to exhibit 
the traits that occurred in the history of the figure (secundum simi- 
litudinem Melchisedech alius exurgit sacerdos Heb. 7.15). In the 
light of the similitude proclaimed by the Holy Spirit through the 
mouth of David the Apostle scrutinizes the history of Melchisedech. 
So far is he from stripping Melchisedech of historical significance, 

. that on the contrary every personal feature of the Priest-king of 
Salem is investigated, for if this Melchisedech is assimilated as a 
typal image to the Son of God (Heb. 7. 3), every particle of informa- 

. tion which may be elicited from the Scripture about him is of import- 
ance. The peculiar particulars of the Apostle’s exegesis are that the 

etymologies of his personal name and of his royal title, the absence 
of his parentage and genealogy, and also the absence of any birth 
and death notice are invoked as revealing his assimilation to the Son 
of God. Now an etymological exposition of this same Melchisedech 
is found in a passage of Philo which identifies him with the Logos. 
The parallel is noteworthy, but it is sufficient to read the text trans- 
lated at the foot of the page to see how the allegorical etymologies of 
Philo differ in purpose from those of our author.? Etymology often 

1 Ibid. Excursus: Die Melchisedekspekulation, p. 61. 
2 Leg. Alleg. III 79, 80. Philo is explaining that everything is a gift and 

grace of God, when he introduces Melchisedech thus: ‘“‘ And Melchisedech also 
God has made King of Peace—for so Salem is interpreted—and He made him 
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of the purely popular kind was always familiar to the Hebrews (cfr. = 
Gen. 29. 31 ff., 49. 8 ff.; Jeremias 1.11; John 9. 7) and the prophetic 
significance of names was a matter of long tradition (Genesis 17. 5; 
Num. 13.17; Isaias 7. 7, 7.3, 8.3, 18; cfr. the etymological play on 

the three names Johanan, Zacharias and Elizabeth in the Benedictus, 
Luke 2. 72, 73). Hence it is not at all surprising to find the Apostle 
using it, especially when its exegetical correctness was guaranteed 
py the descriptions of the Messias given in the pages of the Old Te- 
stament. The very Psalm, from which the key to the Melchisedech- 
ian type is taken proclaimed the Christ a King. He is prominent 
as King of justice in Psalm LXXI and in Jeremias 23.5, 6.1 The 
Hebrew IJsaias gives him the title ‘“‘ Prince of peace’ (Sar shalom 
9.6) and the title ‘‘ Pax ” of the shepherd of Bethlehem (Mich. 5. 5) 
is adopted by. St. Paul in Ephesians 2.14. Both qualities of the 
Messias are strikingly united in the prophecy of Palm Sunday (Zach. 
9.9, 10): ‘“‘ Eece rex tuus veniet tibi iustus et salvator... et loquetur 
pacem gentibus. The etymological exposition found in Hebrews 
7.1, 2: ‘‘ King of justice’ and ‘‘ King of peace” (Shalem cfr. Ps. 
75.3) is therefore no aerolith from some mysterious proto-Philonian 
firmament. 

The ‘ agenealogical *’ point in the Apostle’s exegesis, which, as 
we saw in an earlier chapter, finds an anaemic allegorical cousin in 
the ‘‘ motherless ’’ Sara of Philo’s de ebrietate 61, is not a surprising 
exegetical revelation either, when we consider how uppermost in the 
mind of the Apostle the comparison of the Melchisedechian and Levit- 
ical priesthoods are. The credentials of an Aaronite priest were his 
genealogy.? It was a priesthood of fleshly succession. It cannot, 

his own priest, without having pointed before hand to any work of his. Rather 

did He make him such from the first, a King and an Eirenaios, and one worthy 

of His own priesthood. For he is called a Just King; but king is the opposite of 

tyrant since the former introduces laws and the latter lawlessness. The tyrant 

‘Nous ’ imposes its orders on soul and body... the king does not order so much as 
persuade; besides he gives such orders that the living bark makes a happy voyage 

through life, being piloted by the good pilot, namely, the orthos Logos. Let the 

tyrant therefore be called, an archon of war, but the king hegemon of peace (Salem.)”’ 

And later (82): ‘‘ The Logos is a priest who has Him who is as inheritance and 
thinks exaltedly about Him and grandly and magnificently.” 

1 Jer. 23. 5, 6: “Ecce dies veniunt, dicit Dominus, et suscitabo David germen 

iustum, et regnabat Rex et sapiens erit et faciet iudicium et iustitiam in terra... 

et hoc est nomen quod vocabunt eum: Dominus iustus noster (Yahweh Sidqenuw).”? 

Cfr. Is. 11. 4, 5; Malachias 11.2. Compare also Romans 10. 4; 1 Corinthians 1. 30; 
2 Cor. 5.21; Philipp. 3. 9. 

2 See the case of the priestly family of Berzellai. A priest married one of the 

daughters of David’s benefactor, Barzellai the Galaadite, and took the name of 
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therefore, but appear singularly striking that this extraordinary ; 

Melchisedech, who tithed and blessed the Patriarch Abraham, should & 
have made his appearance as an isolated figure, without any of the 

certificates of flesh and blood, disappearing at once from the biblical & 
record only to be named again, when a prophet of Israel in one of the § 
greatest oracles ever delivered to that chosen people, declares in § 

words from God’s own mouth and with the added solemnity of an 
irrevocable divine oath that the Messias is a Priest for ever according 
to the order of Melchisedech. We can easily conceive that the Holy 
Spirit could intend to give such a picture of Melchisedech as would 
foreshadow the Messias not only by what was said but by what was 

left unsaid. The eternity of the Melchisedechian priesthood prophet- § 

ically asserted in the Psalm disclosed this intention of the Holy & 
Spirit to the Apostle. Otherwise our dim vision might have never § 
discovered it, just as we might not have discovered, without the aid § 
of St. Paul (Gal. 3. 16) that ‘‘ seed ”’ in the singular number excluded § 

the possibility of any individuals or groups of men receiving the 
Abrahamic blessing, except in the one seed of Abraham, Jesus Christ. 
‘There are more wonders in the Scriptures than are dreamt of by ra-' 

tionalistic exegetes who regard revelation as a-brain-spun system 

resulting from a collection of religious experiences and speculations. 
Here, for instance, there is divine revelation in the very limitation 
of the portrait. Moses perhaps set down all he knew of Melchisedech, 

but the Holy Ghost used that limited knowledge to sketch ‘‘ per viam 

exclusionis ’’ the eternal Son of God, a Priest for ever. As St. Thomas 
excellently says: ‘‘ Melchisedech dictus est sine patre et sthe matre 
sine genealogia, et quod non habet initium dierum neque finem, non quia 
ista non habuerit, sed quia in Scriptura sacra ipsa de eo non leg- 

untur.”’ + 
This first point of the Apostle’s exegesis is to show the assimila- 

tion of the Genesiac Melchisedech to the Son of God. From the same 
Scriptural passage he proves the superiority of the typal Melchise- 
dech over Abraham and Levi. Melchisedech received tithes from 
Abraham and blessed him. - Levitical priests by authorization of the 

Law tithe their Abrahamite brethren. Itis a privilege of their genea- 
logy. But one who has no Levitical genealogy stands in Scripture 

Barzellai. “‘ His descendents returned from Babylonian Exile. But,.as Nehemias 

7.64 narrates: Hi quaesierunt scripturam suam in censu et non invenerunt et 
eiecti sunt de sacerdotio.”’” The parallel passage of Esdras 1. 62 has: ‘‘ Quaesie- 

runt scripturam genealogiae suae et non invenerunt et eiecti sunt de sacerdotio.”’ 

Without the ketab hammithyahh'sim (cfr. LXX) they were dyeveaddyntot. 

1 Summa Theologica, 3, 22, 6 ad tertium. 
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as the tither of Abraham himself, whom he also blessed as a superior 
blesses an inferior.! His native title to tithe and to bless was re- 

cognised by the Patriarch. The Levitical tithers die off one by one, 
but Melchisedech shows a certificate of life, a certificate of Scrip- 
tural silence indeed but a real certificate, since he appears only in the 
power of life and does not die as. far as the biblical record is con- 
cerned. The next and last point, namely, that the tribe of Levi was 
made tithe-payer? to Melchisedech through Abraham, their physical 
progenitor, seems somewhat startling and is actually introduced by a 
“so to speak.” By Abraham’s act, his posterity, Levi included, 
were, as it were, put in the position of tithe-payers to Melchisedech. 
Levi contracts Abraham’s inferiority to the Priest who took tithes 
from him and blessed him. ‘‘ The act of his father determined his 
relation to Melchizedek, just as if Abraham had made himself Mel- 
chizedek’s vassal.” 3 _ 

Our author now returns to Psalm CIX and from its fourth verse 
deduces that anew priesthood means a new law, especially, since it 
is not based on fleshly succession but on the power of unbreakable 
life. This priesthood is better than the old because it has been intro- 

| duced with the solemnity of an oath and belongs to one who remains 
for ever, always living to make intercession for his people. The words 
on which the four arguments pivot are a) secundum ordinem Melchi- 
sedech (the Priest being no Levite but a Judahite), b) in aeternum, 

as implying the force of indissoluble life, c) Zuravit Dominus, as adding 
a new solemnity to the institution of the new priesthood, d) in aeter- 
num, as excluding the plurality of priests in a successional priesthood. 
Christ has a priesthood which cannot pass from him to another. 

ok ok 

The fourth and last Scriptural group of the dogmatic part of the 
Epistle (8. 1-10. 18) consists of two pairs of texts separated from one 

another by the type picture of Expiation Day. The first of the first 
pair concerning the tabernacle which Moses was ordered to make 
according to the pattern shown to him on the Mountain has already 
occupied our attention in connection with Philo’s supposed influence 

1 The active verbs of “‘ tithing’? and “ blessing ’’ stand in the perfect sense, 
to show that Melchisedech’s quality as receiver of tithes and giver of blessings is 

a permanency. 
2 The perfect passive of the verb , of tithing is used. 

3 Westcott, Commentary on Heb. 7.10, p. 180. 
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on the writer of Hebrews.1 We saw that our author found in the 
words of Exodus 25. 40: “‘ Vide, omnia facite secundum exemplar, 
quod tibi ostensum est in monte ’’ an indication that the Levitical 

priests served a type and a shadow of the heavenly institutions of the 
future. It is a recognition of the typology of the Israelite tabernacle 
and is therefore in the very same category as St. Paul’s recognition of 
the typology of the Pasch {1 Cor. 5. 7) and of circumcision (Coloss,. 
2.11). 

The Jeremian testimony to the New Testament receives a strictly 
literal interpretation.? That great Messianic prophecy had been 
alluded to in the formula of consecration of the chalice at the last 

Supper (Luke 22. 20; 1 Corinthians 11. 25), and the thought of it 
filled the mind of St. Paul as he wrote the third chapter of second 
Corinthians (3. 3, 6, 14). Three points of the prophecy are empha- 
sised in Hebrews. Firstly, it passes a verdict of divine censure on 

. the first or Sinaitic Covenant (Heb. 8. 7, 8); secondly, it promises a 

- New Covenant and consequently declares the former one antiquated, 

- which means that it is soon to disappear (8.13); thirdly, it points out 

the remission of sins as the special characteristic of the New Covenant 
(10.17, 18). The author presses the word New (8.13 and 9. 15), but 
so does St. Paul (1 Cor. 11. 25; 2 Cor. 3.'6), and in any case why should 
he not press an important word which proved his point? To say 
that he imitates Philo in this is much like saying that any one who — 
makes a syllogism is an imitator of Aristotle. 

The lesson drawn from Old Testament worship as concentrated 

in the daily or usual liturgy and the annual liturgy of Expiation day is 

also a matter of literal-symbolic and typological exegesis. The usual 

round of daily and festal service brought any one of the officiating 
priests into the outer sanctuary or Holy. Once a year the Highpriest 

alone, with the blood of expiation for his own and the people’s sins, 
entered the inner sanctuary or Holy of holies. The daily liturgy, 

in going no further than the first hall of the tabernacle, was designed 
by the Holy Ghost to symbolize the present state of the Old Law, a 

1 Kighth point, chapter III, pp. 202-204. 

2 One of the many foolish things in Siegfried’s book: Phile von Alexandria 

als Ausleger des AT is the remark on p. 174 regarding the Philonic method of 
pressing the meaning of a word, here alleged to be imitated by the Apostle: “‘ Heb. 

8. 8 ff. wird in der Erklarung von Jer. 31. 31 f. das Wort xawy gepresst und daraus 

die Unzulanglichkeit des Bundes mit Israel erwiesen. Denn wire—so wird gesch- 

lossen—dieser Bund bereits vollkommen gewesen, so wiirde die Verheissung eines 

neuen iberfliissig gewesen sein. Der Ausdruck stempele daher jenen Bund zu 

einem alten, das Alte aber sei das dem Untergang sich zuneigende.” 
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state of outer purification, which did not reach the inner chamber of 
conscience but was, like the food and drink regulations, a temporary 
and preparatory ordinance imposed until the time of diorthosis or 

petterment should come. The Apostle marks a clear distinction, 
on the one hand, between the daily service which was a picture (rapa- 
Boas) of the Jewish present and, on the other hand, the annual 

service which his whole reasoning indicates as a type. Christ’s en- 
trance as Priest of the good things to come into the heavenly 
sanctuary in his own blood, having wrought eternal redemption, 

fulfils the type of Expiation Day. The sacred Cube of the Israelite 
sanctuary was a prophetic figure of the heaven into which Christ as 
Eternal Redeemer entered once for all.1 In our Epistle’s magnifi- 
cent exposition of these points the same basic idea dominates as is 
found in the Apostle’s words to the Colossians: There he points to 
the circumcision of Christ in baptism, to the pardon of all sins ob- 

tained through Christ and concludes (2. 16): ‘“‘ Nemo ergo vos iudicet 
in cibo, aut in potu, aut in parte diei festi, aut neomeniae aut sabba- 
torum: quae sunt umbra futurorum: corpus autem Christi,’’ the 

author of Hebrews did not learn the typology of Old Testament wor- 

ship from Philonian circles. . 

The citation of Exodus 24.8 is merely introduced to show that 
the seal of typal blood was on the Old berith, because the New berith 

ratified by the death of Christ was to be a diatheke in the full sense 
of the term. Nothing beyond their historical meaning is ascribed | 
to the words of Exodus. The Mediator of the New Covenant actually 
made a testamentary sacrifice of himself because he was to make men 

heirs of an eternal inheritance. The blood of the Mediator’s death 
sealed the Covenant and made his legacy available as an inheritance. 
The Apostle does not argue from the word ‘‘ Testament ’’ but re- 
cognises in the historical mode of its establishment the testamentary 
character of Christ’s covenant. Since it was to have this quality, 

1 The above distinction between “‘ parable” and “type” is only partly 
expressed by the Apostle but may be clearly deduced from his exposition (efr. 

expecially 9.9 and 9.24). A parable suggests what is, a type points to what 

shall be. The figurative character of the Tabernacle is thus described by St. Tho- 
mas, Summa Theologica 1%, 22¢, 102, 4 ad quartum: “ Per exterius tabernaculum, 
quod dicitur Sancta, significatur status veteris legis, ut Apostolus dicit, ad Hebr. 

IX: quia in illad tabernaculum semper introibant sacerdotes, sacrificiorum officia 

consummantes. Per interius vero tabernaculum, quod dicitur, Sancta Sanctorum, 

significatur vel caelestis gloria; vel etiam status spiritualis novae legis, quae est 

quaedam inchoatio futurae gloriae, in quem statum nos Christus introduxit; quod 

figurabatur per hoc quod Summus Sacerdss semel in anno solus in Sancta Sancto- 
rum introibat.” 

KX 
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Moses prefigured it by putting the seal of animal blood on the Old 
Covenant and all its appurtenances. This relation between Exodus 

24.8 and the establishment of the New Testament is nothing exclu- 
sively proper to Hebrews. It is indicated by way of illusion in the 
consecration of the chalice at the Last Supper. 

The last text which we have to examine is an interesting one. 
To sum up what he has said in the two preceding chapters, our author 
says: “‘ The law having a shadow of the good things to come, not the 

very image of the things can never by those yearly sacrifices, which 
they are perpetually offering, bring to perfection those that approach 

{as worshippers). For in that case, would they not have ceased to 

be offered? because the offerers once cleansed would no longer have 
any conscience of sins. But in those sacrifices there is a calling to 
mind of sins year by year; for it is impossible that the blood of bulls 
and goats should take away sins. Wherefore, as he enters unto the 
world, he says: 

‘¢ Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not, 
but a body thou hast framed for me; 

In holocausts and sin-offerings thou didst not have pleasure. 
Then said I, behold I am come 

(in the roll of the book it is written of me) 

to do, o God, thy will.” 

The Apostile’s exegesis of this passage from Psalm XXXIX is 
conveyed in a few words. ‘‘ Saying above: Sacrifices and offerings 

and holocausis and sin-offerings thou wouldest not, nor (in them) have 
pleasure (which sacrifices are offered according to the law), then hath 
he said: Behold I am come to do thy will. He taketh away the first, 
that he may establish the second. In which will we have been sanct-— 
ified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all.” 

“A The argument of the Apostle supposes the Psalm to be Messianic. 
If the placing of the words cited in the mouth of the Messias were a 
mere accommodation, the two assertions attributed to him could not 
be so expressly insisted upon (10. 8, 9) as words that signify a removal 
of an old system and the establishment of a new system.1 But the 

1 J. Caths (Les Psaumes, I, p. 425) scarcely holds the reins strongly enough 

when he writes: ‘‘ La grande question est celle du messianisme. Le Ps. XL est 

messianique. Aucun catholique n’en doute; et les protestants n’en doutérent pas 

tant quwil crurent 4 une révélation surnaturelle. L’épitre aux Hébreux (X, 5-10), 

qui met sur les lévres du Christ les v. 7-9, si elle n’impose pas avec évidence une 

telle doctrine — on pourrait 4 ’extréme rigueur penser & une accommodation — 

la rend 4 moins plus que probable, dés lors que le texte s’v préte sans trop d’efforts.”’ 
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iMessias may be understood as speaking this Psalm—beginning in a 
{Magnificat and ending in a De profundis—directly and immediately 
for through the typal person of David who is regarded as the author 

fof the hymn. Direct Messianism has had the preference of the Fa- 

@thers and of some of the most illustrious catholic commentators on 

sthe Psalter such as Agellius and Bellarmine. There is really no diffi- 

smajority of modern commentators, we shall have to meet the ques- 
; tion: How is it that David declares so absolutely that God does not 
[want the legal sacrifices? There are relative réjections of sacrifice 
lin other O.T. texts (1 Sam. 15. 22, Ps. 50.18; Mich. 6. 6-8, Os. 6. 6; 
FIs. 1. 10-20) but always in a comparative sense. They were less 

; pleasing than obedience, contrition, mercy, moral purity.- Nowhere 
fis there such an absolute denial of their acceptableness as in this 
i place. The answer given is that in the particular circumstances in 

| require any material sacrifice from him. This answer seems to suffice 
| in order to save the typal character of the hymn. At any rate Christ 
| speaks in it and the Apostle fixes exegetical attention on five points. 
Firstly, “Thou wouldest not”? removes the legal sacrifices; secondly, 
‘““ Behold I am come” establishes a new sort of sacrifice; thirdly, 

That sacrifice though instinct with obedience is not metaphorical but 

real; fourthly, it is the sacrifice of the body of Christ; fifthly, it is the 
will of God that this be the sanctifying sacrifice offered once for all. 
The third and fourth points depend on the reading: ‘‘ Corpus autem 
aptasti mihi,’’ but we have seen that this reading renders substantially, 
at least, the sense of the Psalm-verse. 

It may not be demonstrable, but I cannot help thinking that this 

very Psalm passage was in the mind of St. Paul, when he wrote to the 
Romans (12.1, 2): ‘*Obsecro itaque vos fratres per misericordiam 
Dei ut exhibeatis corpora vestra hositam viventem sanctam, Deo 
placentem, rationabile obsequium vestrum. Et nolite conformari 
huic saeculo, sed reformamini in novitate sensus vestri: ut probetis 
quae sit voluntas Dei bona, et beneplacens et perfecta.” 

Really close attention to the text of our Epistle discovers innu- 
merable Pauline contacts, even in the use of Holy Scripture. In 
regard to exegetical methods in particular, it is not possible to fix 

any chasm between Hebrews and the Paulines. The special theme of 
the letter called for a greater abundance of typological places, but the 

typology of the Old Testament Scriptures is a Palestinian-Jewish and 
Christian dogma, which was quite familiar to the Apostle of the Gen- 
tiles and is not to be confounded with the non-Messianic allegory 

< 

# which David then was—living a fugitive life, probably—God did not * 
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of Philo the Alexandrian. St. Paul sought to discover what God 
spoke to the Fathers through the prophets about the economy of 
salvation centred in Him who is “ the end of the Law ” (Rom. 10. 4), 
For the Apostle the Jewish politeia was the shadow, the evangelical | 
politeta the reality (Coloss. 2.7). As Theodoretus says: ‘‘ Umbram 
autem futurorum vocavit legem, docens ab illa esse praefiguratam 
Novi Testamenti gratiam. Hoe autem etiam subiunxit: ‘Corpus 
autem Christi.’ Hoc est, evangelica vitae ratio (politeia) locum 
obtinet corporis, lex vero umbrae. Umbra autem praecedit corpus, 
oriente luce: ita ut sit umbra quidem lex, corpus vero gratia, lux 
autem Christus Dominus ” (In Ep. ad Col. 2.17; PG. LXXXTI). The 
metaphor ‘“‘ shadow and body ”’ is used by Philo of the language of 
oracles—words being the shadows of what they allegorically mean 
(de confusione linguarum 190)—but Philo had no conception of the 
Messianic typology indicated by this same metaphor in Colossians 
.17 and Hebrews 10.1. He and St. Paul use similar language to 

denote two entirely different conceptions. To seek Alexandrian 
allegorical methods in our Epistle is a perverse way, and a sure way 

of misunderstanding the whole Epistle. 
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CONCLUSION 

: Each of the seven chapters of this essay has delivered its own 

: conclusion. Consequently, no elaborate summary of results is here 

# called for. It may, perhaps, be said that the essay does not justify 
| its title, since only one half of it has been dedicated to the examina- 

; tion of Old Testament usage in the Epistle to the Hebrews. How- 
4 ever, as the four chapters on the Old Testament were planned exclu- 

sively in view of the critical problem, they could not very well be 
made to stand apart from a discussion of the general contents and 

style of the Epistle. The third chapter on the literary form of Heb- 
rews grew to a length far beyond my expectations, but some slight 
discussion of the biblical factor in the Epistle’s style partly vindi- 

cates this chapter for the main subject of research. In any case an 

essay may be reasonably entitled a potiort partie, and Old Testament 
usage in Hebrews certainly has the lion’s share of these pages. 

In the first chapter, the value of the historical testimony to the 

Pauline origin of our Epistle has been supposed and not discussed 
anew.” Those pages were meant to be introductory. They show 

sufficiently that Catholic scholarship has held for the Pauline origin 
of Hebrews, while freely admitting that the language and form set 
it apart, to some extent, from the other thirteen letters of the Apostle. 
Up to the days of Humanism and Protestantism a purely critical opi- 
nion of Origen regarding a redactor was rejected in favour of another 
purely critical opinion which involved a more integral view of Pauline 

authorship. In spite of the elegance of style, a general scrutiny of 
the contacts of the Epistle with the thoughts and phrases and literary 
modes of the Paulines seems to substantially confirm the latter view, 
namely, that of the quasi-integralists. 

1 My original intention was to add a second part which would be purely exeget- 
ical. This intention-has not been carried out, but the seventh chapter contains 

all the leading ideas of the prospective exegetical part. 

2 It has recently been very well reviewed in L. Pirot’s Commentary on the 

first article of the Biblical Commission’s Response regarding Hebrews (Supplément 
du Dictionnaire de la Bible, II, Fase. XVII, 1410-1424). 

25 
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The theological doctrine of the Epistle, which is considered in the § 
second chapter, reveals that the thoughts are not only genuinely 

Pauline but must have come from a richly gifted person who had 

developed in a unique way in his own spirit the thought, especially 

the Christological thought, of the earlier and later Pauline Epistles. — 

The organic architecture of the Epistle presents such a coherently 

Pauline development as can scarcely be due to any other mind than 
that which shaped the theology of the Corinthian and Captivity 

letters. 

. The detailed literary and stylistic analysis attempted in the third 
chapter has resulted in the massing of a phalanx of objective literary 
facts calculated to neutralise very largely the impression received 

from the special elegance of our Epistle. The factors that have gone. 
into the literary shaping of this “word of exhortation” are all dis- 
tinguishable in that great intellectual fount from. which thirteen 
Apostolic letters flowed. There remains, it is true, a je ne sais quoi 
of order and calm and elegance which is not found in equal measure 
in the Pauline letters; but, considering the variations in the Apostle’s 
style (such as a comparison between Romans and Ephesians reveals 
them) we have no right to attribute this to any. other reason than 

some secondary circumstances of elaboration, psychological mood, 

or amanuensis. In face of the phalanx of facts that reveal St. Paul 

and in view of the express attestation by ancient tradition that Paul 

is the author of Hebrews, this seems to be the reasonable position for 
a literary critic to take. 

The examination of the Scriptural Materials of Z ebrews i in chapter 
IV brings in no vote against its Paulinity, but rather brings to light 

that the same biblical zones, from which St. Paul mostly drew, alsu 

furnished the primary and: secondary texts of our Epistle. | 

We saw in the fifth chapter that the formulae of citation, which 

are consistently proper to this letter—since it is the letter of God 
speaking—are not out of keeping with the rich formulary of St. Paul, 

nor do they reveal a peculiar view of biblical inspiration, nor are they 

so allied to the Philonian formulae as critics have pretended. 

The sixth chapter, to which Appendix II bears special relation, 
discusses the form of the texts cited in our Epistle. The use of the 

Septuagint version and the details of wording in the citations fix no 
gulf between Hebrews and the Corpus Paulinum. 

In the seventh and last chapter, the exegetical processes of the 
Paulines have been summarily described, and a fairly detailed view 
of the exegetical treatment of quotations in Hebrews subjoined. 
Tedious comparison has been omitted, but the reader has been left 
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‘ +o compare the two and decide for himself whether the O.T. exegesis 
f of Hebrews belongs to another school than that of Paul, quondam 

| disciple of Gamaliel and Apostle of Jesus Christ. 
E To some, perhaps, this whole dissertation will seem a retrogressive 

: performance, but the author is conscious that he has endeavoured 
® humbly and laboriously and honestly to attain that progress which 

q consists in forming a sober objective verdict not according to any: 
f preconceived theory but according to the facts of the case. Many 
F indications are forthcoming that true progress very often means a 

F return to positions which we should never have left. For myself 
personally the result of this study is a strong conviction that Paul, 

the Vessel of Election, is in a very full sense the author of the Epistle 

to the Hebrews. Not only the conception of the letter, under the 

inspiration of the Holy Ghost, but also the logical arrangement and 
all the substantial constituents of the literary form are the fruit of 
his great Apostolic mind and heart. 

Like the Church to which it was written, the Epistle to the 
Hebrews fell on evil days. Within a few years of its delivery at 
Jerusalem, the Christians to whom it was addressed had ‘to fly 
to the mountains”’. It may have been read again and again as 
a word of consolation by the little Judeo-Christian remnant at 

Pella. It was known and honoured at Rome a quarter of a cen- 

tury after the catastrophe of Jerusalem. But from Egypt it came 
forth into full ecclesiastical light, a few decades later, with the authen- 

tic name of St Paul. The historical or literary criticism which in 

modern times has been levelled at that title is largely a fusilade 

of phantom arguments. Admittedly, the form of the Letter is sin- 

gular, but that does not warrant the deletion or serious dilution 
of the superscription: Epétstola beati Pault Apostolt ad Hebraeos. 





APPENDICES 

I 

HAPAXLEGOMENA OF ST. PAUL'S LATEST WRITINGS | 

In order to supplement the first section of Chapter II, the 

hapaxlegomena of the Captivity Letters, of the Letter to the Heb- 

rews and of the Pastorals are here gathered together. As Hebrews 
stands chronologically between the two groups (having been cer- 

- tainly written before the outbreak of the Jewish War) the 121 

unique words of the Captivity Group and the 172 unique words of 

the Pastoral Group may be regarded as a cloud of witnesses attest- 

ing the ever-ready abundance of St. Paul’s vocabulary during the 
four of five years within which Hebrews was written. 

HAPAXLEGOMENA OF THE CAPTIVITY EPISTLES 

BPHESTIANS 

a@eos . éeromacia peaoroLy ov 

aisyporns evvoin pwporoyta 

aiypadwrevo evtpameAia warn 

avoids | @upeds Tapopytopes 

avavéopat KaTapTicpics awoAutoikiios 

arahyéw - KATOTEPOS apoedriCay 

ao-oos kAnpoopat TpooKxaptépyois 
Bédos - KAvdwviGopat _putis 

éxrpepw KOOMOKpaTwp ouppeToyos 

éXaytoTorepos Kpupit oupToditns 

évoTns kuPeta cuvappodoyew 

éeEryvw Haxpoypdvios ovvoikodopéw 

éxidvw péyebos ovoowpos 

émipavoxw pebodcia 

The total is 41, but there are four other words which the Epistle 
has exclusively common with Colossians, namely, dvOpwmdpeckos, 
av&yats, apy, 6pBarpodoviia. 
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aOupdw 
s v aivypodoyia 

aveyrids 

avravanAnpow 

avravarddocis 

arexovopat 
> ia 

améKovaets 

aroypenois 

dpeckeia 

apewia 
, 

BpaBevwo 

| poppy 
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COLOSSIANS 

SoypariGopat 

EOed0Opnoxia | 

eipnvorraéw - 

éuBarevw 

evy apioros 

Gedtys 

xkataBpapeva 

peraxwéw 

veopnvia 

6patés 

Tapryopia 
miBavoroyia 

TANGO HOVY 

Tpoaxovw 

Tpoonrow 

Tpwreva 

orepéwpa 

ovdayaryew 

" SOPATIKAS | 

pirccopia 

xetpoypadov 

The total is 33 exclusive of the four words mentioned under the 

. heading of Ephesians. 

ayvas 
ww . . 

ato Onots |: 

, akaipéopat 
ww 

a@XvuTos 

avabadrAw 

arovcia 

apwaypos 

auTapKns 

yunoiws 
iJ y 

éFavaornots 

érextetvopat 

emer @yros 

érépws 

The number is 37, 

There is also a word yopyyia which Philippians has proper name.. 

PHILIPPIANS 

. eVenpos 

etnruyéw 

lodyruzos 

KAT ATOLT 

Karay Odvios 

Kevodogia 

Afipyris 

- peydAws 

pudopat 

Oxranpepos 

mwapaBoAevopat 

TapapvOrov 

TwapanArotoyv 

mwoXitevpa 

apoo@iAns 

wrvpopat 

oKoTés 

oxvBaXov 

ovGvyos 

ouppipntys 
ouppoppiSopat 

ovpyrvyos 

ovvabrdw 

umepuvbdw 

counting ov~vyos which may however be a 

in common with Ephesians only. The five hapaxlegomena of Phi- 

lemon are diotivw, dypnotos, éxovotos, dvirnu and mpocodeiAw. 

HAPAXLEGOMENA OF HEBREWS 

s , 
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aOAnots 

airyetos. 

 ainatekyvota. 

aiveois 
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aicOnt¥p.ov 

atrios 
Ed Lé 

aQxaTanNvtos 
> , 

a@kxALvys 
LJ , axpoBinov 

a@XvorreAns 

adpetaberos 

durrwp 
* ? avaxcawilw 

dvadoyiCopnar 

avaptOunros 

dvacrraupow 

dvraywviSouat 

avrucabiornm 



awapaparos 

ATATMOP '° 

dmavyagua 
areipos 

amwopAére 

appos 
apavys 
apaviopes 

apopordopat 

Bon@cs 

Boravyn 

wyevecAoyéopat 

yepyéew 

“yvOos 

dapants 

dexaTn 
dexatouw 

éos 

dépua 

Oncoupyos 

onirou 

Oarayya 

Ouverns 

Oixvéopat 

O6pFwois 

doxipacia 

Oucepprvevtos 

eavicep 

€yyvos 

éyxawiGea 

exBaivw 

€xdoyy 

éravOdvopat 

éheyyos 

pT ay Os 

évuBpiSw 

eéts 

érveoaywyn 

éritcirw 

ros 

‘eVapETTew 

evopéotws 

«4vbdrns 

HAPAXLEGOMENA 

evid Bea 

evAaPéopat 

evrrepiotraros 
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6UTTOUa 

GeatpGopar 

OdAnots © 

Geparav 

Ovéd\Aa © 

Oupiariipiov 

iepwovvyn 
ixetnpia 

xkaBaporns 

Kakovy€éopat 

Kaprepéw 

katayoviGonat 

KataonAos 

Katavarioxw 
katacKiaGe 

KaTadoKoTos 

Kadois 

Keanis 

Kony 

KpitiKkds 
K@Aov 

Aerroupytkes 

Aciiectixds 

pEplopos 

feotTeva 

peTtabeots 

petérerta 

petprorrabew 

pndéra 

pndory 

priv 
pio barodoaia 

pucOaroddtns 

pvedos 

védos 

vd0o0s 

vopnoberéw 

vw Opdos 

oyKos 

dAvywpéw 
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dhoOpeva 

OmotOTNS 

opkwpnocia 

_ Tavyyupis 
rapaderypatiga 

TwapaniKpaive 

TAPATIKPATLES 

Twapaninrte 

waparrnoiws 

Tapapéw 

weipa 

HYVUEL 

ToAupEepa@s 

TOAVTPOTWS 

api§a 

mpoPA€ropat 

1rpddpop.os 

Tpocayopeve 

xpoooy Bice 

mpooparos 

rpdaxyvers 

TWPWTOTOKia 

oabBariopés 

ordpvos 

oupwabéw 

auyKxaxovyéopat 

ouvarro\Aupat 

ouvddopac 

ouvertipaptupéw 
TeACLOTHS 

TMpia 

TONGS 

TPayos 

TpaynrSopat 

Tpipnvos 

Tpoyid 

TuprraviCe 

UTEKw 

viTooToAy 

pavralw 

oBepos 

xXapaxrip 

xeoouBeiv 
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HAPAXLEGOMENA OF THE PASTORAL EPISTLES. 

1 Timothy 2 Timothy Titus 

ayaboepyéw (Acts 14/17) 6/18 — — 

ayvela re 4/12, 5/2 —_ — 
ayoryy _~ 3/10 — 

aonXorns " 6/17 — —_— 

GOA pe 2/5 — 
aidés 2/ _ — 
aipetixds — — 3/10 

aicy poKepoys 3/8 — 1/7 

a@xaipws — : 4/2 _— 
dxarayvworos — — 2/8 

axpatys — 3/3 —_ 

@\X\ws 5/25 --- —_ 

apayos : 3/3 { 3/2 

apoBn 5/4 — —_ 

avaCwrupéw : — 1/6 — 

avddvois — 4/6 — 

avavnpw — 2/6 - — 

avayiye — 1/16 — 

avdparodiatns 1/10 — —_ 

avdpoddovos - 1/9 —_— _— 

dve&ixaxos — 2/24 . —_ 

adveraioyuvTos — 2/15 — 

dveriAnpwros 3/2, 5/7, 6/14 —_— —_ 

dvrjpepos — 3/3 —_— 

advdot0s 1/9 3/2. _ 

avriiariBenat — 2/25 —_ 

avribeois 6/20 — — 

avrituTpov 2/6 —_ : — 

amraidevros — 2/23 — 

amrépavtTos 1/4 — _ 

awoBAnros 4/4 — — 

amddextos 2/3, 5/4 © — —_ 

amocoyn 1/5, 4/9 — — 

arobnoavpiGe 6/19 _— _{o 
awoTperopuat —/ 3/5 — 

airpdottos 6/16 — —_— 

aprios _ 3/17 — 

doroyéw 1/6, 6/21 2/18 — 
avlevréw 2/12 — — 

avroxataKptros —_ — 3/11 

ad Gopia —_ — 2/7 

adirayabos — 3/3 — 

aypevons — — 1/2 

Badpcs 3/13 — — 



Bodédueros 

péAtiov 

BraBepés 

yaryypawa 
yeveadoyia 

yons 

ypaaons 
yunvacia 

yuvaikapiov 

deta 

StaBeBatdopat 

ayo 

dvawapatpipy 

varpopn 

dwWaxtiKes 

dtAoyos 

OwoKT HS 

eyxpatns 

édpaiwpa 

éxyovos 

éxOnXos 

éexCyrnots 

éxotpéepopat 

éXeyuos 

évduve 

évrevéis 

évrpépopat 

éravépQwots 

érapKew - 

érdiopO6u 

émtopKos 

éxinAnoow 

ériotopita 

ériawpevo 

érEepodiwWacKkahéw 

evpetadoros 

evoeBas 

NpeLos 

Oedrrvevorros 

GeocéBeva 

iepomrperys 

iovdaixds 

KaxoTabéw 

KaXodwWackanos : 

KaTahéyopar 

KataoTnpa 

KataotoAy 

KaTaoTpyviaw 

5/10, 16 bis 

1/10 
5/1 

1/3, 6/3 
6/18 

HAPAXLEGOMENA | 

-1 Timothy ‘2 Timothy 

— 1/18 
6/9 — 

— 2/17 

1/4 —_ 

—_ 3/13 

4/7 ~ 
4/8 — 

— 3/6 

—_ 1/7 

1/7 ~ 
2/2 — 

6/5 — 

6/8 _— 

3/2 2/24 

3/8 —_ 

1/13 _ 

3/15 — 

5/4 — 
— 3/9 

1/4 — 

— 3/16 

— 3/6 

2/1, 4/5 — 
4/6 _ 
— 3/16 
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xatapbeipw 

KavaorpypraGopat 

Kevopuwvia 

xvi ew 

KOLWWVLKGS 

KOG LOS 

Aoyouayéw 

Aoyouayia 

paupn 
pataodoyia 

uaravodcyos 

peuBpdva 
petadnpyis 

pndémore 

puntpodk@ns 

povdopat 

veduTos 

VEWTEPLKGS 

vupadtos 

vonipLws 

Eevodoyéw 

oixodéoroTéw 

oixoupyds 

épyitos 

dpGoropéw 

wapabyKy 

wapotvos 

TaTpoA@ns 

TWeptovatos 

TepiTreipw 

Trepippovew 

WieTOopat 

awAéypa 

TAHKTHS 

TOpLo"OS 

Tpaypateia 

xpainabia 

mpeaBoris 

apoyovos 

TpoKpi"a 

TpoweTys 
TpdaKALoIs 

enTo@s 

oenvoTns 

oKéragna 

orTopayos 

oTparordoyEew 

oTvyntos 

‘.Y APPENDICES .. 

.1 Timothy: -. |. 

4/2 
6/20 

6/18 
2/9, 3/2 

6/20 . 
3/3 
1/9 

6/10 

2/9 
3/3 
6/5, 6 

6/11 

5/4 3. 

5/21 

5/21 
4/1 

2/2, 3/4 
6/8 
5/23 

2 Timothy 

2/15 
12, 14 

1/7 

2/14 (LXX) 

2/15 

1/7 
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1 Timothy 2 Timothy Titus 

ouvkaxoTrabéw 1/8 2/3 — 

gwTipos — — 2/11 
suoppoviCe — — 2/4 

cwppoviopds — 1/7 — 

cwppovus — — 2/12 
oappwv | 3/2 oo — 1/8, 2/2, 5 
TEeKvayovew 5/4 — — 

rTexvoyovia 2/15 — — 

TexvoTpopéew §/10 — — 

* cupdopat 3/6, 6/4 3/4 — 

- Uytatver _ | 1/10, 6/3 1/13, 4/3 1/9, 13, 2/1, 2 
_ vdpotoTéw 5/23 — — 

umeprAcovaloo 1/i4 — —. 

urevoia 6/4 __ — 

VTOTUTWOLS 1/16 1/13 — 

vyrndodpovew 6/17 — _ 

edovys — 4/13 —_— 

prdyabos | — —_ : | 1/8 

itavdpos —_— — 2/4 

prapyupia 6/10 — — 

pitauTos — 3/2 —_— 

tArndovos —_— 3/4 — 

i\0Geos — 3/4 foe 

pirorexvos — — 2/4. 

pAvapos 5/13 —_ — 

ppevoratns ; — Pee 1/10 

ppovriCa — — 3/8 

yadkevs — 4/14 _ 

Xpuomos — 2/14 — 

yrevdoAdyos 4/2 — — 

yrevddvupos 6/20 — — 

e@péArpos 4/8 3/16 3/8 

An examination of this list will reveal that, of the total count 

of 172 hapaxlegomena in the Pastoral trilogy, 73 are strictly peculiar 

to first Timothy, 47 to second Timothy and 29 to Titus. Only two 
hapaxlegomena, namely, tvy:avo and wdédAyos are common to all 
three Epistles and only one is common to second Timothy and 
Titus. In regard to the other pairs —1 Timothy and 2 Timothy, 

' 1 Timothy, and Titus — only 10 words are common in each ease. 
Thus the writer repeats only 23 words of this whole additional 
vocabulary, using 149 terms once and once only. Assuming, as in all 
justice and truth we must, that St. Paul wrote the Pastorals, the above 
facts stand as proof not only of the abundance of his lexical supply 
but also of the thoroughness with which he dominated his treasure. 
He’ was in no sense the slave of favourite words and could, as oc- 
casion demanded, marshal a host of new terms to meet a fresh need. 
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IT 

| CITATION FORMULAE AND CITATIONS 

As a table of reference for chapters IV, V and VI, the text of 

the citations of Hebrews and their introductory formulae are here 
given, the order of the Epistle rather than that of the Old Testa- 
ment Books being followed. The annotations have reference to the 
form of the Old Testament text. -_ 

First Group — (Christ and the Angels) 1. 5-13 

I 

tive yxo eimévy mots THyv ayyehwv- 
evr s , 

vids mou ef au, 

éya onpépov yeyévynxa oe, (Ps. 2. 7). 

IT 

nab weAL * 

éyw écouat avt@ eis tartépa, 
Kai autos éota pot eis vidv; (2 Sam. 7.14). 

IIT 

ov sy , > , ry n 2 \ > , 4 . 
Otay oe THM ELGay ayy TOV TOWTOTOLOV ElLg THY OLLOUELEVTY, Eyer . 

Kai mpookuvyocatwoav aitg@ awavtes ayyedot Oeod. 
| (Ps. 96. 7; Deut. 32. 43 LXX). 

Iv 
; . A xX a 4 > 4 f . 

zal Tmobg EV TOUS AyyEAouS AEyeEL 
e 6 TolWv Tous ayyéAous avtov mvevpata 
Kai Tovs Aetroupyovs avtTov wupdos pAdya*’ (Ps. 103. 4). 
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Vv 

a) 6 G@pdvos cov, 6 OQeds, eis tov aiwva roi aiévos, 
b) xai 4 paBdos tis eOitnTos baBSos tis Bacielas cov. 

C) #yadaNOas CiKaocvyv Kai éuionoas dvomtav’ | 
d) dia totro éypicev ae, 6 Oeds, 6 Oeds cov 
e) éAaiov dyadNaoews Tapa to’s petdyous cov. (Ps. 44.7.8). 

VI 

a) ov kat’ apyds, Kupee, tiv yijv éBéuedtwcas, 

bd) cat épya tév yelpsv cov cicw oi ovpavot’ 
’ 3 - NY 8 , . C) avtoi arodovvTa, ov O€ dtapévets 

d) kai mavtes ws iuatiov wadawQyoovra, 
e) cai ws wepiBddAaov éEXEas adbrous, 
£) ws tuatiov kat dAAayyoovrat. 

“x XN e ’ a 

g) ot 0€ 6 autos ei . 
h) xai ta €ty cov ovK éxAetfrovow. (Ps. 101. 26-28). 

Vit 

. , ya ~ . f ” : . 
meog Tiva Of THY xYYEAwV slonnsy TOTE ; 

xaBov éx dc&tv pou, 
va nN om. “ > , 

gms av OG Tovs éyOpovs cov 
biroTroolov THY TOOWY GOV; 

On these seven citations the following brief remarks will suffice: 

No. I, also cited with identical wording in the Pisidian sermon 
(Acts 13.33) and Hebrews 5. 5, is taken exactly from the Septuagint. 

The text presents no variants and agrees entirely with the Hebrew. 
No. II, which is also freely adapted. by St. Paul as the final citation 

of the long composite text found in 2 Corinthians 6. 16-18, reads here 
according to the unvarying Septuagint form, and also corresponds 
exactly with the original Hebrew. 

The provenance of No. III is controverted. The grammatical 
form of the citation corresponds with the second hemistich of the 
concluding strophe of Moses’ great Deuteronomic Canticle: eddpav- 
Oyte, otpavoi, aya avt@, b) kai Kpogkuvyoatwoayv avTe awavtes oi 

ayyedko. Qeou* ¢) evdpoadvOnte, Ebvy, meta Tod raov avTov, dd) xai 
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évicyvoadtwcav ait@ wavtes vioi Ocov. Of this whole distich, the Mas. 
oretic Hebrew text and our Latin Vulgate have only the single 
hemistich c): Laudate gentes populum etus, which is cited in the above 

Septuagintal form hy St. Paul ( Romans - 15.10). It seems highly 

probable that a),‘b) and d) are accretions ‘from other sources (Isaias 

44,23; Psalm 96. 7; and. a doublet of the same,’ coloured, it would 

seem, by Psalm 28.1). Whether all'these accretions were in some 
Greek copies of the Canticle about the year 65, it: is impossible to gay. 
Certainly St. Justin read every one of these verses in his Septuagint, 
for he quotes the whole strophe, in its full Greek form, in the Dialogue 
with Tryphon (130). If our author quotes from the Mosaic Canticle, 

his text was different from the textual forms which passed into the 

Manuscripts B and A. Both of these read ‘‘sons of God” instead of 
‘“‘angels of God ’’, but. our citation is nearer to A, inasmuch as it 
adds rdvres before viol Ocod. However, the difficulty attendant on 
supposing a citation of a text where the reading d@yyedo: is not cer- 

tain, together with the reasons advanced in chapter IV, adds weight 

to the supposition that our author really cites from Psalm 96. 7, 

while the Deuteronumic text floated before his mind. In the Psalm, 

the reading is certain: mpooxuyycate a’tg mavtes oi ayyeAo avtou. 

‘“‘ Angeli’ translates the Hebrew “‘ Elohim’. So the Greek trans- 
lators understood the word, it not being likely that the inspired 

Psalmist called on the pagan divinities to adore Yahweh. 
The fourth citation slightly departs, in the second member, from 

the generally received reading of the Septuagint, and thereby also 
from the Hebrew, which the Greek accurately renders. The change 

of ‘‘ flaming fire ’’ (rip @Aéyov) into “ flame of fire” (aupds pAcya) 
is probably due to the author himself, and not to a Manuscript of the 

Septuagint used hy him. The reading wupds dAéya in the Codex 

Alexandrinus seems to be a scribe’s attempt to conform his text to 

Hebrews. Swete attributes it to Baber’s second corrector (See Pref. 

tio Edition of LXX, p. Xxirf.). Rahlfs attributes it to a corrector 

simply. 
No. V reproduces a form of the Septuagint which varies somewhat 

from that of any of the great codices. It agrees with the Sinaiticus. 

and Alexandrinus in using the longer phrase: eis tov aig@va tot aié- 

vos, aS against eis aiéva aisvos of the Vaticanus; the cai at the 
beginning of b) is not in the Septuagint; and the article 4 stands 
before the second 6aGdos rather than the first; in verse ¢) our author 
reads dvoziav with B, as against ddi«iav of A. Consequently, the 
text of the citation is in about equa! agreement with A and B. 
Though moderns mostly follow some other way of translating the TM, 
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it must be admitted that the Septuagint furnishes a very defensible 
rendering. | | 

The word-order in No. VI: (1) ov (2) kat’ adpyds (3) Kupte (4) trav 
viv (5) éGepektwoas is not represented by any great Manuscript 
of the Greek version. It is, however, closer to the order of the Alex- 

andrinus (2, 1, 3, 4, 5) than of the Vaticanus (2, 4, 1, 3, 5), so that 
it would seem prubable that here, at least, our author was familiar 
with this type of text; but perhaps another hypothesis is equally 
tenable, namely, that the fifth-century scribe of A partly followed 
the word-order of Hebrews: The only other variants of importance 
are the word édies (e) and the addition os iudrov (f). The 
latter is the author’s own addition. The former is'‘common to both 
A and B; but the correct reading of the Greek Psalter, in conformity 
with the Hebrew and the Latin, is d\Aa&es, now definitely adopted 

in the Gottingen edition: (Psalmi eum Odis, 1931). 

No. VII, namely, the first verse of Psalm 109, needs no comment. 
The Septuagint text, literally cited by our author, faithfully renders 

the Hebrew original. 

SECOND GRoUP — (Incarnation) 2.5 ff. 

VIII 

Ob yap ay yehors ométakey thy oixoupévny Thy wsAhoucay, wept ne AaAo- 

pev. Stepaptipeto dé mob wo Agyov> 

a) ti dotw avOpwios Sti pipvyoKn. aitod, 
b) 74 vids avOpd7ou Gti émioKéenty avTov; 
C) nAdtTwcas aitév Bpay ti Tap. ayyédous, 

I a Fan > , > , d) 66&n kai tiui éorepavacas adrev, 
-~ e e > ~ ~ > ~ 

e€) mwavra vréeta&as broKatw Tev Todev attov. (Ps. 8. 5, 6, 7 b). 

Ix 

6 te yap ayrelov nai of cyraCduevor 26? Evdg mavres: ou Av aitiav obx 

émacyivetar a0eApobs adtods wxAstv, Ady ° 

amayyeA@ TO 6vopd cov Tots adeApois pov, 
év péow éxxAnoias buvyow oe’ (Ps. 21. 22). 

xX 

“OL THAW 

éyw écoua teroes. ér’ aire’ (Isaias 8.17.b). 
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| xi 
wKL TAAL * 

idov éy@ Kai Ta tatla ad po édwxev 6 Oeds. (Isaias 8.18 a). 

In regard to the quotation from Psalm VIII, the only variation 
in the traditional form of the Septuagint text is A’s reading of tis 
for +/ (a). The translation of Elohim as “ Angels’? is similarly 
found in the Targum, the Peshitta and the Jewish Commentators, 
Rashi, Kimchi, Aben-Ezra. A’s reading of tiujv in d) is a scribal error. 

No. IX, which is a quotation from Psalm 21. 23, is identical with 
the Septuagint, apart from the substitution of dmayyeAG for dm- 
ynooua. The Greek translation, which verbally reproduces the 
Hebrew, is unvaried in the Manuscript tradition. 

The first of the two contiguous verses from Isaias is almost ident- 
ical with the unvarying Greek reading: wemo@os écoua én’ aite. 
The identity is complete in the case of No. XI. In both verses the 
original is faithfully rendered. 

THIRD GROUP — (Moses and the Divine Sabbath-rest) 3.1 ff. 

XIT 

God’s testimony to Moses in Numbers 12.7, which the LXX 
accurately renders from the Hebrew, is not formally quoted, but 
the words aictos év dAm Tw oikw avtov ws Beparwv (3. 5) are evid- 
ently extracted literally from the text: ovy ovrws (+s AF) 6 
Geparrwv pou Moions’ év 6k\w TG oikw pov miotdés éatw. There is 
no question of our author adopting one out of many variant texts, 

for the additional és of the Alexandrinus and Ambrosianus has no- 
thing to do with the ws of Hebrews 3. 2, 5. Perhaps, on the other 
hand, it indicates the influence of Hebrews on these codices. 

XIII 

Ato zaOas Agyer TO Tet. TO aytov- 

a) onpepov €av Tis Pwvys avtov axovonte, 
b) un oKAnpuvyte Tas Kapolas pov 

Cc) os év TO TapaTiKpacpp 
x “ e ~ ~ E] ~ > , 

d) kata tyv npépav tov aeipacpou év TH Epypy, 
e) ov émelpacav of watépes tuGv év dokiacia 

£) xai efdov ta épya pov tecoapakovta én. 
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gZ) 06 mpocwyfoa tH yeved tadty 
h) xai eiwov’ det tAavevTa TH Kapola * 
i) avrot dé ovK &yvwoav Tas 6douvs pov, 
j) os wpooa év tH épyn pov’ 
k) et eioehevoovTa eis tTHy Katawavoty pov. (Ps. 94. 8-11). 

The differences between this Septuagintal extract and the Hebrew 
| are not very great. In ¢) wapam«pacyds translates the Jocal name 

| Meribah, and similarly wepacyuds in d) is the etymological equivalent 
of the place-name Massah. In ¢) our author has changed the verb 
édokinacav, which exactly represents the Hebrew, into év doxipacia, 
but the meaning is not changed. The plural ta épya supposes 
a different vocalisation of the consonantal text from the Masoretic. 
Our author transfers the ‘‘ forty years’’ from the following clause 
to the end of this strophe, and further separates it from the strophe 

' announcing the divine judgment by the conjunction oi, inserted 
into. the text as a pure addition. Ind) tH yeved tavrn translates not 
bedor simply, but baddor hahhw’, which was also the reading followed 
by the Peshitta and St. Jerome. The Hebrew of h), reading ‘am 
(instead of ‘od; one Ms has 4), gives the sense: ‘‘ a people of way- 
‘ward-ones in heart are they.” 

Neither are the differences of our text from the traditional Sep- 
tuagint very great. Besides the three already mentioned in con- 

nection with év doxacia, the position of teccapaxovta éty, and the 
insertion of did, there are only four others to be noted, namely efdov 
for eidocav in b), tavrn for ékeivy in g), etwov for eiza in h), 

avutoi oé instead of cai avro( in 7). The Alexandrian Manuscript 
also happens to read idov, efmov, avtoi dé, but an inspection of the 
phototypic edition published by the British Museum in 1884 shows 
that the text of this particular Psalm has been much corrected. It 
‘was no doubt conformed to Hebrews, a proceeding which, in this 
‘instance, seems to have been widely employed. (See Rahlfs’ critical 

apparatus to Psalm 94; 0. ¢c., p. 246). 

XIV 

sees tov épywv amo xataBoAys Kéopov yevnbevTov. 
elonnev yakp mou Tept tno EBddpNs OUTING - 

kai katéwavaev 6 OQeds év tH nuépa tH éBdoun 
aro Tavtev Tov épyev avrov. (Genesis 2. 2). | | 

The Greek Genesis 2. 2 is exactly reproduced, with the addition 

of the words: 6 QOeds év. These were added also to the Septuagint 
text in the Lucianean recension. 

26 
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FOURTH OR SACERDOTAL Group (5.1 f.) 

xV 

Psalm 2.7 is cited as above, but under the formula: 6 Xpi- 

aotos ovy éavtov éddEacev yevnOyvar apytepéa, %AX’? 6 AAATAG Tod¢ 
autév: To the oracle of divine filiation is added that of priesthood: 

~2Qag wai Ev Etéom Eyer’ 

ov iepevs eis Tov aiéva 
kata thy ta&w Medyioedéx. (Ps. 108. 4). 

The Septuagint reads ov ef iepe’s (Codex S), but A omits the 

verb, probably under the influence of the citations in Hebrews. The 

Psalm is missing in the uncial Codex B (hiatus extending from the 

end of 105. 26 to the middle of 137. 6) but the fifteenth century hand, 
which supplied the missing leaves in cursive script, also omitted e7. 
There is nothing to note in regard to the citation of the words wyocev 
Kupios, xai od petapednOyoera: in Hebrews 7. 21. 

XVI 

At the beginning of chapter VII, the history of Melchisedech is 
summarised from Genesis XIV. Though there is not question of 
formal quotation, the words of the Septuagint are adhered to, with 
only one noticeable substitution, namely, éudoicev for Edwxev. 

XVIT 

To these must be added a further citation from Genesis 22. 16: 

TH yako “ABoudu. smayyeAdusvo; 6 Osbs, ..... @wocey 200? &xutot, AEyov ” 

a) ef unv evrAoyGy evAoyYHow GE 

b) Kat wAnOUvwv wAnOvVG ce. 

The Sixtine edition follows the Lucianean reading 7 yyv; similarly 

the manual edition of Rahlfs. Cudex A reads as Hebrews. We 
do not know the reading of B, since that Codex has come to us in a 
mutilated condition, beginning with the last four words of Genesis 
47.28 (p. 41 of the Codex). The same is true of 8S, for the small 

fragment of Genesis which has been preserved begins at 23.19. Our 
author himself has taken the liberty of replacing. rd oméopad cov u by 

the pronoun oe in the second clause. — 
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FIFTH GROUP (COVENANT) 8. 1 ff. 

XVIIL 

brodetypatt Kai oKiG AaTpEvovoW THY EoUpaviwv, %ZIAS “sLENL.ATLGTE: 
Moiats wedArkwy Emitedsiv thy oxnyyy 

a) dpa (yap, pyciv) romces wavta 
b) xata tov tUrov tov dayGevta co év TO Spa. (Exodus 25. 40). 

The Septuagint, which is here quoted with two variations, is 

quite in agreement with the Hebrew. The bracketed words consti- 
tute the argumentative and citational formula. The author adds 

wavta, and his addition later passed into the fifth century Codex 
Ambrosianus (F) and into the Manuscripts which represent the 

Lucianean recension (Librorum V. T. canonicorum pars prior graece 
ed. P. de Lagarde, Géttingen, 1883). The participle dederyuévov is 
here changed to dey@évta. 

XIX 

The long quotation from Jeremias 31. 31 ff. (LXX 38. 31 ff.) offers 
most interesting variations. It follows on the remark that “ if that 
first covenant had been faultless, place would not have been sought 

for a second.”’ 

veroduevos yap auTous Aéyer ° 

a) idov nuépat épyovrat, Aeyer Kiros, 
b) xai cuvteAdow éxi tov oixov ‘lopanr 
c) kal émi Tov oixov ‘lovda Stabyxnvy Kawnyy, 

d) ov kata tHv OiaOyKyv Av érroigoa tots matpdow avtév 

e) év nuépa émiAaBopevou pou tis Yelpos autav 
éEayayetv avtous éx ys “Aryvrrov, 

£) 61 avroi ovK évéyewav év tH OvaOyKy pov, | 
g) kayo nuédnoa abtév, Aéyer Kuvpwos. 
h) 611 avdryn 4 SiaOynn nv Ctabycopa TO oikw “lopanr 
i) peta tas nuépas éxelvas, \éyet Kupros, 
j) edobs vduovs pov eis THY dlavotav auTav, 
k) cai éwi xapdlas avtév érvypayrw aurtous, 

1) xai copa: avrots eis Oecdv, 
Mm) kai adroit évovrai pot eis Aacv. 
n) kai ov py OdadEwow éxaotos Tov woAttyv adrov 
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0) Kat éxagtos Tov adeApov auto’, Aéywv * 
yvob tov Kiptov, 

ew - 3 4 Ed 

Pp) 6tt wavtes cidyoovolv pe 
Q) amd pkpot éws peydAov avrav. 
Yr) 6tt thews Evoua Tats dduias avtev, 
8) Kai TOV auapTiév a’Tév ov wy pyvyncO@ éoTL. 

The wording is Septuagintal, but contains the following variations 
from the eritically established text (see Eberhard Nestle, Das Buch 
Jeremia griechisch und hebrdisech, Stuttgart, 1934, p. 69). 

a) B reads dyoiv Kiptos, but Codex A, and alsoS and Q (Mar- 
chalianus) agree with our Epistle. | 

b) Instead of cuvteAé€ow éri, the Manuscripts of the LXX have 
Oabycopa te oikw etc. Symmachus has the same reading as Heb- 
rews and, according to Nestle, the minuscule 41. 

c) T@ oixw etc. as above. 
ad) dwBdéunv instead of éroinoa. The original scribe of Q took 

over the reading of Hebrews. . 

g) xai éyo for the cay of our Epistle and of Codex A, which 
latter, however, here reads @yciv Kipios with the other Manuscripts 
of the LDXX. 

h) B adds pov after ciadyxyn, but SAQ omit. 
4) All authorities have gyaiv Kipuos. 
j) B has ddWotvs ddacw, while AQ omit the second word. 
k) B has ypavro instead of the émrypavw of Heb. and AQ (some 

slight variations of the Sinaiticus under j) and &) need not be noted 

here). The order of words in Codex Alexandrinus is, however, note- 
worthy. It reads émrypayrw avtois éri tas Kapdtas QuT@v . 

l) Aand the first hand in 8S add: ca: 6yroua: avtous, before this clause. 
m) SAQ have the same reading as our Epistle, as against the 

ov owdEovow of B. In this line and the next x) the Alexandrinus 
reads ddeApov and mAyoiov respectively, instead of the ToXttny and 

adehpov of Hebrews and Codex B. 
0) The oidyoovow of B is apparently a scribal error. 
p) B has aitév after each adjective. A reads as our Epistle. 

On the whole, the text of the citation is closer to A than to B, 
but the differences between the citation and Codex A, in the portions 
marked k), !), n), are so considerable, as to make it doubtful, whether 
our author really read the same type of text as the scribe of the 
Alexandrine Manuscript had before him. 

The Septuagint text of this passage differs from the Hebrew in 
a few points, only one of which (if we can be certain that the common- 
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ly received translation of the Hebrew is correct) amounts to a real 
divergence. Firstly, the strict translation of f) is: ‘‘ They broke my 
covenant, saith the Lord ’’; secondly, 7) literally says: ‘‘ I will give 
my law in their interior” (beqirbam); thirdly, the plural imperative 
of the TM would require Cognoscite Dominum at the end of 0). The 
sense is not really touched by these slight variations nor by the omis- 
sion of ér after dWafwow; but kayo nyédAnoa aitev g) seems a 

rather wide departure from o2 °m>ya 338), which is generally trans- 
lated: ‘‘ Although I was their Lord (or husband) ”’; Vulgate: et ego 
dominaius sum eorum; likewise rendered by Aquila with the verb 
xuptevw. Nevertheless, it cannot be regarded as certain that the 
Septuagint represents a faulty translation. Some think that the 
translator of Jeremias (unless we admit Thackeray’s hypothesis of 
two translators), who used the Greek xaraxvpievw in Jeremias 3.14 
to render the same verb, construed with the self-same preposition, 
had another reading (perhaps »n5y3) before him here (see footnotes 

of W. Rudolf’s edition of Jeremias in Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica). At 

any rate, the Syriac Peshitta agrees with the Septuagint, for it 

translates: ‘‘ contempsi eos.’? It may, therefore, be conjectured 

that, in accordance with the analogy of Arabic, the verbal root 5y3 
also had the meaning of ‘“ fastidire, despicere”’ (cfr. Westcott, 
Additional note on VITT, 8, o. c., p. 2438). 

It should be noted that in the free repetition of part of the text 

(h, i, 7, k, 8) in Hebrews 10.16 f., 16 oikw ‘IopanrA becomes pds 
autous {h); eis tHv diavoirav abtév becomes éxi xapdtas avtév (7), while 

émi THv ciaévotav avtév Migrates into the next verse (k). The last 
verse is expanded into: cai Tév auapti@y avT@v Kal TOV avou@v avTOV 

ov py prnoOyjcopat étt. 

xX 

The words whereby Moses ratified the Sinaitic Covenant are 
cited in a modified form probably under the influence of Christ’s 
allusive employment of the words at the last Supper (Matt. 26. 28). 

Our author quotes thus: 

Movo%s.... mavtx Tov Andbv soxvticev, AEyov- 

ToUTO TO aia Tis CiabyKys 

ys éveTethato ipods buds 6 Oéeds. 

The Septuagint reads (apparently without any variants): idov 
TO aipa ts C1abyKns As déBero Kvpios mpds bpas wepi wavtwy tev do- 
yov toutov (Exod. 24.8). For éverechkaro compare Psalm. 110.9 
and Sirach 45. 3. 
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X XT. 

Our next citation is highly interesting. Seeing that the blood of 
sheep and goats was powerless to take sin away, the Apostle repre- 

sents Christ, as he comes into the world, pronouncing a programme 
which meant the abolition of all former sacrificial insufficiency by 
an all-sufficient sacrifice: 

A xX >. . ‘ >? A la 4S . 

to siospyousvosg cig TOV xdGpOV Agvet 

a) Buctav kai tpoapopayv ovx 7OéAnoas 
b) céua O€ KaTnpTicw pot’ 
¢) 6Aokavtépata Kai wepi Guaptias ovK evdddKyoas. 
da) tore efzrov* idov HKw, 
e) év xehario: BiBrAiov yéypantat mepi éuod, 
f) tov motjoa 6 Oeds td OédAnud cov. (Ps. 39. 7-9). 

There can be no doubt whatever that our author cites the Septua- 

gint text of Psalm 39. He was acquainted with that text in a form 
which is abundantly attested by our textual witnesses, but, according 
to some, was not the original Septuagint version. It is in the hemi- 
stich b) that the Greek varies most considerably from the Hebrew. 

The latter has the wording: ’eznaim karitha lli, and the correct literal 
translation of the text is: aures fodistt mihi, as given by St. Jerome 
in his Psalter from the Hebrew. But it does not seem that the Sep- 
tuagint ever had the exact Greek equivalent of karitha, for, as 
far as I know, xatypticw is the invariable Greek reading (dpv&as 
[Ps. 21.17] or any word of similar meaning being unattested). The 
Latin Psalter derived from the Septuagint has ‘“ perfecisti’’ (cfr. 

Old Latin of Augustine’s Enarratio in Ps. 39, the first Hieronymian 
revision or Psalieritwum Romanum, the second Hieronymian revision 
or Psalterium Gallicanum), and, consequently, the Old Latin transla- 
tion depends on xatypticw. This verb, it seems, must go back to a 

different Hebrew reading from the Masoretic or, possibly, it repre- 

sents a loose translation of karitha. . 
With regard to the object of xatypticw it has been supposed 

that an original wria was changed by scribal corruption into o@ua. 
This could have occurred, it is said, rather easily in transcribing a 

continuous uncial text like HOEAHCACOTIA. The sigma of yééAnoas 
may have: been attached to the first vowal of wria and tr: may then 

have been written asan M. But, it must be admitted that the argu-’ 

ments for an original ota in the Septuagint are weak. Our author 
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read o@pa,.and so.did the maker of the Old Latin Psalter (cfr. Au- 
gustine’s Enarratio and the Roman revision of St. Jerome). Ori-. 
gen’s hexaplaric recension had wrtia, as we know from the Vulgate 

Psalter (which is a revision of the Old Latin on the basis of Origen’s 

text), also from the commentary of Eusebius of Caesarea (PG. 

XXIII, 326: ta Gra... xatnptiow, the thought being reproduced 
without express citation of the biblical hemistich), as well as from 
the hexaplaric Armenian Psalter, and from the Syrohexaplaric text 
published by Ceriani (Monumenta sacra et profana e codicibus prae- 
sertim Bibliothecae Ambrosianae, Tom. VII, Milan, 1874). Codex 
Lat. 11947 of the Bibliothéque Nationale, which is a sixth century 
MS of the Old Latin Psalter incorporated by Sabatier in the second 
volume of his famous edition of the ‘‘ Bibliorum sacrorum latinae 
versiones antiquae,’’ seems to be the only other noteworthy wit- 

ness for the reading otia. Thus Rahlfs, who adopts étia into his 

LXX text, sets out the evidence pro and con in the following not 
very wonderful way: wria La Ga =M (sic “omnes interpretes, ”’ 
i. e. a’ o O ec’ et eBo’ (wovain teste Sy) cya rel.: = Hebr. 10. 5.” 
As the versions of Aquila, Symmachus, Quinta (perhaps also Theo- 

dotion) and much less €fpaws do not bear on the question at issue, 
the reading wtia is supported only by the hexaplaric recension, and 

one MS of the Old Latin, as against all the great codices of the Greek 

Septuagint, which stand for oéua. The Holmes-Parsons edition of 
the LXX mentions only two minusecules (142, 156) as giving the 

reading ota dé (Cfr. Eusebius loco supra citato). Consequently, 
as far as the voice of textual witnesses goes, one may very seriously 

doubt if the original Septuagint read wtia. In the supposition of 

ogpa being the primitive reading, it seems impossible to decide 

whether the translator had another wording before him, or just 
loosely rendered the general meaning (Cfr. Calés, Le livre des Psaumes. 
I, p. 430). This is the only notable difference between the Septua- 
gint and our present Masoretic text. Verbally it is a considerable 
difference, but in the context of this Psalmodic strophe, the same 
general notion of ‘‘an instrument of obedience” is conveyed by 
‘““ digged ears’’.and ‘“‘a body fitted.” . 

In the Septuagint tradition of the following hemistich ¢), there 
are some variations. Our citation reads 6Aoxavtéuata with the 
Codex Alexandrinus, with the sixth century Greco-Iatin Psalter of 
Verona (R).and the seventh century Psalter of Zurich (T = Turi- 

eense), while the singular 6Aoxavtwpa is found in SB, and is the 
exact rendering of the. Hebrew.. Again our author employs ovx 

evddknoas where SAR'T have eGyityocas and where B has yryoas, this - 
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last being the nearest equivalent of the Hebrew sha@alta. It-is re- 
produced in the postulasti of our Vulgate Psalter.. 

Apart from the transposition in f) of 6 Oeds (with omission of 

pov) from its place after OéAnua cov and the omission of é¢BovAn@yy 
at the end, there are no further variations. 

In one point, therefore, the citation in our Epistle agrees with A. 
against B. Here indeed there seems to be no question of a scribal 
conformation of A to the text of Hebrews, for our author has in no 
way suggested the reading éGj7trnoas of the Alexandrine Manuscript. 

GROUP BELONGING TO FINAL EXHORTATION 

XXII-X XIII 

Of the two texts cited from Deuteronomy 32.35, 36 only the 
first presents particular interest from a textual point of view. The 
two are introduced thus: 

otSapev yap tov simévta:” 

Euoi éxdtknyats, 
(éyw) avratodwiaw’ (Deut. 32. 35). 

nab wee 

kpwet Kipios tov dadv adtod. (Deut. 32. 36). 

The first of these is cited by St. Paul in Romans 12.19, under 
the formula yéypanta yap, and with the additional formula déyer 
Kupwos following the citation. It differs from the Hebrew, which 
reads literally: ‘‘ To me vengeance and recompense.”’ It also differs 
from the Greek, which reads év nuépa éxdunoews avtatroddow. 

' Although the citation partially agrees with both texts—the beginning 
with the Hebrew and the end with the Alexandrian version — it 
may be reasonably supposed that our anthor remembered it in a 

Targumic or proverbial form. The Targum of Onqelos really comes 
very close to our citation, even in regard to the insertion of éy, for 
it reads literally: ‘‘ Before me vengeance and I will repay ”’ (qodo- 

may pur‘anutha wa’ana ’ashallem ~ Walton’s Polyglot Bible). 
The second citation agrees verbally with the Greek and the Hebrew. 

XXIV 

-The text of Habacuc cited at the end of chapter X is not formally 

introduced, but is connected with the immediately previous exhorta- 
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tion to persevering confidence by an ér ydp joined to a few words 

from Isaias 26. 20: 

itt YaO ptreov Baov Saov, 
e > > ‘ V4 > id 

a) 6 épyouevos n&et kat ov ypovioe’ 
b) 6 0€ dtkaids pou éx miotews GyoeTat 
C) Kai éav brootelAyTat, 

ovUK evdoKel 4 yYruyn pov év avtG. (Hab. 2. 3, 4). 

The first thing to be noted regarding this text is that there is an 
intentional transposition of parts, in view of the optimistic conclu- 
sion which the author desires to attach, in chiastic form, to the cita- 
tion, namely, that ‘‘ we are not of withdrawal unto perdition but of 
faith unto the gaining of the soul.’ For the sake of this combina- 

tion of thoughts, c) and b) exchange places, as the text passes from 

the Prophetic to the Apostolic page. The words are taken from the 

Septuagint which, particularly in c), differs considerably from the 

Hebrew. The literal translation of the Masoretic text is as follows: 
“* Coming, it (the vision or revelation) shall come (i. e. shall certainly 

come) and shall not delay; behold, it (his soul) is puffed up, his soul 
is not upright in him, but a just man in his faith shall live.” In 
order to judge the merits of the corresponding passage of the Greek 
Habacue, it is necessary to remember that the Prophet, placed before 
the spectacle of his people becoming a prey to all sorts of subversive 

forces, including a foreign invasion, sets himself at his prophetic post 
on the watch-tower of Israel to observe what Yahweh will say to 

him regarding the future. While the phalanx of destruction advan- 
ces with all the confidence of human arrogance, the Almighty com- 
municates an oracle of salvation to His Sentinel: ‘‘ Write the vision 
and engrave it on tablets, that one may run as he readsit. For there 
is yet a vision for an appointed time; it hastens to an end and shall 
not disappoint. If it delays, wait for it.” It is just at this point 

that the vision of salvation is introducted as surely coming. The 
Greek translator does not keep to the Prophet’s terms of a vision 

(dpaois) coming, but, instead, thinks of a personal Saviour (épyd- 
uevos Set). Besides this, in our author’s citation the article is prefixed. 

to the participle, on the analogy of Psalm 117. 26 (cfr. Matt. 3. 11; 
11.3; 21.9; 23.39). The sense of the first verse is not, however, 
travestied either by the Greek translator or by the writer of Hebrews. 
In its Old Testament context, the second verse tells the fate which 

awaits the ‘“‘ arrogant soul’ of the picture, when the salvation seen 
in vision actually appears. That soul boasting in its human strength, 
like a fisherman who deifies and adores his nets (Hab. 1. 16), shall be 
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out of the right way. By whatever process the Septuagint translator 

arrived at his version, we cannot refuse to admit that the thought 
of both texts is fundamentally the same. The “ pride-swollen soul ” 

is the one ‘‘ who has withdrawn from God,” and, when it is said that 
“‘he is not right,” the same thought may be otherwise expressed by 

saying that ‘‘ God takes no pleasure in him.” The third verse (the 
second of our citation) is a much closer rendering of the verbal ele- 
ments that belong to the substance of the Hebrew text. There is 

certainly no essential difference between the sentence: ‘“‘ The just 
man shall live by his faith ’’ and the sentence: The just man shall 
live by my faith ”’ (i. e. by faith in Me), for there is question of faith 
in God in any case. Only the Hebrew emphasises the believing 

subject and the Greek the object of belief. 

With regard to the form of our citation in relation to the Septua- 
gint text, the conditiona! sentence éav trootefAyta etc. is identical 

in both places, if we except the xai prefixed to it in Hebrews and 
regard as entirely negligible the scribal mistake evdons in the Si- 

naitic Manuscript. In the first member, besides the addition of the 
articie, there is a slight variation at the end. All the principal wit- 
nesses of the Septuagint version attest ov py ypovion but Hebrews 
has ov ypoveet or ov ypovicesx. The second member of our cita- 
tion (third of the original and Septuagint) is by far the most inter- 

esting. It is quoted by St. Paul in Romans 1.17 and Galatians 

3.13, under the formulae xafos yeypanrta and yéypanta yap, aS a 
dogmatico-scriptural argument, whereas in Hebrews the whole text 

fulfils an exhortatory function. It is text-critically certain that 
St. Paul cited the simplest form: 6 dtkatwos éx mwiorews Gjoetar in 

Galatians. Romans adds the 6é of the Septuagint before dtkaos, 
but for the rest it is practically certain that the same form is used as 
in Galatians, since the attestation of you after rictews by Codex 
Ephraem rescriptus, as well as by the Vulgate and the Syro-Hark- 
lensian version, cannot prevail against the united voice of a multi- 

tude of Greek codices. The Septuagint version does actually read 

a pou in this verse and practically all the codices place it after ami- 

otews. The sole important exception is the Alexandrinus, which 

places the pou after dikaos, and this is precisely the best attested 
reading in Hebrews 10.38a. It would seem, therefore, that our 
author had read Habacuc in a Manuscript which belonged to the 
textual ancestry of Codex A, whereas St. Paul knew the same text in 
another form. There is, however, in this case also, a possibility that 
our author modified the Alexandrian text for purposes of emphasis 

and that this modification influenced the.scribe of A. The possibil- 
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ity of the first of these points will appear, if we. consider that the 
author of Hebrews, in this instance, freely manipulated his text, 
adding an introduction from another prophet, inserting a definite 
article before éoyouevos, and transposing the very verse in question. 

The likelihood of the second is rendered credible by the fact that 
another fifth-century scribe, namely that of Codex C, conformed the 

citation of Romans 1. 7 to that of Hebrews 10. 38, and on the contrary 
the scribes of no less than five uncial Manuscripts (DEKLP) omitted 
pov in this place in Hebrews, while D conforms this same line of the 
citation to the common form of the Septuagint, placing uov after 
awiotews. It may be added that SA are the main witnesses for the 

commonly received reading of our text in Hebrews, for the Vatican 
Manuscript is mutilated at Hebrews 9.14. We have no reason, how- 
ever, for calling the reading 6 dtxaidés pov into doubt, especially as 

our oldest witness, the Chester-Beatty Papyrus copy of Hebrews 

now adds its testimony in favour of it. But, in face of the evidence 
that the influence of a parallel worked strongly on ‘scribes, we must 

remain in uncertainty whether the author of Hebrews quoted a Manu- 

script of Habacuc like the Alexandrinus, or whether the seribe of A 

conformed his Septuagint text of Habacuc to Hebrews. 

xXXV 

The two short fragments of Genesis 5.22, 24 which are pract- 
ically quoted in the elogium of Enoch (Heb. 11.5) follow the free but 

correct rendering of the Septuagint. ‘‘ He was not found, because 
God translated him’ renders the Hebrew: ‘‘ He was nut, because 

God tvok him;.’ and the expression: ‘‘ pleased God ’’ renders the 
Hebrew: ‘‘ walked with God.’? The reference to the Genesiac text 
in our Epistle is as follows: 

(riotee “Evay perereOy tot py idetvy Oavatov) 
a) kal ody nipioxeto didtt petéOnkev adtov 6 QOeds. 

Teo Yap THs petabécews peyaotdpnTas 

b) evapeotynkéva TE Oe@. 

XXXVI 

The words from Genesis 21. 12 in Hebrews 11.18 are cited exactly 
as in the Septuagint and Romans 9. 7, and represent the original text 
verbally. Without any formula (not even the introductory ‘ But ”’ 
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of Romans), they are quoted in our Epistle, as an oracle delivered to 
Abraham, thus: 

Tpos Ov EARAKOD ° 
> , ay , , la 

év ‘Ioadk wAnOyoetal cot owépua. 

XXVII! 

By a personification, which is only slightly less bold than that 
of Galatians 3. 8, a Seripture of the Book of Proverbs (3. 11, 12) fi- 
gures in Hebrews 12. 5 f. in the guise of God speaking, as it were, con- 
versationally with men, after the manner of a father addressing his 
children: 

wal ELAEANGOS To TapaxAHGsws, Ate butv ws vioic Sinreyetae . 

a) vid pou, wy ddArywper Tawdeias Kupiov, 
b) undé éxAvov bx’ avtod édXeyyoueEvos * 
Cc) é6v yap ayaa Kupwos rratdevet, 
d) uaotryot oe tavta vidv dv wapadéyerat. 

This version harmenises almost completely with the consonantal 
Hebrew text (admitting, however, that éxAvov seems a loose transla- 

tion of ypn ), but there is one word which the Alexandrian interpreter 

vocalised differently from the later Masoretes; for, in the last member, 
his reading must have been ké@’éb i. e. dolore affecit (Piel), although 
the verb ka’éb, which means ‘‘ to be in pain ”’ is not found elsewhere 

in the Scriptures, except in the qal and Hiphil forms. The Masoretie 

punctuation 78) is the same as that followed by St. Jerome, who 
translates: Et quasi pater in filio complacet sibi (more literally, sicut 
pater filium volet). A diligent examination of the parallelistic struc- 

ture of the whole distich seems to favour the pointing of the Alexan- 
drian translator rather than that of the Masoretic tradition. The 
first stich is constructed according to a parallel system, and the 
author seems to indicate his intention of continuing the same arrange- 

ment in the ‘subsequent stich. Therefore, we should. expect that 
the verbs of “loving ” and “ disciplining,” in the first hemistich c), 
should be balaneed by two corresponding verbs in the second he- 
mistich d). Such are the verbs of “ afflicting ” and “‘ liking,’’ which 

the Septuagint version supposes. 

1 The text from Genesis 47. 31: xpooexivyncev éxt to axpov tis paBdov avrod is 

omitted here. Enough has been said about it in chapter IV. 
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The relation of the citation to the forms of the Greek Septuagint 
itself requires a few words of remark. The citation agrees with the 
Hebrew against the common Septuagint text in reading vié pov in- © 
stead of vid simply. Besides, in the third hemistich the second verb 
is madever and not éAeyye. In reading thus, vur author is at one 
with the codices SA against Codex B. Which of the two was the 
original Septuagint reading? It is exceedingly difficult to say. One 
would be inclined to folow Rahlfs in choosing radever, because the 
Vaticanus seems to stand practically alone amongst Greek biblical 
codices in reading éAéyye. But on the other side stands the 
antecedent probability that a Greek translator would not have had 

recourse to two different verbal roots in order to render jnmpina and 

may. Moveover, the evidence in favour of édéyye is undoub- 

tedly strengthened by the fact that Philo (de congressu eruditionis 
' gratia 177) cites the whole distich, and exhibits this particular hemi- 

stich in precisely the same form as Codex B. From this fact we may 

conclude that B represents a particular form of text derived from an 

archetype which had édéyxe. But on the other hand the reading 

Twaever cannot be regarded as a distinctive reading of one special 

type of Manuscript represented by the Codex Alexandrinus, for the 
Sinaiticus, which is more closely related to B than to A likewise has 
the reading araideve. Has the Epistle to the Hebrews been the real 

determinant of a departure from an original Septuagint reading 

éAeyya? This is a question which we do not seem to have the means 
of answering. 

XXVIII 

Omitting the texts from Isaias 35. 3 and Proverbs 4. 26 as already 

sufficiently considered, the next particularly interesting use of OT 
words occurs in 12.15. The words of Deuteronomy 29.18 are em- 
ployed in the following form: ; 

j 5G las av Vvouca évoyAy bn tis pia mupias avw XAN- 

The Vulgate translates the Hebrew text of Deuteronomy: (We) 

sit inter vos radix germinans fel et amaritudinem. If we prescind from 
the rather generic rendering of two poisonous plants (rosh and la‘®nah) 

as fel and amaritudo, St. Jerome’s translation is accurate. The ci- 
tation in Hebrews, on the contrary, must be translated: ‘“‘ Nequa radix 
amaritudinis sursum germinans impediat.” We may regard it as 
certain that the original Septuagint exhibited the text: uy tis éorw 
ev wuiv. pia avw dvovaoa év yoAy Kai wmixpia. This is the reading 
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of the early fifth century Manuscript of the Freer collection (see fac- 
simile of the Washington Ms. of Deuteronomy and Joshua edited 

by H..A. Sanders, Michigan, 1910) and of the contemporaneous Co- 
dex Sarravianus-Colbertinus (phototypic edition by H. Omont, 1897). 

The corruption represented by our citation was, however, very wide- 

spread. Itis the reading registered in BAF. This reading remained 
uncorrected in A but was corrected into év yoAy by later hands in 
Band F. Unfortunately we have not the witness of the Sinaiticus, 
of which no fragment remains for Deuteronomy, nor of the Chester- 
Beatty Papyri, one of the fragments of which comes up to the first 
letter of jutv and then undergoes a mutilation involving a hiatus 
of seventeen lines, the next line beginning in the middle of the long 

verse which follows. A and F show a further coincidence with 

our Epistle, namely, the addition of arupias after pila. The other 
manuscript variants, which may be seen in Brooke and McLean’s 
edition of Deuteronomy (p. 651), do not concern us here. Our Epistle 
uses the particular words of Deuteronomy according to a cor- 
rupted form, which was widespread... This does not necessarily 
bring the author into any special relation of dependence on the text 
represented by.Codex A. On the contrary, the presence of aixptas 

after pa in AF begets a very strong suspicion that these MSS 
were influenced by Hebrews. 

X XIX 

In the description of the fearful circumstances which made the 

Israelites dread the experience of God speaking immediately to them, 

a singularly impressive word from the divine regulations in regard 
to the barricading of Sinai is chosen: 

00% E9s00v yxo TO StastedAdwevoy * 

Kav Onptov Otyyn tot dpovs BoBoAncera. (Exodus 19.13). 

The quotation is very free. The Septuagint gives the sense of 
the Hebrew quite well and says: wd&s 6 ayrduevos TOY OPOYE 6a- 
vatw TerevTyoe. ovK AWETAL autod yelp’ év yap AOos AIBOBOAH- 
SETAI 4 Bod catato€evOyoera * EAN te KTHNOS, éav te avOpwros, 

ov (yoerat. 
A comparison of the words in uncial type with the half-dozen 

words of the citation will show that two of them (@/yn and @npiov) 
are not drawn from the Septuagint. 

On the short sentence Mwicijs efwev* éx@oPos eiut kai évtpouos and 
its relation tu the ékpofds eiu of Deuteronomy 9. 19 see Chapter IV. 
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XXX 

Towards the end of chapter XII the contrast between the prepa- 

ratory revelation of Sinai and oe final revelation of the New Testa- 
ment, sets “‘ then” and “now” before the Apostle in terms of the 
prophecy of Aggeus 2. 6: 

ob A Qavh Thy viv éoddevcev téte, vov dé emhyyedtar 

Agyorv * 

étt arra& éyo oetcw 
(od pdvov) THY yi” 

(dAAa kai) tov ovpavdv. (Hebrews 12. 26). 

The words of the Septuagint, which furnish this Scriptura! testi- 

mony regarding the last age, are dite tdde Aéyer Kpios tavToKxpa- 
twp étt ana& éya ceiow Tov ovpavev Kai thy Gadkacoav xtA. Since the 
enumeration of heaven and earth and sea denotes the whole of visible 

creation, our author gives the text a form which harmonises with his 
argument. The translation ét: da& does not cover the whole mean- 
ing of the Hebrew 7 aps nos Tip ‘‘ vet once, it is a little while,”’ 

but it conveys the main idea. The additions ot pdvov... adAAa Kat 
in our Epistle are interpretative. A shaking which involves heaven, 
in contrast to a previous shaking of the earth, denotes a final change, 
THY TGV Tadevopevwy peTaDecwW ws TrETONpEVWY. 

XXXT 

As has been said in Chapter IV, the source of the citation in Heb- 
rews 13. 5, which embodies a motive of disinterested conduct, is not 
certain. With its introductory formula it reads: 

’ Aorddpyupos 6 tpdm0s* doxovmsvor Tote TMapoTary * 

autos Yap stonxev * 

ov fin oe ave 

ovo’ ov. uy oe éyxataXira. 

Philo of Alexandria quotes what he describes as a Adyiov Tov i(Aew 
Oeceod in precisely the same textual form (de confusione linguarum 166). 
There are four or (counting Genesis 28. 15) five passages which may 
have become fused together in Jewish memories to give the saying 
this popular form (Deut. 31. 6, 31. 8; Josue 1.5; I Paralip. 28. 20). 
On the whole, the wording is nearer to Deuteronomy 31.6 (words ~ 
of Moses to the people): ovre py ce dvq ote un oe éyxataAdirn, 
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than to Deuteronomy 31.8 (words of Moses to Josue) ovx avice 

ge ovoe py eyxatadiny oe, or to Josue 1.5 (words of God to Josue): 
ovK éyxatadetfw oe ovdé vmepdyouat oe. There is also a very 
similar sentence amongst the words of David to Salomon recorded by 
the Chronicler (I Paralip. 28. 20): ove advice: oe Kai od py oe éyKata- 
Airy. The first of the Deuteronomic texts has been given above 
according to Codex B. In the Codex Alexandrinus there is a simple 
ov instead of the first ovre and an ovd’ ov, as in our Epistle, instead 
of the second. The ovd’ ov in this place is characteristic of the Alex- 
andrinus, and has been maintained in the three texts which the com- 
bination of aviqut and éyxatade(rw make most similar to our cita- 
tion (Deut. 31.6, 31. 8,.and I Paralip. 28. 20). Since this pheno- 
menon stands in contradistinction to Codex B and others, one may 

reasonably suppose that the influence of the citation in Hebrews has 

been at work on the scribe of the Alexandrinus. I say scribe (not 

scribes) in the present instance, because the same hand seems to have 

written Deuteronomy 31 and I Paralipomenon 28 of the celebrated 

Codex. 

XXXII 

An act of confidence is proposed to correspond with this motive 

of trust. It is voiced in a verse of Psalm 117 and introduced thus: 

ote Oxoootvrag pkc eimetv 

a} Kupios éuoi BonOds, ob PoByOycopat* 
b) té womoe pot avOpwros; 

The Hebrew original should certainly be read: ‘‘ The Lord is for 
me; I will not fear: what can man doto me?’ The sentence is.divided 
after this manner in our citation, but Manuscripts of the Septuagint 
have a cai after the interpretative word fonfds, and thus suggest 
that the last clause should not be taken as an independent question. 
Codex A stands for the insertion of caf both in its Septuagint text and 
in the text of Hebrews, whereas the original hand of the Sinaiticus 

omitted xa’ in. both places, but was afterwards altered by a correc- 

tor. How Vaticanus read we do not know, because the leaves that 
held the Psalm text and these last chapters of the Epistle are gone. 
At least we are certain that in this instance our author did not follow 
the same type of Greek text as that from which the Codex Alexan- 

drinus was derived. 
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